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We are glad to introduce CLiC-it 2014 (http://clic.humnet.unipi.it), the first edition of 
the Italian Conference on Computational Linguistics, a new event aiming to establish 
a reference forum for research on Computational Linguistics of the Italian community. 
CLiC-it covers all aspects of automatic language understanding, both written and 
spoken, and targets state-of-art theoretical results, experimental methodologies, 
technologies, as well as application perspectives, which may contribute to advance the 
field. 
CLiC-it 2014 is held in Pisa on December 9-10 2014, and it is co-located with 
EVALITA-2014 (http://www.evalita.it), the fourth edition of the evaluation campaign 
of Natural Language Processing and Speech tools for Italian and with the XIII 
Symposium on Artificial Intelligence (Pisa, 10-12 December 2014, 
http://aiia2014.di.unipi.it/).  
Pisa is a special place in the history of Italian Computational Linguistics. Here, Padre 
Roberto Busa carried out his pioneering research on automatic text processing in the 
late ‘60s with Antonio Zampolli, who then founded the Istituto di Linguistica 
Computazionale of CNR in Pisa, the first research center thoroughly  devoted to 
Computational Linguistics and Natural Language Processing. The University of Pisa 
also hosted the first professorship in Computational Linguistics held by Antonio 
Zampolli until his death in 2003. 
It is therefore highly symbolic that the Italian community on Computational 
Linguistics gathers for the first time in Pisa, there where its roots lie. Italian 
Computational Linguistics has come a long way. Research groups and centers are 
now spread nationwide and play an active role on the international scene. The large 
number of researchers that have decided to present their work to CLiC-it is the best 
proof of the maturity of our community, strongly committed to shape the future of 
Computational Linguistics. 
The spirit of CLiC-it is inclusive. In the conviction that the complexity of language 
phenomena needs cross-disciplinary competences, CLiC-it intends to bring together 
researchers of related disciplines such as Computational Linguistics, Linguistics, 
Cognitive Science, Machine Learning, Computer Science, Knowledge Representation, 
Information Retrieval and Digital Humanities.  
CLIC-it covers all aspects of automated language processing. Relevant topics for the 
conference include, but are not limited to, the following thematic areas: 
• Cognitive modeling of language processing and psycholinguistics. Area chairs: 
Marco Baroni (University of Trento) and Vito Pirrelli (ILC-CNR, Pisa). 
• Digital Humanities. Area chairs: Sara Tonelli (FBK, Trento) and Fabio Massimo 
Zanzotto (University of Rome Tor Vergata). 
• Information Extraction. Area chairs: Maria Teresa Pazienza (University of Rome 
Tor Vergata) and Paola Velardi (University of Rome Sapienza) 
• Information Retrieval. Area Chair: Fabrizio Sebastiani (ISTI-CNR, Pisa) 
• Linguistic Resources. Area chairs: Elisabetta Jezek (University of Pavia) and 
Monica Monachini (ILC-CNR, Pisa) 
• Machine Translation. Area chair: Marcello Federico (FBK, Trento) 
• Pragmatics and Creativity. Area chairs: Rodolfo Delmonte (University of 
Venezia) and Malvina Nissim (University of Bologna) 
III
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• Semantics and Knowledge Acquisition. Area chairs: Gianni Semeraro (University 
of Bari) and Alessandro Moschitti (University of Trento) 
• Spoken Language Processing. Area chairs: Franco Cutugno (University of Napoli 
Federico II) and Cinzia Avesani (ISTC-CNR, Padova) 
• Syntax and Parsing. Area chairs: Giuseppe Attardi (University of Pisa) and 
Alessandro Mazzei (University of Torino) 
We have received a total of 97 paper submissions, out of which 75 have been 
accepted to appear in the Conference proceedings, which are available online in a 
joint volume with Evalita 2014. 
We are very proud of the scientific program of the conference: it includes two invited 
speakers, Eduard Hovy (Carnegie Mellon University) and John Nerbonne (University 
of Groningen), long and short oral presentations, as well as two poster sessions. We 
are also happy to assign best paper awards to young authors (PhD students and 
Postdocs) who appear as first author of their paper. 
We would like to share the great success of CLiC-it 2014, the first edition of the 
Italian Conference on Computational Linguistics, with the whole Italian community. 
We thank the conference sponsors for their generous support: 
 
 
We also thank the following organizations and institutions for endorsing CLiC-it: 
 
• Università di Pisa 
• Società Italiana di Glottologia (SIG) 
• Associazione Italiana per l’Intelligenza Artificiale (AI*IA) 
• Società di Linguistica Italiana (SLI) 
• Associazione Italiana di Linguistica Applicata (AITLA) 
• Associazione per l’Informatica Umanistica e la Cultura Digitale (AIUCD) 
• Associazione Italiana Scienze della Voce (AISV) 
 
Special thanks to Gianluca Lebani for his precious help to organize CLiC-it 2014 and 
prepare the conference proceedings. 
 
Last but not least, we thank the area chairs and all the reviewers for their incredible 
work, the invited speakers for their contribution to make CLIC-it an international 
event, and all the persons involved in the organization of the conference in Pisa. 
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Creating a standard for evaluating Distant Supervision
for Relation Extraction
Azad Abad1 and Alessandro Moschitti2,1
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2Qatar Computing Research Institute
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Abstract
English. This paper defines a standard for
comparing relation extraction (RE) sys-
tems based on a Distant Supervision (DS).
We integrate the well-known New York
Time corpus with the more recent version
of Freebase. Then, we define a simpler
RE system based on DS, which exploits
SVMs, tree kernels and a simple one-vs-all
strategy. The resulting model can be used
as a baseline for system comparison. We
also study several example filtering tech-
niques for improving the quality of the DS
output.
Italiano. Questo articolo definisce
uno standard per comparare sistemi per
l’estrazione di relazioni (ER) basati su
Distant Supervision. In questo lavoro,
integriamo il famoso corpus New York
Time con la recente versione di Freebase.
Quindi, definiamo in sistema di ER che
usa DS basato su SVMs, tree kernels e
la strategia uno-contro-tutti. Il modello
risultante puo´ essere usato come baseline
per la comparazione di sistemi. In ag-
giunta, studiamo diverse tecniche di fil-
traggio degli esempi prodotti dalla DS per
migliorare la qualita´ del suo output.
1 Introduction
Relation Extraction (RE) is a well-known Natural
Language Processing subarea, which aims at ex-
tracting relation types between two named entities
from text. For instance, in the sentence:”Alaska
is a U.S. state situated in the North American
continent.”, the identified relation type between
two entity mentions can be denoted by a tuple
r<e1,e2>∈ E × E, where the tuple name r is the
relation type and e1 and e2 are the entities that par-
ticipate in the relation.
Location/Contains︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
<Alaska︸ ︷︷ ︸
e1
, United States︸ ︷︷ ︸
e2
>
Currently, supervised learning approaches are
widely used to train relation extractors. However,
manually providing large-scale human-labeled
training data is costly in terms of resources and
time. Besides, (i) a small-size corpus can only
contains few relation types and (ii) the resulting
trained model is domain-dependent.
Distance Supervision (DS) is an alternative ap-
proach to overcome the problem of data annota-
tion (Craven et al., 1999) as it can automatically
generate training data by combining (i) a struc-
tured Knowledge Base (KB), e.g., Freebase1 with
a large-scale unlabeled corpus, C. The basic idea
is: given a tuple r<e1,e2> contained in a refer-
ring KB, if both e1 and e2 appear in a sentence
of C, that sentence is assumed to express the re-
lation type r, i.e., it is considered a training sen-
tence for r. For example, given the KB relation,
president(Obama,USA), the following sen-
tence, Obama has been elected in the USA presi-
dential campaign, can be used as a positive train-
ing example for president(x,y).
However, DS suffers from two major draw-
backs: first, in early studies, Mintz et al. (2009)
assumed that two entity mentions cannot be in a
relation with different relation types r1 and r2.
In contrast, Hoffmann et al. (2011) showed that
18.3% of the entities in Freebase that also occur in
the New York Times 2007 corpus (NYT) overlap
with more than one relation type.
Second, although DS method has shown some
promising results, its accuracy suffers from noisy
training data caused by two types of problems
(Hoffmann et al., 2011; Intxaurrondo et al., 2013;
Riedel et al., 2010): (i) possible mismatch be-
tween the sentence semantics and the relation
type mapped in it, e.g., the KB correct rela-
tion, located in(Renzi,Rome), cannot be
mapped into the sentence, Renzi does not love the
Rome soccer team; and (ii) coverage of the KB,
1http://www.freebase.com/
1
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Figure 1: a) The constituent parse tree of the example sentence where ”E1-Loc” denotes the source entity mentions and
”E2-Loc” denotes the target entity. b) PT relation instance space of the sentence.
e.g., a sentence can express relations that are not
in the KB (this generates false negatives).
Several approaches for selecting higher quality
training sentences with DS have been studies but
comparing such methods is difficult for the lack of
well-defined benchmarks and models using DS.
In this paper, we aim at building a standard to
compare models based on DS: first of all, we con-
sidered the most used corpus in DS, i.e., the com-
bination of NYT and Freebase (NYT-FB).
Secondly, we mapped the Freebase entity IDs
used in NYT-FB from the old version of 2007 to
the newer Freebase 2014. Since entities changed,
we asked an annotator to manually tag the entity
mentions in the sentence. As the result, we created
a new dataset usable as a stand-alone DS corpus,
which we make available for research purposes.
Finally, all the few RE models experimented
with NYT-FB in the past are based on a complex
conditional random fields. This is necessary to
encode the dependencies between the overlapping
relations. Additionally, such models use very par-
ticular and sparse features, which make the repli-
cability of the models and results complex, thus
limiting the research progress in DS. Indeed, for
comparing a new DS approach with the previous
work using NYT-FB, the researcher is forced to
re-implement a very complicated model and its
sparse features. Therefore, we believe that simpler
models can be very useful as (i) a much simpler re-
implementation would enable model comparisons
and (ii) it would be easier to verify if a DS method
is better than another. In this perspective, our pro-
posed approach is based on convolution tree ker-
nels, which can easily exploit syntactic/semantic
structures. This is an important aspect to favor
replicability of our results.
Moreover, our method differers from previous
state of the art on overlapping relations (Riedel
et al., 2010) as we apply a modification of the
simple one-vs-all strategy, instead of the complex
graphical models. To make our approach competi-
tive, we studied several parameters for optimizing
SVMs and filtering out noisy negative training ex-
amples. Our extensive experiments show that our
models achieve satisfactory results.
2 Related Work
Extracting relations from the text has become pop-
ular in IE community. In fully-supervised ap-
proach, all the instances are manually labeled by
humans and it has been the most popular method
so far (Zelenko et al., 2003; Culotta and Sorensen,
2004; Kambhatla, 2004). In semi-supervised ap-
proach, initially a small number of seed instances
are manually annotated and used to extract the pat-
terns from a big corpus (Agichtein and Gravano,
2000; Blum and Mitchell, 1998).
Distant Supervision (DS) has emerged to be a
popular method for training semantic relation ex-
tractors. It was used for the first time in the
biomedical domain (Craven et al., 1999) and
the basic idea was to extract binary relations be-
tween protein and cell/tissues by using Yeast Pro-
tein Database (YPD) corpus. This method is get-
ting more and more popular and different types of
RE problems are being addressed (Bunescu and
Mooney, 2007; Mintz et al., 2009; Riedel et al.,
2010; Nguyen and Moschitti, 2011; Hoffmann et
al., 2010; Riedel et al., 2013; Surdeanu et al.,
2012; Hoffmann et al., 2011). Among others,
tree kernels (TKs) have been widely used in su-
pervised and weakly supervised setting and shown
promising results. (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005;
Nguyen et al., 2009; Nguyen and Moschitti, 2011;
Bunescu and Mooney, 2005; Zelenko et al., 2003)
3 Basic RE using SVMs and TKs
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are linear su-
pervised binary classifiers that separate the class
boundaries by constructing hyperplanes in a mul-
tidimensional space. They can also be used in non-
separable linear space by applying kernel func-
2
tions. Tree kernels (TKs) (Collins et al., 2001)
have been proved to achieve state-of-the-art in re-
lation extraction (Zhang et al., 2006b). Different
TKs have been proposed in the past (Moschitti,
2006). We modeled our RE system by using fea-
ture vectors along with syntactic/semantic trees
(see (Zhang et al., 2006a; Nguyen et al., 2009)).
3.1 Feature Vectors
In our experiment, we used the features proposed
by Mintz et al. (2009). It consists of two stan-
dard lexical and syntactic feature levels. Lexi-
cal/syntactic features extracted from a candidate
sentence are decorated with different syntactic
features such as: (i) Part of Speech (POS); (ii)
the window of k words of the left and right of
matched entities; (iii) the sequences of words be-
tween them; and (iv) finally, syntactic features ex-
tracted in terms of dependency patterns between
entity pairs. The proposed features yield low-
recall as they appear in conjunctive forms but at
the same time they produce a high precision.
3.2 Tree Kernels for RE
We used the model proposed in (Zhang et al.,
2006a). This, given two relation examples, R1
and R2, computes a composite kernel K(R1, R2),
which combines a tree kernel with a linear kernel.
More formally:
K(R1, R2) = α ~x1 · ~x2 + (1− α)KT (T1, T2),
where α is a coefficient that assigns more weight
to the target kernel, ~x1 and ~x2 are feature vectors
representing the two relations R1 and R2, respec-
tively, and KT (T1, T2) is the tree kernel applied to
the syntactic/semantic trees representing the two
relations. Ti (i = 1, 2) is the minimal subtree con-
taining the shortest path between the two target en-
tity mentions. Figure 1 shows a sentence tree (part
a) and its associated tree (part b).
4 Experiments
Corpus. We trained our system on the NYT
news wire corpus (Sandhaus, 2008). The origi-
nal corpus includes 1.8 million articles written and
published by the NYT between January 1987 and
June 2007. We used the same subset of data as
Riedel et al. (2010). The data set consists of two
parts for training and the test, where the first part
refers to the years 2005-2006 of the NYT whereas
the second refer to the year 2007.
In the corpus provided by Riedel et al. (2010),
instead of the entity mentions, their corresponding
IDs in Freebase have been tagged (this because
Figure 2: Recall of positive examples with respect
to word distance between entity mentions.
of previous copyright issues). The old version
of Freebase 2007 is not available anymore and in
many cases the IDs or entities have changed in
Freebase 2014. So, it was not possible to combine
NYT with the newer Freebase to apply DS. To deal
with this problem, we mapped the old Freebase
IDs with Freebase 2014 and, if the entities were
not the same, we asked an annotator to manually
tag the entity mentions in the sentence. As the re-
sult, we created a new dataset that is mapped with
Freebase 2014 and it is usable as a stand-alone
DS corpus, which we are making freely available2.
Overall, we found 4,700 relations in the training
set and 1,950 in the test set. The number of posi-
tive and negative examples is heavily imbalanced
(1:134). So, we applied simple filtering to discard
noisy negative examples from the training set.
4.1 Data Pre-processing
In the introduction, we pointed out that (i) some
sentences containing the target entities may not
semantically realize the target relation and (ii)
other sentences express a correct relation not in
the KB. We tackle such problems by applying
sentence filtering and enriching the relations of
previous KB.
Sentence Filtering. We used four levels of
noise cleaning to remove potential incorrect
sentences from the corpus. More specifically, we
remove a sentence if:
- The distance between the two target entity men-
tions is more than k words (e.g., 26). We set the k
threshold value equal to 10% of the total number
of positive examples as shown in Figure 2.
- The number of tagged entities between the entity
mentions are greater than a constant h (e.g.,10).
- None of the entity mentions in the sentence ap-
peared in positive examples before, i.e., at least
one of the entity in the negative example has to be
2http://goo.gl/M7I7fL
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Relation Type P% R% F1%
company/founders 66.7 11.4 19.5
location/contains 13.5 40.4 20.3
person/company 11.6 60.7 19.5
company/place founded 20.0 6.7 10.0
person/place lived 10 20.2 13.46
Table 1: Precision and recall of different relation types.
in a relation with another entity (i.e., it has to be
part of previously generated positive examples).
- The same entity pairs were in a relation in positive
examples but with different relation type (Over-
lap Relation). For instance, in the mention Ed-
monton, Alberta , one of six Canadian N.H.L.
markets, is the smallest in the league., the en-
tity mentions <Edmonton, Alberta> are in re-
lations with two relation types: Province/Capital
and Location/Contains. Thus, to train Rel. 1, all
the instances of Rel. 2 are removed and viceversa.
Enriching KB with new relations types. We
analyzed the entity pairs in the sentences of our
corpus with respect to the relations in Freebase
2007. We discovered that many pairs receive no-
relation because they did not exist in Freebase
2007. This creates many false negative (FN) er-
rors in the generation of training data. In the new
release of Freebase many new relations are added,
thus we could recover many of such FNs. How-
ever to keep the compatibility with the previous
NYT-FB corpus, we simply discard such exam-
ples from the training set (instead of including
them as new positive examples). We could match
1,131 new pairs, which are around 1.4% of the to-
tal number of the matched pairs in the training set.
Overall, 3,373 mentions from the positive exam-
ples and 11,818 mentions from negative examples
are discarded from the training set.
4.2 NLP Pipeline
Configurations. We use standard NLP tools
in our pipeline: we parsed all the sentences
using the Charniak parser (Charniak, 2000) and
tagged the named entities with the Stanford NER
toolkit (Finkel et al., 2005) into 4 classes (e.g.
Person, Location, Organization and Other). We
used SVM-Light-TK 3 for training our classifiers,
and employed the one-vs-all strategy for multi-
class classification but with some modifications to
handle the overlap relations: instead of selecting
the class with the highest score assigned by the
classifier to sentences, we selected all the labels
if the assigned scores are larger than a certain
3http://disi.unitn.it/moschitti/Tree-Kernel.htm
P% R% F1%
Mintz++ 31.28 15.43 20.67
Intxaurrondo et al. 29.79 17.48 22.03
Basic SVM 12.4 7.6 9.5
Our Model 11.3 23.0 15.1
Our Model + filtering 13.2 22.5 16.6
Table 2: Results for different models
threshold (e.g., 0). Hence, the classifier can
select more than one class for each example. We
normalize both the tree kernel and the feature
vectors.
Parameter Optimization. The SVM accuracy
is highly influenced by selecting the suitable val-
ues for the cost-factor (option j) and trade-off (op-
tion c) parameters. As we mentioned, the dataset
is very imbalance thus we tuned the j parameter to
outweigh the positive example errors with respect
to the negative examples during training. We used
30% of our training set as a development set to op-
timize the parameters. Then, the best combination
of c and j values with the highest F-measure in the
development set are used to train the classifier.
Evaluation. We compared our model with the
two recent state-of-the-art algorithms such as: (1)
Mintz++ (Surdeanu et al., 2012), which is an im-
proved version of the original work by Mintz et
al. (2009) and (2) Intxaurrondo et al. (2013). The
results for different classes and the overall Micro-
average F1 are shown in tables 1 and 2, respec-
tively. Noted that, due to lack of space, only the
performance of the most populated 5 classes out
of 52 are reported. The results show that (i) our
model improves the micro-average F1 of the basic
RE implementation (basic SVM), i.e., by Zhang
et al. (2006b), by more than 7 absolute percent
points, i.e., 74% relative; and (ii) applying our
simple filtering approach improves our model by
1.5% absolute points. However, our models are
still outperformed by the state of the art: this is not
critical considering that our aim is to build simpler
baseline systems.
5 Conclusion
We have proposed a standard framework, simple
RE models and an upgraded version of NYT-FB
for more easily measuring the research progress in
DS research. Our RE model is based on SVMs,
can manage overlapping relations and exploit syn-
tactic information and lexical features thanks to
tree kernels. Additionally, we have shown that fil-
tering techniques applied to DS data can discard
noisy examples and significantly improve the RE
accuracy.
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Abstract
English. Several textual inference tasks
rely on kernel-based learning. In par-
ticular Tree Kernels (TKs) proved to be
suitable to the modeling of syntactic and
semantic similarity between linguistic in-
stances. In order to generalize the meaning
of linguistic phrases, Distributional Com-
positional Semantics (DCS) methods have
been defined to compositionally combine
the meaning of words in semantic spaces.
However, TKs still do not account for
compositionality. A novel kernel, i.e.
the Compositional Tree Kernel, is pre-
sented integrating DCS operators in the
TK estimation. The evaluation over Ques-
tion Classification and Metaphor Detec-
tion shows the contribution of semantic
compositions w.r.t. traditional TKs.
Italiano. Sono numerosi i problemi di
interpretazione del testo che beneficiano
dall’applicazione di metodi di apprendi-
mento automatico basato su funzioni ker-
nel. In particolare, i Tree Kernel (TK)
sono applicati alla modellazione di met-
riche di similarita´ sintattica e semantica
tra espressioni linguistiche. Allo scopo
di generalizzare i significati legati a sin-
tagmi complessi, i metodi di Distributional
Compositional Semantics combinano al-
gebricamente i vettori associati agli ele-
menti lessicali costituenti. Ad oggi i mod-
elli di TK non esprimono criteri di compo-
sizionalita´. In questo lavoro dimostriamo
il beneficio di modelli di composizionalita´
applicati ai TK, in problemi di Question
Classification e Metaphor Detection.
1 Introduction
Tree Kernels (TKs) (Collins and Duffy, 2001)
are consolidated similarity functions used in NLP
for their ability in capturing syntactic informa-
tion directly from parse trees and used to solve
complex tasks such as Question Answering (Mos-
chitti et al., 2007) or Semantic Textual Similar-
ity (Croce et al., 2012). The similarity between
parse tree structures is defined in terms of all
possible syntagmatic substructures. Recently, the
Smoothed Partial Tree Kernel (SPTK) has been
defined in (Croce et al., 2011): the semantic in-
formation of the lexical nodes in a parse tree en-
ables a smoothed similarity between structures,
which are partially similar and whose nodes can
differ but are nevertheless related. Semantic simi-
larity between words is evaluated in terms of vec-
tor similarity in a Distributional Semantic Space
(Sahlgren, 2006; Turney and Pantel, 2010; Baroni
and Lenci, 2010). Even if achieving higher per-
formances w.r.t. traditional TKs, the main limita-
tions of SPTK are that the discrimination between
words is delegated only to the lexical nodes and
semantic composition of words is not considered.
We investigate a kernel function that exploits se-
mantic compositionality to measures the similarity
between syntactic structures. In our perspective
the semantic information should be emphasized
by compositionally propagating lexical informa-
tion over an entire parse tree, making explicit the
head/modifier relationships between words. It en-
ables the application of Distributional Composi-
tional Semantic (DCS) metrics, that combine lexi-
cal representations by vector operator into the dis-
tributional space (Mitchell and Lapata, 2008; Erk
and Pado, 2008; Zanzotto et al., 2010; Baroni and
Lenci, 2010; Grefenstette and Sadrzadeh, 2011;
Blacoe and Lapata, 2012; Annesi et al., 2012),
within the TKs computation. The idea is to i) de-
fine a procedure to mark nodes of a parse tree that
allows to spread lexical bigrams across the tree
nodes ii) apply DCS smoothing metrics between
such compositional nodes iii) enrich the SPTK for-
mulation with compositional distributional seman-
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play::v
rootVBHendrix::n
nsubjNNP
do::v
auxVBZ
instrument::n
dobjNNwhat::w
detWDT
Figure 1: Lexical centered tree of the sentence “What in-
strument does Hendrix play?”
tics. The resulting model has been called Compo-
sitional Smoothed Partial Tree Kernel (CSPTK).
The entire process of marking parse trees is de-
scribed in Section 2. Therefore, in Section 3
the CSPTK is presented. Finally, in Section 4,
the evaluations over Question Classification and
Metaphor Detection tasks are shown.
2 Explicit compositions in Parse Trees
Compositional semantic constraints over a tree
kernel computation can be applied when syn-
tagms corresponding to nodes are made explicit.
Given the question “What instrument does Hen-
drix play?” and its dependency structure, the cor-
responding syntactic structure is shown in Figure
1 in terms of a Lexically Centered Tree (LCT),
as in (Croce et al., 2011). Nodes are partitioned
into: lexical nodes in terms of non-terminals
〈ln::posn〉, such as instrument::n, where l is the
lemma of the token and pos the part-of-speech;
syntactic nodes, i.e. children of each lexical node
which encodes a dependency function d ∈ D (e.g.
PREPOF ) and the pos-tag of the parent (e.g. NN).
In order to introduce lexical compositionality to
these syntactic representations, a mark-up process
is introduced, enabling the compositional exten-
sion of the tree kernel. Each link between two non-
terminal nodes in a LCT representation reflects a
dependency relation d, encoded by the child of
the lowest non-terminal node. For example, the
dependency between the node instrument::n and
its parent node play::v is of type dobj. Thus,
semantic compositionality is introduced in terms
of a head/modifier pair (h,m) over non-terminal
nodes, where lexical head is always the upper
node. Every non-terminal node is now marked as
〈dh,m, 〈lh :: posh, lm :: posm〉〉 (1)
Figure 2 shows a fully compositionally labeled
tree, called Compositional Lexically Centered
Tree (CLCT), for the sentence whose unlabeled
version has been shown in Figure 1. Now nodes
are partitioned so that: non-terminal nodes repre-
sent compositional lexical pairs (h,m) marked
as in Equation 1: notice that the modifier is miss-
ing in the root node; dependency functions
(dobj) and POS-Tags (VBZ) are encoded in
the terminal nodes as in the original LCT; lexi-
cal nodes, e.g. play::v, are repeated as terminal
nodes, in order to reduce data sparseness that may
be introduced by considering only compositional
compounds. A DCS model can be adopted, allow-
ing to estimate an expressive similarity function
between head-modifier pairs (h1,m1), (h2,m2)
within the resulting kernel. In (Mitchell and La-
pata, 2008) three general classes of compositional
models have been defined: a linear additive model
~p = A~u + B~v; a multiplicative model ~p =
C~u~v and the dilation model ~pd = (~u · ~u)~v +
(λ− 1)(~u · ~v)~u. A and B are weight matrices; C
is a weight tensor that project lexical vectors ~u and
~v onto the space of ~p, i.e. the vector resulting from
the composition; eventually, dilation is an asym-
metric function where ~u can be used to dilate ~v,
and viceversa according with a dilation factor λ.
Another compositional model adopted here is the
so-called Support Subspace, proposed in (Annesi
et al., 2012), which assumes that a composition
is expressed by projecting vectors into subspaces.
A projection reflects a selection function over the
set of semantic features shared in the (h,m) com-
pound. A subspace local to (h,m) can be found
such that only the space dimensions specific to its
meaning are selected. Support Subspaces seem
very effective for simple syntactic structures by
capturing bi-gram semantics, but they are not sen-
sitive to complex linguistic structures.
3 The Compositional Smoothed Partial
Tree Kernel
A Tree Kernel function is a function
TK(T1, T2) =
∑
n1∈NT1
∑
n2∈NT2 ∆(n1, n2),
where T1 and T2 are parse trees, while NT1 and
NT2 are the sets of the T1’s and T2’s nodes. The
∆ function recursively computes the amount of
similarity between tree structures in terms of
the similarity among substructures. The type of
considered fragments determines the expressive-
ness of the kernel space and different tree kernels
are characterized by different choices. In early
models, e.g. (Collins and Duffy, 2001), lexical
generalization has been neglected in the recursive
matching, so that only exact matching between
node labels was given a weight higher than 0.
Lexical contribution was proposed by (Croce
et al., 2011), in the so called Smoothed Partial
Tree Kernel (SPTK). In SPTK, the TK extends
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root〈play::v,*::*〉
play::vVBrootnsubj〈play::v,Hendrix::n〉
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aux〈play::v,do::v〉
do::vVBZaux
dobj〈play::v,instrument::n〉
instrument::nNNdobjdet〈instrument::n,what::w〉
what::wWDTdet
Figure 2: Compositional Lexically Centered Tree (CLCT) of the sentence “What instrument does Hendrix play?”
the similarity between tree structures allowing a
smoothed function of node similarity σ. It allows
to measure the similarity between syntactic tree
structures, which are semantically related even
when lexical nodes differ. This is achieved by the
following formulation of the function ∆:
∆σ(n1, n2)=µλσ(n1, n2),where n1 and n2 are leaves, else
∆σ(n1, n2)=µσ(n1, n2)
(
λ2 +
∑
~I1,~I2,l(~I1)=l(~I2)
(2)
λd(
~I1)+d(~I2)
l(~I1)∏
j=1
∆σ(cn1(~I1j), cn2(~I2j))
)
In Eq. 2 , ~I1j represents the sequence of subtrees,
dominated by node n1, that are shared with the
children of n2 (i.e. ~I2j ) as all other non-matching
substructures are neglected. The semantic similar-
ity between nodes is measure by σ(n1, n2).
One main limitation of SPTK is that σ does
not consider compositional interaction between
words. Given the phrases “to play sport” and
“to play instrument”, the SPTK relies only on a
unique meaning for play, ignoring the composi-
tional role of each modifier. Let us consider the
application of the SPTK on the tree shown in
Figure 2. When estimating the similarity with a
tree derived from sentences such as “What instru-
ment does Hendrix play?” or “What sport does
Bolt play?”, the kernel will estimate the similarity
among all nodes. Then, the σ function in Equation
2 would not be able to exploit the different senses
of the verb play, as a traditional DCS model would
provide a unique vector representation.
The Compositional Smoothed Partial Tree Ker-
nel (CSPTK) tries to overcome this limitation
by measuring the similarity between constituency
structures in which lexical compositionality have
been made explicit. DCS operators are employed
within the CSPTK computation. The core nov-
elty of the CSPTK is the new estimation of σ as
described in Algorithm 1. For the lexical nodes
the kernel σLEX is applied, i.e. the cosine sim-
ilarity between words sharing the same pos-tag.
Moreover, the other non-lexical nodes contribute
according to a strict matching policy: they pro-
vide full similarity only when the same pos, or
Algorithm 1 στ (nx, ny, lw) Compositional estimation of
the lexical contribution to semantic tree kernel
στ ← 0,
if nx = 〈lexx::pos〉 and ny = 〈lexy::pos〉 then
στ ← σLEX(n1, n2)
end if
if (nx = pos or nx = dep) and nx = ny then
στ ← lw
end if
if nx =
〈
dh,m, 〈lix〉
〉
and ny =
〈
dh,m, 〈liy〉
〉
then
/*Both modifiers are missing*/
if lix = 〈hx::pos〉 and liy = 〈hy::pos〉 then
στ ← σCOMP
(
(hx), (hy)
)
= σLEX(nx, ny)
end if
/*One modifier is missing*/
if lix = 〈hx::posh〉 and liy = 〈hy::posh,my::posm〉
then
στ ← σCOMP
(
(hx, hx), (hy,my)
)
else
/*General Case*/
στ ← σCOMP
(
(hx,mx), (hy,my)
)
end if
end if
return στ
dependency, is matched and 0 otherwise. The fac-
tor lw is here adopted to reduce the contribution
of non-lexical nodes. The novel part of Algo-
rithm 1 is introduced with the similarity compu-
tation over compositional nodes. In order to acti-
vate the similarity function between non-terminal
nodes, they must have the same dh,m. In this case
a DCS metric can be applied between the involved
(h,m) compounds: the lexical information related
to pairs are checked and if their respective heads
and modifiers share the corresponding POS, a com-
positional similarity function is applied.If a mod-
ifier is missing, e.g. the compounds are (hx, ∗)
and (hy,my), the virtual pair (hx, hx) and the pair
(hy,my) are used; if both modifiers are missing,
e.g. the compounds are (hx, ∗) and (hy, ∗), the
σLEX , i.e. the cosine similarity between word
vectors, is adopted.
4 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated CSPTK w.r.t. two inference tasks,
i.e. Question Classification (QC) and Metaphor
Detection (MI). Texts are processed with Stanford
CoreNLP and compositional trees are generated as
discussed in Section 2. The lexical similarity func-
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tion is derived from a co-occurrence Word Space,
acquired through the distributional analysis of the
UkWaC corpus, as in (Croce et al., 2011).
CSPTK in Question Classification. In the QC
task, the reference corpus is the UIUC dataset
(Li and Roth, 2002), including 5,452 questions
for training and 500 questions for test, organized
in six coarse-grained classes. SVM training has
been carried out over the UIUC by applying (i) the
PTK and SPTK kernels over the LCT representa-
tion of the questions and (ii) the compositional tree
kernels (CSPTKs), according to different compo-
sitional similarity metrics σCOMP , to the CLCT
representation. For learning our models, we used
an extension of the SVM-LightTK software. Dif-
ferent compositional kernels are distinct according
to the adopted compositionality metrics: simple
additive model (Mitchell and Lapata, 2010), de-
noted by a “+” superscript with α = β; the point-
wise product operator, denoted by a “ · ” super-
script; the dilation operator model, denoted by a
d superscript with λ = 1; the support subspace
model of (Annesi et al., 2012), denoted by SS .
Kernel Accuracy Std. Dev.
BoW 86.3% ±0.3%
PTKLCT 90.3% ±1.8%
SPTKLCT 92.2% ±0.6%
CSPTK+CLCT 95.6% ±0.6%
CSPTK·CLCT 94.6% ±0.5%
CSPTKdCLCT 94.2% ±0.4%
CSPTKssCLCT 93.3% ±0.7%
Table 1: Results in the Question Classification task
In Table 1 the accuracy achieved by the differ-
ent systems is reported as the percentage of sen-
tences correctly assigned to the proper question
class. As a baseline, a simple bag-of-word model
(i.e. BoW) is also computed: it represents ques-
tions as binary word vectors and it results in a ker-
nel measuring the lexical overlap. The introduc-
tion of lexical semantic information in tree kernel
operators, such as in SPTK vs. PTK, is benefi-
cial thus confirming the outcomes of (Croce et al.,
2011). CSPTKs seem to make an effective use
of the lexical semantic smoothing as they all out-
perform the non-compositional counterparts. In
particular CSPTK+CLCT outperforms all the other
compositional operators. Eventually, the error re-
duction ranges between 12% and 42%.
CSPTK for Metaphor Detection. For the second
experiment we choose the annotated Metaphor
corpus by (Hovy et al., 2013). The task consists to
classify the target words use as literal or metaphor-
ical. The dataset consists of 3,872 sentences di-
vided into training, development, and test sets, us-
ing a 80-10-10 split. In Table 2, the accuracy
achieved by the different systems is reported. The
complexity of the task is confirmed by the low in-
ter annotator agreement achieved over the dataset,
i.e. 0.57. As detecting metaphor depends on the
deep interaction among words, it seems reason-
able that the models using only syntactic informa-
tion (i.e. PTK) or distributional words in isolation
(i.e. BoW) or both (i.e. SPTK) achieve poor per-
formances. The method proposed in (Srivastava
et al., 2013) confirms the impact of a proper se-
mantic generalization of the training material. It
reaches the SoA by applying a walk-based graph
kernel that generalizes the notion of tree kernel as
a general framework for word-similarity, and in-
corporates distributed representations in a flexible
way. In our test the syntactic information together
with the compositional smoothing, activated by
the compositional nodes of the CSPTK, make also
an effective use of the lexical semantic smoothing
and outperform all the non-compositional coun-
terparts, achieving an accuracy of 75.3%. Even
though CSPTK does not outperform (Srivastava
et al., 2013), it represents a completely automatic
method, largely applicable to different tasks.
Kernel Accuracy
BoW 71.3%
PTKLCT 71.6%
SPTKLCT 71.0%
CSPTK+CLCT 72.4%
CSPTKssCLCT 75.3%
(Srivastava and Hovy, 2013) 76.0%
Table 2: Results in the Metaphor Detection task
5 Conclusions
In this paper, a novel kernel function has been pro-
posed in order to exploit Distributional Compo-
sitional operators within Tree Kernels. The pro-
posed approach propagates lexical semantic infor-
mation over an entire tree, by building a Com-
positionally labeled Tree. The resulting Compo-
sitional Smoothed Partial Tree Kernel measures
the semantic similarity between complex linguis-
tic structures by applying metrics sensible to dis-
tributional compositional semantics. Empirical re-
sults in the Question Classification and Metaphor
Detection tasks demonstrate the positive contribu-
tion of compositional information for the general-
ization capability within the proposed kernel.
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Abstract
English. This paper presents prelimi-
nary results of developing a statistical ma-
chine translation system from Kazakh to
English. Starting with a baseline model
trained on 1.3K and then on 20K aligned
sentences, we tried to cope with the com-
plex morphology of Kazakh by applying
different schemes of morphological word
segmentation to the training and test data.
Morphological segmentation appears to
benefit our system: our best segmentation
scheme achieved a 28% reduction of out-
of-vocabulary rate and 2.7 point BLEU im-
provement above the baseline.
Italiano. Questo articolo presenta dei
risultati preliminari relativi allo sviluppo
di un sistema di traduzione automatica
statistica dal Kazaco all’Inglese. Par-
tendo da un modello di base, addestrato
su 1.3K e 20K coppie di frasi, provi-
amo a gestire la complessa morfologia del
Kazaco utilizzando diversi schemi di seg-
mentazione morfologica delle parole sui
dati di addestramento e di valutazione.
La segmentazione morfologica sembra ap-
portare benefici al nostro sistema: il nos-
tro migliore schema di segmentazione ot-
tiene una riduzione del 28% del “Out-of-
Vocabulary Rate” ed un miglioramento di
2.7 punti della misura “BLEU” rispetto al
sistema di base.
1 Introduction
The availability of considerable amounts of par-
allel texts in Kazakh and English has motivated
us to apply statistical machine translation (SMT)
paradigm for building a Kazakh-to-English ma-
chine translation system using publicly available
data and open-source tools. The main ideas of
SMT were introduced by researchers at IBM’s
Thomas J. Watson Research Center (Brown et al.,
1993). This paradigm implies that translations are
generated on the basis of statistical models whose
parameters are derived from the analysis of bilin-
gual text corpora. We show how one can com-
pile a Kazakh-English parallel corpus from pub-
licly available resources in Section 2.
It is well known that challenges arise in statis-
tical machine translation when we deal with lan-
guages with complex morphology, e.g. Kazakh.
However recently there were attempts to tackle
such challenges for similar languages by morpho-
logical pre-processing of the source text (Bisazza
and Federico, 2009; Habash and Sadat, 2006;
Mermer, 2010). We apply morphological pre-
processing techniques to Kazakh side of our cor-
pus and show how they improve translation per-
formance in Sections 5 and 6.
2 Corpus preparation
In order to build an SMT system for any languages
one needs to obtain a substantial amount of parallel
texts in those languages.
2.1 Small corpus
First we decided to mine a parallel corpus from
e-mail messages circulated within one of Kaza-
khstani organizations with a considerable amount
of international staff. In that organization e-mail
messages that are addressed to all employees are
usually written in three languages: Kazakh, En-
glish and Russian. But sometimes they are writ-
ten solely in English. To identify among all mes-
sages only those that contained at least Kazakh and
English parts we examined several such e-mails,
and we found out that most of them had ‘Dear’,
‘Құрметті’ and ‘Уважаемые’ as beginnings of En-
glish, Kazakh and Russian parts respectively as in
the example below:
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Dear Library Patrons, Please see the …
Құрметті оқырмандар, Қосымшадан …
Уважаемые читатели, Пожалуйста, …
Statistical analysis showed that at 0.9 confi-
dence level a simple heuristic method that classi-
fied an e-mail message as trilingual if it contained
the words ‘Dear’, ‘Құрметті’ and ‘Уважаемые’
would get not less than 77% of such e-mails.
Out of 1,609 e-mails addressed to all employ-
ees that were dumped in April 2014 from one of
the company workers’ mailbox, we could get 636
trilingual messages. In order to extract Kazakh and
English parts from each text chunk we assumed
that the Kazakh part began with ‘Құрметті’, the
English part began with ‘Dear’ and the Russian
part began with ‘Уважаемые’ as in the exam-
ple above. There are better approaches to de-
tect languages in a multilingual document, e.g.
Compact Language Detector (https://code.
google.com/p/cld2/) or langid.py (Lui and
Baldwin, 2012), and we are going to use them in
our future work.
We trained the Punkt sentence splitter from
NLTK (Loper and Bird, 2002) on Kazakh side of
the corpus and used it along with the pre-trained
model for English to perform sentence segmenta-
tion for each e-mail message. Then sentence align-
ment for each pair of e-mails was performed us-
ing hunalign (Varga et al., 2005). After removing
all repeating sentences we obtained 1,303 parallel
sentences. We sampled 100 sentence pairs for tun-
ing and 100 sentence pairs for testing purposes.
2.2 Larger corpus
A larger corpus was mined from the official
site of the President of the Republic of Kaza-
khstan located at http://akorda.kz. Text ex-
traction from HTML was performed through a
Perl-script that used HTML::TreeBuilder module
from CPAN. After sentence splitting and sen-
tence alignment we obtained 22,180 parallel sen-
tences. Unfortunately, there were misalignments
and sometimes Russian sentences found their way
into Kazakh side of the corpus. This happened be-
cause the President of Kazakhstan sometimes gave
bilingual speeches in Kazakh and Russian and the
Russian parts were not translated. We sampled
2,200 sentence pairs from the larger corpus, and
242 of them turned out to be misaligned. So, it
seems that approximately 242/2200 = 11% of all
sentence pairs are “bad” and the data is subject to
further cleaning. We used the “good” 1,958 sen-
tence pairs out of 2,200 for tuning and testing pur-
poses.
3 Kazakh morphology and MT
Kazakh is an agglutinative language, which means
that words are formed by joining suffixes to the
stem. A Kazakh word can thus correspond to En-
glish phrases of various length as shown in Table 1.
дос friend
достар friends
достарым my friends
достарымыз our friends
достарымызда at our friends
достарымыздамыз we are at our friends
Table 1: Example of Kazakh suffixation
The effect of rich morphology can be observed
in our corpora. Table 2 provides the vocabu-
lary sizes, type-token ratios (TTR) and out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) rates of Kazakh and English
sides of larger corpus.
English Kazakh
Vocabulary size 18,170 35,984
Type-token ratio 3.8% 9.8%
OOV rate 1.9% 5.0%
Table 2: Vocabulary sizes, TTR and test set OOV
rates
It is easy to see that rich morphology leads to
sparse data problems for SMT that make transla-
tion of rare or unseen word forms difficult. That is
why we need to use morphological segmentation
to reduce data sparseness.
4 Related work
Few small-sized (0.2K–1.3K sentences) and one
medium-sized (69.8K sentences) parallel corpora
for Kazakh-English pair are available within the
OPUS project (Tiedemann, 2012). We were not
aware of these resources at the beginning of our
research, and therefore we decided to compile our
own corpora.
Rule-based approach and preliminary ideas on
statistical approach for Kazakh-to-English ma-
chine translation were discussed by Tukeyev et
al. (2011). Sundetova et al. (2013) presented
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structural transfer rules for English-to-Kazakh ma-
chine translation system based on Apertium plat-
form (Forcada et al., 2011).
To our knowledge, this is the first paper on the
application of SMT methods and morphological
segmentation to Kazakh language. However pre-
processing of morphologically-rich languages was
considered previously in several works: for the
Arabic-to-English task Habash and Sadat (2006)
presented morphological preprocessing schemes;
for the Turkish-to-English direction Bisazza and
Federico (2009) developed morphological seg-
mentation schemes and Mermer (2010) presented
unsupervised search for the optimal segmentation.
In our work we implemented four schemes sug-
gested by Bisazza and Federico (2009), and devel-
oped three new schemes for verbs and gerunds.
5 Morphological segmentation schemes
5.1 Preprocessing technique
We performed morphological analysis for our cor-
pora using an open-source finite-state morpholog-
ical transducer apertium-kaz (Washington et al.,
2014). It is based on Helsinki Finite-State Toolkit
and is available within the Apertium project (For-
cada et al., 2011). The analysis was carried out by
calling lt-proc command of the Lttoolbox (Ortis-
Rojas et al., 2005). Since more than one analy-
sis was possible, disambiguation was performed
through a Constrained Grammar rules (Karlsson
et al., 1995) by calling the cg-proc command,
which decreased ambiguity from 2.4 to 1.4 anal-
yses per form (see an example of disambiguation
in Table 3). In cases when ambiguity still re-
mained we used the first analysis from the output
of cg-proc.
‘in 2009 , we started the construction works .’
2009 жылы біз құрылысты бастадық .
жылыhadji ‘warm’
жылыhadjihadvli ‘warmly’
! жылhnihpx3spihnomi ‘year’
жылыhadjihsubstihnomi ‘warmth’
Table 3: Morphological disambiguation of a
Kazakh word in context.
Consequently, each surface form is changed to
one of its lexical forms. Now simple regular ex-
pressions can be used to describe different segmen-
tation rules on lexical forms.
5.2 Segmentation schemes
Below we present segmentation schemes which
are combinations of splitting and removal of tags
from the analyzed lexical forms. Segmentation
rules MS2–MS11 were suggested by Bisazza and
Federico (2009).
MS2. Dative, ablative, locative and instrumen-
tal cases are split off from words, since they of-
ten align with the English prepositions ‘to’, ‘from’,
‘in’ and ‘with/by’, respectively. The remaining
case tags – nominative, accusative and genitive –
are removed from the words because they are not
expected to have English counterparts.
MS6. After treating case tags we split off from
nouns the possessive tags of all persons except the
3rd singular hpx3spi, which is removed.
MS7. This rule splits off copula from words, in
addition to MS6’s rules.
MS11. This rule splits off person suffixes from
finite verb forms and copula, in addition to MS7’s
rules.
MS11a. This rule removes person suffixes from
finite verb forms, in addition to MS7’s rules.
MS12. In addition to MS11a’s rules this rule
splits off dative, ablative, locative and instrumen-
tal cases from gerunds that are derived from verbs
in active form. The remaining case tags – nomina-
tive, accusative and genitive – are removed.
MS13. In addition to MS12’s rules this rule
splits off from gerunds the possessive tags of all
persons except the 3rd singular hpx3spi, which is
removed.
The Kazakh side of our corpora was pre-
processed by the aforementioned segmentation
schemes. After that angle brackets ‘hi’ around tags
were replaced by plus sign ‘+’ at the beginnings
of tags for compatibility with SMT toolkit Moses
(Koehn et al., 2007). The benefit of segmentation
for word alignment in Kazakh-to-English direction
is shown in Figure 1.
6 Experiments
6.1 Baseline
The open-source SMT toolkit Moses (Koehn et
al., 2007) was used to build the baseline system.
Phrase pairs were extracted from symmetrized
word alignments generated by GIZA++ (Och and
Ney, 2003). The decoder features a statistical log-
linear model including a phrase-based translation
model, a 5-gram languagemodel, a lexicalized dis-
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Figure 1: Word alignment before (up) and after (down) morphological segmentation MS11.
tortion model and word and phrase penalties. Dis-
tortion limit is 6 by default.
The weights of the log-linear combination were
optimized by means of a minimum error rate train-
ing procedure (Och, 2003) run on tuning sets men-
tioned in section 2. Evaluation was performed on
test sets.
6.2 Morphological segmentation
The impact of morphological segmentation on
training corpus dictionary size and the test set
OOV rate is shown in Table 4. One can see that
better segmentation schemes lower the vocabulary
size and OOV rate.
Scheme Small corpus Larger corpusVocab. OOV Vocab. OOV
baseline 6,143 19.4 35,984 5.0
MS2 5,754 16.0 31,532 4.1
MS6 5,404 15.0 29,430 3.9
MS7 5,393 15.0 29,270 3.9
MS11 5,368 14.1 28,928 3.7
MS11a 5,362 14.8 28,923 3.8
MS12 5,283 14.5 28,079 3.7
MS13 5,241 14.3 27,792 3.6
Table 4: Effect of preprocessing on Kazakh side’s
training corpus vocabulary size and test set OOV
rate.
6.3 Distortion limit
Since the number of words in each sentence has
grown on average after segmentation, it seems rea-
sonable to increase the distortion limit (DL) con-
sequently. Thus, we allowed the distortion to be
unlimited.
Table 5 shows how morphological preprocess-
ing and unlimited distortion affects translation per-
formance. In each system the same preprocessing
was applied to the training, tuning and test data.
Each system was run with limited and unlimited
distortion but the set of weights for both cases was
optimized with the default DL equal to 6.
Scheme small corpus larger corpusDL=6 DL=1 DL=6 DL=1
baseline 17.69 17.32 22.75 23.70
MS2 18.50 18.54 23.77 25.23
MS6 17.29 17.32 23.77 25.06
MS7 17.63 17.43 23.90 25.41
MS11 14.95 15.13 23.62 25.21
MS11a 18.03 17.97 23.95 25.30
MS12 17.80 17.84 23.82 25.18
MS13 18.74 18.49 24.05 25.46
Table 5: BLEU scores.
7 Discussion and Future Work
The experiments have shown that a selective
morphological segmentation improves the perfor-
mance of an SMT system. One can see that in
contrast to Bisazza and Federico’s results (2009),
in our case MS11 downgrades the translation per-
formance. One of the reasons for this might be
that Bisazza and Federico considered translation of
spoken language in which sentences were shorter
on average than in our corpora.
In this work we mainly focused on nominal suf-
fixation. In our future work we are planning to: in-
crease the dictionary of morphological transducer
– currently it covers 93.3% of our larger corpus;
improve morphological disambiguation using e.g.
perceptron algorithm (Sak et al., 2007); develop
more segmentation rules for verbs and other parts
of speech; mine more mono- and bilingual data
using official websites of Kazakhstan’s public au-
thorities.
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Abstract 
English. We address the problem of recogni-
tion of medical entities in clinical records 
written in Italian. We report on experiments 
performed on medical data in English provid-
ed in the shared tasks at CLEF-ER 2013 and 
SemEval 2014. This allowed us to refine 
Named Entity recognition techniques to deal 
with the specifics of medical and clinical lan-
guage in particular. We present two ap-
proaches for transferring the techniques to 
Italian. One solution relies on the creation of 
an Italian corpus of annotated clinical records 
and the other on adapting existing linguistic 
tools to the medical domain.  
Italiano. Questo lavoro affronta il problema 
del riconoscimento di entità mediche in refer-
ti medici in lingua italiana. Riferiamo su de-
gli esperimenti svolti su testi medici in ingle-
se forniti nei task di CLEF-ER 2013 e SemE-
val 2014. Questi ci hanno consentito di raffi-
nare le tecniche di Named Entity recognition 
per trattare le specificità del linguaggio me-
dico e in particolare quello dei referti clinici. 
Presentiamo due approcci al trasferimento di 
queste tecniche all’italiano. Una soluzione 
consiste nella creazione di un corpus di refer-
ti medici in italiano annotato con entità me-
diche e l’altro nell’adattare strumenti tradi-
zionali per l’analisi linguistica al dominio 
medico. 
1 Introduction 
One of the objectives of the RIS project (RIS 
2014) is to develop tools and techniques to help 
identifying patients at risk of evolving their dis-
ease into a chronic condition. The study relies on 
a sample of patient data consisting of both medi-
cal test reports and clinical records. We are inter-
ested in verifying whether text analytics, i.e. in-
formation extracted from natural language texts, 
can supplement or improve information extracted 
from the more structured data available in the 
medical test records. 
Clinical records are expressed as plain text in 
natural language and contain mentions of diseas-
es or symptoms affecting a patient, whose accu-
rate identification is crucial for any further text 
mining process. 
Our task in the project is to provide a set of 
NLP tools for extracting automatically infor-
mation from medical reports in Italian. We are 
facing the double challenge of adapting NLP 
tools to the medical domain and of handling doc-
uments in a language (Italian) for which there are 
few available linguistic resources.  
Our approach to information extraction ex-
ploits both supervised machine-learning tools, 
which require annotated training corpora, and 
unsupervised deep learning techniques, in order 
to leverage unlabeled data. 
For dealing with the lack of annotated Italian 
resources for the bio-medical domain, we at-
tempted to create a silver corpus with a semi-
automatic approach that uses both machine trans-
lation and dictionary based techniques. The cor-
pus will be validated through crowdsourcing. 
2 Medical Training Corpus 
Currently Italian corpora annotated with men-
tions of medical terms are not easily available. 
Hence we decided to create a corpus of Italian 
medical reports (IMR), annotated with medical 
mentions and to make it available on demand. 
The corpus consists of 10,000 sentences, ex-
tracted from a collection of 23,695 clinical rec-
ords of various types, including discharge sum-
maries, diagnoses, and medical test reports. 
The annotation process consists in two steps: 
creating a silver corpus using automated tools 
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and then turning the corpus into a gold one by 
manually correcting the annotations. 
For building the silver corpus we used: 
 a NER trained over a silver English resource 
translated to Italian;  
 a dictionary-based entity recognition ap-
proach. 
For converting the silver corpus into a gold one, 
validation by medical experts is required. We 
organized a crowdsourcing campaign, for which 
we are recruiting volunteers to whose we will 
assign micro annotation tasks.  Special care will 
be taken to collected answers reliability. 
2.1 Translation based approach 
The CLEF-ER 2013 challenge (Rebholz-
Schuhmann et al., 2010) aimed at the identifica-
tion of mentions in bio-medical texts in various 
languages, starting from an annotated resource in 
English, and at assigning to them a concept 
unique identifier (CUI) from the UMLS thesau-
rus (Bodenreider, 2004). UMLS combines sever-
al multilingual medical resources, including Ital-
ian terminology from MedDRA Italian 
(MDRITA15_1) and MESH Italian 
(MSHITA2013), bridged through their CUI’s to 
their English counterparts. 
The organizers provided a silver standard cor-
pus (SSC) in English, consisting of 364,005 sen-
tences extracted from the EMEA corpus, which 
had been automatically annotated by combining 
the outputs of several Named Entity taggers 
(Rebholz-Schuhmann et al., 2010). 
In (Attardi et al., 2013) we proposed a solution 
for annotating Spanish bio-medical texts, starting 
from the SSC English resource. Our approach 
combined techniques of machine translation and 
NER and consists of the following steps: 
1. phrase-based statistical machine translation is 
applied to the SSC in order to obtain a corre-
sponding annotated corpus in the target lan-
guage. A mapping between mentions in the 
original and the corresponding ones in the 
translation is preserved, so that the CUIs from 
the original can be transferred to the transla-
tion. This produces a Bronze Standard Corpus 
(BSC) in the target language. A dictionary of 
entities is also created, which associates to 
each pair (entity text, semantic group) the cor-
responding CUIs that appeared in the SSC. 
2. the BSC is used to train a model for a Named 
Entity tagger, capable of assigning semantic 
groups to mentions. 
3. the model built at step 2) is used for tagging 
entities in sentences in the target language. 
4. the annotated document is enriched by adding 
CUIs to each entity, looking up the pair (enti-
ty, group) in the dictionary of CUIs, of step 1. 
For machine translation we trained Moses 
(Koehn, 2007) using a biomedical parallel corpus 
consisting of EMEA, Medline and the Spanish 
Wikipedia for the language model. 
In task A of the challenge, on mention identi-
fication, our submission achieved the best score 
for the categories disease, anatomical part, live 
being and drugs, with scores ranging between 
91.5% and 97.4% (Rebholz-Schuhmann et al., 
2013). In task B on CUI identification, the scores 
were however much lower. 
As NE tagger, we used the Tanl NER (Attardi 
et al., 2009), a generic sequence tagger based on 
a Maximum Entropy Markov Model, that uses a 
rich feature set, customizable by providing a fea-
ture model. Such kinds of taggers perform quite 
well on newswire documents, where capitaliza-
tion features are quite helpful in identifying peo-
ple, organization and locations. With a proper 
feature model we were able to achieve satisfacto-
ry results also for medical domain. 
Adapting the CLEF-ER approach to Italian re-
quired repeating the translation step with an en-it 
parallel corpus, consisting of EMEA and UMLS 
for the medical domain and (Europarl, 2014; 
JRC-Acquis, 2014) for more general domains.  
A NE tagger for Italian was the trained on the 
translated silver corpus. 
Due to a lack of annotated Italian medical 
texts, we couldn’t perform validation on the re-
sulting tagger. Manual inspection confirms the 
hypothesis that accuracy is similar to the Spanish 
version, given that the major difference in the 
process is the translation corpus and that Spanish 
and Italian are similar languages. 
2.2 Dictionary based approach 
Since the terminology for entities in medical rec-
ords is fairly restricted, another method for iden-
tifying mentions in the IMR corpus is to use a 
dictionary. We produced an Italian medical the-
saurus by merging: 
 over 70,000 definitions of treatments and 
diagnosis from the ICD-9-CM terminology; 
 about 22,000 definitions from the SnoMed 
semantic group “Symptoms and Signs, Dis-
ease and Anatomical part” in the UMLS; 
 over 2,600 active ingredients and drugs from 
the “Lista dei Farmaci” (AIFA, 2014).  
We identified mentions in the IMR corpus using 
two techniques: n-gram based and parser based. 
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The IMR text is preprocessed first with the Tanl 
pipeline, performing sentence splitting, tokeniza-
tion, POS tagging and lemma extraction.  
To ease matching, text is normalized by low-
ercasing each word. 
The n-gram based technique tries matching 
each n-gram (with n between 1 and 10) in the 
corpus with entries in the thesaurus in two ways: 
with lemma match and with approximate match. 
Approximate matching involves removing prep-
ositions, punctuations and articles from both n-
grams and entries and performing an exact 
match. 
The parse based matching enables to deal also 
with some kinds of discontiguous mentions, i.e. 
entity mentions interleaved with modifiers, e.g. 
adjectives, verb or adverbs. The matching pro-
cess involves parsing each sentence in the IMR 
with the DeSR parser (Attardi et al., 2009), se-
lecting noun phrases corresponding to subtrees 
whose root is a noun and consisting of certain 
patterns of nouns, adjectives and prepositions, 
and finally searching these noun phrases in the 
thesaurus. 
 
Figure 1: A parsed sentence from the IMR. 
Figure 1 shows a sample sentence and its parse 
tree from which the following noun phrases are 
identified: reumatismo acuto, reumatismo ar-
ticolare, reumatismo in giovane età, gio-
vane età. Among these, reumatismo acuto is 
recognized as an ICD9 disease. 
Overall, we were able to identify over 100,000 
entities in the IMR corpus by means of the dic-
tionary approach. The process is expected to 
guarantee high precision: manual inspection of 
4,000 sentences, detected a 96% precision.  
Besides recognized entities in the thesaurus, 
we annotated temporal expressions by a version 
of HeidelTime (Strotgen and Gertz, 2013) 
adapted to Italian (Attardi and Baronti, 2014). 
3 NE Recognition 
We split the analysis of medical records into two 
steps: recognition of mentions and assignment of 
unique identifiers (CUI) to those mentions. 
The training set consisted of 199 notes with 
5,816 annotations, the development set of 99 
notes with 5,351 annotations. 
For the first step we explored using or adapt-
ing traditional NER techniques. We performed 
experiments in the context of the SemEval 2014 
task 7, Analysis of Clinical Text, where we could 
try these techniques using suitable training and 
test data, even though in English rather than Ital-
ian (Attardi et al., 2014). We tested several NER 
tools: the Tanl NER, the Stanford NER 
(CRF_NER, 2014) and a Deep Learning NER 
(NLPNET, 2014), which we developed based on 
the SENNA architecture (SENNA, 2011). While 
the first two taggers rely on a rich feature sets 
and supervised learning, the Deep Learning tag-
ger uses almost no features and relies on word 
embeddings, learned through an unsupervised 
process from unannotated texts, along the ap-
proach by Collobert et al. 2011. 
We created an unannotated corpus (UC) com-
bining 100,000 terms from the English Wikipe-
dia and 30,000 additional terms from a subset of 
unannotated medical texts from the MIMIC cor-
pus (Moody and Marks, 1996). The word em-
beddings for the UC are computed by training a 
deep learning architecture initialized to the val-
ues provided by Al-Rfou’ et al. (2013) for the 
English Wikipedia and to random values for the 
medical terms. 
All taggers use dictionary features. We created 
a dictionary of disease terms (about 22,000 terms 
from the “Disease or Syndrome” semantic type 
of UMLS) excluding the most frequent words 
from Wikipedia.  
The Tanl NER could be customized with addi-
tional cluster features, extracted from a small 
window of input tokens. The clusters of UC 
terms were calculated using the following algo-
rithms: 
 DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996) as implement-
ed in scikit-learn (SCIKIT, 2014). Applied to 
the word embeddings it produced a set of 
572 clusters. 
 Continuous Vector Representation of Words 
(Mikolov et al., 2013), using the word2vec 
library (WORD2VEC, 2014) with several 
settings. 
We obtained the best accuracy with word2vec 
using a set of 2,000 clusters. 
3.1 Conversion to IOB format 
Before applying NE tagging, we had to convert 
the medical records into the IOB format used by 
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most NE taggers. The conversion is not straight-
forward since clinical reports contain discontigu-
ous and overlapping mentions. For example, in:  
Abdomen is soft, nontender, non-
distended, negative bruits 
there are two mentions: Abdomen nontender and 
Abdomen bruits. 
The IOB format does not allow either discon-
tinuity or overlaps. We tested two conversions: 
one by replicating a sentence, each version hav-
ing a single mention from a set of overlapping 
ones.  The second approach consisted in using 
additional tags for disjoint and shared mentions 
(Tang et al., 2013): DISO for  contiguous men-
tions; DDISO for disjoint entity words that are 
not shared by multiple mentions; HDISO for the 
head word that belongs to more than one disjoint 
mentions.  
We tested the accuracy of various NE taggers 
on the SemEval development set. The results are 
reported in Table 1. Results marked with discont 
were obtained with the additional tags for dis-
contiguous and overlapping mentions. 
 
NER Precision Recall F- score 
Tanl 80.41 65.08 71.94 
Tanl+dbscan  80.43 64.48 71.58 
Tanl+word2vec  79.70 67.44 73.06 
Nlpnet 80.29 62.51 70.29 
Stanford 80.30 64.89 71.78 
CRFsuite 79.69 61.97 69.72 
Tanl discont 78.57 65.35 71.35 
Nlpnet discont 77.37 63.76 69.61 
Stanford discont 80.21 62.79 70.44 
Table 1: Accuracy on the development set. 
3.2 Semeval 2014 NER for clinical text 
The task 7 of SemEval 2014 allowed us to test 
NE tagging techniques on medical records and to 
adapt them to the task. Peculiarly, only one class 
of entities, namely diseases, is present in the cor-
pus.  
We dealt with overlapping mentions by con-
verting the annotations. Discontiguous mentions 
were dealt in two steps: the first step identifies 
contiguous portions of a mention with a tradi-
tional sequence labeler; then separate portions of 
mentions are combined into a full mention with 
guidance from a Maximum Entropy classifier 
(Berger et al., 1996), trained to recognize which 
pairs belong to the same mention. The training 
set consists of all pairs of terms within a docu-
ment annotated as disorders. A positive instance 
is created if the terms belong to the same men-
tion, a negative one otherwise. 
The classifier was trained using a binned dis-
tance feature and dictionary features, extracted 
for each pair of words in the training set. 
For mapping entities to CUIs we applied fuzzy 
matching (Fraser, 2011) between the extracted 
mentions and the textual description of entities 
present in a set of UMLS disorders. The CUI 
from the match with highest score is chosen. 
Our submission reached a comparable accura-
cy to the best ones based on a single system ap-
proach (Pradhan et al., 2014), with an F-score of 
0.65 for Task A and 0.83 for Task A relaxed. For 
Task B and Task B relaxed the accuracies were 
0.46 and 0.70 respectively. Better results were 
achieved by submissions that used an ensemble 
of taggers. 
We also attempted combinations of the out-
puts from the Tanl NER (with word2vec cluster 
features), Nlpnet NER and Stanford NER in sev-
eral ways. The best results were obtained by a 
simple one voting approach, taking the union of 
all annotations. The results of the evaluation, for 
both the multiple copies and discount annotation 
style, are shown below: 
NER Precision Recall F- score 
Agreement multiple 73.96 73.68 73.82 
Agreement discont 81.69 65.85 72.92 
Table 2: Accuracy of NER system combination. 
4 Conclusions 
We presented a series of experiments on bio-
medical texts from both medical literature and 
clinical records, in multiple languages, that 
helped us to refine the techniques of NE recogni-
tion and to adapt them to Italian. We explored 
supervised techniques as well as unsupervised 
ones, in the form of word embeddings or word 
clusters. We also developed a Deep Learning NE 
tagger that exploits embeddings. The best results 
were achieved by using a MEMM sequence la-
beler using clusters as features improved in an 
ensemble combination with other NE taggers. 
As an further contribution of our work, we 
produced, by exploiting semi-automated tech-
niques, an Italian corpus of medical records, an-
notated with mentions of medical terms. 
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Abstract
Italiano. L’ultimo decennio ha visto l’af-
fermarsi a livello internazionale dell’uso
di tecnologie del linguaggio per lo stu-
dio dei processi di apprendimento. Questo
contributo, che si colloca all’interno di una
ricerca piu` ampia di pedagogia sperimen-
tale, riporta i primi e promettenti risultati
di uno studio finalizzato al monitoraggio
dell’evoluzione del processo di apprendi-
mento della lingua italiana condotto a par-
tire dalle produzione scritte degli studen-
ti con strumenti di annotazione linguistica
automatica e di estrazione di conoscenza.
English. Over the last ten years, the use
of language technologies was successful-
ly extended to the study of learning pro-
cesses. The paper reports the first resul-
ts of a study, which is part of a broa-
der experimental pedagogy project, aimed
at monitoring the evolution of the lear-
ning process of the Italian language ba-
sed on a corpus of written productions by
students and exploiting automatic lingui-
stic annotation and knowledge extraction
tools.
1 Introduzione
L’uso di tecnologie del linguaggio per lo studio
dei processi di apprendimento e, in termini piu`
applicativi, di costruzione dei cosiddetti Intelli-
gent Computer–Assisted Language Learning sy-
stems (ICALL) e` sempre piu` al centro di ricerche
interdisciplinari che mirano a mettere in luce come
metodi e strumenti di annotazione linguistica auto-
matica e di estrazione della conoscenza siano oggi
maturi per essere usati anche nel contesto educati-
vo e scolastico. A livello internazionale, cio` e` di-
mostrato dal successo delWorkshop on Innovative
Use of NLP for Building Educational Applications
(BEA), arrivato nel 2014 alla sua nona edizione1.
Il presente contributo si pone in questo contesto
di ricerca, riportando i primi risultati di uno studio
tuttora in corso, finalizzato a descrivere, con stru-
menti di carattere quantitativo e qualitativo, l’evo-
luzione delle abilita` di scrittura, sia a livello del
contenuto testuale sia delle competenze linguisti-
che, dalla prima alla seconda classe della scuola
secondaria di primo grado. Si tratta di un lavo-
ro esplorativo finalizzato a costruire un modello
di analisi empirica in grado di consentire l’osser-
vazione dei processi e dei prodotti della didatti-
ca della produzione scritta. Il carattere innova-
tivo di questa ricerca nel panorama nazionale e
internazionale si colloca a vari livelli.
Sul versante metodologico, la ricerca qui deli-
neata rappresenta il primo studio finalizzato al mo-
nitoraggio dell’evoluzione del processo di appren-
dimento linguistico della lingua italiana condotto
a partire dalle produzione scritte degli studenti e
con strumenti di annotazione linguistica automa-
tica e di estrazione di conoscenza. L’utilizzo di
tecnologie del linguaggio per il monitoraggio del-
l’evoluzione della competenza linguistica di ap-
prendenti affonda le radici in un filone di studi av-
viato a livello internazionale nell’ultimo decennio
e all’interno del quale analisi linguistiche genera-
te da strumenti di trattamento automatico del lin-
guaggio sono usate, ad esempio, per: monitorare
lo sviluppo della sintassi nel linguaggio infantile
(Sagae et al., 2005; Lu, 2007); identificare deficit
cognitivi attraverso misure di complessita` sintatti-
ca (Roark et al., 2007) o di associazione semantica
(Rouhizadeh et al., 2013); monitorare la capacita`
di lettura come componente centrale della compe-
tenza linguistica (Schwarm e Ostendorf, 2005; Pe-
tersen e Ostendorf, 2009). Prendendo le mosse da
questo filone di ricerca, Dell’Orletta e Montema-
gni (2012) e Dell’Orletta et al. (2011) hanno di-
1http://www.cs.rochester.edu/∼tetreaul/acl-bea9.html
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mostrato all’interno di due studi di fattibilita` che
le tecnologie linguistico–computazionali possono
giocare un ruolo centrale nella valutazione della
competenza linguistica italiana di studenti in am-
bito scolastico e nel tracciarne l’evoluzione attra-
verso il tempo. Questo contributo rappresenta uno
sviluppo originale e innovativo di questa linea di
ricerca, in quanto la metodologia di monitoraggio
linguistico proposta e` utilizzata all’interno di uno
studio piu` ampio di pedagogia sperimentale, basa-
to su un corpus significativo di produzioni scritte
di studenti e finalizzato a rintracciare l’evoluzione
delle competenze in una prospettiva diacronica e/o
socio–culturale.
L’oggetto delle analisi rappresenta un altro ele-
mento di novita`: e` stato scelto il primo biennio
della scuola secondaria di primo grado come am-
bito scolastico da analizzare perche´ poco indaga-
to dalle ricerche empiriche e poiche´ poche sono
state sino ad oggi le indagini che hanno verifica-
to l’effettiva pratica didattica derivata dalle indica-
zioni previste dai programmi ministeriali relativi a
questo ciclo scolastico, a partire dal 1979 fino alle
Indicazioni Nazionali del 2012.
2 Il contesto e i dati della ricerca
Il contesto di riferimento e` rappresentato dalla ri-
cerca IEA IPS (Association for the Evaluation of
Educational Achievement, Indagine sulla Produ-
zione Scritta) che agli inizi degli anni ’80 ha coin-
volto quattordici paesi di tutto il mondo (tra cui l’I-
talia) in un’indagine sull’insegnamento e sull’ap-
prendimento della produzione scritta nella scuo-
la. I risultati dell’indagine sono riportati in Pur-
vues (1992), e per l’Italia in Lucisano (1988) e
Lucisano e Benvenuto (1991).
Lo studio piu` ampio, tuttora in corso, in cui il
presente contributo si colloca si basa sull’ipotesi
che nei due anni presi in esame si realizzino dei
cambiamenti rilevanti nelle modalita` di approccio
alla scrittura degli studenti e nella loro produzio-
ne scritta, e che tali cambiamenti siano dovuti allo
stimolo di un insegnamento piu` formale. Si ritie-
ne che tali cambiamenti possono essere verificati
osservando le variazioni che risultano dai prodotti
dell’attivita` di scrittura scolastica.
La ricerca e` stata organizzata individuando tre
tipi di variabili: di sfondo (es. background fa-
miliare, territoriale, personale), di processo (es.
misura di abilita` linguistiche degli studenti) e di
prodotto (es. misure sui testi degli studenti).
Abbiamo preso come riferimento un campione
di giudizio composto da studenti di sette diverse
scuole secondarie di primo grado di Roma; la scel-
ta delle scuole e` avvenuta basandosi sul presuppo-
sto che esista una relazione tra l’area territoriale
in cui e` collocata la scuola e l’ambiente socio–
culturale di riferimento. Sono state individuate
due aree territoriali: il centro storico e la perife-
ria rappresentativi rispettivamente di un ambien-
te socio–culturale medio–alto e medio–basso. Per
ogni scuola e` stata individuata una classe, per un
totale di 77 studenti in centro e 79 in periferia. Per
ogni studente, sono state raccolte due tipologie di
produzioni scritte: le tracce assegnate dai docenti
nei due anni scolastici e due prove comuni rela-
tive alla percezione dell’insegnamento della scrit-
tura, svolte dalle classi al termine del primo e del
secondo anno2. E` stato cosı` possibile raccogliere
un corpus di 1.352 testi che sono stati digitalizzati
per le successive fasi di analisi. Per entrambe le
tipologie di produzioni, l’analisi ha riguardato sia
il contenuto sia la struttura linguistica sottostante.
In quanto segue, ci focalizzeremo sull’analisi delle
prove comuni sull’insegnamento della scrittura.
3 Analisi delle produzioni scritte
Il corpus di produzioni scritte, una volta digitaliz-
zato, e` stato arricchito automaticamente con an-
notazione morfo–sintattica e sintattica. A tal fi-
ne e` stata utilizzata una piattaforma consolidata di
metodi e strumenti per il trattamento automatico
dell’italiano sviluppati congiuntamente dall’ILC–
CNR e dall’Universita` di Pisa3. Per quanto ri-
guarda l’annotazione morfo–sintattica, lo stru-
mento utilizzato e` descritto in Dell’Orletta (2009);
sul versante dell’analisi a dipendenze, abbiamo
utilizzato DeSR (Attardi et al., 2009).
Il testo arricchito con informazione linguistica
(“linguisticamente annotato”) costituisce il punto
di partenza per le analisi successive, riconducibi-
li a due filoni principali finalizzati rispettivamente
all’identificazione dei contenuti piu` salienti e alla
definizione del profilo delle competenze linguisti-
che di chi lo ha prodotto. L’accuratezza dell’an-
notazione, seppur decrescente attraverso i diversi
livelli, e` sempre piu` che accettabile da permettere
la tracciabilita` nel testo di una vasta tipologia di
2Le tracce somministrate derivano dalla Prova 9 della Ri-
cerca IEA–IPS (Lucisano, 1984; Corda Costa e Visalberghi,
1995) che consiste in una lettera di consigli indirizzata a un
coetaneo su come scrivere un tema.
3http://linguistic-annotation-tool.italianlp.it/
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tratti riguardanti diversi livelli di descrizione lin-
guistica, che possono essere sfruttati nei compiti
di monitoraggio linguistico (Montemagni, 2013).
Partendo dall’assunto di base che i termini co-
stituiscono la rappresentazione linguistica dei con-
cetti piu` salienti di una collezione documentale e
per questo motivo il compito di estrazione termi-
nologica costituisce il primo e fondamentale pas-
so verso l’accesso al suo contenuto, il corpus del-
le prove comuni morfo–sintatticamente annotato e`
stato sottoposto ad un processo di estrazione ter-
minologica finalizzato all’identificazione e all’e-
strazione delle unita` lessicali monorematiche e po-
lirematiche rappresentative del contenuto. A tal fi-
ne e` stato utilizzato T2K2 (Text–to–Knowledge)4,
una piattaforma web finalizzata all’acquisizione
di informazione semantico–lessicale da corpora
di dominio (Dell’Orletta et al., 2014). Il mo-
nitoraggio delle competenze e abilita` linguisti-
che degli apprendenti, che rappresenta un ambi-
to inesplorato di applicazione di tali tecnologie,
ha riguardato sia il livello lessicale sia aspetti
della struttura linguistica (in particolare, morfo–
sintattica e sintattica). A questo scopo e` stato usato
MONITOR–IT, lo strumento che, implementando
la strategia di monitoraggio descritta in Montema-
gni (2013), analizza la distribuzione di un’ampia
gamma di caratteristiche linguistiche (di base, les-
sicali, morfo–sintattiche e sintattiche) rintracciate
automaticamente in un corpus a partire dall’output
dei diversi livelli di annotazione linguistica (Del-
l’Orletta et al., 2013): la Tabella 1 riporta una
selezione dei tratti piu` significativi utilizzati.
4 Primi risultati
I risultati riguardano il corpus delle prove comuni
di scrittura somministrate nel primo e secondo an-
no per un totale di 240 testi. L’analisi di ciascuna
collezione e` stata condotta sia in rapporto al con-
tenuto che alla struttura linguistica in relazione ad
un’ampia gamma di tratti linguistici.
4.1 Analisi del contenuto
La Tabella 2 riporta i primi 15 termini estratti da
T2K
2 a partire dalle prove comuni del primo e del
secondo anno, ordinati per rilevanza. Tra i termi-
ni piu` salienti emersi dall’analisi delle prove del
primo anno si segnalano paura dei compiti, pau-
ra dei lavori di scrittura cosı` come difficolta` nei
4http://www.italianlp.it/demo/t2k-text-to-knowledge/
compiti, esperienza in quinta, che rivelano una ti-
pologia di consigli appartenente alla sfera psico–
emotiva. Nel secondo anno, i termini piu` signifi-
cativi estratti dal testo fanno riferimento a consigli
che riguardano aspetti piu` ‘tecnici’ come uso di
parole, pertinenza alla traccia, uso dei verbi.
E` interessante qui far notare come tali risulta-
ti siano in linea con la codifica manuale del con-
tenuto condotta sulla base della griglia predispo-
sta dalla ricerca IEA (Fabi e Pavan De Gregorio,
1988; Asquini, 1993; Asquini et al., 1993), che
divide i consigli contenuti nei testi in sei macro
aree (Contenuto, Organizzazione, Stile e registro,
Presentazione, Procedimento, Tattica). Analizzan-
do i risultati ottenuti sono evidenti i cambiamenti
avvenuti tra il primo e il secondo anno. Nel pri-
mo anno la maggior parte dei consigli dati riflet-
tono la didattica della scuola primaria e perten-
gono all’area della tattica; anche i consigli rela-
tivi al procedimento, sono focalizzati sulla sfera
del comportamento e della realta` psico–emotiva.
Nel secondo anno l’attenzione si sposta verso gli
aspetti piu` prettamente linguistici come il conte-
nuto e la presentazione (che comprende ortogra-
fia, calligrafia e grammatica), riflettendo la didat-
tica della scuola secondaria di primo grado. La
differenza appare ancora piu` significativa nel con-
fronto tra i consigli piu` frequenti delle prove dei
due anni. I consigli che hanno registrato le mag-
giori frequenze nelle prove del primo anno riguar-
davano esclusivamente l’aspetto psico–emotivo e
il comportamento (es. Aspetta un po’, rifletti pri-
ma di scrivere, Leggi/scrivi molto, Non avere pau-
ra) mentre nelle prove del secondo anno tra i dieci
consigli piu` frequenti (es. Scrivi con calligrafia
ordinata, Usa una corretta ortografia, Attieniti al-
l’argomento; solo i punti pertinenti) non compare
nessun consiglio di tattica.
4.2 Analisi della struttura linguistica
Il monitoraggio comparativo tra le caratteristiche
linguistiche rintracciate nel corpus di prove comu-
ni realizzate nel primo e nel secondo anno e` stato
condotto con l’obiettivo di tracciare l’evoluzione
delle abilita` linguistiche degli studenti nei due an-
ni. Dall’ANOVA delle prove comuni risulta che
esistono differenze significative tra primo e secon-
do anno a tutti i livelli di analisi linguistica consi-
derati. Ad esempio, rispetto alle catteristiche ‘di
base’ risulta che la variazione del numero medio
di token per frase nelle due prove dei due anni
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Catteristiche di base
Lunghezza media dei periodi e delle parole
Catteristiche lessicali
Percentuale di lemmi appartenenti al Vocabolario di Base (VdB) del Grande dizionario italiano dell’uso (De Mauro, 2000)
Distribuzione dei lemmi rispetto ai repertori di uso (Fondamentale, Alto uso, Alta disponibilita`)
Type/Token Ratio (TTR) rispetto ai primi 100 e 200 tokens
Catteristiche morfo–sintattiche
Distribuzione delle categorie morfo–sintattiche
Densita` lessicale
Distribuzione dei verbi rispetto al modo, tempo e persona
Catteristiche sintattiche
Distribuzione dei vari tipi di relazioni di dipendenza
Arita` verbale
Struttura dell’albero sintattico analizzato (es. altezza media dell’intero albero, lunghezza media delle relazioni di dipendenza)
Uso della subordinazione (es. distribuzione di frasi principali vs. subordinate, lunghezza media di sequenze di subordinate)
Modificazione nominale (es. lunghezza media dei complementi preposizionali dipendenti in sequenza da un nome)
Tabella 1: Selezione delle caratteristiche linguistiche piu` salienti oggetto di monitoraggio linguistico.
Prova I anno Prova II anno
DomainRel. Termine Freq. DomainRel. Termine Freq.
1 compiti di scrittura 26 1 errori di ortografia 15
2 maestra di italiano 21 2 professoressa di italiano 10
3 lavori di scrittura 17 3 uso di parole 9
4 compiti in classe 30 4 tema in classe 7
5 errori di ortografia 11 5 compiti in classe 9
6 paura dei compiti 9 6 pertinenza alla traccia 4
7 compiti in classe d’italiano 7 7 professoressa di lettere 4
8 anno di elementari 7 8 tema 369
9 classe d’italiano 7 9 voti a tema 3
10 compiti di italiano 7 10 temi a piacere 3
11 maestra 405 11 contenuto del tema 3
12 compiti per casa 6 12 errori di distrazione 3
13 esperienze in quinta 4 13 professoressa 131
14 maestra delle elementari 4 14 frasi 80
15 maestra di matematica 4 15 traccia 81
Tabella 2: Un estratto dell’estrazione terminologica automatica dalle prove comuni del I e II anno.
e` significativa. Mentre le prove scritte nel primo
anno contengono frasi lunghe in media 23,82 to-
ken, la lunghezza media delle frasi delle prove del
secondo anno e` pari a 20,71 token. Significativa
e` anche la variazione nell’uso di voci riconduci-
bili al VdB, che diminuisce dall’83% del vocabo-
lario nelle prove del primo anno al 79% nel se-
condo anno, cosı` come i valori di TTR (rispetto ai
primi 100 tokens), che aumentano passando dal-
lo 0,66 allo 0,69. In entrambi i casi, tali muta-
menti possono essere visti come conseguenza di
un arricchimento lessicale. Per quanto riguarda il
livello morfo–sintattico, sono soprattutto le carat-
teristiche che catturano l’uso dei tempi e dei modi
verbali a essere particolarmente significative. A
livello del monitoraggio sintattico, e` ad esempio
l’uso del complemento oggetto in posizione pre– o
post–verbale a variare significativamente. Se nelle
prove del primo anno il 19% dei complementi og-
getto e` in posizione pre–verbale, nel secondo anno
la percentuale diminuisce passando al 13%; men-
tre nel primo anno i complementi oggetti post–
verbali sono l’81% e aumentano passando all’87%
nel secondo anno. Nelle prove del secondo an-
no si osserva dunque un maggiore rispetto dell’or-
dinamento canonico soggetto–verbo–oggetto, piu`
vicino alle norme dello scritto che del parlato.
Sebbene i risultati ottenuti siano ancora preli-
minari rispetto al piu` ampio contesto della ricer-
ca, crediamo mostrino chiaramente le potenzia-
lita` dell’incontro tra linguistica computazionale ed
educativa, aprendo nuove prospettive di ricerca.
Le linee di attivita` in corso includono l’analisi del-
la correlazione tra le evidenze acquisite attraverso
il monitoraggio linguistico e le variabili di proces-
so e di sfondo cosı` come lo studio dell’evoluzione
delle abilita` linguistiche del singolo studente.
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Abstract
English. Irony is a linguistic device used
to say something but meaning something
else. The distinctive trait of ironic utter-
ances is the opposition of literal and in-
tended meaning. This characteristic makes
the automatic recognition of irony a chal-
lenging task for current systems. In this
paper we present and evaluate the first au-
tomated system targeted to detect irony in
Italian Tweets, introducing and exploiting
a set of linguistic features useful for this
task.
Italian. L’ironia e` una figura retorica
mediante la quale si vuole conferire a
una espressione un significato differente
da quello letterale. Il riconoscimento au-
tomatico dell’ironia e` reso difficile dalla
sua principale caratteristica: il contrasto
tra significato inteso e significato letterale.
In questo studio proponiamo e valutiamo il
primo sistema per il riconoscimento auto-
matico di Tweets ironici in italiano.
1 Introduction
Sentiment Analysis is the interpretation of atti-
tudes and opinions of subjects on certain top-
ics. With the growth of social networks, Senti-
ment Analysis has become fundamental for cus-
tomer reviews, opinion mining, and natural lan-
guage user interfaces (Yasavur et al., 2014). Dur-
ing the last decade the number of investigations
dealing with sentiment analysis has considerably
increased, targeting most of the time English lan-
guage. Comparatively and to the best of our
knowledge there are only few works for the Ital-
ian language.
∗The research described in this paper is partially funded
by the Spanish fellowship RYC-2009-04291, the SKATER-
TALN UPF project (TIN2012-38584-C06-03), and the EU
project Dr. Inventor (n. 611383).
In this paper we explore an important sentiment
analysis problem: irony detection. Irony is a lin-
guistic device used to say something when mean-
ing something else (Quintilien and Butler, 1953).
Dealing with figurative languages is one of the
biggest challanges to correctly determine the po-
larity of a text: analysing phrases where literal and
indented meaning are not the same, is hard for hu-
mans, hence even harder for machines. Moreover,
systems able of detect irony can benefit also other
A.I. areas like Human Computer Interaction.
Approaches to detect irony have been already
proposed for English, Portuguese and Dutch texts
(see Section 2). Some of these systems used
words, or word-patterns as irony detection fea-
tures (Davidov et al., 2010; Gonza´lez-Iba´n˜ez et
al., 2011; Reyes et al., 2013; Buschmeier et al.,
2014). Other approaches, like Barbieri and Sag-
gion (2014a), exploited lexical and semantic fea-
tures of single words like their frequency in refer-
ence corpora or the number of associated synsets.
Relying on the latter method, in this paper we
present the first system for automatic detection of
irony in Italian Tweets. In particular, we investi-
gate the effectiveness of Decision Trees in classi-
fying Tweets as ironic or not ironic, showing that
classification performances increase by consider-
ing lexical and semantic features of single words
instead of pure bag-of-words (BOW) approaches.
To train our system, we exploited as ironic exam-
ples the Tweets from the account of a famous col-
lective blog named Spinoza and as not ironic ex-
amples the Tweets retrieved from the timelines of
seven popular Italian newspapers.
2 Related Work
The standard definition of irony is “saying the op-
posite of what you mean” (Quintilien and But-
ler, 1953). Grice (1975) believes that irony is a
rhetorical figure that violates the maxim of qual-
ity, while Giora (1995) says that irony can be any
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form of negation with no negation markers. Wil-
son and Sperber (2002) defined irony as echoic ut-
terance that shows a negative aspect of someone’s
else opinion. Utsumi (2000) and Veale and Hao
(2010a) stated that irony is a form of pretence that
is violated.
Irony has been approached computationally by
Veale and Hao (2010b) who proposed an algo-
rithm for separating ironic from non-ironic similes
in English, detecting common terms used in this
ironic comparison. Reyes et al. (2013) proposed a
model to detect irony in English Tweets, pointing
out that skipgrams which capture word sequences
that contain (or skip over) arbitrary gaps, are the
most informative features. Barbieri and Saggion
(2014a) and Barbieri and Saggion (2014b) de-
signed a model that avoided the use of the words
(or pattern of words) as the use of single words
or word-patterns as features. They focused on the
lexical and semantic information that characterises
each word in an Tweet, like its frequency in dif-
ferent corpora, its length, the number of associ-
ated synsets, etc. The system of Buschmeier et
al. (2014) included features proposed in previous
systems and gave for the first time a baseline for
the irony detection problem in English (best F1-
measure obtained was 0.74). Little research has
been carried out on irony detection in languages
other than English. Carvalho et al. (2009) and de
Freitas et al. (2014) dealt with irony in Portuguese
newspapers. Liebrecht et al. (2013) designed a
model to detect irony in Dutch Tweets.
Gianti et al. (2012) collected and annotate a set
of ironic examples from a common collective Ital-
ian blog. This corpus is also used in Bosco et
al. (2013) for the study of sentiment analysis and
opinion mining in Italian.
3 Data and Text Processing
The corpus1 we used is composed of 25,450
Tweets: 12.5% are ironic and 87.5% non-ironic.
The set of ironic examples (3,185) is an aggre-
gation of the posts from the Twitter accounts
“spinozait” and “LiveSpinoza”. Spinoza is an Ital-
ian collective blog that includes posts of sharp
satire on politics (the posts are suggested by the
community and a group of volunteers filter the
content to be published). Spinoza is a very pop-
ular blog and there is a collective agreement on
1The reader can find the list of the Tweet IDs at
http://sempub.taln.upf.edu/tw/clicit2014/
the irony of its posts (Bosco et al., 2013). The
non-ironic examples (22,295) are Tweets retrieved
from Twitter accounts of the seven most popular
Italian daily newspapers, including “Corriere della
Sera”, “Gazzetta dello Sport”, “Il Messaggero”,
“Repubblica”, “Il Resto del Carlino”, “Il Sole 24
Ore”, and “La Stampa”. Almost the totality of
these posts do not contain irony, they only describe
news. We decided to consider newspaper Tweets
as negative items for two reasons. Firstly because
Spinoza Tweets are about politics and news, thus
they deal with topics related to the same domain
of Italian daily newspapers. Secondly, because the
style of Spinoza Tweets is similar to the style typi-
cal of newspapers. Hence Spinoza and newspapers
posts have have similar content, similar style, but
different intentions.
In order to process the text and build our model
we used freely available tools. We used the to-
kenizer, POS tagger and UKB Word Sense Dis-
ambiguation algorithm provided by Freeling (Car-
reras et al., 2004). We also exploited the Italian
WordNet 1.62 to get synsets and synonyms, and
the sentiment lexicon Sentix3 (Basile and Nissim,
2013) derived from SentiWordnet (Esuli and Se-
bastiani, 2006). We used on the CoLFIS Corpus
of Written Italian4 to obtain the usage frequency
of a word in written Italian.
4 Method
This section describes two systems: both exploit
Decision Trees to classify Tweets as ironic or not.
The first system (Section 4.1) is the irony detec-
tion approach we propose that relies on lexical and
semantic features characterising each word of a
Tweet. The second system (Section 4.2) exploits
words occurrences (BOW approach) as features
useful to train a Decision Tree. The latter system is
used as a reference (baseline) to evaluate our irony
detection approach.
4.1 Irony Detection Model
Our model for irony detection includes five types
of features: Frequency, Synonyms, Ambiguity,
Part of Speech, and Sentiments. We included in
our model a subset of the features proposed by
Barbieri and Saggion (2014a), describing implicit
characteristics of each word in a Tweet. We do
2http://multiwordnet.fbk.eu/english/home.php
3http://www.let.rug.nl/basile/twita/sentix.php
4http://linguistica.sns.it/CoLFIS/Home eng.htm
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not consider features such as punctuation, emoti-
cons or number of characters of the Tweet. The
proposed features aim to detect two aspects of
Tweets that we consider particularly relevant to
detect irony: the style used (e.g. register used, fre-
quent or rare words, positive or negative words,
etc.) and the unexpectedness in the use of words
(Lucariello, 1994) i.e. the presence of “out of con-
text” words (the gap feature, see below).
4.1.1 Frequency
We retrieved from the CoLFIS Corpus, the fre-
quency of the word of each Tweet. Thus, we de-
rive three types of Frequency features: rarest word
frequency (frequency of the most rare word in-
cluded in the Tweet), frequency mean (the arith-
metic average of all the frequency of the words in
the Tweet) and frequency gap (the difference be-
tween the two previous features). These features
are computed for all the words of each Tweet. We
also computed these features by considering only
Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, and Adverbs.
4.1.2 Synonyms
Irony conveys two messages to the audience at the
same time, the literal and the intended message
(Veale, 2004). We consider the frequencies (in
CoLFIS Corpus) of the synonyms of each word
in the Tweet, as retrieved from WordNet. Then
we compute: the greatest / lowest number of syn-
onyms with frequency higher than the one present
in the Tweet, the mean number of synonyms with
frequency greater / lower than the frequency of the
related word present in the Tweet. We determine
also the greatest / lowest number of synonyms and
the mean number of synonyms of the word with
frequency greater / lower than the one present in
the the Tweet (gap feature). We also computed
these features separately, considering each of the
four POS as before
4.1.3 Ambiguity
Ambiguity plays an important role in irony: a
word with more than one meaning can be used
to say two (or more) things at the same time. To
model the ambiguity of the terms in the Tweets we
use the WordNet synsets associated to each word.
Our hypothesis is that if a term has many mean-
ings (synsets) it is more likely to be used in an
ambiguous way. For each Tweet we calculate the
maximum number of synsets associated to a single
word, the synset number mean of all the words,
and the synset gap that is the difference between
the two previous features. We determine the value
of these features considering all the words of a
Tweet and as well as including only Nouns, Verbs,
Adjectives or Adverbs.
4.1.4 Part Of Speech
The features included in the Part Of Speech group
are designed to capture the style of the Tweets.
The features of this group are eight and each of
them counts the number of occurrences of words
characterised by a certain POS. The eight POS
considered are Verbs, Nouns, Adjectives, Adverbs,
Interjections, Determiners, Pronouns, and Adpo-
sitions.
4.1.5 Sentiments
The sentiments of the words in ironic Tweets are
important for two reasons: to detect the senti-
ment style (e.g. if ironic Tweets contain mainly
positive or negative terms) and to capture unex-
pectedness created by a negative word in a pos-
itive context and viceversa. Relying on Sentix
(see Section 3) we compute the number of posi-
tive/negative words, the sum of the intensities of
the positive/negative words, the mean of intensi-
ties of positive/negative words, the greatest posi-
tive/negative score, the gap between greatest posi-
tive/negative and positive/negative mean. Then, as
before we compute these features for each of the
POSs Noun, Verb, Adjetive, and Adverbs.
4.2 Bag Of Word Baseline
Our baseline model is a Decision Tree trained
on features represented by the occurrence of the
200 most frequent words in the training set (we
calculate the frequent words in each experiment,
see Section 5). We only considered words of
the message itself, removing expressions such as
the name of the newspapers and common patterns
like “Continue to read [link]” or “See the Video
Gallery on [link]” often present in specific Twitter
accounts.
5 Experiments and Results
We obtained from our initial corpus two kinds of
datasets: the ironic dataset (that includes all the
Tweets from the two Spinoza accounts) and the
non-ironic dataset (that is composed by the news-
paper Tweets). We choose to classify tweets by
a Decision Tree algorithm coupled with the Sub-
setEvaluation feature selection approach. For our
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experiments we used Weka (Witten and Frank,
2005). We train our classifier in a dataset com-
posed of 80% of the Tweets of the ironic dataset
and 80% of the Tweets of the non-ironic dataset.
The performance of the trained model are tested
on a set of Tweets that includes the remaining por-
tions of both ironic and non ironic datasets (20%
of each dataset). Examples in the train and test
sets are chosen randomly, to avoid correlation of
Tweets close in time that are likely to be on the
same topic. In addition we run a 10-cross valida-
tion using a balanced binary dataset (irony VS one
negative topic). We carried out two experiments
using the above framework (train/test and 10-cross
validation):
1 - We consider as positive examples the ironic
Tweets from Spinoza, and as negative examples
each Tweet of the seven newspapers (this exper-
iment is performed seven times, as we compare
irony with each newspaper).
2 - We consider as positive example the ironic
Tweets from Spinoza as before, while the negative
dataset includes Tweets from all the seven news-
paper (each newspaper contributes with a number
of Tweets equal to 455).
We run the two experiments using both our fea-
ture set for irony detection (Section 4.1) and the
BOW baseline features (Section 4.2). The results
are reported in Table 1, organised in Precision, Re-
call and F-Measure.
6 Discussion
Our system always outperforms the BOW base-
line. In Experiment 1 (irony versus each news-
paper) our model outperforms the BOW approach
by at least 4 points (F1). In Experiment 2 (irony
versus a composition of all the newspapers) the re-
sults of BOW are still worse, six points less, and
not due by chance (according to the McNemar’s
statistical test, 0.01 significance level). Moreover,
in Experiment 2 the BOW baseline obtains its
worst result, suggesting that this approach mod-
els the style of a specific newspaper rather than
the ironic Tweets. On the other hand our sys-
tem seems to better adapt to this situation indi-
cating that it is less influenced by the non-ironic
examples (a good characteristic as in a realistic
case the non-ironic examples are unknown and of
any type). The best features (information gain
0.20/0.15) are number of verbs and synset related
features (Ambiguity, Section 4.1.3).
Test Set 10-Folds
Data P R F P R F
B
ag
O
fW
or
ds
Corr .74 .68 .71 .72 .69 .70
Gazz .67 .70 .69 .71 .70 .70
Mess .71 .66 .68 .71 .67 .69
Repu .72 .68 .70 .70 .67 .69
Rest .77 .70 .73 .76 .72 .74
Sol24 .71 .71 .71 .70 .70 .70
Stam .73 .66 .64 .70 .64 .66
MIX .69 .62 .65 .70 .61 .65
O
ur
M
od
el
Corr .77 .76 .76 .78 .73 .75
Gazz .77 .76 .76 .75 .75 .75
Mess .73 .72 .72 .71 .70 .70
Repu .80 .75 .77 .73 .73 .73
Rest .87 .77 .82 .80 .78 .79
Sol24 .76 .79 .78 .74 .72 .73
Stam .74 .75 .75 .74 .73 .72
MIX .75 .76 .76 .72 .70 .71
Table 1: Precision, Recall and F-Measure of each
run of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 (“MIX”)
7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this study we evaluate a novel system to detect
irony in Italian, focusing on Tweets. We tackle
this problem as binary classification, where the
ironic examples are posts of the Twitter account
Spinoza and the non-ironic examples are Tweets
from seven popular Italian newspapers. We evalu-
ated the effectiveness of Decision Trees with dif-
ferent feature sets to carry out this classification
task. Our system only focuses on characteristics
on lexical and semantic information that charac-
terises each word, rather than the words them-
selves as features. The performance of the system
is good if compared to our baseline (BOW) con-
sidering only word occurrences as features, since
we obtain an F1 improvement of 0.11. This re-
sult shows the suitability of our approach to detect
ironic Italian Tweets. However, there is space to
enrich and tune the model as this is only a first ap-
proach. It is possible to both improve the model
with new features (for example related to punctu-
ation or language models) and evaluate the system
on new and extended corpora of Italian Tweets as
they become available. Another issue we faced is
the lack of accurate evaluations of features perfor-
mance considering distinct classifiers / algorithms
for irony detection.
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Abstract
English. In this paper we study methods
for improving the quality of automatic ex-
traction of answer candidates for an ex-
tremely challenging task: the automatic
resolution of crossword puzzles for Italian
language. Many automatic crossword puz-
zle solvers are based on database system
accessing previously resolved crossword
puzzles. Our approach consists in query-
ing the database (DB) with a search engine
and converting its output into a probability
score, which combines in a single scoring
model, i.e., a logistic regression model,
both the search engine score and statisti-
cal similarity features. This improved re-
trieval model greatly impacts the resolu-
tion accuracy of crossword puzzles.
Italiano. In questo lavoro abbiamo stu-
diato metodi per migliorare la qualita`
dell’estrazione automatica di risposte da
utilizzare nella risoluzione di cruciverba
in lingua italiana. Molti risolutori auto-
matici utilizzano database di definizioni e
risposte provenienti da cruciverba risolti
in precedenza. Il nostro approccio con-
siste nell’applicare tecniche di Informa-
tion Retrieval alla base di dati, accedendo
a questa per mezzo di un motore di ricerca.
Gli score associati ai risultati sono com-
binati con altre misure di similiarita` in
un singolo modello di regressione logis-
tica, che li convertite in probabilita`. Il
risultante modello e´ in grado di individ-
uare con piu´ affidabilita` definizioni simili e
migliora significativamente l’accuratezza
nella risoluzione dei cruciverba.
1 Introduction
Crossword Puzzles (CPs) are probably one of
the most popular language game. Automatic CP
solvers have been mainly targeted by the artificial
intelligence (AI) community, who has mostly fo-
cused on AI techniques for filling the puzzle grid,
given a set of answer candidates for each clue. The
basic idea is to optimize the overall probability of
correctly filling the entire grid by exploiting the
likelihood of each candidate answer, fulfilling at
the same time the grid constraints. After several
failures in approaching the human expert perfor-
mance, it has become clear that designing more
accurate solvers would not have provided a win-
ning system. In contrast, the Precision and Recall
of the answer candidates are obviously a key fac-
tor: very high values for these performance mea-
sures would enable the solver to quickly find the
correct solution.
Similarly to the Jeopardy! challenge case (Fer-
rucci et al., 2010), the solution relies on Ques-
tion Answering (QA) research. However, although
some CP clues are rather similar to standard ques-
tions, there are some specific differences: (i) clues
can be in interrogative form or not, e.g., Capi-
tale d’Italia: Roma; (ii) they can contain riddles
or be deliberately ambiguous and misleading (e.g.,
Se fugge sono guai: gas); (iii) the exact length
of the answer keyword is known in advance; and
(vi) the confidence in the answers is an extremely
important input for the CP solver.
There have been many attempts to build auto-
matic CP solving systems. Their goal is to outper-
form human players in solving crosswords more
accurately and in less time. Proverb (Littman et
al., 2002) was the first system for the automatic
resolution of CPs. It includes several modules
for generating lists of candidate answers. These
lists are merged and used to solve a Probabilistic-
Constraint Satisfaction Problem. Proverb relies on
a very large crossword database as well as sev-
eral expert modules, each of them mainly based
on domain-specific databases (e.g., movies, writ-
ers and geography). WebCrow (Ernandes et al.,
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2005) is based on Proverb. In addition to its prede-
cessor, WebCrow carries out basic linguistic anal-
ysis such as Part-Of-Speech tagging and lemma-
tization. It takes advantage of semantic relations
contained in WordNet, dictionaries and gazetteers.
Its Web module is constituted by a search engine,
which can retrieve text snippets or documents re-
lated to the clue. WebCrow uses a WA* algorithm
(Pohl, 1970) for Probabilistic-Constraint Satisfac-
tion Problems, adapted for CP resolution. To the
best of our knowledge, the state-of-the-art system
for automatic CP solving is Dr. Fill (Ginsberg,
2011). It targets the crossword filling task with a
Weighted-Constraint Satisfaction Problem. Con-
straint violations are weighted and can be toler-
ated. It heavily relies on huge databases of clues.
All of these systems queries the DB of previ-
ously solved CP clues using standard techniques,
e.g., SQL Full-Text query. The DB is a very rich
and important knowledge base. In order to im-
prove the quality of the automatic extraction of
answer candidate lists from DB, we provide for
the Italian language a completely novel solution,
by substituting the DB and the SQL function with
a search engine for retrieving clues similar to the
target one. In particular, we define a reranking
function for the retrieved clues based on a logis-
tic regression model (LRM), which combines the
search engine score with other similarity features.
To carry out our study, we created a clue similar-
ity dataset for the Italian language. This dataset
constitutes an interesting resource that we made
available to the research community1.
2 WebCrow Architecture
We compare our methods with one of the best sys-
tems for automatic CP resolution, WebCrow (Er-
nandes et al., 2005). It was kindly made avail-
able by the authors. The solving process is divided
in two phases: in the first phase, the coordinator
module forwards the clues of an input CP to a set
of modules for the generation of several candidate
answer lists. Each module returns a list of possible
solutions for each clue. Such individual clue lists
are then merged by a specific Merger component,
which uses list confidence values and the probabil-
ities of correctness of each candidate in the lists.
Eventually, a single list of candidate-probability
pairs is generated for each input clue. During the
second phase WebCrow fills the crossword grid
1http://ikernels-portal.disi.unitn.it/
projects/webcrow/
Figure 1: Overview of WebCrow’s architecture.
by solving a constraint-satisfaction problem. We-
bCrow selects a single answer from each candi-
date merged list, trying to satisfy the imposed con-
straints. The goal of this phase is to find an admis-
sible solution maximizing the number of correctly
inserted words. In this paper, we focus on the DB
module, and we describe it here.
Knowledge about previous CPs is essential for
solving new ones. Indeed, clues often repeat
in different CPs, thus the availability of a large
DB of clue-answer pairs allows for easily finding
the answers to previously used clues. To exploit
the database of clue-answer pairs, WebCrow uses
three different modules:
CWDB-EXACT, which simply checks for an
exact match between the target clue and those in
the DB. The score of the match is computed using
the number of occurrences of the matched clue.
CWDB-PARTIAL, which employs MySQL’s
partial matching, query expansion and positional
term distances to compute clue-similarity scores,
along with the Full-Text search functions.
CWDB-DICTIO, which simply returns the full
list of words of correct length, ranked by their
number of occurrences in the initial list.
We compare our method with the CWDB-
PARTIAL module. We improved it by applying
a different retrieval function and using a linear
model for scoring each possible answer.
3 Clue Retrieval from Database
This work is inspired by our earlier paper on learn-
ing to rank models for the automatic resolution of
crossword puzzles for English language (Barlac-
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Rank Clue Answer Score
1 L’ente dei petroli eni 8.835
2 Un colosso del petrolio eni 8.835
3 Il petrolio americano oil 8.835
4 Il petrolio della Mobil oil 8.835
5 Il petrolio della Shell oil 8.835
Table 1: Clue ranking for the query: Il petrolio
BP: oil
chi et al., 2014). In that work, we showed that
learning to rank models based on relational syn-
tactic structures defined between the clues and the
similar clue candidates can improve the retrieval
of clues from a database of solved crossword puz-
zles. We cannot yet use our learning to rank model
for the Italian language as we are implementing
the needed syntactic/semantic parsers for such lan-
guage. However, we have integrated the same
search engine based on BM25 for Italian. Then,
the completely new contribution is the use of su-
pervised LRM to convert the Lucene scores into
probabilities.
3.1 Clue Similarity for Italian language
WebCrow creates answer lists by retrieving clues
from the DB of previously solved crosswords.
As described before, it simply uses the classical
SQL operator and full-text search. We verified
the hypothesis that a search engine could achieve
better results and we opted for indexing the DB
of clues and their answers. We used the Open
Source search engine Lucene (McCandless et al.,
2010), its state-of-the-art BM25 retrieval model
and the provided Italian Analyzer for processing
the query. The analyzer performs basic operations,
such as stemming and tokenization, over the input
text. However, although this alone improved the
quality of the retrieved clue list, a post-processing
step is necessary for weighting the answer can-
didates appearing multiple times in the list. For
example, Table 1 shows the first five clues, re-
trieved for a query originated by the clue: ll
petrolio BP: oil (literally: The petroleum BP).
Three answers out of five are correct, but they are
not ranked before the others in the list. The Lucene
scores of repeated candidates are not probabilities,
thus their sum is typically not meaningful, i.e., it
does not produce aggregated scores comparable
between different answer candidates. For this rea-
son, a LRM converts the Lucene score associated
with each word into a probability. This way, we
can sum the probabilities of the same answer can-
didates in the list and then normalize them consid-
ering the size of the list. We apply the following
formula to obtain a single final score for each dif-
ferent answer candidate:
Score(G) =
∑
c∈G
PLR(y = 1|~xc)
n
where c is the answer candidate, G is the set of an-
swers matching exactly with c and n is the size of
the answer candidate list. ~xc is the feature vector
associated with c ∈ G, y ∈ {0, 1} is the binary
class label (y = 1 when c is the correct answer).
The conditional probability computed with the lin-
ear model is the following:
PLR(y = 1|c) = 1
1 + e−y ~wT ~xc
where ~w ∈ Rn is a weight vector (Yu et al., 2011).
In order to capture the distribution of the Lucene
scores over the answer candidates list, we used the
following simple features.
Lucene scores. These features are useful to
characterize the distribution of the BM25 scores
over the list. They include: the BM25 score of the
target candidate and the maximum and minimum
BM25 scores of the entire list. In particular, the
last two features give the model information about
the Lucene score range.
Rank. For each candidate answer c we include
the rank r ∈ [1, n] provided by the search engine
Lucene. n is the size of the answer candidate list.
Clue distance. It quantifies how dissimilar the
input clue and the retrieved clue are. This formula
is mainly based on the well known Levenshtein
distance.
For building the training set, we used a set of
clues to query the search engine. We obtained
candidates from the indexed clues and we marked
them using the available ground truth. Clues shar-
ing the same answer of the query clue are positive
examples. During testing, clues are again used as
search queries and the retrieved clue lists are clas-
sified.
4 Experiments
In this section, we present the results of our model.
Our referring database of Italian clues is composed
by 46,270 unique pairs of clue-answer, which be-
long to three different crossword editors.
4.1 Experimental Setup
For training the classifier we used Scikit-learn
LRM implementation (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
with default parameters. To measure the impact
of the rerankers as well as the baselines, we used
well known metrics for assessing the accuracy of
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Model MRR AvgRec REC@1 REC@5 REC@10
WebCrow 73.00 78.13 64.93 83.51 86.11
BM25 77.27 86.30 65.75 93.40 100.00
BM25+LRM 81.20 88.94 71.12 95.70 100.00
Table 2: Clue retrieval
QA and retrieval systems, i.e.: Recall at rank 1
(R@1, 5 and 10), Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR),
the average Recall (AvgRec). R@k is the percent-
age of questions with a correct answer ranked at
the first position. MRR is computed as follows:
MRR = 1|Q|
∑|Q|
q=1
1
rank(q) , where rank(q) is the
position of the first correct answer in the candidate
list. AvgRec and all the measures are evaluated on
the first 10 retrieved clues.
4.2 Similar clue retrieval
We created the training and test sets using the
clues contained in the database. The database of
clues can be indexed for retrieving similar clues.
The training set contains 10,000 clues whose an-
swer may be found in the first ten position. With
the same approach, we created a test set containing
1,000 clues that (i) are not in the training set and
(ii) have at least an answer in the first ten position.
We used the search engine to retrieve the clues in
both training and test dataset creation.
We experimented with two simple different
models: (i) BM25 and (ii) BM25 + LRM. How-
ever, since WebCrow includes a database module,
in Tab. 2, we have an extra row indicating its accu-
racy evaluated using the CWDB-PARTIAL mod-
ule. We note that in the BM25 model the list is
ranked using the Lucene score while, in the BM25
+ LRM the list is ranked using the probability
score as described in the previous section. The re-
sult derived from the test set show that:
(i) BM25 is very accurate, i.e., an MRR of
77.27%. It improves on WebCrow about 4.5 abso-
lute percent points, demonstrating the superiority
of an IR approach over DB methods.
(ii) LRM achieves higher MRR, up to 4 absolute
percent points of improvement over BM25 and
thus about 8.5 points more than WebCrow.
(iii) Finally, the relative improvement on REC@1
is up to 9.5% (6.19% absolute). This high result is
promising in the light of improving WebCrow for
the end-to-end task of solving complete CPs.
4.3 Impact on WebCrow
In these experiments, we used our retrieval model
for similar clues (BM25+LRM) using 5 complete
CPs (for a total of 397 clues) created for a past
Model MRR REC@1 REC@5 REC@10
WebCrow 30.89 27.63 35.17 36.14
Our Model 34.41 29.36 36.92 38.93
Table 3: Performance on the word list candidates
averaged over the clues of 5 entire CPs
Italian competition, organized by the authors of
WebCrow. This way, we could measure the im-
pact of our model on the complete task carried out
by WebCrow. More specifically, we give our list
of answers to WebCrow in place of the list that
would have been extracted by the CWDB module
. It should be noted that to evaluate the impact of
our list, we disabled the WebCrow access to other
lists, e.g., dictionaries. This means that the ab-
solute resolution accuracy of WebCrow using our
and its own lists can be higher (see (Ernandes et
al., 2008) for more details).
The first result that we derived is the accuracy
of the answer list produced from the new data,
i.e., constituted by the 5 entire CPs. The results
are reported in Tab. 3. We note that the improve-
ment of our model is lower than before as a non-
negligible percentage of clues are not solved using
the clue DB. Additionally, when we computed the
accuracy in solving the complete CPs, we noted a
small improvement: this happens because BM25
does not retrieve enough correct candidates for our
specific test set constituted of five entire crossword
puzzles.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we improve the answer extraction
from DB for automatic CP resolution. We com-
bined the state-of-the-art BM25 retrieval model
and an LRM by converting the BM25 score into
a probability score for each answer candidate. For
our study and to test our methods, we created a
corpora for clue similarity containing clues in Ital-
ian. We improve on the lists generated by We-
bCrow by 8.5 absolute percent points in MRR.
However, the end-to-end CP resolution test does
not show a large improvement as the percentage
of retrieved clues is not high enough.
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Abstract
English. This paper proposes an approach
to the construction of WordSpaces which
takes into account temporal information.
The proposed method is able to build a
geometrical space considering several pe-
riods of time. This methodology enables
the analysis of the time evolution of the
meaning of a word. Exploiting this ap-
proach, we build a framework, called Tem-
poral Random Indexing (TRI) that pro-
vides all the necessary tools for building
WordSpaces and performing such linguis-
tic analysis. We propose some examples
of usage of our tool by analysing word
meanings in two corpora: a collection of
Italian books and English scientific papers
about computational linguistics.
Italiano. In questo lavoro proponi-
amo un approccio per la costruzione di
WordSpaces che tengano conto di in-
formazioni temporali. Il metodo pro-
posto costruisce degli spazi geometrici
considerando diversi intervalli temporali.
Questa metodologia permette di studiare
l’evoluzione nel tempo del significato delle
parole. Utilizzando questo approccio ab-
biamo costruito uno strumento, chiam-
ato Temporal Random Indexing (TRI), che
permette la costruzione dei WordSpaces e
fornisce degli strumenti per l’analisi lin-
guistica. Nell’articolo proponiamo alcuni
esempi di utilizzo del nostro tool analiz-
zando i significati delle parole in due cor-
pus: uno relativo a libri nella lingua ital-
iana, l’altro relativo ad articoli scientifici
in lingua inglese nell’ambito della linguis-
tica computazionale.
1 Introduction
The analysis of word-usage statistics over huge
corpora has become a common technique in many
corpus linguistics tasks, which benefit from the
growth rate of available digital text and compu-
tational power. Better known as Distributional
Semantic Models (DSM), such methods are an
easy way for building geometrical spaces of con-
cepts, also known as Semantic (or Word) Spaces,
by skimming through huge corpora of text in order
to learn the context of usage of words. In the re-
sulting space, semantic relatedness/similarity be-
tween two words is expressed by the closeness be-
tween word-points. Thus, the semantic similarity
can be computed as the cosine of the angle be-
tween the two vectors that represent the words.
DSM can be built using different techniques. One
common approach is the Latent Semantic Analysis
(Landauer and Dumais, 1997), which is based on
the Singular Value Decomposition of the word co-
occurrence matrix. However, many other methods
that try to take into account the word order (Jones
and Mewhort, 2007) or predications (Cohen et al.,
2010) have been proposed. Recursive Neural Net-
work (RNN) methodology (Mikolov et al., 2010)
and its variant proposed in the word2vect frame-
work (Mikolov et al., 2013) based on the con-
tinuous bag-of-words and skip-gram model take
a complete new perspective. However, most of
these techniques build such SemanticSpaces tak-
ing a snapshot of the word co-occurrences over the
linguistic corpus. This makes the study of seman-
tic changes during different periods of time diffi-
cult to be dealt with.
In this paper we show how one of such
DSM techniques, called Random Indexing (RI)
(Sahlgren, 2005; Sahlgren, 2006), can be easily
extended to allow the analysis of semantic changes
of words over time. The ultimate aim is to pro-
vide a tool which enables to understand how words
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change their meanings within a document corpus
as a function of time. We choose RI for two
main reasons: 1) the method is incremental and
requires few computational resources while still
retaining good performance; 2) the methodology
for building the space can be easily expanded to
integrate temporal information. Indeed, the dis-
advantage of classical DSM approaches is that
WordSpaces built on different corpus are not com-
parable: it is always possible to compare similar-
ities in terms of neighbourhood words or to com-
bine vectors by geometrical operators, such as the
tensor product, but these techniques do not allow
a direct comparison of vectors belonging to two
different spaces. Our approach based on RI is
able to build a WordSpace on different time peri-
ods and makes all these spaces comparable to each
another, actually enabling the analysis of word
meaning changes over time by simple vector op-
erations in WordSpaces.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2
provides details about the adopted methodology
and the implementation of our framework. Some
examples of the potentiality of our framework are
reported in Section 3. Lastly, Section 4 closes the
paper.
2 Methodology
We aim at taking into account temporal infor-
mation in a DSM approach, which consists in
representing words as points in a WordSpace,
where two words are similar if represented by
points close to each other. Hence, this Tempo-
ral WordSpace will be suitable for analysing how
word meanings change over time. Under this light,
RI has the advantages of being very simple, since
it is based on an incremental approach, and is eas-
ily adaptable to the temporal analysis needs. The
WordSpace is built taking into account words co-
occurrences, according to the distributional hy-
pothesis (Harris, 1968) which states that words
sharing the same linguistic contexts are related in
meaning. In our case the linguistic context is de-
fined as the words that co-occur with the tempo-
ral word, i.e. the word under the temporal anal-
ysis. The idea behind RI has its origin in Kan-
erva work (Kanerva, 1988) about the Sparse Dis-
tributed Memory. RI assigns a context vector to
each unit; in our case, each word represents a con-
text. The context vector is generated as a high-
dimensional random vector with a high number of
zero elements and a few number of elements equal
to 1 or−1 randomly distributed over the vector di-
mensions. Vectors built using this approach gen-
erate a nearly orthogonal space. During the incre-
mental step, a vector is assigned to each temporal
element as the sum of the context vectors repre-
senting the context in which the temporal element
is observed.The mathematical insight behind the
RI is the projection of a high-dimensional space
on a lower dimensional one using a random ma-
trix; this kind of projection does not compromise
distance metrics (Dasgupta and Gupta, 1999).
Formally, given a corpusC of n documents, and
a vocabulary V of m words extracted form C, we
perform two steps: 1) assigning a context vector
ci to each word in V ; 2) generating for each word
wi a semantic vector svi computed as the sum of
all the context vectors assigned to the words co-
occurring with wi. The context is the set of m
words that precede and followwi. The second step
can be defined by the equation:
svi =
∑
d∈C
∑
−m<i<+m
ci (1)
After these two steps, we obtain a set of semantic
vectors assigned to each word in V representing
our WordSpace.
2.1 Temporal Random Indexing
The classical RI does not take into account tempo-
ral information, but it can be easily adapted to the
methodology proposed in (Jurgens and Stevens,
2009) for our purposes. In particular, we need
to add a metadata containing information about
the year in which the document was written, to
each document in C. Then, Temporal RI can build
several WordSpaces Tk for different time periods,
with these spaces being comparable to each other.
This means that a vector in the WordSpace T1 can
be compared with vectors in the space T2. The
first step in the classical RI is unchanged in Tem-
poral RI, and represents the strength of our ap-
proach: the use of the same context vectors for
all the spaces makes them comparable. The sec-
ond step is similar to the one proposed for RI but
it takes into account the temporal period. Let Tk
be a period that ranges between years ykstart and
ykend , where ykstart < ykend ; then, for building the
WordSpace Tk we consider only the documents dk
written during Tk.
sviTk =
∑
dk∈C
∑
−m<i<+m
ci (2)
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Using this approach we can build a WordSpace for
each time period over a corpus C tagged with in-
formation about the publication year.
2.2 The TRI System
We build a system, called TRI , able to perform
Temporal RI using a corpus of documents with
temporal information. TRI provides a set of fea-
tures: 1) to build a WordSpace for each year, pro-
vided that a corpus of documents with temporal
information is available; 2) to merge WordSpaces
that belong to a particular time period (the new
WordSpace can be saved on disk or stored in mem-
ory for further analysis); 3) to load a WordSpace
and fetch vectors; 4) to combine and sum vec-
tors; 5) to retrieve similar vectors using the co-
sine similarity; 6) to extract the neighbourhood
of a word or compare neighbourhoods in different
spaces for the temporal analysis of a word mean-
ing. All these features can be combined to perform
linguistic analysis using a simple shell. Section 3
describes some examples. The TRI system is de-
veloped in JAVA and is available on-line1 under
the GNU v.3 license.
3 Evaluation
The goal of this section is to show the usage of the
proposed framework for analysing the changes of
word meaning over time. Moreover, such analy-
sis supports the detection of linguistics events that
emerge in specific time intervals related to social
or cultural phenomena. To perform our analy-
sis we need a corpus of documents tagged with
time metadata. Then, using our framework, we
can build a WordSpace for each year. We study
the semantics related to a word by analysing the
nearest words in the WordSpace. For example, we
can analyse how the meaning of word has changed
in an interval spanning several periods of time.
Given two time period intervals and a word w, we
can build two WordSpaces (T1 and T2) by sum-
ming the WordSpaces assigned to the years that
belong to each time period interval. Then using
the cosine similarity, we can rank and select the
nearest words of w in the two WordSpaces, and
measure how the semantics of w is changed. Due
to the fact that TRI makes WordSpaces compara-
ble, we can extract the vectors assigned to w in T1
and in T2, and compute the cosine similarity be-
tween them. The similarity shows how the seman-
1https://github.com/pippokill/tri
tic of w is changed over time; a similarity equals
to 1 means that the word w holds the same seman-
tics. We adopt this last approach to detect words
that mostly changed their semantics over time and
analyse if this change is related to a particular so-
cial or cultural phenomenon. To perform this kind
of analysis we need to compute the divergence of
semantics for each word in the vocabulary.
Gutenberg Dataset. The first collection con-
sists of Italian books with publication year by
the Project Gutenberg2 made available in text for-
mat. The total number of collected books is 349
ranging from year 1810 to year 1922. All the
books are processed using our tool TRI creat-
ing a WordSpace for each available year in the
dataset. For our analysis we create two macro
temporal periods, before 1900 (Tpre900) and after
1900 (Tpost900). The space Tpre900 contains in-
formation about the period 1800-1899, while the
space Tpost900 contains information about all the
documents in the corpus. As a first example, we
Table 1: Neighbourhood of patria (homeland).
Tpre900 Tpost900
liberta` liberta`
opera gloria
pari giustizia
comune comune
gloria legge
nostra pari
causa virtu`
italia onore
giustizia opera
guerra popolo
analyse how the neighbourhood of the word pa-
tria (homeland) changes in Tpre900 and Tpost900.
Table 1 shows the ten most similar words to pa-
tria in the two time periods; differences between
them are reported in bold. Some words (legge,
virtu`, onore)3 related to fascism propaganda occur
in Tpost900, while in Tpre900 we can observe some
concepts (nostra, causa, italia)4 probably more re-
lated to independence movements in Italy. As an
example, analysing word meaning evolution over
time, we observed that the word cinematografo
(cinema) clearly changes its semantics: the simi-
larity of the word cinematrografo in the two spaces
2http://www.gutenberg.org/
3In English: (law/order, virtue, honour).
4In English: (our, reason, Italy).
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Table 2: Neighbourhoods of semantics across several decades.
1960-1969 1970-1979 1980-1989 1990-1999 2000-2010 2010-2014
linguistics natural syntax syntax syntax syntax
theory linguistic natural theory theory theory
semantic semantic general interpretation interpretation interpretation
syntactic theory theory general description description
natural syntax semantic linguistic meaning complex
linguistic language syntactic description linguistic meaning
distributional processing linguistic complex logical linguistic
process syntactic interpretation natural complex logical
computational description model representation representation structures
syntax analysis description logical structures representation
is very low, about 0.40. To understand this change
we analysed the neighbourhood in the two spaces
and we noticed that the word sonoro (sound) is
strongly related to cinematografo in Tpost900. This
phenomenon can be ascribed to the sound intro-
duction after 1900.
ANN Dataset. The ACL Anthology Network
Dataset (Radev et al., 2013)5 contains 21,212 pa-
pers published by the Association of Computa-
tional Linguistic network, with all metadata (au-
thors, year of publication and venue). We split the
dataset in decades (1960-1969, 1970-1979, 1980-
1989, 1990-1999, 2000-2010, 2010-2014), and for
each decade we build a different WordSpace with
TIR. Each space is the sum of WordSpaces be-
longing to all the previous decades plus the one
under consideration. In this way we model the
whole word history and not only the semantics re-
lated to a specific time period. Similarly to the
Gutenberg Dataset, we first analyse the neighbour-
hood of a specific word, in this case semantics,
and then we run an analysis to identify words that
have mostly changed during the time. Table 2 re-
ports in bold, for each decade, the new words that
entered in the neighbourhood of semantics. The
word distributional is strongly correlated to se-
mantics in the decade 1960-1969, while it disap-
pears in the following decades. Interestingly, the
word meaning popped up only in the decade 2000-
2010, while syntax and syntactic have always been
present.
Regarding the word meaning variation over
time, it is peculiar the case of the word bioscience.
Its similarity in two different time periods, before
1990 and the latest decade, is only 0.22. Analysing
5Available on line: http://clair.eecs.umich.edu/aan/
its neighbourhood, we can observe that before
1990 bioscience is related to words such as ex-
traterrestrial and extrasolar, nowadays the same
word is related to medline, bionlp, molecular and
biomedi. Another interesting case is the word un-
supervised, which was related to observe, par-
tition, selective, performing, before 1990; while
nowadays has correlation of supervised, disam-
biguation, technique, probabilistic, algorithms,
statistical. Finally, the word logic changes also
its semantics after 1980. From 1979 to now, its
difference in similarity is quite low (about 0.60),
while after 1980 the similarity increases and al-
ways overcomes the 0.90. This phenomenon can
be better understood if we look at the words rea-
soning and inference, which have started to be re-
lated to the word logic only after 1980.
4 Conclusions
We propose a method for building WordSpaces
taking into account information about time. In a
WordSpace, words are represented as mathemati-
cal points and the similarity is computed accord-
ing to their closeness. The proposed framework,
called TRI , is able to build several WordSpaces
in different time periods and to compare vectors
across the spaces to understand how the meaning
of a word has changed over time. We reported
some examples of our framework, which show the
potential of our system in capturing word usage
changes over time.
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Abstract
English. Distributional semantics ap-
proaches have proven their ability to en-
hance the performance of overlap-based
Word Sense Disambiguation algorithms.
This paper shows the application of such
a technique to the Italian language, by
analysing the usage of two different Dis-
tributional Semantic Models built upon
ItWaC and Wikipedia corpora, in con-
junction with two different functions for
leveraging the sense distributions. Results
of the experimental evaluation show that
the proposed method outperforms both the
most frequent sense baseline and other
state-of-the-art systems.
Italiano. Gli approcci di semantica dis-
tribuzionale hanno dimostrato la loro ca-
pacita` nel migliorare le prestazioni degli
algoritmi di Word Sense Disambiguation
basati sulla sovrapposizione di parole.
Questo lavoro descrive l’applicazione di
questa tipologia di tecniche alla lin-
gua italiana, analizzando l’utilizzo di
due diversi Modelli di Semantica Dis-
tribuzionale costruiti sui corpora ItWaC
e Wikipedia, in combinazione con due
diverse funzioni che sfruttano le dis-
tribuzioni dei significati. I risultati della
valutazione sperimentale mostrano la ca-
pacita` di questo metodo di superare le
prestazioni sia della baseline rappresen-
tata dal senso piu` comune che di altri sis-
temi a stato dell’arte.
1 Introduction
Given two words to disambiguate, Lesk (1986) al-
gorithm selects those senses which maximise the
overlap between their definitions (i.e. glosses),
then resulting in a pairwise comparison between
all the involved glosses. Since its original formula-
tion, several variations of this algorithm have been
proposed in an attempt of reducing its complex-
ity, like the simplified Lesk (Kilgarriff and Rosen-
zweig, 2000; Vasilescu et al., 2004), or maximiz-
ing the chance of overlap, like in the adapted ver-
sion (Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002). One of the
limitations of Lesk approach relies on the exact
match between words in the sense definitions. Se-
mantic similarity, rather than word overlap, has
been proposed as a method to overcome such
a limitation. Earlier approaches were based on
the notion of semantic relatedness (Patwardhan et
al., 2003) and tried to exploit the relationships
between synsets in the WordNet graph. More
recently, Distributional Semantic Models (DSM)
have stood up as a way for computing such se-
mantic similarity. DSM allow the representation
of concepts in a geometrical space through word
vectors. This kind of representation captures the
semantic relatedness that occurs between words
in paradigmatic relations, and enables the compu-
tation of semantic similarity between whole sen-
tences. Broadening the definition of semantic re-
latedness, Patwardhan and Pedersen (2006) took
into account WordNet contexts: a gloss vector is
built for each word sense using its definition and
those of related synsets in WordNet. A distribu-
tional thesaurus is used for the expansion of both
glosses and the context in Miller et al. (2012),
where the overlap is computed as in the original
Lesk algorithm. More recently, Basile et al. (2014)
proposed a variation of Lesk algorithm based on
both the simplified and the adapted version. This
method combines the enhanced overlap, given by
the definitions of related synsets, with the reduced
number of matching that are limited to the con-
textual words in the simplified version. The eval-
uation was conducted on the SemEval-2013 Mul-
tilingual Word Sense Disambiguation task (Nav-
igli et al., 2013), and involved the use of BabelNet
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(Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012) as sense inventory.
While performance for the English task was above
the other task participants, the same behaviour was
not reported for the Italian language.
This paper proposes a deeper investigation of
the algorithm described in Basile et al. (2014) for
the Italian language. We analyse the effect on
the disambiguation performance of the use of two
different corpora for building the distributional
space. Moreover, we introduce a new sense dis-
tribution function (SDfreq), based on synset fre-
quency, and compare its capability in boosting the
distributional Lesk algorithm with respect to the
one proposed in Basile et al. (2014).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides details about the Distributional
Lesk algorithm and DSM, and defines the two
above mentioned sense distribution functions ex-
ploited in this work. The evaluation, along with
details about the two corpora and how the DSM
are built, is presented in Section 3, which is fol-
lowed by some conclusions about the presented
results.
2 Distributional Lesk Algorithm
The distributional Lesk algorithm (Basile et al.,
2014) is based on the simplified version (Vasilescu
et al., 2004) of the original method. Let
w1, w2, ...wn be a sequence of words, the algo-
rithm disambiguates each target word wi by com-
puting the semantic similarity between the glosses
of the senses associated to the target word and its
context. This similarity is computed by represent-
ing in a DSM both the gloss and the context as the
sum of the words they are composed of; then this
similarity takes into account the co-occurrence ev-
idences previously collected through a corpus of
documents. The corpus plays a key role since the
richer it is the higher is the probability that each
word is fully represented in all its contexts of use.
Finally, the correct sense for a word is selected by
choosing the one whose gloss maximizes the se-
mantic similarity. Despite the use of a Semantic-
Space for computing the similarity, still the sense
description can be too short for a meaningful com-
parison with the word context. Following this ob-
servation, we adopted an approach inspired by the
adapted Lesk (Banerjee and Pedersen, 2002), and
we decided to enrich the gloss of the sense with
those of related meanings, duly weighted to re-
flect their distances with respect to the original
sense. As sense inventory we choose BabelNet
1.1, a huge multilingual semantic network which
comprises both WordNet and Wikipedia. The al-
gorithm consists of the steps described as follows.
Building the glosses. We retrieve the set Si =
{si1, si2, ..., sik} of senses associated to wi by
firstly looking up to the WordNet portion of Ba-
belNet, then if no sense is found we seek for
senses from Wikipedia, since probably the word
is a named entity. This strategy was selected af-
ter tuning our system. For each sense sij , the al-
gorithm builds the extended gloss representation
g∗ij by adding to the original gloss gij the glosses
of related meaning retrieved through the BabelNet
function “getRelatedMap”, with the exception of
“antonym” senses. Each word in g∗ij is weighted
by a function inversely proportional to the dis-
tance d between sij and the related glosses where
the word occurs. Moreover, in order to empha-
size more discriminative words among the differ-
ent senses, we introduce in the weight a varia-
tion of the inverse document frequency (idf ) for
retrieval that we named inverse gloss frequency
(igf ). The igf for a word wk occurring gf∗k times
in the set of extended glosses for all the senses
in Si, the sense inventory of wi, is computed as
IGFk = 1 + log2
|Si|
gf∗k
. The final weight for the
word wk appearing h times in the extended gloss
g∗ij is given by:
weight(wk, g
∗
ij) = h× IGFk ×
1
1 + d
(1)
Building the context. The context C for the
word wi is represented by all the words that oc-
cur in the text.
Building the vector representations. The con-
text C and each extended gloss g∗ij are represented
as vectors in the SemanticSpace built through the
DSM described in Subsection 2.1.
Sense ranking. The algorithm computes the co-
sine similarity between the vector representation
of each extended gloss g∗ij and that of the context
C. Then, the cosine similarity is linearly com-
bined with a function which takes into account the
usage of the meaning in the language. In this paper
we investigate the two functions described in Sub-
section 2.2. The output of this step is a ranked list
of synsets. The sense with the highest similarity is
selected.
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2.1 Distributional Semantics
Distributional Semantic Models are a means for
representing concepts through vectors in Seman-
tic (or Word) Spaces. Building the SemanticSpace
only requires the analysis of big amounts of text
data in order to collect evidence about word us-
age in the language in a complete unsupervised
method. These methods rely on the construction
of a word-to-word matrix M , which reflects the
paradigmatic relations between words that share
the same contexts, e.g. between words that can
be used interchangeably. In this space, the vec-
tor proximity expresses the semantic similarity be-
tween words, traditionally computed as the cosine
of the angle between the two word-vectors. More-
over, the concept of semantic similarity can be ex-
tended to whole sentences via the vector addition
(+) operator. A sentence can always be repre-
sented as the sum of the word vectors it is com-
posed of. Then, vector addition can be exploited
to represent both the extended gloss and the target
word context in order to asses their similarity.
2.2 Sense Distribution
We analyse two functions to compute the proba-
bility assigned to each synset. The first one has al-
ready been proposed in the original version of the
distributional Lesk algorithm (Basile et al., 2014),
the second one is based on synset frequency. It
is important to point out that many synsets in Ba-
belNet refer to named entities that do not occur
in WordNet. In order to compute the probability
of these synsets using a synset-tagged corpus we
try to map them to WordNet and select the Word-
Net synset with the maximum probability. If no
WordNet synset is provided, we assign a uniform
probability to the synset.
Distribution based on conditional probability
(SDprob). We define the probability p(sij |wi)
that takes into account the sense distribution of sij
given the word wi. The sense distribution is com-
puted as the number of times the wordwi is tagged
with the sense sij in a sense-tagged corpus. Zero
probabilities are avoided by introducing an addi-
tive (Laplace) smoothing. The probability is com-
puted as follows:
p(sij |wi) = t(wi, sij) + 1
#wi + |Si| (2)
where t(wi, sij) is the number of times the word
wi is tagged with the sense sij .
Distribution based on frequency (SDfreq). We
compute the probability p(sij) of a meaning sij
in a tagged corpus. The frequency is computed
by taking into account all the occurrences of the
whole set of meanings assigned to the word wi.
Given Si, the set of the k possible meanings of wi,
the frequency of each sij in Si is computed as:
p(sij) =
t(sij) + 1∑l
k=1(t(sik)) + |Si|
(3)
where t(sij) are the occurrences of sij in the
tagged corpus.
3 Evaluation
The evaluation is performed using the dataset pro-
vided by the organizers of the Multilingual WSD
(Task-12) of SemEval-2013 (Navigli et al., 2013),
a traditional WSD all-words experiment where
BabelNet is used as sense inventory. Our evalu-
ation aims at: 1) analysing the algorithm perfor-
mance changes in function of both the two synset
distribution functions and the corpus used to built
the DSM; 2) comparing our system with respect to
the other task participants for the Italian language.
System Setup. Our algorithm1 is developed in
JAVA and exploits the BabelNet API 1.1.12. We
adopt the standard Lucene analyzer to tokenize
both glosses and the context. The Semantic-
Spaces for the two corpora are built using propri-
etary code derived from (Widdows and Ferraro,
2008) which relies on two Lucene indexes, de-
noted as ItWaC and Wiki, containing documents
form ItWaC Corpus (Baroni et al., 2009) and the
Wikipedia dump for Italian, respectively. For each
corpus, the co-occurrence matrix M contains in-
formation about the top 100,000 most frequent
words. Co-occurrences are computed by taking
into account a window of 5 words. M is built by
using Random Indexing and by setting a reduced
dimension equal to 400 and the seed to 10. Sense
distribution functions are computed over Multi-
SemCor (Bentivogli and Pianta, 2005), a paral-
lel (English/Italian) sense labelled corpus of Sem-
Cor. Since BabelNet Italian glosses are taken from
MultiWordNet, which does not contain glosses for
all the synsets, we replaced each missing gloss
with the other synonym words that belong to the
1Available on line: https://github.com/
pippokill/lesk-wsd-dsm
2Available on line: http://lcl.uniroma1.it/
babelnet/download.jsp
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Table 1: Comparison between DSMs with different Sense Distribution functions.
Run DSM SenseDistr. P R F A
MFS - - 0.572 0.572 0.572 -
ItWaC ItWaC - 0.614 0.613 0.613 99.73%
Wiki Wiki - 0.596 0.594 0.595 99.73%
ItWaCprob ItWaC SDprob 0.732 0.730 0.731 99.73%
ItWaCfreq ItWaC SDfreq 0.718 0.716 0.717 99.73%
Wikiprob Wiki SDprob 0.703 0.700 0.701 99.73%
Wikifreq Wiki SDfreq 0.700 0.698 0.699 99.73%
synset. The gloss term scoring function is always
applied, since it provides better results. The synset
distance d used to expand the gloss is fixed to 1
(the experiments with a distance d set to 2 did not
result in any improvement). The sense distribu-
tion is linearly combined with the cosine similarity
score through a coefficient set to 0.5. Using only
sense distribution to select a sense is somehow
similar to the most frequent sense (MFS) tech-
nique, i.e. the algorithm always assigns the most
probable meaning. The MFS reported in Table 1
and Table 2 is the one computed by the task orga-
nizers in order to make results comparable. Eval-
uation is performed in terms of F measure.
Results of the Evaluation. Table 1 shows the
results obtained by the distributional Lesk algo-
rithm on the Italian language by exploiting differ-
ent corpora and sense distribution functions. It is
well known that the MFS approach obtains very
good performance and it is hard to be outper-
formed, especially by unsupervised approaches.
However, all the proposed systems are able to out-
perform the MFS, even those configurations that
do not make use of sense distribution (ItWaC and
Wiki). With respect to DSM, ItWaC corpus con-
sistently provides better results (ItWaC vs. Wiki,
ItWaCprob vs. Wikiprob, and ItWaCfreq vs. Wik-
ifreq). By analysing the sense distribution func-
tions, the best overall result is obtained when
the SDprob function is exploited (ItWaCprob vs.
ItWaCfreq), while there are no differences be-
tween SDprob and SDfreq in the DSM built on
Wikipedia (Wikiprob vs. Wikifreq).
Table 2 compares the two systems built on the
ItWaC corpus, with and without the sense dis-
tribution (SDprob), to the other task participants
(UMCCDLSI2, DAEBAK!, GETALPBN) (Nav-
igli et al., 2013). Moreover, we report the results
of Babelfy (Moro et al., 2014) and UKB (Agirre et
al., 2010), which hitherto have given the best per-
Table 2: Comparison with other systems.
System F
ItWaCprob 0.731
UKB 0.673
Babelfy 0.666
UMCC-DLSI-2 0.658
ItWaC 0.613
DAEBAK 0.613
MFS 0.572
GETALP-BN 0.528
formance on this dataset. While the system with-
out sense distribution (ItWaC) is over the base-
line but still below many task participants, the run
which exploits the sense distribution (ItWaCprob)
always outperforms the other systems.
4 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposed an analysis for the Italian lan-
guage of an enhanced version of Lesk algorithm,
which replaces the word overlap with distribu-
tional similarity. We analysed two DSM built over
the ItWaC and Wikipedia corpus along with two
sense distribution functions (SDprob and SDfreq).
The sense distribution functions were computed
over MultiSemCor, in order to avoid missing ref-
erences between Italian and English synsets. The
combination of the ItWaC-based DSM with the
SDprob function resulted in the best overall result
for the Italian portion of SemEval Task-12 dataset.
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Abstract
English. The generation of text from
abstract meaning representations involves,
among other tasks, the production of lex-
ical items for the concepts to realize. Us-
ing WordNet as a foundational ontology,
we exploit its internal network structure to
predict the best lemmas for a given synset
without the need for annotated data. Ex-
periments based on re-generation and au-
tomatic evaluation show that our novel al-
gorithm is more effective than a straight-
forward frequency-based approach.
Italiano. La generazione di testo a partire
da rappresentazioni astratte comporta, tra
l’altro, la produzione di materiale lessi-
cale per i concetti da generare. Usando
WordNet come ontologia fondazionale, ne
sfruttiamo la struttura interna per indi-
viduare il lemma piu` adatto per un dato
synset, senza ricorrere a dati annotati. Es-
perimenti basati su ri-generazione e valu-
tazione automatica mostrano che il nostro
algoritmo e` piu` efficace di un approccio
diretto basato sulle frequenze.
1 Introduction
Many linguists argue that true synonyms don’t
exist (Bloomfield, 1933; Bolinger, 1968). Yet,
words with similar meanings do exist and they
play an important role in language technology
where lexical resources such as WordNet (Fell-
baum, 1998) employ synsets, sets of synonyms
that cluster words with the same or similar mean-
ing. It would be wrong to think that any member
of a synset would be an equally good candidate for
every application. Consider for instance the synset
{food, nutrient}, a concept whose gloss in Word-
Net is “any substance that can be metabolized by
an animal to give energy and build tissue”. In (1),
this needs to be realized as “food”, but in (2) as
“nutrient”.
1. It said the loss was significant in a re-
gion where fishing provides a vital source of
food|nutrient.
2. The Kind-hearted Physician administered a
stimulant, a tonic, and a food|nutrient, and
went away.
A straightforward solution based on n-gram
models or grammatical constraint (“a food” is un-
grammatical in the example above) is not always
applicable, since it would be necessary to gener-
ate the complete sentence first, to exploit such fea-
tures. This problem of lexical choice is what we
want to solve in this paper. In a way it can be
regarded as the reverse of WordNet-based Word
Sense Disambiguation, where instead of determin-
ing the right synset for a certain word in a given
context, the problem is to decide which word of a
synset is the best choice in a given context.
Lexical choice is a key task in the larger frame-
work of Natural Language Generation, where
an ideal model has to produce varied, natural-
sounding utterances. In particular, generation
from purely semantic structures, carrying little to
no syntactic or lexical information, needs solu-
tions that do not depend on pre-made choices of
words to express generic concepts. The input to a
lexical choice component in this context is some
abstract representation of meaning that may spec-
ify to different extent the linguistic features that
the expected output should have.
WordNet synsets are good candidate represen-
tations of word meanings, as WordNet could be
seen as a dictionary, where each synset has its own
definition in written English. WordNet synsets are
also well suited for lexical choice, because they
consist in actual sets of lemmas, considered to
be synonyms of each other in specific contexts.
Thus, the problem presented here is restricted to
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the choice of lemmas from WordNet synsets.
Despite its importance, the task of lexical
choice problem is not broadly considered by the
NLG community, one of the reasons being that it is
hard to evaluate. Information retrieval techniques
fail to capture not-so-wrong cases, i.e. when a
system produces a different lemma from the gold
standard but still appropriate to the context.
In this paper we present an unsupervised
method to produce lemmas from WordNet synsets,
inspired by the literature on WSD and applicable
to every abstract meaning representation that pro-
vides links from concepts to WordNet synsets.
2 Related Work
Stede (1993) already noticed the need to exploit
semantic context, when investigating the criteria
for lexical choice in NLG. Other systems try to
solve the lexical choice problem by considering
situational aspects of the communication process
such as pragmatics (Hovy, 1987), argumentative
intent (Elhadad, 1991) or the degree of salience of
semantic elements (Wanner and Bateman, 1990).
A whole line of research in NLG is focused
on domain-specific or domain-independent gen-
eration from ontologies. Few works have under-
lined the benefits of a general concept hierarchy,
such as the Upper Model (Bateman, 1997) or the
MIAKT ontology (Bontcheva and Wilks, 2004),
to serve as pivot for different application-oriented
systems. Bouayad-Agha et al. (2012) employ a
layered framework where an upper ontology is
used together with a domain and a communication
ontology for the purpose of robust NLG.
WordNet can be seen as an upper ontology in
itself, where the synsets are concepts and the hy-
pernym/hyponym relation is akin to generaliza-
tion/specialization. However, to our knowledge,
WordNet has not been used so far as supporting
ontology for generation, even though there exists
work on the usefulness of such resource for NLG-
related tasks such as domain adaptation and para-
phrasing (Jing, 1998).
3 The Ksel Algorithm
The Lesk algorithm (Lesk, 1986) is a classic so-
lution to the Word Sense Disambiguation problem
that, despite its simple scheme, achieves surpris-
ingly good results by only relying on an exter-
nal knowledge source, e.g. a dictionary. Inspired
by the Lesk approach to WSD, and by the sym-
metrical relation between WSD and our present
problem, we devised an algorithm that exploits se-
mantic similarity between candidate lemmas of a
synset and its semantic context. We call this al-
gorithm Ksel. Lesk computes the relatedness be-
tween the candidate senses for a lemma and the
linguistic context as a function of all the words in
the synsets’ definitions and the context itself – in
the simplest case the function is computed by con-
sidering just word overlap. Similarly, Ksel com-
putes a score for the candidates lemmas as a func-
tion of all the synsets they belong to and the se-
mantic context. Just as not every word in a synset
gloss is relevant to the linguistic context, not ev-
ery synset of a lemma will be related to the se-
mantic context, but carefully choosing the aggre-
gation function will weed out the unwanted el-
ements. The intuition is that in most cases the
synsets of a word in WordNet are related to each
other, just as Lesk’s original algorithm for WSD
leverages the fact that the words in a sense defini-
tion are often semantically related.
context
synsets
candidate
lemmas
lemma
synsets
target synset
s1 s2 ... st ... sm−1sm
l1 l2 ... lp
s1,1 ...s1,n1 s2,1 ...s2,n2 sp,1 ...sp,np
Figure 1: Elements of the Ksel algorithm.
Referring to Figure 1, the task at hand is that
of choosing the right lemma l among the can-
didates l1, l2, ..., lp for the target synset st. The
other synsets given in input form the context C =
s1, ..., sm, si 6= st. We define the similarity be-
tween a lemma and a generic synset as a function
of the similarities of all the synsets to which the
lemma belongs and the synset under considera-
tion:
sLS(lj , si) = f1(sim(s1, sj,k) : 1 ≤ k ≤ nj)
(1)
Using the lemma-synset similarity, we define the
relatedness of a lemma to the semantic context as
a function of the similarities of the lemma itself
with the context synsets:
sLC(lj , C) = f2(sLC(lj , si) : si ∈ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ m)
(2)
Three functions are still not specified in the def-
initions above – they are actually parameters of
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the algorithm. f1 and f2 are aggregation func-
tions over a set of similarity scores, that is, they
take a set of real numbers, typically limited to the
[−1, 1] interval, and return a value in the same in-
terval. sim is a similarity measure between Word-
Net synsets, like one of the many that have been
proposed in literature – see Budanitsky and Hirst
(2006) for a survey and an evaluation of WordNet-
based similarity measures.
The target lemma, according to the Ksel algo-
rithm, is the one that maximizes the measure in 2:
lt = argmax
j
sLC(lj , C) (3)
To better clarify how Ksel works, here is an
example of lexical choice between two candi-
date lemmas given a semantic context. The ex-
ample is based on the sense-annotated sentence
“The Kind-hearted Physician administered a stim-
ulant, a tonic, and a food|nutrient, and went
away.”. The context C is the set of the synsets
representing the meaning of the nouns “stimu-
lant” (c1 = {stimulant, stimulant drug, excitant}),
“tonic” (c2 = {tonic, restorative}) and “physician”
(c3 = {doctor, doc, physician, MD, Dr., medico}).
The target synset is {food, nutrient}, for which the
algorithm has to decide which lemma to generate
between food and nutrient. food occurs in three
synsets, while nutrient occurs in two:
• s1,1: {food, nutrient}
• s1,2: {food, solid food}
• s1,3: {food, food for thought, intellec-
tual nourishment}
• s2,1: {food, nutrient}
• s2,2: {nutrient}
For the sake of the example we will use the ba-
sic WordNet path similarity measure, that is, the
inverse of the length of the shortest path between
two synsets in the WordNet hierarchy. For each
synset of food, we compute the mean of its path
similarity with all the context synsets, and we take
the average of the scores. This way, we have an
aggregate measure of the semantic relatedness be-
tween a lemma (i.e. all of its possible synsets) and
the semantic context under consideration. Then
we repeat the process with nutrient, and finally
choose the lemma with the highest aggregate simi-
larity score. The whole process and the intermedi-
ate results are summarized in Table 1. Since .152
is greater than .117, the algorithm picks nutrient as
the best candidate for this semantic context. Even
if, for instance, sim(s1,2, c1) were higher than
Table 1: Running Ksel to select the best lemma
between food and nutrient in a context composed
of the three synsets c1, c2 and c3.
lemma synset similarity to average
c1 c2 c3
food s1,1 .200 .166 .090 .152
food s1,2 .142 .125 .090 .119
food s1,3 .090 .083 .071 .081
lemma-context similarity (average): .117
nutrient s2,1 .200 .166 .090 .152
nutrient s2,2 .200 .166 .090 .152
lemma-context similarity (average): .152
0.200, the aggregation mechanism would have av-
eraged out the effect on the final choice of lemma.
4 Experiments
We conducted a few tests to investigate which pa-
rameters have influence over the performance of
the Ksel algorithm. We took 1,000 documents
out of the Groningen Meaning Bank (Basile et al.,
2012), a semantically annotated corpus of English
in which the word senses are encoded as Word-
Net synsets. The GMB is automatically annotated,
partly corrected by experts and via crowdsourcing,
and provides for each document an integrated se-
mantic representation in the form of a Discourse
Representation Structure (Kamp and Reyle, 1993),
i.e. logical formulas consisting of predicates over
discourse referents and relations between them. In
the GMB, concepts are linked to WordNet synsets.
Our experiment consists of generating a lemma
for each concept of a DRS, comparing it to the
gold standard lemma, and computing the average
precision and recall over the set of documents.
The Ksel algorithm, as described in Section 3,
has three parameters functions. For the two ag-
gregating functions, we experimented with mean,
median and maximum. For the WordNet similar-
ity measures between synsets, we took advantage
of the Python NLTK library1 that provides imple-
mentation for six different measures on WordNet
3.0 data:
• Path similarity, based on the shortest path
that connects the synsets in the hyper-
nym/hypnoym taxonomy.
• Leakcock & Chodorow’s measure, which
takes into account the maximum depth of
the taxonomy tree (Leacock and Chodorow,
1998).
• Wu & Palmer’s measure, where the distances
are computed between the target synsets and
1http://www.nltk.org/
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Table 2: Comparison of the performance of the
Ksel algorithm with two baselines.
Method Accuracy
Random 0.552
Most Frequent Lemma 0.748
Ksel (median, median, RES) 0.776
their most specific common ancestor (Wu and
Palmer, 1994).
• Three methods based in Information Content:
Resnik’s measure (Resnik, 1995), Jiang’s
measure (Jiang and Conrath, 1997) and Lin’s
measure (Lin, 1998).
In the case of WSD, a typical baseline consists
of taking the most frequent sense of the target
word. The Most Frequent Sense baseline in WSD
works very well, due to the highly skewed distri-
bution of word senses. We investigate if the in-
tuition behind the MFS baseline is applicable to
the the lexical choice problem by reversing its me-
chanics, that is, the baseline looks at the frequency
distribution of the target synset’s lemmas in the
data and selects the one that occurs more often.
We ran our implementation of Ksel on the GMB
dataset with the goal of finding the best combi-
nation of parameters. Three alternatives for the
aggregation functions and six different similar-
ity measures result in 54 possible combination of
parameters. For each possibility, we computed
the accuracy relative to the gold standard lem-
mas in the data set corresponding to the concepts
and found that the best choice of parameters is
the median for both aggregation functions and the
Resnik’s measure for synset similarity.
Next we compared Ksel (with best-performing
parameters) to a baseline that selects one uni-
formly random lemma among the set of synonyms,
and the Most Frequent Lemma baseline described
earlier. The results of the experiment, presented
in Table 2, show how Ksel significantly outper-
form the MFL baseline. The accuracy of Ksel us-
ing Resnik’s similarity measure with other aggre-
gation functions range between 0.578.and 0.760.
5 Discussion
The aggregation functions play a big role in rul-
ing out irrelevant senses from the picture, for in-
stance the third sense of food in the example in
Section 3 has very low similarity to the seman-
tic context. As said earlier, the intuition is that
the intra-relatedness of different synsets associ-
ated with the same words is generally high, with
only few exceptions.
One case where the Ksel algorithm cannot be
applied is when a synset is made of two or more
monosemous words. In this case, a choice must be
made that cannot be informed by semantic simi-
larity, for example a random choice – this has been
the strategy in this work. However, in our dataset
only about 5% of all the synsets belong to this par-
ticular class.
WordNet synsets usually provide good quality
synonyms for English lemmas. However, this is
not always the case, for instance in some cases
there are lemmas (or sequences of lemmas) that
are not frequent in common language. As an ex-
ample, the first synset of the English noun month
is made of the two lemmas month and calen-
dar month. The latter occurs very seldom outside
specific domains but Ksel produced it in 177 out
of 181 cases in our experiment. Cases like this
result in awkward realizations such as “Authori-
ties blame Azahari bin Husin for orchestrating last
calendar month’s attacks in Bali.” (example from
the test set). Fortunately, only a very small number
of synsets are affected by this phenomenon.
Finally, it must be noted that Ksel is a totally un-
supervised algorithm that requires only an external
lexical knowledge base such as WordNet. This is
not the case for other methods, including the MFL
baseline.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we presented an unsupervised al-
gorithm for lexical choice from WordNet synsets
called Ksel that exploits the WordNet hierarchy of
hypernyms/hyponyms to produce the most appro-
priate lemma for a given synset. Ksel performs
better than an already high baseline based on the
frequency of lemmas in an annotated corpus.
The future direction of this work is at least
twofold. On the one hand, being based purely
on a lexical resource, the Ksel approach lends it-
self nicely to be applied to different languages
by leveraging multi-lingual resources like Babel-
Net (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012). On the other
hand, we want to exploit existing annotated cor-
pora such as the GMB to solve the lexical choice
problem in a supervised fashion, that is, ranking
candidate lemmas based on features of the se-
mantic structure, in the same track of our previ-
ous work on generation from work-aligned logical
forms (Basile and Bos, 2013).
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Abstract
English. In this paper we introduce the
Talmud System, a collaborative web ap-
plication for the translation of the Baby-
lonian Talmud into Italian. The system we
are developing in the context of the “Pro-
getto Traduzione del Talmud Babilonese”
has been designed to improve the expe-
rience of collaborative translation using
Computer-Assisted Translation technolo-
gies and providing a rich environment for
the creation of comments and the annota-
tion of text on a linguistic and semantic ba-
sis.
Italiano. In questo articolo presenti-
amo il Sistema Talmud, un’applicazione
web collaborativa per la traduzione del
Talmud babilonese in italiano. Il sis-
tema, che stiamo sviluppando nel contesto
del “Progetto Traduzione del Talmud Ba-
bilonese”, stato progettato per miglio-
rare l’esperienza di traduzione collabora-
tiva utilizzando tecnologie di Computer-
Assisted Translation e fornendo un ambi-
ente ricco per la creazione di commenti e
l’annotazione del testo su base linguistica
e semantica.
1 Introduction
Alongside the Bible, the Babylonian Talmud (BT)
is the Jewish text that has mostly influenced Jew-
ish life and thought over the last two millennia.
The BT corresponds to the effort of late antique
scholars (Amoraim) to provide an exegesis of the
Mishnah, an earlier rabbinic legal compilation, di-
vided in six “orders” (sedarim) corresponding to
different categories of Jewish law, with a total of
63 tractates (massekhtaot). Although following
the inner structure of the Mishnah, the BT dis-
cusses only 37 tractates, with a total of 2711 dou-
ble sided folia in the printed edition (Vilna, XIX
century). The BT is a comprehensive literary cre-
ation, which went through an intricate process of
oral and written transmission, was expanded in
every generations before its final redaction, and
has been the object of explanatory commentaries
and reflexions from the Medieval Era onwards.
In its long history of formulation, interpretation,
transmission and study, the BT reflects inner de-
velopments within the Jewish tradition as well as
the interactions between Judaism and the cultures
with which the Jews came into contact (Strack and
Stemberger, 1996). In the past decades, online
resources for studying Rabbinic literature have
considerably increased and several digital collec-
tions of Talmudic texts and manuscripts are nowa-
days available (Lerner, 2010). Particularly, schol-
ars as well as a larger public of users can bene-
fit from several new computing technologies ap-
plied to the research and the study of the BT, such
as (i.) HTML (Segal, 2006), (ii.) optical char-
acter recognition, (iii.) three-dimensional com-
puter graphics (Small, 1999), (iv.) text encod-
ing, text and data mining (v.) image recognition
(Wolf et al., 2011(a); Wolf et al., 2011(b); Shweka
et al., 2013), and (vi.) computer-supported learn-
ing environments (Klamma et al., 2005; Klamma
et al., 2002). In the context of the “Progetto
Traduzione del Talmud Babilonese”, the Institute
for Computational Linguistics of the Italian Na-
tional Research Council (ILC-CNR) is in charge
of developing a collaborative Java-EE web appli-
cation for the translation of the BT into Italian
by a team of translators. The Talmud System
(TS) already includes Computer-Assisted Transla-
tion (CAT), Knowledge Engineering and Digital
Philology tools, and, in future versions, will in-
clude Natural Language Processing tools for He-
brew/Aramaic, each of which will be outlined in
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detail in the next Sections.
2 Description of the System
The general architecture of the TS is represented
in Figure 1. Each system component implements
specific functionalities targeted at different types
of users. Translators and revisors are assisted in
the translation process by CAT technologies, in-
cluding indexers and a Translation Memory (TM);
philologists and linguists are enabled to insert
notes, comments, semantic annotations and bibli-
ographical references; domain experts are allowed
to structure relevant terms into glossaries, and,
possibly, into domain ontologies; researchers and
scholars can carry out complex searches both on a
linguistic and semantic basis; editors are enabled
to produce the printed edition of the translation of
the BT in an easier manner, by arranging trans-
lations and notes in standard formats for desktop
publishing software. In what follows, we briefly
outline the TS main components and the progress
state of their development.
Figure 1: The Talmud System’s architecture.
(a) Collaborative editing - (b) Component based
structure.
2.1 Translation Suggestion Component
We chose to adopt a Translation Memory (TM)
based approach due to the literary style of the
BT. Composed in a dialogical form and character-
ized by formulaic language, the BT presents sev-
eral standard expressions. Furthermore, as an ex-
egetical text, the BT contains innumerable quota-
tion from the Bible, the Mishnah, other tannaitic
sources and even from amoraitic statements dis-
cussed in other passages of the BT itself.
To the best of our knowledge, our implemen-
tation mainly contemplates aspects related to the
specific needs of the translators community work-
ing on the BT in a collaborative environment, that
the main non commercial CAT tools (OpenTM,
OmegaT, Olanto, Transolution) and commercial
ones (De`ja` Vu, Trados, Wordfast, Multitrans, Star
Transit) do not take suitably into account (see
(Bellandi et al., 2014(b)) for details). These spe-
cific requisites can be generalized to other com-
plex ancient texts, where the emphasis of the trans-
lation work shall concern the quality instead of
the translation pace. Exhibiting exceptionally con-
cise sentences, which remain often unclear even to
expert Talmudists, the BT cannot be treated and
translated as a modern text. It is worth consider-
ing the Matecat Project1, where the authors com-
bine CAT and machine translation (MT) technolo-
gies, providing both suggestions by MT which
are consistent with respect to the whole text, and
methods for the automatic self-correction of MT
making use of the implicit feedback of the user.
The lack of linguistically annotated resources, and
large collections of parallel texts regarding the lan-
guages present in the BT, prevented us to con-
sider any statistical MT toolkit. We implemented
a TM enabling translators to re-elaborate the plain
and literal translation of the text and integrate it
with explicative additions. The TM is organized
at the segment level. A segment is a portion of
original text having an arbitrary length. We for-
mally defined the translation memory MBT =
{(si, Ti, Ai, ci)} with i ranging 1 to n, as a set of
n tuples, where each tuple is defined by:
• si, the source segment;
• Ti = {t1i , . . . , tki }, the set of translations of
si with k ≥ 1, where each tji has its literal
part tji , and its contextual information t˜
j
i , with
1 ≤ j ≤ k;
• Ai = {a1i , . . . , aki }, the set of translators id
of each translation of si in Ti with k ≥ 1;
• ci, the context of si referring to the tractate
which belongs to;
Each segment’s translation is obtained by differ-
entiating the “literal” translation (using the bold
1http://www.matecat.com/matecat/the-project/
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style) from explicative additions, i.e. “contextual
information”. Segments exhibiting the same lit-
eral part may convey different contextual informa-
tion. By the term “context”, we refer to the trac-
tate to which the source segment belongs. The
translation environment we created allows to ac-
quire the segment to be translated, to query the
TM, and to suggest the Italian translations related
to the most similar strings. Since the BT does
not exhibit a linguistic continuity, thus prevent-
ing an automatic splitting into sentences, we opted
for a manual segmentation. Each translator se-
lects a certain source segment to translate from
a specific window of the system’s GUI, which
contains the specific tractate of the BT. This pro-
cess may have a positive outcome: translators, be-
ing forced to manually detect the segments, could
acquire a deeper awareness of the text they are
about to translate. Clearly, the manual segmen-
tation implies the engagement of the translators
in a deep cognitive process aimed to establish the
exact borders of a segment. The thorough reflec-
tion of the segmentation affects deeply also the fi-
nal translation, by orienting the content and nature
of the TM. So far, we could not include neither
grammatical nor syntactic information in the sim-
ilarity search algorithm (see, Section 2.4). Thus,
we adopted similarity measures based on edit dis-
tance, by considering that two source segments
are more similar when exhibiting the same terms
in the same order. The novelty of this approach
consists in the way we rank suggestions with the
same value, based on external information, stored
as metadata inside the TM, i.e. (i.) authors of
translations and (ii.) the context (the tractate of
reference). These informations are highly valu-
able, enabling (i.) translators to evaluate the relia-
bility of the suggested translations according to the
scientific authority of their authors, and (ii.) revi-
sors to pervain to a more coherent, homogeneous
and fluent translation. Since each suggested trans-
lation can be shown with or without its contextual
information, each translator is enabled to approve
and choose the literal translation, editing only the
contextual information. Thus, our system relieves
human translators from routine work, but always
enabling them to control and orientate the transla-
tion process. Such a system is particularly useful
for a complex ancient text such as the BT, which
demands the linguistic and scholarly input of hu-
man users. Finally, Figure 2 shows the TM perfor-
Figure 2: Redundancy of the translation memory
in function of time.
mance in terms of redundancy rate, roughly esti-
mated by conducting a jackknife experiment (Wu,
1986). Redundancy curves are drawn by consid-
ering the ranking of the similarity function. The
percentage of source segments found both verba-
tim and fuzzy in the memory appears to grow log-
arithmically with time (and consequently with the
size of the memory).
2.2 Knowledge Engineering
Dealing with ethics, jurisprudence, liturgy, ritual,
philosophy, trade, medicine, astronomy, magic
and so much more, the BT represents the most im-
portant legal source for Orthodox Judaism and the
foundation for all the successive developments of
Halakhah (legal knowledge) and Aggadah (narra-
tive knowledge). By means of an annotation mod-
ule, translators can then semantically annotate ar-
bitrary portions of text on the basis of the above
fields. To date, the annotation process exploits
an initial set of five predefined semantic classes:
people’s names, animals, plants, idiomatic ex-
pressions (e.g., the Master said), concepts (e.g.,
Terumah). This functionality allows the creation
of specialized glossaries and, when fully imple-
mented, the automatization of the annotation pro-
cess. Furthermore, it enables experts specialized
in the various Talmudic subjects to annotate, in a
collaborative environment, relevant and technical
terms and, eventually, structure them in a Talmu-
dic Knowledge base (Talmud-KB, in Figure 1), us-
ing a formal knowledge representation language.
To face the plurality of opinions, which gener-
ally originates in a collegial environment when as-
signing semantic labels, especially in the context
of translation, the TS is fitted to enable domain
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experts to represent uncertain knowledge through
“weighted” relations, according to their scientific
confidence (Bellandi and Turini, 2012; Danev et
al., 2006; Ding et al., 2005).
2.3 Digital Philology
The system also responds to the specific needs of
philological work and specialized analyses of the
text, allowing to insert annotations at various lev-
els of granularity. The parts of the Italian transla-
tion that appear in bold, for example, correspond
to literal translations, while those in plain are ex-
plicative additions, i.e phrases added to make con-
cepts expressed in Hebrew/Aramaic understand-
able to an Italian reader. Other annotations of
greater granularity include: i) the addition of (ex-
planatory) notes by translators and revision notes
by revisors, ii) semantic annotations based on pre-
defined types (see 2.2) designed to offer greater
philological precision to the analysis and indexing
of the text and for the construction of glossaries. A
further element designed to perform more in-depth
analysis of the translated text is provided by a ded-
icated component to introduce, in a standardized
way, partially precompiled bibliograpghic refer-
ences (e.g. for biblical citations to be completed
with chapter and verse numbers) and names of
Rabbis.
2.4 Language Analysis
Within the BT, we distinguish: (i.) quotations of
portions from the Mishnah, (ii.) long amoraic dis-
cussions of mishnaic passages aimed at clarify-
ing the positions and lexicon adopted by the Tan-
naim, and (iii.) external tannaitic material not in-
corporated in the canonical Mishnah. The con-
tent and philological depth of the BT implies an
elevated degree of linguistic richness. In its ex-
tant form, the BT attests to (i.) different linguistic
stages of Hebrew (Biblical Hebrew, Mishnaic He-
brew, Amoraic Hebrew), (ii.) different variants of
Jewish Aramaic (Babylonian Aramaic and Pales-
tinian Aramaic), and (iii.) several loanwords from
Akkadian, ancient Greek, Latin, Pahlavi, Syriac
and Arabic. To date, there are no available Natural
Language Processing (NLP) tools suitable for pro-
cessing ancient North-western Semitic languages,
such as the different Aramaic idioms attested to
in the BT, and for detecting the historical vari-
ants of Hebrew language as used in the Talmudic
text. Several computational studies have been re-
cently carried out on Modern Semitic Languages,
including Modern Hebrew, and two high quality
NLP tools are implemented for this language (Itai,
2006; HebMorph, 2010). Nevertheless, Modern
Hebrew has been through a process of artificial re-
vitalization from the end of the XIX century and
does not correspond to the idioms recurring in the
BT, even not to Biblical Hebrew or Mishnaic He-
brew. For this dissimilarity between the new and
the ancient Hebrew languages, the existing NLP
tools for Hebrew are highly unfit for processing
the BT. In its multifaceted form, the “language”
of the BT is unique and attested to only in few
other writings. In addition, only few scholars have
a full knowledge of the linguistic peculiarities of
the BT and even fewer experts in Talmudic Stud-
ies are interested in collaborating to the creation
of computational technologies for this textual cor-
pus. These two main reasons have prevented, so
far, the development of NLP tools for the BT,
which would require a huge and very difficult ef-
fort probably not entirely justified by the subse-
quent use of the new technologies developed. The
only attempts in these direction have been con-
ducted within the Responsa Project on rabbinic
texts, including the BT, and the Search And Min-
ing Tools with Linguistic Analysis (SAMTLA2)
on the corpus of Aramaic Magic Texts from Late
Antiquity (AMTLA), some of which are written in
Jewish Babylonian Aramaic, the dialect character-
izing the BT. In the future phases of our project,
we aim to develop some language resources for
processing the linguistic and dialectic variants at-
tested to in the BT.
3 Conclusion
We here introduced the Talmud System, a collab-
orative web application for the translation of the
Babylonian Talmud into Italian integrating tech-
nologies belonging to the areas of (i.) Computer-
Assisted Translation, (ii.) Digital Philology, (iii.)
Knowledge Engineering and (iv.) Natural Lan-
guage Processing. Through the enhancement of
the already integrated components (i., ii., iii.) and
the inclusion of new ones (iv.) the TS will allow,
in addition to the improvement of the quality and
pace of the translation, to provide a multi-layered
navigation (linguistic, philological and semantic)
of the translated text (Bellandi et al., 2014(c)).
2http://samtla.dcs.bbk.ac.uk/
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Abstract
English. This article illustrates the first
steps towards the implementation of a De-
cision Support System aimed to recreate a
research environment for scholars and pro-
vide them with computational tools to as-
sist in the processing and interpretation of
texts. While outlining the general charac-
teristics of the system, the paper presen-
ts a minimal set of user requirements and
provides a possible use case on Dante’s
Inferno.
Italiano. Questo articolo illustra i primi
passi verso la realizzazione di un Sistema
di Supporto alle Decisioni volto a ricrea-
re un ambiente di ricerca per gli studiosi e
assisterli, anche mediante strumenti com-
putazionali, nell’elaborazione e nell’inter-
pretazione di testi. Oltre a delineare le ca-
ratteristiche generali del sistema, l’artico-
lo presenta una serie minima di requisiti
utente e fornisce un possibile caso d’uso
sull’Inferno di Dante.
1 Introduction
A text represents a multifaceted object, resulting
from the intersection of different expressive layers
(graphemic, phonetic, syntactic, lexico-semantic,
ontological, etc.). A text is always created by a
writer with a specific attempt to outline a certain
subject in a particular way. Even when it is not
a literary creation, a given text follows its wri-
ter’s specific intention and is written in a distinct
form. The text creator’s intention is not always
self-evident and, even when it is, a written piece
might convey very different meanings proportio-
nally to the various readers analysing it. Texts can
be seen, in fact, as communication media between
writers and readers. Regardless of the epistemolo-
gical theory about where meaning emerges in the
reader-text relationship (Objectivism, Constructi-
vism, Subjectivism), a text needs a reader as much
as a writer to be expressive (Chandler, 1995). The
reader goes beyond the explicit information given
in the text, by making certain inferences and eva-
luations, according to his/her background, expe-
rience, knowledge and purpose. Therefore, inter-
pretation depends on both the nature of the given
text and the reader/interpreter; it can be under-
stood as the goal, the process and the outcome of
the analytic activity conducted by a certain reader
on a given text under specific circumstances. In-
terpretation corresponds to the different – virtual-
ly infinite – mental frameworks and cognitive me-
chanisms activated in a certain reader/interpreter
when examining a given text. The nature of the in-
terpretation of a given text can be philological, hi-
storical, psychological, etc.; a psychological inter-
pretation can be Freudian, Jungian, etc... Further-
more, the different categories of literary criticism
and the various interpretative approaches might be
very much blurred and intertwined, i.e. an hi-
storical interpretation might involve philological,
anthropological, political and religious analyses.
While scholars are generally aware of their
mental process of selection and categorization
when reading/interpreting a text and, thus, can
re-adjust their interpretative approach while they
operate, an automatic system has often proved un-
fit for qualitative analysis due to the complexity
of text meaning and text interpretation (Harnad,
1990). Nevertheless, a few semi-automatic sy-
stems for qualitative interpretation have been pro-
posed in the last decades. The most outstanding of
them is ATLAS.ti, a commercial system for qua-
litative analysis of unstructured data, which has
been applied in the early nineties to text interpre-
tation (Muhr, 1991). ATLAS.ti, however, appears
too general to respond to the articulated needs
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of a scholar studying a text, lacking of advanced
text analysis tools and automatic knowledge ex-
traction features. The University of Southamp-
ton and Birkbeck University are currently working
on a commercial project, SAMTLA1, aimed to
create a language-agnostic research environment
for studying textual corpora with the aid of com-
putational technologies. In the past, concerning
the interpretation of literary texts, the introduc-
tion of text annotation approaches and the adop-
tion of high-level markup languages allowed to go
beyond the typical use of concordances (DeVuy-
st, 1990; Sutherland, 1990; Sperberg-Mc Queen
and Burnard, 1994). In this context, several works
have been proposed for the study of Dante’s Com-
media. One of the first works involved the defi-
nition of a meta representation of the text of the
Inferno and the construction of an ontology for-
malizing a portion of Dante’s Commedia’s world
(Cappelli et al., 2002). Data mining procedures
able to conceptually query the aforementioned re-
sources have also been implemented (Baglioni et
al., 2004). Among the other works on Dante we
cite The World of Dante (Parker, 2001), Digital
Dante of the Columbia University (LeLoup and
Ponterio, 2006) and the Princeton Dante Project
(Hollander, 2013). A “multidimensional” social
network of characters, places and events of Dan-
te’s Inferno have been constructed to make evi-
dent the innermost structure of the text (Cappelli
et al., 2011) by leveraging on the expressive power
of graph representations of data (Newman, 2003;
Newman et al., 2006; Easley and Kleinberg, 2010;
Meirelles, 2013). A touch table approach to Dan-
te’s Inferno, based on the same social network re-
presentation, has been also implemented (Bordin
et al., 2013). More recently, a semantic network
of Dante’s works has been developed alongside a
RDF representation of the knowledge embedded
in them (Tavoni et al., 2014). Other works invol-
ving text interpretation and graph representations
have been carried out on other literary texts, such
as Alice in Wonderland (Agarwal et al., 2012) and
Promessi Sposi (Bolioli et al., 2013).
As discussed by semiologists, linguists and li-
terary scholars (Eco, 1979; Todorov, 1973; Se-
gre, 1985; Roque, 2012) the interpretation of a text
may require a complex structuring and interrela-
tion of the information belonging to its different
expressive layers.
1http://samtla.dcs.bbk.ac.uk/
The Decision Support System (DSS) we here
introduce aims to assist scholars in their research
projects, by providing them with semi-automatic
tools specifically developed to support the inter-
pretation of texts at different and combined layers.
We chose to start from the analysis of literary tex-
ts to be able to face the most challenging aspec-
ts related to text interpretation. This work is the
third of a series describing the progressive develo-
pment of the general approach: for the others refer
to (Bellandi et al., 2013; Bellandi et al., 2014). In
what follows, we describe the general characteri-
stics of the DSS we plan to develop accompanied
by a minimal set of user requirements (2.), we pre-
sent a possible scenario, in which the system can
be applied (3.), and we provide some conclusive
notes (4.).
2 Towards a Decision Support System
for Text Interpretation
In this section, we present our vision of a DSS
(Shim et al., 2002) specifically aimed to recreate
a research environment for scholars and provide
them with computational tools developed to assist
data elaboration and content interpretation of tex-
ts. Theoretically, each automatic act operated by a
computational system on a given text can be seen
as an interpretative act. Yet, in our view, users
shall remain the main decision-makers within their
interpretative process, while the system and the in-
tegrated tools we aim to create shall function only
as instruments enabling users to achieve their re-
search goals in a clearer and easier manner. In the
computational metaphor, our DSS would represent
the writing desk and library of the historian or the
laboratory and microscope of the biologist.
Within the system, users shall be able to carry
out a research project based on one or more textual
sources from the beginning through its end, whe-
ther the project is the analysis of medical records,
the interpretation of a literary work, the production
of a critical edition of a given text, or the historical
analysis of textual material. Similarly, our system
shall assist the creation of text interpretations ei-
ther for personal purposes (student exercise, ama-
teur research) or for scientific productions (article,
monograph, critical edition). Although conceived
for the use of a single scholar, the system shall
enable users also to selectively share their results
in a collaborative space. With the aid of our DSS,
users shall be able to consult, search and analyze
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a text dynamically and according to their speci-
fic interest. The system shall enable to conduct
the study of a given text on several and different
layers, each of which is already implicit in the
text and explicated by the interpretative activity of
the reader/scholar through specific tools and visual
solutions provided by the system.
2.1 Minimal User Requirements
In order to define a minimal set of user require-
ments we first introduce the following key terms:
textual source, layer, element, relation and net-
work. As textual source we intend every object
presenting at least one grapheme, which has been
either digitized or scanned as image and uploaded
into the system (i.e., page from a digitized litera-
ry book, image of an inscribed pottery, image of a
folium from a manuscript, transcription of a manu-
script). The term source can refer to (i.) a textual
corpus (i.e., Dante’s writings), (ii.) a specific sec-
tion/unit/book of the given corpus (i.e., Inferno),
and (iii.) a passage from a specific book of a gi-
ven corpus (i.e., XVI Canto of Inferno). A layer
is a specific set of features embedded in a given
textual source, which can be explicated by users
through analysis and annotation tools. Each sour-
ce exhibits, at least, a graphemic layer (graphe-
me/s on a given writing surface) and may include
an unlimited number of layers, according to the
user’s research interest. Some basic layers (i.e.,
graphemic, phonetic, terminological, ontological)
are already provided by the DSS, while others (ar-
bitrary layers) can be defined by users (e.g., dia-
logical layer, anthropological layer). An element
is an atomic unit forming a layer, i.e. a grapheme
of the graphemic layer, a phoneme of the phone-
tic layer, a term of the terminological layer, or a
concept of the ontological layer; an element can
be visualized as a node of a network in the inter-
face of the DSS. A relation is a link between two
or more elements, intra and inter-layer; a relation
can be visualized as an arc of a network in the in-
terface of the DSS. Finally, a network is a set of
elements and the relations among them visualized
as a graph.
We have grouped the minimal requirements we
identified for the development of our DSS in four
main categories. To the first group, (A.) Upload
and Source Management, belong the following
requirements: (1.) creation of a new research pro-
ject; (2.) management of a variety of different re-
search projects for each user; (3.) upload of the
relevant sources for a specific project; (4.) run-
ning of OCR on the scanned source, when dea-
ling with images of manuscripts or material objec-
ts; (5.) sharing of selected sources with selected
users; (6.) execution of catalographic searches. To
the second group, (B.) Layers, belong: (1.) use
of predefined basic layers (2.) definition of arbi-
trary layers; (3.) use of (manual and automatic)
tools for the elicitation of the elements of a speci-
fic layer; (4.) addition of notes (footnotes, end-
notes, general notes, philological, linguistic, ...)
and comments of different types to a specific ele-
ment. To the third category, (C) Research and
Comparison: (1.) execution of searches on the
selected textual sources within one or more layers;
(2.) execution of searches with boolean and re-
gular expressions; (3.) execution of manual and
semi-automatic comparisons between two or mo-
re sources, also on different layers, by presenting
them together on the screen; (4.) highlighting of
the differences between two or more sources se-
lected for the comparison; (5.) highlighting of fea-
tures shared by two or more sources selected for
the comparison; (6.) visualization of the results
of each specific search and comparison in struc-
tured lists. Finally, for the fourth category, (D)
Construction of Networks, we identified the fol-
lowing requirements: (1.) manual or, when possi-
ble, automatic construction of a network, realized
by defining relations among elements belonging to
the same layer or different layers; (2.) editing of
an automatically generated network.
3 A Possible Use Case on Dante’s Inferno
Here, we present a possible use case on Dante’s
Inferno, a highly complex and rich writing, which
gathers a great amount of information, thus requi-
ring very different scholarly skills to be fully un-
derstood and analysed. Particularly, our use ca-
se studies the dialogues of Guelfi and Ghibellini,
two rival Florentine political factions. Although in
our vision the DSS would enable users to annotate
chunks of text as dialogues and to define the text
ontology (Bellandi et al., 2013) including the cha-
racters of the al di la`, we chose to exploit an exi-
sting XML-encoded advanced representation of
Inferno (Cappelli et al., 2011).
An analysis of this type can be articulated in
a series of steps, each one bringing to the con-
struction of a portion of the network (requirement
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Figura 1: Example of network
D.1), of Figure 1. The first step involves the on-
tological layer (requirement B.1): the user would
build the upper part of the network by introducing
the relation talks to (the thickness of the relati-
ve arc representing the number of dialogical inte-
ractions) among the elements Guelfo, Ghibellino,
Dante, and Virgilio. The obtained network shows
that the only interactions between the two factions
are those of Buoso Da Duera who talks to Bocca
degli Abati, and Catalano Dei Malvolti who talks
to Loderingo Degli Andalo`. Furthermore, Guido
Da Montefeltro is the only Ghibellino who talks to
both Dante and Virgilio. The user could then be in-
terested in analysing his dialogues (the two added
on the left part of the network as elements of the
dialogical layer), by using a terminology extractor,
bringing to the elicitation of the elements (terms)
constituting the terminological layer (requirement
B.3). The user could select the term colpa (“guilt”
in English) since being present in both dialogues
and add it to the network. In the final part of this
example the user could verify if the term colpa ap-
pears in other dialogues. To do this the user would
search the pattern “colp[ae]” (representing the sin-
gular and plural forms of the lemma colpa) inside
the elements of the dialogical layer (requirement
C.2). As a result, the network would be populated
with four more dialogues, showing that only Ciac-
co and Pier Da Medicina talk to Dante using the
term colpa. These two characters are not political-
ly characterized, being classified, in the ontology,
as “Storico” (historical character).
4 Conclusions
In this work, we presented our vision of a Deci-
sion Support System for the analysis and interpre-
tation of texts. In addition to outlining the gene-
ral characteristics of the system, we illustrated a
case study on Dante’s Inferno showing how the
study of a text can involve elements belonging to
three different layers (ontological, dialogical and
terminological) thus allowing to take into account,
in an innovative way, both textual and contextual
elements.
The next steps will consist in the extension of
the user requirements and the design of the main
components of the system. We plan to start wi-
th the basic features allowing a user to create a
project and upload documents and then provide
the minimal text processing tools necessary for
the definition and management of (at least) the
graphemic layer.
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Abstract
English. This paper reports on the con-
struction of a dataset of textual entailment
graphs for Italian, derived from a corpus
of real customer interactions. Textual en-
tailment graphs capture relevant semantic
relations among text fragments, including
equivalence and entailment, and are pro-
posed as an informative and compact rep-
resentation for a variety of text exploration
applications.
Italiano. Questo lavoro riporta la
costruzione di un dataset di grafi di im-
plicazione testuale per la lingua italiana,
derivati da un corpus di interazioni reali
tra cliente e call centre. I grafi di im-
plicazione testuale catturano relazioni se-
mantiche significative tra porzioni di testi,
incluse equivalenze e implicazioni, e sono
proposti come un formato di rappresen-
tazione informativo e compatto per appli-
cazioni di esplorazione di contenuti testu-
ali.
1 Introduction
Given the large production and availability of tex-
tual data in several contexts, there is an increasing
need for representations of such data that are able
at the same time to convey the relevant informa-
tion contained in the data and to allow compact
and efficient text exploration. As an example, cus-
tomer interaction analytics requires tools that al-
low for a fine-grained analysis of the customers’
messages (e.g. complaining about a particular as-
pect of a particular service or product) and, at the
same time, allow to speed up the search process,
which commonly involves a huge amount of in-
teractions, on different channels (e.g. telephone
calls, emails, posts on social media), and in differ-
ent languages.
A relevant proposal in this direction has been
the definition of textual entailment graphs (Berant
et al., 2010), where graph nodes represent predi-
cates (e.g. marry(x, y)), and edges represent the
entailment relations between pairs of predicates.
This recent research line in Computational Lin-
guistics capitalizes on results obtained in the last
ten years in the field of Recognizing Textual En-
tailment (Dagan et al., 2009), where a successful
series of shared tasks have been organized to show
and evaluate the ability of systems to draw text-to-
text semantic inferences.
In this paper we present a linguistic resource
consisting of a collection of textual entailment
graphs derived from real customer interactions in
Italian social fora, which is our motivating sce-
nario. We extend the earlier, predicate-based, vari-
ant of entailment graphs to capture entailment re-
lations among more complex text fragments. The
resource is meant to be used both for training and
evaluating systems that can automatically build
entailment graphs from a stream of customer in-
teractions. Then, entailment graphs are used to
browse large amount of interactions by call cen-
ter managers, who can efficiently monitor the
main reasons for customers’ calls. We present the
methodology for the creation of the dataset as well
as statistics about the collected data.
This work has been carried out in the context
of the EXCITEMENT project1, in which a large
European consortium aims at developing a shared
software infrastructure for textual inferences, i.e.
the EXCITEMENT Open Platform2 (Pado´ et al.,
2014; Magnini et al., 2014), and at experimenting
new technology (i.e. entailment graphs) for cus-
tomer interaction analytics.
1excitement-project.fbk.eu
2http://hltfbk.github.io/Excitement-Open-Platform/
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2 Textual Entailment Graphs
Textual Entailment is defined as a directional rela-
tionship between two text fragments - T, the entail-
ing text and H, the entailed text - so that T entails
H if, typically, a human reading T would infer that
H is most likely true (Dagan et al., 2006). While
Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) datasets
are typically composed of independent T-H pairs,
manually annotated with “entailment” or “non en-
tailment” judgments (see (Bentivogli et al., Forth-
coming) for a survey of the various RTE datasets),
the text exploration scenario we are addressing
calls for a representation where entailment pairs
are highly interconnected. We model such re-
lations using Textual Entailment Graphs, where
each node is a textual proposition (e.g. a predi-
cate with arguments and modifiers), and each edge
indicates a directional entailment relation.
An example of textual entailment graph is pre-
sented in Figure 1, where the node “chi ha la chi-
avetta non riesce a connettersi” entails “non ri-
esco a navigare con la chiavetta”. Entailment
judgments in this context are established under
an existential interpretation: if there is a situation
where someone “non riesce a connettersi”, then it
is true (i.e. it is entailed) that, under appropriate
meaning interpretation of the sentences, a situa-
tion exists in which someone “non riesce a navi-
gare”. In the entailment graph, mutually entailing
nodes (corresponding to pharaphrases) are repre-
sented unified in the same node, as in the case of
“chi ha la chiavetta non riesce a connettersi”, “la
mia chiavetta non si connette”, “non riesco a col-
legarmi con la chiavetta” in Figure 1. The graph
representation also allows to derive implicit rela-
tions among nodes. For instance, since the entail-
ment relation is transitive, the graph in Figure 1
allows to infer that “non riesco a collegarmi dal
giorno 20/4 con la chiavetta” entails “non riesco
a navigare con la chiavetta”. In addition, the lack
of a path in the graph represents non-entailment
relations, as for instance the fact that “non riesco a
collegarmi dal giorno 20/4 con la chiavetta” does
not entail “da domenica non riesco a navigare con
la chiavetta”, because we can not establish a tem-
poral relation between “dal giorno 20/4” and “da
domenica”.
3 Dataset Creation
The entailment graph creation process starts from
customer interactions collected for a given topic
chi	  ha	  la	  chiave)a	  non	  riesce	  a	  conne)ersi	  
	  
whoever	  has	  the	  internet	  s-ck	  cannot	  connect	  
	  
la	  mia	  chiave)a	  non	  si	  conne)e	  
	  
my	  internet	  s-ck	  does	  not	  connect	  
	  
non	  riesco	  a	  collegarmi	  con	  la	  chiave)a	  
	  
I	  cannot	  connect	  with	  the	  internet	  s-ck	  
non	  riesco	  a	  collegarmi	  dal	  
giorno	  20/4	  con	  la	  chiave)a	  
	  
Since	  20/4	  I	  cannot	  connect	  
with	  the	  internet	  s-ck	  
non	  riesco	  a	  navigare	  con	  la	  chiave)a	  
	  
I	  cannot	  navigate	  with	  the	  internet	  s-ck	  
da	  domenica	  non	  riesco	  a	  
navigare	  con	  la	  chiave)a	  
	  
Since	  Sunday	  I	  cannot	  navigate	  
with	  the	  internet	  s-ck	  
Figure 1: Portion of textual entailment graph.
and is composed of two main phases: (i) for each
interaction all the relevant text fragments are ex-
tracted and the corresponding fragment graphs are
created; (ii) all the individual fragment graphs are
merged into the final entailment graph. The com-
plete workflow of the dataset creation process is
shown in Figure 2.
The starting interactions are posts taken from
the official webpage of a mobile service provider
in a social network, and contain reasons for dis-
satisfaction concerning the provider. The texts are
anonymized to eliminate any reference to both the
provider and the customers writing the posts.
As Figure 2 shows, the process alternates man-
ual and automatic steps. In step 1, for each in-
teraction the relevant text fragments are manu-
ally identified. A fragment is defined as a con-
tent unit that conveys one complete statement re-
lated to the topic (i.e. one reason for dissatisfac-
tion). In our example, “da domenica non riesco
a navigare con la chiavetta”, “non riesco a colle-
garmi dal giorno 20/4 con la chiavetta”, “la mia
chiavetta non si connette” are all fragments ex-
tracted from different interactions. Fragments are
then generalized in order to increase the proba-
bility of recognizing entailing texts in the collec-
tion and provide a richer hierarchical structure to
the entailment graph. Such generalization is per-
formed automatically after grammatical modifiers
of the fragments, i.e. tokens which can be removed
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FRAGMENT	  ANNOTATION	  	  
	  
fragment	  iden,ﬁca,on	  	  
fragment’s	  modiﬁers	  annota,on	  
1	   BUILD-­‐GRAPH	  PROCEDURE	  
	  
subfragments	  crea,on	  (nodes)	  
entailment	  rela,ons	  induc,on	  (edges)	  
2	  
FRAGMENT	  
GRAPHS	  
	  
INTERACTIONS	  
AUTOMATIC	  MANUAL	  
FRAGMENT	  
GRAPHS	  
	  
ENTAILMENT	  ANNOTATION	  	  
	  
pairs	  of	  nodes	  belonging	  to	  
diﬀerent	  fragment	  graphs	  
3	   MERGE-­‐GRAPH	  PROCEDURE	  
	  
transi,vity	  closure	  edges	  crea,on	  
graph	  consistency	  check	  
4	   FINAL	  
MERGED	  
GRAPH	  
	  
AUTOMATIC	  MANUAL	  
Figure 2: Entailment graph creation process.
from a fragment without affecting its comprehen-
sion, are manually specified. For example, “da
domenica” and “dal giorno 20/4” are annotated as
modifiers of respectively the first and second frag-
ment above. This first manual annotation phase
was carried out with the CAT Tool (Lenzi et al.,
2012).3 In step 2, given a fragment and its anno-
tated modifiers, the corresponding subfragments
are automatically created by incrementally remov-
ing its modifiers until no modifiers are left. In ad-
dition, entailment relations are automatically in-
duced following the principle that a more specific
text (i.e. containing more modifiers) entails a more
generic one (i.e. containing less modifiers). As
a result, an entailment graph of the correspond-
ing fragment - Fragment Graph - is constructed,
where the nodes are the fragment and its subfrag-
ments, and the edges are the entailment relations
between them. In our example, for the fragment
“da domenica non riesco a navigare con la chi-
avetta”, the more general subfragment “non ri-
esco a navigare con la chiavetta” is automatically
created as well as the entailment relation from the
entailing fragment to the entailed subfragment.
To obtain the final textual entailment graph, in-
dividual fragment graphs are merged by finding all
the entailment relations between their nodes. In
order to minimize the number of node pairs to be
manually annotated in step 3, two strategies were
adopted prior to annotation, one manual and one
automatic. First, clustering of fragment graphs
was manually performed according to the specific
topic (i.e. reason for dissatisfaction) expressed by
the fragments. The assumption behind this strat-
3The tool is freely available at https://dh.fbk.eu/
resources/cat-content-annotation-tool.
egy is that there are no entailment relations be-
tween fragment graphs belonging to different clus-
ters (i.e. dealing with different reasons for dissat-
isfaction). As an example, two different clusters
were created for fragment graphs expressing dis-
satisfaction about “Telefoni smartphone e cellu-
lari” and “Consolle”. The merging phase is then
performed cluster by cluster, and one final merged
entailment graph for each cluster is created. Sec-
ond, an algorithm aimed at skipping unnecessary
manual annotations is integrated in the manual an-
notation interface. The interface presents to anno-
tators all the pairwise comparisons between min-
imal subfragments (i.e. texts with no modifiers).
If there is no entailment relation, then all the other
pairwise comparisons between the other nodes of
the fragments are automatically annotated as “no
entailment”. If an entailment relation is annotated
between minimal subfragments, then also their
respective ancestors are paired and proposed for
manual annotation. In our example, “non riesco a
collegarmi con la chiavetta” is annotated as entail-
ing “non riesco a navigare con la chiavetta”. Due
to this entailment relation, also “non riesco a col-
legarmi dal giorno 20/4 con la chiavetta” and “da
domenica non riesco a navigare con la chiavetta”
are paired and presented for annotation, which in
this case is a negative entailment judgment. Also
mutual entailment can be annotated, as for “non
riesco a collegarmi con la chiavetta”, ‘chi ha la
chiavetta non riesce a connettersi”, and “la mia
chiavetta non si connette”.
Once step 3 has been completed, in the final au-
tomatic step 4 the individual fragment graphs are
merged, transitive closure edges are added, and a
consistency check aimed at ensuring that there are
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Clusters Interactions Fragment Graphs Total Nodes Total Edges Intra-Fragment Edges Inter-Fragment Edges
19 294 344 760 2316 733 1583
Table 1: Composition of the dataset.
no transitivity violations is carried out.
As a result of fragment graph merging, a tex-
tual entailment graph over the input fragments is
constructed.
Statistics about the composition of the dataset
created according to the described procedure are
presented in Table 1. The final dataset contains
19 consistent textual entailment graphs, one for
each of the clusters into which the fragment graphs
were subdivided. The table also shows the number
of original interactions and the fragment graphs
derived from them (step 1 of the process), and the
total number of nodes and edges composing the 19
final entailment graphs resulting from the merging
of fragment graphs (step 4 of the process). Finally,
the total number of edges contained in the final
graphs is further subdivided into intra-fragment
and inter-fragment edges. Intra-fragment edges
denote edges connecting the nodes within frag-
ment graphs, i.e. edges generated during frag-
ment graph construction. Inter-fragment edges are
edges generated during the merge phase.
The dataset is released for research pur-
poses under a Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike license, and will be
available at the EXCITEMENT project website
by the end of the project (31/12/2014). The re-
lease will also contain information about Inter-
Annotator Agreement, which is being currently
calculated for the two manual annotation phases
carried out during dataset creation, namely (i) the
identification of modifiers within text fragments,
which is necessary to build the fragment graphs
(step 1 of the process), and (ii) the annotation of
entailment relations between statements (nodes)
belonging to different fragment graphs, which is
required to merge the fragment graphs (step 3).
4 Conclusion
We have presented a new linguistic resource for
Italian, based on textual entailment graphs derived
from real customer interactions. We see a twofold
role of this resource: (i) on one side it provides
empirical evidences of the important role of se-
mantic relations and provides insights for new de-
velopments of the textual entailment framework;
(ii) on the other side, a corpus of textual entail-
ment graphs is crucial for the realization and eval-
uation of automatic systems that can build entail-
ment graphs for concrete application scenarios.
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Abstract
Italiano. L’ironia verbale è una figura re-
torica altamente complessa che appartiene
al livello pragmatico del linguaggio. Fi-
nora, tuttavia, tutti i tentativi in campo
computazionale volti al riconoscimento
automatico dell’ironia si sono limitati a
ricercare indizi linguistici che potessero
segnalarne la presenza senza considerare
fattori pragmatici e contestuali. In questo
lavoro si è cercato di valutare la possibil-
ità di integrare semplici fattori contestu-
ali computabili con informazioni di tipo
linguistico al fine di migliorare l’efficacia
dei sistemi di riconoscimento automatico
di ironia nei commenti dei lettori di quo-
tidiani online.
English. Verbal irony is a highly complex
figure of speech which belongs to the prag-
matic level of language. So far, however,
all the computational approaches aimed at
automatically recognizing irony have only
searched for linguistic cues which could
signal the presence of irony without tak-
ing into account pragmatic and contextual
factors. In this work we have considered
the possibility of integrating simple con-
textual and computable factors with lin-
guistic information in order to improve the
performance of irony detection systems in
the comments of readers of web newspa-
pers.
1 Introduzione
L’ironia verbale è una figura retorica molto comp-
lessa che si colloca al livello pragmatico del lin-
guaggio. Per quanto un ironista possa servirsi
di elementi fonologici, prosodici, morfologici,
lessicali, sintattici e semantici per produrre iro-
nia, quest’ultima non è una proprietà interna
all’enunciato stesso e non è determinata dalle sue
caratteristiche formali.
L’ironia è piuttosto un fenomeno interpretativo
legato alle aspettative che un ascoltatore sviluppa
riguardo alle intenzioni dell’autore di un enunci-
ato prodotto in uno specifico contesto a partire da
uno sterminato insieme di informazioni enciclope-
diche e contestuali.
2 Potenziali applicazioni e stato dell’arte
Il riconoscimento automatico di ironia porterebbe
benefici nel campo della Sentiment Analysis. Non
individuare l’intenzione ironica dell’autore di un
enunciato può portare infatti a gravi fraintendi-
menti riguardo alle sue opinioni. Poiché l’uso
dell’ironia è pervasivo e quantitativamente non
trascurabile in molti contesti online, un solido sis-
tema di Sentiment Analysis dovrebbe considerare
i problemi legati all’uso dell’ironia e sviluppare
metodi per il suo riconoscimento automatico.
Il riconoscimento automatico di ironia è tuttavia
ancora a uno stadio pionieristico. Ad oggi tutti
gli approcci computazionali al riconoscimento di
ironia hanno cercato esclusivamente di individ-
uare elementi linguistici interni al testo (grafici,
semantici e lessicali) che potessero indicarne la
presenza. Carvalho et al. (2009) hanno proposto
una lista di indizi espliciti per individuare l’ironia
nei commenti dei lettori di un quotidiano online in
lingua portoghese (virgolette intorno ad aggettivi
o nomi positivi, espressioni/simboli che indicano
una risata nella scrittura (e.g. lol), interiezioni us-
ate per esprimere sentimenti positivi (e.g. viva)
e punteggiatura marcata). Reyes et al. (2013)
hanno invece costruito un complesso modello con-
siderando 11 parametri linguistici posti su 4 di-
mensioni (signatures, unexpectedness, style, emo-
tional scenarios) per rilevare l’ironia nei tweets.
Per quanto questi e altri lavori abbiano ottenuto
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risultati parzialmente soddisfacenti, tuttavia nes-
suno di essi ha mai preso in considerazione gli el-
ementi contestuali che costituiscono il cuore del
fenomeno dell’ironia, limitandosi a considerare
esclusivamente il materiale linguistico alla ricerca
di caratteristiche formali che possano segnalarne
la presenza. Tuttavia molto spesso l’informazione
linguistica da sola non è sufficiente a stabilire se
un enunciato è ironico o meno, tanto che lo stesso
materiale linguistico, se proveniente da fonti o
contesti differenti, può essere interpretato come
ironico o meno.
Il contesto gioca dunque un ruolo fondamen-
tale. Ma esistono fattori contestuali computabili
che possano rivelarsi efficaci per riconoscere au-
tomaticamente l’ironia in testi online?
3 Analisi di una comunità online
Per individuare quali fattori contestuali possano
rivelarsi computabili si è deciso di svolgere
un’analisi empirica1 riguardo all’uso dell’ironia
all’interno di una comunità virtuale. L’analisi è
stata realizzata sui commenti lasciati in calce agli
articoli dai lettori abituali de Il Fatto Quotidiano
online. L’analisi dei commenti si è svolta in tre
fasi distinte.
Prima fase. Innanzitutto si è cercato di
cogliere la significatività in termini quantitativi dei
commenti ironici rispetto al totale dei commenti,
verificando se i commenti ironici presentassero in-
dizi linguistici espliciti della presenza di ironia.
Sono stati analizzati 20 commenti casuali a 6
articoli di giornale. Per ogni commento si è verifi-
cato:
• se l’autore fosse un commentatore abituale
(oltre 500 commenti sul sito).
• se il commento fosse ironico o meno.
• se fossero presenti gli indizi espliciti proposti
da Carvalho et al. (2009).
I numeri complessivi di quest’analisi empirica non
possono certo costituire un campione statistico
valido, ma sembrano tuttavia suggerire alcune ten-
denze degne di nota. Innanzitutto si è rilevato
come l’ironia fosse presente in un numero con-
siderevole di commenti. Almeno un quarto dei
commenti a ciascun articolo presentava (almeno in
parte) ironia, per un totale di 39 commenti su 120
1Per una discussione più approfondita e maggiori dettagli
sul lavoro di analisi si rimanda a Bernardini (2014). L’intero
corpus è disponibile su richiesta.
(15 i casi di dubbia attribuzione). Questo dato sug-
gerirebbe che l’ironia non debba essere trascurata
come un fenomeno marginale in Sentiment Anal-
ysis.
In secondo luogo si è osservato come la mag-
gior parte dei commentatori fossero abituali (85
su 120). Questo fatto è un presupposto fonda-
mentale per avvalorare l’assunto che essi possano
conoscersi tra loro e formare così una comunità.
Per quanto riguarda invece l’uso di indizi es-
pliciti si è notato come essi comparissero soltanto
in una minoranza, tuttavia significativa, dei com-
menti ironici (16/39). Ciò mostra che, servendosi
solamente di questi indizi linguistici, molti dei
commenti ironici non potrebbero assolutamente
essere individuati. Per giunta la stessa serie di in-
dizi appariva in quantità non trascurabile anche in
commenti non ironici, seppure in proporzione mi-
nore (11/66). Pertanto l’uso di questi indizi lin-
guistici, pur se inefficaci in molti casi di ironia
e talvolta addirittura fuorvianti, non deve essere
accantonato, vista comunque la maggior probabil-
ità che essi siano presenti in un commento ironico
rispetto ad uno non ironico.
Seconda fase. Nella seconda fase di analisi si
è indagata l’attitudine ironica complessiva di una
serie di commentatori abituali. Sono stati analiz-
zati gli ultimi 25 commenti postati da 22 commen-
tatori abituali scelti casualmente. Per ognuno di
essi sono stati raccolti i seguenti dati:
• numero di commenti ironici tra gli ultimi 25
postati dall’utente.
• numero di commenti, tra quelli ironici sopra
individuati, che presentassero gli indizi pro-
posti da Carvalho et al. (2009).
In questa fase di analisi si è osservato come
sembri possibile individuare un ristretto gruppo
di commentatori che si contraddistingue dagli al-
tri poiché pare manifestare un’attitudine spiccata-
mente ironica (oltre 80% dei commenti sono in-
teramente ironici). La maggioranza degli utenti
sembra invece affidarsi più sporadicamente all’uso
di ironia e spesso l’uso è limitato a parti ridotte
del testo, perlopiù all’inizio o nel finale del com-
mento. Si è notato inoltre come gli indizi linguis-
tici siano pressoché assenti nell’ironia dei com-
mentatori “spiccatamente” ironici, mentre sono
decisamente più frequenti nei commenti ironici
degli altri utenti. Volendo deliberatamente sempli-
ficare, sembrano delinearsi due tendenze di com-
portamento particolarmente significative:
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• Commentatori quasi sempre ironici in quasi
tutti i commenti e nell’interezza del com-
mento. La loro ironia è raramente "marcata"
da indizi linguistici espliciti.
• Commentatori poco ironici. L’ironia è usata
più di rado e spesso solo nella frase iniziale
o conclusiva. La loro ironia presenta più fre-
quentemente indizi linguistici espliciti.
Terza fase. La terza fase di analisi si è con-
centrata sul comportamento dei commentatori più
ironici della comunità. Inizialmente sono state os-
servate le interazioni avvenute tra i quattro utenti
più ironici individuati nella seconda fase di analisi
e gli altri commentatori nell’arco di 3 mesi.
Attraverso quest’analisi sono emerse due con-
siderazioni interessanti. In primo luogo si è visto
come gli utenti abituali riconoscano e siano spesso
consapevoli dello stile “spiccatamente ironico” di
alcuni utenti. In secondo luogo è emerso come gli
utenti “spiccatamente ironici” tendano a rispon-
dere con più frequenza a commenti ironici che a
commenti non ironici rispetto agli altri utenti.
Un altro aspetto peculiare dei commentatori
spiccatamente ironici riguarda le loro scelte di
nickname e avatar. Questo non é particolar-
mente sorprendente poiché il nome e l’immagine
scelta rappresentano la faccia che un utente vuole
mostrare di sé. Pertanto un utente che desideri ap-
parire molto ironico tenderà plausibilmente a reg-
istrarsi con una faccia che risulti simpatica. Si è
perciò cercato di verificare empiricamente se nick-
name e avatar divertenti potessero risultare indica-
tivi per individuare commentatori spiccatamente
ironici. Sono stati individuati manualmente 13
utenti con una faccia riconducibile a contesti di-
vertenti. Di questi, 8 manifestavano un’attitudine
spiccatamente ironica. In particolare tra i 7 utenti
con una faccia riconducibile a contesti più speci-
ficamente satirici, 6 di essi apparivano spiccata-
mente ironici. Sembrerebbe pertanto che la scelta
di usare un nickname e/o un avatar riconducibili
a contesti divertenti, o tanto meglio satirici, possa
davvero essere un ottimo indicatore per individ-
uare quegli utenti che esibiscono una attitudine
molto ironica all’interno della comunità.
4 Verso un modello integrato di
informazioni linguistiche e contestuali
Le informazioni contestuali che un ascoltatore può
utilizzare per attribuire ironia a un enunciato sono
soggettive e potenzialmente infinite. Al momento
è però impensabile ipotizzare una macchina che
possa contenere un insieme infinito e indefinito di
credenze e conoscenze dal quale, in qualche modo,
riconoscere l’ironia in un testo.
L’obiettivo deve essere dunque cercare di indi-
viduare ed estrarre alcune semplici informazioni
contestuali computabili per poterle poi integrare
con l’informazione linguistica. Il modello qui pro-
posto integrerebbe informazioni di tre tipologie.
4.1 Informazioni relative all’attitudine
ironica dell’enunciato
Dall’analisi dell’attitudine ironica della comunità
online (Sez. 2, Seconda Fase) emergevano ten-
denze di comportamento differenti tra i commen-
tatori quasi sempre ironici e gli altri utenti. In
questo modello la prima operazione consisterebbe
dunque nel riconoscere l’attitudine ironica gen-
erale di un commentatore per avviare una differ-
ente trattazione del materiale linguistico. Per fare
ciò si dovrebbe innanzitutto considerare la fac-
cia esibita dall’utente. Attraverso ricerche auto-
matiche per parole o immagini sarebbe semplice
collegare i nickname o gli avatar a contesti satirici
e ipotizzare con buona probabilità che il commen-
tatore sia spiccatamente ironico. Inoltre, poiché i
commentatori molto ironici tendono con più prob-
abilità a rispondere ad altri commenti ironici, si
potrebbe estrarne manualmente una breve lista per
considerare i commenti ai quali essi hanno repli-
cato come più probabilmente ironici. Se un alto
numero di commenti di uno stesso utente fosse poi
commentato da più commentatori di questa lista,
tale utente sarebbe inserito a sua volta nella lista
(soprattutto in caso di faccia riconducibile a con-
testi divertenti o satirici).
4.2 Informazioni relative alla rete di rapporti
nella comunità
In secondo luogo bisognerebbe analizzare come
i commenti siano stati recepiti dalla comunità.
Nelle risposte a un commento possono infatti
trovarsi chiari indizi che tale commento sia stato
recepito come ironico. Gli indizi da ricercare nelle
risposte a un commento sarebbero:
• Espressioni che indicano una risata, soprat-
tutto nell’incipit o isolati senza ulteriore
testo.
• Parole appartenenti al campo semantico di
“ironia”.
Inoltre, poiché le possibilità di interpretare corret-
tamente un enunciato ironico sono incrementate
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dalla familiarità esistente tra coloro che interagis-
cono, il rilievo degli indizi di ironia presenti nelle
risposte a un commento potrebbe essere ponder-
ato in proporzione al numero totale di interazioni
sul sito tra il commentatore originale e colui che
risponde.
4.3 Informazioni di natura linguistica
Il ricorso ad alcune informazioni contestuali non
escluderebbe comunque l’uso di elementi lin-
guistici nel processo di individuazione automat-
ica di ironia. I sistemi ad oggi implemen-
tati hanno ottenuto risultati parzialmente sod-
disfacenti e sarebbe errato ignorare l’aiuto che
potrebbe derivarne. Gli indizi proposti da Car-
valho et al. (2009) sembrano soprattutto convin-
centi poiché facilmente rilevabili e pensati apposi-
tamente per un identico contesto. Oltre a questi
indizi, anche i puntini di sospensione e i giochi di
parole si sono rivelati dei buoni segnalatori della
presenza di ironia durante l’analisi empirica.
4.4 Modello integrato
Le serie di informazioni contestuali e linguistiche
sarebbero integrate in un unico sistema di identifi-
cazione automatica di ironia.
Innanzitutto si isolerebbero gli utenti che
esibiscono un’attitudine ironica molto spiccata
all’interno della comunità. L’appartenenza a
questo gruppo condizionerebbe la successiva trat-
tazione del materiale linguistico sia interno al
commento sia nelle sue risposte (v. Appendice
A). Se l’utente dovesse appartenere al gruppo dei
commentatori spiccatamente ironici:
• il suo commento sarà considerato molto
probabilmente ironico a prescindere da in-
dizi linguistici presenti nel commento stesso
e nelle risposte.
• la presenza di indizi linguistici nel commento
ne determinerebbe la classificazione come
ironico. L’assenza sarebbe ininfluente.
• la presenza di indizi linguistici nel commento
ne determinerebbe la classificazione come
ironico. L’assenza influirebbe solo quando,
in numerose risposte, nessuna li presentasse.
• se classificati come ironici, i commenti sareb-
bero considerati ironici nella loro interezza.
Se invece l’utente non dovesse appartenere al
gruppo dei commentatori spiccatamente ironici:
• il suo commento sarà considerato ironico
solo in presenza di indizi linguistici nel com-
mento stesso o nelle sue risposte.
• la presenza di indizi linguistici nel commento
inciderebbe positivamente sulla sua classifi-
cazione come ironico. L’assenza inciderebbe
negativamente.
• la presenza di indizi linguistici nelle risposte
inciderebbe positivamente sulla sua classifi-
cazione come ironico. L’assenza inciderebbe
negativamente.
• se i commenti fossero classificati come
ironici a partire da indizi linguistici interni
al commento stesso, saranno ritenute ironiche
solo le frasi contenenti tali indizi, soprattutto
al principio o alla fine del commento.
5 Conclusioni
In questo lavoro è stata presentata la possibilità
di usare informazioni contestuali per identificare
automaticamente l’ironia nei commenti dei lettori
abituali di giornali online. A tal fine è stato pro-
posto un possibile approccio computazionale che
identifichi i commentatori maggiormente ironici
di una comunità, suggerendo un trattamento dif-
ferente del materiale linguistico tra essi e gli al-
tri commentatori. L’integrazione di informazioni
contestuali e informazioni linguistiche potrebbe
influire positivamente sull’efficacia dei sistemi di
riconoscimento automatico di ironia, che avreb-
bero una funzione importante nel campo della
Sentiment Analysis.
Al momento stiamo ampliando la ricerca va-
lutando l’influenza di informazioni come il tipo
di quotidiano, l’argomento della notizia e la
lunghezza del commento su un corpus di com-
menti più ampio e costruito su più quotidiani.
Ovviamente un’integrazione di informazioni
contestuali così basilari non risolverebbe comple-
tamente il problema di come identificare automati-
camente l’ironia in testi online.
Tuttavia questo lavoro riflette la ferma con-
vinzione che questi progressivi tentativi di inte-
grare informazioni contestuali semplici e com-
putabili con l’informazione linguistica siano oggi
la migliore strada da percorrere per tentare di
affrontare automaticamente fenomeni di natura
pragmatica così complessa e sfaccettata come
l’ironia.
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Appendici
A
Figura 1: La figura 1 rappresenta il modello integrato di informazioni linguistiche e contestuali per
il riconoscimento automatico di ironia. La classificazione dell’utente come spiccatamente ironico im-
plicherebbe una differente trattazione del materiale linguistico contenuto nel commento stesso e nelle sue
risposte. Per i commentatori ironici sarebbe sufficiente la presenza di un qualsiasi indizio nel commento
o nelle sue risposte affinché esso sia classificato come interamente ironico, mentre l’unica condizione
perché sia classificato come non ironico sarebbe la presenza di più risposte senza alcun indizio di ironia.
Per gli altri commentatori invece la classificazione del commento come ironico dipenderebbe maggior-
mente dalla presenza di indizi sia nel commento che nelle sue risposte (ponderandone la rilevanza in
base alla familiarità tra gli utenti). Inoltre i commenti classificati come ironici a partire da indizi presenti
nel commento stesso saranno considerati ironici limitatamente alle porzioni di testo nelle quali tali indizi
sono presenti.
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Abstract
English. This paper presents a rule-based
automatic syllabification for Italian. Dif-
ferently from previously proposed syllab-
ifiers, our approach is more user-friendly
since the Python algorithm includes both
a Command-Line User and a Graphical
User interfaces. Moreover, phonemes,
classes and rules are listed in an external
configuration file of the tool which can be
easily modified by any user. Syllabifica-
tion performance is consistent with man-
ual annotation. This algorithm is included
in SPPAS, a software for automatic speech
segmentation, and distributed under the
terms of the GPL license.
Italiano. Questo articolo presenta una
procedura di sillabificazione automatica
per l’italiano basata su regole. Diver-
samente da altri sillabificatori, la nostra
procedura e` piu` facile da usare perche`
l’algoritmo, compilato in Python, in-
clude un’interfaccia a linea di comando
e un’interfaccia grafica. Inoltre i fonemi,
le classi e le regole sono elencate in un
file di configurazione esterno che puo` es-
sere facilmente modificato. I risultati della
sillabificazione automatica sono congru-
enti con quelli ottenuti dalle annotazioni
a mano. L’algoritmo e` incluso in SPPAS,
un software per la segmentazione auto-
matica del parlato distribuito secondo le
condizioni di licenza GPL.
1 Introduction
This paper presents an approach to automatic de-
tection of syllable boundaries for Italian speech.
This syllabifier makes use of the phonetized text.
The syllable is credited as a linguistic unit con-
ditioning both segmental (e.g., consonant or vowel
lengthening) and prosodic phonology (e.g., tune-
text association, rhythmical alternations) and its
automatic annotation represent a valuable tool for
quantitative analyses of large speech data sets.
While the phonological structure of the syllable
is similar across different languages, phonolog-
ical and phonotactic rules of syllabification are
language-specific. Automatic approaches to syl-
lable detection have thus to incorporate such con-
straints to precisely locate syllable boundaries.
The question then arises of how to obtain an ac-
ceptable syllabification for a particular language
and for a specific corpus (a list of words, a writ-
ten text or an oral corpus of more or less casual
speech). In the state-of-the-art, the syllabification
can be made directly from a text file as in (Cioni,
1997), or directly from the speech signal as in
(Petrillo and Cutugno, 2003).
There are two broad approaches to the prob-
lem of the automatic syllabification: a rule-based
approach and a data-driven approach. The rule-
based method effectively embodies some theoret-
ical position regarding the syllable, whereas the
data-driven paradigm tries to infer new syllabifica-
tions from examples syllabified by human experts.
In (Adsett et al., 2009), three rule-based automatic
systems and two data-driven automatic systems
(Syllabification by Analogy and the Look-Up Pro-
cedure) are compared to syllabify a lexicon.
Indeed, (Cioni, 1997) proposed an algorithm for
the syllabification of written texts in Italian, by
syllabifying words directly from a text. It is an al-
gorithm of deterministic type and it is based upon
the use of recursion and of binary tree in order to
detect the boundaries of the syllables within each
word. The outcome of the algorithm is the produc-
tion of the so-called canonical syllabification (the
stream of syllabified words).
On the other side, (Petrillo and Cutugno, 2003)
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presented an algorithm for speech syllabification
directly using the audio signal for both English
and Italian. The algorithm is based on the de-
tection of the most relevant energy maxima, using
two different energy calculations: the former from
the original signal, the latter from a low-pass fil-
tered version. This method allows to perform the
syllabification with the audio signal only, so with-
out any lexical information.
More recently, (Iacoponi and Savy, 2011) devel-
oped a complete rule-based syllabifier for Italian
(named Sylli) that works on phonemic texts. The
rules are then based on phonological principles.
The system is composed of two transducers (one
for the input and one for the output), the syllab-
ification algorithm and the mapping list (i.e., the
vocabulary). The two transducers convert the two-
dimensional linear input to a three-dimensional
phonological form that is necessary for the pro-
cessing in the phonological module and then sends
the phonological form back into a linear string
for output printing. The system achieved good
performances compared to a manual syllabifica-
tion: more than 0.98.5% (syllabification of spoken
words). This system is distributed as a package
written in C language and must be compiled; the
program is an interactive test program that is used
in command-line mode. After the program reads
in the phone set definition and syllable structure
parameters, it loops asking for the user to type in a
phonetic transcription, calculating syllable bound-
aries for it, and then displaying them. When the
user types in a null string, the cycling stops and
execution ends. Finally, there are two main limita-
tions: this tool is only dedicated to computer sci-
entists, and it does not support time-aligned input
data.
With respect to these already existing ap-
proaches and/or systems, the novel aspect of the
work reported in this paper is as follows:
• to propose a generic and easy-to-use tool to
identify syllabic segments from phonemes;
• to propose a generic algorithm, then a set
of rules for the particular context of Italian
spontaneous speech.
In this context, ”generic” means that the phone set,
the classes and the rules are easily changeable; and
”easy-to-use” means that the system can be used
by any user.
2 Method description
In the current study, we report on the adaptation
of a rule-based system for automatic syllabifica-
tion of phonemes’ strings of the size greater than a
graphic word. The system was initially developed
for French (Bigi et al., 2010) and here adapted on
Italian since there are currently no freely available
system that can be used either by computer scien-
tists and linguists.
The problem we deal with is the automatic syl-
labification of a phoneme sequences. The pro-
posed phoneme-to-syllable segmentation system
is based on 2 main principles:
1. a syllable contains a vowel, and only one;
2. a pause is a syllable boundary.
These two principles focus the problem on the
task of finding a syllabic boundary between two
vowels in each Inter-Pausal Unit (IPU), as de-
scribed in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Main principles (”#” means a pause)
As in the initial system for French, we group
phonemes into classes and establish language-
specific rules dealing with these classes. The iden-
tification of relevant classes is then very important.
The following classes were used:
V - Vowels: a e i o u O E oe ae
G - Glides: j w
L - Liquids: l L r
O - Occlusives: p t k b d g
F - Fricatives: s S f z tS ts v dz dZ
N - Nasals: m nf ng
Uppercase bold-letters indicate the abbreviations
used for classes throughout this paper. The letter
C is also used to mention one of G, L, O, N or F.
The system firstly check if the observed se-
quence of classes corresponds to an exception. If
not, the general rules are applied (see Table 1).
The exception rules are:
• (Consonant + Glide) can’t be segmented
• (Consonant + Liquid) can’t be segmented
• (Consonant + Liquid + Glide) can’t be seg-
mented
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Figure 2: SPPAS: Graphical User Interface with
syllabification options
Observed sequence Segmentation rule
1 VV V.V
2 VCV V.CV
3 VCCV VC.CV
4 VCCCV VC.CCV
5 VCCCCV VC.CCCV
6 VCCCCCV VCC.CCCV
Table 1: General Rules (V and C are phonological
vowels/consonant respectively)
Notice that the rules we propose follow usual
phonological statements for most of the spoken
corpus. Our aim is not to propose a true set of syl-
labification rules for Italian, but to provide an ac-
ceptable syllabification for the most part of spoken
corpora. We do not suggest that our solutions are
the only ones particularly for syllables with com-
plex structures as long as they are fairly uncom-
mon in a given specific corpus. This is the reason
why the tool implementing these rules was devel-
oped to be as generic as possible: any user can
change either the phone set or the rules.
Finally, in the system described in (Bigi et al.,
2010), the syllabification is performed between 2
silences (as defined in the main principles). From
this system, we added the possibility to perform
the syllabification between any kind of bound-
aries. In such case, a ”reference tier” is given by
the user to the system. Table 2 shows an example
when the time-aligned tokens are used as reference
tier.
Of course, the reference tier can contain any
type of annotation (we used tokens in the example,
but prosodic contours, syntactic segments, etc. can
be used if this annotation is available).
segment type sentence phonemes syllables
sentence la pasta /lapasta/ la.pas.ta
la stella /lastela/ las.te.la
token la.pasta /la/ /pasta/ la.pas.ta
la.stella /la/ /stela/ la.ste.la
Table 2: Syllabification into segments, without
changing the rules.
3 Implementing in a tool
The system proposed in this paper is included in
SPPAS (Bigi, 2012), a tool distributed under the
terms of the GNU Public License1. It is imple-
mented using the programming language Python
2.7. Among other functions, SPPAS proposes an
automatic speech segmentation at the phone and
token levels for French, English, Spanish, Italian,
Chinese, Taiwanese and Japanese. Moreover, the
proposed software fulfills the specifications listed
in (Dipper et al., 2004): it is a linguistic tool, free
of charge, ready and easy to use, it runs on any
platform and it is easy to install, the maintenance
is guaranteed (at least until 2016), and it is XML-
based. To download it, use the URL:
http://www.lpl-aix.fr/˜bigi/sppas/
The current version (i.e. 1.6) allows to import
data from Praat, Elan, Transcriber or from CSV
files. The output can be one of ”xra” (native file
format), ”TextGrid”, ”eaf” or ”csv”. The time-
aligned phonemes (produced by SPPAS from the
speech audio file and the orthographic transcrip-
tion) are used as input to the syllabifier to pro-
duce 3 tiers with time-aligned syllables, classes
and structures (as shown in Figure 3). A dictionary
can be syllabified by using the same program, by
”simulating” time-alignments, and exporting the
result in CSV format.
A simple ASCII text file that the user can
change as needed contains the phoneset and the
rules for the syllabification process.
4 Evaluation
All testing material was taken from CLIPS (Savy
and Cutugno, 2009), distributed during the Evalita
2011 evaluation campaign. This corpus is made
of about 15 map-task dialogues recorded by cou-
ples of speakers exhibiting a wide variety of Italian
variants. Dialogues length ranges from 7/8 min-
1See: http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.
0.en.html for details
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Figure 3: System output example on spoken Italian. The ”Syllables-BB” tier (green) was manually
annotated. Two assimilation phenomena can be observed in ”fino arrivare even”, which is phonetized as
/finarivareven/ and that impact on the syllabification.
utes to 15/20 minutes, including word segmenta-
tion and phonetic segmentation. The test corpus
was automatically extracted from these data with
the following criteria: 1/ last 2 utterances of each
speaker in each dialogue and 2/ all utterances con-
taining from 100 to 106 phonemes. From such
data, we kept only files containing more than 5
words, which represents about 10 minutes of spo-
ken speech, and 1935 syllable boundaries have to
be fixed. Notice that we have not corrected the
transcription of phonemes for which we have not
agree upon with the transcribers (as in Figure 3 for
/ew/ in /seJarewna/).
The authors (one French - BB, one Italian - CP)
manually syllabified the corpus and the resulting
syllables were then compared with automatic syl-
labification obtained from the same corpus. In
both cases, the syllabification was done by submit-
ting the time-aligned phonemic representations of
the sentences. One run was performed by using
the basic system (phonemes only), and not by seg-
menting into intervals (see Figure 2 for both op-
tions). The agreement rates are:
• CP & BB: 99.12%
• CP & SPPAS-basic: 97.13%
• BB & SPPAS-basic: 97.80%
As the automatic system is using the phonemes
only, it is important to notice that a part of the er-
rors are due to the segmentation of words starting
by ’s’ followed by a plosive (see Table 2). Un-
fortunately, by using the tokens as a reference tier
for the segmentation, the results decrease to 96.1%
(compared to BB). This is due to the large num-
ber of reductions and asimilations of spontaneous
speech. However, we can create a tier with bound-
aries at pauses and specific boundaries before the
/s/ for all words starting by /s/+plosive. The syl-
labification between such segments can then be
used to improve results to 98.2% (compared to
CP) or 98.9% (compared to BB).
The results show that the program syllabifica-
tion is very close to those made by human experts.
Then, syllabification in Italian can be mostly pre-
dicted algorithmically, even when accounting for
minor boundary segmentation phenomena found
in speech.
5 Conclusion
The paper presented a new feature of the SPPAS
tool that lets the user provide syllabification rules
and perform automatic segmentation by means of
a well-designed graphical user interface. The sys-
tem is mainly dedicated to linguists that would like
to design and test their own set of rules. A man-
ual verification of the output of the program con-
firmed the accuracy of the proposed set of rules
for syllabification of dialogues. Furthermore, the
rules or the list of phonemes can be easily modi-
fied by any user. Possible uses of the program in-
clude speech corpus syllabification, dictionary syl-
labification, and quantitative syllable analysis.
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Abstract
Italiano. In questo articolo presentiamo il
progetto di riconoscimento delle menzioni
di entita` effettuato per l’Archivio Storico
de La Stampa e una breve analisi degli
errori di OCR incontrati nei documenti.
L’annotazione automatica e` stata effettuata
su circa 5 milioni di articoli, nelle edizioni
dal 1910 al 2005.
English. In this paper we present the
project of named entity recognition (NER)
carried out on the documents of the histor-
ical archive of La Stampa and we show a
short analysis of the OCR errors we had to
deal with. We automatically annotated the
authors of the articles, mentions of per-
sons, geographical entities and organiza-
tions in approximately 5 million newspa-
per articles ranging from 1910 to 2005.
1 Introduzione
In questo articolo descriveremo sinteticamente il
progetto di annotazione automatica di menzioni
di entita` effettuato sui documenti dell’Archivio
Storico de La Stampa, cioe` il riconoscimento au-
tomatico delle menzioni di persone, entita´ ge-
ografiche ed organizazioni (le ”named entities”)
effettuato su circa 5 milioni di articoli del quo-
tidiano, seguito al progetto piu` ampio di digital-
izzazione dell’Archivio Storico. 1
Anche se il progetto risale ad alcuni anni fa
(2011), pensiamo che possa essere d’interesse in
1Come si legge nel sito web dell’Archivio Storico
(www.archiviolastampa.it), ”Il progetto di digitalizzazione
dell’Archivio Storico La Stampa e` stato realizzato dal Comi-
tato per la Biblioteca dell’Informazione Giornalistica (CB-
DIG) promosso dalla Regione Piemonte, la Compagnia di
San Paolo, la Fondazione CRT e l’editrice La Stampa, con
l’obiettivo di creare una banca dati online destinata alla con-
sultazione pubblica e accessibile gratuitamente.”
quanto molti dei problemi affrontati e alcune delle
metodologie utilizzate sono ancora attuali, a causa
della maggiore disponibilita` di vasti archivi storici
di testi in formati digitali con errori di OCR. Si
e` trattato del primo progetto di digitalizzazione
dell’intero archivio storico di un quotidiano ital-
iano, e uno dei primi progetti internazionali di an-
notazione automatica di un intero archivio. Nel
2008 il New York Times aveva rilasciato un cor-
pus annotato contenente circa 1,8 milioni di arti-
coli dal 1987 al 2007 (New York Times Annotated
Corpus, 2008), in cui erano state annotate man-
ualmente persone, organizzazioni, luoghi e altre
informazioni rilevanti utilizzando vocabolari con-
trollati.
L’Archivio Storico de La Stampa comprende
complessivamente 1.761.000 pagine digitalizzate,
per un totale di oltre 12 milioni di articoli, di
diverse pubblicazioni (La Stampa, Stampa Sera,
Tuttolibri, Tuttoscienze, ecc.), dal 1867 al 2005.
Il riconoscimento automatico di entita` si e` limi-
tato agli articoli della testata La Stampa successivi
al 1910, identificati come tali dalla presenza di un
titolo, cioe` a circa 4.800.000 documenti.
L’annotazione delle menzioni negli articoli con-
sente di effettuare analisi sulla co-occorrenza tra
entita` e altri dati linguistici, sui loro andamenti
temporali, e la generazione di infografiche, che
non possiamo approfondire in questo articolo.
Nella figura 1 mostriamo solamente come esem-
pio il grafico delle persone piu` citate negli articoli
del giornale nel corso dei decenni.
Nel resto dell’articolo presentiamo brevemente
una analisi degli errori di OCR presenti nelle
trascrizioni, prima di descrivere le procedure adot-
tate per il riconoscimento automatico delle men-
zioni e i risultati ottenuti.
2 Analisi degli errori di OCR
Le tecniche di OCR (Optical Character Recogni-
tion) per il riconoscimento e la trascrizione auto-
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Figure 1: Grafico delle persone piu` citate
matica del testo comportano di per se´ un margine
di errore ”fisiologico”. Quando il documento car-
taceo e` di ottima qualita` (buona carta e ottima
qualita` di stampa), le tecniche di OCR piu` mod-
erne possono arrivare a percentuali di accuratezza
molto alte. Nel caso di un archivio storico, dove
la qualita` dei documenti originali e` ben lungi
dall’essere ottimale, la quantita` di errori di OCR
aumenta notevolmente, soprattutto per i docu-
menti piu` vecchi o in peggiore stato di conser-
vazione, come attestato ad es. in (Holley, 2009)
e nelle pubblicazioni del progetto europeo (IM-
PACT, 2010)).
Gli errori di OCR incidono sulle possibilita`
e sulla qualita` delle elaborazioni successive sul
testo. Una ricerca ”full-text” sui testi degli articoli
non sara` ad esempio in grado di trovare le parole
che contengono errori, oppure il testo sara` talvolta
travisato, quando l’errore da` origine a una parola
esistente ma diversa da quella originale. Allo
stesso modo, il riconoscimento automatico delle
menzioni di entita` dovra` confrontarsi con questa
situazione problematica.
2.1 Annotazione manuale e tipi di errore di
OCR
Una misura affidabile dell’accuratezza dell’OCR
si basa sul confronto tra il risultato dell’ OCR e
la trascrizione manuale corretta. Abbiamo quindi
svolto un lavoro di annotazione manuale durante
il quale dei linguisti hanno esaminato un campi-
one dell’archivio (”corpus di valutazione”), indi-
viduando e classificando le anomalie di riconosci-
mento del testo.
Forniamo qui una sintesi della tipologia degli
errori:
• Segmentazione degli articoli (”segmenta-
tion”): l’errata interpretazione degli elementi
grafici della pagina (linee, titoli, cambia-
mento del corpo del carattere) puo` portare ad
una errata segmentazione degli articoli, con
diversi effetti possibili: un articolo risulta di-
viso in piu` parti, oppure diversi articoli ven-
gono interpretati come uno solo, oppure un
articolo risulta composto da porzioni di testo
provenienti in realta` da articoli diversi.
• Segmentazione delle parole (”wordSep”): er-
rori nell’interpretazione delle spaziature tra
caratteri, parole o righe, che danno origine
ad errori di segmentazione, ad esempio ”par-
lamenta re” (parlamentare), ”doc um e nto”
(documento)
• Sillabazione (”hyphenation”): parole che
vanno a capo nel testo originale (normal-
mente con trattino) vengono interpretate
come parole separate, o come un’unica parola
con trattino infisso. Ad esempio ”dis-
prezzare” , ”prin-cipio”, ”re- latore”. Nei casi
in cui neppure il trattino viene interpretato
correttamente, la parola viene spezzata in due
parti, es. ”seces sionista”.
• Riconoscimento dei caratteri alfabetici
(”charError”): difetti nella qualita` di stampa,
macchie sulla carta, pieghe, graffi sul
microfilm, ecc. possono portare ad una
errata interpretazione dei caratteri. Ad
esempio ” Kffe´gati” al posto di ”delegati”,
”coiitr’amnvirag’iao” anziche´ ”contrammi-
raglio”, ”cattchlico” per ”cattolico”. Un caso
particolare e` rappresentato dalla confusione
tra lettere e numeri, ad esempio ”c0n” invece
di ”con”, ecc.
• Sequenza delle parole (”wordSequence”):
talvolta l’individuazione delle righe di testo
operata dall’OCR puo` commettere errori
dando origine a un testo dove le righe sono
frammentate e mescolate impropriamente.
• Interpretazione di elementi grafici (”graph-
ics”): linee, disegni, immagini possono es-
sere interpretate dall’OCR come testo, dando
origine a sequenze di caratteri errate.
• Punteggiatura (”punct”): l’errata interpre-
tazione della punteggiatura puo` portare
all’introduzione di segni di punteggiatura in-
esistenti, o all’assenza di segni necessari.
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Spesso accade che punti, virgole, apici ap-
paiono in posti sbagliati, ad es. ”scon-
qua.ssate””
Altri errori di OCR rilevanti per l’analisi au-
tomatica del testo riguardano l’interpretazione di
maiuscole e minuscole, (ad es. ”DOSti” anziche´
”posti”) e il significato delle parole: gli errori
nel riconoscimento dei caratteri alfabetici possono
dare origine a parole di senso compiuto che pos-
sono essere corrette soltanto considerando il con-
testo in cui occorre la parola (ad esempio ”casa”
per ”cosa”, ”Baciale” al posto di ”sociale”).
2.2 Risultati dell’analisi degli errori di OCR
L’annotazione manuale degli errori di OCR e` stata
effettuata utilizzando una piattaforma web svilup-
pata ad hoc per consentire una annotazione col-
laborativa e veloce. Oltre ad annotare l’errore,
il linguista annotava anche la possibile cor-
rezione. Sono stati annotati a mano 894 articoli
di prima pagina del periodo 1930-2005, secondo
le modalita` descritte nel paragrafo precedente. Gli
errori annotati sono complessivamente 16.842. I
piu` frequenti sono gli errori di tipo ”charError”,
cioe` errori nell’interpretazione dei caratteri di una
parola; seguiti dagli errori di tipo ”hyphenation-
Separate”, cioe` casi in cui una parola che andava a
capo e` stata interpretata come due parole distinte,
con o senza trattino infisso.
A titolo di esempio elenchiamo alcuni degli er-
rori piu` frequenti nelle edizioni dei decenni ’90
e 2000, rilevanti per la NER: l’articolo ”una” e`
trascritto come ”ima”; la sequenza di caratteri ”li”
viene riconosciuta come ”h” ( ad es. l’articolo
”gli” e´ spesso scritto: ”gh”, ”pohtica” = ”polit-
ica”, ”poh”=”poli” ); ”o” si trova scritto come ”0”;
la lettera ”c” e` interpretata come ”e” (es: ”dc” di-
venta ”de”, ”pci” diventa ”pei”).
Una analisi sistematica degli errori indotti da
OCR direttamente sui nomi propri, abbastanza
frequenti e variegati, sarebbe sicuramente inter-
essante e non banale. Tra le annotazioni au-
tomatiche di persone, ad es., sono emerse le
menzioni ”dustin hoffmann”, ”dustin hoflman”,
”dustin hoftman”, ”dustin holfman”, ”dustin holl-
man”, ”dustin hotfman”, ”dustin hotlman”, che
potrebbero riferirsi all’attore americano.
Il post-processing dei documenti consentirebbe
la correzione di alcuni degli errori risultati
dall’OCR, utilizzando diverse tecniche, tra le
quali:
• utilizzo di risorse linguistiche e semantiche,
come dizionari ad alta copertura, risorse del
semantic web come DBpedia, pattern sintat-
tici;
• utilizzo di modelli statistici creati con ap-
prendimento automatico;
• correzione manuale da parte degli utenti in
modalita` crowdsourcing, realizzata ad es. nel
British Newspaper Archive 2 e nell’archivio
dei Digitised newspapers della National Li-
brary of Australia 3
3 Il riconoscimento delle menzioni di
entita`
All’analisi degli errori di OCR e` seguito
l’arricchimento semantico dei documenti tramite
il riconoscimento automatico delle entita` nomi-
nate (o ”Named Entity Recognition”, NER), cioe`
le persone, i luoghi e le organizzazioni menzionate
negli articoli. Oltre alle persone citate nei testi,
abbiamo annotato automaticamente gli autori
degli articoli, per aggiungere un metadato utile
ma, inaspettatamente, non banale da riconoscere.
Per effettuare il riconoscimento delle entita`
abbiamo utilizzato un metodo misto di ap-
prendimento automatico e regole linguistiche,
cioe` abbiamo applicato in cascata un classifi-
catore automatico SVM (Support Vector Ma-
chine) e un annotatore a regole (pattern linguis-
tici). L’apprendimento automatico ha ovviamente
richiesto una fase di annotazione manuale per
creare il training set e il test set, utilizzato per val-
utare l’accuratezza.
3.1 Annotazione manuale e automatica
La vastita` dell’archivio, sia come numero di doc-
umenti che come copertura temporale (5 milioni
di articoli dal 1910 al 2005) e la varieta` dei doc-
umenti (tutti gli articoli del giornale, dalla polit-
ica allo sport, dalla cultura alla cronaca, da inizio
novecento al 2005) hanno posto problemi di scelta
del corpus di articoli da annotare a mano per creare
il data set di sviluppo.4
Abbiamo effettuato l’annotazione manuale
delle menzioni di entita` su un corpus di circa
2http://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk
3http://trove.nla.gov.au
4La selezione del corpus di sviluppo e` stato un processo
molto articolato che non possiamo descrivere in dettaglio nel
presente articolo.
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1800 articoli, selezionati prevalentemente dalle
prime pagine, dal 1910 al 2005 (per un totale
di circa 582.000 token). Nell’annotazione man-
uale abbiamo seguito, per quanto possibile, le
linee guida dell’I-CAB, Italian Content Annota-
tion Bank, utilizzato a partire da Evalita 2007 nel
task di Named Entity Recognition su articoli di
giornale in italiano 5, contenente circa 525 arti-
coli (I-CAB Evalita, 2007) del giornale L’Adige
dell’anno 2004.
Il riconoscimento automatico di entita` in testi
storici che presentano errori di OCR e` un tema af-
frontato in letteratura, ad es. in (Packer, 2010)
e piu` recentemente in (Rodriquez, 2012), che
ricevera` probabilmente maggiore attenzione nei
prossimi anni, grazie alla maggiore diffusione di
archivi storici in formati digitali. Non disponendo
di una soluzione sicura per questo problema, ne´
di studi specifici per l’italiano, abbiamo deciso di
utilizzare una metodologia di NER affidabile ed
efficiente, cioe` quella descritta in (Pianta, 2007),
e utilizzata nel sistema che aveva dato i risultati
migliori in Evalita 2007. Nelle edizioni successive
di Evalita (2009 e 2011) le percentuali di accu-
ratezza non sono migliorate in modo significativo
e sono, viceversa, peggiorate nel task di NER da
trascrizioni di notizie radiofoniche (Evalita, 2011),
che contengono errori di trascrizione.
L’analisi linguistica di pre-processing del testo
e` stata effettuata con la pipeline UIMA (Apache
UIMA, 2009) di CELI (annotatori UIMA in cas-
cata per tokenizzazione, sentence splitting, analisi
morfologica, disambiguazione, uso di gazetteers,
ecc).
Il componente SVM utilizzato per il training e
la creazione del modello e` YamCha, Yet Another
Multipurpose CHunk Annotator ((Kudo, 2001)).
Per l’analisi automatica dei 5 milioni di testi, ab-
biamo integrato nella pipeline UIMA un compo-
nente di classificazione delle NE (cioe` un annota-
tore di NE) che utilizzava il modello SVM creato.
Dopo l’annotazione automatica con SVM, veniva
applicato un componente a regole (che usava pat-
tern linguistici), indispensabile per migliorare la
correttezza delle annotazioni sia in casi partico-
lari, come il riconoscimento degli autori, sia in
altri casi rilevanti che non erano stati inclusi nel
corpus di training.
5http://www.evalita.it/2007/tasks/ner
3.2 Risultati della NER
Forniamo qui sinteticamente alcuni dati sui
risultati ottenuti dall’annotazione automatica
dell’Archivio. Nella tabella seguente mostriamo
il numero di named entities estratte da 4.800.000
articoli (solo le named entities che occorrono piu`
di 10 volte) :
Tipo di NE Num di NE Num di documenti
PER 113.397 1.586.089
GPE 10.276 1.693.496
ORG 6.535 1.203.345
Autori 1.027 350.732
Nella tabella seguente mostriamo le misure di
accuratezza (precision e recall), ottenute sul cor-
pus di testing di 500 documenti.
Tipo di NE Precision % Recall %
PER 80.19 78.61
GPE 87.82 82.54
ORG 75.47 50.49
Autori 91.87 47.58
Tra le entita` ”standard”, quelle di tipo ORG si
sono dimostrate le piu` difficili da annotare auto-
maticamente, come era prevedibile. Sorprenden-
temente invece e` stato difficile il riconoscimento
automatico degli autori, a causa degli errori di seg-
mentazione degli articoli, dell’uso di sigle, della
posizione variabile a inizio articolo o alla fine,
e della mancanza, a volte, di punteggiatura nelle
porzioni di testo rilevanti.
Conclusioni
In questo breve articolo abbiamo accennato al-
cune delle metodologie e delle problematiche del
progetto di annotazione automatica di 5 milioni
di articoli dell’Archivio Storico de La Stampa.
Abbiamo segnalato alcune difficolta` legate alla
presenza considerevole di errori di OCR e alla
vastita` e varieta` dell’archivio (l’intero archivo va
dal 1867 dal 2005). Queste problematiche potreb-
bero essere affrontate positivamente utilizzando
informazioni e metodologie che non abbiamo po-
tuto sperimentare in questo progetto, come ad es.
il crowdsourcing.
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Abstract
English. This paper aims at illustrating
some tools to assist the manual annotation
of themes and motifs in literary and epi-
graphic epigrams for the PRIN 2010/2011
Memorata Poetis Project.
Italiano. Questo contributo ha lo scopo
di illustrare alcuni strumenti per assis-
tere l’annotazione manuale di temi e mo-
tivi in epigrammi letterari ed epigrafici,
nell’ambito del progetto PRIN 2010/2011
Memorata Poetis.
1 Overview
The Memorata Poetis Project is a national funded
project (PRIN 2010/2011), led by Professor Paolo
Mastandrea, “Ca’ Foscari” University of Venice,
in continuity with the Musisque Deoque Project
(Mastandrea and Spinazze`, 2011). It aims at the
study of the intertextuality between epigraphic and
literary epigrams in Greek, Latin, Arabic and Ital-
ian languages. Some of those epigrams are trans-
lated in more languages. Currently the access to
the website (http://memoratapoetis.it) is restricted
to the project workgroups but the access will be
public before the end of the project, i.e. February
2016.
To understand the specific goal of this work in
progress, a broader presentation of the project is
necessary. Epigrams are short poems and follow
specific schemes, contents and structures. Those
short poems are transmitted both by epigraphs and
by manuscripts, with interesting relations between
the different traditions: an epigram can have been
copied from stone to parchment, losing its original
function and contextualization or, on the contrary,
a literary epigram can have been adapted to a new
epigraphic situation. As inscription, epigrams are
a communication device inserted in a cultural con-
struct. They are part of an information system and
this implies, in addition to texts and their linguis-
tics aspects: writings, contexts and iconotextual
relationships. This holistic and systemic construc-
tion creates meanings: in Antiquity and in Middle-
Ages, for instance, epigrams, as inscriptions, were
often epitaphs.
Intertextuality also takes into account this rela-
tion between images of the context and the epi-
grams. For instance, “fountain” is a redundant
motive in epigrams. An epigram that refers to
divinities of water could be inscribed on a foun-
tain. Such epigraphic situation participates to the
global meaning. It helps to study the original
audience and the transmission of epigrams. The
reuse of themes and motifs illustrates how au-
thors work and may influence other authors. From
epigraphs to modern edition of epigrams, intertex-
tuality draws the movement of languages and con-
cepts across the history of epigrams.
Here is an example of a poetic English transla-
tion of a Theocritus’ epigram:
XV. [For a Tripod Erected by Damote-
les to Bacchus] The precentor Damote-
les, Bacchus, exalts / Your tripod, and,
sweetest of deities, you. / He was cham-
pion of men, if his boyhood had faults;
/ And he ever loved honour and seemli-
ness too.
(transl. by Calverly, 1892, https:
//archive.org/details/Theocritus/
TranslatedIntoEnglishVerseByC.s.
Calverley)
Effectively, European cultures enjoyed epi-
grams since the Antiquity, copied them, translated
them, and epigrams became a genre that philol-
ogy studies ardently. This intercultural process
transforms epigrams and, at the same time, tries to
keep their essence identifiable in those themes and
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motifs. Naturally, those themes and motifs, such
as “braveness”, “pain”, “love” or more concretely
“rose”, “shield”, “bee” are reflecting the concepts
in use in several different languages. The Memo-
rata Poetis Project tries to capture metrical, lexical
and semantic relations among the document of this
heterogeneous multilingual corpus.
The study of intertextuality is important to un-
derstand the transmission of knowledge from au-
thor to author, from epoch to epoch, or from civ-
ilization to civilization. Even if the mechanisms
of the transmission are not explicit, traces can be
found through allusions, or thematic similarities.
If the same themes are expressed through the same
motif(s), probably there is a relation between the
civilizations, which express this concept in a liter-
ary form, independently by the language in which
it is expressed. For instance, the concept of the
shortness of life and the necessity to enjoy this
short time is expressed both in Greek and Latin
literature:
Anthologia Graeca 11, 56 Πῖνε καὶ εὐφραίνου.
τί γὰρ αὔριον ἢ τί τὸ μέλλον, / οὐδεὶς γινώσκει.
(transl.: Drink and be happy. Nobody knows how
will be tomorrow or the future.)
Catullus, carmina, 5 Viuamus, mea Lesbia,
atque amemus / ... / Nobis cum semel occidit
breuis lux, / Nox est perpetua una dormienda.
(transl.: Let us live and love, my Lesbia [...] when
our short light has set, we have to sleep a never
ending night.)
Whereas other units are working on Greek,
Latin, and Italian texts, the ILC-CNR unit of the
project currently has in charge the semantic anno-
tation of a small part of the Greek and of all the
Arabic texts and it is developing computational
tools to assist the manual annotation, in order to
suggest the most suitable tags that identify themes
and motifs. The semantic annotation of literary
and historical texts in collaborative environments
is a relevant topic in the age of the Semantic Web.
At least two approaches are possible: a top-down
approach, in which an ontology or a predefined
taxonomy is used for the annotation, and a bottom-
up approach, in which the text can be annotated
with unstructured tags that will be organized in a
second stage of the work. By combining these ap-
proaches, it is possible to collect more evidence to
establish agreement on the annotated texts.
2 Manual Annotation
The distinction between theme and motif is a chal-
lenging theoretical question that this large scale in-
tertextual work aims at studying in depth when the
critical mass of annotations will be reached. Up
to now, among heterogeneous and opposite dis-
cussions (see Lefe`vre, 2006), the position shared
by the Memorata Poetis working groups is that a
theme is composed of motifs, even if the taxon-
omy adopted for the annotation does not reflect a
neat distinction between these complex and inter-
related concepts. The taxonomy of the themes and
motifs has been established by an expert of ancient
Greek literature, Gian Carlo Scarpa (“Ca’ Foscari”
University of Venice), and an expert of Latin liter-
ature, Paola Paolucci (University of Perugia). The
items of the taxonomy are close to one hundred.
The number varies due to the periodic revisions,
coordinated by the central unit, according to the
proposals of the other operative units.
Despite the large number of items for the
classification, the taxonomy has only three levels
of depth, for instance:
Res > Alimenta et potiones > Vinum
(Things > Food and drinks > Wine)
The repertory of themes and motifs is based on
the study of the indices of “notabilia” in author-
itative editions of Greek and Latin poetic collec-
tions of the last five centuries. Thus, the taxonomy
adopted is grounded in a long tradition of stud-
ies, which organizes the themes in spheres of per-
tinence, such as the semantic spheres of plants, an-
imals, human beings and gods. Hower, its hierar-
chical structure prevent transversal relationships,
such as the relation between the body parts of hu-
man beings and the body parts of animals, which
obviously do not share the same kind of body
parts. An ontology-driven organisation of such
themes and motifs should enrich the expressivity
of the description.
3 Granularity Issues
Manual annotations are performed at the level of
the entire epigram, when the annotator is aware
that the theme (or the motif) interests the entire
document, or at the level of a single verse, if the
annotator identifies the line interested by a specific
theme or motif. It is not possible to annotate a sin-
gle word, because the annotation of single words is
slower and the citation practices in the domain of
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classical philology, related to the identification of
themes and motifs, usually require the indication
of the verse (or verse sequences). The automated
tools that we are developing requires a finer gran-
ularity, at word level. Even if the manual annota-
tion is performed at the granularity of verse, the
individuation of the highest correlations between
peculiar words and themes or motifs that they con-
tribute to express, is a useful exploratory strategy.
For this reason it is necessary to lemmatize the
texts and to calculate the correlation between a
specific word and a specific theme or motif. Rele-
vant associations are used to rank the epigrams not
yet manually annotated, but candidate to contain
the pertinent theme or motif. In addition, those
levels of granularity illustrate the complementar-
ity between top-down and bottom-up approaches.
A granularity based on words refers to a semantics
defined by the strict content of the text and not on
the prototype that the annotator has in mind. For
instance, in one case the concept of flower is ex-
tensionally defined by the occurrences in the ac-
tual texts, through the names of specific flowers,
such as “rose” and “violet”. In the second case, the
annotator could associate to a sequence of words
that never contain the term “flower” a projection
of his or her prototypical idea of flower.
4 Lemmatization
The lemmatization of the epigrams has been per-
formed using Morpheus, the morphological ana-
lyzer for Ancient Greek developed at the Perseus
Project (Crane, 1991). Multiple suggestions re-
lated to lemma and pos are scored according to
the probabilities calculated on the Ancient Greek
Treebank, http://nlp.perseus.tufts.
edu/syntax/treebank/greek.html.
5 Identification of words highly
associated to specific themes and motifs
Currently more than 10,000 manual annotations
have been performed by the collaborators to the
project. The annotated verses have been tokenized
by the ILC-CNR unit and tokens have been lem-
matized. By evaluating the correlation between
lemma and theme or motif, the system that we
are developing is able to suggest the most suitable
tags. A couple of examples can clarify:
Ba´kchos is the name of the god of wine, and he
is highly correlated to the following themes and
motifs:
Bacchus (Bacchus),
Crapula (pleasure),
Vinum (wine, as a drink),
Vinum curis remedium
(wine, as a solution to cares)
sako´s, which means shield, is highly as-
sociated to the motif Instrumenta belli
(war instruments)
The association between synsets and themes is
derived from the association between words and
themes. Each verse has been lemmatized and the
correlation of each lemma with the leading theme
associated to the verse is evaluated calculating the
log likelihood ratio, which involves as parameters
the frequency of the pairs lemma - theme under
observation; the frequency of the pairs lemma -
different theme; the frequency of the pairs differ-
ent lemma - theme under observation and, finally,
the frequency of the pairs other lemma - other
theme. From the pairs with the highest scores,
lemmas are extracted and searched on Ancient
Greek WordNet, in order to identify relevant syn-
onyms.
6 The Ancient Greek WordNet
Even if a word has never been previously anno-
tated by hand, it can be associated to a specific
theme or motif, recurring to the growing Ancient
Greek WordNet (Bizzoni et al., 2014). As shown
in Fig. 1, the Ancient Greek WordNet is con-
nected to Latin, Italian, Arabic, English and Croa-
tian WordNets.
Figure 1: Ancient Greek WordNet GUI.
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Searching for the aforementioned word sa´kos, it
provides the following synset, composed both by
frequent (such as aspı´s) and rare words (such as
prothora´kion).
LSJ Entry LSJ Translation
sa´kos shield
aspideıˆon shield
aspı´s shield
proballo´s shield
pa´rme buckler
prothora´kion shield
Table 1: Greek-English pairs.
7 Improving the Coverage of Ancient
Greek WordNet
The coverage of Ancient Greek WordNet (27% of
the lexicon) is still poor, because the associations
between Greek and English, the pivot language,
has been performed extracting pairs from the LSJ
bilingual dictionary and only precise matchings
with an English word (or phrase) in Princeton
WordNet create an association.
In order to improve the coverage, multiword
English definitions have been parsed with the
Stanford parser, and the identified head is assumed
to be a word belonging to a hypernymic synset. An
example:
word: boa´grion
English translation: a shield of wild bull’s hide
head: shield
part of speach: NN
number of words: 6
syntactic structure:
(ROOT(NP(NP(DT)(NN))
(PP(IN)
(NP(NP(JJ)
(NN)(POS))(NN)))))
8 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented a work in
progress related to the lexico-semantic instru-
ments under development at the ILC-CNR to as-
sist the annotators that collaborate to the Memo-
rata Poetis Project.
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Abstract 
English. This paper presents the preliminary 
steps of ongoing research in the field of au-
tomatic text simplification. In line with cur-
rent approaches, we propose here a new an-
notation scheme specifically conceived to 
identify the typologies of changes an original 
sentence undergoes when it is manually sim-
plified. Such a scheme has been tested on a 
parallel corpus available for Italian, which we 
have first aligned at sentence level and then 
annotated with simplification rules. 
   
Italiano. In questo contributo presentiamo i 
primi passi delle ricerche attuali sulla sem-
plificazione automatica del testo. In linea con 
gli approcci più recenti, proponiamo qui un 
nuovo schema di annotazione teso specifica-
mente a identificare le tipologie di cambia-
menti che una frase originale subisce quando 
viene semplificata manualmente. Questo 
schema è stato testato su un corpus parallelo 
disponibile per l’italiano, che abbiamo pre-
cedentemente allineato a livello di frase e 
successivamente annotato con le regole di 
semplificazione. 
1 Introduction 
Automatic Text Simplification (ATS) as a field 
of research in NLP is receiving growing attention 
over the last few years due to the implications it 
has for both machine- and human-oriented tasks. 
For what concerns the former, ATS has been 
employed as a pre-processing step, which pro-
vides an input that is easier to be analyzed by 
NLP modules, so that to improve the efficiency 
of, e.g., parsing, machine translation and infor-
mation extraction. For what concerns the latter, 
ATS can also play a crucial role in educational 
and assistive technologies; e.g., it is used for the 
creation of texts adapted to the needs of particu-
lar readers, like children (De Belder and Moens, 
2010), L2 learners (Petersen and Ostendorf, 
2007), people with low literacy skills (Aluìsio et 
al., 2008), cognitive disabilities (Bott and Sag-
gion, 2014) or language impairments, such as 
aphasia (Carroll et al., 1998) or deafness (Inui et 
al., 2003).  
   From the methodological point of view, while 
the first attempts were mainly developed on a set 
of predefined rules based on linguistic intuitions  
(Chandrasekar et al., 1996; Siddharthan, 2002), 
current ones are much more prone to adopt data-
driven approaches. Within the latter paradigm, 
the availability of monolingual parallel corpora 
(i.e. corpora of authentic texts and their manually 
simplified versions) turned out to be a necessary 
prerequisite, as they allow for investigating the 
actual editing operations human experts perform 
on a text in the attempt to make it more compre-
hensible for their target readership. This is the 
case of Brouwers et al. (2014) for French; Bott 
and Saggion (2014) for Spanish; Klerke and 
Søgaard (2012) for Danish and Caseli et al. 
(2009) for Brazilian Portuguese. To our 
knowledge, only a parallel corpus exists for Ital-
ian which was developed within the EU project 
Terence, aimed at the creation of suitable reading 
materials for poor comprehenders (both hearing 
and deaf, aged 7-11)
1
. An excerpt of this corpus 
was used for testing purposes by Barlacchi and 
Tonelli (2013), who devised the first rule-based 
system for ATS in Italian focusing on a limited 
set of linguistic structures.  
   The approach proposed in this paper is inspired 
to the recent work of Bott and Saggion (2014) 
for Spanish and differs from the work of Barlac-
chi and Tonelli (2013) since it aims at learning 
from a parallel corpus the variety of text adapta-
tions that characterize manual simplification. In 
particular, we focus on the design and develop-
ment of a new annotation scheme for the Italian 
language intended to cover a wide set of linguis-
tic phenomena implied in text simplification.  
                                                 
1 More details can be found in the project website: 
http://www.terenceproject.eu/ 
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2 Corpus alignment 
The Terence corpus is a collection of 32 au-
thentic texts and their manually simplified coun-
terpart, all covering short novels for children. 
The simplification was carried out in a cumula-
tive fashion with the aim of improving the com-
prehension of the original text at three different 
levels: global coherence, local cohesion and lexi-
con/syntax. 
Given its highly structured approach and the 
clearly focused target, we believe the Terence 
corpus represents a very useful resource to inves-
tigate the manual simplification process with a 
view to its computational treatment. In particular, 
we proceeded as follows. First, we selected the 
outcomes of the last two levels of simplification 
(i.e. local cohesion and lexicon/syntax) which 
were considered respectively as the original and 
the simplified version of the corpus. This choice 
was motivated by the need of tackling only those 
textual simplification aspects with a counterpart 
at the linguistic structure level. We then hand-
aligned the resulting 1036 original sentences to 
the 1060 simplified ones. The alignment results 
(table 1) provide some insights into the typology 
of human editing operations. As we can see, in 
90% of the cases a 1:1 alignment is reported; 39 
original sentences (3.75%) have a correspond-
ence 1:2, thus suggesting an occurred split; 2 
original sentences have undergone a three-fold 
split (0.19%), i.e. they correspond to three sen-
tences in the simplified version; 15 pairs of orig-
inal sentences have been merged into a single 
one (2.88%). Finally, the percentage of misa-
ligned sentences is 1% (7 sentences were com-
pletely deleted after the simplification, whereas 4 
novel ones have been introduced in the simpli-
fied corpus).  
 
Table 1: Corpus alignment results 
3 Simplification annotation scheme 
For the specific concerns of our study, we have 
defined the following annotation scheme, cover-
ing six macro-categories: split, merge, reorder-
ing, insert, delete and transformation. For some 
of them, a more specific subclass has been intro-
duced, while for others (e.g. reordering) we are 
providing a finer internal distinction and a quali-
tative analysis focused on some selected con-
structs. Such a two-leveled structure has been 
similarly proposed by Bott and Saggion (2014) 
and we believe it is highly flexible and reusable, 
i.e. functional to capture similarities and varia-
tions across paired corpora from diverse domains 
and for different categories of readers. In table 2 
we report the typology of rules covered by the 
annotation scheme. For each rule we also provide 
the frequency distribution within the Terence 
corpus.  
 
Simplification Annotation Scheme 
Classes Sub-classes Freq. % 
Split  1.75 
Merge  0.57 
Reordering  8.65 
Insert Verb 4.93 
Subject 1.79 
Other 12.03 
Delete Verb 2.04 
Subject 0.49 
Other 19.45 
Transfor-
mation 
Lexical Substitution 40.01 
Anaphoric replacement 0.61 
Noun_to_Verb  1.59 
Verb_to_Noun (nominalization) 0.61 
Verbal Voice 0.53 
Verbal Features 4.93 
   Table 2: Simplification annotation scheme 
Split: it is the most investigated operation in 
ATS, for both human- and machine-oriented ap-
plications. Typically, a split affects coordinate 
clauses (introduced by coordinate conjunctions, 
colons or semicolons), subordinate clauses (e.g., 
non-restrictive relative clauses), appositive and 
adverbial phrases. Nevertheless, we do not ex-
pect that each sentence of this kind undergoes a 
split, as the human expert may prefer not to de-
tach two clauses, for instance when a subordinate 
clause provides the necessary background infor-
mation to understand the matrix clause. In (1) we 
give an example of split from the corpus
2
. 
 
(1) O: Mamma Gorilla sembrava completamente 
distrutta per le cure che dava al suo vivace cuc-
cioletto Tito, che stava giocando vicino alle 
grosse sbarre di acciaio che circondavano il re-
cinto. 
 
                                                 
2 In all the examples of aligned sentences from the corpus, 
O stands for original and S for simplified. 
 1:1 1:2 1:3 2:1 1:0 0:1 
N°sentences 958 39 2 30 7 4 
% 92.1 3.75 0.19 2.88 0.67 0.38 
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        S: Mamma Gorilla sembrava proprio distrutta 
per le cure che dava al suo vivace cuccioletto Ti-
to. Tito stava giocando vicino alle grosse sbarre 
di acciaio che erano intorno alla loro area. 
 
Merge: it has to be intended as the reverse of 
split, i.e. the operation by which two (or more) 
original sentences are joined into a unique sim-
plified sentence. Such a kind of transformation is 
less likely to be adopted, as it creates semantical-
ly denser sentences, more difficult to process 
(Kintsh and Keenan, 1973). Yet, to some extent 
(see the alignment results), this is a choice the 
expert can make (ex. 2) and it can be interesting 
to verify whether the sentences susceptible to be 
merged display any regular pattern of linguistic 
features that can be automatically captured.  
 
(2) O: Clara pensò che fosse uno dei cigni. Ma poi 
si rese conto che stava urlando! 
 
        S: In un primo momento, Clara pensò che fosse 
uno dei cigni, ma poi sentì urlare! 
    
Reordering: this tag marks rearrangements of 
words between the original sentence and its sim-
plified counterpart (3). Clearly, changing the po-
sition of the elements in a sentence is not an iso-
lated event but it depends upon modifications at 
lexicon or syntax; e.g., replacing an object clitic 
pronoun (which is preverbal with finite verbs in 
Italian) with its full lexical antecedent
3
 yields the 
unmarked order SVO, associated with easier 
comprehension and earlier acquisition (Slobin 
and Bever, 1982). Conversely, the author of the 
simplified text may sometimes prefer a non-
canonical order, when s/he believes, e.g., that it 
allows the reader to keep the focus stable over 
two or more sentences.  
 
(3) O: Il passante gli spiegò che, per arrivare al bido-
ne, doveva contare ben 5 bidoni a partire dal se-
maforo. 
S: Il signore spiegò a Ugolino che doveva contare 
5 bidoni a partire dal semaforo, per arrivare al 
bidone della carta. 
 
Insert: the process of simplification may even 
result in a longer sentence, because of the inser-
tion of words or phrases that provide supportive 
information to the original sentence. Despite the 
cognitive literature suggests to reduce the infer-
ence load of a text, especially with less skilled or 
low-knowledge readers (Ozuru et al., 2009), it is 
difficult to predict what the author of a simple 
text will actually add to the sentence to make it 
clearer. It can happen that the sentence is ellipti-
                                                 
3
 This is also a case of anaphora resolution, for which 
a dedicated tag has been conceived. 
cal, i.e. syntactically compressed, and the diffi-
culty depends on the ability to retrieve the miss-
ing arguments, which are then made explicit as a 
result of the simplification. Our annotation 
scheme has introduced two more specific tags to 
mark insertions: one for verbs and one for sub-
ject. The latter signals the transformation of a 
covert subject in a lexical noun phrase
4
.  
 
(4) O: Essendo da poco andata in pensione dal suo 
lavoro, disse che le mancavano i suoi studenti […] 
 
S: Essendo da poco andata in pensione dal suo la-
voro come insegnante, disse che le mancavano i 
suoi studenti […] 
 
Delete: a text should be made easier by eliminat-
ing redundant information. As for the insert tag, 
also deletion is largely unpredictable, although 
we can imagine that simplified sentences would 
contain less adjunct phrases (e.g. adverbs or ad-
jectives) than the authentic ones. Such occur-
rences have been marked with the underspecified 
delete rule (ex. 5); two more restricted tags, de-
lete_verb and delete_subj, have been introduced 
to signal, respectively, the deletion of a verb and 
of an overt subject (made implicit and recovera-
ble through verb agreement morphology). 
 
(5)  O: Sembrava veramente che il fiume stesse per 
       straripare. 
 
   S: Il fiume stava per straripare. 
 
Transformation: under this label we have includ-
ed six main typologies of transformations that a 
sentence may be subject to, in order to become 
more comprehensible for the intended reader. 
Such modifications can affect the lexical, mor-
pho-syntactic and syntactic levels of sentence 
representation, also giving rise to overlapping 
phenomena. Our annotation scheme has intended 
to cover the following phenomena: 
 
- Lexical substitution: that is when a word (or a 
multi-word expression) is replaced with another 
(or more than one), which is usually a more 
common synonym or a less specific term. Given 
the relevance of lexical changes in text simplifi-
cation, which is also confirmed by our results, 
previous works have proposed feasible ways to 
automatize lexical simplification, e.g. by relying 
on electronic resources, such as WordNet (De 
Belder et al., 2010) or word frequency lists (Drn-
darevic et al., 2012). In our annotation scheme 
this rule has been conceived to be quite generic, 
as synonyms or hypernyms replacements do not 
                                                 
4 The covert/overt realization of the subject is an option 
available in null-subject languages like Italian. 
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cover all the strategies an author can adopt to 
reduce the vocabulary burden of a text. A finer 
characterization will be part of a qualitative 
analysis. 
 
(6) O: Il passante gli spiegò che, per arrivare al 
bidone, doveva contare ben 5 bidoni a partire 
dal semaforo. 
 
        S: Il signore spiegò a Ugolino che doveva conta-
re 5 bidoni a partire dal semaforo, per arrivare 
al bidone della carta. 
  
- Anaphoric replacement: the substitution of a 
referent pronoun with its full lexical antecedent 
(a definite noun phrase or a proper noun);  
 
 
(7) O: Il passante gli spiegò che, per arrivare al 
bidone, doveva contare ben 5 bidoni […]. 
 
         S: Il signore spiegò a Ugolino che doveva con-
tare 5 bidoni a partire dal semaforo[…] 
 
- Noun_to_verb: when a nominalization or a 
support verb construction is replaced with a sim-
ple verb.  
 
(8) O: Il giorno della partenza, i bambini salutarono 
i loro genitori durante la colazione. 
 
S: Il giorno in cui i genitori partirono, i bambini 
li salutarono durante la colazione. 
 
- Verb_to_noun: to mark the presence of a nomi-
nalization or of a support verb construction in-
stead of an original simple verb. 
 
(9) O: Benedetto era molto arrabbiato e voleva ven-
dicare sua sorella. 
 
S: Benedetto era molto arrabbiato e voleva otte-
nere vendetta per sua sorella. 
 
- Verbal voice: to signal the transformation of a 
passive sentence into an active (ex. 10) or vice 
versa. In our corpus we found only one applica-
tion of the latter; this finding was expected since 
passive sentences represent an instance of non-
canonical order: they are acquired later by typi-
cally developing children (Maratsos, 1974, Bev-
er, 1970; for Italian, Cipriani et al., 1993; Cic-
carelli, 1998) and have been reported as prob-
lematic for atypical populations, e.g. deaf chil-
dren (Volpato, 2010). Yet, the “passivization” 
rule may still be productive in other typologies of 
texts, where it can happen that the author of the 
simplification prefers not only to keep, but even 
to insert, a passive, in order to avoid more unu-
sual syntactic constructs in Italian (such as im-
personal sentences). This is also in line with 
what Bott and Saggion (2014) observed for pas-
sives in Spanish text simplification. 
 
(10) O: Solo il papà di Luisa, “Crispino mangia 
cracker” era dispiaciuto, perché era stato battu-
to da Tonio Battaglia. 
 
S: Solo il papà di Luisa era triste, perché Tonio 
Battaglia lo aveva battuto. 
 
 
- Verbal features: Italian is a language with a 
rich inflectional paradigm and changes affecting 
verbal features (mood, tense, aspect) have proven 
useful in discriminating between easy- and diffi-
cult-to-read texts in readability assessment task 
(Dell’Orletta et al., 2011). The easy-to-read texts 
examined there were also written by experts in 
text simplification, but their target were adults 
with limited cognitive skills or a low literacy 
level. Poor comprehenders also find it difficult to 
properly master verbal inflectional morphology,  
and the same has been noticed for other catego-
ries of atypical readers, e.g. dyslexics (Fiorin, 
2009); thus, there is a probability that the simpli-
fication, according to the intended target, will 
alter the distribution of verbal features over 
paired sentences, as occurred in (11). 
 
(11) O: Sembrava veramente che il fiume stesse per 
straripare. 
 
   S: Il fiume stava per straripare. 
4 Conclusions and Perspectives 
We have illustrated the first annotation scheme 
for Italian that includes a wide set of simplifica-
tion rules spanning across different levels of lin-
guistic description. The scheme was used to an-
notate the only existing Italian parallel corpus. 
We believe such a resource will give valuable 
insights into human text simplification and create 
the prerequisites for automatic text simplifica-
tion. Current developments are devoted to refine 
the annotation scheme, on the basis of a qualita-
tive and quantitative analysis of the annotation 
results; we are also testing the suitability of the 
annotation scheme with respect to other corpora 
we are also gathering in a parallel fashion. Based 
on the statistical findings on the productivity of 
each rule, we will investigate whether and in 
which way certain combinations of rules affect 
the distribution of multi-leveled linguistic fea-
tures between the original and the simplified 
texts. In addition, we intend to explore the rela-
tion between text simplification and a related 
task, i.e. readability assessment, with the aim of 
comparing the effects of such combinations of 
rules on the readability scores.  
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Abstract
English. Senso Comune is a linguistic
knowledge base for the Italian Language,
which accommodates the content of a
legacy dictionary in a rich formal model.
The model is implemented in a platform
which allows a community of contributors
to enrich the resource. We provide here
an overview of the main project features,
including the lexical-ontology model, the
process of sense classification, and the an-
notation of meaning definitions (glosses)
and lexicographic examples. Also, we will
illustrate the latest work of alignment with
MultiWordNet, to illustrate the method-
ologies that have been experimented with,
to share some preliminary result, and to
highlight some remarkable findings about
the semantic coverage of the two re-
sources.
Italiano. Senso Comune e` una base di
conoscenza della lingua italiana, che offre
il contenuto di un dizionario tradizionale
in un ricco modello formale. Il modello
e` implementato in una piattaforma che
consente di arricchire la risorsa ad una
comunita` di contributori. Qui forniamo
una panoramica delle principali caratter-
istiche del progetto, compreso il modello
lessicale-ontologico, il processo di clas-
sificazione dei sensi, l’annotazione delle
definizioni (glosse) ed degli esempi d’uso
lessicografici. Tratteremo inoltre del la-
voro di allineamento con MultiWordNet,
illustrando le metodologie che sono state
sperimentate, e riportando alcune con-
siderazioni circa la copertura semantica
delle due risorse.
1 Introduction
Senso Comune1 is an open, machine-readable
knowledge base of the Italian language. The lex-
ical content has been extracted from a monolin-
gual Italian dictionary2, and is continuously en-
riched through a collaborative online platform.
The knowledge base is freely distributed. Senso
Comune linguistic knowledge consists in a struc-
tured lexicographic model, where senses can be
qualified with respect to a small set of ontologi-
cal categories. Senso Comune’s senses can be fur-
ther enriched in many ways and mapped to other
dictionaries, such as the Italian version of Mul-
tiWordnet, thus qualifying as a linguistic Linked
Open Data resource.
1.1 General principles
The Senso Comune initiative embraces a num-
ber of basic principles. First of all, in the era
of user generated content, lexicography should be
able to build on the direct witness of native speak-
ers. Thus, the project views at linguistic knowl-
edge acquisition in a way that goes beyond the ex-
ploitation of textual sources. Another important
assumption is about the relationship between lan-
guage and ontology (sec. 2.1). The correspon-
dence between linguistic meanings, as they are
listed in dictionaries, and ontological categories,
is not direct (if any), but rather tangential. Lin-
guistic senses commit to the existence of various
1www.sensocomune.it
2T. De Mauro, Grande dizionario italiano dell’uso (GRA-
DIT), UTET 2000
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kinds of entities, but should not be in general con-
fused with (and collapsed to) logical predicates
directly interpretable on these entities. Finally,
we believe that, like the language itself, linguistic
knowledge should be owned by the entire commu-
nity of speakers, thus they are committed to keep
the resource open and fully available.
2 Senso Comune Essentials
2.1 Lexicon and ontology
In compliance with recent trends of research in
integrating ontologies and lexical resources (see
e.g. (Oltramari et al., 2013) and (Pre´vot et al.,
2010)) Senso Comune model includes a lexicon
and an ontology as independent semantic layers.
Instead of providing synsets with formal specifi-
cations aimed at qualifying them as ontological
classes (Gangemi et al., 2003), Senso Comune
adopts a notion of ontological commitment, which
can be summarized as follows:
If the sense S commits to (7→) the concept C,
then there are entities of type C to which occur-
rences of S may refer to.
(S 7→ C) ⇔ ∃s, c|S(s) ∧ C(c) ∧ refers to(s, c)
This way, linguistic senses are not modelled as
logical predicates to be directly interpreted with
respect to individuals in some domain of quantifi-
cation, but rather as semiotic objects that occur in
texts or communication acts, whose relationship
with other real world entities is mediated by cog-
nitive structures, emotional polarity and social in-
teractions.
As a consequence of this model, lexical re-
lations such as synonymy, which hold among
senses, do not bear any direct ontological im-
port; conversely, ontological axioms, such as dis-
jointness, do not have immediate linguistic side-
effects. This approach allows senses of different
types to be freely put into lexical relations, with-
out the need of assigning the same (complex) type
to every member of the synonymy relation; on the
other hand, it prevents the system from directly in-
ferring ontological relations out of linguistic evi-
dences, which might be a limitation in many cases.
Anyway, if the equivalence of linguistic senses
to logic predicates is desired (e.g. for technical,
monosemic portions of the dictionary), this condi-
tion can be specifically formalized and managed.
2.2 Sense classification
Meanings from De Mauro’s core Italian lexicon
have been clustered and classified according to on-
tological categories belonging to Senso Comune
model, through a supervised process we called
TMEO, a tutoring methodology to support sense
classification by means of interactive enrichment
of ontologies (Oltramari, 2012). TMEO is based
on broad foundational distinctions derived from
a simplified version of DOLCE3 (Masolo et al.,
2002) (Chiari et al., 2013). The overarching goal
is to support users that, by design, have only ac-
cess to the lexical level of the resource, in the
task of selecting the most adequate category of the
Senso Comune ontology as the super-class of a
given lexicalized concept: different answer paths
lead to different mappings between the lexical and
the ontological layer of Senso Comune knowledge
base.
Ongoing work on TMEO focuses on extending
the coverage of the methodology and refining
both the category distinctions in the ontology
and the questions in the decision tree. In a
previous experiment reported in (Chiari et al.,
2010), we observed that users have a high degree
of confidence and precision in classifying the
concepts referring to the physical realm, while
they face several problems in identifying abstract
notions like ‘company’, ‘text’, ‘beauty’, ‘dura-
tion’, ‘idea’, etc. Accordingly, the new scheme,
already tested in our last experiment (Jezek et al.,
2014) summarized below, mainly improves the
Senso Comune ontology in the abstract realm.
It substitutes the too vague category Idea with
the more generic SocialOrMentalObject,
within which InformationObject and
Organization are distinguished subcat-
egories. In addition, the remaining abstract
categories TemporalQuality, Quality
and Function are complemented and
grouped under a more general category
PropertyOrRelation. Finally, we added
the possibility to distinguish, for each category, a
singular and a collective sense, thus allowing to
annotate the main senses of the lemmas ‘popolo’
(people) and ‘gregge’ (herd) with the categories
Person and Animal (adding a ‘collective’
tag). The results are a richer taxonomy and better
organized decision tree.
3http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/old/DOLCE.
html
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2.3 Annotation of lexicographic examples
and definitions
Ongoing work in Senso Comune focuses on man-
ual annotation of the usage examples associated
with the sense definitions of the most common
verbs in the resource, with the goal of providing
Senso Comune with corpus-derived verbal frames.
The annotation task, which is performed through
a Web-based tool, is organized in two main sub-
tasks. The first (task 1) consists in identifying
the constituents that hold a relation with the target
verb in the example and to annotate them with in-
formation about the type of phrase and grammati-
cal relation. In semantic annotation (task 2), users
are asked to attach a semantic role, an ontolog-
ical category and the sense definition associated
with the argument filler of each frame participant
in the instances. For this aim, we provide them
with a hierarchical taxonomy of 24 coarse-grained
semantic roles based on (Bonial et al., 2011), to-
gether with definitions and examples for each role,
as well as decision trees for the roles with rather
subtler differences. The TMEO methodology is
used to help them selecting the ontological cate-
gory in a new simplified ontology based on Senso
Comune’s top-level. For noun sense tagging, the
annotator exploits the senses already available in
the resource. Drawing on the results of the previ-
ous experiment on nouns senses, we allow multi-
ple classification in all the three semantic subtasks,
that is, we allow the users to annotate more than
one semantic role, ontological category and sense
definition for each frame participant. Up to now
we performed two pilot experiments to release the
beta version of the annotation scheme. The results
of IA agreement are very good for the syntactic de-
pendency annotation task and fair for the semantic
task, the latter especially so since these tasks are
notoriously difficult (see (Jezek et al., 2014) for
details). Once completed, the annotated data will
be used to conduct an extensive study of the inter-
play between thematic role information and onto-
logical constraints associated with the participants
in a frame; to refine the ontologisation of nouns
senses in Senso Comune by assigning ontological
classes to nouns in predicative context instead of
nouns in isolation; to investigate systematic pol-
ysemy effects in nominal semantics on a quanti-
tative basis. Our long-term goal is to enrich the
resource with a rich ontology for verb types, in-
formed by the empirical data provided by the an-
notated corpus.
3 Word Sense Alignment: Towards
Semantic Interoperability
As a strategy to enrich the Senso Comune Lex-
icon (SCL) and make it interoperable with other
Lexico-semantic resources (LSRs), two experi-
ments of Word Sense Alignment (WSA) have been
conducted: a manual alignment and an automatic
one. WSA aims at creating a list of pairs of senses
from two (or more) lexical-semantic resources
where each pair of aligned senses denotes the
same meaning (Matuschek and Gurevych, 2013).
The target resource for the alignment is Multi-
WordNet (MWN) (Pianta et al., 2002).
SCL and MWN are based on different models4.
The alignment aims at finding a semantic portion
common to the set of senses represented in SCL by
the conjunction of glosses and usage examples and
in MWN by the synset words and their semantic
relationships (hypernyms, hyponyms, etc.). Since
semantic representation in the form of lexico-
graphic glosses and in the form of synsets can-
not be considered in any respect homomorphic the
procedure of alignment is not biunique in any of
the two directions. Thus, there are single SCL
glosses aligned to more than one MWN synsets
and single MWN synsets aligned with more than
one SCL gloss. Another goal of the alignment ex-
periments is the integration of high quality Ital-
ian glosses in MWN, so as to make available an
enhanced version of MWN to NLP community,
which could help improving Word Sense Disam-
biguation (WSD) and other tasks.
3.1 Manual aligment
On going work on the manual alignment of SCL
and MWN synsets aims at providing associations
between SCL glosses and synsets for all 1,233
nouns labelled as belonging to the basic vocabu-
lary. The alignment is performed through the on-
line platform that allows for each SCL word sense
the association with one or more MWN synset.
At the time of this writing, 584 lemmas of SCL
have been processed for manual alignment, for a
total of 6,730 word senses (glosses), about 3.64
average word senses for each lemma. The align-
ment involves all SCL word senses, including
4Readers are referred to (Vetere et al., 2011) and (Caselli
et al., 2014) for details on the two resources and their differ-
ences.
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word senses not labelled as fundamental (about
29% of all word senses). Preliminary results show
that only 2,131 glosses could be aligned with at
least one MWN synset (31.7%) and 2,187 synsets
could be aligned to at least one gloss. Exclusively
biunique relationships among SCL glosses and
MWN synsets involve 1,093 glosses. Each SCL
gloss is associated to one synset in 1,622 cases
(76.1%), to two synsets in 367 cases (17.2%), to
three synsets 108 cases (5%), to four 25 (1,1%),
to five in four cases, to six in three cases and to
seven synsets in one case. While on the other side
each MWN synset is associated to one SCL gloss
in 1,681 cases (76.8%), to two glosses in 400 cases
(18.2%), to three glosses in 85 cases (3.8%), to
four in 17 cases, to five in three cases, and to six
glosses in one case. The picture portrayed by the
asymmetry of relationship between the granularity
of SCL and MWN appears very similar, meaning
that there is no systematic difference in the level
of detail in the two resources aligned, as far as this
preliminary analysis reveals. Attention should be
drawn to the fact that biunique associations do not
directly entail that the semantic representation de-
riving from the SCL gloss and the MWN synset
are semantically equivalent or that they regard the
same set of senses. These association only indi-
cate that there is no other gloss or synset that can
properly fit another association procedure. Levels
of abstraction can be significantly different. Fur-
thermore, as data show, there is a large number of
SCL glosses not aligned to any MWN synset, and
vice versa. This mismatch probably derives from
the fact that MWN synsets are modelled on the En-
glish WN. Many WN synsets could be aligned to
Italian senses outside the basic vocabulary; how-
ever, in general, we think that this mismatch sim-
ply reflects the semantic peculiarity of the two lan-
guages.
3.2 Automatic alignment
We conducted two automatic alignment exper-
iments by applying state-of-the-art WSA tech-
niques. The first technique, Lexical Match, aims
at aligning the senses by counting the number of
overlapping tokens between two sense descrip-
tions, normalized by the length of the strings. We
used Text::Similarity v.0.09 The second
technique, Sense Similarity, is based on comput-
ing the cosine score between the vector represen-
tations of the sense descriptions. Vector represen-
tations have been obtained by means of the Per-
sonalized Page Rank (PPR) algorithm (Agirre et
al., 2014) with WN30 extended with the “Prince-
ton Annotated Gloss Corpus” as knowledge base5.
The evaluation of the automatic alignments is per-
formed with respect to two manually created Gold
Standards, one for verbs and one for nouns, by
means of standard Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1
score. The verb Gold Standard contains 350 sense
pairs over 44 lemmas, while the noun Gold Stan-
dard has 166 sense pairs for 46 lemmas. The two
gold standards have been independently created
with respect to the manual alignment described in
Section 3.1 and took into account only fundamen-
tal senses. Concerning the coverage of in terms of
aligned entries, as for verbs MWN covers 49.76%
of the SCDM senses while for nouns MWN cov-
ers 62.03% of the SCDM senses. The best results
in terms of F1 score have been obtained by merg-
ing the outputs of the two approaches together,
namely we obtained an F1 equals to 0.47 for verbs
(P=0.61, R=0.38) and of 0.64 for nouns (P=0.67,
R=0.61).
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced Senso Comune
as an open cooperative knowledge base of Italian
language, and discussed the issue of its alignment
with other linguistic resources, such as WordNet.
Experiments of automatic and manual alignment
with the Italian MultiWordNet have shown that
the gap between a native Italian dictionary and a
WordNet-based linguistic resource may be rele-
vant, both in terms of coverage and granularity.
While this finding is in line with classic semiology
(e.g. De Saussure’s principle of arbitrariness),
it suggests that more attention should be paid to
the semantic peculiarity of each language, i.e. the
specific way each language constructs a concep-
tual view of the World. One of the major features
of Senso Comune is the way linguistic senses and
ontological concepts are put into relation. Instead
of equalising senses to concepts, a formal relation
of ontological commitment is adopted, which
weakens the ontological import of the lexicon.
Part of our future research will be dedicated to
leverage on this as an enabling feature for the
integration of different lexical resources, both
across and within national languages.
5Readers are referred to (Caselli et al., 2014) for details
on the two methods used and result filtering.
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Abstract
English. In this paper, we describe an
Italian corpus of news blogs, including
bloggers’ emotion tags, and annotations
of agreement relations amongst blogger-
comment pairs. The main contributions
of this work are: the formalization of the
agreement relation, the design of guide-
lines for its annotation, the quantitative
analysis of the annotators’ agreement.
Italiano. In questo articolo descriviamo
la raccolta di un corpus di blog giornal-
istici in Italiano che include le emozioni
etichettate dai blogger e l’annotazione
manuale con la relazione di approvazione
tra commenti. I contributi principali di
questo articolo sono: la formalizzazione
della relazione di approvazione, le linee
guida per la sua annotazione e l’analisi
quantitativa dell’accordo tra annotatori.
1 Introduction
Online news media, such as journals and blogs,
allow people to comment news articles, to express
their own opinions and to debate about a wide va-
riety of different topics, from politics to gossips.
In this scenario, commenters express approval and
dislike about topics, other users and articles, ei-
ther in a linguistic form and/or using like pre-
coded actions (e.g. like buttons). Corriere is one
of the most visited Italian news websites, attract-
ing over 1.6 million readers everyday1. The pe-
culiarity of corriere.it with respect to most news
websites, is that it contains metadata on emotions
expressed by the readers about the articles. The
emotions (amused, satisfied, sad, preoccupied and
1source ’http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corriere della Sera’
retrieved in Jan 2014.
indignated) are annotated directly by the readers
on a voluntary basis. They can express one emo-
tion per article. In this paper, we describe the col-
lection of a corpus from corriere.it, that combines
emotions and agreement/disagreement.
The paper is structured as follows: in section
2 we will provide an overview of related work,
in sections 3 and 4 we will define the agree-
ment/disagreement relation, describe the corpus,
comparing it to related work, and provide the an-
notation guidelines. In section 5 we will draw
some conclusions.
2 Background and Related Work
The CorEA corpus combines emotions and agree-
ment/disagreement in a social media domain.
Emotions and sentiment in corpora are usually
annotated manually or automatically at message
level. Examples of manually annotated corpora
are Affective Text (Strapparava and Mihalcea,
2007), that contains annotation of news titles
with emotion labels (anger, disgust, fear, joy,
sadness, surprise), and sentiTUT (Bosco et al.,
2013), that combines sentiment (positive/negative
message polarity) and irony. Automatically
and semi-automatically annotated corpora, like
TWITA (Basile and Nissim, 2013), usually exploit
external resources such as senticNet (Cambria
et al., 2012). The peculiarity of CorEA is that
emotions are annotated directly by commenters
on a voluntary basis. These ground truth emotion
labels (amused, satisfied, sad, preoccupied and
indignated) are not at message level, but at author
level. In other words are part of the bloggers’
personal profile and describe all the emotions they
declared after reading articles.
There are not many corpora of agree-
ment/disagreement. The ICSI corpus of
multi-party conversation (Shriberg et al.,
2004), is a collection of 75 meetings be-
tween 53 unique speakers, annotated with
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dialogue acts (including 4 labels for strong and
weak agreement/disagreement) by 2 raters. A
specific inter-annotator agreement for the agree-
ment/disagreement relation is not reported. More
recent corpora with agreement/disagreement
labels are the AAWD corpus of Wikipedia talk
pages (Bender et al., 2011), the AACD chat cor-
pus (Morgan et al., 2013) and the IAC/ARGUE
corpus of political debates (Abbott et al., 2011)
(Walker et al., 2012). AAWD is a collection of
asynchronous conversations from Wikipedia in
English, Russian and Mandarin Chinese (about
500 threads and 325k tokens in total). It is an-
notated with 2 classes (agreement/disagreement,
called positive/negative alignment) and authority
claims by 2 annotators. AACD is a small corpus
(12 threads, 14k tokens in total) of elicited chat
dialogues in the same languages, annotated in the
same way. The average inter-annotator agreement
for alignment over the three languages of AAWD
is Cohen’s k=0.5 (Cohen, 1977). IAC/ARGUE
is a large corpus in English (about 2700 authors,
11k threads) sampled from 4forums.com and
annotated with Amazon’s Mechanical Turk2. It
combines agreement/disagreement, emotionality
(subjective/objective), sarcasm, attack (objec-
tive/offensive language) and attitude (nice/nasty).
Agreement/disagreement in IAC/ARGUE has
been annotated with a scale +5, -5 and the inter-
annotator agreement is α=0.62 (Krippendorff,
2004).
In all these corpora agreement/disagreement is
at message level (post or utterance). There is also
a corpus that combines LiveJournal and Wikipedia
(118 threads) (Andreas et al., 2012), annotated
with agreement/disagreement labels at sentence
level (segments or chunks of messages). They
reported inter-annotator agreement on 3 classes
(agree/disagree/neutral) between 2 annotators as
Cohen’s k=0.73. CorEA corpus aggregates self-
reported anntotations, such as emotions and likes,
and metadata information, (ids, time stamps, etc.)
about the conversation and human annotation of
the agreement/disagreement relation.
3 Definition of Agreement/Disagreement
During debates in social media, participants attack
or support the content of other participants’ mes-
sages (Herring, 2007). This practice can be mod-
eled in two different actions: 1) refer-to-message
2https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
and 2) expression of agreement/disagreement.
Refer-to-message, depicted as connection lines
with round heads in figure 1, are directed links
between pairs of messages. This information can
be encoded as metadata in the message exchange
strucure - as in Corriere - or as surface realiza-
tions in text in the form of coreference expres-
sions (i.e. @ Lettore 10108563, see figure 1).
Here we define agreement/disagreement as a re-
Figure 1: Example of asynchronous conversation in Cor-
riere with participants P = {pi, ..., pn}, the messages they
produce M = {mij , ...,mnm}, sorted by time from bot-
tom to top, and topics within messages T = {tijk, ..., tnmo}.
Connection lines with round heads are refer-to-message links,
occasionally corresponding to coreferences. The agree-
ment/disagreement relation is defined at message level as the
agree functions agree(mij ;mi′j′) that maps pairs of partici-
pants/messages to values (+1,0,-1). Opinion is a function that
maps a topic to a positive or negative polarity (+1,-1). Like is
a function that measures the appreciation of participants to a
message.
lation, built on refer-to-message links, between a
set of participants P = {pi, ..., pn} to a conver-
sation C that generate a set of messages M =
{mij , ...,mnm}, where mij is the jth message of
participant pi. The conversation contains a set of
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topics T = {tijk, ..., tnmo}, where tijk is the kth
topic of the conversation contained into the jth
message of participant pi. We define topics as re-
current chunks or named entities appearing in dif-
ferent messages of C (see figure 1). We formal-
ize agreement/disagreement as the agree function,
that maps pairs of participants and messages to
values between 1 (agree) and -1 (disagree), where
0 is neutral, as reported below:
agree(mij ;mi′j′) = {−1, 0, 1}
where mij is the parent participant/message pair,
and mi′j′ is the child participant/message pair.
The parent mij precedes the child mi′j′ in a time
sequence. The child mi′j′ is the j′th message of
pi′ referred to the jth message of pi. The agree
function is different from opinion expression and
from like. The opinion function maps a topic to a
positive or negative polarity (+1,-1):
opinion(tijk) = {−1, 1}
The like function measures the appreciation of a
subset of participants to a message:
like(pi, ..., pn;mij) = {0, inf}
It is possible to define a more fine-grained func-
tion at topic level agree(tijk; ti′j′k) = {−1, 0, 1},
where two (portions of) different messages mij
and mi′j′ , connected by a refer-to-message link,
are generated by two different participants (pi and
pi′), and contain the same topic. The annota-
tion of agreement/disagreement at topic level re-
quires much more effort than at message level, we
plan to annotate CorEA at topic level in the fu-
ture. The agreement/disagreement relation con-
cerns participants, messages and topics. Since
participants are an important part of the relation,
the agree function should exploit also information
about them. This is why we combined emotions
and agreement/disagreement relations in a single
corpus. In Corriere, and social media in gen-
eral, users/commenters/bloggers/authors are par-
ticipants, comments/posts are messages, threads
are conversations and articles are the first mes-
sage of a conversation. In the next section we de-
scribe the procedure for the annotation of agree-
ment/disagreement in CorEA.
4 Data, Annotation Schema and
Guidelines
The CorEA corpus is a collection of news articles
and comments from Corriere. It contains 27 news
articles, about 1660 unique authors and more
than 2900 posts (comments and articles) for a
total of 135.6k tokens. Details are reported in
table 1. We selected articles from all the main
topics articles tokens comments
technology 4 11.6k 266
culture 3 9.3k 215
politics 3 39.2k 876
science 2 2.6k 70
economics 3 30.1k 578
news 6 31.6k 560
gossip 3 4.4k 168
sport 3 6.8k 154
total 27 135.6k 2887
Table 1: Details of the CorEA corpus.
categories of news, in order to have a balance
between categories that generate many comments,
such as politics, and categories that generate
few comments, such as culture and science. The
corpus contains the data reported in table 2.
We performed a manual annotation of the
field description
Mid message Id
Pid participant Id
Pname participant’s nickname
Mtype article/comment
text text
timestamp date/time
category macro-topic
refer-to-P Id of parent participant
refer-to-M Id of parent message
avatar link to participant’s picture
replies-count replies to the message
likes like count of the message
agree agree/disagre labels
Pday-activity participant’s activity score
Pinterests count of interests of participant
Pviews participant page views
Pcomments count of messages of participant
Pshares count of shares
Pcomments-votes count of participant’s votes
emo-indig indignation score
emo-disapp disappointment score
emo-worried preoccupation score
emo-amused amusement score
emo-satisfied satisfaction score
Table 2: Corpus data schema.
agreement/disagreement relations at message
level on each child participant/message pair, using
the following guidelines:
1) Read and understand the content of the
article and its title.
2) Read the messages of each child pair one by
one, sorted by time from the oldest to the newest.
3) For each child pair, check the refer-to-
message link finding the corresponding parent
pair.
4) read the parent pair, understand the seman-
tics of the relation between child and parent.
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5) Annotate with a “NA” label (not applicable)
if the child falls under one or both the following
conditions: a) broken refer-to-mesage: cannot
find the parent (e.g. the message is not referred to
any other); b) mixed agreement (e.g. “I partly
agree with you but ..”).
6) Judge the agreement/disagreement expressed
in the child with respect to the parent. Annotate
the child pair with the corresponding label: agree
(1), disagree (-1) neutral (0). We did not use
any annotation tool. An example of annotation
follows:
1: 5 Stars Movement party
returns 2.5 milions Euros to
Italian citizens.
2: great!!!. [agree(2,1)=1]
3: http://xyz.com see this :)
ha ha [NA]
4: what has to do this link
with the topic? [agree(4,3)=-1]
5: if only every party did
it!.. [agree(5,1)=1]
6: would not change anything.
[agree(6,5)=-1]
7: what do you mean?
[agree(7,6)=0]
We computed the inter-annotator agreement
between two Italian native speaker raters, for 50
and 100 instances with 2 (+1, -1) and 3 classes
(+1, -1, 0). The “NA” labels were reannotated
into the other classes to include all cases into
the evaluation. We used Fliess’ k (Fleiss et al.,
1981), comparable to Cohen’s k (used in most of
previous work) but generalized over individual
raters, like Krippendorf’s α (Artstein and Poe-
sio, 2008). Results are reported in table 3. In
type classes instances score
inter 3 50 k=0.6
inter 3 100 k=0.58
inter 2 50 k=0.87
inter 2 100 k=0.93
intra 3 100 k=0.87
intra 2 100 k=0.91
Table 3: Inter- and intra- annotator agreement for the agree-
ment/disagreement relation annotation in CorEA.
particular, we noticed that the neutral class is the
main source of disagreement between annotators.
Figure 2 reports the distribution of the agree-
ment/disagreement labels between annotators and
Figure 2: A) Distribution of agreement/disagreement la-
bels between 2 annotators (50 comments, 3 classes) and B)
distribution of labels in the corpus.
in the corpus. We annotated again the examples
using only 2 classes: inter-annotator agreement
rose from moderate, in line with (Morgan et al.,
2013), to substantial.
We labeled twice a set of 100 comments to
compute intra-annotator agreement, reported in
table 3 as well.
5 Conclusion
We presented the CorEA corpus, a resource
that combines agreement/disagreement at message
level and emotions at participant level. We are not
aware of any other resource of this type for Ital-
ian. We found that the best way to annotate agree-
ment/disagreement is with binary classes, filtering
out “NA” and neutral cases.
In the future, we would like to annotate CorEA
at topic level and develop classifiers for agree-
ment/disagreement. We plan to make available the
corpus at the end of the project.
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Abstract
English. In this work we present a
methodology for the annotation of Attri-
bution Relations (ARs) in speech which
we apply to create a pilot corpus of spo-
ken informal dialogues. This represents
the first step towards the creation of a re-
source for the analysis of ARs in speech
and the development of automatic extrac-
tion systems. Despite its relevance for
speech recognition systems and spoken
language understanding, the relation hold-
ing between quotations and opinions and
their source has been studied and extracted
only in written corpora, characterized by a
formal register (news, literature, scientific
articles). The shift to the informal register
and to a spoken corpus widens our view
of this relation and poses new challenges.
Our hypothesis is that the decreased relia-
bility of the linguistic cues found for writ-
ten corpora in the fragmented structure of
speech could be overcome by including
prosodic clues in the system. The analysis
of SARC confirms the hypothesis show-
ing the crucial role played by the acous-
tic level in providing the missing lexical
clues.
Italiano. In questo lavoro viene presen-
tata una metodologia di annotazione delle
Relazioni di Attribuzione nel parlato uti-
lizzata per creare un corpus pilota di di-
aloghi parlati informali. Cio´ rappresenta
il primo passo verso la creazione di una
risorsa per l’analisi delle ARs nel par-
lato e lo sviluppo di sistemi di estrazione
automatica. Nonostante la sua rilevanza
per i sistemi di riconoscimento e compren-
sione del parlato, la relazione esistente
tra le citazioni e le opinioni e la loro
fonte e` stata studiata ed estratta soltanto
in corpora scritti, caratterizzati da un reg-
istro formale (articoli di giornale, letter-
atura, articoli scientifici). Lo studio di
un corpus parlato, caratterizzato da un
registro informale, amplia la nostra vi-
sione di questa relazione e pone nuove
sfide. La nostra ipotesi e´ che la ridotta
affidabilita´ degli indizi linguistici trovati
per lo scritto nella struttura frammen-
tata del parlato potrebbe essere superata
includendo indizi prosodici nel sistema.
L’analisi di SARC conferma quest’ipotesi
mostrando il ruolo cruciale interpretato
dal livello acustico nel fornire gli indizi
lessicali mancanti.
1 Introduction
Our everyday conversations are populated by other
people’s words, thoughts and opinions. Detect-
ing quotations in speech represents the key to “one
of the most widespread and fundamental topics of
human speech” (Bakhtin, 1981, p. 337).
A system able to automatically extract a quo-
tation and attribute it to its truthful author from
speech would be crucial for many applications.
Besides Information Extraction systems aimed at
processing spoken documents, it could be useful
for Speaker Identification systems, (e.g. the strat-
egy of emulating the voice of the reported speaker
in quotations could be misunderstood by the sys-
tem as a change of speaker). Furthermore, attri-
bution extraction could also improve the perfor-
mance of Dialogue parsing, Named-Entity Recog-
nition and Speech Synthesis tools. On a more ba-
sic level, recognizing citations from speech could
be useful for sentence boundaries automatic detec-
tion systems, where quotations, being sentences
embedded in other sentences, could be a source
of confusion.
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So far, however, attribution extraction systems
have been developed only for written corpora.
Extracting the text span corresponding to quo-
tations and opinions and ascribing it to their
proper source within a text means to reconstruct
the Attribution Relations (ARs, henceforth) hold-
ing between three constitutive elements (following
Pareti (2012)):
• the Source
• the Cue, i.e. the lexical anchor of the AR (e.g.
say, announce, idea)
• the Content
(1) This morning [Source John] [Cue told]
me: [Content ”It’s important to support our
leader. I trust him.”].
In the past few years ARs extraction has at-
tracted growing attention in NLP for its many
potential applications (e.g.Information Extraction,
Opinion Mining) while remaining an open chal-
lenge. Automatically identifying ARs from a text
is a complex task, in particular due to the wide
range of syntactic structures that the relation can
assume and the lack of a dedicated encoding in
the language. While the content boundaries of
a direct quotation are explicitly marked by quo-
tation markers, opinions and indirect quotations
only partially have syntactically, albeit blurred,
boundaries as they can span intersententially. The
subtask of identifying the presence of an AR could
be tackled with more success by exploiting the
presence of the cue as a lexical anchor establishing
the links to source and content spans. For this rea-
son, cues are the starting point or a fundamental
feature of extraction systems (Pareti et al., 2013;
Sarmento and Nunes, 2009; Krestel, 2007).
In our previous work (Pareti and Prodanof,
2010; Pareti, 2012), starting from a flexible and
comprehensive definition (Pareti and Prodanof,
2010, p. 3566) of AR, we created an annotation
scheme which has been used to build the first large
annotated resource for attribution, the Penn At-
tribution Relations Corpus (PARC)1, a corpus of
news articles.
In order to address the issue of detecting ARs in
speech, we started from the theoretical and annota-
tion framework from PARC to create a comparable
resource. Section 2 explains the issues connected
with extracting ARs from speech. Section 3 de-
scribes the Speech Attribution Relations Corpus
1The corpus adds to and further completes the annotation
of attribution in the PDTB (Prasad et al., 2008).
(SARC, henceforth) and its annotation scheme.
The analysis of the corpus is presented in Section
4. Section 5 reports an example of how prosodic
cues can be crucial to identify ARs in speech. Fi-
nally, Section 6 draws on the conclusions and dis-
cusses future work.
2 The challenge of detecting Attribution
Relations in speech
The shift from written to spoken language makes
the task of ARs extraction much harder. Current
approaches to ARs detection rely heavily on lex-
ical cues and punctuation to identify ARs and in
particular the Content span boundaries. In the
fragmented structures full of disfluencies typical
of speech, however, lexical cues become less reli-
able, sometimes being completely absent.
On the other hand, punctuation, in most cases
crucial in giving the key to the correct interpre-
tation of ARs, is replaced in speech by prosody.
While punctuation is a formal symbolic sys-
tem, prosody is a continuous system which could
greatly vary due to language-specific, diatopic,
diaphasic and idiosyncratic reasons, thus much
harder to process for a tool.
Our working hypothesis focused on the role of
prosody in marking the presence and boundaries
of quotations in speech. In particular, we consid-
ered that it would be possible to find acoustic cues
to integrate the linguistic ones in order to improve
the task of correctly reconstructing the ARs in a
spoken corpus.
Preliminary support for our hypothesis can be
found in previous studies which aimed at identify-
ing acoustic correlates of reported speech. How-
ever, these approaches, which suggest shift in
pitch, intensity and pauses duration as possible
prosodic indicators of quotations, offer only frag-
mented insights on the phenomenon of Attribu-
tion. Some of these studies analyze only the vari-
ations in pitch (Jansen et al., 2001; Bertrand et
al., 2002), others analyze only the ending bound-
ary of quotations (Oliveira and Cunha, 2004) and
most of them consider only direct reported speech
(Bertrand et al., 2002; Oliveira and Cunha, 2004).
Even if the results of these studies are encour-
aging, the acoustic cues they propose need to be
tested and further investigated in a larger project
which consider different types of reported speech
along with all the prosodic features which could be
linked to quotations (pitch, intensity and pauses).
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3 Description of the corpus
SARC is composed by four informal telephone
conversations between English speakers. The dia-
logues have a mean duration of 15 minutes where
every speaker is recorded on a different track (to-
tally about 2 hours of recordings and 8 speakers).
Table 1 shows the main aspects which differentiate
SARC from PARC.
SARC PARC
Register Informal Formal
Medium Oral Written
Genre Dialogue News
Tokens 16k, 2h 1139k
ARs Frequency
(ARs per k tokens)
(223/16k)
13.9
(10k/1139k)
9.2
Table 1: Differences between SARC and PARC.
While PARC displays a rather formal English reg-
ister, typical of the news genre and of the written
medium, SARC portrays a radically different one,
the coloured, fragmented and highly contextual-
ized register used in informal conversations. The
impact of these differences in the type of language
presented in our corpus have lead to an adaptation,
summarized in Table 2, of the annotation scheme
created for PARC (Pareti, 2012).
Attribution
Elements
Source
Cue
Content
Direct
Indirect
Fading Out
Relation
Table 2: Annotation scheme for SARC.
All the basic annotation elements (source, cue,
content) from PARC have been kept in order for
the results to be comparable. The content has been
further subdivided into 3 types, of which the last
one, the Fading out, never used previously in at-
tribution extraction schemes, is a category intro-
duced by Bolden (2004) to identify those cases
typical of dialogues in which the ending boundary
of a quotation is left purposely ambiguous by the
speaker. We adopted PARC (Pareti, 2012; Pareti,
forthcoming) annotation guidelines, with the fol-
lowing modifications: in PARC cases like “I say”
or “I think” are considered quotations of the au-
thor himself, while in our annotation, where ev-
ery sentence is considered a personal opinion of
the speaker, they are not (see Klewitz and Couper-
Kuhlen(1999, p. 4)). The annotation has been per-
formed with MMAX2 (Mu¨ller and Strube, 2006)
by one annotator (who was also trained on PARC
scheme and guidelines). For further details about
the construction and annotation process of SARC
we refer you to Cervone (2014).
4 Analysis of SARC
The analysis of SARC (see the chart in Figure 1)
shows how in about 10% of the cases in our cor-
pus the cue is completely missing, while in PARC
such cases were rare (only in 4% of the cases was
the source missing). Therefore, at least 1 out of
10 ARs in SARC is impossible to identify with-
out the aid of prosodic cues. Furthermore, due to
Figure 1: Cases of missing AR elements in SARC.
the absence of punctuation all the boundary clues
found for written corpora are missing. We cannot
rely any more on quotation marks, without punctu-
ation we have no clue about the sentence structure
(crucial for indirect quotes) and due to disfluencies
the syntactic structure is less reliable and complete
(some ARs are syntactically encoded). This means
that even that 87% of cases in which in SARC no
element of the AR is missing are more problem-
atic than almost 50% of PARC cases (3,262 direct,
1,549 mixed) where punctuation defines the con-
tent. If we rely only on the lexical level for detect-
ing ARs in speech, we have no assurance that the
boundaries of the content span we identified out of
many possible interpretations are the correct ones.
5 Prosodic cues of Attribution
The analysis of SARC has shown how much the
shift to a spoken corpus can make the task of de-
tecting ARs harder, displaying the need to find
other cues to improve the performance of an attri-
bution extraction system for speech. In Section 2
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we indicated prosody as a possible source for cues
of attribution. This section details how prosodic
information can be used to identify ARs in speech.
Example 2 presents an utterance transcribed
from SARC where ARs could be present. Consid-
ering only the lexical level, however, the sentence
could be subject to many possible interpretations
(e.g. there are at least 3 different possible lexical
cues (represented by verbs of saying)).
(2) I said to him when you left do you remem-
ber I told you I said to him don’t forget
Dave if you ever get in trouble give us a
call you never know your luck.
To choose the correct interpretation, we employed
the judgement of a human annotator who listened
to the recording and then we conducted an analysis
of the acoustic features suggested in previous stud-
ies using Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2014).
As shown in Figure 2, the waveform of the
reported example is divided into two phases by
a pause (0.7 seconds) (between the dotted lines)
which occurs between the second I said to him and
don’t forget. The presence of the pause seems to
mark the beginning of a new prosodic unit, which,
directly following the lexical cue said, could be
reported speech. The two graphs in Figure 3
Figure 2: Rawdata of Ex(2).
Figure 3: Means of Pitch and Intensity in Ex(2).
shows the variation in the means of respectively
pitch (Hz)(blue) and intensity (dB)(red) along the
timespan of the excerpt, elaborated from the raw-
data in Figure 2. On the x-axis is displayed the
presence (RS) or not (No) of reported speech ac-
cording to our intepretation of the pause (dotted
line) marking. The means of pitch and intensity
show a similar tendency: a decrease of the mean
with a stabilisation to a lower level after the pause.
All the acoustic features seem therefore to sug-
gest a difference in the prosodic marking between
the first time span (No) and the second one (RS).
This interpretation matches the one given by the
human annotator. Thanks to the integration of
the lexical cues with the acoustic analysis of the
three prosodic factors combined it was possible to
achieve the correct identification of the quotation
(don’t forget Dave if you ever get in trouble give
us a call you never know your luck) out of at least
three possible interpretations (considering only the
verbs of saying). The full corpus contains many
similar examples which demonstrate the impor-
tance of accessing to the acoustics for disambigua-
tion of ARs in speech and how the judgements of
human annotators can be analyzed by looking at
the prosodic features.
6 Conclusions and future work
The analysis of SARC, the first resource devel-
oped to study ARs in speech, has helped to high-
light a major problem of detecting attribution in
a spoken corpus: the decreased reliability of the
lexical cues crucial in previous approaches (com-
pletely useless in at least 10% of the cases) and
the consequential need to find reliable prosodic
clues to integrate them. The example provided in
Section 5 has showed how the integration of the
acoustic cues could be useful to improve the accu-
racy of attribution detection in speech.
As a future project we are going to perform a
large acoustic analysis of the ARs found in SARC,
in order to see if some reliable prosodic cues can
in fact be found and used in order to develop a
software able to extract attribution from speech.
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Abstract
Italiano. L’integrazione della traduzione
automatica nei sistemi di traduzione assi-
stita e` una sfida sia per la ricerca acca-
demica sia per quella industriale. Infat-
ti, i traduttori professionisti percepiscono
come cruciale l’abilita` dei sistemi auto-
matici di adattarsi al loro stile e alle loro
correzioni. In questo articolo proponia-
mo uno schema di adattamento dei siste-
mi di traduzione automatica ad uno spe-
cifico documento sulla base di una limita-
ta quantita` di testo, corretto manualmente,
pari a quella prodotta giornalmente da un
singolo traduttore.
English. The effective integration of MT
technology into computer-assisted trans-
lation tools is a challenging topic both for
academic research and the translation in-
dustry. Particularly, professional transla-
tors feel crucial the ability of MT systems
to adapt to their feedback. In this paper,
we propose an adaptation scheme to tu-
ne a statistical MT system to a translation
project using small amounts of post-edited
texts, like those generated by a single user
in even just one day of work.
1 Introduzione
Nonostante i significativi e continui progressi, la
traduzione automatica (TA) non e` ancora in gra-
do di generare testi adatti alla pubblicazione sen-
za l’intervento umano. D’altra parte, molti studi
hanno confermato che nell’ambito della traduzio-
ne assistita la correzione di testi tradotti automati-
camente permette un incremento della produttivita`
dei traduttori professionisti (si veda il paragrafo 2).
Questa applicazione della TA e` tanto piu` effica-
ce quanto maggiore e` l’integrazione del sistema
di traduzione automatico nell’intero processo di
traduzione, che puo` essere ottenuta specializzan-
do il sistema sia al particolare testo da tradurre sia
alle caratteristiche dello specifico traduttore e al-
le sue correzioni. Nell’industria della traduzione,
lo scenario tipico e` quello di uno o piu` traduttori
che lavorano per alcuni giorni su un dato proget-
to di traduzione, ovvero su un insieme di docu-
menti omogenei. Dopo un giorno di lavoro, le in-
formazioni contenute nei testi appena tradotti e le
correzioni apportate dai traduttori possono essere
immesse nel sistema automatico con l’obiettivo di
migliorare la qualita` delle traduzioni automatiche
proposte il giorno successivo. Chiameremo questo
processo adattamento al progetto. L’adattamento
al progetto puo` essere ripetuto quotidianamente fi-
no al termine del lavoro, in modo da sfruttare al
meglio tutte le informazioni che implicitamente i
traduttori mettono a disposizione del sistema.
Questo articolo presenta uno dei risultati del
progetto europeo MateCat,1 nel cui ambito abbia-
mo sviluppato un sistema per la traduzione as-
sistita basato sul Web integrante un modulo di
TA che si auto-adatta allo specifico progetto. Gli
esperimenti di validazione che andremo ad illu-
strare sono stati effettuati su quattro coppie di
lingue, dall’inglese all’italiano (IT), al francese
(FR), allo spagnolo (ES) e al tedesco (DE), e in
due domini, tecnologie dell’informazione e della
comunicazione (TIC) e legale (LGL).
Idealmente, i metodi di adattamento proposti
dovrebbero essere valutati misurando il guadagno
in termini di produttivita` su progetti di traduzione
reali. Pertanto, per quanto possibile, abbiamo ese-
guito delle valutazioni sul campo in cui dei tradut-
tori professionisti hanno corretto le traduzioni ipo-
tizzate da sistemi automatici, adattati e non. L’a-
dattamento e` stato eseguito sulla base di una por-
zione del progetto tradotto durante una fase preli-
minare, in cui allo stesso traduttore e` stato chiesto
di correggere le traduzioni fornite da un sistema di
partenza non adattato.
1http://www.matecat.com
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Siccome le valutazioni sul campo sono estrema-
mente costose, esse non possono essere eseguite
frequentemente per confrontare tutte le possibili
varianti degli algoritmi e dei processi. Abbiamo
quindi condotto anche delle valutazioni di labo-
ratorio, in cui le correzioni dei traduttori erano
simulate dalle traduzioni di riferimento.
Complessivamente, nel dominio legale i miglio-
ramenti osservati in laboratorio hanno anticipato
quelli misurati sul campo. Al contrario, i risulta-
ti nel dominio TIC sono stati controversi a causa
della poca corrispondenza tra i testi usati per l’a-
dattamento e quelli effettivamente tradotti durante
la sperimentazione.
2 Lavori correlati
L’idea che la TA possa migliorare la produttivita`
dei traduttori si e` consolidata negli anni grazie ai
miglioramenti della qualita` della TA statistica e ai
tanti lavori che hanno sperimentalmente valutato il
suo impatto (Guerberof, 2009; Plitt and Masselot,
2010; Federico et al., 2012; La¨ubli et al., 2013;
Green et al., 2013).
Dal punto di vista dei metodi, il nostro lavoro
si occupa di adattamento in generale, e di quel-
lo incrementale piu` nello specifico. Senza entrare
nel dettaglio per mancanza di spazio, vogliamo qui
segnalare il lavoro di Bertoldi et al. (2012), dove i
modelli di traduzione vengono adattati incremen-
talmente su pacchetti di dati nuovi man mano che
questi sono disponibili, e i seguenti lavori in qual-
che modo a quello correlati: (Koehn and Schroe-
der, 2007; Foster and Kuhn, 2007; Bisazza et al.,
2011; Liu et al., 2012; Bach et al., 2009; Niehues
and Waibel, 2012; Hasler et al., 2012).
Come vedremo, noi eseguiamo anche una se-
lezione di dati, problema ampiamente investigato
dalla nostra comunita` scientifica, si veda ad esem-
pio (Yasuda et al., 2008; Matsoukas et al., 2009;
Foster et al., 2010; Axelrod et al., 2011). Quella
che noi applichiamo e` una tecnica piuttosto con-
venzionale (Moore and Lewis, 2010), ma in con-
dizioni inusuali, dove la selezione viene effettua-
ta su un corpus di dati nel dominio di interesse,
e quindi non proprio generico, e a partire da una
quantita` estremamente ridotta di dati specifici.
3 Metodi di adattamento
Selezione di dati - Come accennato sopra, quello
della selezione di dati e` un problema ampiamente
studiato in letteratura. In effetti spesso ci troviamo
a dover addestrare dei modelli con dati provenien-
ti da sorgenti eterogenee in termini di dimensione,
qualita`, dominio, ecc. L’obiettivo di questa tecni-
ca e` di selezionare un sottoinsieme dei dati a di-
sposizione che sia pertinente rispetto ad un certo
testo, nel nostro caso quello di uno specifico pro-
getto di traduzione. Noi abbiamo implementato
la tecnica proposta in (Moore and Lewis, 2010)
e l’abbiamo resa disponibile attraverso il pacchet-
to IRSTLM (Federico et al., 2008). Per applicare
l’algoritmo, si parte da un corpus specifico, che si
suppone rappresentare bene il documento da tra-
durre, e da un corpus generico, molto piu` grande e
in cui si suppone di poter trovare del materiale per-
tinente al documento da tradurre. Sfruttando due
modelli del linguaggio (ML), uno specifico e uno
generico, a ogni frase generica viene assegnato un
punteggio tanto piu` alto quanto piu` essa e` specifi-
ca e lontana dalla “media” di quelle generiche. Ef-
fettuato l’ordinamento su questo punteggio, viene
infine selezionata la quantita` di frasi generiche che
ottimizzano la perplessita` di un testo di controllo.
Fill-up dei modelli di traduzione - La selezione
di dati e` efficace per addestrare modelli di tradu-
zione sui testi piu` rilevanti per uno specifico pro-
getto. D’altra parte, scartare una porzione dei da-
ti disponibili significa correre il rischio di perdere
delle informazioni comunque utili; per evitarlo, si
puo` ricorrere alla tecnica fill-up, proposta da Na-
kov (2008) e raffinata da Bisazza et al. (2011). Es-
sa fonde i modelli di traduzione generico e specifi-
co, unendo gli insiemi delle loro voci e mantenen-
do le probabilita` del modello specifico per le voci
in comune.
Mistura di ML - Per l’adattamento dei ML siamo
ricorsi alla mistura dei modelli proposta da Kneser
e Steinbiss (1993), che consiste nella combinazio-
ne convessa di due o piu` ML; i pesi della mistura
sono stimati per mezzo di una validazione incro-
ciata sui dati di addestramento con la quale si si-
mula l’occorrenza di n-grammi nuovi. Il metodo
e` disponibile nel gia` citato pacchetto IRSTLM.
4 Dati per gli esperimenti
Coi domini e le coppie di lingue menzionate nel-
l’introduzione abbiamo definito sei configurazioni
sperimentali. Qui di seguito forniamo dettagli sui
dati di addestramento e di valutazione per ciascuna
di esse.
Dati di addestramento - Per l’addestramnento
abbiamo usato sia dati paralleli sia memorie di tra-
duzione. Per il dominio TIC, sono stati sfruttati i
manuali software del corpus OPUS (Tiedemann,
2012) e una memoria di traduzione proprietaria,
fornitaci dal partner industriale di MateCat.
Per il dominio LGL abbiamo acquisito il corpus
JRC-Acquis (Steinberger et al., 2006), che include
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dominio coppia corpus seg parolesorgente obiettivo
TIC
IT
generico 5.4 M 57.2M 59.9M
selezione 0.36M 3.8M 4.0M
calibrazione 2,156 26,080 28,137
FR
generico 2.3 M 35.4M 40.1M
selezione 0.53M 8.6M 9.5M
calibrazione 4,755 26,747 30,100
LGL
IT
generico 2.7 M 61.4M 63.2M
selezione 0.18M 5.4M 5.4M
calibrazione 181 5,967 6,510
FR
generico 2.8 M 65.7M 71.1M
selezione 0.18M 5.5M 5.8M
calibrazione 600 17,737 19,613
ES
generico 2.3 M 56.1M 62.0M
selezione 0.18M 5.6M 6.1M
calibrazione 700 32,271 36,748
DE
generico 2.5 M 45.3M 41.8.0M
selezione 0.18M 5.2M 4.7M
calibrazione 133 3,082 3,125
Tabella 1: Statistiche sui dati paralleli usati per
la preparazione dei sistemi di TA: numero di
segmenti e di parole. Il simbolo M sta per 106.
la legislazione della UE in 22 lingue.
La tabella 1 riporta alcune statistiche dei testi
paralleli impiegati per l’addestramento dei model-
li di traduzione e di riordinamento; i ML sono stati
stimati sul testo obiettivo. Per ciascuna configu-
razione sperimentale, la voce generico si riferisce
alla totalita` dei dati a disposizione, mentre selezio-
ne indica i dati selezionati pertinenti al progetto in
esame. I dati per la calibrazione sono aggiuntivi
e utilizzati per il bilanciamento ottimale dei vari
modelli che definiscono il motore di TA.
Dati di valutazione - Per il dominio TIC i dati so-
no stati forniti dal partner industriale di MateCat
che ha selezionato dal suo archivio un progetto di
traduzione reale in cui dei documenti in inglese
erano gia` stati tradotti in italiano e francese sen-
za l’ausilio del sistema MateCat. Per il dominio
LGL, abbiamo selezionato un documento della le-
gislazione europea2 per il quale erano disponibili
le traduzioni nelle quattro lingue di nostro interes-
se. Nella tabella 2 sono raccolte le statistiche dei
testi da tradurre nella fase preliminare e in quella
di validazione vera e propria del sistema adattato.
5 Valutazioni di laboratorio
Sistemi di TA - I sistemi di TA sviluppati sono
statistici e costruiti col pacchetto Moses (Koehn et
al., 2007). I modelli di traduzione e di riordina-
mento sono stati addestrati sui dati bilingue della
tabella 1 nei modi descritti in seguito. Per model-
lare il linguaggio, le distribuzioni dei 5-grammi
22013/488/EU: “Council Decision of 23 September
2013 on the security rules for protecting EU classified
information”.
dominio coppia fase seg parolesorgente obiettivo
TIC
IT preliminare 342 3,435 3,583validazione 1,614 14,388 14,837
FR preliminare 342 3,435 3,902validazione 1,614 14,388 15,860
LGL
IT preliminare 133 3,082 3,346validazione 472 10,822 11,508
FR preliminare 134 3,084 3,695validazione 472 10,822 12,810
ES preliminare 131 3,007 3,574validazione 472 10,822 12,699
DE preliminare 133 3,082 3,125validazione 472 10,822 10,963
Tabella 2: Statistiche sui dati di valutazione.
sono state stimate sul testo obiettivo e applican-
dovi la tecnica di smoothing Kneser-Ney (Chen
and Goodman, 1999). La calibrazione dei siste-
mi, ovvero la stima dei pesi dell’interpolazione dei
vari modelli, e` stata effettuata su opportuni testi
aggiuntivi (voci calibrazione in tabella 1).
Per ciascuna delle sei configurazioni, sono stati
valutati due sistemi TA, uno di riferimento (RIF)
e uno adattato (ADA). I modelli del RIF sono stati
addestrati sui dati corrispondenti alle voci gene-
rico della tabella 1. Abbiamo quindi selezionato
una porzione dei dati generici usando come cor-
pus specifico il testo bilingue della fase prelimi-
nare e la parte sorgente del testo di validazione,
ottenendo i testi selezione della tabella 1. Sulla
concatenazione dei testi della fase preliminare e di
quelli selezionati abbiamo successivamente adde-
strato i modelli specifici che sono stati combinati
coi modelli generici per mezzo del fill-up (modelli
di traduzione/riordinamento) e della mistura (ML)
al fine di costruire il sistema ADA.
Risultati - La tabella 3 quantifica la qualita` del-
la TA fornita dai sistemi RIF e ADA in termi-
ni di Bleu, Ter e Gtm, misurati sui documenti di
validazione rispetto alle traduzioni manuali.
coppia TA dominio TIC dominio LGLBleu Ter Gtm Bleu Ter Gtm
IT RIF 55.3 29.2 77.8 31.0 53.1 61.8ADA 57.5 26.3 78.6 35.0 49.1 64.6
FR RIF 41.3 38.3 69.5 33.9 52.2 63.0ADA 41.4 37.9 69.9 36.4 49.1 65.1
ES RIF – – – 35.5 50.7 65.7ADA – – – 36.4 50.2 65.6
DE RIF – – – 18.3 68.4 50.5ADA – – – 19.7 66.6 52.3
Tabella 3: Prestazioni TA sui testi di validazione
.
Nel dominio LGL il miglioramento fornito dal
processo di adattamento e` rilevante. Ad esempio,
il Bleu migliora del 12.9% (da 31.0 a 35.0) nella
traduzione in italiano, del 7.4% (da 33.9 a 36.4)
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verso il francese, del 2.5% (da 35.5 a 36.4) verso
lo spagnolo e del 7.7% (da 18.3 a 19.7) verso il
tedesco.
Al contrario, nel TIC si osserva un certo miglio-
ramento solo per l’italiano (4%, da 55.3 a 57.5),
mentre e` nullo per il francese. L’analisi riportata
in (Bertoldi et al., 2013) mostra che qui il proble-
ma e` originato dal fatto che i testi tradotti nella fa-
se preliminare, e quindi usati per la selezione, so-
no poco rappresentativi del documento da tradurre
nella fase di validazione.
6 Valutazioni sul campo
In questo paragrafo relazioniamo sugli esperimen-
ti effettuati per valutare l’impatto dell’adattamen-
to al progetto sulla produttivita` di tradutori profes-
sionisti. La valutazione sul campo ha riguardato
la traduzione dall’inglese all’italiano di documenti
nei due domini TIC e LGL.
Protocollo - La valutazione sul campo e` stata ese-
guita con il sistema di ausilio alla traduzione svi-
luppato nell’ambito del progetto MateCat che in-
tegra i sistemi di TA auto-adattantisi al progetto,
come descritto in questo articolo. L’esperimento
e` stato organizzato su due giorni ed ha coinvol-
to quattro traduttori per ciascun dominio. Durante
il primo giorno – la fase preliminare – per la tra-
duzione della prima parte del progetto i suggeri-
menti di TA venivano forniti dal sistema RIF; nel
secondo giorno – la fase di validazione –, durante
il quale e` stata tradotta la seconda parte del pro-
getto, i suggerimenti di TA provenivano dal siste-
ma ADA. L’impatto dello schema di adattamento
proposto in questo articolo e` stato misurato con-
frontando la produttivita` dello stesso traduttore nel
primo e nel secondo giorno, misurata in termini di
time-to-edit (TTE)3 e post-editing effort (PEE).3
Risultati - I risultati sono raccolti nella tabella 4.
Per due traduttori su quattro nel dominio TIC (t1 e
t4) e per tre su quattro nel LGL (t2-t4) migliorano
significativamente entrambe le misure. La mag-
gior parte delle riduzioni del TTE (cinque su otto)
sono statisticamente significative (p-value<0.05),
mentre lo stesso accade solo per due delle varia-
zioni del PEE. Guardando alle medie, nel dominio
TIC si registra un guadagno dell’11.2% del TTE e
del 6.5% del PEE, mentre nel LGL i miglioramenti
sono rispettivamente del 22.2% e del 10.7%. Infi-
ne, la buona correlazione osservata tra PEE e TTE
nelle diverse condizioni sperimentate mostra come
sia verosimile che i traduttori abbiano tratto bene-
3In breve, il TTE e` il tempo medio (in secondi) di tra-
duzione per parola, il PEE la percentuale di parole che sono
state corrette.
mtrc dmn usr prlmnr vldzn p-value ∆
TIC
t1 4.70 3.36 0.001 28.51%
t2 2.26 2.47 0.220 -9.29%
t3 3.17 3.11 0.450 1.89%
TTE t4 4.77 3.64 0.006 23.69%
LGL
t1 5.20 5.63 0.222 -8.27%
t2 5.42 3.92 0.002 27.68%
t3 5.86 4.32 0.000 26.28%
t4 6.60 3.73 0.000 43.48%
TIC
t1 34.27 30.99 0.060 9.57%
t2 38.50 39.52 0.330 -2.65%
t3 32.53 30.17 0.133 7.25%
PEE t4 32.22 28.44 0.040 11.73%
LGL
t1 26.47 24.57 0.212 7.18%
t2 29.11 26.25 0.140 9.82%
t3 35.65 34.11 0.247 4.32%
t4 22.72 18.07 0.011 20.47%
Tabella 4: TTE e PEE di ciascun traduttore nel-
le due sessioni, la preliminare (prlmnr) e di va-
lidazione (vldzn). Sono riportate anche la diffe-
renza dei valori tra le due sessioni e la sua si-
gnificativita` statistica in termini di p-value, cal-
colato tramite la versione randomizzata del test di
permutazione (Noreen, 1989).
ficio dai suggerimenti provenienti dal sistema di
TA adattato, dato che il PEE e` migliorato in sette
casi su otto.
7 Conclusioni
Un argomento di ricerca particolarmente attuale
per l’industria della traduzione assistita e` come do-
tare i sistemi di traduzione automatica della capa-
cita` di auto-adattamento. In questo lavoro abbia-
mo presentato uno schema di auto-adattamento ed
i risultati della sua validazione non solo in esperi-
menti di laboratorio ma anche sul campo, col coin-
vogimento di traduttori professionisti, grazie alla
collaborazione col partner industriale di MateCat.
I risultati sperimentali hanno confermato l’effi-
cacia della nostra proposta, essendosi ottenuti gua-
dagni di produttivita` fino al 43%. Tuttavia, il me-
todo funziona solo se i testi utilizzati come base
per la selezione di dati specifici su cui eseguire l’a-
dattamento e` rappresentativo del documento che si
vuol far tradurre. Infatti, laddove tale condizione
non fosse verificata, com’era nei nostri esperimen-
ti inglese-francese/TIC, i modelli adattati possono
risultare incapaci di migliorare quelli di partenza;
ad ogni modo anche in queste condizioni critiche
non abbiamo osservato alcun deterioramento del-
le prestazioni, a dimostrazione del comportamento
conservativo del nostro schema.
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Abstract 
English. The New Basic Vocabulary of 
Italian (NVdB) is a reference linguistic 
resource for contemporary Italian de-
scribing most used and understood words 
of the language. The paper offers an 
overview of the objectives of the work, 
its main features and most relevant lin-
guistic and computational applications. 
Italiano. Il Nuovo Vocabolario di Base 
della lingua italiana (NVdB) costituisce 
una risorsa linguistica di riferimento 
dell’italiano contemporaneo che descrive 
le parole più usate e conosciute dalla 
maggioranza della popolazione italiana 
con una istruzione media inferiore. Il 
contributo descrive le ragioni 
dell’impianto del NVdB, le caratteristi-
che della risorsa e le principali applica-
zioni linguistiche e computazionali. 
1 Introduction 
Core dictionaries are precious resources that rep-
resent the most widely known (in production and 
reception) lexemes of a language. Among the 
most significant features characterizing basic 
vocabulary of a language is the high textual cov-
erage of a small number of lexemes (ranging 
from 2,000 to 5,000 top ranking words in fre-
quency lists), their large polysemy, their relation-
ship to the oldest lexical heritage of a language, 
their relevance in fist and second language learn-
ing and teaching and as reference tools for lexi-
cal analysis. 
Many recent corpus based works have been 
produced to provide up-to-date core dictionaries 
to many European languages (e.g. the Routledge 
frequency dictionary series). Italian language has 
a number reference frequency lists all of which 
are related to corpora and collections of texts 
dating 1994 or earlier (among the most relevant 
Bortolini et al., 1971; Juilland and Traversa, 
1973; De Mauro et al., 1993; Bertinetto et al. 
2005).  
The Basic Vocabulary of Italian (VdB, De 
Mauro, 1980) first appeared as an annex to 
Guida all’uso delle parole and has been subse-
quently included in all lexicographic works di-
rected by Tullio De Mauro, with some minor 
changes. 
VdB has benefited from a combination of sta-
tistical criteria for the selection of lemmas (both 
grammatical and content words) mainly based on 
a frequency list of written Italian, LIF (Bortolini 
et al., 1972) and later on a frequency list of spo-
ken Italian, LIP (De Mauro et al., 1993) – and 
independent evaluations further submitted to ex-
perimentation on primary school pupils. 
The last version of VdB was published in 
2007 in an additional tome of GRADIT (De 
Mauro, 1999) and counts about 6,700 lemmas, 
organised in three vocabulary ranges. 
Fundamental vocabulary (FO) includes the 
highest frequency words that cover about 90% of 
all written and spoken text occurrences [appar-
tamento ‘apartment’, commercio ‘commerce’, 
cosa ‘thing’, fiore ‘flower’, improvviso ‘sudden’, 
incontro ‘meeting’, malato ‘ill’, odiare ‘to 
hate’], while high usage vocabulary (AU) covers 
about 6% of the subsequent high frequency 
words [acciaio ‘steel’, concerto ‘concert’, fase 
‘phase’, formica ‘ant’, inaugurazione ‘inaugura-
tion’, indovinare ‘to guess’, parroco ‘parish 
priest’, pettinare ‘to comb’]. On the contrary 
high availability (AD) vocabulary is not based on 
textual statistical resources but is derived from a 
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psycholinguistic insight experimentally verified, 
and is to be intended in the tradition of the vo-
cabulaire de haute disponibilité, first introduced 
in the Français fondamentale project (Michéa, 
1953; Gougenheim, 1964). VdB thus integrates 
high frequency vocabulary ranges with the so-
called high availability vocabulary (haute dis-
ponibilité) and thus provides a full picture of not 
only written and spoken usages, but also purely 
mental usages of word (commonly regarding 
words having a specific relationship with the 
concreteness of ordinary life) [abbaiare to 
‘bark’, ago ‘needle’, forchetta ‘fork’, mancino 
‘left-handed’, pala ‘shovel’, pescatore ‘fisher-
man’]. 
From the first edition of VdB many things 
have changed in Italian society and language: 
Italian language was then used only by 50% of 
the population. Today Italian is used by 95% of 
the population. Many things have changed in the 
conditions of use of the language for the speakers 
and the relationship between Italian language and 
dialects have been deeply transformed. 
The renovated version of VdB, NVdB (Chiari 
and De Mauro, in press), will be presented and 
previewed in this paper. NVdB is a linguistic 
resource designed to meet three different purpos-
es: a linguistic one, to be intended in both a theo-
retical and a descriptive sense, an educational-
linguistic one and a regulative one, for the devel-
opment of guidelines in public communication. 
The educational objective is focused on 
providing a resource to develop tools for lan-
guage teaching and learning, both for first and 
second language learners. The descriptive lexico-
logical objective is providing a lexical resource 
that can be used as a reference in evaluating be-
haviour of lexemes belonging to different text 
typologies, taking into account the behaviour of 
different lexemes both from an empirical-corpus 
based approach and an experimental (intuition 
based) approach and enable the description of 
linguistic changes that affected most commonly 
known words in Italian from the Fifties up to 
today. The descriptive objective is tightly con-
nected to the possible computational applications 
of the resource in tools able to process general 
language and take into account its peculiar be-
haviour. The regulative objective regards the use 
of VdB as a reference for the editing of adminis-
trative texts, and in general, for easy reading 
texts. 
 
2 Overview of the resource 
NVdB is characterised by a number of methodo-
logical choices that make it a unique tool both 
for educational, descriptive and computational 
linguistics. A major feature of NVdB is its strati-
fication in vocabulary ranges. While other lexi-
cographic works contain only a plain list of fre-
quent words, NVdB is organised internally and 
reveals different statistical and non statistical 
properties of the elements of the lexicon. The 
stratification of NVdB, though complex method-
ologically, allows isolating the different textual 
behaviour of lexemes in context, their coverage 
power and dispersion, and also taking into ac-
count separately known words that rarely appear 
in text corpora but that are generally available to 
native speakers and that necessitate experimental 
methods to be acquired. 
A new experimentation of high availability 
words completes and redefines the role of fre-
quency and usage introducing a receptive and 
psycholinguistic perspective in the third layer of 
the core dictionary. 
In order to facilitate applicative uses of NVDB 
all data will be distributed both in paper and in 
an open source electronic versions in multiple 
formats. 
2.1 The corpus and linguistic processing 
The first two layers of NVdB (FO, AU) are de-
rived by the analysis of a specifically built cor-
pus of contemporary Italian (written and spo-
ken), of 18,000,000 words. The corpus is orga-
nized in 6 subcorpora of similar size, further 
normalized: press (newspapers and periodicals), 
literature (novels, short stories, poetry), nonfic-
tion (textbooks, essays, encyclopaedia), enter-
tainment (theatre, cinema, songs, and TV shows), 
computer mediated communication (forum, 
newsgroup, blog, chat and social networks), spo-
ken language. 
 
 
Figure 1: NVdB corpus 
 
The chronological span of the texts included in 
the corpus range from 2000 to 2012, not dia-
chronically balanced, with a polarization on the 
last two years. The general criteria for the selec-
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tion of texts were maximum variability in au-
thors’ and speakers’ characteristics. Texts pro-
duced during the last years were preferred to old-
er ones. For printed materials we have chosen 
texts from widely known sources (for example 
using book charts and prize-winners, most read 
periodicals and TV shows, statistics of blogs and 
forum access, etc.). As for length, to have to 
maximize variability of text features we have 
preferred shorter works over longer ones, always 
trying to include texts in their integrity. 
The corpus has been POS tagged and exten-
sively corrected manually for all entries belong-
ing to the NVdB (Chiari and De Mauro, 2012). 
POS tagging has been performed in different ses-
sions. The TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) has been 
used with the Italian parameter file provided by 
Marco Baroni as a first step. Errors were correct-
ed and a new reference dictionary has been built 
in order to perform further correction sessions. 
Lemmatization procedures and principles were 
conducted using GRADIT as the main reference 
tool and thus follows the guidelines of traditional 
lexicography (De Mauro, 1999). The main con-
sequence of this choice is that VdB does not ap-
pear as a flat frequency list in which each line is 
a couple lemma-POS, but is a hierarchical list o 
lemmas (as will be discussed in the next para-
graph).  
Extensive manual correction has involved cor-
rection of proper names tagging, of unknown 
forms, of incorrect lemma-POS attributions, es-
pecially regarding high frequency errors. Manual 
correction has been performed by checking and 
disambiguating cases in concordances produced 
for each item in the list (lemma or word form). A 
special session of lexical homograph disambigu-
ation has been performed fully manually in order 
to assure complete alignment of the VdB re-
source results to GRADIT dictionary. 
An evaluation of the amount of manual correc-
tion of data is fully provided in the documenta-
tion.  
 
2.2 Organization of linguistic data in the 
resource 
One of the most significant improvements in 
the linguistic resource relies on the fact that all 
data (relative frequency, usage, dispersion) is 
given in detail for all subcorpora in order to 
evaluate different behaviour of lexical units in 
different subcorpora. 
The criteria for the organization of the entries 
in the lexicon follow lexicographic principles 
and are perfectly aligned to the entries of 
GRADIT (De Mauro, 1999). Thus while an ordi-
nary frequency list is a flat list of couples repre-
sented by the citation form of a lemma and its 
grammatical qualification (e.g. cattivo noun, fare 
verb appear as different entries – and ranks – 
from cattivo adjective and fare noun), the inter-
nal organization of NVdB is hierarchical: each 
entry is conceived as a full lexical entry (pre-
sumably as saved in the mental lexicon) where 
each lemma/entry can be associated to more than 
one grammatical qualification. In NVdB the en-
try cattivo has a general rank, frequency, usage 
deriving from the sum of its different grammati-
cal realizations, and will also provide detailed 
information on the frequency and usage of each 
of the grammatical qualification for the overall 
corpus and all subcorpora.  
Furthermore for the first time in a frequency 
list and in a core dictionary extensive account of 
lexical/absolute homographs has been provided 
(by disambiguating concordance lines manually 
for all top ranked lemmas). While textual/relative 
homography is generally addressed in POS tag-
ging, absolute homography is still a significant 
challenge and cannot be performed adequately 
by automatic tools. Thus entries in NVdB and 
their quantitative data make distinction between 
riso noun (‘risata’, ‘alimento’); calcio noun 
(‘gioco/pedata’, ‘elemento chimico’);  asse noun 
(‘tavola’, ‘linea…’); avanzare verb (‘andare 
avanti’, ‘essere in sovrabbondanza’); buono noun 
(‘il bene o persona buona’, ‘documento che dà 
diritto a ricevere un servizio’). Manual disam-
biguation of lexical homographs touched about 
8,3% of all occurrences in the corpus.  
Full processing (cumulative and relative) of 
formal orthographic variants especially needed in 
case of loanwords (e.g. goal, gol; email, e-mail) 
is provided. 
Moreover one of the major novelties in NVdB 
is the processing and inclusion of multiword ex-
pressions (idioms, fixed expressions, named enti-
ties) in the lemma list, both marked independent-
ly (lemmatised) and cross referenced under main 
lemma entries (e.g. al fine di is a conjunctional 
idiom lemmatised autonomously and cross-
referenced under the headword fine). Multiword 
expressions included in the NVdB follow the 
main threshold of the AU layer of the general 
vocabulary list. Data on multiwords belonging to 
all grammatical categories have been provided 
by projecting lemmatized version of the refer-
ence list of multiwords included in the largest 
lexicographic work available for Italian 
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(GRADIT, De Mauro 1999), 67,678 multiword 
lemmas, also taking into account possible modi-
fiers occurring between multiwords. Data on 
multiwords has been fully manually checked in 
order to exclude multiword sequences that are 
not used idiomatically in the form of fixed ex-
pression. Multiwords belonging to the basic vo-
cabulary are provided in a separate lemmatized 
list.  
The final layers of NVdB describe about 7,400 
lexemes: about 2,000 fundamental lexemes, 
about 3,000 high usage lexemes and about 2,400 
high availability lexemes.  
3 A short overview of data 
Interpreting the comparison between VdB and 
NVdB can be a very difficult task since there are 
methodological and linguistic (internal) factors 
that interact inextricably in results. The main 
problems derive from the different size and de-
sign of the two corpora used and internally com-
parison of lexical differences in usage is insuffi-
cient to provide a full interpretation of the new 
data presented in the NVdB. It is thus capital to 
merge quantitative and qualitative analysis and to 
interconnect lexical stableness, shifts and chang-
es to cultural and social changes that occurred in 
Italy in the past fifty years. 
A rough snapshot of the stableness of Vdb 
(1980) can be seen by observing how much of 
the old layers still belongs to the same layer in 
NVdB. 73.3% of the old FO is stable, 47% of 
AU is preserved. Most new entries in the new FO 
layer previously belonged to AU (15% of the 
overall new FO). Examples of AU lexemes that 
migrated to FO layer are: adulto ‘adult’, anziano 
‘old’ ‘, assenza ‘absence’, camion ‘truck’, buco 
‘hole’, cassa ‘box’, codice ‘code’, concerto 
‘concert’, individuo ‘individual’, insegnante 
‘teacher’, lavoratore ‘worker’, letteratura ‘litera-
ture’, maggioranza ‘majority’, paziente ‘patient’, 
procedura ‘procedure’, reagire ‘to react’, ruolo 
‘role’, ritmo ‘rhythm’, strumento ‘instrument’, 
telefonata ‘phone call’, turno ‘turn’. 
Other words dropped from FO: aggiustare ‘to 
fix’, agricoltura ‘agriculture’, animo ‘soul’, cal-
ma ‘calmness’, carità ‘charity’, collina ‘hill’, 
cretino ‘idiot’, ebbene, educare ‘to educate’, fi-
danzato ‘fiancée’, guaio ‘trouble’, illuminare ‘to 
illuminate’, ladro ‘thief’, mela ‘apple’, noioso 
‘boring’, occupazione ‘occupation’, patria ‘ho-
meland’, pietà ‘pity’, provinciale ‘provincial’, 
valigia ‘suitcase’, vasto ‘wide’, 1volgare ‘vul-
gar’. 
4 Conclusion and future developments 
The NVdB of Italian is be distributed as a fre-
quency dictionary of lemmatized lexemes and 
multiword, with data on coverage, frequency, 
dispersion, usage labels, grammatical qualifica-
tions in all subcorpora. A linguistic analysis and 
comparison with previous data is also provided 
with full methodological documentation.  
The core dictionary and data are also distribut-
ed electronically in various formats in order to be 
used as a reference tool for different applications. 
Future work will be to integrate data from the 
core dictionary with new lexicographic entries 
(glosses, examples, collocations) in order to pro-
vide a tool useful both for first and second lan-
guage learners and for further computational ap-
plications. 
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Abstract 
Italiano Il contributo presenta un’analisi lin-
guistica della categoria dell’hashtag in Twit-
ter, con particolare riguardo alle forme italia-
ne, allo scopo di osservarne le caratteristiche 
morfotattiche nel corpo del testo ed anche le 
potenzialità semantiche ai fini della possibile 
interpretazione delle forme in chiave tasso-
nomica. Il percorso di indagine si articolerà 
all’interno dell’orizzonte teorico definito dal 
concetto di Scritture Brevi come si trova ela-
borato in Chiusaroli and Zanzotto 2012a e 
2012b ed ora in www.scritturebrevi.it  
English The paper presents a linguistic ana-
lysis of Twitter hashtag, with special referen-
ce to an Italian case study. The aim is to ob-
serve its morphological and syntactical featu-
res and also its semantic role to the purpose 
of a taxonomic categorization. This study 
moves from the definition of Scritture Brevi 
(Short Writings) as developed in Chiusaroli 
and Zanzotto 2012a e 2012b and now at 
www.scritturebrevi.it 
1. Introduzione 
Nella definizione del cosiddetto “gergo di Twit-
ter” si colloca a buon diritto la categoria 
dell’hashtag, per le tipiche difficoltà alla imme-
diata e pratica leggibilità del tweet poste dalla 
forma preceduta dal cancelletto. Particolarmente 
la presenza dell’hashtag, insieme all’occorrenza 
dell’account (indirizzo dell’utente preceduto dal-
la chiocciola), connotano la struttura artefatta del 
testo di Twitter rispetto alla scrittura ordinaria e 
convenzionale, poiché la stringa frasale risulta 
concretamente alterata da tali figure tradizional-
mente non contemplate nelle regole ortografiche 
della lingua standard. La cripticità è confermata 
dal facile esperimento del trasferimento di un 
tweet contenente hashtag ed account fuori 
dall’ambiente di Twitter, lì dove è immediata-
mente percepibile la mancata integrazione delle 
forme ed anche sostanzialmente viene compro-
messo il procedimento di lettura e comprensione. 
Tale difficoltà, incontrata dal neofita del mezzo, 
appare di fatto superabile con la pratica, mentre 
alcune caratteristiche speciali dell’hashtag pos-
sono suscitare problematiche quanto alla decodi-
fica formale, o automatica, dei testi.   
   Il presente contributo si propone di fornire una 
descrizione delle proprietà linguistiche 
dell’hashtag, che è il più peculiare elemento te-
stuale di Twitter (Chiusaroli, 2014), con partico-
lare riguardo alle espressioni in italiano. La con-
siderazione dei valori grammaticali e delle fun-
zioni semantiche consente di delineare le regole 
di lettura del testo, come pure di valutare la rile-
vanza e la necessità, per l’analisi, di una interpre-
tazione in chiave tassonomica utile per la siste-
matica classificazione di tale recente forma 
dell’odierna lingua del web, particolarmente im-
portante oggi tra le fenomenologie della scrittura 
della rete (Pistolesi, 2014; Antonelli, 2007; Ma-
raschio and De Martino, 2010; Tavosanis, 2011). 
Il percorso di indagine vede rientrare l’hashtag 
nella definizione di Scritture Brevi come si trova 
elaborata in Chiusaroli and Zanzotto 2012a e 
2012b ed ora in www.scritturebrevi.it:  
   “L’etichetta Scritture Brevi è proposta come 
categoria concettuale e metalinguistica per la 
classificazione di forme grafiche come abbrevia-
zioni, acronimi, segni, icone, indici e simboli, 
elementi figurativi, espressioni testuali e codici 
visivi per i quali risulti dirimente il principio del-
la ‘brevità’ connesso al criterio 
dell’‘economia’. In particolare sono comprese 
nella categoria Scritture Brevi tutte le manifesta-
zioni grafiche che, nella dimensione sintagmati-
ca, si sottraggono al principio della linearità del 
significante, alterano le regole morfotattiche 
convenzionali della lingua scritta, e intervengono 
nella costruzione del messaggio nei termini di 
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‘riduzione, contenimento, sintesi’ indotti dai 
supporti e dai contesti. La categoria ha applica-
zione nella sincronia e nella diacronia linguistica,
 nei sistemi standard e non standard, negli ambi-
ti generali e specialistici.”   
   L’analisi si avvarrà inoltre dell’esperienza su 
Twitter maturata con account @FChiusaroli e 
hashtag #scritturebrevi (dalla data del 26 dicem-
bre 2012) e altri hashtag correlati (ancora elabo-
rati e/o discussi in www.scritturebrevi.it). 
 
2. Morfosintassi 
 
La proprietà fondamentale dell’hashtag è di co-
stituirsi come elemento capace di generare link, 
ciò che ne determina lo statuto di “aggregatore” 
del mezzo, indispensabile elemento per la costi-
tuzione del dibattito interno e della composizione 
della relativa comunità social. Proprio tale speci-
fico attributo si pone alla base delle componenti 
formali dell’hashtag, da cui originano le difficol-
tà di decifrazione.  
   Risulta infatti fondamentale l’inscindibilità 
degli elementi che compongono la forma con 
hashtag, poiché il simbolo del cancelletto può 
mantenere insieme le parti a patto che queste non 
contengano elementi “scissori”.  
   Tale presupposto comporta, conseguentemente, 
nell’atto di creazione dell’hashtag, la tipica atti-
vazione di processi di accorpamento allo scopo 
di evitare l’introduzione di elementi grafici che 
impediscano l’unità, e naturalmente, ed innanzi 
tutto, al fine di eliminare l’immissione dello spa-
zio bianco separatore.  
   In tal senso è significativa la perdita di funzio-
ne del simbolo “&” oppure del classico trattino 
medio “-“, tradizionalmente segni ortografici di 
unione i quali tuttavia su Twitter vengono a per-
dere il proprio statuto poiché inadeguati a pre-
servare l’unità formale.  
   La decadenza funzionale dei segni di punteg-
giatura, ereditata dai linguaggi dell’informatica, 
colpisce alcune regole fondamentali della scrittu-
ra tradizionale, corrompendo così la soluzione 
standard particolarmente in favore della preva-
lente scriptio continua (ammesso il trattino bas-
so, non  ammessi il numerale isolato e alcuni 
segni diacritici, irrilevanti i caratteri accenti). Di 
qui la scelta di forme morfologicamente aggluti-
nate, come #scritturebrevi, rispetto alle versioni 
“staccate” *#scritture brevi o *#scritture-brevi, 
*#scritture&brevi. La maiuscola appare inin-
fluente per la distinzione tra hashtag (#scritture-
brevi = #ScrittureBrevi), così che l’alternanza tra 
maiuscola e minuscola è deputata alla questione 
percettiva, ovvero ad esempio a segnalare il con-
fine o il nucleo di parola (#TwImago), anche con 
ricercati effetti di distintività semantica: si veda-
no casi come #narrArte rispetto a #narrarTe.  
   La funzione “Cerca” di Twitter legge unifor-
mando tali varianti intese come differenze di su-
perficie e, significativamente, può ridurre alla 
medesima fonte le forme separate: Cerca #scrit-
turebrevi fornisce gli stessi risultati di Cerca 
scritture brevi, e altresì Cerca scritturebrevi in-
clude anche i risultati con hashtag).  
   Tale operazione di aggregazione attiva più ri-
gidi meccanismi nel caso di forme con refuso 
(particolarmente diffuse per la nota velocità di 
digitazione e per la struttura dei dispositivi mobi-
li su touch screen): il servizio Cerca risulta per 
questo dotato di opzione Forse cercavi, mentre 
l’aggregazione diretta per automatica correzione 
del refuso non è ovviamente consentita.  
   La perdita di rilievo da parte dei tradizionali 
strumenti ortografici, e contestualmente la ten-
denza comune a formare hashtag nelle produzio-
ni (tweet) individuali (livello saussuriano della 
parole), ed anche l’uniformazione operata dal 
motore di ricerca interno di Twitter, tutto ciò può 
invece favorire erronee identificazioni, come nel 
caso di forme omografiche (#Nello riferito a Nel-
lo Ajello nell’occasione della morte del giornali-
sta il 12 agosto 2013 è stato dai sistemi di ricerca 
confuso con la preposizione #nello, per la man-
cata distinzione maiuscola vs minuscola). Per 
questi motivi particolare attenzione deve porsi 
nella scelta dell’hashtag allorché si sia nelle con-
dizioni di elaborare un hashtag dedicato che non 
sia confondibile con altri.  
   L’appartenenza delle forme con hashtag alle 
più varie categorie grammaticali determina un 
particolare trattamento delle stesse nella struttura 
testuale, dal momento che l’hashtag può valere 
come forma unica ed unitaria, sintagmatica o 
sintematica (Grazie da #scritturebrevi; Leggerò 
con #scritturebrevi; Una #scritturebrevi; Un #fa-
tespazio; #adottaunsegno è un hashtag di #scrit-
turebrevi), oppure nell’economia del tweet le 
componenti possono essere recuperate e trattate 
come forme sintatticamente integrate (Le #scrit-
turebrevi sono molto interessanti; #fatespazio 
alla virgola; C’è chi #adottaunsegno all’ora). 
   Tali applicazioni negli usi mettono in luce la 
rapida e conseguente evoluzione della funzione 
originaria dell’hashtag, inizialmente fondato col 
valore di topic, cui si è presto associata (tanto da 
apparire spesso indistinguibile) la funzione cor-
relata di comment: in tali casi l’hashtag appare 
forma isolata ed isolante, ed individuabile per la 
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collocazione, di norma, all’estremità (in fondo) 
al tweet, molto frequentemente privo di punteg-
giatura di separazione (Forma interessante 
#scritturebrevi = Forma interessante. #scritture-
brevi = Forma interessante per #scritturebrevi).  
 
3. Semantica 
 
La peculiarità della immodificabilità della forma 
con hashtag, per le funzioni di aggregatore assol-
te dal simbolo, induce una riflessione sulle con-
seguenze derivanti da tale implicita rigidità, non 
soltanto, come abbiamo già osservato, alla luce 
di motivazioni linguistiche, ma anche per la di-
mensione semantica annessa alla forma in Twit-
ter.  
   La distintività propria dell’elemento determina 
certamente alcune difficoltà per quanto attiene 
alla sua capacità comunicativa. Ad esempio è 
tecnicamente impossibile “catturare” (compren-
dere, includere) con un hashtag un suo possibile 
equivalente in una lingua diversa, a meno di op-
tare per la soluzione di citare nello stesso tweet 
entrambe le forme: così #scritturebrevi conosce 
un suo eventuale sinonimo nell’inglese #shortw-
ritings e tuttavia non si può sostituire l’uno con 
l’altro se non perdendo il legame con 
l’aggregazione di partenza.  
   Ecco perché anche i tweet in inglese facenti 
capo alla serie di #scritturebrevi avranno il tag 
originale #scritturebrevi, con interessanti occa-
sioni oggettive per la diffusione della forma ita-
liana oltre confine. La soluzione di citare con 
doppio hashtag (in due lingue) fornisce una pra-
tica condizione veicolare, utile per le prime pro-
duzioni ed eventualmente per il conteggio gene-
rale.  
   Ma la resistenza della struttura rivela altre dif-
ficoltà, interne alla lingua, come nei casi di hash-
tag a base sinonimica. Alcuni prendono avvio per 
refuso o per errore di digitazione, o per disatten-
zione o deriva, ma tanto basta per determinare la 
immediata scissione delle trafile (ad esempio 
#ilibricheamo da #libricheamo, oppure #so-
nounalettrice da #sonounlettore) con conseguen-
ze sulla tenuta o fortuna o addirittura semantica 
della serie. Presumibilmente derivati da iniziative 
improvvisate o occasionali sono i casi di hashtag 
circolanti nelle ricorrenze o festività pubbliche, 
per i quali non risulti programmata o ricostruibile 
una forma ufficiale (#buonprimomaggio; #uno-
maggio; #1maggio; #buon1; cui si è aggiunta la 
sottospecie #concertoprimomaggio.  
   Tali condizioni non paritarie tra le espressioni 
suscitano difficoltà nelle operazioni di valutazio-
ne dello statuto semantico degli hashtag, ma co-
me tali non possono non intervenire nella defini-
zione dell’universo del discorso in questione, ad 
esempio ai fini dell’importante conteggio dei 
tweet, di cui si occupano applicazioni deputate.  
   Per la collocazione di queste fenomenologie 
Scritture Brevi  ha definito la categoria metalin-
guistica “plurihashtag”, con lo scopo di radunare 
e censire le forme sinonimiche. Le analisi fanno 
verificare il ruolo prevalente del contributo indi-
viduale nel processo di ideazione dell’hashtag, 
un processo che attiene al livello della parole con 
conseguenti difficoltà nell’operazione predittiva 
e di investigazione. 
   Significativo è il caso della recente esperienza 
degli hashtag dedicati ai Mondiali di calcio 2014, 
per i quali all’interno di Twitter è stata predispo-
sta una speciale Lista da seguire (titolo: Esplora I 
Mondiali), così da accorpare gli interventi e le 
discussioni in un’unica cronologia. All’interno 
della rubrica, accanto all’ufficiale #Mondia-
li2014, risultano associati di volta in volta gli 
hashtag dedicati alle specifiche partite giocate. 
Ad esempio il 9 luglio occorrevano: #OlandaAr-
gentina;  #ArgentinaOlanda; #NEDvsARG; 
#NEDARG. Ogni tweet poteva contenerne uno o 
più di uno; ogni hashtag costituiva nondimeno 
tecnicamente serie autonoma. Oltre a questi mo-
delli di base, riprodotti per tutta la serie dei 
Mondiali (#GermaniaBrasile; #BrasileGerma-
nia; #GERvsBRA; #GERBRA) appare interessan-
te l’abbondanza e varietà interna alla lista, come 
si evidenzia dalle forme contestualmente usate 
come #Brasil2014, #WorldCup, #Mondiali, #Ot-
tavidifinale #Quartidifinale, #Semifinale, #cop-
padelmondo e casi di episodi specifici giudicati 
degni di nota, come ad esempio, il 28 giugno 
2014, contemporaneamente in tendenza, #Brasi-
leCile, #JulioCesar, #Pinilla, #rigori, #Medel.   
 
4. Conclusioni 
 
La necessità di considerare gli elementi con ha-
shtag per il loro valore sia formale che semantico 
si conferma indispensabile per una corretta valu-
tazione dei prodotti di lingua (Cann, 1993, e, per 
le basi, Fillmore, 1976; Lyons, 1977; Chierchia 
and McConnell Ginet, 1990), in particolare, ma 
non solo, per poter giudicare l’impatto reale e 
concreto del fenomeno della scrittura della rete 
sulle forme e sugli usi, anche nella più ampia 
prospettiva del mutamento diacronico (Simone, 
1993).  
   Lì dove l’hashtag è importante elemento isola-
to e come tale capace di radunare contenuti ed 
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idee, appare incompleta ogni analisi che non ten-
ga conto dell’appartenenza dell’hashtag a più 
categorie della lingua, dal nome comune sempli-
ce o composto, al nome proprio, semplice o 
composto, al nesso sintematico e frasale, con 
naturali conseguenze di trattamento morfosintat-
tico (Grossmann, 2004; Doleschal and Thornton, 
2000; Recanati, 2011).  
   Una analisi appropriata non può inoltre pre-
scindere da una classificazione semantica in sen-
so gerarchico e tassonomico delle voci (Cardona, 
1980, 1985a, 1985b), ovvero che tenga conto dei 
gradi delle relazioni tra gli elementi, dei rapporti 
di sinonimia ovvero di iperonimia e iponimia 
(Basile, 2005 e Jezek, 2005), ed anche dei rap-
porti soltanto formali, omografici e omonimici 
(Pazienza, 1999; Nakagawa and Mori, 2003; Pa-
zienza and Pennacchiotti and Zanzotto, 2005), e 
infine dei rimandi in termini di corrispondenze in 
altre lingue (Smadja, McKeown and Hatzivassi-
loglou, 1996), specialmente l’inglese, per il suo 
ruolo di idioma veicolare della rete (Crystal, 
2003).  
   Se è vero che la rete e la conoscenza nella rete 
si formano secondo procedimenti non più lineari 
o monodimensionali, bensì con andamento in 
profondità e per strati (Eco, 2007), appare indi-
spensabile inserire nell’orizzonte dell’analisi, 
oltre all’elemento formale, numerico e quantita-
tivo, anche la valutazione della struttura semanti-
ca e prototipica attraverso la ricostruzione degli 
elementi minimi o “primi” della conoscenza, un 
metodo ben noto alla storia della linguistica con 
il termine di reductio (Chiusaroli, 1998 e 2001), 
che per altro si pone all’origine dell’algoritmo 
del motore di ricerca (Eco, 1993). Proprio la 
struttura del web e l’organizzazione interna alla 
CMC consentono di utilizzare  l’hashtag di Twit-
ter come uno studio di caso emblematico per te-
stare l’efficacia di un metodo che unisca la con-
siderazione della potenza funzionale della stringa 
grafica con la rilevanza del piano contenutistico 
semantico: una intersezione di fattori diversi che 
devono risultare reciprocamente dipendenti per 
la corretta verifica dei dati; una teoria integrata 
della (web-)conoscenza basata sulla scrittura 
(Ong, 2002). 
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Abstract 
English. In this paper we discuss the 
problem of an-notating emotions in real-
life spoken conversations by investigat-
ing the special case of empathy. We pro-
pose an annotation model based on the 
situated theories of emotions.  The anno-
tation scheme is directed to ob-serve the 
natural unfolding of empathy during the 
conversations. The key component of the 
protocol is the identification of the anno-
tation unit based both on linguistic and 
paralinguistic cues. In the last part of the 
paper we evaluate the reliability of the 
annotation model. 
Italiano. In questo articolo illustriamo il 
problema dell’annotazione delle 
emozioni nelle conversazioni reali, 
illustrando il caso particolare 
dell’empatia. Proponiamo un modello di 
annotazione basato sulla teoria 
situazionale delle emozioni. Lo schema di 
an-notazione è diretto all’osservazione al 
naturale dipa-namento dell’empatia nel 
corso della conversazione. La 
componente principale del protocollo è 
l’identificazione dell’unità di 
annotazione basata sul contenuto 
linguistico e paralinguistico dell’evento 
emozionale. Nell’ultima parte 
dell’articolo riportiamo i risultati relativi 
all’affidabilità del modello di anno-
tazione. 
1 Introduction 
The work we present is part of a research project 
aiming to provide scientific evidence for the sit-
uated nature of emotional processes. In particular 
we investigate the case of complex social emo-
tions, like empathy, by seeing them as relational 
events that are recognized by observers on the 
basis of their unfolding in human interactions. 
The ultimate goals of our research project are a) 
understanding the multidimensional signals of 
empathy in human conversations, and b) generat-
ing a computational model of basic and complex 
emotions. A fundamental requirement for build-
ing such computational systems is the reliability 
of the annotation model adopted for coding real 
life conversations. Therefore, in this paper, we 
will focus on the annotation scheme that we are 
using in our project by illustrating the case of 
empathy annotation.  
Empathy is often defined by metaphors that 
evoke the emotional or intellectual ability to 
identify another person’s emotional states, and/or 
to understand states of mind of the others. The 
word “empathy” was introduced in the psycho-
logical literature by Titchener in 1909 for trans-
lating the German term “Einfühlung”. Nowadays 
it is a common held opinion that empathy en-
compasses several human interaction abilities. 
The concept of empathy has been deeply investi-
gated by cognitive scientists and neuroscientists, 
who proposed the hypothesis according to which 
empathy underpins the social competence of re-
constructing the psychic processes of another 
person on the basis of the possible identification 
with his/her internal world and actions (Sperber 
& Wilson, 2002; Gallese, 2003).  
Despite the wide use of the notion of empathy in 
the psychological research, the concept is still 
vague and difficult to measure. Among psy-
chologists there is little consensus about which 
signals subjects rely on for recognizing and 
echoing empathic responses. Also the uses of the 
concept by the computational attempts to repro-
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duce empathic behavior in virtual agents seem to 
be suffering due to the lack of operational defini-
tions.  
Since the goal of our research is addressing the 
problem of automatic recognition of emotions in 
real life situations, we need an operational model 
of complex emotions, including empathy, fo-
cused on the unfolding of the emotional events. 
Our contribution to the design of such a model 
assumes that processing the discriminative char-
acteristics of acoustic, linguistic, and psycholin-
guistic levels of the signals can support the au-
tomatic recognition of empathy in situated hu-
man conversations.  
The paper is organized as follows: in the next 
Section we introduce the situated model of emo-
tions underlying our approach, and its possible 
impact on emotion annotation tasks. In Section 3 
we describe our annotation model, its empirical 
bases, and reliability evaluation. Finally, we dis-
cuss the results of lexical features analysis and 
ranking 
2 Situated theories of emotions and emo-
tion annotation 
The theoretical model of situated cognition is an 
interesting framework for investigating complex 
emotions. Recently, both neuropsychologists and 
neuroscientists used the situated model for exper-
imenting on the emotional experiences. Some 
results provided evidences supporting the thesis 
that complex emotions are mental events which 
are construed within situated conceptualizations 
(Wilson-Mendenhall et al. 2011). According 
with this view, a subject experiences a complex 
emotion when s/he conceptualizes an instance of 
affective feeling. In other terms, experiencing 
and recognizing an emotion is an act of categori-
zation based on embodied knowledge about how 
feelings unfold in situated interactions (Barrett 
2006).  In this view experiencing an emotion is 
an event emerging at the level of psychological 
description, but causally constituted by neurobio-
logical processes (Barrett & Lindquist 2008; 
Wambach and Jerder, 2004).  
The situated approach is compatible with the 
modal model of emotions by Gross (Gross 1998; 
Gross & Thompson 2007), which emphasizes the 
attentional and appraisal acts underlying the 
emotional process. According to Gross, emotions 
arise in situations where interpersonal transac-
tions can occur. The relevant variables are the 
behavior of the participating subjects, including 
their linguistic behavior, and the physical con-
text, including the physiological responses of the 
participating speakers. The situation compels the 
attention to the subject, implies a particular 
meaning for the person, and gives rise to coordi-
nated and malleable responses.  
The framework mentioned above has important 
implications for our goal because it focuses on 
the process underlying the emotional experience. 
Actually one of the problems of annotating emo-
tions is related with the difficulty of capturing 
how the emotional events feel like and how they 
arise in verbal and non-verbal interactions.  
In the field of spoken language processing we 
have several collections of annotated emotional 
databases. Rao and Koolagudi (2013), and El 
Ayadi (2011) provide well informed survey of 
emotional speech corpora. From their analysis it 
results that there is a significant disparity among 
such data collections, in terms of explicitness of 
the adopted definitions of emotions, of complexi-
ty of the annotated emotions, and of definition of 
the annotation units. Most of the available emo-
tional speech databases have been designed to 
perform specific tasks, e.g. emotion recognition 
or emotional speech synthesis (Tesser et al. 
2004; Zovato et al. 2004), and the associated an-
notation schemes mostly depend from the specif-
ic tasks as well. A common feature shared by 
many emotional corpora is their focus on discrete 
emotion categorizations. To the best of our 
knowledge no one provides specific insights for 
annotating the process where emotions unfold. 
Also more comprehensive models either base 
their annotation schemes on sets of basic emo-
tions, like the one developed within the HU-
MAINE project (Douglas-Cowie et al. 2003),   or 
they present data collected in artificial human-
virtual agent interactions, like the SEMAINE 
corpus (McKeown et al. 2007).  
In the field of human computer interaction, the 
present models of empathy aim to identify dif-
ferent “sentiment features” such as affect, per-
sonality and mood (Ochs et al. 2007).  Few, if 
any, of those works investigate the differential 
contribution of speech content and emotional 
prosody to the recognition of empathy, in spite of 
the evidences that the interplay between verbal 
and non-verbal features of behavior are probably 
the best candidate loci where human emotions 
reveal themselves in social interactions (a view 
supported by many studies, including Magno-
Caldognetto 2002; Zovato et al. 2008; Danieli, 
2007; Kotz & Paulmann 2007; Brück et al. 2012; 
Gili-Fivela & Bazzanella, 2014 among others). 
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 3 Annotation scheme for complex emo-
tions 
We argue that the difficult problem of providing 
guidelines for complex emotion annotation can 
benefit from focusing the annotators’ attention 
on the emotional process. This requires the iden-
tification of the annotation units that are more 
promising from the point of view of supporting 
the observer’s evaluation on when and how a 
given emotion arises.   
 
3.1 In search of the annotation units 
For pursuing the research described in this paper 
we investigated if any of the available psycho-
metric scales or questionnaires were usable in 
our data analysis, both for empathy and for other 
complex social emotions like satisfaction, and 
frustration. 
As for empathy, we found that among psycholo-
gists there are some fundamental concerns about 
the adequacy of the various scales. For example, 
no significant correlation was found between the 
scores on empathy scales and the measurement 
of empathic accuracy (Lietz et al. 2011). The de-
facto standardized available tests, such as the one 
referenced in Bahron-Cohen et al. 2013, seem to 
be effective mostly for clinical applications with-
in well-established experimental settings. How-
ever, they can hardly be adapted to judge the 
empathic abilities of virtual agents and to evalu-
ate human empathic behavior in everyday situa-
tions by an external observer. 
Given the problematic applicability of psycho-
logical scales and computational coding 
schemes, for capturing in real-life conversations 
the unfolding of the emotional process, we chose 
to focus on the interplay between speech content 
and voice expression. It is well known that the 
paralinguistic features of vocal expression con-
vey a great deal of information in spoken interac-
tions. In different kinds of interpersonal commu-
nication, the accessibility to the facial expres-
sions (in terms of visual frames) is not available. 
In such cases we usually rely on spoken content 
and on the paralinguistic events of the spoken 
utterances. Therefore, in our research we focused 
on acoustic, lexical and psycholinguistic features 
for the automatic classification of empathy in 
conversations, but we chose to rely only on the 
perception of affective prosody for the annota-
tion task.  
 
 
3.2 The empirical bases  
For designing the annotation scheme we made an 
extensive analyses on a large corpus of real hu-
man-human, dyadic conversations collected in a 
call center in Italy. Each conversation length was 
around 7 minutes. An expert psycholinguist, Ital-
ian native speaker, listened to one hundred of 
such conversations. She focused on dialog seg-
ments where she could perceive emotional atti-
tudes in one of the speakers. The expert annota-
tor’s goal was to pay attention to the onset of 
prosodic variations and judge their relevance 
with respect to empathy. In doing that she evalu-
ated the communicative situation in terms of ap-
praisal of the transition from a neutral emotional 
state to an emotional connoted state.  Let us clar-
ify this with a dialogue excerpt from the annotat-
ed corpus. The fragment is reported in Figure 1, 
where “C” is the Customer, and “A” is the 
Agent. The situation is the following: C is calling 
because a payment to the company is overdue, he 
is ashamed for not being able to pay immediate-
ly, and his speech is plenty of hesitations. This 
causes an empathic echoing by A: that emerges 
from the intonation profile of A’s reply, and 
from her lexical choices. For example in the sec-
ond question of A’s turn, she uses the hortatory 
first plural person instead of the first singular 
person. Also the rhetorical structure of A’s turn, 
i.e., the use of questions instead of assertions, 
conveys her empathic attitude.  
 
C:  
 
A: 
Senta … ho una bolletta scaduta di 833 euro 
eh… vorrei sapere se … come posso 
rateizzarla?  
Ma perché non ha chiesto prima di 
rateizzarla? Proviamo a farlo adesso, ok? 
[…] 
Figure 1: An excerpt of a conversation 
The expert annotator thus perceived the intona-
tion variation, and marked the speech segment 
corresponding to the intonation unit outlined in 
the example, where the word “proviamo” (let us 
try) is tagged as onset of the emotional process.  
The results of this listening supported the hy-
pothesis that the relevant speech segments were 
often characterized by significant transitions in 
the prosody of speech. As expected, such varia-
tions sometimes co-occurred with emotionally 
connoted words, but also with functional parts of 
speech like Adverbs and Interjections. Also 
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phrases and Verbs, as in the example, could play 
the role of lexical supports for the manifestation 
of emotions.  
On the basis of those results, we designed the 
annotation scheme for empathy by taking into 
account only the acoustic perception of the varia-
tions in the intonation profiles of the utterances. 
Two expert psychologists, Italian native speak-
ers, performed the actual annotation task. They 
were instructed to mark the relevant speech seg-
ments with empathy tags where they perceived a 
transition in the emotional state of the speaker, 
by paying attention to the speech melody, the 
speaker’s tone of voice and only limited attention 
to the semantic content of the utterance. In the 
analyzed corpus 785 calls were tagged with re-
spect to the occurrence of empathy. The annota-
tors used the EXMARaLDA Partitur Editor 
(Schmidt 2004) for the annotation task.  
 
3.3 Evaluation  
To measure the reliability of this coding scheme 
we calculated inter-annotator agreement by using 
the Cohen’s kappa statistics, as discussed in Car-
letta, 1996. For the evaluation, two psychologists 
worked independently over a set of 64 spoken 
conversations. We found reliable results with 
kappa = 0.74. In particular, the comparison 
showed that 31.25% of the annotated speech 
segments were exactly tagged by the two annota-
tors at the same positions of the time axis of the 
waveforms. 53.12% was the percentage of cases 
where the two annotators perceived the empathic 
attitude of the speaker occurring in different time 
frames of the same dialog turns. No other disa-
greement was reported. 
4. Lexical feature analysis and ranking 
For the feature analysis, we extracted lexical fea-
tures from manual transcription consisting of a 
lexicon of size 13K. Trigram features were ex-
tracted to understand whether there are any lin-
guistically relevant contextual manifestations 
while expressing empathy. For the analysis of the 
lexical features we used Relief feature selection 
algorithm (Kononenko, 1994), which has been 
effective in personality recognition from speech 
(Alam & Riccardi 2013). Prior to the feature se-
lection we have transformed the raw lexical fea-
tures into bag-of-words (vector space model), 
which is a numeric representation of text that has 
been introduced in text categorization (Joachims, 
1998) and is widely used in behavioral signal 
processing (Shrikanth et al. 2013). Each word in 
the text can be represented as an element in a 
vector in the form of either Boolean zero/one or 
frequency. In case of using frequency, it can be 
transformed into various forms such as logarith-
mic term frequency (tf), inverse document fre-
quency (idf) or combination of both (tf-idf). For 
this study, the frequency in the feature vector 
was transformed into tf-idf, the product of tf and 
idf. After that, feature values were discretized 
into 10 equal frequency bins using un-supervised 
discretization approach to get the benefits in fea-
ture selection and classification. Then, we used 
Relief feature selection algorithm and ranked the 
features, based on the score computed by the al-
gorithm. In Table 1, we present a selection of the 
top ranked lexical features selected using the Re-
lief feature selection, which are highly discrimi-
native for the automatic recognition of empathy.  
Lexical Features Score 
posso aiutarla   0.17 
se lei vuole 0.10 
assolutamente sì  0.10 
vediamo    0.07 
sicuramente    0.06 
Table 1: Excerpt from top-ranked lexical features 
using Relief feature selection algorithm. 
As we can see from Table 1, the selected lexical 
features highlight the type of sentences that are 
commonly used in customer care services by the 
Agents, like “posso aiutarla” (can I help you), 
but also less common phrases like “se lei vuole” 
(if you want, including the courtesy Italian pro-
noun lei), and the use of the first plural form of 
Verbs, like “vediamo” (let us see).  
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we propose a protocol for annotat-
ing complex social emotions in real-life conver-
sations by illustrating the special case of empa-
thy. The definition of our annotation scheme is 
empirically-driven and compatible with the situ-
ated models of emotions. The difficult goal of 
annotating the unfolding of the emotional pro-
cesses in conversations has been approached by 
capturing the transitions between neutral and 
emotionally connoted speech events as those 
transitions manifest themselves in the melodic 
variations of the speech signals.  
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Abstract
English. In this paper we present the
results of the evaluation of an auto-
matic mapping between two lexical re-
sources, WordNet/ItalWordNet and Ima-
gAct, a conceptual ontology of action
types instantiated by video scenes. Results
are compared with those obtained from
a previous experiment performed only on
Italian data. Differences between the two
evaluation strategies, as well as between
the quality of the mappings for the two
languages considered in this paper, are dis-
cussed.
Italiano. L’articolo presenta i risultati
della valutazione di un mapping auto-
matico realizzato tra due risorse lessi-
cali, WordNet/ItalWordNet e ImagAct,
un’ontologia concettuale di tipi azionali
rappresentati per mezzo di video. Tali
risultati vengono confrontati con quelli ot-
tenuti da un precedente esperimento, con-
dotto esclusivamente sull’italiano. Ven-
gono inoltre discusse le differenze tra le
due strategie di valutazione, cosı` come
nella qualita` del mapping proposto per le
due lingue qui considerate.
1 Introduction
In lexicography, the meaning of words is repre-
sented through words: definitions in dictionaries
try to make clear the denotation of lemmas, report-
ing examples of linguistic usages that are funda-
mental especially for function words like preposi-
tions. Corpus linguistics derives definitions from
a huge amount of data. This operation improves
words meaning induction and refinements, but still
supports the view that words can be defined by
words.
In the last 20 years dictionaries and lexicographic
resources such as WordNet have been enriched
with multimodal content (e.g. illustrations, pic-
tures, animations, videos, audio files). Visual
representations of denotative words like concrete
nouns are effective: see for example the ImageNet
project, that enriches WordNets glosses with pic-
tures taken from the web.
Conveying the meaning of action verbs with static
representations is not possible; for such cases
the use of animations and videos has been pro-
posed (Lew 2010). Short videos depicting ba-
sic actions can support the users need (especially
in second language acquisition) to understand the
range of applicability of verbs. In this paper
we describe the multimodal enrichment of Ital-
WordNet and WordNet 3.0 action verbs entries
by means of an automatic mapping with ImagAct
(www.imagact.it), a conceptual ontology of action
types instantiated by video scenes (Moneglia et al.
2012). Through the connection between synsets
and videos we want to illustrate the meaning de-
scribed by glosses, specifying when the video rep-
resents a more specific or a more generic action
with respect to the one described by the gloss. We
evaluate the mapping watching videos and then
finding out which, among the synsets related to the
video, is the best to describe the action performed.
2 ImagAct and ItalWordNet/WordNet:
general principles
In ImagAct, concrete verbs meanings are repre-
sented as 3D videos and, from a theoretical point
of view, different meanings of the same verb
are intended as different conceptual basic action
types. ImagAct action types have been derived
bottom-up, by annotating occurrences of 600 high
frequency Italian and English action verbs, previ-
ously extracted from spoken corpora. All occur-
rences have been manually clustered into action
types, on the basis of body movements and objects
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involved. Each lemma usually has more than one
action type: for example, for the verb to open we
have 7 basic action types, each of them denoting a
different physical action and applicable to differ-
ent sets of objects. This process was carried out in
parallel on English and Italian data; finally, Italian
and English action types were mapped onto one
another and refinements or adjustments were made
in order to stabilise the ontology. In this way, 1100
basic action types have been identified.
The ontologys nodes (action types) consist of
videos created as 3D animations, each one pro-
vided with the sentence that best exemplifies it,
according to annotators; each short video repre-
sents a particular type of action (e.g. a man taking
a glass from a table) and it is related to a list of
Italian and English verbs that can be used to de-
scribe that action (all the lemmas associated to a
scene can thus be seen as something quite similar
to WordNet synsets). The 3D animations represent
the gist of an action in terms of movements and in-
teractions with the object in a pragmatically neu-
tral context. Sometimes, high level actional con-
cepts could not be represented with a video: in
this case, an ontological node is created and asso-
ciated to a scene ID as well as to a list of Italian
and English verbs, but no video is uploaded in the
resource. This said, it is evident that ImagAct is
a lexical resource structured in a multimodal way:
videos represent the core of the resource.
If in WordNet (Fellbaum 1998) and in ItalWord-
Net (Roventini et al. 2000) lexicographic princi-
ples guide the individuation of meanings, ImagAct
aims to list the different concepts (one or more)
which we refer to when using action verbs. Fur-
thermore, WordNet aims to describe all different
uses of a verb, including idiomatic or metaphor-
ical expressions, whereas ImagAct is specifically
focused on linguistic uses related to concrete ac-
tions. Being aware of the differences between
the two resources, we want to map ImagAct on
WordNet not only to make clear how the focus on
the perceptual aspect of actions can cause the in-
duction of different verbs’ senses, but also to en-
rich WordNet with videos depicting the actions de-
noted by glosses.
3 Methods
We describe an approach inspired by ontol-
ogy matching methods for the automatic map-
ping of ImagAct video scenes onto Word-
Net/ItalWordNet. The aim of the mapping is to
automatically establish correspondences between
WN verbal synsets and ImagAct basic action
types. This can be done by measuring the seman-
tic proximity between video scenes and synsets in
terms of overlap between the class of verbs (lem-
mas) associated to a scene in ImagAct and the set
of synonyms in WordNet synsets (together with
their hypernyms and hyponyms).
The ImagAct dataset used for the mapping con-
sists of 1120 video scenes, with a total of 1100
associated Italian verb types (500 lemmas, with an
average of 2.4 verb lemmas per scene). For En-
glish, we have 1163 video scenes, with a total of
1181 associated English verb types (543 lemmas,
with an average of 2.2 verb lemmas per scene).
The difference between Italian and English num-
ber of scenes is due to the fact that some action
types have only been identified for English and
cannot be mapped on any Italian action types.
Concerning WordNet, we consider as relevant in-
formation: verbal synsets, verb senses, hyponymic
and hypernymic relations. Altogether, the Ital-
Wordnet database (hosted at CNR-ILC) contains
8903 verbal synsets and 14086 verb senses (8121
lemmas, with an average of 1.1 verb lemmas per
synset) that are potential candidates for the map-
ping.
As described in Bartolini et al. (2014), we im-
plemented an algorithm inspired by Rodriguez
and Egenhofer (2003), based on set-theory
and feature-based similarity assessment (Jaccard,
1912; Tversky, 1977), which proved particularly
interesting for the mapping of different and inde-
pendent ontologies and especially fit for lexical re-
sources, as it is primarily based on word match-
ing (for details about the mapping algorithm, see
Bartolini et al., 2014). In that paper we presented
the mapping between ImagAct and ItalWordNet.
The evaluation was performed on a gold standard
of 260 Italian verb lemmas corresponding to 358
action types, which mapped onto a total of 343
ItalWordNet synsets. This gold standard was cre-
ated by mapping verb action types (not scenes) to
ItalWordNet synsets. The performance of the al-
gorithm was assessed on the same task of map-
ping verb types onto synsets: a similarity score
was calculated between the verbs contained in a
synset and those related to an action type; the best
candidate synset is thus the synset with the bigger
overlap with the action type, as this overlapping
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is measured by the algorithm. In terms of perfor-
mance, our evaluation results (recall 0.61, preci-
sion 0.69) proved that, at least for WordNet-like
lexical resources, differences in the synonym sets
are relevant for assessing the proximity or distance
of concepts.
Since results from this first experiment were en-
couraging, we adopted the same algorithm also for
the English mapping (ImagAct-Princeton Word-
Net). The database of WordNet 3.0 contains
13767 verbal synsets and 25047 verb senses
(11529 lemmas, with an average of 1,19 verb lem-
mas per synset), as potential candidates for the
mapping. For this task we had no gold standard
previously created, thus a new evaluation strategy
was assessed and then conducted on both English
and Italian data. We think that this will not only
improve the judgment of the quality of the map-
ping proposed, but also allow us to compare re-
sults from two different kinds of evaluating meth-
ods.
4 Evaluation
In this paper we propose a new evaluation of both
the English and the Italian mapping. The evalu-
ation was conducted by two authors, respectively
on Italian and English data. To test the quality of
the mapping proposed by the algorithm, we de-
cided to select a group of ImagAct scenes related
to the actions of putting and then to manually as-
sign a judgement to the definitions of the candidate
synsets proposed for the mapping for both lan-
guages. The two steps of the evaluation were car-
ried out in parallel, one that considers the mapping
proposed between ImagAct scenes and ItalWord-
Net synsets, and the other that considers the map-
ping proposed between the same ImagAct scenes
and English WordNet synsets.
Figure 1: Examples for Imagact-(Ital)WordNet mapping evaluation: equiva-
lence relation.
We expected four possible cases of acceptable
mapping (for each one we report, when possible,
examples from the two languages):
1. The synset’s gloss perfectly describes the scene
(equivalence relation (see Figure 1).
2. The synsets gloss describes an event that is
more general than that represented by the scene
(WordNet more generic).
Figure 2: Examples for ImagAct-(Ital)WordNet mapping evaluation: WordNet
more generic.
3. The synsets gloss describes an event that is
more specific than that represented by the scene
(WordNet more specific).
Figure 3: Examples for Imagact-(Ital)WordNet mapping evaluation: WordNet
more specific.
4. The synset’s gloss is unrelated to the scene
(no relation).
Details about the evaluation are reported in Table
1.
Scene (tot.) Scene without videos
IT 108 27
EN 111 29
Table 1: Scenes evaluated.
The difference in terms of scenes between Ital-
ian and English depends on the fact that it is pos-
sible that one scene is pointed to only by English
verbs, thus this scene cannot be mapped on Ital-
WordNet.
The results of the evaluation are summarised in the
Table 2: in each column is reported the number
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of scenes that can be described exactly (=) with
the gloss of the first, second or third synset in the
mapping, Considering that for each scene the av-
erage number of mapped synsets is 60 for Italian
and 65 for English, and that we chose to evaluate
a group of scenes representing actions that include
very generic verbs such as to put and to bring, re-
sults for Italian are very good: in the vast majority
of cases the right synset is among the first three
synsets evaluated as appropriate by the mapping
algorithm. Only in the 14.8% of cases no possi-
ble match was found. The main factor that im-
pacts on the results for English depends on the
way WordNet is structured: in WordNet we find
more synonyms with respect to ItalWordNet and
as a consequence the mapping algorithm has a
different performance. An example of the map-
ping resulted from the evaluation is available at
http://tinyurl.com/q32cps6.
Italian English
= all = all
First result 41 64 15 33
Second result 2 4 2 5
Third result 1 1 2 5
All 69 (85.2%) 43 (52.4%)
Table 2: Evaluation results.
5 Conclusions
Mutual enrichments of lexical resources is con-
venient, especially when different kinds of in-
formation are available. In this paper we de-
scribe the mapping between ImagAct videos
representing action verbs’ meanings and Word-
Net/ItalWordNet, in order to enrich the glosses
multimodally. Two types of evaluation have been
performed, one based on a gold standard that es-
tablishes correspondences between ImagActs ba-
sic action types and ItalWordNets synsets (Bar-
tolini at al. 2014) and the other one based on the
suitability of a synsets gloss to describe the action
watched in the videos. The second type of evalu-
ation suggests that for Italian the automatic map-
ping is effective in projecting the videos on Ital-
WordNet’s glosses. For what regards the mapping
for English, as future work we plan to change the
settings, in order to test if the number of synonyms
available in WordNet has a negative impact on the
quality of the mapping.
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Abstract 
English. CLaSSES (Corpus for Latin Socio-
linguistic Studies on Epigraphic textS) is an 
annotated corpus for quantitative and qualita-
tive sociolinguistic analyses on Latin inscrip-
tions. It allows specific researches on phono-
logical and morphophonological phenomena 
of non-standard Latin forms with crucial ref-
erence to the typology of the text, its origin 
and chronological collocation. This paper 
presents the first macrosection of CLaSSES, 
focused on the inscriptions from the archaic-
early period.  
Italiano. CLaSSES (Corpus for Latin Socio-
linguistic Studies on Epigraphic textS) è un 
corpus annotato finalizzato all’analisi socio-
linguistica quantitativa e qualitativa delle e-
pigrafi latine. Permette di analizzare i feno-
meni fonologici e morfofonologici che carat-
terizzano le forme latine non standard, in re-
lazione alla tipologia testuale, all’area geo-
grafica di provenienza e alla datazione delle 
iscrizioni. L’articolo presenta la prima ma-
crosezione di CLaSSES, incentrata sulle i-
scrizioni risalenti al periodo preletterario e 
arcaico. 
1 Digital resources for Latin inscrip-
tions 
Available digital resources for Latin epigraphy 
include some important databases. The Clauss-
Slaby database (http://www.manfredclauss.de/gb/index.html) 
records almost all Latin inscriptions (by now 
696.313 sets of data for 463.566 inscriptions 
from over 2.480 publications), including also 
some pictures. It can be searched by records, 
province, place and specific terms, thus provid-
ing users with quantitative information. The Epi-
graphic Database Roma EDR (http://www.edr-
edr.it/English/index_en.php) is part of the international 
federation of Epigraphic Databases called Elec-
tronic Archive of Greek and Latin Epigraphy 
(EAGLE). It is possible to look through EDR 
both as a single database or together with its 
partner databases accessing EAGLE’s portal 
(www.eagle-eagle.it).
1
  
Although they collect a large amount of data, 
these resources cannot provide linguists with rich 
qualitative and quantitative linguistic information 
focused on specific phenomena. The need for a 
different kind of information automatically ex-
tracted from epigraphic texts is particularly 
pressing when dealing with sociolinguistic is-
sues.  
There is a current debate on whether inscrip-
tions can provide direct evidence on actual lin-
guistic variations occurring in Latin society or 
they cannot. As Herman (1985) points out, the 
debate on the linguistic representativity of in-
scriptions alternates between totally skeptical 
and too optimistic approaches. Following Her-
man (1970, 1978a, 1978b, 1982, 1985, 1987, 
1990, 2000), we believe that epigraphic texts can 
be regarded as a fundamental source for studying 
variation phenomena, provided that one adopts a 
critical approach. Therefore, we cannot entirely 
agree with the skeptical view adopted by Adams 
(2013: 33-34), who denies the role of inscriptions 
as a source for sociolinguistic variation in the 
absence of evidence also from metalinguistic 
comments by grammarians and literary authors.  
That said, the current state-of-the-art digital 
resources for Latin epigraphic texts does not al-
low researchers to evaluate the relevance of in-
scriptions for a sociolinguistic study that would 
                                                 
1 As regards the representation of epigraphic texts in digital 
form, the international project EpiDoc provides guidelines 
for encoding scholarly and educational editions in XML 
(http://sourceforge.net/p/epidoc/wiki/Home/). 
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like to rely on direct evidence. Furthermore, it is 
worth noting that within the huge amount of epi-
graphic texts available for the Latin language not 
every inscription is equally significant for lin-
guistic studies: e.g., many inscriptions are very 
short or fragmentary, others are manipulated or 
intentionally archaising. Obviously, a (so-
cio)linguistic approach to epigraphic texts should 
take into account only linguistically significant 
texts. 
2 Aims of the corpus 
The resource we present is part of a research pro-
ject devoted to the sociolinguistic variation in the 
Latin language (see Donati et al., in press, for 
further details on this project). Sociolinguistic 
variation of Latin in Rome and the Empire is a 
promising research area (Rochette, 1997; Adams 
et al., 2002; Adams, 2003; Adams, 2007; Biville 
et al., 2008; Dickey and Chahoud, 2010; 
Clackson, 2011; Adams, 2013). Since the semi-
nal work by Campanile (1971), many scholars 
have underlined that sociolinguistic categories 
and methods can be usefully applied to ancient 
languages (Lazzeroni, 1984; Vineis, 1984, 1993; 
Giacalone Ramat, 2000; Molinelli, 2006), even if 
cautiously.  
Assuming this methodological perspective, 
our empirical analysis of Latin texts is focused 
on identifying and classifying specific sociolin-
guistic variants, mostly at the phonological and 
the morphophonological level. Being aware of 
the debate on the reliability of inscriptions cur-
rently ongoing (§ 1), we intend to investigate 
whether it is possible to find out relevant evi-
dence for sociolinguistic variation in Latin via 
integration of the modern quantitative and cor-
relative sociolinguistics with a corpus-based ap-
proach. Since digital resources devoted to this 
particular kind of research are actually lacking, 
our first step was the creation of an original re-
source for sociolinguistic research on Latin epi-
graphic texts.  
First of all, we collected a corpus including a 
quite large amount of linguistic and metalinguis-
tic data, to allow grounded quantitative analyses. 
Our hypothesis is that sociolinguistic aspects 
eventually emerging from the inscriptions can be 
detected first identifying the occurrence of non-
standard forms in terms of frequency, with cru-
cial reference to the typology of text, its origin 
and chronological collocation (§ 3), and then also 
comparing them with their standard variants.
2
  
In our analysis of the inscriptions from the ar-
chaic and the early period, we considered as non-
standard those forms which deviate from the 
standard as it will be established between the 3rd 
and the 1st century BCE. For this reason we pre-
fer here the more neutral term “non-standard” 
(instead of “substandard”, used e.g. in Cuzzolin 
and Haverling, 2009), in the sense of “non-
classical”, i.e. not present in standard/classical 
Latin (for a more detailed discussion of this 
terms see Donati et al., in press).
3
 So, e.g. in CIL 
I
2
, inscription 8 (L Cornelio L f Scipio aidiles 
cosol cesor, ca. 250-200 BCE), Cornelio can be 
identified as a non-standard nominative form for 
the standard Cornelius.  
3 Methods 
3.1 The Corpus CLaSSES 
As a first step, we collected the texts of the in-
scriptions we were interested in and built a cor-
pus. Inscriptions are from the Corpus In-
scriptionum Latinarum (CIL), the main and most 
comprehensive source for Latin epigraphy re-
search. Here we present the work carried out dur-
ing the first phase of our project, corresponding 
to one macrosection of CLaSSES.  
As for the chronology, inscriptions selected 
are dated from 350 to 150 BCE with most of 
them falling into the 3rd century BCE (i.e. Ar-
chaic-Early Latin). The volumes of CIL covering 
this chronological segments that were systemati-
cally examined are the following: CIL I² Pars II, 
fasc. I, section Inscriptiones vetustissimae; CIL 
                                                 
2 It is worth noting that assuming non-standard forms is not 
a trivial epistemic operation for every phase of Latin, in 
particular for the archaic (7th century BCE-ca. 240 BCE) 
and the early period (ca. 240 BCE-ca. 90 BCE). A Latin 
linguistic and literary standard gradually emerges between 
the second half of the 3rd century BCE and the 1st century 
BCE, culminating in the Classical period (Mancini, 2005, 
2006; Clackson and Horrocks, 2007; Cuzzolin and 
Haverling, 2009). 
3 Even if assuming non-standard forms in archaic and early 
Latin may seem anachronistic in some way, this choice is 
based on two fundamental aspects: a) many phenomena 
occurring in these “deviant” forms seem to represent the 
basis for diachronic developments occurring from Late Lat-
in to the Romance Languages, thus revealing some continui-
ty at least at some (sociolinguistic?) level from the Early to 
the Late Latin (this point is not uncontroversial, see e.g. 
Adams, 2013: 8); b) in any case, they provide evidence for 
phonological and morphophonological variation within 
archaic epigraphs, thus presumably indicating different 
levels in the diasystem. 
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I² Pars II, fasc. II, Addenda Nummi Indices, sec-
tion Addenda ad inscriptiones vetustissimas; CIL 
I² Pars II, fasc. III, Addenda altera Indices, sec-
tion Addenda ad inscriptiones vetustissimas; CIL 
I² Pars II, fasc. IV, Addenda tertia, section Ad-
denda ad inscriptiones vetustissimas.  
It is worth noting that the texts offered by CIL 
were also revised and checked by means of the 
available philological resources for Latin epigra-
phy of this period (Warmington, 1940; Degrassi, 
1957, 1963; Wachter, 1987), in order to guaran-
tee the most reliable and updated philological 
accuracy.  
Since inscriptions are not all equally relevant 
for (socio)linguistic studies, the following texts 
have been excluded: 1) legal texts, since general-
ly prone to be intentionally archaising; 2) too 
short (single letters, initials) or fragmentary in-
scriptions; 3) inscriptions from the necropolis of 
Praeneste, since containing only an-throponyms 
in nominative form. 
To sum up, the final number of inscriptions in 
the archaic-early section of CLaSSES is 379 
(1804 words). These 379 inscriptions are classi-
fied into four textual typologies:  
1. tituli sepulcrales (n. 27), i.e. epitaphs;  
2. tituli honorarii (n. 18), i.e. inscriptions cele-
brating public people;  
3. tituli sacri (n. 96), i.e. votive inscriptions;  
4. instrumenta domestica (n. 238), i.e. inscrip-
tions on domestic tools. 
The entire collected corpus was then manual-
ly tokenized and an index was created, so that 
each token of the corpus is univocally associated 
to a token-ID containing the CIL volume, the 
number of the inscription and the position in 
which the token occurs within the inscription. 
Each epigraphic text of CLaSSES was also en-
riched with metalinguistic information, regarding 
its geographic origin, its textual typology and its 
dating. For example, in CIL I
2
, inscription 45 
(Diana mereto noutrix Paperia), mereto is iden-
tified by the string CIL-I
2
-45/2, while CIL-I
2
-45 
is associated to the following data: loc.: Gabii, 
text. typ.: tit. sacr., dat.: 250-200 BCE. 
3.2 Annotation of non-standard forms 
In a second step, CLaSSES has been linguis-
tically analysed (for textual interpretation of in-
scriptions, we mainly referred to the rich infor-
mation included within CIL, as well as to 
Warmington, 1940; Degrassi, 1957, 1963; 
Wachter, 1987). This is the core part of the anno-
tation phase, that provides the corpus with a rich 
set of qualitative data.  
Each non-standard form (already identified by 
its token-ID) was manually retrieved by two an-
notators, then also associated to both its corre-
sponding standard form and its lemma, e.g. 
cosulibus (non-standard dat. pl.) - consulibus 
(standard dat. pl.) - consul (lemma). Uncertain 
cases were discussed by the annotators to 
achieve consensus. 
 
 
 
Table 1. Sample excerpt from the Excel sheet 
containing the annotation of CLaSSES non-
standard forms.  
 
Then, all non-standard forms were classified 
into three classes: vocalism, consonantism and 
morphophonology, according to the level in 
which they deviate from the standard form. For 
example, the nominative consol shows a vocalic 
phenomenon, because it deviates from the stand-
ard consul for the vowel lowering u>o.  
A finer-grained analysis of non-standard 
forms led to a sub-classification of the phenome-
na investigated. Relevant categories adopted for 
this classification are the following:  
1. for vowels, timbric alterations (lowering, 
raising), length (apex, I longa, gemination), 
syncope, deletion, insertion, monoph-
thongization and archaic spellings of diph-
thongs;  
2. for consonants, final consonant deletion (-s, 
-m, -t, -r), nasal deletion (-ns->-s-, -nf->-f-), 
insertion, assimilation, dissimilation, length 
(gemination, degemination), voice (voice-
less pro voiced and voiced pro voiceless 
stops), deaspiration. 
Some of these phenomena are especially rele-
vant in the current discussion about social strati-
fication of Latin, namely vowel lowering (i>e, 
u>o), monophthongization (ae>e, au>o), 
synchope, final -s and -m deletion (cf. among 
others Campanile, 1971; Pulgram, 1975; 
Leumann, 1977; Vineis, 1984; Herman, 1987; 
Weiss, 2009; Loporcaro, 2011a, 2011b; Adams, 
2013; Benedetti and Marotta, 2014). Data related 
to vocalism and consonantism were also classi-
fied according to morphophonology: for exam-
ple, the non-standard nominative Cornelio for 
Cornelius is annotated for the lowering u>o, for 
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the final -s deletion and for the non-standard -o 
ending nominative of the second declension.  
This fine-grained annotation allows research-
ers to evaluate the statistical incidence of these 
discussed non-standard phenomena with respect 
to the corresponding standard forms, also with 
reference to textual typology, period, geograph-
ical origin. Thus, the linguistic annotation of 
CLaSSES is original and innovative, because it 
provides not only a list of non-standard occur-
rences, but especially a collection of data well-
suited for a systematically grounded quantitative 
and qualitative analysis. 
4 Possible applications 
The data collected so far, together with those 
deriving from our future work (§ 5), will be the 
input for the creation of a database that will al-
low users to make different queries through a 
web interface.  
There are many possible operations that can 
be done on what we already have. For example, 
as a conclusion of the annotation work conducted 
on texts from CIL I
2
, we automatically created a 
Lexicon (that will be shortly published) of non-
standard forms that contains 340 lemmas. For 
each lemma, all inflected non-standard forms are 
reported, with their corresponding inflected 
standard form, the indication of the inscription 
they belong to, the indication of their position 
within the inscription, e.g. curo: coiraveront 
(curaverunt), CIL I
2
, 364(20); coraveron (cura-
verunt), CIL I
2
, 59(5).  
Comparing the total number of non-standard 
tokens with the Index resulting from tokeniza-
tion, we are also allowed to highlight the propor-
tion of standard and non-standard forms for a 
given lemma. We registered a 38,4% presence of 
non-standard forms in the overall corpus:  
 
Standard Non-standard
1112
692
 
Figure 1. Non-standard vs. standard forms in the 
corpus (tot. 1804 words). 
 
Similarly, for those interested in particular 
linguistic issues (such as vowel raising or lower-
ing, monophthongization, etc.), a frequency 
count of the occurrences of a given phenomenon 
can be easily done, with or without considering 
the position of the word within the inscription.  
Finally, cross-researches that take into ac-
count not only linguistic information (lemma, 
morphological form, phenomena) but also met-
alinguistic information (origin, dating, textual 
typology) are supported. This is one of the 
strongest points of our resource, because it al-
lows to find correlations among categories. For 
instance, the following graph shows the percent-
ages of non-standard forms over the total number 
of forms with respect to the different typologies 
of text: 
Tit.Hon.
Tit.Sep.
Tit.Sacr.
Instr.Dom.
38%
30%
44%
37%
62%
70%
56%
63%
Standard
Non-standard
 
Figure 2. Percentages of non-standard and stand-
ard forms with respect to the different typologies 
of inscriptions. 
 
Moreover, it is also possible to analyze the 
correlation between a particular phenomenon and 
the dating of an inscription, or its typology 
(whether it is classified among instrumenta 
domestica, tituli sacri, etc.). 
This is exactly the kind of evidence we need 
to foster a sociolinguistic approach to epigraphic 
texts. These examples of possible queries follow 
the belief that quantitative evidence is a neces-
sary requirement for a grounded, systematic lin-
guistic study, even in the case of a corpus lan-
guage. 
5 Conclusion 
CLaSSES is an epigraphic Latin corpus for quan-
titative and qualitative sociolinguistic analyses 
on Latin inscriptions, that can be useful for both 
historical linguists and philologists. It is annotat-
ed with linguistic and metalinguistic features 
which allow specific queries on different levels 
of non-standard Latin forms.  
We have here presented the first macrosection 
of CLaSSES, containing inscriptions from the 
archaic-early period. In the next future we will 
collect comparable sub-corpora for the Classical 
and the Imperial period. Moreover, data will be 
organized in a database available on the web. 
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Abstract
English. We investigate the application of
different supervised learning approaches
to machine translation quality estimation
in realistic conditions where training data
are not available or are heterogeneous with
respect to the test data. Our experiments
are carried out with two techniques: on-
line and multitask learning. The former
is capable to learn and self-adapt to user
feedback, and is suitable for situations in
which training data is not available. The
latter is capable to learn from data com-
ing from multiple domains, which might
considerably differ from the actual testing
domain. Two focused experiments in such
challenging conditions indicate the good
potential of the two approaches.
Italiano. Questo articolo descrive
l’utilizzo di tecniche di apprendimento su-
pervisionato per stimare la qualita` della
traduzione automatica in condizioni in
cui i dati per l’addestramento non sono
disponibili o sono disomogenei rispetto a
quelli usati per la valutazione. A tal fine si
confrontano due approcci: online e multi-
task learning. Il primo consente di appren-
dere da feedback degli utenti, dimostran-
dosi adatto a situazioni di assenza di
dati. Il secondo consente l’apprendimento
da dati provenienti da piu` dominii, an-
che molto diversi da quello in cui il sis-
tema verra` valutato. I risultati di due
esperimenti in tali scenari suggeriscono
l’efficacia di entrambi gli approcci.
1 Introduction
Quality Estimation (QE) for Machine Translation
(MT) is the task of estimating the quality of a
translated sentence at run-time and without access
to reference translations (Specia et al., 2009; Sori-
cut and Echihabi, 2010; Bach et al., 2011; Spe-
cia, 2011; Mehdad et al., 2012; C. de Souza et
al., 2013; C. de Souza et al., 2014a). As a quality
indicator, in a typical QE setting, automatic sys-
tems have to predict either the time or the num-
ber of editing operations (e.g. in terms of HTER1)
required to a human to transform the translation
into a syntactically/semantically correct sentence.
In recent years, QE gained increasing interest in
the MT community as a possible way to: i) de-
cide whether a given translation is good enough
for publishing as is, ii) inform readers of the tar-
get language only whether or not they can rely
on a translation, iii) filter out sentences that are
not good enough for post-editing by professional
translators, or iv) select the best translation among
options from multiple MT and/or translation mem-
ory systems.
So far, despite its many possible applications,
QE research has been mainly conducted in con-
trolled lab testing scenarios that disregard some
of the possible challenges posed by real working
conditions. Indeed, the large body of research re-
sulting from three editions of the shared QE task
organized within the yearly Workshop on Machine
Translation (WMT – (Callison-Burch et al., 2012;
Bojar et al., 2013; Bojar et al., 2014)) has relied on
simplistic assumptions that do not always hold in
real life. These assumptions include the idea that
the data available to train QE models is: i) large
(WMT systems are usually trained over datasets of
800/1000 instances) and ii) representative (WMT
training and test sets are always drawn from the
same domain and are uniformly distributed).
1The HTER (Snover et al., 2006) measures the minimum
edit distance between the MT output and its manually post-
edited version in the [0,1] interval. Edit distance is calculated
as the number of edits (word insertions, deletions, substitu-
tions, and shifts) divided by the number of words in the ref-
erence. Lower HTER values indicate better translations.
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In order to investigate the difficulties of training
a QE model in realistic scenarios where such con-
ditions might not hold, in this paper we approach
the task in situations where: i) training data is not
available at all (§2), and ii) training instances come
from different domains (§3). In these two situa-
tions, particularly challenging from the machine
learning perspective, we investigate the potential
of online and multitask learning methods (the for-
mer for dealing with the lack of data, and the latter
to cope with data heterogeneity), comparing them
with the batch methods currently used.
2 How to obtain a QE model without
training data?
Our first experiment addresses the problem of
building a QE model from scratch, when training
data is not available (i.e. by only learning from
the test set). In this scenario, we apply the online
learning protocol as a way to build our model and
stepwise refine its predictions by exploiting user
feedback on the processed test instances.
In the online framework, differently from the
batch mode where the model is built from an avail-
able training set, the learning algorithm sequen-
tially processes an unknown sequence of instances
X = x1, x2, ..., xn, returning a prediction p(xi) as
output at each step. Differences between p(xi) and
the true label pˆ(xi) obtained as feedback are used
by the learner to refine the next prediction p(xi+1).
In our experiment we aim to predict the quality of
the suggested translations in terms of HTER. In
this scenario:
• The set of instances X is represented by
(source, target) pairs;
• The prediction p(xi) is the automatically es-
timated HTER score;
• The true label pˆ(xi) is the actual HTER score
calculated over the target and its post-edition.
At each step of the process, the goal of the learner
is to exploit user post-editions to reduce the differ-
ence between the predicted HTER values and the
true labels for the following (source, target) pairs.
Similar to (Turchi et al., 2014), we do it as follows:
1. At step i, an unlabelled (source, target) pair
xi is sent to a feature extraction component.
To this aim, we used an adapted version
(Shah et al., 2014) of the open-source QuEst
tool (Specia et al., 2013). The tool, which im-
plements a large number of features proposed
by participants in the WMT QE shared tasks,
has been modified to process one sentence at
a time;
2. The extracted features are sent to an on-
line regressor, which returns a QE prediction
score p(xi) in the [0,1] interval (set to 0 at the
first round of the iteration);
3. Based on the post-edition done by the user,
the true HTER label pˆ(xi) is calculated by
means of the TERCpp2 open source tool;
4. The true label is sent back to the online al-
gorithm for a stepwise model improvement.
The updated model is then ready to process
the following instance xi+1.
Online vs batch algorithms. We compare the
results achieved by OnlineSVR (Parrella, 2007)3
with those obtained by a batch strategy based on
the Scikit-learn implementation of Support Vec-
tor Regression (SVR).4 Our goal is to check to
what extent the online approach (which learns
from scratch from the test set) can approximate the
batch results obtained, in more favourable condi-
tions, with different amounts of training data.
Feature set. Our feature set consists of the sev-
enteen features proposed in (Specia et al., 2009).
These features, fully described in (Callison-Burch
et al., 2012), take into account the complexity of
the source sentence (e.g. number of tokens, num-
ber of translations per source word) and the flu-
ency of the translation (e.g. language model prob-
abilities). The results of previous WMT QE shared
tasks have shown that these baseline features are
particularly competitive in the regression task.
Performance indicator. Performance is mea-
sured by computing the Mean Absolute Error
(MAE), a metric for regression problems also used
in the WMT QE shared tasks. The MAE is the av-
erage of the absolute errors ei = |fi − yi|, where
fi is the prediction of the model and yi is the true
value for the ith instance.
Dataset. Our dataset is drawn from the WMT12
English-Spanish corpus and consists of: i) three
training sets of different size (200, 600, and 1500
2goo.gl/nkh2rE
3http://www2.imperial.ac.uk/˜gmontana/
onlinesvr.htm
4http://scikit-learn.org/
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instances) used to build the batch models, and ii)
one “test” set of 754 instances used to build the
online models and compare the results obtained
with the two strategies. The HTER labels used as
feedback by the online approach are calculated us-
ing the post-edited version of the target sentences,
which is also provided in the WMT12 dataset.
Results. Table 1 reports the MAE results achieved
by SVR models (batch strategy) obtained from the
three training sets, and the result achieved by the
OnlineSVR model (online strategy) obtained by
learning only from the test set (since the model is
always trained on the same test set, this result of
13.5% MAE is always the same).
As can be seen from the table, similar MAE val-
ues show a similar behaviour for the two strate-
gies. This holds even when the batch method can
take advantage of the largest dataset to learn from
(1500 instances, twice the size of the data used
by OnlineSVR).5 For the batch method, this is an
ideal condition not only due to the large amount
of data to learn from, but also due to the high ho-
mogeneity of the training and test sets (indeed,
WMT data come from the same domain and are
uniformly distributed). In spite of this, when mov-
ing from 600 to 1500 training instances, SVR per-
formance gets stable to a value (12.5% MAE) that
is not significantly better than the performance
achieved by OnlineSVR. Finally, it’s worth not-
ing that, since they are calculated over the entire
test set, OnlineSVR results can be highly affected
by completely wrong predictions returned for the
first instances (recall that at the first step the model
returns 0 as a default value). These results, par-
ticularly interesting from an application-oriented
perspective, indicate the potential of online learn-
ing to deal with situations in which training data is
not available.
Train Test SVR OnlineSVR
200 754 13.2 13.5∗
600 754 12.7 13.5∗
1500 754 12.7 13.5∗
Table 1: QE performance (MAE) of three batch
models (SVR) built from different amounts of
training data, and one online model (OnlineSVR)
that only learns from the test set.
5The online results marked with the “∗” symbol are NOT
statistically significant compared to the corresponding batch
model. Statistical significance at p≤0.005 has been calcu-
lated with approximate randomization (Yeh, 2000).
3 How to obtain a QE model from
heterogeneous training/test data?
The dominant QE framework presents some char-
acteristics that can limit models’ applicability in
real-world scenarios. First, the scores used as
training labels (HTER, time) are costly to ob-
tain because they are derived from manual post-
editions of MT output. Such requirement makes it
difficult to develop models for domains in which
there is a limited amount of labelled data. Second,
the learning methods currently used assume that
training and test data are sampled from the same
distribution. Though reasonable as a first evalua-
tion setting to promote research in the field, this
controlled scenario is not realistic because differ-
ent data in real-world applications might be post-
edited by different translators whose different at-
titudes have to be modelled (Cohn and Specia,
2013; Turchi et al., 2013; Turchi et al., 2014), the
translations might be generated by different MT
systems and the documents being translated might
belong to different domains or genres.
To overcome these limitations, which represent
a major problem for current batch approaches, a
reasonable research objective is to exploit tech-
niques that: i) allow domains and distributions of
features to be different between training and test
data, and ii) cope with the scarce amount of train-
ing labels by sharing information across domains.
In our second experiment we investigate the use
of techniques that can exploit training instances
from different domains to learn a QE model for
a specific target domain for which there is a small
amount of labelled data. As suggested in (C. de
Souza et al., 2014b) this problem can be ap-
proached as a transfer learning problem in which
the knowledge extracted from one or more source
tasks is applied to a target task (Pan and Yang,
2010). Multitask learning, a special case of trans-
fer learning, uses domain-specific training signals
of related tasks to improve model generalization
(Caruana, 1997). Although it was not originally
thought for transferring knowledge to a new task,
MTL can be used to achieve this objective due to
its capability to capture task relatedness, which
is important knowledge that can be applied to a
new task (Jiang, 2009). When applied to domain
adaptation, the approach is transformed in a stan-
dard learning problem by augmenting the source
and target feature set. The feature space is trans-
formed to be a cross-product of the features of
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the source and target domains augmented with
the original target domain features. In supervised
domain adaptation, out-of-domain labels and a
small amount of available in-domain labelled data
are exploited to train a model (Daume´ III, 2007).
This is different from the semi-supervised case, in
which in-domain labels are not available.
Multitask vs single task algorithms. Our ap-
proach falls in the supervised domain adaptation
framework, for which we apply the Robust MTL
approach (RMTL – (Chen et al., 2011)). Our
goal is to check to what extent this approach can
improve over single task learning strategies. To
this aim, RMTL is compared with: i) a regressor
built only on the available in-domain data (SVR
In-domain), and ii) a regressor trained by pool-
ing together the training data from all domains,
without any kind of task relationship notion (SVR
Pooling). These two regressors are built using the
implementation of Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al.,
2011).
Feature set and performance indicator. In this
experiment we use the same feature set (Specia
et al., 2009) and the same performance indicator
(MAE) used in §2.
Dataset. Our experiments focus on the English-
French language pair and encompass three very
different domains: newswire text (henceforth
News), transcriptions of Technology Entertain-
ment Design talks (TED) and Information Tech-
nology manuals (IT). Such domains represent
a challenging combination for adaptive systems
since they come from very different sources span-
ning speech and written discourse (TED and
News/IT, respectively) as well as a very well de-
fined and controlled vocabulary in the case of IT.
Each domain is composed of 363 tuples formed by
the source sentence in English, the French transla-
tion produced by an MT system and a human post-
edition of the translated sentence. For each pair
(translation, post-edition) we compute the HTER
to be used as label. For the three domains we use
half of the data for training (181 instances) and
the other half for testing (182 instances). The re-
duced amount of instances for training contrasts
with the 800 or more instances of the WMT eval-
uation campaigns and is closer to real-world ap-
plications where the availability of large training
sets is far from being guaranteed. The sentence
tuples for the first two domains were randomly
sampled from the Trace corpus6. The translations
were generated by two different MT systems and
post-edited by up to four different translators as
described in (Wisniewski et al., 2013). The IT
texts come from a software user manual trans-
lated by a statistical MT system based on the state-
of-the-art phrase-based Moses toolkit (Koehn et
al., 2007) trained on about 2M parallel sentences.
The post-editions were collected from one profes-
sional translator operating in real working condi-
tions with the MateCat tool (Federico et al., 2014).
Results. Table 2 reports the MAE results achieved
by the three models (RMTL, SVR In-domain,
SVR Pooling). As can be seen from the table,
RMTL always outperforms the other methods with
statistically significant improvements. These re-
sults provide a strong evidence about the higher
suitability of multitask learning to deal with real-
world contexts that require robust methods to cope
with scarce and heterogeneous training data.
Method TED News IT
30 % of training data (54 instances)
SVR In-Domain 0.2013 0.1753 0.2235
SVR Pooling 0.1962 0.1899 0.2201
RMTL 0.1946 0.1685 0.2162
50% of training data (90 instances)
SVR In-Domain 0.1976 0.1711 0.2183
SVR Pooling 0.1951 0.1865 0.2191
RMTL 0.1878 0.1653 0.2119
100% of training data (181 instances)
SVR In-Domain 0.1928 0.1690 0.2081
SVR Pooling 0.1927 0.1849 0.2203
RMTL 0.1846 0.1653 0.2075
Table 2: Average performance (MAE) of fifty runs
of the models (multitask RMTL and the single-
task SVR In-domain and SVR Pooling) on 30, 50
and 100 percent of training data.
4 Conclusion
We investigated the problem of training reliable
QE models in particularly challenging conditions
from the learning perspective. Two focused exper-
iments have been carried out by applying: i) online
learning to cope with the lack of training data, and
ii) multitask learning to cope with heterogeneous
training data. The positive results of our experi-
ments suggest that the two paradigms should be
further explored (and possibly combined) to over-
come the limitations of current methods and make
QE applicable in real-world scenarios.
6http://anrtrace.limsi.fr/trace_
postedit.tar.bz2
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Abstract 
 
English. In this paper we present SPARSAR, 
a system for the automatic analysis of 
English and Italian poetry. The system can 
work on any type of poem and produces a set 
of parameters that are then used to compare 
poems with one another, of the same author 
or of different authors. In this paper, we will 
concentrate on the second module, which is a 
rule-based system to represent and analyze 
poetic devices. Evaluation of the system on 
the basis of a manually created dataset - 
including poets from Shakespeare's time 
down to T.S.Eliot and Sylvia Plath - has 
shown its high precision and accuracy 
approximating 90%. 
 
Italiano. In questo lavoro presentiamo 
SPARSAR, un sistema per l'analisi 
automatica di poesia inglese e italiana. Il 
sistema è in grado di lavorare su qualunque 
poesia e produce un insieme di parametri che 
vengono poi usati per confrontare poesie e 
autori tra di loro. In questo lavoro ci 
concentreremo sul secondo modulo che 
consiste in un sistema a regole per 
rappresentare e analizzare i dispositivi e le 
tecniche poetiche. 
Introduction 
In this paper we present SPARSAR1, a system for 
the automatic analysis of English and Italian 
poetry. The system can work on any type of 
poem and produces a set of parameters that are 
then used to compare poems with one another, of 
the same author or of different authors. The 
output can be visualized as a set of coloured 
boxes of different length and width and allows a 
direct comparison between poems and poets. In 
addition, parameters produced can be used to 
evaluate best similar candidate poems by 
different authors by means of Pearson's 
correlation coefficient. The system uses a 
modified version of VENSES, a semantically 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 The system is available at sparsar.wordpress.com and will 
soon be made interactive via a webservice. 
oriented NLP pipeline (Delmonte et al., 2005). It 
is accompanied by a module that works at 
sentence level and produces a whole set of 
analysis both at quantitative, syntactic and 
semantic level.  The second module is a rule-
based system that converts each poem into 
phonetic characters, it divides words into 
stressed/unstressed syllables and computes 
rhyming schemes at line and stanza level. To this 
end it uses grapheme to phoneme translations 
made available by different sources, amounting 
to some 500K entries, and include CMU 
dictionary, MRC Psycholinguistic Database, 
Celex Database, plus our own database made of 
some 20,000 entries. Out of vocabulary words 
are computed by means of a prosodic parser we 
implemented in a previous project (Bacalu & 
Delmonte, 1999a,b). 	  
The system has no limitation on type of poetic 
and rhetoric devices, however it is dependent on 
language: Italian line verse requires a certain 
number of beats and metric accents which are 
different from the ones contained in an English 
iambic pentameter. Rules implemented can 
demote or promote word-stress on a certain 
syllable depending on selected language, line-
level syllable length and contextual information. 
This includes knowledge about a word being part 
of a dependency structure either as dependent or 
as head. A peculiar feature of the system is the 
use of prosodic measures of syllable durations in 
msec, taken from a database created in a 
previous project(Bacalu & Delmonte, 1999a,b). 
We produce a theoretic prosodic measure for 
each line and stanza using mean durational 
values associated to stressed/ unstressed syllables. 
We call this index, "prosodic-phonetic density 
index", because it contains count of phones plus 
count of theoretic durations: the index is 
intended to characterize the real speakable and 
audible consistency of each line of the poem. A 
statistics is issued at different levels to evaluate 
distributional properties in terms of standard 
deviations, skewness and kurtosis. The final 
output of the system is a parameterized version 
of the poem which is then read aloud by a TTS 
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system: parameters are generated taking into 
account all previous analysis including sentiment 
or affective analysis and discourse structure, with 
the aim to produce an expressive reading. 
 This paper extends previous conference and 
demo work (SLATE, Essem, EACL), and 
concentrates on the second module which 
focuses on poetic rhythm. The paper is organized 
as follows: the following section 2 is devoted to 
present the main features of  the prosodic-
phonetic system with some example; we then 
present a conclusion and future work. 
 
2 The prosodic-phonetic module of the 
system 
 
As R.Tsur(2012) comments in his introduction to 
his book, iambic pentameter has to be treated as 
an abstract pattern and no strict boundary can be 
established. The majority of famous English 
poets of the past, while using iambic pentameter 
have introduced violations, which in some cases 
– as for Milton’s Paradise Lost – constitute the 
majority of verse patterns. Instead, the prosodic 
nature of the English language needs to be 
addressed, at first. English is a stress-timed 
language as opposed to Spanish or Italian which 
are syllable-timed languages. As a consequence, 
what really matters in the evaluation of iambic 
pentameters is the existence of a certain number 
of beats – 5 in normal cases, but also 4 in deviant 
ones. Unstressed syllables can number higher, as 
for instance in the case of  exceptional feminine 
rhyme or double rhyme, which consists of a foot 
made of a stressed and an unstressed syllable 
(very common in Italian), ending the line - this is 
also used by Greene et al. 2010 to loosen the 
strict iambic model. These variations are made to 
derive from elementary two-syllable feet, the 
iamb, the trochee, the spondee, the pyrrich. 
According to the author, these variations are not 
casual, they are all motivated by the higher 
syntactic-semantic structure of the phrase. So 
there can be variations as long as they are 
constrained by a meaningful phrase structure.  
 In our system, in order to allow for 
variations in the metrical structure of any line, 
we operate on the basis of syntactic dependency 
and have a stress demotion rule to decide 
whether to demote stress on the basis of 
contextual information. The rule states that word 
stress can be demoted in dependents in adjacency 
with their head, in case they are monosyllabic 
words. In addition, we also have a promotion 
rule that promotes function words which require 
word stress. This applies typically to 
ambiguously tagged words, like "there", which 
can be used as expletive pronoun in preverbal 
position, and be unstressed; but it can also be 
used as locative adverb, in that case in postverbal 
position, and be stressed. For all these 
ambiguous cases, but also for homographs not 
homophones, tagging and syntactic information 
is paramount.  
 Our rule system tries to avoid stress clashes 
and prohibits sequences of three stressed/three 
unstressed syllables, unless the line syntactic-
semantic structure allow it to be interpreted 
otherwise. Generally speaking, prepositions and 
auxiliary verbs may be promoted; articles and 
pronouns never. An important feature of English 
vs. Italian is length of words in terms of syllables. 
As may be easily gathered, English words have a 
high percentage of one-syllable words when 
compared to Italian which on the contrary has a 
high percentage of 3/4-syllable words. 
In the two tables below we show percentages of
 
 1-syll. 
words 
2-syll. 
words 
Total  
1+2 
Total 
words 
Percent 
English 
CELEX 
34269 102204 136,473 213,266 63% 
English 
CMU 
15945 55426 71371 115,000 62% 
Italian 
PHONit 
1496 15258 16,754 120,000 13.96% 
Italian 
SIWL 
30 2432 2462 31291 7.9% 
Italian 
ITDict 
3012 3989 7001 56000 12% 
Totals 53256 164051 217307 535,557 40.58% 
Table 1. English/Italian Quantitative 1- 2-
Syllable Word Statistics 
 
 
 
 
 Tot 3-5 syll. 
words 
Total 
words 
Perc. 
Italian 
PHONit 
97,485 120,000 81.23% 
Italian 
SIWL 
22861 31291 73.06% 
Italian 
ITDict 
44098 56000 78.75% 
Totals 217307 535,557 40.58% 
Table 2. Italian Quantitative 3- 5-Syllable Word 
Statistics 
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syllable length as contained in phonetic 
dictionaries of Italian vs English2. 
2.1 Computing Metrical Structure and 
Rhyming Scheme 
Any poem can be characterized by its rhythm 
which is also revealing of the poet's peculiar 
style. In turn, the poem's rhythm is based mainly 
on two elements: meter, that is distribution of 
stressed and unstressed syllables in the verse, 
presence of rhyming and other poetic devices 
like alliteration, assonance, consonance, 
enjambments, etc. which contribute to poetic 
form at stanza level. This level is combined then 
with syntax and semantics to produce the 
adequate breath-groups and consequent 
subdivision: these will usually coincide with line 
stop words, but they may continue to the 
following line by means of enjambments. 
 What is paramount in our description of 
rhythm, is the use of the acoustic parameter of 
duration. The use of acoustic duration allows our 
system to produce a model of a poetry reader that 
we implement by speech synthesis. The use of 
objective prosodic rhythmic and stylistic features, 
allows us to compare similar poems of the same 
poet and of different poets both prosodically and 
metrically. To this aim we assume that syllable 
acoustic identity changes as a function of three 
parameters: internal structure in terms of onset 
and rhyme which is characterized by number of 
consonants, consonant clusters, vowel or 
diphthong; position in the word, whether 
beginning, end or middle; primary stress, 
secondary stress or unstressed. 
 The analysis starts by translating every 
poem into its phonetic form - see Figure 1. in the 
Appendix. After reading out the whole poem on 
a line by line basis and having produced all 
phonemic transcription, we look for rhetoric 
devices. Here assonances, consonances, 
alliterations and rhymes are analysed and then 
evaluated. Then we compute metrical structure, 
that is the alternation of beats: this is computed 
by considering all function or grammatical words 
which are monosyllabic as unstressed. We 
associate a “0” to all unstressed syllables, and a 
value of “1” to all stressed syllables, thus 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 For English we use the CMU syllable dictionary, the MRC 
Psycholinguistic Database, the database contained in the 
CELEX LDC distribution CD. For Italian, we used our own 
material amounting to some 100K phonetically transcribed 
lemmata and wordforms taken from a frequency list 
computed on 500K tokens of text. We also use PhoneItalia 
data (see Goslin et al., 2013) 
including both primary and secondary stressed 
syllables. We try to build syllables starting from 
longest possible phone sequences to shortest one. 
This is done heuristically trying to match pseudo 
syllables with our syllable list. Matching may 
fail and will then result in a new syllable which 
has not been previously met. We assume that any 
syllable inventory will be deficient, and will 
never be sufficient to cover the whole spectrum 
of syllables available in the English language. 
For this reason, we introduced a number of 
phonological rules to account for any new 
syllable that may appear. To produce our 
prosodic model we take mean durational values. 
We also select, whenever possible, positional 
and stress values. We also take advantage of 
syntactic information computed separately to 
highlight chunks’ heads as produced by our 
bottomup parser. In that case, stressed syllables 
take maximum duration values. Dependent 
words on the contrary are “demoted” and take 
minimum duration values. 
 Durations are then collected at stanza level 
and a statistics is produced. Metrical structure is 
used to evaluate statistical measures of its 
distribution in the poem. As a final result, we 
found out that it is difficult to find lines with 
identical number of syllables, identical number 
of metrical feet and identical metrical verse 
structure. If we consider the sequence “01” as 
representing the typical iambic foot, and the 
iambic pentameter as the typical verse metre of 
English poetry, there is no poem strictly 
respecting it in our transcription. On the contrary 
we find trochees, “10”, dactyls, “100”, anapests, 
“001”and spondees, “11”. At the end of the 
computation, the system is able to measure two 
important indices: “mean verse length” and 
“mean verse length in no. of feet” that is mean 
metrical structure.  
   Additional measures that we are now able to 
produce are related to rhyming devices. Since we 
intended to take into account structural internal 
rhyming schemes and their persistence in the 
poem we enriched our algorithm with additional 
data. These measures are then accompanied by 
information derived from two additional 
component: word repetition and rhyme repetition 
at stanza level. Sometimes also refrain may apply, 
that is the repetition of an entire line of verse. 
Rhyming schemes together with metrical length, 
are the strongest parameters to consider when 
assessing similarity between two poems. 
 Eventually we reconstruct the internal 
structure of metrical devices used by the poet: in 
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some cases, also stanza repetition at poem level 
may apply. We then use this information as a 
multiplier. The final score is tripled in case of 
structural persistence of more than one rhyming 
scheme; it is doubled for one repeated rhyme 
scheme. With no rhyming scheme there will be 
no increase in the linear count of rethorical and 
rhyming devices. To create the rhyming scheme 
we assign labels to each couple of rhyming line 
and then match recursively each final phonetic 
word with the following ones, starting from the 
closest to the one that is further apart. Each time 
we register the rhyming words and their distance. 
In the following pass we reconstruct the actual 
final line numbers and then produce an indexed 
list of couples, Line Number-Rhyming Line for 
all the lines, stanza boundaries included. 
Eventually, we associate alphabetic labels to the 
each rhyming verse starting from A to Z. A 
simple alphabetic incremental mechanism 
updates the rhyme label. This may go beyond the 
limits of the alphabet itself and in that case, 
double letters are used. 
     What is important for final evaluation,  is 
persistence of a given rhyme scheme, how many 
stanzas contain the same rhyme scheme and the 
length of the scheme. A poem with no rhyme 
scheme is much poorer than a poem that has at 
least one, so this needs to be evaluated positively 
and this is what we do. Rhetorical and rhyming 
devices are then used, besides semantic and 
conceptual indices, to match and compare poems 
and poets.  
     SPARSAR visualizes differences by 
increasing the length and the width of each 
coloured bar associated to the indices (see Figure 
2. in the Appendix). Parameters evaluated and 
shown by coloured bars include: Poetic Rhetoric 
Devices (in red); Metrical Length (in green); 
Semantic Density (in blue); Prosodic Structure 
Dispersion (in black); Deep Conceptual Index (in 
brown); Rhyming Scheme Comparison (in 
purple). Their extension indicates the dimension 
and size of the index: longer bars are for higher 
values. In this way it is easily shown which 
component of the poem has major weight in the 
evaluation. 
     Parameters related to the Rhyming Scheme 
(RS) multiply metrical structure which includes: 
a count of metrical feet and its distribution in the 
poem; a count of rhyming devices and their 
distribution in the poem; a count of prosodic 
evaluation based on durational values and their 
distribution. RS is based on the regularity in the 
repetition of a rhyming scheme across the 
stanzas or simply the sequence of lines in case 
the poem is not divided up into stanzas. We 
don’t assess different RSs even though we could: 
the only additional value is given by the presence 
of a Chain Rhyme scheme, that is a rhyme 
present in one stanza which is inherited by the 
following stanza. Values to be computed are 
related to the Repetition Rate (RR), that is how 
many rhymes are repeated in the scheme or in 
the stanza: this is a ratio between number of 
verses and their rhyming types. For instance, a 
scheme like AABBCC, has a higher repetition 
rate (corresponding to 2) than say AABCDD 
(1.5), or ABCCDD (1.5). The RR is a parameter 
linked to the length of the scheme, but also to the 
number of repeated schemes in the poem: RS 
may change during the poem and there may be 
more than one scheme.  A higher evaluation is 
given to full rhymes, which add up the number 
of identical phones, with respect to half-rhymes 
which on the contrary count only half that 
number. We normalize final evaluation to 
balance the difference between longer vs. shorter 
poems, where longer poems are rewarded for the 
intrinsic difficulty of maintaining identical 
rhyming schemes with different stanzas and 
different vocabulary. 
     In Figure 3. in the Appendix, general graded 
evaluation is shown for the first 53 
Shakespeare’s sonnets. Position in the space is 
determined by values of each of the six macro-
indices as well as the overall skewness and 
kurtosis. Most valued sonnets are placed at the 
top and in the middle of the space, thus 
indicating the even distribution of their 
parameters. It is interesting to see that best 
ranked sonnet is no.29, which has always been 
regarded as one of the best of the collection. 
3 Evaluation and Conclusion  
We have done a manual evaluation by analysing 
a randomly chosen sample of 50 poems out of 
the 500 analysed by the system. The evaluation 
has been made by a secondary school teacher of 
English literature, expert in poetry. We asked the 
teacher to verify the following four levels of 
analysis: 1. phonetic translation; 2. syllable 
division; 3. feet grouping; 4. metrical rhyming 
structure. Results show a percentage of error 
which is around 5% as a whole, in the four 
different levels of analysis, thus subdivided: 1.8 
for parameter 1; 2.1 for parameter 2; 0.3 for 
parameter 3; 0.7 for parameter 4. 
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Figure 1. The Rhythm and Rhyme Module of SPARSAR Poetic Analyzer 
 
 
Figure 2. SPARSAR’s six macroindices for Sylvia Plath’s Blackberrying	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 Figure 3. Graded Evaluation of 53 sonnets by William Shakespeare 	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Abstract 
English. In this paper we will develop the 
argument indirectly raised by the organizer of 
2014 Dependency Parsing for Information 
Extraction task when they classify 19 relations 
out of 45 as those semantically relevant for the 
evaluation, and exclude the others which 
confirms our stance which considers the new 
paradigm of Dependency parsing evaluation 
favoured in comparison to the previous parsing 
scheme based mainly on constituent or phrase 
structure evaluation. We will also speak in 
favour of rule-based dependency parsing and 
against statistically based dependency parsers 
for reasons related to the role played by the 
SUBJect relation in Italian. 
 
Italiano. In questo lavoro svilupperemo un 
argomento indirettamente sollevato dagli 
organizzatori del task "2014 Dependency 
Parsing for Information Extraction", quando 
classificano 19 relazione come semanticamente 
rilevanti delle 45 presenti ed escludono le altre. 
Questo conferma la nostra posizione che 
considera il paradigma della valutazione dei 
parser a dipendenze favorito se confrontato con 
il precedente schema di parsing basato 
principalmente sulla valutazione della 
costituenza o strutture sintagmatiche. 
Parleremo anche a favore del parsing a 
dipendenze basato su regole e contro i parser a 
dipendenze solo statistici per ragioni relative al 
ruolo giocato dal ruolo di SOGGetto in 
italiano. 
1  Introduction 
In this paper I will question the currently widely 
spread assumption that Dependency Structures 
(hence DS) are the most convenient syntactic 
representation, when compared to phrase or 
constituent structure. I will also claim that 
evaluation metrics applied to DS are somehow 
"boasting" its performance with respect to phrase 
structure (hence PS) representation, without a 
real advantage, or at least it has not yet been 
proven there is one. In fact, one first verification 
has been achieved by this year Evalita Campaign 
which has introduced a new way of evaluating 
Dependency Structures, called DS for 
Information Extraction - and we will comment on 
that below1.  
     In the paper I will also argue that some 
features of current statistical dependency parsers 
speak against the use of such an approach to the 
parsing of languages like Italian which have a 
high percentage of non-canonical structures 
(hence NC). In particular I will focus on 
problems raised by  the way in which SUBJect 
arguments are encoded. State of the art systems 
are using more and more dependency 
representations which have lately shown great 
resiliency, robustness, scalability and great 
adaptability for semantic enrichment and 
processing. However, by far the majority of 
systems available off the shelf don’t support a 
fully semantically consistent representation and 
lack Empty or Null Elements (see Cai et al. 
2001)2.  
     O.Rambow (2010) in his opinion paper on the 
relations between dependency and phrase 
structure representation has omitted to mention 
the most important feature that differentiates 
them. PS evaluation is done on the basis of 
Brackets, where each bracket contains at least 
one HEAD, but it may contain other Heads 
nested inside. Of course, it may also contain a 
certain number of minor categories which 
however don’t count for evaluation purposes. On 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 As we read in the details of the call published on the 
Evalita website: 
 “The output of participant systems will be evaluated 
on the basis of two scoring mechanisms focusing 
respectively on the parsing performance and 
suitability for IE… In particular, evaluation will 
focus on a selection of relations (19 out of a total of 
45) chosen according to the following general 
criteria: 
a. semantic relevance of the relation (i.e. nsubj, 
dobj ...) 
b. exclusion of syntactic easy to identify relations 
(i.e. det, aux ...); 
c. exclusion of sparse and difficult to identify 
relations (i.e. csubj)” 
2 Additional problems are raised by the existence of Non-
projective relations which amount to a consistent number of 
displaced constituents, both as Arguments and as Adjuncts, 
as discussed below.  
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the contrary, DS evaluation is done on the basis 
of head-dependent relations intervening between 
a pair of TOKENs. So on the one side, F-measure 
evaluates number of brackets which coincide 
with number of Heads; on the other side it 
evaluates number of TOKENS. Now, the 
difference in performance is clearly shown by 
percent accuracy obtained with PS evaluation 
which for Italian was contained in a range 
between 70% to 75% in Evalita 2007, and 
between 75% and 80% in Evalita 2009 – I don’t 
take into account 2011 results which are referred 
to only one participant. DS evaluation reached 
peaks of 95% for UAS and in between 84% and 
91% for LAS evaluation. Since data were the 
same for the two campaigns, one wonders what 
makes one representation more successful than 
the other. 
     Typically, constituent parsing is evaluated on 
the basis of constituents, which are made up of a 
head and an internal sequence of minor 
constituents dependent on the head. What is 
really important in the evaluation is the head of 
each constituent and the way in which PS are 
organized, and this corresponds to bracketing. On 
the contrary, DS are organized on the basis of a 
“word level grammar”, so that each TOKEN 
constributes to the overall evaluation, including 
punctuation (not always). Since minor categories 
are by far the great majority of the tokens making 
up a sentence – in Western languages, but no so 
in Chinese, for instance (see Yang & Xue, 
2010)– the evaluation is basically made on the 
ability of the parser to connect minor categories 
to their heads. 
     What speaks in favour of adopting DS is the 
clear advantage gained in the much richer 
number of labeled relations which intervene at 
word level, when compared to the number of 
constituent labels used to annotate PS relations3. 
It is worth while noting that DS is not only a 
much richer representation than PS, but it 
encompasses different levels of linguistic 
knowledge. For instance, punctuation may be 
used to indicate appositions, parentheticals, 
coordinated sets, elliptical material, subdivision 
of complex sentences into main and subordinate 
clause. The same applies to discourse markers 
which may be the ROOT of a sentence. These 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 In particular, then, there is at least one relation lacking in 
PS representation and is coordination, which on contrary is 
always represented in DS. As for grammatical relations like 
SUBJect and OBJect, they are usually not available in PS 
but they actually appear in PennTreebank II and so they can 
be learned. 
have all to be taken into account when computing 
DS but not with PS parsing. 
2 Hypotheses about Dependency 
Evaluation Success Story 
In every Western language, the number of 
SEMANTIC heads – Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives 
and Adverbs – is very low when compared to the 
number of tokens. Rank lists for Italian and 
English in their upper part are cluttered with 
articles, prepositions, conjunctions, quantifiers 
and other determiners. Semantically relevant 
words only come below a certain frequency 
threshold. To ascertain these proportions, we 
decided to look into the dependency treebank 
made freely available for the current Evalita 
campaign: here below is a statistics of heads 
which play the role of Arguments and then those 
that play both the role of Argument and that of 
Adjuncts. Percentages are obtained by dividing 
each relation total occurrency with the total 
number of tokens, which is 158485. 
     As can be easily noticed, Core Arguments 
only make 10% of all tokens and even in a 90% 
accuracy test result all of them might be wrong. 
Notice that NSUBJs include 1049 
NCUSBJPASS.  
 
 Occur. Percent 
nsubj 7549 4.5518% 
dobj 5519 3.3278% 
iobj 852 0.5137% 
xcomp 1036 0.6242% 
acomp 1020 0.6150% 
TotCore 15976 10.008% 
pobj 23313 14.058% 
TotalC+P 39289 24.79% 
csubj 187  
vmod 7920  
rcmod 1945  
TotalAdj 10052 6.343% 
ROOT 7399  
TotalC+P+A+R 56740 35.801% 
Table 1. Grammatical Relations in SIDT  
POBJ include both Oblique arguments – a small 
part - and circumstantial Adjuncts – the great 
majority. We know for sure that Oblique 
arguments usually occur with intransitive verbs, 
which are a small percentage of all verbs. They 
may also occur as arguments of Ditransitive 
verbs, but also these are a small percentage of 
Italian verbs. So we may well say that core 
Argument grammatical relations only cover some 
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12% of all tokens. Considering that the 64% of 
all tokens have minor  or secondary dependency 
relations – those based on minor categories or 
punctuation -, we come up with the conclusion 
that the remaining 27% needed to cover the best 
accuracy result obtained so far (91%) is scattered 
amongst Arguments and Adjuncts. But 
Arguments and Adjuncts head-dependent 
relations only constitute 36% of all dependency 
relations and 27% will only cover 75% of them, 
no more. So eventually, an evaluation based on 
semantically relevant heads of Arguments and 
Adjuncts will achieve worse results than one 
based on phrase structures. 
     Now consider ROOT heads which include 
also root heads of fragments, typically nominal 
heads. The total number of Inflected verbs in the 
treebank amounts to 10800 heads. This means 
that the percentage of null subject elements is 
30.102% of all inflected clauses	   -­‐	   we subtract 
expressed subjects from total inflected verbs 
10800-7549 = 3251. This 30% of missing 
SUBJect arguments deteriorates any evaluation. 
Then we need to consider that there will be 
another 30% of subjects which are difficult to get 
because they are placed in noncanonical position 
– this is derived from a statistics based on 
VIT(see Delmonte et al. 2007)4. It is a fact that in 
this way, the semantics of the representation used 
and produced at runtime becomes inconsistent 
and will reduce dramatically its usefulness in real 
life applications like Information Extraction, Q/A 
and other semantically driven fields by 
hampering the mapping of a complete logical 
form. Statistical models for DS only encode 
lexically expressed subjects, null elements being 
strictly forbidden.  
     Coming now to general results of the 
Relations Task in Evalita - specific results are not 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 We verified the proportion of null subject in VIT is even 
higher. We derived data of non-canonical structures in 
Italian from the treebank called VIT - Venice Italian 
Treebank (see Delmonte et al., 2007; Delmonte 2009) and 
compared them to PennTreebank data. In particular, VIT has 
36.46% of NC structures vs. 13.01% for PT. As to lexically 
unexpressed or null subject, VIT has 51.31% vs 0.27% for 
PT. NC structures are measured against the number of total 
utterances that is 10,200 for VIT, and 55,600 for PT. On the 
contrary, Null Subjects are counted against simple 
sentences, that is 19,099 for VIT and 93,532 for PT. As for 
Subjects, there were 6230 canonical - i.e. strictly in 
preverbal position with no linguistic material intervening 
between Subject and inflected Verb - lexically expressed 
SUBJects out of the total 10,100 lexically expressed 
SUBJects. This means that non-canonical subjects 
constitutes 1/3 of all expressed SUBJects.  
 
yet available -, we see that Precision best 
percentage almost reaches 82%, while the worst 
is around 78%. However seen that Recall is in the 
range of 90-85% the accuracy would average 
80%. F1 is subsequently contained in the range 
86-83%. Data are then equal to if not worse than 
those of PS evaluation. Even though we don't 
have available a detailed distribution of the data 
in the different categories, we may definitely say 
that they confirm our stance. Thus we expect 
minor categories like DET to be correct at 98%; 
not so for those relevant relations corresponding 
to semantic heads. 
2.1 Problematic issues for statistical parsers of 
Italian  
There are two types of Dependency parsers: rule-
based symbolic parsers which can also make use 
of statistics at some step of computation; and 
statistically only parsers which make use of a 
classifier and a model to decide how to process 
the input word (see Delmonte, 1999; 2000; 2002; 
2005). The second one could also be – as is the 
case of Stanford parser (see De Marneff et al., 
2011) - a phrase structure probabilistic parser 
with a mapping or conversion step of syntactic 
constituents into DS.  
     Statistical dependency parsers are trained on 
annotated treebank data and make predictions on 
the basis of the model. They tap their knowledge 
from a training corpus which leads to the creation 
of a model using a classifier. The fundamental 
idea is the ability of the parser to use the model in 
a predictive way in order to generalize the 
encoded information to new and unseen linguistic 
material5. Even if it is obvious that a statistical 
model can represent linguistic knowledge at any 
depth and level of representation by increasing 
the number of features, this is not always 
convenient both on grounds of efficiency and 
overall performance. However, linguistic 
knowledge is split into two main components: the 
grammar and the lexicon. It is reasonable to 
assume that learning can only be achieved for the 
grammatical component and only for regular 
linguistic phenomena. The other important 
component, the lexicon, is on the contrary not 
predictable by definition. Lexical knowledge is 
idiosyncratic and unpredictable: for instance, 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 In fact, when used in a different domain, the same parser is 
usually susceptible to serious performance degradation 
which can get as high as 14% (see Lease & Charniak, 2004). 
This problem has been partially solved by introducing 
several parser adaptation techniques to new domains. 
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knowing that certain verbs belong to the class of 
atmospheric or impersonal verbs and are 
associated to special constructions simply 
requires knowing which they are. Grammatical 
knowledge is on the contrary predictable being 
associated either to grammatical or functional 
words - which are very frequent, or to the 
presence of specific morphemes6.  
     Given the great variety of possible structures 
in Italian sentences, it is quite reasonable to 
assume that they may suffer from problems 
related to the SUBJect relation. Parsers of Italian 
are in general unable to detect duplicate subjects, 
and can erroneously licence a proposition or 
clause without a subject even if one is available 
but not in canonical position. Since Italian has 
null subjects, this may happen quite frequently. 
Just for the matter of documenting the 
phenomenon, we will show one such example 
below. The example is useful for two reasons: it 
shows two different approaches to parsing (one 
without and one with null elements); secondly it 
helps documenting the phenomenon. 
     We take Null subject in Italian to be a feature 
that speaks in favour of rule-based parsers. Rule-
based parser have more resiliency and don't need 
any training. They can base their knowledge on 
the lexicon where selectional preferences are 
encoded, and can produce empty categories. We 
will use one such parser as example, and we are 
here referring to TULE TUT parser documented 
in Lombardo, Lesmo’s (1998) paper. In order to 
show how this may affect the output 
representation, we report in the appendix one 
sentence parsed by TALN/DeSR parser (see 
Attardi, 2006; Attardi et al. 2009), available as 
webservice at http://tanl.di.unipi.it/ it/. This 
parser is regarded one of the best statistical 
dependency parsers of Italian, achieving best 
results in Evalita campaigns. The output is 
reported in Appendix 1.  
 
(1) E dovranno riportare per ogni unità urbana anche i 
dati di superficie espressi in metri quadri in 
conformità alle istruzioni che saranno fornite in 
seguito, poiché questo sarà in futuro il parametro in 
base al quale sarà decretato l'esborso del contribuente 
al posto dei <vani utili> che andranno in soffitta. 7 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 In fact, for some linguistic theories - the constructional 
theory of grammar - also syntactic constructions are part of 
lexical knowledge (see Goldberg, 2006). 
7 This is a literal translation: “And they should include for 
each urban unit also surface data expressed in square meters 
in compliance with the instructions that will be made 
available later, because this will be in future the parameter 
on the basis of which will be decided the payment by the 
 
     I used half of a very long sentence taken from 
an Italian administrative bill expressed in a style 
which is considered "burocratic" style. In DeSR 
output I marked with double stars all cases of 
wrong argument selection, and by indenting all 
cases of relative clauses which have no indication 
of argument nor grammatical relation – COMP is 
a generic label and should have been substituted 
by NSUBJ, DOBJ or POBJ according to the 
grammatical relation held by the relative 
pronoun. Wrong argument selection in one case 
of double subject assignment, as well as two 
cases of no subject assignment. Errors may be 
partly due to wrong tagging disambiguation. 
     The same sentence has been parsed by 
TULETUT parser which is able to process the 
two relative structures with almost no error. One 
of the reasons for this difference, maybe because 
it uses subcategorization information. In addition, 
TULETUT parser also correctly produces empty 
subject categories and traces for long distance 
dependencies. However, also this representation 
has one error, and it is the missing link between 
the relative pronoun and its governing verb: as it 
is usually the case, the relative pronoun is linked 
to the verb of the internal clause and the verb is 
linked to antecedent. This does not happen with 
relative prepositional object IN_BASE_AL 
QUALE.  
 
3 Conclusion 	  
In this paper I tried to highlight critical issues on 
the current way of evaluating DS which 
indirectly "boasts" the performance of the parsers 
when compared to phrase structure evaluation. I 
assume this is due to the inherent shortcoming of 
DS evaluation not considering semantically 
relevant grammatical relations as being more 
important than minor categories. Statistical 
dependency parsers may have more problems in 
encoding features of Italian Subject because of its 
multiple free representations. For this reasons, I 
argued in favour of rule-based dependency 
parsers and I presented in particular, one example 
from TULETUT, a deep parser of Italian.   
 
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
tax-payers in place of <useful rooms> which will be 
abandoned.” 
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APPENDIX 1. TALN/DeSR parser output of sentence (1) 
ID FORM  LEMMA CPOS POS MORPH HEAD DEP PH PD 
 
1 e  e  C CC _  0 ROOT _ _ 
2 dovranno dovere  V VM num=p|per=3|mod=i|ten=f 3 aux _ _ 
3 riportare riportare V V mod=f  1 conj _ _ 
4 per  per  E E _  3 comp _ _ 
5 ogni  ogni  D DI num=s|gen=n 6 mod _ _ 
6 unità  unità  S S num=n|gen=f 4 prep _ _ 
7 urbana  urbano  A A num=s|gen=f 6 mod _ _ 
8 anche  anche  B B _  10 mod _ _ 
9 i  il  R RD num=p|gen=m 10 det _ _ 
10 dati  dato  S S num=p|gen=m 3 obj _ _ 
11 di  di  E E _  10 comp _ _ 
12 superficie superficie S S num=s|gen=f 11 prep _ _ 
13 espressi  esprimere V V num=p|mod=p|gen=m 10 mod _ _ 
14 in  in  E E _  13 comp _ _ 
15 metri  metro  S S num=p|gen=m 14 prep _ _ 
**16 quadri  quadro  S S num=p|gen=m 13 subj_pass _ _ 
17 in  in  E E _  13 comp _ _ 
18 conformità conformità S S num=n|gen=f 17 prep _ _ 
19 alle  al  E EA num=p|gen=f 18 comp _ _ 
 20  istruzioni istruzione S S num=p|gen=f 19 prep _ _ 
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**21  che  che  P PR num=n|gen=n 23 comp _ _ 
 22  saranno essere  V VA num=p|per=3|mod=i|ten=f 23 aux _ _ 
 23  fornite fornire  V V num=p|mod=p|gen=f 20 relcl _ _ 
24 in  in  E E _   23 comp _ _ 
25 seguito  seguito  S S num=s|gen=m  24 prep _ _ 
26 ,  ,  F FF _   3 punc _ _ 
27 poiché  poiché  C CS _   3 mod _ _ 
**28 questo  questo  P PD num=s|gen=m  29 subj _ _ 
29 sarà  essere  V V num=s|per=3|mod=i|ten=f 27 sub _ _ 
30 in  in  E E _   29 pred _ _ 
31 futuro  futuro  S S num=s|gen=m  30 prep _ _ 
32 il  il  R RD num=s|gen=m  33 det _ _ 
**33 parametro parametro S S num=s|gen=m  39 subj _ _ 
 34  in  in  E E _   33 comp _ _ 
 35  base  base  S S num=s|gen=f  34 concat _ _ 
 36  al  al  E EA num=s|gen=m  35 concat _ _ 
**37  quale quale  P PR _   36 prep _ _ 
 38  sarà  essere  V V num=s|per=3|mod=i|ten=f 39 aux _ _ 
 39  decretato decretare V V num=s|mod=p|gen=m 29 conj _ _ 
40 l'  il  R RD num=s|gen=n  41 det _ _ 
**41 esborso  esborso  S S num=s|gen=m  39 subj_pass _ _ 
42 del  di  E EA num=s|gen=m  41 comp _ _ 
43 contribuente contribuente S S num=s|gen=n  42 prep _ _ 
44 al  al  E EA num=s|gen=m  41 comp _ _ 
45 posto  posto  S S num=s|gen=m  44 prep _ _ 
46 dei  di  E EA num=p|gen=m  45 comp _ _ 
47 <  <  N N _   48 mod _ _ 
 48  vani  vano  S S num=p|gen=m  46 prep _ _ 
 49  utili  utile  A A num=p|gen=n  50 mod _ _ 
 50  >  >  S S num=p|gen=m  48 mod _ _ 
**51  che  che  P PR num=n|gen=n  52 comp _ _ 
 52  andranno andare  V V num=p|per=3|mod=i|ten=f 48 relcl _ _ 
53 in  in  E E _   52 comp _ _ 
54 soffitta  soffitta  S S num=s|gen=f  53 prep _ _ 
55 .  .  F FS _   1 punc _ _ 
 
APPENDIX 2. TULETUT parser output of sentence (1) 
1 E (E CONJ COORD COORD) [0;TOP-CONJ] 
2 dovranno (DOVERE VERB MOD IND FUT INTRANS 3 PL) [1;COORD2ND] 
2.10 t [] (GENERIC-T PRON PERS ALLVAL ALLVAL ALLVAL) [2;VERB-SUBJ] 
3 riportare (RIPORTARE VERB MAIN INFINITE PRES TRANS) [2;VERB+MODAL-INDCOMPL] 
3.10 t [2.10f] (GENERIC-T PRON PERS ALLVAL ALLVAL ALLVAL) [3;VERB-SUBJ] 
4 per (PER PREP MONO) [3;RMOD] 
5 ogni (OGNI ADJ INDEF ALLVAL SING) [4;PREP-ARG] 
6 unità  (UNITà NOUN COMMON F ALLVAL) [5;DET+QUANTIF-ARG] 
7 urbana (URBANO ADJ QUALIF F SING) [6;ADJC+QUALIF-RMOD] 
8 anche (ANCHE ADV CONCESS) [9;ADVB+CONCESS-RMOD] 
9 i (IL ART DEF M PL) [3;VERB-OBJ] 
10 dati (DATO NOUN COMMON M PL) [9;DET+DEF-ARG] 
11 di (DI PREP MONO) [10;PREP-RMOD] 
12 superficie (SUPERFICIE NOUN COMMON F SING) [11;PREP-ARG] 
13 espressi (ESPRIMERE VERB MAIN PARTICIPLE PAST TRANS PL M) [10;VERB-RMOD+RELCL+REDUC] 
13.10 t [] (GENERIC-T PRON PERS ALLVAL ALLVAL ALLVAL) [13;VERB-OBJ/VERB-SUBJ] 
13.11 t [] (GENERIC-T PRON PERS ALLVAL ALLVAL ALLVAL) [13;VERB-SUBJ/VERB-INDCOMPL-AGENT] 
14 in (IN PREP MONO) [13;RMOD] 
15 metri (METRO NOUN COMMON M PL) [14;PREP-ARG] 
16 quadri (QUADRO ADJ QUALIF M PL) [15;ADJC+QUALIF-RMOD] 
17 in (IN PREP MONO) [13;RMOD] 
18 conformità (CONFORMITà NOUN COMMON M SING) [17;PREP-ARG] 
19 alle (A PREP MONO) [13;RMOD] 
19.1 alle (IL ART DEF F PL) [19;PREP-ARG] 
20 istruzioni (ISTRUZIONE NOUN COMMON F PL) [19.1;DET+DEF-ARG] 
21 che (CHE PRON RELAT ALLVAL ALLVAL LSUBJ+LOBJ) [23;VERB-OBJ/VERB-SUBJ] 
22 saranno (ESSERE VERB AUX IND FUT INTRANS 3 PL) [23;AUX] 
23 fornite (FORNIRE VERB MAIN PARTICIPLE PAST TRANS PL F) [20;VERB-RMOD+RELCL] 
23.10 t [] (GENERIC-T PRON PERS ALLVAL ALLVAL ALLVAL) [23;VERB-SUBJ/VERB-INDCOMPL-AGENT] 
23.11 t [] (GENERIC-T PRON PERS ALLVAL ALLVAL ALLVAL) [23;VERB-INDOBJ] 
24 in (IN PREP MONO) [23;RMOD] 
25 seguito (SEGUITO NOUN COMMON M SING) [24;PREP-ARG] 
26 , (#\, PUNCT) [23;SEPARATOR] 
27 poiché (POICHé? CONJ SUBORD CAUS) [23;RMOD] 
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28 questo (QUESTO PRON DEMONS M SING LSUBJ+LOBJ+OBL) [29;VERB-SUBJ] 
29 sarà  (ESSERE VERB MAIN IND FUT INTRANS 3 SING) [27;CONJ-ARG] 
30 in (IN PREP MONO) [29;RMOD] 
31 futuro (FUTURO NOUN COMMON M SING) [30;PREP-ARG] 
32 il (IL ART DEF M SING) [29;VERB-PREDCOMPL+SUBJ] 
33 parametro (PARAMETRO NOUN COMMON M SING) [32;DET+DEF-ARG] 
34 in (IN_BASE_A PREP POLI LOCUTION) [29;RMOD] 
35 base (IN_BASE_A PREP POLI LOCUTION) [34;CONTIN+LOCUT] 
36 al (IN_BASE_A PREP POLI LOCUTION) [35;CONTIN+LOCUT] 
36.1 al (IL ART DEF M SING) [34;PREP-ARG] 
** 37 quale (QUALE PRON RELAT ALLVAL SING 3 LSUBJ+LOBJ+OBL) [36.1;DET+DEF-ARG] 
38 sarà  (ESSERE VERB AUX IND FUT INTRANS 3 SING) [39;AUX] 
39 decretato (DECRETARE VERB MAIN PARTICIPLE PAST TRANS SING M) [33;VERB-RMOD+RELCL] 
39.10 t [] (GENERIC-T PRON PERS ALLVAL ALLVAL ALLVAL) [39;VERB-SUBJ/VERB-INDCOMPL-AGENT] 
40 l' (IL ART DEF M SING) [39;VERB-OBJ/VERB-SUBJ] 
41 esborso (ESBORSO NOUN COMMON M SING) [40;DET+DEF-ARG] 
42 del (DI PREP MONO) [41;PREP-RMOD] 
42.1 del (IL ART DEF M SING) [42;PREP-ARG] 
43 contribuente (CONTRIBUENTE NOUN COMMON ALLVAL SING) [42.1;DET+DEF-ARG] 
44 al (AL_POSTO_DI PREP POLI LOCUTION) [39;RMOD] 
45 posto (AL_POSTO_DI PREP POLI LOCUTION) [44;CONTIN+LOCUT] 
46 dei (AL_POSTO_DI PREP POLI LOCUTION) [45;CONTIN+LOCUT] 
46.1 dei (IL ART DEF M PL) [44;PREP-ARG] 
47 < (#\< PUNCT) [46.1;SEPARATOR] 
48 vani (VANO NOUN COMMON M PL) [46.1;DET+DEF-ARG] 
49 utili (UTILE ADJ QUALIF ALLVAL PL) [48;ADJC+QUALIF-RMOD] 
50 > (#\> PUNCT) [48;SEPARATOR] 
51 che (CHE PRON RELAT ALLVAL ALLVAL LSUBJ+LOBJ) [52;VERB-SUBJ] 
52 andranno (ANDARE VERB MAIN IND FUT INTRANS 3 PL) [48;VERB-RMOD+RELCL] 
53 in (IN PREP MONO) [52;VERB-INDCOMPL-LOC+TO] 
54 soffitta (SOFFITTA NOUN COMMON F SING) [53;PREP-ARG] 
55 . (#\. PUNCT) [1;END] 	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Abstract 
 
Italiano. In questo lavoro presentiamo uno 
studio sul campo per definire uno schema di 
valutazione preciso per la stilistica del testo 
che è stato usato per stabilire una graduatoria 
di diversi documenti sulla base della loro 
abilità di persuasione e facilità di lettura. Lo 
studio concerne i documenti dei programmi 
politici pubblicati su un forum pubblico dai 
candidati a Rettore dell’Università Ca’ 
Foscari – Venezia. I documenti sono stati 
analizzati dal nostro sistema ed è stata creata 
una graduatoria sulla base di punteggi 
associati a undici parametri. Dopo la 
votazione, abbiamo creato la graduatoria e 
abbiamo scoperto che il sistema aveva 
previsto il nome del reale vincitore in 
anticipo. I risultati sono apparsi su un 
giornale locale1. 
 
English. This paper presents a case study 
defining a precise evaluation scheme for text 
stylistics to be used to rank different 
documents in terms of persuasiveness and 
easyness of reading. The study concerns 
political program documents published on a 
public forum by candidates to rector of the 
University Ca’ Foscari – Venice. The 
documents have been analysed by our system 
and a rank list has been created on the basis 
of scores associated to eleven parameters. 
After voting has taken place, we graded the 
different analyses and discovered that the 
system had predicted the name of the actual 
winner in advance. The result has been 
published on a local newspaper. 
 
1. Introduzione 
L’analisi parte dall’idea che lo stile di un 
documento programmatico sia composto da 
elementi quantitativi a livello di parola, da 
elementi derivati dall’uso frequente di certe 
strutture sintattiche nonché da caratteristiche 
squisitamente semantiche e pragmatiche come 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 “Il mio sondaggio aveva già dato la vittoria a Bugliesi – I 
risultati di una ricerca di un docente di Linguistica” - Il 
Gazzettino – VeneziaMestre, mercoledì 11.06.2014,p.7. 
l’utilizzo di parole e concetti che ispirano 
positività. Ho eseguito l’analisi partendo dai testi 
disponibili su web o ricevuti dai candidati, 
utilizzando una serie di parametri che ho creato 
per l’analisi del discorso politico nei quotidiani 
italiani durante la penultima e ultima crisi di 
governo. I risultati sono pubblicati in alcuni 
lavori a livello nazionale e internazionale che ho 
elencato in una breve bibliografia. L’analisi 
utilizza dati quantitativi classici come il rapporto 
types/tokens e poi introduce informazioni 
derivate dal sistema GETARUNS che compie un 
parsing completo dei testi dal punto di vista 
sintattico, semantico e pragmatico. I dati riportati 
nelle tabelle sono derivati dai file di output del 
sistema. Il sistema produce un file per ogni frase, 
un file complessivo per l’analisi semantica del 
testo e un file con la versione verticalizzata del 
testo analizzato dove ogni parola è accompagnata 
da una classificazione sintattico-semantica-
pragmatica. Il sistema è composto da un parser a 
reti di transizione aumentate da informazioni di 
sottocategorizzazione, che costruisce prima i 
chunks e poi a cascata le strutture a costituenti 
complesse più alte fino a quella di frase. Questa 
rappresentazione viene passata a un altro parser 
che lavora a isole, partendo da ciascun 
complesso verbale, corrispondente al costituente 
verbale. Il parser a isole individua la struttura 
predicato-argomentale, includendo anche gli 
aggiunti sulla base delle informazioni contenuto 
in un lessico di sottocategorizzazione per 
l’italiano costruito in precedenti progetti, 
contenente circa 50mila entrate verbali e 
aggettivali a diversi livelli di profondità. Viene 
utilizzata anche una lista di preferenze di 
selezione per verbi, nomi e aggettivi ricavata dai 
treebanks di italiano disponibili e contenente 
circa 30mila entrate. Riportiamo in Tabella 1. i 
dati in numeri assoluti. 
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  Tabella 1. Dati assoluti dei testi analizzati 
2. I risultati dell’analisi 
Mostriamo in questa sezione i risultati comparati 
dell’analisi su tutti i livelli linguistici. 
Commentiamo ogni grafico descrivendo il 
contenuto in forma verbale senza fornire alcuna 
valutazione oggettiva, cosa questa che faremo in 
una sezione finale del lavoro. Questi risultati 
sono quelli resi pubblici sul forum dei candidati 
rettore prima dell’elezione. In Fig.1 
nell'Appendice, il grafico associato ai dati 
sintattico-semantici. I dati sono riportati in 
frequenze relative in modo da poter essere 
confrontabili, visto che i testi dei programmi 
sono di lunghezza diversa. Partendo dall’alto il 
parametro NullSubject misura le frasi semplici a 
verbo flesso (quindi non quelle a tempo 
indefinito come le infinitive) che non hanno 
soggetto espresso. Il secondo parametro misura 
le frasi che esprimono un punto di vista 
soggettivo (sono quindi rette da un verbo del tipo 
di “pensare, credere” ecc.). Il terzo parametro 
individua le frasi semplici o clausole o 
proposizioni a polarità negativa, che quindi 
contengono una negazione a livello verbale (un 
NON, ma anche MAI ecc.). In questo caso, sono 
considerate non a polarità negativa le frasi rette 
da un verbo con significato negativo 
lessicalizzato accompagnate dalla negazione. Mi 
riferisco a verbi del tipo di “distruggere, rifiutare, 
odiare”, ecc. 
Il quarto parametro misura le frasi non fattive o 
non fattuali, che cioè non descrivono un fatto 
avvenuto o che esiste nel mondo. Queste frasi 
sono rette da verbi di modo irreale (come il 
condizionale, il congiuntivo, ma anche dal tempo 
futuro) o sono in forma non dichiarativa, come le 
domande o le imperative. Come si può evincere 
dal grafico, Cardinaletti e Bugliesi hanno il 
maggior numero di frasi non fattive. Invece 
LiCalzi fa un uso più elevato di frasi a soggetto 
nullo assieme a Bugliesi, e di frasi soggettive. 
   Nel secondo grafico (vedi Fig.2 in Appendice) 
sono analizzati gli aspetti affettivi – questa 
analisi è chiamata Sentiment Analysis, e contiene 
anche dati semantici sulla complessità testuale. 
Sulla base di un lessico specializzato per 
l’italiano si contano le parole che hanno 
“prevalentemente” un valore negativo vs. 
positivo. Il lessico è composto da SentiWordNet 
(Esuli, Sebastiani, 2006), opportunamente 
corretto per tutte le parole con valore ambiguo; e 
contiene un lessico specializzato di circa 70mila 
entrate prodotto manualmente da me sulla base 
dell’analisi di testi di giornale per 1 milione di 
tokens. Le parole con valore neutro non vengono 
prese in considerazione. Un terzo parametro è 
quello dell’uso della diatesi passiva, che ha come 
funzione testuale di permettere la cancellazione 
dell’agente per far risaltare l’oggetto del verbo e 
trasformarlo in Argomento principale (o Topic) 
del discorso. Come si evince dal grafico, il 
numero maggiore di parole positive è di 
Brugiavini e Bugliesi, mentre il maggior numero 
di parole negative è di LiCalzi e Brugiavini. 
Bugliesi ne utilizza meno di tutti. Per quanto 
riguarda la forma passiva di nuovo Bugliesi è 
quello che ne usa di meno, invece Cardinaletti ne 
usa più di tutti. Per quanto riguarda la 
complessità, viene riportata la proporzione di 
proposizioni semantiche per frase, includendo in 
questo frasi semplici, clausole o complessi 
predicativi composti da un verbo a tempo 
indefinito e suoi argomenti. La maggior 
complessità spetta a Brugiavini e Bertinetti. 
LiCalzi ha quella più bassa. 
Nel terzo grafico (Fig.3 in Appendice) si 
mostrano dati quantitativi della Vocabulary 
Richness (VR) in basso, derivati dal conteggio 
del numero di occorrenze di forme di parola 
singole chiamate Types, rispetto al totale delle 
occorrenze chiamate Tokens (queste includono 
anche la punteggiatura), e indicate 
dall’abbreviazione TT.  La formula in alto invece 
rappresenta il rapporto che interviene tra i Types 
e le Rare Words (RW), che sono tutte le forme di 
parola che ricorrono una volta, due volte e tre 
volte nel testo, e sono anche chiamate Hapax, 
Dis e Tris Legomena. I dati rappresentati vedono 
Brugiavini e Bertinetti come quelli con la più 
alta ricchezza di vocabolario, e Bugliesi con i 
valori più bassi. Il rapporto Tokens/Sentence ci 
dice che LiCalzi ha quello più basso seguito da 
Bugliesi, mentre gli altri tre testi sono più o 
meno allo stesso livello. 
Per studiare meglio nel dettaglio i concetti che 
hanno caratterizzato i vari programmi abbiamo 
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quindi fatto ricorso a una comparazione delle 
Rank List ricavate dalle liste di frequenza – che 
non possiamo qui includere per mancanza di 
spazio. La Rank List è la lista delle parole Types 
fatta sulla base della loro frequenza. La posizione 
nella lista indica la rilevanza che la parola 
assume all’interno del testo. Benché le frequenze 
assolute siano diverse da testo a testo, la 
posizione nella rank list permette di valutare le 
differenze/somiglianze tra testi diversi nella 
utilizzazione di certe parole chiave. 
Tutti i candidati hanno la stessa parola all’inizio 
della rank list, “ateneo”. Anche le posizioni 
reciproche di “ricerca” e “didattica” e “studenti” 
sono molto vicine e sono rispettivamente in terza 
posizione “ricerca” (seconda per Cardinaletti), e 
in quarta posizione “didattica” (seconda 
Bertinetti e quinta Bugliesi). Poi le liste si 
differenziano: la parola “dipartimenti” viene 
trattata in maniera diversa da LiCalzi che la 
posiziona molto in alto, mentre Bertinetti la 
posiziona in basso e in Brugiavini non la si 
ritrova nelle prime 30. La parola “personale” 
appare nei testi dei primi tre candidati ma non in 
quelli di Bertinetti e Brugiavini. Lo stesso dicasi 
per “valutazione”. Invece per quanto riguarda la 
parola “lavoro” vediamo che essa risulta in alto 
nella lista dei due candidati Brugiavini e 
Bertinetti, a differenza di quanto avviene nelle 
liste degli altri tre candidati dove si trova 
spostata in basso. Tornerò al contenuto della 
Rank List più avanti. 
 
3. Calcolo della Correlazione 
 
Infine ho eseguito il calcolo della correlazione 
tra i vari candidati. Ho utilizzato i vettori delle 11 
feature presentate prima, in valori assoluti come 
parametri di confronto. Nella valutazione, ho 
considerato solo i casi in cui l’indice R supera 
0.998. Il risultato più alto è stato ottenuto dal 
confronto Brugiavini e Bertinetti, seguono 
LiCalzi e Bugliesi.  
 
1.  Brugiavini/Bertinetti 
R = 0.9988378753376379. 
2. Bugliesi/LiCalzi 
R = 0.9988321771943326. 
 
I valori della Cardinaletti sono risultati 
vicini solo a quelli di Brugiavini. 
 
R = 0.9961624024306578. 
 
4. Analisi Semantica Dettagliata di un 
concetto: PERSONALE 
 
Ho verificato nel dettaglio i dati relativi al 
concetto PERSONALE che indico in basso. I 
dati sono limitati ai quattro documenti dei 
candidati che parlano di PERSONALE in 
maniera consistente. Abbiamo escluso dal 
conteggio i due candidati Bertinetti e Brugiavini 
perché i numeri assoluti nel loro caso sono così 
esigui rispetto al numero complessivo di TYPES 
che ricadono nelle cosiddette Rare Words, cioè le 
parole utilizzate come Hapax, Dis o 
Trislegomena. Queste parole fanno parte della 
coda della distribuzione e non contribuiscono a 
caratterizzare il testo. 
Ho contato le volte che la parola viene utilizzata 
come Nome, come Aggettivo, e come parte della 
Forma Polirematica Personale_Docente. 
 
 Nome Aggettivo Multiword Totale 
LiCalzi 22 4 5 17 
Cardin. 11 2 4 7 
Bugliesi 37 2 5 32 
Tabella 1. Utilizzo del concetto Personale 
 
Se si considera quindi che il significato voluto 
della parola PERSONALE si ottiene solo quando 
è utilizzata come Nome escludendo le occorrenze 
dello stesso nome nella forma polirematica, 
abbiamo Bugliesi primo, seguito da LiCalzi e 
Cardinaletti. 
Nei testi però, si utilizzano descrizioni 
linguistiche diverse per riferirsi alla stessa entità 
- persona, organizzazione, località o istituzione. 
Per quanto riguarda l'uso di coreferenti al 
concetto PERSONALE abbiamo considerato i 
due iponimi, PTA e CEL, di cui elenchiamo le 
seguenti quantità assolute e relative: 
 
- Cardinaletti             8 0.72 
- LiCalzi                    7 0.32 
- Bugliesi                  6 0.16 
 
Per ricavare valori relativi, abbiamo fatto la 
proporzione tra l'uso del riferimento generico 
PERSONALE e i suoi iponimi. Si conferma 
l’ordine sulla base dei dati assoluti. 
 
5. Valutazione e Conclusione 
 
Volendo fare una graduatoria complessiva, si 
può considerare che ciascun parametro possa 
avere valore positivo o negativo. Nel caso fosse 
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positivo la persona con la quantità maggiore si 
vedrà assegnare come ricompensa il valore 5 e 
gli altri a scalare un valore inferiore di un punto, 
fino al valore 1. Nel caso invece che il parametro 
avesse valenza negativa, il candidato con la 
quantità maggiore riceverà al contrario  il 
punteggio inferiore di 1 e gli altri a scalare un 
valore superiore di un punto fino a 5. La 
graduatoria complessiva verrà quindi stilata 
facendo la somma di tutti i punteggi singoli 
ottenuti. L'assegnazione della polarità a ciascun 
parametro segue criteri linguistici e stilistici, ed è 
la seguente: 
 
1. NullSubject - positive: La maggior quantità di 
soggetti nulli indica la volontà di creare un testo 
molto coeso e di non sovraccaricare il 
riferimento alla stessa entità con forme ripetute o 
coreferenti. 
2. Subjective Props - negative: La maggior 
quantità di proposizioni che esprimono un 
contenuto soggettivo indica la tendenza da parte 
del soggetto di esporre le proprie idee in maniera 
non oggettiva. 
3. Negative Props  - negative: Il maggior uso di 
proposizioni negative, cioè con l'utilizzo della 
negazione o di avverbi negativi, è un tratto 
stilistico che non è propositivo ma tende a 
contrastare quanto affermato o fatto da altri. 
4. Nonfactive Props - negative: L'utilizzo di 
proposizioni non fattive indica la tendenza 
stilistica ad esporre le proprie idee utilizzando 
tempi e modi verbali irreali - congiuntivo, 
condizionale, futuro e tempi indefiniti. 
5. Props / Sents  - negative: Il rapporto che 
indica il numero di proposizioni per frase viene 
considerato in maniera negativa a significare che 
più è elevato maggiore è la complessità dello 
stile. 
6. Negative Ws  -  negative: Il numero di parole 
negative utilizzate in proporzione al numero 
totale di parole ha un valore negativo. 
7. Positive Ws  -  positive: Il numero di parole 
positive utilizzate in proporzione al numero 
totale di parole ha un valore positivo. 
8. Passive Diath  -  negative: Il numero di forme 
passive utilizzate viene considerato in maniera 
negativa in quanto oscura l'agente dell'azione 
descritta. 
9. Token / Sents  - negative: Il numero di token 
in rapporto alle frasi espresse viene trattato come 
fattore negativo di nuovo in riferimento al 
problema della complessità indotta. 
10. Vr - Rw  - negative: Questa misura considera 
la ricchezza di vocabolario sulla base delle 
cosiddette RareWords, o numero complessivo di 
Hapax/Dis/Tris Legomena nella Rank List. 
Maggiori sono le parole uniche o poco frequenti 
più lo stile è complesso. 
11. Vr - Tt  - negative: Come sopra, questa volta 
considerando il numero totale dei Tipi. 
L'assegnazione del punteggio sulla base dei 
criteri indicati definisce la seguente graduatoria 
finale: 
 
Bugliesi 47 
LiCalzi 36 
Brugiavini 28 
Cardinaletti 27 
Bertinetti 27 
Tabella 2. Graduatoria finale sulla base degli 11 
parametri (vedi Tab. 2.1 in Appendice 2) 
 
Volendo includere anche i punteggi relativi 
all'uso di PERSONALE e dei suoi iponimi 
avremo questo risultato complessivo: 
 
Bugliesi 53 
LiCalzi 44 
Brugiavini 37 
Cardinaletti 31 
Bertinetti 30 
Tabella 3. Graduatoria finale sulla base dei 13 
parametri (vedi Tab. 3.1 in Appendice 2) 
 
Utilizzando i parametri come elementi di 
giudizio per classificare lo stile dei candidati e 
assegnando una valutazione a parole, si 
ottengono i due giudizi sottostanti. 
1. Bugliesi ha vinto perché ha utilizzato uno stile 
più coeso, con un vocabolario più semplice, delle 
strutture sintattiche semplici e dirette, 
esprimendo i contenuti in maniera concreta e 
fattuale, parlando a tutti i livelli di parti 
interessate, docenti e non docenti. Inoltre ha 
utilizzato meno espressioni e frasi negative e più 
espressioni positive. 
I dati ci dicono anche che il programma di 
Bugliesi è in forte correlazione con quello di 
LiCalzi ma non con quello degli altri candidati. 
2.Cardinaletti ha scritto un programma che 
utilizza uno stile poco coeso, con un vocabolario 
alquanto elaborato, con strutture sintattiche 
abbastanza più complesse, esprimendo i 
contenuti in maniera molto meno concreta e 
molto meno fattuale, parlando a tutti i livelli di 
parti interessate, docenti e non docenti. Inoltre 
ha utilizzato poche espressioni e frasi negative e 
relativamente poche espressioni positive. Infine 
il programma della Cardinaletti è in buona 
correlazione con il programma della Brugiavini. 
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Abstract 
English. The paper reports the state of the ongoing 
work on creating an adaptable morphological parser 
for various agglutinative languages. A hybrid 
approach involving methods typically used for 
non-agglutinative languages is proposed. We explain 
the design of a working prototype for inflectional 
nominal morphology and demonstrate its work with 
an implementation for Turkish language. An 
additional experiment of adapting the parser to Buryat 
(Mongolic family) is discussed. 
Italiano. Il presente articolo riporta lo stato dei 
lavori nel corso della creazione di un parser 
morfologico adattabile per diverse lingue 
agglutinanti. Proponiamo un approccio ibrido che 
coinvolge i metodi tipicamente utilizzati per le lingue 
non-agglutinanti. Spieghiamo lo schema di un 
prototipo funzionante per la flessione morfologica 
nominale e dimostriamo il suo funzionamento con 
un'implementazione per la lingua turca. Infine viene 
discusso un ulteriore esperimento che consiste 
nell’adattare il parser alla lingua buriata (la famiglia 
mongolica). 
  
1 Introduction 
The most obvious way to perform morphological 
parsing is to make a list of all possible 
morphological variants of each word. This 
method has been successfully used for non-
agglutinative languages, e.g. (Segalovich 2003) 
for Russian, Polish and English.  
Agglutinative languages pose a much 
more complex task, since the number of possible 
forms of a single word is theoretically infinite 
(Jurafsky and Martin 2000). Parsing languages 
like Turkish often involves designing 
complicated finite-state machines where each 
transition corresponds to a single affix 
(Hankamer 1986; Eryiğit and Adalı 2004; 
Çöltekin 2010; Sak et al. 2009; Sahin et al. 
2013). While these systems can perform 
extremely well, a considerable redesigning of the 
whole system is required in order to implement a 
new language or to take care of a few more 
affixes. 
The proposed approach combines both 
methods mentioned above. A simple finite-state 
machine allows to split up the set of possible 
affixes, producing a finite and relatively small set 
of sequences that can be easily stored in a 
dictionary. 
Most systems created for parsing 
agglutinative languages, starting with 
(Hankamer 1986) and (Oflazer 1994), process 
words from left to right: first stem candidates are 
found in a lexicon, then the remaining part is 
analyzed. The system presented in this paper 
applies the right-to-left method (cf. (Eryiğit and 
Adalı 2004)): affixes are found in the first place. 
It can ultimately work without a lexicon, in 
which case the remaining part of the word is 
assumed to be the stem; to improve precision of 
parsing, it is possible to compare it to stems 
contained in a lexicon. A major advantage of 
right-to-left parsing is the ability to process 
words with unknown stems without additional 
computations. 
Multi-language systems (Akın and Akın 
2007; Arkhangelskiy 2012) are a relatively new 
tendency. With the hybrid approach mentioned 
above, the proposed system fits within this trend. 
As the research is still in progress, the working 
prototype of the parser (written in Python 
language) is currently restricted to nominal 
inflectional morphology. Within this scope, it has 
been implemented for Turkish; an additional 
experiment with Buryat language  is discussed in 
the section 5. 
2 Turkish challenges 
The complexity of Turkish morphology is easily 
perceptible in nouns. The word stem itself can be 
complex. Compounding of “adjective + noun” or 
“noun + noun” structure is a productive way of 
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word formation, which means that this problem 
cannot be solved by listing all known compounds 
in a dictionary. 
Due to the vowel harmony and 
assimilation rules, most affixes have multiple 
allomorphs distributed complementarily 
according to the phonological context; e.g. the 
locative case marker has 4 forms (two harmonic 
variants of the vowel and a voiced/voiceless 
alternation). 
A nominal stem can receive number, 
possession and case affixes. Moreover, certain 
other affixes (e.g. copular and person markers) 
can attach to these forms to form predicates: 
(1) ev-ler-imiz-de-ymiş-ler1 
home-PL-P1PL-LOC-COP.EV-3PL 
Apparently they are/were at our homes. 
An interesting option is the affix -ki, 
which can be recursively attached to a nominal 
form containing a genitive or locative marker: 
(2) ev-de-ki-ler-in-ki 
home-LOC-KI1-PL-GEN-KI22 
the one belonging to those at home 
3 System design 
3.1 Data representation 
The language-specific data necessary to 
implement a new language includes: 
• Phonology description (phoneme inventory, 
harmony, etc.) 
• Morphology description: a list of all 
allomorphs. For each allomorph its category, 
gloss and possible (morpho)phonological 
context is stored. 
• Lexicon: a list of stems with part-of-speech 
tags. If a stem has multiple phonological 
variants, they are stored as separate entries 
along with data about contexts they can be 
used in. The lexicon is optional, yet it 
significantly improves precision of parsing. 
The parser itself is language-independent 
and does not require any custom coding to 
implement new languages. 
For Turkish, the system uses a relatively 
small lexicon of 16000 nominal and adjectival 
stems. The modest size of the lexicon is mostly 
                                                 
1
 Examples (1)-(4) are from (Göksel and Kerslake 
2005) 
2
 According to Hankamer (2004), -ki has different 
properties when attached to a locative form and to a genitive 
form; therefore, two separate -ki’s are postulated. In this 
paper, they are referred to as KI1 and KI2 respectively. 
compensated by the ability to analyze 
morphology even is the stem is absent in the 
lexicon. In this case, parses for all possible stems 
are output. 
The exceedingly long morpheme 
sequences that can attach to a stem are split up 
into shorter chains. The whole set of grammatical 
categories is represented as a set of slots, each of 
them containing categories that have strictly 
fixed order(s): 
• two stem slots (for nominal compounds) 
• noun inflection 
• noun loop (the recursive suffix -ki) 
• nominal verb suffixes (e.g. copulas and 
adverbial markers) 
The number and order of categories 
within slots can be changed without modifying 
the system itself, which simplifies implementing 
new languages. 
For each slot, a list of possible affix 
sequences is obtained. At this step all the checks 
of morphotactic and phonological compatibility 
of the affixes within a slot are performed, so they 
do not have to be applied at runtime. The lists are 
converted into tries in order to speed up the 
search. All the sequences are stored inverted, so 
that the trie could be searched during the parsing 
process. A fragment of the nominal morphology 
trie and the sequences compatible with it are 
shown in Figure 1 and Table 1 respectively. 
 
Figure 1. A fragment of the nominal affix trie 
Sequence Gloss Context 
-∅-∅-da -SG-NPS-LOC after vowels and 
voiced consonants 
-∅-un-da -SG-P2SG-LOC after consonants 
-∅-n-da -SG-P2SG-LOC after vowels 
-lar-ın-da -PL-P2SG-LOC (no restrictions) 
-∅-ın-da -SG-P2SG-LOC after consonants 
-lar-∅-da -PL-NPS-LOC (no restrictions) 
Table 1. Sequence list for Figure 1 
Similarly, the lexicon is stored as a set of 
tries. Stems are also inverted, in order to 
effectively find stem boundaries within 
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compounds. Stems with multiple phonological 
variants are included in the lexicon as a set of 
separate entries; each entry receives special 
labels determining possible phonological 
context. For instance, his “sensation” appears in 
the form hiss before vowels and in the 
vocabulary form in other cases. A fragment of 
the lexicon trie is represented in Figure 2; it 
corresponds to the list of stems in Table 2. 
 
Figure 2. A fragment of  the lexicon trie 
Sequence Translation(s) Context 
dekan dean, provost (no restrictions) 
bezgin exhausted (no restrictions) 
dizgin bit, bridle, … (no restrictions) 
his chord, feel, … before consonants; 
at the word’s end 
hiss chord, feel, … before vowels 
Table 2. Sequence list for Figure 2 
3.2 Parsing algorithm 
The transitions between slots are performed via a 
(very simple) finite-state machine shown in 
Figure 3: 
 
Figure 3. The finite-state machine 
Each transition corresponds to a 
sequence of affixes rather than of a single affix;  
Each transition involves finding all possible 
candidate sequences using an appropriate stem or 
affix trie. Checks of compatibility are only done 
between slot sequences; at other points, no 
linguistic information is used. The simplified 
algorithm of analysis includes following steps: 
1. Find all affix sequences that match the input 
word form. 
2. For each hypothetical parse, try to find a stem 
in the lexicon using the unglossed part at the 
word’s left end. If a stem is found and there 
are no “leftover” characters at the left end of 
the word, output all such parses. If a stem is 
found, yet some part of the word remains 
unglossed, go to step 3. If no stem is found at 
all, assume that the stem is unknown and 
output all hypothetical parses. 
3. Assume that the stem is compound; for the 
remaining unglossed part, try to find another 
stem. If a stem is found and no unprocessed 
characters are left, output all such parses. Else 
discard the hypothetical compound parses and 
output all parses with no stem found. 
Some examples of different decisions 
made by the algorithm are demonstrated below. 
In (3), the input is ambiguous. For two of the 
possible stem-affix boundaries (adam-dı and 
ada-mdı), a known stem has been found in the 
lexicon: 
(3) input: adamdı 
decision: single stem 
output: 
1. adam-∅-∅-∅-dı-∅ 
man-SG-NPS-NOM-COP.PST-3 
2. ada-∅-m-∅-dı-∅ 
island-SG-P1SG-NOM-COP.PST-3 
Even if there is no single stem matching 
the input in the lexicon, like in (4), a suitable 
parse might be found under the assumption that 
there is an additional boundary within the stem: 
(4) input: kızarkadaş 
decision: compound 
output: 
1. kız-arkadaş-∅-∅-∅ 
girl-friend-SG-NPS-NOM 
2. kız-arkadaş-∅-∅-∅-∅-∅ 
girl-friend-SG-NPS-NOM-COP.PRS-3 
Finally, the pseudo-word in (5) has two 
feasible stem-affix boundaries (with hypothetical 
stems fefe and fef), but no single or compound 
match in the lexicon for any of them. The stem is 
considered unknown, and all parses are output: 
(5) input: fefe 
decision: unknown stem 
output: 
1. fef-∅-∅-e 
FEF-SG-NPS-DAT 
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2. fef-∅-∅-e-∅-∅ 
FEF-SG-NPS-DAT-COP.PRS-3 
3. fefe-∅-∅-∅ 
FEF-SG-NPS-NOM 
4. fefe-∅-∅-∅-∅-∅ 
FEF-SG-NPS-NOM-COP.PRS-3 
4 Evaluation 
Turkish is known for a significant level of 
morphological  ambiguity. For example, it is 
impossible to disambiguate (6) and (7) without 
appealing to the context: 
(6) ev-in 
house-GEN 
‘of the house’ 
(7) ev-in 
house-P2SG 
‘your house’ 
Since the system does not perform 
disambiguation, it must output all possible parses 
for each word. To take this into account, the 
evaluation method described in (Paroubek 2007) 
has been used. First, precision (P) and recall (R) 
values for each word wi in the test sample are 
obtained: 
; , 
where ti is the number of parses for wi output by 
the parser and ri is the number of correct parses. 
After that, mean values for the whole 
sample are calculated. As most derivational 
affixes are currently not regarded, the internal 
structure of the stem was not considered. A parse 
was accepted if all inflectional affixes had been 
correctly found and properly labelled. 
The Turkish implementation was 
evaluated with a testing sample of 300 nouns and 
noun-based predicates and yielded precision and 
recall values of 94,8% and 96,2% respectively. 
5 Implementing new languages 
Since Turkic languages are quite similar among 
themselves, applying the parser to a non-Turkic 
agglutinative language can help test its 
universality.  
As an experiment, a small part of Buryat 
morphology has been modelled. Like Turkish, 
Buryat language poses more challenges than 
Turkish in some respects. The processing is 
complicated by a vast number of 
(mor)phonological variants of both stems and 
affixes, more complex phonological rules and a 
harmony system with subtler distinctions (e.g. a 
distinction between vowels in different 
syllables). 
Crucially, the Buryat implementation did 
not require any custom coding or 
language-specific modifications of the parser 
itself; the only custom elements were phonology 
description, morpheme list and dictionary. The 
morphology model was evaluated on a small 
sample of Buryat nouns, resulting in precision 
value of approximately 91% and recall value of 
96%. 
6 Future work 
At the moment, the top-importance task is lifting 
the temporary limitations of the parser by 
implementing other parts of speech (finite and 
non-finite verb forms, pronouns, postpositions 
etc.) and derivational suffixes. 
Although the slot system described in 
3.1 has been sufficient for both Turkish and 
Buryat, other agglutinative languages may 
require more flexibility. This can be achieved 
either by adding more slots (thus making the slot 
system nearly universal) or by providing a way 
to derive the slot system automatically, from 
plain text or a corpus of tagged texts; the latter 
solution would also considerably reduce the 
amount of work that has to be done manually. 
Another direction of future work 
involves integrating the parser into a more 
complex system. DIRETRA, an engine for 
Turkish-to-English direct translation, is being 
developed on the base of the parser. The primary 
goal is to provide a word-for-word translation of 
a given text, reflecting the morphological 
phenomena of the source language as precisely 
as possible. The gloss lines output by the parser 
are processed by the other modules of the system 
and ultimately transformed into text 
representations in the target language: 
input adamlarınkiler 
parser output man-PL-GEN-KI2-PL 
DIRETRA output ones.owned.by.men 
Table 3. An example of DIRETRA output 
Though the system is being designed for 
Turkish, the next step planned is to implement 
other Turkic languages as well. 
Abbreviations 
1 – first person, 2 – second person, 3 – third person, 
COP.EV – evidential copula, COP.PRS – present 
tense copula, COP.PST – past tense copula, DAT – 
dative, GEN – genitive, KI1 – -ki suffix after locative, 
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KI2 – -ki suffix after genitive, LOC – locative, NOM 
– nominative, NPS – non-possession, P – possession, 
PL – plural, SG – singular. 
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Abstract
English. In this paper we explore
the possibility to merge the world of
Compositional Distributional Semantic
Models (CDSM) with Tree Kernels
(TK). In particular, we will introduce a
specific tree kernel (smoothed tree ker-
nel, or STK) and then show that is
possibile to approximate such kernel
with the dot product of two vectors
obtained compositionally from the sen-
tences, creating in such a way a new
CDSM.
Italiano. In questo paper vogliamo
esplorare la possibilita` di unire il mon-
do dei metodi di semantica distribuzio-
ne composizionale (CDSM) con quello
dei tree Kernel (TK). In particolare in-
trodurremo un particolare tree kernel e
poi mostreremo che possibile appros-
simare questo kernel tramite il prodot-
to scalare tra due vettori ottenuti com-
posizionalmente a partire dalle frasi di
partenza, creando cos`ı di fatto un nuo-
vo modello di semantica distribuzionale
composizionale.
1 Introduction
Compositional distributional semantics is a
flourishing research area that leverages dis-
tributional semantics (see Baroni and Lenci
(2010)) to produce meaning of simple phrases
and full sentences (hereafter called text frag-
ments). The aim is to scale up the success
of word-level relatedness detection to longer
fragments of text. Determining similarity or
relatedness among sentences is useful for many
applications, such as multi-document summar-
ization, recognizing textual entailment (Dagan
et al., 2013), and semantic textual similarity
detection (Agirre et al., 2013; Jurgens et al.,
2014). Compositional distributional semantics
models (CDSMs) are functions mapping text
fragments to vectors (or higher-order tensors).
Functions for simple phrases directly map dis-
tributional vectors of words to distributional
vectors for the phrases (Mitchell and Lapata,
2008; Baroni and Zamparelli, 2010; Zanzotto
et al., 2010). Functions for full sentences are
generally defined as recursive functions over
the ones for phrases (Socher et al., 2011). Dis-
tributional vectors for text fragments are then
used as inner layers in neural networks, or to
compute similarity among text fragments via
dot product.
CDSMs generally exploit structured repres-
entations tx of text fragments x to derive their
meaning f(tx), but the structural information,
although extremely important, is obfuscated
in the final vectors. Structure and meaning
can interact in unexpected ways when comput-
ing cosine similarity (or dot product) between
vectors of two text fragments, as shown for
full additive models in (Ferrone and Zanzotto,
2013).
Smoothed tree kernels (STK) (Croce et
al., 2011) instead realize a clearer interaction
between structural information and distribu-
tional meaning. STKs are specific realiza-
tions of convolution kernels (Haussler, 1999)
where the similarity function is recursively
(and, thus, compositionally) computed. Dis-
tributional vectors are used to represent word
meaning in computing the similarity among
nodes. STKs, however, are not considered part
of the CDSMs family. As usual in kernel ma-
chines (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000),
STKs directly compute the similarity between
two text fragments x and y over their tree rep-
resentations tx and ty, that is, STK(tx, ty).
The function f that maps trees into vectors is
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only implicitly used, and, thus, STK(tx, ty) is
not explicitly expressed as the dot product or
the cosine between f(tx) and f(ty).
Such a function f , which is the underlying
reproducing function of the kernel (Aronszajn,
1950), is a CDSM since it maps trees to vectors
by using distributional meaning. However, the
huge nality of Rn (since it has to represent the
set of all possible subtrees) prevents to actu-
ally compute the function f(t), which thus can
only remain implicit.
Distributed tree kernels (DTK) (Zanzotto
and Dell’Arciprete, 2012) partially solve the
last problem. DTKs approximate standard
tree kernels (such as (Collins and Duffy, 2002))
by defining an explicit function DT that maps
trees to vectors in Rm where m  n and Rn
is the explicit space for tree kernels. DTKs
approximate standard tree kernels (TK), that
is, 〈DT (tx), DT (ty)〉 ≈ TK(tx, ty), by approx-
imating the corresponding reproducing func-
tion. Thus, these distributed trees are small
vectors that encode structural information. In
DTKs tree nodes u and v are represented by
nearly orthonormal vectors, that is, vectors
→
u
and
→
v such that 〈→u,→v 〉 ≈ δ(→u,→v ) where δ is
the Kroneker’s delta. This is in contrast with
distributional semantics vectors where 〈→u,→v 〉
is allowed to be any value in [0, 1] according
to the similarity between the words v and u.
In this paper, leveraging on distributed trees,
we present a novel class of CDSMs that en-
code both structure and distributional mean-
ing: the distributed smoothed trees (DST).
DSTs carry structure and distributional mean-
ing on a rank-2 tensor (a matrix): one dimen-
sion encodes the structure and one dimension
encodes the meaning. By using DSTs to com-
pute the similarity among sentences with a
generalized dot product (or cosine), we impli-
citly define the distributed smoothed tree ker-
nels (DSTK) which approximate the corres-
ponding STKs. We present two DSTs along
with the two smoothed tree kernels (STKs)
that they approximate. We experiment with
our DSTs to show that their generalized dot
products approximate STKs by directly com-
paring the produced similarities and by com-
paring their performances on two tasks: re-
cognizing textual entailment (RTE) and se-
mantic similarity detection (STS). Both ex-
periments show that the dot product on DSTs
approximates STKs and, thus, DSTs encode
both structural and distributional semantics
of text fragments in tractable rank-2 tensors.
Experiments on STS and RTE show that dis-
tributional semantics encoded in DSTs in-
creases performance over structure-only ker-
nels. DSTs are the first positive way of taking
into account both structure and distributional
meaning in CDSMs. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2.1 introduces
the basic notation used in the paper. Sec-
tion 2 describe our distributed smoothed trees
as compositional distributional semantic mod-
els that can represent both structural and se-
mantic information. Section 4 reports on the
experiments. Finally, Section 5 draws some
conclusions.
2 Distributed Smoothed Tree
Kernel
We here propose a model that can be con-
sidered a compositional distributional se-
mantic model as it transforms sentences into
matrices that can then used by the learner
as feature vectors. Our model is called Dis-
tributed Smoothed Tree Kernel (Ferrone and
Zanzotto, 2014) as it mixes the distributed
trees (Zanzotto and Dell’Arciprete, 2012) rep-
resenting syntactic information with distribu-
tional semantic vectors representing semantic
information.
S:booked::vXXXXX

NP:we::p
PRP:we::p
We
VP:booked::v
PPPP

V:booked::v
booked
NP:flight::n
aaa
!!!
DT:the::d
the
NN:flight::n
flight
Figure 1: A lexicalized tree
2.1 Notation
Before describing the distributed smoothed
trees (DST) we introduce a formal way to de-
note constituency-based lexicalized parse trees,
as DSTs exploit this kind of data structures.
Lexicalized trees are denoted with the letter t
and N(t) denotes the set of non terminal nodes
of tree t. Each non-terminal node n ∈ N(t)
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S(t) = {
S:booked::v
ZZ
NP VP
,
VP:booked::v
ll,,
V NP
,
NP:we::p
PRP
,
S:booked::v
ll,,
NP
PRP
VP , . . . ,
VP:booked::v
HH
V
booked
NP
@ 
DT NN
, . . . }
Figure 2: Subtrees of the tree t in Figure 1 (a non-exhaustive list)
has a label ln composed of two parts ln =
(sn, wn): sn is the syntactic label, while wn
is the semantic headword of the tree headed
by n, along with its part-of-speech tag. Ter-
minal nodes of trees are treated differently,
these nodes represent only words wn without
any additional information, and their labels
thus only consist of the word itself (see Fig.
1). The structure of a DST is represented as
follows: Given a tree t, h(t) is its root node and
s(t) is the tree formed from t but considering
only the syntactic structure (that is, only the
sn part of the labels), ci(n) denotes i-th child
of a node n. As usual for constituency-based
parse trees, pre-terminal nodes are nodes that
have a single terminal node as child.
Finally, we use
→
wn ∈ Rk to denote the dis-
tributional vector for word wn.
2.2 The method at a glance
We describe here the approach in a few sen-
tences. In line with tree kernels over struc-
tures (Collins and Duffy, 2002), we introduce
the set S(t) of the subtrees ti of a given lexic-
alized tree t. A subtree ti is in the set S(t) if
s(ti) is a subtree of s(t) and, if n is a node in
ti, all the siblings of n in t are in ti. For each
node of ti we only consider its syntactic label
sn, except for the head h(ti) for which we also
consider its semantic component wn (see Fig.
2). The functions DSTs we define compute the
following:
DST (t) = T =
∑
ti∈S(t)
Ti
where Ti is the matrix associated to each sub-
tree ti. The similarity between two text frag-
ments a and b represented as lexicalized trees
ta and tb can be computed using the Frobenius
product between the two matrices Ta and Tb,
that is:
〈Ta,Tb〉F =
∑
tai ∈S(ta)
tbj∈S(tb)
〈Tai ,Tbj〉F (1)
We want to obtain that the product 〈Tai ,Tbj〉F
approximates the dot product between the
distributional vectors of the head words
(〈Tai ,Tbj〉F ≈ 〈
→
h(tai ),
→
h(tbj)〉) whenever the syn-
tactic structure of the subtrees is the same
(that is s(tai ) = s(t
b
j)), and 〈Tai ,Tbj〉F ≈ 0 oth-
erwise. This property is expressed as:
〈Tai ,Tbj〉F ≈ δ(s(tai ), s(tbj)) · 〈
→
h(tai ),
→
h(tbj)〉 (2)
To obtain the above property, we define
Ti =
→
s(ti)
→
wh(ti)
>
where
→
s(ti) are distributed tree fragment (Zan-
zotto and Dell’Arciprete, 2012) for the sub-
tree t and
→
wh(ti) is the distributional vec-
tor of the head of the subtree t. Distrib-
uted tree fragments have the property that
→
s(ti)
→
s(tj) ≈ δ(ti, tj). Thus, exploiting the fact
that: 〈→a→w>,
→
b
→
v
>〉F = 〈→a ,
→
b 〉·〈→w,→v 〉, we have
that Equation 2 is satisfied as:
〈Ti,Tj〉F = 〈
→
s(ti),
→
s(tj)〉 · 〈 →wh(ti),
→
wh(tj)〉
≈ δ(s(ti), s(tj)) · 〈 →wh(ti),
→
wh(tj)〉
It is possible to show that the overall composi-
tional distributional model DST (t) can be ob-
tained with a recursive algorithm that exploits
vectors of the nodes of the tree.
3 The Approximated Smoothed
Tree Kernels
The CDSM we proposed approximates a spe-
cific tree kernel belonging to the smoothed tree
kernels class. This recursively computes (but,
the recursive formulation is not given here) the
following general equation:
STK(ta, tb) =
∑
ti∈S(ta)
tj∈S(tb)
ω(ti, tj)
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RTE1 RTE2 RTE3 RTE5 headl FNWN OnWN SMT
STK vs DSTK
1024 0.86 0.84 0.90 0.84 0.87 0.65 0.95 0.77
2048 0.87 0.84 0.91 0.84 0.90 0.65 0.96 0.77
Table 1: Spearman’s correlation between Distributed Smoothed Tree Kernels and Smoothed
Tree Kernels
where ω(ti, tj) is the similarity weight between
two subtrees ti and tj . DTSK approximates
STK, where the weights are defined as follows:
ω(ti, tj) = α · 〈 →wh(ti),
→
wh(tj)〉 · δ(s(ti), s(tj))
Where α =
√
λ|N(ti)|+|N(tj)| and λ is a para-
meter.
4 Experimental investigation
Generic settings We experimented with
two datasets: the Recognizing Textual Entail-
ment datasets (RTE) (Dagan et al., 2006) and
the the Semantic Textual Similarity 2013 data-
sets (STS) (Agirre et al., 2013). The STS task
consists of determining the degree of similar-
ity (ranging from 0 to 5) between two sen-
tences. The STS datasets contains 5 datasets:
headlines, OnWN, FNWN and SMT which
contains respectively 750, 561, 189 and 750
RTE is instead the task of deciding whether
a long text T entails a shorter text, typically
a single sentence, called hypothesis H. It has
been often seen as a classification task. We
used four datasets: RTE1, RTE2, RTE3, and
RTE5. We parsed the sentence with the Stan-
ford Parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) and
extracted the heads for use in the lexicalized
trees with Collins’ rules (Collins, 2003). Dis-
tributional vectors are derived with DISSECT
(Dinu et al., 2013) from a corpus obtained
by the concatenation of ukWaC, a mid-2009
dump of the English Wikipedia and the British
National Corpus for a total of about 2.8 bil-
lion words. The raw count vectors were trans-
formed into positive Pointwise Mutual Inform-
ation scores and reduced to 300 dimensions by
Singular Value Decomposition. This setup was
picked without tuning, as we found it effective
in previous, unrelated experiments. To build
our DTSKs we used the implementation of the
distributed tree kernels1. We used 1024 and
2048 as the dimension of the distributed vec-
tors, the weight λ is set to 0.4 as it is a value
1http://code.google.com/p/distributed-tree-
kernels/
generally considered optimal for many applic-
ations (see also (Zanzotto and Dell’Arciprete,
2012)). To test the quality of the approxima-
tion we computed the Spearman’s correlation
between values produced by our DSTK and
by the standard versions of the smoothed tree
kernel. We obtained text fragment pairs by
randomly sampling two text fragments in the
selected set. For each set, we produced ex-
actly the number of examples in the set, e.g.,
we produced 567 pairs for RTE1, etc.
Results Table 1 reports the results for the
correlation experiments. We report the Spear-
man’s correlations over the different sets (and
different dimensions of distributed vectors)
between our DSTK and the STK. The cor-
relation is above 0.80 in average for both RTE
and STS datasets. The approximation also de-
pends on the size of the distributed vectors.
Higher dimensions yield to better approxim-
ation: if we increase the distributed vectors
dimension from 1024 to 2048 the correlation
between DSTK and STK increases. This dir-
ect analysis of the correlation shows that our
CDSM are approximating the corresponding
kernel function and there is room of improve-
ment by increasing the size of distributed vec-
tors.
5 Conclusions and future work
Distributed Smoothed Trees (DST) are a
novel class of Compositional Distributional Se-
mantics Models (CDSM) that effectively en-
code structural information and distributional
semantics in tractable rank-2 tensors, as ex-
periments show. The paper shows that DSTs
contribute to close the gap between two appar-
ently different approaches: CDSMs and convo-
lution kernels. This contribute to start a dis-
cussion on a deeper understanding of the rep-
resentation power of structural information of
existing CDSMs.
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Abstract
English. This paper presents the results
of an experiment of polysemy alternations
induction from a lexicon (Utt and Pado´,
2011; Frontini et al., 2014), discussing the
results and proposing an amendment in the
original algorithm.
Italiano. Questo articolo presenta i risul-
tati di un esperimento di induzione di al-
ternamze polisemiche regolari (Utt and
Pado´, 2011; Frontini et al., 2014), discu-
tendone i risultati e proponendo una mod-
ifica all’originale procedura.
1 Introduction
The various different senses of polysemic words
do not always stand to each other in the same
way. Some senses group together along certain
dimensions of meaning while others stand clearly
apart. Machine readable dictionaries have in the
past used coarse grained sense distinctions but of-
ten without any explicit indication as to whether
these senses were related or not. Most signifi-
cantly, few machine readable dictionaries explic-
itly encode systematic alternations.
In Utt and Pado´ (2011) a methodology is de-
scribed for deriving systematic alternations of
senses from WordNet. In Frontini et al. (2014)
the work was carried out for Italian using the PA-
ROLE SIMPLE CLIPS lexicon (PSC) (Lenci et
al., 2000), a lexical resource that contains a rich
set of explicit lexical and semantic relations. The
purpose of the latter work was to test the method-
ology of the former work against the inventory of
regular polysemy relations already encoded in the
PSC semantic layer. It is important to notice that
this was not possible in the original experiment, as
WordNet does not contain such information.
The result of the work done on PSC shows how
the original methodology can be useful in test-
ing the consistency of encoded polysemies and in
finding gaps in individual lexical entries. At the
same time the methodology is not infallible espe-
cially in distinguishing type alternations that fre-
quently occur in the lexicon due to systematic pol-
ysemy from other alternations that are produced
by metaphoric extensions, derivation or other non
systematic sense shifting phenomena.
In this paper we shall briefly outline the prob-
lem of lexical ambiguity; then describe the proce-
dure of type induction carried out in the previous
experiments, discussing the most problematic re-
sults; finally we will propose a change in the orig-
inal methodology that seems more promising in
capturing the essence of systematic polysemy.
2 Theoretical background on lexical
ambiguity
Two main types of lexical ambiguity are usually
distinguished, homonymy and polysemy.
The most common definition of homonymy
in theoretical linguistics is that two words are
homonymous if they share the same form (orthog-
raphy and/or phonology), but have different, un-
related and mutually underived meanings (Leech,
1974; Lyons, 1977; Saeed, 1997). According to
this view, two homonymous words must have dif-
ferent etymologies. Pure homonyms, moreover
should manifest both homophony and homogra-
phy.
The notion of polysemy in contrast foresees a
commonality of meaning that is shared between
the different senses of the same word. Poly-
semy has received ample treatment in the litera-
ture (Apresjan, 1974; Nunberg and Zaenen, 1992;
Copestake and Briscoe, 1995; Nunberg, 1995;
Palmer, 1981). Three main types can be identified.
Regular (or logical polysemy): Words with two,
or more, systematically related meanings. The
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meaning of a word is described here in terms
of the semantic (or ontological) classes to which
the senses of a lexical item refer. Regular poly-
semy can thus be defined in terms of regularity of
type alternations, where the “alternating types” in
question are the semantic or ontological categories
to which the senses of a lemma belong (Palmer,
1981; Pustejovsky, 1995). Well known cases of
regular alternations are ANIMAL−FOOD, BUILD-
ING−INSTITUTION. These systematic meaning
alternations are generally salient on conceptual
grounds, common to (several) other words1, and
usually derivable by metonymic sense shifts.
Occasional (or irregular) polysemy: a word
shows a “derivable” meaning alternation, i.e. there
is an evident relation between the meanings, usu-
ally again metonymic, but this is not pervasive in
the language (e.g. coccodrillo, ‘crocodile’, can be
used both to indicate the animal and the (leather)
material; this alternation is common to other an-
imal words but is not so pervasive, and is clearly
dependent on other world-knowledge factors)
Metaphorical polysemy: a word with meanings
that are related by some kind of metaphorical ex-
tension. Again, this will not be systematic in the
language, although other words may show simi-
lar extensions. For example, fulmine, ‘lightning’
NATURAL PHENOMENON, can be used metaphor-
ically to described something or someone as ‘very
fast’ as in Giovanni e` un fulmine, ‘John is as quick
as a flash’; Boa, ‘boa’, ANIMAL, can also refer to
a feather scarf. The relationship between the two
senses of these words is probably one of lexical-
ized metaphorical extension which it will be hard
to generalize to other words.
The distinction between regular polysemy, oc-
casional polysemy and homonymy is somewhat
more blurred than it seems at first (Zgusta,
1971; Palmer, 1981; Lyons, 1977; Landau, 1984;
Ndlovu and Sayi, 2010), and a continuum can be
recognized.
3 Previous experiments
We refer to Utt and Pado´ (2011) and Frontini et
al. (2014) for a precise description of the exper-
iment on English and Italian respectively and of
the induction algorithm. Here an intuitive outline
is given. If we consider a lemma and all of its
senses, each possible sense can be labeled with
1Of course some exceptions are possible, e.g. cow/beef.
(Nunberg, 1995; Copestake and Briscoe, 1995)
an ontological class or type and thus each pair of
senses of that lemma can be seen as an alternation
between two ontological types. Such alternations
are called basic alterations (BAs). An instance of
BA (i.e. a sense pair within a lemma) may rep-
resent a case of regular (systematic) polysemy or
a case of simple homonymy. However, when the
same BA occurs across many lemmas, this can be
taken as evidence of a regular polysemy.
For example, in languages such as English or
Italian the presence of a large number of lem-
mas with two senses, one of which is labeled
with the type ANIMAL and the other with the
type FOOD provides evidence of the fact that the
FOOD#ANIMAL BA is not merely sporadic in
such languages but is the product of ANIMAL
>FOOD regular polysemy.
The induction algorithm proposed essentially
derives the complete list of BAs from a given lex-
icon by extracting all type alternations occurring
within polysemous lemmas (nouns in our case),
and ranks them per descending frequency. The
assumption is that the most frequent BAs will be
polysemous, whereas the less frequent ones will
be occasional. The optimal frequency threshold
N for a BA to be classified as a regular polysemy
is induced by testing it against a set of known
homonymous and polysemous seed lemmas. The
correct threshold is the one that correctly separates
typically homonyms from polysemous words.
In Frontini et al. (2014) we run two experi-
ments with two different sets of seeds and derived
two frequency thresholds (≥ 28 and ≥ 21 respec-
tively), identifying a set of overall 36 and 54 Basic
Alternations that can be considered polysemous
(see the cited paper for the difference between the
two thresholds). In the present paper we shall re-
fer mostly to the frequency threshold ≥ 21, which
was derived by strictly following the methodology
proposed by Utt and Pado´ (2011), namely using
a set of prototypically polysemous/homonymous
lemmas drawn form the literature.
In Frontini et al. (2014) we report on the results
above the first and second threshold. Each induced
BA is compared with all possible relations that are
encoded in PSC between senses of words exhibit-
ing that BA. Relations encoded among senses in
PSC are of two types: Lexical relations (such as
Polysemy itself, Metaphor, Derivation) or Qualia
relations (Constitutive, Formal, Telic, Agentive),
following the generative lexicon theory (Puste-
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When comparing the induced results with PSC,
four cases can be recognized 2:
A) a BA is matched by one or more polysemy
relations
C) no polysemy relation is present but at least
another lexical relation (metaphor or deriva-
tion) is present
D) only qualia relations exist between the alter-
nating usems of a lemma that expresses a BA
E) no relation at all is encoded in PSC for a BA.
In all cases but (A) it is obviously possible that
a regular polysemy is involved that had not been
foreseen in the design of PSC. In the first line of
Table 1 the results for the original experiment are
given.
(A) represents the perfect validation. Classic
polysemy cases are to be found here, such as
PolysemySemioticartifact-Information (e.g., ‘let-
ter’, ‘newspaper’); PolysemyPlant-Flower; etc.
The presence of qualia relations, often Constitu-
tive, does not impact on the goodness of this re-
sult, but shows how some polysemies may be due
to meronymic sense shifts.
(C) cases are the more interesting ones, since
they illustrate phenomena that may cast a doubt
on the frequency based definition of polysemy fol-
lowed in the present work. Here some very fre-
quent BAs are classified by the lexicographer in
terms of zero derivation (such as instrument vio-
lino, ‘violin’ INSTRUMENT, used for the PROFES-
SION, violinist) or of metaphorical extension (such
as coniglio, ‘rabbit’, for a cowardly person). Such
cases are frequent, probably even semi-productive,
but lack the regularity that characterizes system-
atic polysemy.
(D) cases occur rarely, and the qualia relations
listed occur very rarely among the correspond-
ing lemmas. Such lemmas, though not strictly
polysemous, represent instances of semanticized
metaphoric extension of the sort that may qualify
for formal encoding with the metaphor relation;
so for instance spada, ‘sword’, has a sense typed
under AGENT OF TEMPORARY ACTIVITY to in-
dicate uses such as He is a good sword meaning
‘He is a good swordsman’.
2Case A in the present paper merges cases A and B of
the previous one; the original labelling for the other cases is
maintained for comparison.
(E) cases require careful analysis, since they are
the most problematic outcome. Some of them
seem to be the result of semi-productive phe-
nomena, despite the lack of lexicographic encod-
ing. So for instance, BODY PART#PART, with fre-
quency 101, captures the fact that parts of artifacts
(e.g. machines, ships, ...) are often denoted in Ital-
ian by using words for body parts (such as in brac-
cio, used for: ‘person’s arm’, ‘gramophone’s arm’,
‘edifice’s wing’); PSC lexicographers did not de-
fine an explicit relation for such alternations, as
they seem more cases of metaphorical extension
than of regular polysemy.
Other (E) alternations instead show
clearly related senses and a higher level
of systematicity. Such is the case with
AGENT OF PERSISTENT ACTIVITY#PROFESSION,
typical of lemmas such as pianista, ‘pianist’,
denoting both someone who plays piano pro-
fessionally and someone who plays piano
regularly, but as an amateur. Another such case
is ACT#PSYCH PROPERTY, with lemmas such as
idiozia, ‘silliness’, once listed as the property of
associated with being an idiot and then with the
act of being idiotic. Such alternations are rarely
listed among the known polysemy alternations,
and are the product of the semantic richness of
PSC and of the SIMPLE ontology, that distin-
guishes shades of meaning that are normally not
taken into account in other resources. At the same
time, within the context of PSC, they are quite
systematic and may be considered for an explicit
encoding.
Finally, some (E) cases are somewhat
epiphenomenal: so for instance HU-
MAN#SUBSTANCE FOOD is the result of the
fact that some animals, typically those famil-
iar animals that are used for food, are also
used to metaphorically define properties of
humans, such as pig, chicken and goat. In
this case, there is a pivotal usem (the ANI-
MAL one) that is linked to the other two by
separate alternations (ANIMAL#HUMAN and AN-
IMAL#SUBSTANCE FOOD), producing an indirect
alternation (HUMAN#SUBSTANCE FOOD).
The conclusion drawn from this experiment was
that frequency alone is not a sufficient enough a
criterion to define systematic polysemy. The pro-
posed methodology seems to be more reliable in
distinguishing any kind of polysemy alternation
between related senses.
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4 New experiment and preliminary
conclusion
While distinguishing when two senses are totally
unrelated may indeed be very useful, the original
goal of this research was to be able to automati-
cally detect regular polysemy alternations. In this
new experiment we then try to see if the original
methodology can be improved in order to make it
more capable to single out systematic polysemy,
which is characterised by productivity and onto-
logical grounding.
The ontological grounding of polysemy can be
assessed in resources such as PSC by checking the
qualia relations; indeed many of the officially en-
coded polysemies in PSC co-occur with qualia re-
lations. Nevertheless this methodology can hardly
be automatized or applied to other resources such
as WordNet that lack qualia information. As for
the productivity, it is clearly related to the direc-
tionality of the polysemy rule. If the directionality
is from type A to type B we can presume that all
words that have a sense of type A can be also used
in a sense of type B, but not vice versa. So if the
rule is “Animal to Food”, then all words for Ani-
mal should also have the Food sense, but not vice
versa. So crockodile can denote food in some con-
texts, but spaghetti cannot be used to refer to an
animal.
In a methodology such as the one proposed it
is hard to retrieve directionality from polysemy
rules, since lexicons are rarely exhaustive. Nev-
ertheless it may be possible to indirectly asses the
systematicity of the type alternation by comparing
the frequency of the BA with the one of each type
separately. An efficient way to treat this problem
is to consider measuring the association strength
of the two types by using Pointwise Mutual Infor-
mation, following what has been previously pro-
posed in Tomuro (1998). PMI assigns the maxi-
mum value to pairs that occur only together, and in
general gets higher values if at least one of the two
elements occurs with the other more frequently
than alone. It is calculated as:
PMI(t1, t2) = log
f(t1,t2)
N
f(t1)
N X
f(t2)
N
(1)
where t1 and t2 are the number of lemmas in which
of each of the two ontological types of a BA oc-
cur overall, and (t1,t2) is the number of lemmas in
which they occur together. Taking into account the
tendency of PMI to promote hapaxes, a raw fre-
quency filter ≥ 5 for co-occurrencies values was
implemented. We thus rank the BAs in PSC us-
ing descending PMI instead of raw frequency, then
we induce the optimal PMI threshold following
the standard procedure, using the same set of 12
+ 12 typically polysemous/homonymoys lemmas
drawn from the literature, and comparing the re-
sults. The second line of Table 1 shows the cases
obtained from this new experiment, while table 4
presents the complete list. The number of BA in-
duced with the two ranking systems is comparable
(49 for PMI vs 54 for raw frequency).
A C D E TOT
F > 21 20 11 5 18 54
PMI > 1.8 24 1 8 16 49
Table 1: Comparison between induced BAs and
lexical semantic relations in PSC, for both induced
thresholds.
First results seem promising. Most significantly
PMI ranking promotes only one C case above the
threshold, vs 11. LOCATION#OPENING, is in-
deed a Metaphor occurring only 8 times in PSC,
in cases such as “topaia” (rathole) that can be used
to metaphorically refer to human abodes in very
unflattering terms.
This seems to signify that PMI ranking is more
effective in demoting cases unsystematic poly-
semy. Remarkably PMI ranking demotes one of
the most problematic and frequent of the previ-
ously discussed BA, BODY PART#PART, under
the threshold while promoting a larger number of
the encoded polysemies to the top. In the first 18
positions we find only one gap at position 8 and it
turns out that this BA - CONVENTION#MONEY -
is actually a good candidate for systematic poly-
semy, as MONEY is both an artifact and a human
convention.
To conclude, such preliminary results actually
seem to confirm the hypothesis that measuring the
association strength between types, rather than the
frequency of their cooccurrence, is useful to cap-
ture the systematicity of an alternation.
In future work it may be interesting to test rank-
ing by other association measures (such as Log
Likelihood) and with different filternigs. Finally,
the original experiment may be repeated on both
Italian and English WordNets in order to evaluate
the new method on the original lexical resource.
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BA Val. freq. PMI
Substance food#Water animal A 58 4.66
Flower#Plant A 45 4.40
Information#Semiotic artifact A 218 4.26
Plant#Vegetable A 49 4.16
Flavouring#Plant A 23 4.13
Color#Flower A 7 3.94
Color#Fruit A 9 3.85
Convention#Money D 16 3.82
Fruit#Plant A 29 3.62
Building#Institution A 63 3.39
Amount#Container A 79 3.39
Language#People A 174 3.35
Earth animal#Substance food A 34 3.33
Color#Vegetable A 5 3.27
Convention#Semiotic artifact A 44 3.09
Artifactual drink#Plant A 28 3.04
Human Group#Institution A 53 3.01
Color#Natural substance A 30 2.98
Area#VegetalEntity D 6 2.92
Concrete Entity#Transaction D 5 2.83
Cause Change of State#Material E 14 2.82
Artifactual material#Earth animal A 38 2.80
Color#Plant A 21 2.75
Air animal#Substance food A 12 2.71
Artwork#Color E 6 2.71
Location#Opening C 8 2.71
Copy Creation#Semiotic artifact D 5 2.62
Cause Constitutive Change# Constitu-
tive Change
E 5 2.60
Area#Artifactual area E 6 2.42
Artwork#Symbolic Creation D 9 2.40
Act#Psych property E 54 2.40
Artifactual material#Substance food E 10 2.39
Food#Time D 5 2.37
Amount#D 3 Location E 8 2.30
Constitutive#Shape D 7 2.22
Artifactual material#Artwork A 8 2.17
Convention#Institution E 7 2.16
Plant#VegetalEntity D 10 2.13
Convention#Time E 15 2.11
Amount#Transaction E 7 2.05
Time#Unit of measurement E 7 2.04
Cause Change#Change E 5 1.98
Artifact#Artifact Food E 6 1.96
Abstract Entity#Metalanguage E 8 1.95
Artifactual material#Color E 5 1.89
Building#Human Group A 74 1.86
Natural substance#Plant A 39 1.85
Number#Time E 6 1.84
Convention#Information A 13 1.83
Table 2: BA induced using PMI as ranking
method; letters represent the validation against
PSC encoded relations. The order between the two
types for each BA is purely alphabetical.
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Abstract 
Italiano. L’articolo presenta i risultati di uno 
studio volto a valutare la consistenza della ca-
tegorizzazione dello spazio azionale operata 
da annotatori madrelingua per un set di verbi 
semanticamente coesi del database IMA-
GACT (area semantica di ‘girare’). La vali-
dazione statistica, articolata in tre test, è basa-
ta sul calcolo dell’inter-tagger agreement in 
task di disambiguazione di concetti rappre-
sentati mediante prototipi per immagini. 
English.  This paper presents the results of a 
research aimed at evaluating the consistency 
of the categorization of actions. The study fo-
cuses on a set of semantically related verbs of 
the IMAGACT database ("girare" semantic 
area), annotated by mother tongue inform-
ants. Statistic validation, consisting of three 
tests, is based on inter-tagger agreement. The  
task entails the disambiguation of concepts 
depicted by prototypic scenes. 
1 Introduzione 
IMAGACT è un'ontologia interlinguistica che 
rende esplicito lo spettro di variazione pragmati-
ca associata ai predicati azionali a media ed alta 
frequenza in italiano ed inglese (Moneglia et al., 
2014). Le classi di azioni che individuano le enti-
tà di riferimento dei concetti linguistici, rappre-
sentate in tale risorsa lessicale nella forma di 
scene prototipiche (Rosch, 1978), sono state in-
dotte da corpora di parlato da linguisti madrelin-
gua, mediante una procedura bottom-up: i mate-
riali linguistici sono stati sottoposti ad una artico-
lata procedura di annotazione descritta estesa-
mente in lavori precedenti (Moneglia et al., 
2012; Frontini et  al., 2012). 
L’articolo illustra i risultati di tre test volti a 
valutare la consistenza della categorizzazione 
dello spazio azionale proposta dagli annotatori 
per un set ristretto ma semanticamente coerente 
di verbi della risorsa: tale scelta è stata dettata 
dalla volontà di studiare ad un alto livello di det-
taglio i problemi connessi alla tipizzazione della 
variazione dei predicati sugli eventi. La predi-
sposizione di questo case-study è inoltre prope-
deutica alla creazione di una procedura standard, 
estendibile in un secondo tempo a porzioni stati-
sticamente significative dell’ontologia per la sua 
completa validazione.   
Il paragrafo 2 presenterà i coefficienti statistici 
adottati, nel paragrafo 3 verranno descritti meto-
dologia e risultati dei test realizzati. 
2 Coefficienti statistici 
La consistenza della categorizzazione è stata va-
luta mediante il calcolo dell'inter-tagger agree-
ment (I.T.A.). Per l’analisi sono stati utilizzati i 
seguenti coefficienti1, presentati in maniera con-
giunta secondo le indicazioni in Di Eugenio and 
Glass (2004): 
• Ao, “observed agreement” o “Index of crude 
agreement” (Goodman and Kruskal, 1954); 
• π (Scott, 1955); 
• k (Cohen, 1960); 
• 2Ao-1 (Byrt et al., 1993);  
• α  (Krippendorff, 1980); 
• multi-k (Davies and Fleiss, 1982); 
• multi-π (Fleiss, 1971). 
Tali indici, mutuati dalla psicometria, rappresen-
tano ad oggi uno standard de facto in linguistica 
computazionale (Carletta, 1996). 
Per l’analisi dei dati è stato utilizzato il modu-
lo “metrics.agreement” di NLTK - Natural Lan-
guage Toolkit (Bird et al., 2009).  
Il dataset è disponibile all’URL 
http://www.gloriagagliardi.com/misce
llanea/. 
                                                
1 Nell’articolo viene adottata la terminologia di Artstein & 
Poesio (2008), lavoro di riferimento sull’argomento. I coef-
ficienti sono illustrati e discussi in Gagliardi (2014); nel 
medesimo lavoro vengono inoltre esaminati i parametri che 
influenzano i livelli di accordo raggiungibili (Bayerl and 
Paul, 2011; Brown et al.,  2010) e i valori di significatività 
dei coefficienti (Landis and Koch, 1977; Krippendorf, 1980; 
Carletta, 1996; Reidsma and Carletta, 2008; Bayerl and 
Paul, 2011), in relazione ai principali studi condotti su 
I.T.A. per l’italiano e l’inglese in domini di tipo semantico. 
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3 Validazione 
3.1 Test 1 (3 categorie) 
Con il test 1 si intende valutare il livello di 
agreement raggiungibile nella categorizzazione 
di occorrenze verbali nelle categorie ‘primario’ – 
‘marcato’.  
A due annotatori è stato sottoposto un set di 
974 concordanze, riconducibili ad un’area se-
mantica coesa (‘girare’ e lemmi verbali di signi-
ficato prossimo). Il task consiste in un esercizio 
di disambiguazione “coarse-grained”: il proto-
collo di annotazione prevede che ciascun coder, 
dopo aver letto ed interpretato l’occorrenza ver-
bale in contesto, attribuisca il tag PRI (primario) 
o MAR (marcato), ovvero discrimini tra gli usi 
fisici ed azionali e quelli metaforici o fraseologi-
ci. Nel caso in cui non sia possibile per 
l’annotatore interpretare l’occorrenza o vi sia un 
errore di tagging, l’istanza deve essere annotata 
con l’etichetta DEL (delete), analogamente a 
quanto previsto nel workflow di IMAGACT. È 
inoltre richiesto all’annotatore, per le sole occor-
renze PRI, di creare una frase standardizzata che 
espliciti e sintetizzi l’eventualità predicata. Gli 
annotatori (tabella 1) hanno un alto livello di 
esperienza nel task.  
 
rater sesso età istruzione professione 
A F 29 dottorando assegnista 
B M 29 dottorando assegnista 
 
Tabella 1: Annotatori test 1. 
L’intera procedura è svolta dagli annotatori auto-
nomamente ed indipendentemente. In tabella 2 
sono sintetizzati i principali parametri descrittivi 
del test, ed in tabella 3 i risultati. 
 
TEST 1 – 3 categorie 
numero di rater 2 
tipologia dei dati  occorrenze verbali e 
relative concordanze 
dimensione del dataset 974 occorrenze 
categorie 3 (PRI - MAR- DEL) 
criteri di selezione dei 
rater 
Gli annotatori hanno 
annotato circa il 90% 
delle occorrenze ver-
bali di IMAGACT-IT 
livello di esperienza dei 
rater 
esperti 
tipo e intensità del training intenso 
coefficienti statistici Ao, k, π, 2Ao-1, α  
 
Tabella 2: test 1, parametri descrittivi. 
 
Lemma Ao k π  2A o-1 α  
capovolgere 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
curvare 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
girare 0.90 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.84 
mescolare 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
rigirare 0.9 0.85 0.85 0.8 0.85 
rivolgere 0.79 0.53 0.52 0.57 0.52 
ruotare 0.95 0.91 0.91 0.89 0.91 
svoltare 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
volgere 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
voltare 0.91 0.66 0.66 0.82 0.66 
TOTALE 0.89 0.83 0.83 0.79 0.83 
 
Tabella 3: test 1 (3 categorie), risultati. 
I risultati appaiono molto buoni: i coefficienti 
calcolati sull’insieme delle occorrenze hanno 
infatti un valore superiore a 0.8. Anche i valori di 
agreement calcolati per i singoli verbi sono alti: 
l’accordo è addirittura totale per 5 lemmi su 10. 
Solo i verbi ‘rivolgere’ e ‘voltare’ hanno valori 
di I.T.A. bassi: per il secondo lemma è però os-
servabile nei dati una forte prevalenza della cate-
goria PRI (corretta dalla misura 2Ao-1). 
3.2 Test 1 (2 categorie) 
In seconda battuta si è deciso di rianalizzare i 
dati scartando gli item a cui almeno un annotato-
re ha assegnato il tag DEL, considerando quindi 
solo le occorrenze che entrambi i rater hanno 
ritenuto interpretabili.2 I risultati sono sintetizzati 
in tabella 4. 
 
Lemma Ao k π  2A o-1 α  
capovolgere 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
curvare 1.0 / / 1.0 / 
girare 0.98 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.95 
mescolare 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
rigirare 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
rivolgere 0.99 0.93 0.93 0.98 0.93 
ruotare 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
svoltare 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
volgere 1.0 / / 1.0 / 
voltare 0.93 0.63 0.63 0.87 0.63 
TOTALE 0.98 0.96 0.96 0.91 0.96 
 
Tabella 4: test 1 (2 categorie), risultati. 
Il livello di I.T.A., già alto, supera grazie alla 
riformulazione del task la soglia di 0.9. L’unico 
lemma problematico resta ‘voltare’, per il pro-
blema di prevalenza già evidenziato. 
                                                
2 L’annotatore A ha usato il tag DEL 232 volte, l’annotatore 
B 244. 193 item hanno ricevuto il tag DEL da entrambi gli 
annotatori (circa l’80% dei casi). 
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3.3 Test 2  
Con il test 2 si intende verificare il livello di 
agreement raggiungibile da annotatori esperti 
nell’assegnazione delle frasi standardizzate ai 
tipi azionali IMAGACT, ovvero la solidità e la 
coerenza della tipizzazione operata sui lemmi 
verbali oggetto di studio. A tale scopo è stato 
creato un set di frasi standardizzate a partire dai 
materiali annotati nel corso del test 1, secondo la 
seguente procedura: 
• selezione dei lemmi per cui è stata identifi-
cata in IMAGACT una variazione primaria;3  
• selezione dei verbi generali per cui, nel cor-
so del test 1, sono state prodotte standardiz-
zazioni primarie;  
• raccolta di tutte le standardizzazioni create 
nel corso del test 1 per i lemmi rimanenti; 
• esclusione delle frasi standardizzate uguali.4 
Mediante questa serie di selezioni successive è 
stato estratto un set di 169 frasi standardizzate. 
A due mesi di distanza dal primo test, agli 
stessi coder (tabella 1) è stato chiesto di assegna-
re le frasi standardizzate di ciascun lemma ad un 
inventario dato di tipi, la variazione primaria 
identificata nel DB IMAGACT.  
In tabella 5 sono sintetizzati i principali para-
metri descrittivi del test, ed in tabella 6 i risultati. 
 
TEST 2 
numero di rater 2 
tipologia dei dati  frasi standardizzate 
dimensione del dataset 169 frasi 
categorie da 3 a 11, in base al 
lemma 
criteri di selezione dei 
rater 
gli annotatori hanno 
annotato circa il 90% 
delle occorrenze ver-
bali di IMAGACT-IT 
livello di esperienza dei 
rater 
esperti 
tipo e intensità del training intenso 
coefficienti statistici Ao, k, π, 2Ao-1, α 
 
Tabella 5: test 2, parametri descrittivi. 
Il livello di I.T.A. è, in generale, buono: il valore 
dei coefficienti è infatti complessivamente supe-
                                                
3 Tali criteri comportano l’esclusione dal test-set dei verbi 
‘capovolgere’, ‘rivolgere’, ‘svoltare’, ‘volgere’ e ‘curvare’. 
4 La scelta è stata dettata dalla volontà di eliminare, almeno 
in parte, effetti distorsivi nel  campione: alcune frasi, create 
dagli annotatori da occorrenze del sub-corpus di acquisizio-
ne LABLITA, si ripetono moltissime volte (es. “Il registra-
tore gira”). Ciò è riconducibile alle modalità espressive del 
baby-talk, non certo ad una maggior frequenza della frase (o 
del tipo azionale) in italiano standard. 
riore a 0.8. I due annotatori attribuiscono le stan-
dardizzazioni alle classi di azioni in modo so-
stanzialmente condiviso, pertanto la tipizzazione 
è considerabile fondata e riproducibile. 
 
Lemma Ao k π  2A o-1 α  
girare 0.79 0.77 0.76 0.58 0.76 
mescolare 0.87 0.8 0.8 0.75 0.80 
rigirare 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
ruotare 0.87 0.83 0.83 0.75 0.84 
voltare 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
TOTALE 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.66 0.82 
 
Tabella 6: test 2, risultati. 
All’interno di un quadro essenzialmente posi-
tivo, com’era facilmente immaginabile il verbo 
più generale ‘girare’ appare il più difficile da 
disambiguare. Analizzando qualitativamente il 
disagreement, i dati evidenziano una forte con-
centrazione del disaccordo (11 casi su 26) in al-
cune specifiche categorie, la numero 9 e la nu-
mero 10, di cui si riportano i video prototipali in 
figura 1. 
 
         
 
Figura 1: Tipo azionale 9 (a sinistra) e 10 (a de-
stra) del verbo girare. 
Vi è un’evidente contiguità tra le due classi di 
azioni: in entrambi i casi l’agente applica una 
forza sul tema, imprimendogli movimento rotato-
rio. Nel tipo 9 il tema è però messo in rotazione 
mediante un impulso, mentre nel tipo 10 l’agente 
esercita la forza sull’oggetto in maniera continua. 
Le tipologie di eventualità, chiaramente distinte 
sul piano empirico, risultano probabilmente trop-
po granulari dal punto di vista linguistico, al pun-
to da risultare indistinguibili. Ricalcolando i 
coefficienti aggregando le due categorie, Ao= 
0.879, k = 0.8606, π = 0.8605 ed α= 0.8611. 
3.4 Test 3  
Si è infine deciso di valutare il livello di 
agreement nell’assegnazione delle frasi standar-
dizzate ai tipi azionali nel caso di annotatori non 
esperti, per verificare la riconoscibilità e 
l’effettiva riproducibilità della tassonomia azio-
nale anche per semplici parlanti madrelingua. I 
coder coinvolti non hanno nessuna formazione 
specifica: gli unici requisiti per la selezione sono 
stati il livello di istruzione, medio-alto, e la di-
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sponibilità a sottoporsi al test senza ricevere al-
cun compenso. I quattro annotatori reclutati (ta-
bella 7) non sono stati sottoposti ad uno specifico 
training. 
 
rater sesso età istruzione professione 
C M 32 laurea (LM) web editor 
D M 28 laurea web designer 
E M 30 dottorato insegnante 
F F 26 laurea (LM) inoccupato 
 
Tabella 7: Annotatori test 3. 
Il test segue lo stesso protocollo sperimentale 
dell’esercizio precedente (tabella 8). In tabella 9 
sono sintetizzati i risultati. 
 
TEST 3 
numero di rater 4 
tipologia dei dati  frasi standardizzate 
dimensione del dataset 169 frasi 
 
categorie da 3 a 11, in base al 
lemma 
criteri di selezione dei 
rater 
nessuna formazione spe-
cifica in linguistica; livel-
lo di istruzione medio-
alto 
livello di esperienza dei 
rater 
principianti 
tipo e intensità del trai-
ning 
Nessun training 
coefficienti statistici Ao, multi-k, multi-π, α 
 
Tabella 8: test 3, parametri descrittivi. 
Lemma Ao Multi-k Multi-π  α  
girare 0.72 0.69 0.69 0.69 
mescolare 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 
rigirare 0.92 0.88 0.88 0.88 
ruotare 0.77 0.69 0.69 0.7 
voltare 0.82 0.67 0.66 0.67 
TOTALE 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.73 
 
Tabella 9: test 3, risultati. 
Valori di agreement situati intorno alla soglia di 
0.7, pur essendo inferiori ai risultati ottenuti da-
gli annotatori esperti del test 2, sono comunque 
da ritenersi accettabili, tanto più se si tiene in 
considerazione la completa assenza di training. 
Tutti e quattro i rater hanno lamentato una 
maggior difficoltà nell’annotazione del verbo 
‘girare’ rispetto agli altri lemmi, difficoltà che 
tuttavia non risulta dai dati. A differenza del test 
2, l’unificazione dei tipi 9 e 10 in una unica cate-
goria non porta particolari benefici: Ao= 0.7392, 
multi-k = 0.7064, multi-π = 0.7059, α = 0.7065. 
Il valore degli indici risulta abbassato, piuttosto, 
dal comportamento difforme di uno dei rater: se, 
sulla base dei risultati in tabella 9, si selezionas-
sero i migliori tre annotatori (C, E, F) e si rical-
colassero i coefficienti, Ao= 0.8224, multi-k = 
0.8078, multi-π = 0.8077, α = 0.8081. 
 
 Pairwise agreement 
Lemma C-D C-E C-F D-E D-F C-D 
girare 0.61 0.83 0.76 0.60 0.61 0.75 
mescolare 0.65 0.70 0.79 0.65 0.56 0.90 
rigirare 1.0 0.77 1.0 0.77 1.0 0.77 
ruotare 0.67 0.66 0.65 0.83 0.67 0.66 
voltare 0.48 0.85 1.0 0.58 0.48 0.85 
TOTALE 0.61 0.83 0.76 0.61 0.61 0.75 
 
Tabella 10: test 3, pairwise agreement. 
4 Conclusioni  
Notoriamente i task di annotazione semantica, ed 
in particolare quelli dedicati al lessico verbale 
(Fellbaum, 1998; Fellbaum et al., 2001), fanno 
registrare bassi livelli di I.TA.5 Nel caso in og-
getto la possibilità di ottenere valori alti, anche 
con annotatori non esperti, è con buona probabi-
lità dovuta alla natura esclusivamente azionale e 
fisica delle classi usate per la categorizzazione.  
In seguito alla validazione è stato possibile uti-
lizzare i dati in applicazioni di tipo psicolingui-
stico (Gagliardi, 2014): il campionario di verbi 
dell’ontologia, ampio e al tempo stesso formal-
mente controllato, se integralmente validato po-
trebbe rappresentare una fonte inedita di dati se-
mantici per le scienze cognitive. A tale scopo, 
oltre che per un pieno sfruttamento didattico e 
computazionale della risorsa, 6  in un prossimo 
futuro la metodologia illustrata verrà estesa ad 
una porzione quantitativamente e statisticamente 
significativa del database. 
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Abstract
English. In this paper, we present on-
going experiments for correcting OCR er-
rors on German newspapers in Fraktur font.
Our approach borrows from techniques for
spelling correction in context using a prob-
abilistic edit-operation error model and
lexical resources. We highlight conditions
in which high error reduction rates can be
obtained and where the approach currently
stands with real data.
Italiano. Il contributo presenta esperi-
menti attualmente in corso che mirano a
correggere gli errori di riconoscimento ot-
tico dei caratteri (OCR) in articoli di gior-
nale scritti in lingua tedesca e nel carat-
tere gotico Fraktur. L’approccio è basato
su tecniche di controllo ortografico con-
testuale e utilizza un modello probabilis-
tico di correzione degli errori assieme a
delle risorse lessicali. Si descrivono le
condizioni in cui è possibile ottenere un
alto tasso di riduzione degli errori e si il-
lustra infine lo stato di avanzamento at-
tuale mediante dati reali.
1 Introduction
The OPATCH project (Open Platform for Access
to and Analysis of Textual Documents of Cul-
tural Heritage) aims at creating an advanced online
search infrastructure for research in an historical
newspapers archive. The search experience is en-
hanced by allowing for dedicated searches on per-
son and place names as well as in defined subsec-
tions of the newspapers. For implementing this,
OPATCH builds on computational linguistic (CL)
methods for structural parsing, word class tagging
and named entity recognition (Poesio et al., 2011).
The newspaper archive contains ten newspapers in
German language from the South Tyrolean region
for the time period around the First World War.
Dating between 1910 and 1920, the newspapers
are typed in the blackletter Fraktur font and paper
quality is derogated due to age. Unfortunately,
such material is challenging for optical charac-
ter recognition (OCR), the process of transcribing
printed text into computer readable text, which is
the first necessary pre-processing step for any fur-
ther CL processing. Hence, in OPATCH we are
starting from majorly error-prone OCR-ed text,
in quantities that cannot realistically be corrected
manually. In this paper we present attempts to au-
tomate the procedure for correcting faulty OCR-ed
text.
2 Previous work
Projects, scientific meetings1 and studies like
OPATCH dealing with historical texts (Piotrowski,
2012) are numerous and one recurring theme is the
struggle for clean OCR-ed data.
Approaches to post-OCR correction include
machine learning (with or without supervision)
(Abdulkader and Casey, 2009; Tong and Evans,
1996), merging of more than one system outputs
(Volk et al., 2011) or high frequency words (Rey-
naert, 2008). The approach in Niklas (2010) com-
bines several methods for retrieving the best cor-
rection proposal for a misspelled word: A general
spelling correction (Anagram Hash), a new OCR
adapted method based on the shape of characters
(OCR-Key) and context information (bigrams). A
manual evaluation of the approach has been per-
formed on The Times Archive of London, a collec-
tion of English newspaper articles spanning from
1785 to 1985. Error reduction rates up to 75% and
F-Scores up to 88% could be achieved.
For German, an approach akin to ours is Hauser
(2007). This approach shares a number of features
1For example, DATeCH 2014: Digital Access to Textual
Cultural Heritage, May 19-20 2014, Madrid, Spain.
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with ours, such as a reference lexicon with sim-
ilar coverage (90%) and fuzzy lookup matching
of potential candidates in the lexicon for correc-
tion, based on the Levenshtein distance. However,
while our weighting scheme for edit operations is
based on an annotated corpus, Hauser (2007) uses
a weighting model based on Brill (2000). Our ap-
proach also includes contextual information based
on bigrams.
Hauser (2007) provides an evaluation of their
approach on similar OCR-ed documents, that is
from the same period (19th century) and font
(Blackletter). Their evaluation on four collections
shows error reduction rates from 1.9% to 4.8%,
rates quite similar to those we report in tables 2
and 3. However, our results show error reduction
rate can go up to 93%, depending on a number of
idealized conditions which we will spell out fur-
ther.
3 Corpora
We used two types of data sources: ten OCR-ed
newspaper pages along with their manually cor-
rected version, our Gold Standard (GS), and an in-
dependent reference corpus of German.
3.1 OCR-ed pages
Each of the ten pages has been OCR-ed2 and re-
vised manually3 , so that for each page we have a
scanned image in format TIF, an OCR-ed version
in the format METS4-ALTO5 and a manually re-
vised version of the text. The Fraktur font and the
decreased paper quality make the translation into
text particularly challenging, so the OCR-ed docu-
ments are extremely noisy. On average, more than
one out of two tokens is misrecognized (see table
3), let alone a substantial number of fragmented
and missing tokens. Almost half (48%) of tokens
need a minimum of three edit operations for cor-
rection (see section 4.1). In total, the OCR-ed doc-
uments are made up of 10,468 tokens and 3,621
types. Eight pages (8,324/2,487) are used as train-
ing data (section 4) and two pages (2,144/1,134)
for testing. One such page is shown in figure 1.
2Using ABBYY: http://www.abbyy.com/
3The GSs have not been aligned with the originals, so that
there is no trace of where words added, subtracted or simply
corrected.
4Metadata Encoding & Transmission Standard: http:
//www.loc.gov/standards/mets/
5Analyzed Layout and Text Object: http://www.
loc.gov/standards/alto/
Figure 1: A typical OCR-ed page
3.2 Reference corpus
The reference corpus is used as a basis for con-
structing a frequency list of unigrams (a dictio-
nary) and a frequency list of bigrams. We used the
SdeWaC corpus (Faaß and Eckart, 2013), a Ger-
man corpus harvested from the web. We enriched
the corpus with texts closer in time to the OCR-ed
documents, that is texts in the categories of novels
and stories (Romane und Erzählungen) from the
period 1910-20, a total of 1.3 M tokens.6 Our fi-
nal reference corpus is made of 745M tokens from
which we derived a dictionary of size 5M and a
list of bigrams of 5M.7 The 5M entries in the dic-
tionary cover 91% of all tokens from the manually
corrected OCR-ed files.
4 Approach
The approach consists of three steps: first we build
a probabilistic model of edit-operations needed for
correction, then we define a procedure to generate
candidates for correction based on the model and
finally we apply a scoring system to evaluate the
most suitable candidate.
6Project Gutenberg: http://www.gutenberg.
org/
7The size of the dictionaries was optimized for running
times and computer memory.
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4.1 Constitution of the edit-operations
probability model
A correction is deemed necessary when a token
has no entry in the dictionary. The OCR error cor-
rection system uses a probabilistic model built on
typical edit errors to generate candidates when a
correction is required. To build such a model, our
first task is to collate and tally all edit-operations
(delete, insert and replace) needed to transform
all unrecognized tokens from the training OCR-ed
texts to its corrected form in the GS. For exam-
ple, to transform the token Veranstaltnngstage to
Veranstaltungstage ‘days of the event’, we must
replace the second ‘n’ with a ‘u’. This edit-
operation, replacing an ‘n’ with a ‘u’, is therefore
recorded and tallied. From these counts we build
a probability distribution. This part of the system
finds its inspiration from Segaran and Hammer-
bacher (2009). This model defines our alphabet,
which includes all the graphemes for German and
all spurious symbols generated by the OCR pro-
cess.8 All edit-operations recorded constitute the
constrained model. The unconstrained model also
includes all edit-operations unseen during train-
ing, which are assigned a low residual probability.
4.2 Candidate generation
Candidate generation is achieved by finding the
closest entries in the dictionary by applying the
minimum number of edit-operations to an unrec-
ognized OCR-ed token. The number of candi-
dates is a function of the maximum number of
edit-operations allowed and the model used (con-
strained or not) and may often be by the hundreds,
and the sheer number of possibilities makes find-
ing the closest entry more difficults. For example,
if presented with the token wundestc and asked to
generate all candidates within two edit-operations
and using the constrained model, the system gen-
erates eight candidates, among which: wundesten
‘sorest’, by replacing a ‘c’ with an ‘e’ and then in-
serting an ‘n’ after the ‘e’. When asked to use the
unconstrained model, the number of candidates
raises to fifteen.
4.3 Selection of the most suitable candidate
We consider the following four features to select
the best possible candidate:
• The probability of all edit-operations multi-
plied together. The more number of opera-
8Alphabet: üÜöÖäÄß»«èà„ì^()-/016 and [a-z][A-Z]
tions involved, the lower the probability. In
the example we presented in section 4.2, the
edit cost to go from wundestc to wundesten
would be the probability of replacing ‘c’ for
‘e’ multiplied by the probability of inserting
an ‘n’ after an ‘e’.
• The probability of the candidate drawn from
the reference corpus (the relative frequency).
This would be the frequency of wundesten
(24) divided by the size of the reference cor-
pus (745M).
• The two probabilities of co-occurrence of the
candidate with the immediate left (and also
right) neighbour of the token to correct. Prob-
abilities are drawn from the frequency list of
bigrams in the reference corpus and process-
ing is carried out left-to-right.
Each candidate is then given a score by simply
adding together the values for each of the four fea-
tures above. In order for each of the features to
contribute fairly to the overall score, we normal-
ized the three distributions (edit, unigram and bi-
gram) so that their mean is the same. We also
stretched each distribution so that least probable
values for a feature tend to zero and most probable
to one. The scoring formula for candidate ‘c’ is:
(1)
∏
i
prob(edit_opi) + prob(c)
+ prob(left_word+ c)
+ prob(c+ right_word)
5 Experiments
In the following experiments we first used a small
list of OCR errors to test our model and then we
applied the system on the two remaining pages
from the ten OCR-ed pages.
5.1 Artificially generated errors
In order to have a comparable set of conditions
to evaluate how the system performs, we gener-
ated a list of 2,363 errors somewhat artificially. To
achieve this we extracted random trigrams from
the GS (left context, target, right context) and ap-
plied, in reverse, the edit error model. Errors were
introduced up to a limit of two per target and con-
texts. At the end of this process, we have two
context words and five candidates, including the
target. Table 1 shows the results. When given
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cand.
On the fly, open list of candidates
Constr. model Unconstr. model
E1 E2 E3 E1 E2 E3
93% 86% 61% 40% 83% 28% 9%
Table 1: Error reduction rate on 2,363 artificially
created errors
five candidates, the system picked the target 93%
of the time. The En labels indicate the maxi-
mum edit-operations performed9 to generate can-
didates. When candidates are generated ‘on-the-
fly’ in variable quantity, we can see a drop in er-
ror reduction which was best when we limited the
number of candidates (small value for n) and used
the constrained model of edit errors. This is hardly
surprising, given how the errors were generated in
the first place.
5.2 Real errors
We now turn our attention to real errors, those
coming from the two remaining pages of our OCR
corpus. Table 2 shows the result. The set of 233
Constrained model Unconstrained model
E1 E2 E3 E1 E2 E3
16% 18% 15% 20% 16% 9%
Table 2: Error reduction rate on 233 real errors
errors is the result from aligning the two OCR-ed
texts with their corresponding GS. We kept only
tokens for which we had a clear alignment (see
footnote 3 on page 2) and a target which was part
of the dictionary. Accuracies dropped drastically
for all types of configuration, due to a high pro-
portion of tokens heavily modified by the OCR
process (edit distance above 2). Finally, we ap-
plied our system to the whole of the two test pages.
Evaluating the performance was made difficult be-
cause the OCR process may have deleted tokens
and fragmented some. Table 3 shows counts of
how many tokens have been preserved from the
GS to the OCR-ed files as well as to the files cor-
rected by the system (AC). To obtain counts, we
compared files line by line as bag of words. There-
fore, word order was not taken into account, but
the line based comparison mitigated this effect for
the text as a whole. Not surprisingly, accuracies
were on average 10% lower than those from table
9One caveat: n is increased by 1 when the candidate’s
length is above four. The longer the word we are trying to
correct, the more edit-operations necessary.
Constr. model Unc. model
E1 E2 E1 E2
|GS| 2153 2153 2153 2153
|OCR| 2322 2322 2322 2322
|GS ∩ OCR| 1185 1185 1185 1185
|GS ∩ AC| 1268 1263 1279 1234
Improvement 7% 7% 8% 4%
Table 3: Error reduction rate. | | = size of
2, which can be explained by the fact that not all
targets from the test set can be found in the dictio-
nary.
Two final remarks about the evaluation pre-
sented. That a token is part of the dictionary does
not mean that it is correct. In fact, wrong substi-
tutions constitute a very hard problem with OCR-
ed texts and a source of contamination difficult to
trace and fix. There is also the problem of mis-
leading tokenization by missing or falsely insert-
ing space characters, producing disrupted and con-
tinued tokens which cannot be corrected by com-
paring words one by one. Work such as Furrer
(2013) is an attempt to improve post-correction of
OCR-ed texts by using the internal structure of to-
kens to produce a tokenization scheme less sensi-
tive to segmentation errors produced by the recog-
nition system.
6 Conclusion
The approach we presented to correct OCR er-
rors considered four features of two types: edit-
distance and n-grams frequencies. Results show
that a simple scoring system can correct OCR-ed
texts with very high accuracy under idealized con-
ditions: no more than two edit operations and a
perfect dictionary. Obviously, these conditions do
not always hold in practice, thus an observed er-
ror reduction rate drops to 10%. Nevertheless, we
can expect to improve our dictionary coverage so
that very noisy OCR-ed texts (i.e. 48% error with
distance of at least three to target) can be corrected
with accuracies up to 20%. OCR-ed texts with less
challenging error patterns can be corrected with
accuracies up to 61% (distance 2) and 86% (dis-
tance 1).
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Abstract
English. In this paper we present some
linguistic issues of an automatic transla-
tor from Italian to Italian Sign Language
(LIS) and how we addressed them. 
Italiano. In questo lavoro presentiamo
alcune questioni linguistiche inerenti la
traduzione automatica da Italiano a lin-
gua dei segni italiana (LIS).
1 Introduction
Computational linguistic community showed a
growing interest toward sign languages. Several
projects of automatic translation into signed lan-
guages (SLs) recently started and avatar technol-
ogy is becoming more and more popular as a tool
for implementing automatic translation into SLs
(Bangham et al. 2000, Zhao et al. 2000, Huener-
fauth 2006, Morrissey et al. 2007, Su and Wu
2009). Current projects investigate relatively
small domains in which avatars may perform de-
cently, like post office announcements (Cox et
al., 2002), weather forecasting (Verlinden et al.,
2002), the jurisprudence of prayer (Almasoud
and Al-Khalifa, 2011), driver’s license renewal
(San-Segundo et al., 2012), and train announce-
ments (e.g. Braffort et al. 2010, Ebling/Volk
2013).
LIS4ALL is a project of automatic translation
into LIS where we faced the domain of public
transportation announcements. Specifically, we
are developing a system of automatic translations
of train station announcements from spoken Ital-
ian into LIS. The project is the prosecution of
ATLAS, a project of automatic translation into
LIS of weather forecasting (http://www.at-
las.polito.it/index.php/en). In ATLAS two dis-
tinct approaches to automatic translation have
been adopted, interlingua rule-based translation
and statistical translation (Mazzei et al. 2013,
Tiotto et al., 2010, Hutchins and Somer 1992).
Both approaches have advantages and drawbacks
in the specific context of automatic translation
into SL. The statistical approach provides greater
robustness while the symbolic approaches is
more precise in the final results. A preliminary
evaluation of the systems developed for ATLAS
showed that both approaches have similar re-
sults. However, the symbolic approach we imple-
mented produces the structure of the sentence in
the target language. This information is used for
the automatic allocation of the signs in the sign-
ing space for LIS (Mazzei et al. 2013), an aspect
not yet implemented in current statistical ap-
proaches.
LIS4ALL only uses the symbolic (rule-based)
translation architecture to process the Italian in-
put and generate the final LIS string. With re-
spect to ATLAS, two main innovations character-
ize this project: new linguistic issues are ad-
dressed; the translation architecture is partially
modified.
As for the linguistic issues: we are enlarging the
types of syntactic constructions covered by the
avatar and we are increasing the electronic lexi-
con built for ATLAS (around 2350 signs) by
adding new signs (around 120) specific to the
railway domain. Indeed, this latter was one of the
most challenging aspects of the project especially
when the domain of train stations is addressed.
Prima facie this issue would look like a special
case of proper names, something that should be
easily addressed by generating specific signs (ba-
sically one for every station). However, the solu-
tion is not as simple as it seems. Indeed, several
problematic aspects are hidden when looking at
the linguistic situation of names in LIS (and
more generally in SL).  As for the translation ar-
chitecture, while in ATLAS a real interlingua
translation with a deep parser and a FoL meaning
representation were used, in LIS4ALL, we de-
cided to employ a regular-expression-based ana-
lyzer that produces a simple (non recursive)
filler/slot based semantic to parse the Italian in-
put. This is so, because in the train announce-
ment domain, input sentences have a large num-
ber of complex noun phrases with several prepo-
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sitional phrases, resulting in a degraded parser
performance (due to multiple attachment op-
tions). Moreover, the domain of application is
extremely regular since the announcements are
generated by predefined paths (RFI, 2011). 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the linguistic issues, Section
3 discusses the technical issues while Section 4
concludes the paper.
2 Linguistic Issues
The domain of application consists of the mes-
sages broadcasted in Italian train stations. Rete
Ferroviaria Italiana (RFI) produced a manual,
called MAS (Manuale degli Annunci Sonori),
that describes the details of each specific mes-
sage (RFI, 2011). MAS specifies 39 templates
that RFI uses to automatically produce the mes-
sages: 15 templates deal with leaving trains
(A1,..., A15), 13 templates with arriving trains
(P1, ..., P13), while 11 messages with special sit-
uations (e.g. strikes, R1, ..., R13).  The templates
have been designed to produce concise and direct
messages in Italian. Full relative clauses, coordi-
nation and complex structures (e.g. ellipses) are
avoided. As a consequence, the domain is that of
a controlled language. In Fig. 1 there is a frag-
ment of the template A1, that concerns the leav-
ing of a train without additional information on
(in time or place) changes in the schedule.
Figure 1. A fragment of the A1 template (RFI,
2011).
The template includes fixed parts (e.g. “IL
TRENO”), variables (e.g. “CATEGORIA” “NU-
MERO”) and optional parts (e.g. “IN
RITARDO”). By analyzing a corpus of 24 hours
messages produced at the Torino Porta Nuova
Station (5014 messages total) we found that a
small number of templates covers the majority of
announcements while others are virtually absent
(Table 1).  
#messages Template Name %
1818 A1 36.26
1310 P1 26.13
685 A2 13.66
431 A3 8.60
52 P9 1.04
48 P5 0.96
19 A5 0.38
2 P13 0.04
649 other templates 12.94
TOT. 5014
Table 1. The templates occurrences in 24 hours of
Torino Porta Nuova station messages.
2.1 An Italian-LIS parallel corpus
In order to have a minimal but significant bilin-
gual corpus Italian-LIS, we chose a subset of 7
sentences, which have been translated in LIS by
a Deaf1 native signer, supervised by the help of a
professional LIS interpreter and a Sign Language
linguistics researcher. 
Focusing on the nominal domain a number of
differences between Italian and LIS emerged. To
mention one, consider the quite simplified sub-
ject in (1) and its LIS counterpart in (2):
(1) Il treno per Susa … 
     'the train to Susa … '
(2) TRAIN SUSA GO …
     'The train going to Susa'
While the Italian NP is modified by a preposi-
tional phrase, the LIS NP is modified by what we
analyzed as a reduced relative clause.
At the clausal level, the syntactic complexity of
the subjects in the input language forced the in-
troduction of a pronominal pointing that we ana-
lyzed as a resumptive subject clitic, a phenome-
non completely absent from Italian.
2.2 The issue of station names
Another crucial linguistic issue concerns the best
way to translate the names of the stations in LIS.
Indeed, the linguistic situation of names is quite
heterogeneous and can be summarized as fol-
lows: (1) Sign names fully acknowledged by the
Italian Deaf communities; (2) Sign names only
acknowledged by (part of) the local Deaf com-
munity; (3) There is no sign name even within
the local community.
1Capital “D” is used to refer to deaf people who are 
signers and part of the signing community as opposed 
to people who simply suffer of an acoustic deficit.
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The first option illustrates the case of most
main stations in big cities. Normally, the name of
the station is semantically transparent, as in “Mi-
lano centrale”, or it involves the name of some
prominent character of the Italian history, as in
the case of “Milano Porta Garibaldi”. However,
most of the trains go to and stop at obscure loca-
tions. In some cases, local dialects have a spe-
cific sign for those stations (normally, the name
of the town where the train stops) as in the sta-
tion of  “Castelvetrano”. Finally, there are Italian
names for which not even the local Deaf commu-
nity has already developed a local sign name. In
those cases, human signers adopt the last resorts
at their disposal, namely either they fingerspell
the name, or they use mouthing, as in the case of
“Rebaudengo Fossata”, a very small station in
Turin.
Fingerspelling is the typical way in which bor-
rowings from spoken languages are realized
(Brentari 2000). However, this practice is not
fully adopted by the Italian Deaf communities
yet. Indeed, old signers may not know the man-
ual alphabet and in some cases they even refuse
to use it, rather preferring the mouthing of word
in spoken Italian (Volterra 1987 and Caselli et al.
1996).
Once we leave the domain of human signers
and enter the world of signing avatar, additional
issues are raised which are specifically connected
to fingerspelling and mouthing. Clearly,
mouthing is a solution that cannot be usefully
pursued for practical reasons: The avatar technol-
ogy is designed to be portable on different de-
vices including smartphones. Within this frame-
work, lipreading would be almost impossible for
most users of the service. Furthermore, working
in the domain of public transportation announce-
ments, the timing issue is not trivial. Announce-
ments are normally broadcasted and finger-
spelling would introduce additional delay to the
sign production, which normally is more time
consuming than speech.
After having preliminarily consulted some
members of the local Deaf Association of the city
where the automatic translation system will be
first released (ENS Torino), a twofold solution is
going to be adopted: 1. Sign names fully ac-
knowledged by the Italian Deaf communities will
be maintained by the signing avatar; 2. Blended
written Italian-LIS sign forms will be used
(Geraci and Mazzei, 2014).
While names of main stations in big cities are
preserved in their original LIS forms, as in Fig.
2., a new strategy is developed for less-familiar
stations and gaps in the vocabulary. The avatar
will play a classifier sign indicating a wide board
while the name of the station will appear in writ-
ten Italian “centered on the board”, as shown in
Fig. 3.
Figure 2. Animation for “Milano Centrale”
Figure 3. Animation for “Rebaudengo Fossata”
This technical solution blends a manual sign (a
generic classifier) with a non-manual component.
However, rather than using the standard non-
manual channels (facial expressions or body pos-
tures), this solution adopts a tool which is not in-
ternal to sign language, namely the written form
of the dominant language. From the communica-
tive perspective, this solution is much more per-
formative than standard fingerspelling for at least
three reasons: 1. It allows a faster assessment of
the lexical item since the written input is pro-
duced simultaneously and not letter by letter; 2.
It does not overload the processing of the entire
sentence; 3. It is accessible to all signers, even
those with lower levels of literacy. From the tim-
ing perspective, blended forms are much quicker
to perform than fingerspelling making the entire
announcement more alignable with its spoken
counterpart. The decision of implementing two
separate strategies for train station names rather
than extending the blending strategy to all station
names has been made after having preliminary
consulted our linguistic informants. However, we
are planning to assess a broader part of the Deaf
community on this specific issue.
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3 Technical Issues
Figure 4 illustrates the pipeline of the current ar-
chitecture and includes five modules: (1) a regu-
lar expression parser for Italian; (2) a filler/slot
based semantic interpreter; (3) a generator; (4) a
spatial planner; (5) an avatar that performs the
synthesis of the sequence of signs, i.e. the final
LIS sentence. Note that we had access to the
MAS manual but we did not have access to the
technology used to generate announcements in
the station. So, we could not use any additional
information, apart from the message, for the
translation.
By using the MAS, we built 8 regular expres-
sions corresponding to the 8 most frequent tem-
plates found in our corpus (see Table 1). For each
template, we designed a sequence of semantic
slots that are filled by lexical items (time, rail,
station names, etc.) contained in a specific mes-
sage. Each singular slot corresponds to a singular
variable of the message template (see Fig. 1),
that is filled by a domain lexical element (e.g.
“milano centrale” or “straordinario”). We plan to
cover the remaining templates by the end of the
project.
The LIS4ALL generator is composed by two
submodules: a microplanner and a realizer (Re-
iter and Dale, 2000). The microplanner decides
about the syntactic organization of the sentences
and about which signs to use in the generation.
Following Foster and White (2004), we imple-
mented a template based microplanner that is
able to exploit the filler/slot structure produced
by the semantic analyzer. The output of the mi-
croplanner is a hybrid logic formula in a tree-
structure (XML), that encodes an abstract syntac-
tic tree.  Extending the CCG grammar (Steed-
man, 2000) designed in the ATLAS (Mazzei
2012), and using the parallel corpus Italian-LIS
produced in LIS4ALL, we implemented a new
CCG grammar for LIS that can be used by the
OpenCCG realizer to produce LIS sentences in
the railway domain (White 2006).  Finally, the
spatial planner accounts for the signs positions in
the space by using the same strategy used for AT-
LAS (this module of the architecture is still in
progress.).
In order to implement our solution for stations
names we implemented a double access proce-
dure to the signing lexicon in the generator. In a
first attempt, the microplanner will search in the
lexicon for a direct translation of an Italian sta-
tion name into LIS (see above "Milano
centrale"). If at least one translation is found,
then the avatar follows the standard ATLAS
communication pipeline and performs the (se-
quence of) sign(s). If this procedure does not
produce results, for instance, when there is a lex-
ical gap in the LIS dictionary for the station
name, the microplanner and the realizer com-
mand the avatar to produce the Italian-LIS blend-
ing for that specific station name in real time.
So, we augmented the avatar to allow for the pro-
duction of a real time Italian-LIS blending from a
string (up to 40 characters). Finally, we aug-
mented the communication protocol between
SentenceDesigner and the avatar, by adding a
new tag <SIGNBOARD> to the AEWLIS (AT-
LAS Extended Written LIS), i.e. to the XML lan-
guage in use for the communication between the
generator and the avatar.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we considered two issues related to
the development of an automatic translator from
Italian to LIS in the railway domain. These are:
1) some syntactic mismatches between input and
target languages; and 2) how to deal with lexical
gaps due to unknown train station names. The
first issue emerged in the creation of a parallel
Italian-LIS corpus: the specificity of the domain
allowed us to use a naive parser based on regular
expressions, a semantic interpreter based on
filler/slot semantics, a small CCG in generation.
The second issue has been addressed by blending
written text into a special “sign”. In the next fu-
ture we plan to quantitatively evaluate our trans-
lator.
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Abstract 
English. ConParoleTue è un esperimento di 
uso del crowdsourcing nell’ambito della les-
sicografia L2. A partire dalla costituzione di 
un dizionario di collocazioni per apprendenti 
di italiano L2, ConParoleTue rappresenta un 
tentativo di re-inquadramento di problemati-
che tipiche dell'elaborazione lessicografica 
(la qualità e il registro delle definizioni) verso 
una maggiore centralità delle necessità co-
municative di chi apprende. A questo fine 
una metodologia basata sul crowdsourcing 
viene sfruttata per la redazione delle defini-
zioni. Questo articolo descrive tale metodo-
logia e presenta una prima valutazione dei 
suoi risultati: le definizioni ottenute attraver-
so il crowdsourcing sono quantitativamente 
rilevanti e qualitativamente adatte a parlanti 
non nativi dell’italiano. 
Italiano. ConParoleTue is an experiment of 
adoption of crowdsourcing techniques ap-
plied to L2 lexicography. It started while 
compiling a dictionary of collocations for 
learners of Italian as a second language, and 
it uses crowdsourcing to find new solutions, 
both quantitatively and qualitatively, to tradi-
tional issues connected with lexicography, 
such as the quality and the register of defini-
tions, towards a more learner-centred ap-
proach. This paper describes our methodolo-
gy and a first evaluation of results: the defini-
tions acquired through crowdsourcing are 
quantitatively relevant and qualitatively ap-
propriate to non-native speakers of Italian. 
1 Introduzione 
ConParoleTue (2012) è un esperimento di appli-
cazione del crowdsourcing all’ambito della lessi-
cografia L2, elaborato all'interno del Progetto 
APRIL (Spina, 2010b) dell'Università per Stra-
nieri di Perugia nel corso della costituzione di un 
dizionario di collocazioni per apprendenti di ita-
liano L2.  
Le collocazioni occupano da alcuni decenni un 
posto di primo piano negli studi 
sull’apprendimento di una lingua seconda (Meu-
nier e Granger, 2008). Quella collocazionale è 
riconosciuta come una competenza chiave per un 
apprendente, perché svolge un ruolo fondamenta-
le nei due aspetti della produzione (fornisce in-
fatti blocchi lessicali precostituiti e pronti per 
essere utilizzati, migliorando la fluenza; Schmitt, 
2004) e della comprensione (Lewis, 2000). An-
che nell’ambito della lessicografia italiana la ri-
cerca sulle collocazioni è stata particolarmente 
produttiva, ed ha portato, negli ultimi cinque an-
ni, alla pubblicazione di almeno tre dizionari car-
tacei delle collocazioni italiane: Urzì (2009), na-
to in ambito traduttivo; Tiberii (2012) e Lo Ca-
scio (2013). 
Il DICI-A (Dizionario delle Collocazioni Ita-
liane per Apprendenti; Spina, 2010a; 2010b) è 
costituito dalle 11.400 collocazioni italiane e-
stratte dal Perugia Corpus, un corpus di riferi-
mento dell’italiano scritto e parlato contempora-
neo1.Tra le tante proposte, la definizione alla ba-
se della costituzione del DICI-A è quella di Evert 
(2005), secondo cui una collocazione è “a word 
combination whose semantic and/or syntactic 
properties cannot be fully predicted from those 
of its components, and which therefore has to be 
listed in a lexicon”. Le collocazioni del DICI-A 
appartengono a 9 categorie diverse, selezionate 
sulla base delle sequenze più produttive di cate-
gorie grammaticali che le compongono: aggetti-
vo-nome (tragico errore), nome-aggettivo (anno 
prossimo), nome-nome (peso forma), verbo-
(art.)-nome (fare una domanda/fare pena), no-
me-preposizione-nome (carta di credito), agget-
tivo-come-nome (fresco come una rosa), aggetti-
vo-congiunzione-aggettivo (sano e salvo), nome-
congiunzione-nome (carta e penna), verbo-
aggettivo (costare caro). 
Per ogni collocazione sono stati calcolati gli 
indici di Juilland di dispersione e di uso (Bortoli-
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ni et al., 1971), sulla base dei 
selezionate le collocazioni definitive. Si 
sentato dunque il problema di come procedere 
alla loro definizione. In questo contesto è nata 
l'idea dell'impiego del crowdsourcing, 
borazione di ConParoleTue. 
2 La scelta del crowdsourcing
L'adozione del crowdsourcing in linguistica è 
principalmente legata ad obiettivi di ottimizz
zione delle risorse (Snow et al.,
al., 2009), in particolare nell'ambito della trad
zione (Callison-Burch, 2009), dell
corpora (Wang et al., 2012; Post 
della loro annotazione (Munro et al.
metodologie e gli strumenti più utilizzati
no Mechanical Turk di Amazon 
Kuperman, 2010) e i serious games (
Bry, 2012). 
Oltre all’aspetto dell’ottimizzazione delle r
sorse, tuttavia, la scelta del crowdsourcing 
DICI-A è stata dettata anche da un preciso 
proccio alla lingua,che presta particolare atte
zione alla natura sociale e condivisa dello str
mento linguistico, da cui derivano i suoi specifici 
processi acquisizionali (Gobbi, 2012; Gobbi, 
2013; Gobbi e Spina, 2013).  
Il coinvolgimento di una platea molto ampia di 
collaboratori per acquisire le definizioni delle
collocazioni da includere nel dizionario, 
do stesso con il quale il progetto è stato present
to (ogni richiesta di definizione recitava: “Come 
lo spiegheresti ad un tuo amico straniero?”) era 
volutamente teso ad elicitare il maggior grado 
possibile di naturalezza e spontaneità nelle risp
ste. Da un punto di vista meta lessicografico, ciò 
ha comportato la decisione di non richiedere ai 
contributori di conformarsi ad uno stile pred
terminato di definizione, allo scopo di perseguire 
le condizioni di informalità dell’interazione qu
tidiana. I vantaggi di un tale approccio collabor
tivo, sviluppato dal basso e mirato alla naturale
za delle definizioni, sono diversi, e di diversa 
natura: in primo luogo, quello di 
prendenti e futuri utenti del DICI
to che fornisca risposte meno accademiche e più 
formalmente simili a quelle ottenibili nella vita 
quotidiana, e dunque adeguate ad un contesto 
interazionale. Un tale approccio, inoltre
alla sensibilizzazione di parlanti nativi 
stioni linguistiche, quali il dover riflettere su c
me definire un'espressione con altre parole, op
razione di fatto non semplice (Schafroth
Infine, lo sviluppo di uno strumento di riferime
quali sono state 
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n-
to per apprendenti di una L2 come un'opera co
lettiva, sebbene monitorato e revisionato nella 
sua forma finale, rappresenta una sfida intere
sante ed ambiziosa, oltre che un esperimento a
plicativo di metodologie che sempre più spesso 
si rivelano preziose nella ricerca linguistica.
2.1 Metodologia 
Per la realizzazione dell’esperimento
nanzitutto predisposta una piattaforma 
cata2. Dopo una breve schermata di presentazi
ne, attraverso la piattaforma 
pochi dati essenziali sui partecipanti 
titolo di studio, madrelingua, eventuale livello 
QCER di italiano), al fine di 
informazioni sociolinguistic
no degli autori delle definizioni. 
Il sistema propone quindi, una dopo l'altra, 
cinque collocazioni da definire, estratte a caso 
dal database (fig. 1).  
 
Figura 1 - Esempio di collocazione da definire
 
Infine, viene chiesto di valutare due definizi
ni precedentemente elaborate
ti, allo scopo di effettuare un primo filtraggio di 
eventuali definizioni inappropriate (fig. 2)
Il progetto è stato ampiamente diffuso tramite 
vari social media (una pagina Facebook e un pr
filo Twitter appositamente creati), una
dedicata, e numerosi contatti istituzionali. Se
bene sia tuttora online, il periodo di maggior a
tività di ConParoleTue è stato quello compreso 
tra dicembre 2012 ed aprile 2013, data di concl
sione del progetto APRIL. 
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 Figura 2 - Esempio di valutazione delle defini-
zioni 
3 Risultati 
Le definizioni ottenute attraverso l’esperimento 
di crowdsourcing erano, a marzo 2014, 3.267 (al 
netto di una ventina redatte in lingue diverse 
dall’italiano, e di poche altre illeggibili). Per ve-
rificare le caratteristiche di tali definizioni, ela-
borate non da specialisti, ma da semplici parlanti 
dell’italiano, esse sono state confrontate con un 
numero identico di definizioni tratte da un dizio-
nario monolingue, il De Mauro Paravia (2000); 
le 3.267 definizioni del De Mauro sono state e-
stratte in modo casuale tra quelle riferite a una 
sola delle possibili diverse accezioni di lemmi di 
marca comune. Il confronto con le definizioni 
elaborate da lessicografi mira a verificare 
l’ipotesi di una maggiore naturalezza delle defi-
nizioni create da parlanti non specialisti e, di 
conseguenza, della loro appropriatezza per un 
dizionario delle collocazioni destinato a parlanti 
non nativi dell’italiano. Tra le caratteristiche 
principali di un learner dictionary, che ne fanno 
uno strumento anche concettualmente diverso 
rispetto ad un dizionario per parlanti nativi (Tarp, 
2009), c’è infatti proprio la specificità delle sue 
definizioni: in quanto rivolte ad un pubblico di 
parlanti non nativi, esse dovrebbero:  
• avere carattere più linguistico che enciclo-
pedico, quindi “evocare un tipo di sapere 
pre-scientifico, intuitivo, [...] che abbia un 
valore prototipico, facilmente riconoscibi-
le” (Schafroth, 2011:26); 
• essere formate da un lessico semplice, per 
quanto possibile di base, e da una sintassi 
poco complessa, adatta alle limitate com-
petenze linguistiche dei destinatari. 
Un learner dictionary dovrebbe far compren-
dere ai lettori il significato di un’espressione fa-
cendo riferimento quanto più possibile a cono-
scenza generica e condivisa e non caratteristica 
della lingua target, fornendo loro il maggior nu-
mero di informazioni possibile sui suoi contesti 
sintagmatici (Schafroth, 2011). 
La presenza di queste caratteristiche può esse-
re verificata attraverso alcune misure quantitative 
calcolate nel corpus di definizioni; nel confronto 
tra quelle ottenute attraverso l’esperimento di 
ConParoleTue (d’ora in avanti CPT) e quelle del 
dizionario De Mauro (DM) abbiamo dunque 
considerato in primo luogo aspetti superficiali 
dei due testi, come il numero di tokens per defi-
nizione e la lunghezza media delle parole, aspetti 
tradizionalmente associati alla maggiore o mino-
re semplicità di un testo (Franchina e Vacca, 
1986). I risultati, riassunti nella tab. 1, mostrano 
come le definizioni di CPT siano più brevi di 
quelle di DM,mediamente composte da parole 
più brevi e da un numero maggiore di frasi più 
brevi. 
 
 tokens tokens per 
definizione 
frasi tokens per 
frase 
lunghezza 
parole 
CPT 38.697 11,8 3.506 11,2 5 
DM 42.310 13,2 3.318 13 5,7 
Tabella 1 -  Misure quantitative di CPT e DM 
 
I tratti superficiali considerati fin qui sono 
quelli che tradizionalmente concorrono al calcolo 
dell’indice di leggibilità (Amizzoni e Mastidoro, 
1993), che ha appunto l’obiettivo di misurare il 
grado di facilità con cui un testo viene letto e 
compreso; uno degli indici di leggibilità più uti-
lizzati per l’italiano, Gulpease (Lucisano e Pie-
montese, 1988), differisce in modo significativo 
in CPT (68,7) e DM (60,59). 
Se tutti questi elementi suggeriscono una 
maggiore comprensibilità delle definizioni otte-
nute attraverso il crowdsourcing, vanno comun-
que considerati i limiti degli indici, che, come 
quello di Gulpease, sono basati esclusivamente 
su caratteristiche superficiali dei testi, come la 
lunghezza in caratteri delle parole e quella delle 
frasi; tali caratteristiche hanno dimostrato di es-
sere indicatori spesso non del tutto attendibili 
della leggibilità dei testi (vedi ad esempio Feng 
et al., 2009). 
Per valutare in modo più accurato il grado di 
comprensibilità dei due gruppi di definizioni, in 
particolare per parlanti non nativi dell’italiano, 
abbiamo considerato una serie di altri tratti, di 
tipo lessicale e morfosintattico (Heilman et al., 
2007), sulla base di alcune delle indicazioni con-
tenute in Dell’Orletta et al., (2011). 
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I tratti lessicali comprendono il rapporto tra 
types e tokens (TTR), che misura la
lessico utilizzato, e la distribuzione dei tokens di 
CPT e DM nelle tre fasce di frequenza
bolario di base. La TTR3, considerato uno degli 
indicatori della leggibilità di un testo
(Dell’Orletta et al.,2011), è risultata
vamente più elevata in DM (49,4) rispetto a CPT 
(36.3). 
Per misurare la distribuzione dei lemmi delle 
definizioni nelle tre fasce del vocabolario di base 
è stata utilizzata la lista di frequenza dei lemmi 
estratti dal Perugia Corpus; in particolare, la f
scia dei 2000 lemmi più frequenti (rango 1
2000), che copre il 79% dei lemmi totali del co
pus, la fascia dei successivi 2000 lemmi (rango 
2001-4000), che aggiunge alla precedente una 
copertura del 5,9%, e la fascia dei successivi 
3000 lemmi (rango 4001-7000), 
una copertura del 3,4% dei lemmi totali
fasce, dunque, comprendono i 7000 lemmi più 
frequenti del Perugia Corpus, che totalizzano 
una copertura dell’88,3% e che sono assunti c
me vocabolario di base4. La fig. 
diversa distribuzione dei lemmi delle definizioni 
nelle tre fasce di frequenza; il grafico
come in CPT siano predominanti i lemmi della 
fascia più frequente, quindi quelli più verosimi
mente già noti a parlanti non nativi di italiano
mentre in DM oltre il 20% dei lemmi è composto 
da parole non incluse tra le 7000 più frequenti, e 
in particolare da nomi astratti o poco comuni
tasamento, lamina, perno o merlatura
 
Fig. 3 - La distribuzione dei lemmi di DM e CPT 
nelle tre fasce del vocabolario di base
 
Passando infine agli aspetti morfosintattici, nei 
due corpora di definizioni sono stati misurati i 
                                                 
3
 La TTR è stata calcolata usando l’indice di Guiraud 
raud, 1954), per ovviare alla non omogeneità nel numero dei 
tokens dei due insiemi di dati. 
4Il Vocabolario di Base della lingua italiana
1980) è in corso di revisione. Per questo si è deciso di ut
lizzare al posto della sua vecchia versione 
quenza dei lemmi del Perugia Corpus, anche se non rappr
senta nativamente un vocabolario di base dell’italiano.
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tratti riportati nella tab. 2 (i verbi, i nomi, e tre 
tipi di frasi subordinate: quelle 
te da preposizioni, quelle esplicite 
congiunzioni, e le relative).  
è stato calcolata la log-likelihood 
side, 2000), per misurare la significatività delle 
differenze. Come si evince dalla tab. 2
zioni di CPT sono composte da un numero sens
bilmente maggiore di verbi 
to e per il 90% inclusi nei 2000 lemmi più fr
quenti) e da un numero minore di nomi; 
serve inoltre in misura significativamente ma
giore di subordinate, sia implic
Come mostra la coppia di esempi
definizioni non specialistiche d
per brevi subordinate che precisano 
semplici l’enunciazione della principale, mentre  
quelle di DM, spesso prive di verbo,
rizzate da un accumulo di sintagmi nom
preposizionali, per lo più astratti.
 
(1) Pietra dello scandalo
(CPT): qualcuno che è al 
centro dell'attenzione pe
ché ha fatto qualcosa di 
grave. 
(2) Scandalo (DM): turbame
to della coscienza o sco
volgimento della sensibil
tà. 
Tratto CPT DM 
Verbi 6185 5746 
Nomi 8525 9803 
pre. + sub. 849 388 
cong. sub. 1516 699 
rela. ≠CHE 257 183 
Tabella 2 - Tratti morfosintattici in CPT e DM
4 Conclusioni 
L’esperimento descritto, che riguarda
crowdsourcing per l’acquisizione 
di collocazioni italiane redatte
ci, si è rivelato efficace sia dal punto di vista 
quantitativo (oltre 3200 definizioni 
cinque mesi) che da quello della loro appropri
tezza ad un pubblico di apprendenti
to con definizioni redatte da un team di les
grafi ha evidenziato il carattere più intuitivo e 
naturale delle definizioni dei non specialisti, r
spetto alla maggiore astratt
delle definizioni dei professionisti
scritti inducono a proseguire la redazione del 
dizionario attraverso tale metodologia basata sul 
crowdsourcing. 
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Abstract
English. The recent work on coreference
resolution has shown a renewed interest
in the structured perceptron model, which
seems to achieve the state of the art in
this field. Interestingly, while SVMs are
known to generally provide higher accu-
racy than a perceptron, according to pre-
vious work and theoretical findings, no re-
cent paper currently describes the use of
SVMstruct for coreference resolution. In
this paper, we address this question by
solving some technical problems at both
theoretical and algorithmic level enabling
the use of SVMs for coreference resolu-
tion and other similar structured output
tasks (e.g., based on clustering).
Italiano. Ricerca recente sulla risoluzione
delle coreferenze linguistiche ha mostrato
un rinnovato interesse per l’algoritmo del
percettrone strutturato, il quale sembra es-
sere lo stato dell’arte per questa disci-
plina. E` interessante notare che, men-
tre l’esperienza passata e i risultati teorici
mostrano che le SVMs sono piu´ accu-
rate del percettrone, nessun articolo re-
cente descrive l’uso di SVMstruct per la
risoluzione di coreferenze. In questo ar-
ticolo, si prova a dare una risposta a tale
domanda, risolvendo alcuni problemi tec-
nici, sia a livello teorico che algoritmico,
cosı´ consentendo l’utilizzo delle SVMs per
la risoluzione delle coreferenze e altri
problemi che richiedono l’uso di funzioni
di output strutturato (e.g., basati su clus-
tering).
1 Introduction
Coreference resolution (CR) is a complex task,
in which document phrases (mentions) are parti-
tioned into equivalence sets. It has recently been
approached by applying learning algorithms oper-
ating in structured output spaces (Tsochantaridis
et al., 2004). Considering the nature of the prob-
lem, i.e., the NP-hardness of finding optimal men-
tion clusters, the task has been reformulated as a
spanning graph problem.
First, Yu and Joachims (2009) proposed to (i)
represent all possible mention clusters with fully
connected undirected graphs and (ii) infer docu-
ment mention cluster sets by applying Kruskal’s
spanning algorithm (Kruskal, 1956). Since the
same clustering can be obtained from multiple
spanning forests (there is no one-to-one corre-
spondence), these latter are treated as hidden or
latent variables. Therefore, an extension of the
structural SVM – Latent SVMstruct (LSVM) – was
designed to include these structures in the learning
procedure.
Later, Fernandes et al. (2012) presented their
CR system having a resembling architecture. They
do inference on a directed candidate graph using
the algorithm of Edmonds (1967). This modeling
coupled with the latent structured perceptron de-
livered state-of-the-art results in the CoNLL-2012
Shared Task (Pradhan et al., 2012).
To the best of our knowledge, there is no pre-
vious work on a comparison of the two methods,
and the LSVM approach of Yu and Joachims has
not been applied to the CoNLL data. In our work,
we aim, firstly, at evaluating LSVM with respect
to the recent benchmark standards (corpus and
evaluation metrics defined by the CoNLL-shared
task) and, secondly, at understanding the differ-
ences and advantages of the two structured learn-
ing models. In a closer look at the LSVM imple-
mentation1, we found out that it is restricted to in-
ference on a fully-connected graph. Thus, we pro-
vide an extension of the algorithm enabling to op-
1http://www.cs.cornell.edu/˜cnyu/
latentssvm/
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erate on an arbitrary graph: this is very important
as all the best CR models exploit heuristics to pre-
filter edges of the CR graph. Therefore our modi-
fication of LSVM allows us to use it with powerful
heuristics, which greatly contribute to the achieve-
ment of the state of the art. Regarding the compar-
ison with the latent perceptron of Fernandes et al.
(2012), the results of our experiments provide ev-
idence that the latent trees derived by Edmonds’
spanning tree algorithm better capture the nature
of CR. Therefore, we speculate that the use of this
spanning tree algorithm within LSVM may pro-
duce higher results than those of the current per-
ceptron algorithm.
2 Structured Perceptron vs. SVMstruct
In this section, we briefly describe the basics of
the widely known structured prediction frame-
work. Structured learning algorithms aim at
discovering patterns that relate input to complex
(thus generally structured) output. Formally,
they seek for a mapping f : X × Y → R over
a combined feature space of input variables X
and output variables Y , where predictions are
derived by finding the argmax
y∈Y
f(x,y). The func-
tion f(x,y) is often assumed to be linear with
respect to Φ(x,y), which is a joint feature vector
representing an input example together with its
associated output. In other words, we have a linear
function of the type: f(x,y) = 〈w,Φ(x,y). The
structured perceptron learning consists in iterating
over the entire training set {(xi,yi)}i=1,..,l of the
following operations: (i) find the optimal output:
yˆ = argmax
y∈Y
f(xi,y)
(given the current weight w) and (ii) update w as
follows: w← w + Φ(xi,yi)− Φ(xi, yˆ)
when prediction errors occur, i.e., yˆ 6= y˜, where
y˜ is the gold standard output. The structured per-
ceptron algorithm dates back to the early work of
Collins (2002), who provided its theoretical guar-
antees and proof of convergence.
SVMs outperform perceptron in terms of
generalization accuracy. They were extended
by Tsochantaridis et al. (2004) to deal with
structured output spaces. In a standard form, the
optimization problem is formulated as
min
w
1
2‖w‖2
s.t.∀i,∀y ∈ Yryi:〈w,Φ(xi,yi)−Φ(xi,y)〉 ≥ 1.
The set of margin constraints in the above formu-
lation may be exponentially large or even infinite
when Y , for example, is the space of subtrees in
syntactic parsing or the space of strings in the se-
quence labeling task. However, it was shown that
using the sparseness of Y and structure and depen-
dencies in Φ, one can drastically reduce the num-
ber of constraints to be examined, which makes
the optimization feasible. A general SVM algo-
rithm for predicting structured outputs, as well
as its instantiations for several complex predic-
tion tasks, was implemented in SVMstruct and made
publicly available2.
CR is essentially modelled as a clustering prob-
lem. Considering a clustering of a document men-
tion set a desired output of a predictor, one can
approach the task with a learning algorithm oper-
ating in the output space Y of all possible cluster-
ings. Further, we describe two structured learning
methods, applied to CR, that were able to over-
come the intractability of search for an optimal
clustering in Y .
3 Corereference resolution with SVMs
Latent SVMstruct was introduced by Yu and
Joachims (2009), who construct an undirected
graph for each document (Figure 1b). The authors
reformulate the structural SVM of Tsochantaridis
et al. (2004) introducing latent variables into a
learning procedure. In the LSVM formulation, an
input-output example is, thus, described by a tuple
(x,y,h), where x is a document mention set, y is
a corresponding clustering and h is a latent vari-
able. h is consistent with y in a way that for train-
ing examples, h contains only links between men-
tion nodes that are coreferent according to y. For
test examples a clustering y is, instead, imposed
by an h automatically generated by the classifica-
tion algorithm. The joint feature vector decom-
poses along the edges of h:
Φ(x,y,h) =
∑
e∈h
φ(e).
The learning procedure involves running
Kruskal’s algorithm for finding a maximum
spanning forest of a graph containing all possible
links between mentions. The resulting spanning
forest, in which each connected component
corresponds to a separate cluster (in Figure 1b
clusters are circled), is a desired h.
The LSVM implementation provided by the au-
thors follows the SVMstruct API paradigm. In our
2It is a software package for implementing structural
SVMs available at http://svmlight.joachims.
org/svm_struct.html
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Figure 1: Graphical models employed in struc-
tured learning algorithms
experiments, we analysed one of the LSVM spe-
cializations that is designed for CR. The infer-
ence by Kruskal’s spanning algorithm is done on
a fully-connected graph of mention pair relations.
However, a large portion of mention pair links ap-
parently do not convey significant information be-
cause they connect non-coreferring mentions, e.g.,
very distant mentions are very improbable to core-
fer. Thus, it has been a common practice in coref-
erence research to adopt a preliminary strategy for
mention pair filtering, e.g., Fernandes et al. (2012)
preprocess the data by applying a set of linguis-
tic filters (the so called sieves). This issue be-
comes crucial in the LSVM setting as Kruskal’s al-
gorithm includes sorting all document edges (this
number is exponential in the number of mentions)
by their weight. In our work, we intended to en-
able the LSVM implementation to operate on non-
complete candidate graphs, i.e., whose edges have
been filtered by some strategies.
4 Coreference Resolution with Latent
Perceptron
The latent perceptron of Fernandes et al. (2012)
is related to the earlier work of Yu and Joachims
(2009) but they model CR as a spanning tree prob-
lem. They introduce document trees (Figure 1a),
in which nodes represent mentions and edges – re-
lations between them, plus an additional root node.
The subtrees directly connected to the root node of
such a tree form clusters. To obtain this tree, Ed-
monds’ algorithm is run on a directed candidate
graph of document mention relations. Such trees
are implicit in data and hence are called latent.
This modeling is incorporated into a latent percep-
tron framework in its loss-augmented formulation.
It achieved the best results in the CoNLL 2012-
Shared Task (Pradhan et al., 2012).
Edmonds’ algorithm iterates over the tree nodes
and chooses the best incoming edge (edge of max-
imum weight). By that means, the best antecedent
is chosen for each mention (or no antecedent if the
chosen edge starts in the root node). This strategy
thereby fits the nature of the CR task very well.
5 Adapting Latent SVMstruct to filtered
data
As mentioned before, we intend to enable the use
of LSVM on filtered graphs, i.e., when some can-
didate edges between mention nodes are missing.
The theoretical description of the algorithm does
not impose any limitation on the use of partial
graphs. However, the provided implementation re-
quires fully-connected graphs. Indeed, a bare ex-
ecution of LSVM on the partial data results into a
low performance score (see Table 1).
In the implementation, each mention is as-
signed with an ID of the cluster it be-
longs to, which is chosen according to the
rule clusterID(mi) = mini{mi ∪ {mj :
∃ a positive edge between mi and mj}}, where
m are the IDs of the mentions. Let us sup-
pose that we have a cluster with 4 mentions
K = {m1,m2,m3,m4} (mentions receive an
ID, corresponding to the order of their appear-
ance in the document). If we are provided
with all the edges then we surely obtain ∀i =
1..4, clusterID(mi) = m1. However, if an edge,
e.g., (m1,m3), is missing, clusterID(m3) = m2
and it would differ from the cluster ID of the other
coreferring mentions. Thus, we made the neces-
sary modifications to the LSVM program code,
which resolve the above problem by activating the
following rule: clusterID(mi) = min{mi ∪
{mj : ∃ a positive route connectingmi andmj}}.
Another program issue requiring an adjustment
is the construction of a gold spanning forest for
the first iteration. In the original version of soft-
ware, this is done by connecting consecutively
the cluster edges. For the aforementioned cluster
K, chain {(m1,m2), (m2,m3), (m3,m4)} would
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All edges Filtered edges
Scorer Version v4 v7 v4 v7
Original LSVM 60.22 56.56 53.15 46.67
Modified LSVM 60.22 56.56 60.31 57.18
(a) development set
All edges Filtered edges
Scorer Version v4 v7 v4 v7
Original LSVM 59.61 55.19 52.85 46.03
Modified LSVM 59.61 55.19 59.71 56.09
(b) test set
Table 1: Performance of the LSVM implementations on the
English part of the CoNLL-2012 dataset.
be output. However, this is not a valid manner
when instead of the entire graphs, some edges
are filtered. Our modification therefore con-
nects each mention mi to min{mj : mj >
mi,∃ a positive edge betweenmi andmj}.
Beside the other insignificant changes to the
program code, our adjustments enabled us to train
the LSVM on thoroughly filtered data while reach-
ing basically the same performance as in the fully-
connected case.
6 Experiments
In all our experiments, we used the English part of
the corpus from the CoNLL 2012-Shared Task3,
which comprises 2,802, 343 and 348 documents
for training, development and testing, respectively.
We report our results in terms of the MELA
score (Pradhan et al., 2012) computed using the
versions 4 and 7 of the official CoNLL scorer. Our
feature set is composed of BART4(Versley et al.,
2008) and some Fernandes et al. features.
Table 1(a) reports our experiments on the de-
velopment set, using the original LSVM (Row 1)
and our modified version enabling the use of fil-
ters (Row 2). The first column regards the use
of a fully-connected coreference graph. The num-
bers confirm that we do not introduce any errors to
the implementation since we obtain equal perfor-
mance as with the original algorithm (v4 and v7
are different scorers). The results in the rightmost
column are more interesting as they show that the
original LSVM loses up to 10 absolute percent
points whereas the modified version obtains prac-
tically the same results as when using unfiltered
graphs. It should be noted that we use here only
3.94% of edges: this corresponds to a substantial
speed-up of the learning and classification phases.
Table 1(b) illustrates the same trend on the test set.
3http://conll.cemantix.org/2012/data.
html
4http://bart-anaphora.org
All edges Filtered edges
Scorer Version v4 v7 v4 v7
Development 61.68 58.25 61.78 58.89
Test 61.21 57.64 61.23 57.90
Table 2: Accuracy of our implementation of the Latent Per-
ceptron of Fernandes et al. (2012) on the English part of the
CoNLL-2012 dataset.
In Table 2, we report the performance of our
implementation of the modelling of Fernandes et
al., showing that the perceptron model unexpect-
edly outperforms LSVM in all the settings. The
main difference of the methods is that LSVM finds
a global optimum5, whereas perceptron simply
finds a solution. We thus would expect higher ac-
curacy from LSVM. However, LSVM uses graphs
instead of trees along with a different spanning
tree algorithm, i.e., Kruskal’s vs. Edmond’s used
by the Latent Perceptron.
To shed some light on this question, we imple-
mented the latent perceptron with the graph model
and Kruskal’s spanning algorithm as it is done in
LSVM. Due to the time constraints, we could train
this perceptron implementation only on a part of
the filtered training set, constituted by 363 out of
all 2, 802 documents. We obtained 58.79(v4) and
55.43(v7) on the development set. These results
are lower than what we obtained with LSVM on
the same data, i.e., 59.51(v4), 56.22(v7). Ad-
ditionally, the same perceptron but using latent
trees and Edmonds’ algorithm scored 61.37(v4)
and 58.33(v7). This suggests that Edmonds’ span-
ning tree algorithm is superior to Kruskal’s for CR
and LSVM using it may outperform the latent per-
ceptron.
7 Conclusions
We have performed a comparative analysis of
the structured prediction frameworks for coref-
erence resolution. Our experiments reveal that
the graph modelling of Fernandes et al. and Ed-
monds’ spanning algorithm seem to tackle the task
more specifically. As a short-term future work,
we intend to verify if LSVM benefits from us-
ing Edmonds’ algorithm. We have also enabled
the LSVM implementation to operate on partial
graphs, which allows the framework to be com-
bined with different filtering strategies and facili-
tates its comparison with other systems.
5Although, in latent methods, this is often not true as the
data is not separable.
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Abstract
English Theoretical linguists analyse all
nouns as either mass or count, but ad-
mit that noun meanings can be shifted
from one class to the other and classify
these shifts. We use distributional seman-
tic models to check how the theoretical
analysis of mass-count meaning shifts re-
lates to the actual usage of the nouns.
Italiano In linguistica i sostantivi inglesi
sono divisi in numerabili e non numer-
abili. E` pero` riconosciuto che il signifi-
cato nominale puo` passare da una classe
ad un’altra seguendo determinati tipi di
“spostamenti”. In questo lavoro, usiamo i
modelli semantici distribuzionali per veri-
ficare se le teorie linguistiche sugli sposta-
menti del significato nominale abbiano
riscontro nei dati.
1 Introduction
It is generally assumed that if a mass (count) noun
is used in a count (resp. mass) context, its mean-
ing changes. Compare example (1), where wine
is used in a mass context (as a bare singular; de-
noting a substance) to (2), where the use of the
determiner three indicates a count usage, shifting
its interpretation to types of wine.
(1) I like wine.
(2) Three wines grow in this region.
The same phenomenon can also be observed for
count nouns: in example (3), apple is used in its
more frequent count sense, while its bare usage
in example (4) constitutes a mass usage with a
slightly changed meaning — the focus is not on
individual, whole apples as in the countable ex-
ample, but on their material/substance.
(3) I bought five apples at the market.
(4) There is apple in the salad.
Data-based approaches to the mass/count phe-
nomenon include Baldwin and Bond (2003), who
classify nouns into five countability types based
on lexico-syntactic features and Ryo Nagata et al.
(2005), who use context words to distinguish be-
tween mass and count nouns.
Katz and Zamparelli (2012) were the first to
study mass/count elasticity using distributional se-
mantic models. First of all, they dispelled the
view that there is a clear count/mass dichotomy:
like in the examples above, many nouns which ap-
pear frequently in count contexts also appear fre-
quently in mass contexts. Hence, rather than mak-
ing a binary distinction (count vs. mass nouns),
we should speak of predominantly count (resp.,
predominantly mass) nouns, i.e., nouns which oc-
cur more frequently in count (resp. mass) con-
texts than in mass (resp., count) contexts. More-
over, Katz and Zamparelli (2012) take pluralisa-
tion as a proxy for count usage and conjecture that
for predominantly count nouns the similarity be-
tween singular and plural is higher than for pre-
dominantly mass nouns since the latter undergo
a shift whereas the former do not. This conjec-
ture finds quantitative support in their data – the 2-
billion word ukWaC corpus.1 We wonder whether
other factors, such as polysemy, have an impact
on this quantitative analysis and we further investi-
gate nominal coercion by also considering the ab-
stract vs. concrete dimension and polysemy.
Katz and Zamparelli (2012) notice that while
plurals are invariably count, singulars can be a
mixture of mass and count usages, and propose to
use syntactic contexts to disambiguate mass and
count usages in future studies.
We take up their suggestion and look at coercion
using vector representations of mass vs. count us-
1wacky.sslmit.unibo.it/doku.php?id=corpora
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ages.
According to the linguistic literature (Pelletier
(1975)), instances of coercion fall into several shift
classes. In this view, coerced nouns move towards
a particular “destination”:
• Container shift: Liquids (mass) are coerced
into countable quantities contained in con-
tainers: “two beers, please!”
• Kind shift: Masses are coerced into a kind
reading: “three wines grow in this region”
• Food shift: Animal nouns are coerced into
a mass food meaning: “there was chicken in
the salad”
• Universal grinder: Countables are coerced
into a mass reading: “after the accident, there
was dog all over the street”
We wonder whether these shift classes can be
identified in the semantic space. Thus, we propose
a simple experiment in which we assess whether
the count usage vectors of typical mass nouns
move towards (=become more similar to) these
suggested destinations.
In sum, we address the following research ques-
tions: (1) Do nouns undergo noticeable shifts
– and if so, what factors have an impact? (2) Can
we interpret the destination of a shift in terms of
standard shift classes?
2 Distributional Semantic Models
Distributional Semantic Models are based on the
assumption that the meaning of a word can be cap-
tured by counting its co-occurrences in a corpus
with other words in a given vocabulary. Hence,
word meaning can be represented by a vector and
semantic similarity between two words can be
captured using the cosine similarity of the corre-
sponding vectors Turney and Pantel (2010). The
bigger the cosine similarity, the closer are the two
words semantically.
Core Vector Space We collected co-occurrence
statistics from the concatenation of ukWaC, a mid-
2009 dump of the English Wikipedia, and the
British National Corpus, a total of 2.8 billion
words. For each target word, its co-occurrence
with all context words in the same sentence was
counted, with the top 20K most frequent content
word lemmas being used as context items. We
furthermore used Positive Pointwise Mutual In-
formation as a weighting scheme, followed by di-
mensionality reduction (Singular Value Decompo-
sition) to 400 dimensions. In this space, all us-
ages of a noun are collapsed for building its vector.
The model distinguishes, however, between singu-
lar and plural nouns (i.e., cat-sg and cat-pl
are two different vectors). We consider those vec-
tors as representing an average or “core” meaning
across different usages.
Vector Space of Mass and Count Usages Mass
and count usages of nouns were defined using the
following determiners: much, less for mass us-
ages, and a, an, every, many, each, fewer, cardi-
nals, more + plural noun, enough + plural noun
for count usages. In order to reduce noise due
to parsing errors, determiners had to be adjacent
to the noun and their part of speech tag had to
be adjective (not adverb). Based on these syntac-
tic patterns, co-occurrence values were collected
for both usages and their final vector representa-
tion were then obtained by projection onto the core
vector space.
3 Datasets
In order to understand whether polysemy and ab-
stractness have an impact on Katz and Zampar-
elli (2012)’s results, we create a data set of sin-
gular and plular nouns. We expand on Katz
and Zamparelli (2012)’s methodology by anno-
tating these nouns with information on concrete-
ness/abstractness and polysemy.
Secondly, in order to avoid side effects of noisy
data and to overcome the limitations of the sin-
gular/plural nouns as a proxy for the mass/count
distinction, we create a second data set filtered
by noun frequency and use the vector representa-
tions of the disambiguated mass/count usages of
the nouns.
3.1 Singular-Plural Data
This dataset contains a total of 3960 singular-
plural noun pairs. Only nouns that occur in the
corpus at least 10 times in either a mass or a count
context were considered.
These nouns have been annotated with infor-
mation about abstractness/concreteness and pol-
ysemy. We required nouns to be unambigu-
ously annotated as either abstraction.n.06 or phys-
ical entity.n.01 in WordNet.2 Furthermore, for a
2wordnet.princeton.edu
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more fine-grained measure of concreteness, we
used the Ghent database Brysbaert et al. (2013)
to assign a concreteness score (1=most abstract,
5=most concrete) to each noun. We used WordNet
also to annotate polysemy, quantified as the num-
ber of different senses (synsets) for each noun.
3.2 Mass-Count Data
To overcome the ambiguity problems associated
with the singular-plural data, we create an addi-
tional dataset of mass and count nouns and their
usage vectors.
We use the output from the syntactic patterns of
the singular-plural dataset above (see section 3.1)
and take the intersection between the nouns that
occur with count determiners and those that occur
with mass determiners. We clean this list by ex-
cluding nouns which occur less than 10 times in a
mass context, obtaining 2433 nouns.
4 Experiments
4.1 Exp. 1: Do nouns undergo shifts?
In this first experiment we use the vectors of the
singular-plural dataset in order to verify the results
by Katz and Zamparelli (2012) against our data
and to furthermore check for effects of abstract-
ness and polysemy. Our hypotheses are:
1. Mass nouns undergo greater singular-plural
meaning shifts than count nouns.
2. The more abstract a noun (lower concreteness
score), the greater its meaning shift between
singular and plural.
3. Nouns with a higher degree of polysemy
(greater number of synsets) show a greater
singular-plural distance.
We then assess the correlations between these
annotations and the singular-plural similarity us-
ing the cosine measure. In order to run the cor-
relation analyses, we normalise the count and
mass context frequencies, thus creating a contin-
uous variable. We define an alternative measure,
“massiness”. For count context frequency c and
mass context frequency m, massiness = m(m+c) .
Massiness can take values between 0 and 1.
Table 1 shows the Pearson correlations between
each of the annotations and the cosine similarity
measure. All correlations are highly significant (p-
values between 2.2e-16 and 6.40e-05).
Pearson correlation with cosine
concreteness score 0.167
massiness -0.225
synsets -0.266
Table 1: Pearson correlation coefficient between
annotated variables and cosine similarity.
While the correlations between the annotated
variables and similarity scores are not large, they
do reveal tendencies which intuitively make sense:
• concreteness score: The meaning of con-
crete nouns shifts less when pluralised.
• massiness: Nouns used more frequently in
mass contexts undergo greater meaning shifts
when pluralised.
• synsets: Smaller number of synsets (less
polysemy) correlates with greater similar-
ity. Nouns with more unambiguous meanings
shift less when pluralised.
4.2 Exp. 2: Where does a shift take a noun?
An important aspect of nominal coercion is the
destination of a coerced noun — since we found
above that noun meanings indeed change, it would
be interesting to investigate how they change, or,
speaking in terms of the semantic space, where
they are taken to by coercion.
Destinations of shift classes We look at the con-
tainer and the kind shifts, which are the most intu-
itive and least controversial ones among those dis-
cussed in the linguistic literature. We take beer,
coffee and tea as examples of mass nouns that un-
dergo the container shift and flour and wine as
examples of mass nouns that undergo the kind
shift. We run a small-scale experiment in which
we compare the cosine similarity of the mass and
count usages of these nouns to another word taken
as a potential destination of the shift. The results
are reported in Table 2 — we can see that the count
usage vectors are more similar to the expected des-
tinations than the mass usage vectors, which is in
accordance with the container and kind shift ex-
planations.
How far does coercion take a noun? We con-
clude the analysis of the destination of nominal
coercion by visualising the distance of usage vec-
tors with respect to their “core” representation. We
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Usage vector destination cosine
beer-nc pint-n 0.674
beer-nm pint-n 0.548
coffee-nc cup-n 0.559
coffee-nm cup-n 0.478
tea-nc cup-n 0.577
tea-nm cup-n 0.486
flour-nc variety-n 0.267
flour-nm variety-n 0.140
wine-nc variety-n 0.470
wine-nm variety-n 0.177
Table 2: Container vs. kind shifts.
generate a plot in which, for each noun, we put the
cosine similarity of the mass usage vector to the
“core” noun vector on the x-axis and the similar-
ity of the count usage vector to the “core” noun on
the y-axis (see Figure 1). It is evident that there is
no strong relation between the two similarities, as
indicated by the red fit line.
Figure 1: Similarity between mass usage and core
noun plotted against similarity between count us-
age and core noun. Red line = linear fit.
Nouns in the lower left-hand corner (low-mass
and low-count) are predominantly bare nouns; as
they normally occur without determiners, their av-
erage meaning is not very similar to either the
mass or the count usage. Words in the upper left-
hand corner are nouns that are highly countable
and do not seem to lend themselves much to mass
usages. Contrary to the latter, words in the lower
right-hand corner are nouns that are very “massy”
and do not seem to be readily countable. The
interesting cases (elastic nouns) are in the upper
Low-count High-count
Low-mass diving, dissension framework, diet
High-mass importance, distress love, fear
Table 3: Contingency table: examples
right-hand corner. For these nouns, both the mass
and the count usage vectors are highly similar to
the core noun vector. This corner seems to be
where regular coercion, which is the subject of our
study, lies. Many nouns in this corner shift from
“abstract mental state” (mass) to “elements which
elicit that state” (count), e.g. love, fear, pleasure.
Similarly, responsibility shifts from a mental state
to a list of concrete duties. Examples of nouns
found in the four corners are reported in Table 3.
To sum up, regular coercion turns out to only
slightly modify the meaning of the noun, so that
neither the mass nor the count meaning shifts too
far from the core meaning.
5 Conclusions
We have seen how Distributional Semantics Mod-
els (DSMs) can be applied to investigate nomi-
nal coercion. DSMs can capture some aspects of
mass/count noun meaning shifts, such as the fact
that predominantly mass nouns undergo greater
meaning shifts than predominantly count nouns
when pluralised. We also find that abstractness
and polysemy have an impact on singular-plural
distance: abstract nouns and highly polysemous
nouns have a greater singular-plural distance than
concrete and monosemous nouns, respectively.
Furthermore, our second experiment shows that
coercion lies mainly in cases where both the mass
and count usage vectors stay close to the aver-
aged noun meaning. However, as our toy evalu-
ation of clear cases of container and kind coercion
shows, the direction of the shift can be differenti-
ated based on usage vectors.
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Abstract 
English. The realization of MIDIA (a bal-
anced diachronic corpus of written Italian 
texts ranging from the XIII to the first half of 
the XX c.) has raised the issue of developing 
a strategy for PoS tagging able to properly 
analyze texts from different textual genres 
belonging to a broad span of the history of 
the Italian language. The paper briefly de-
scribes the MIDIA corpus; it focuses on the 
improvements to the contemporary Italian pa-
rameter file of the PoS tagging program Tree 
Tagger, made to adapt the software to the 
analysis of a textual basis characterized by 
strong morpho-syntactic and lexical varia-
tion; and, finally, it outlines the reasons and 
the advantages of the strategies adopted. 
Italiano. La realizzazione di MIDIA (un cor-
pus diacronico bilanciato di testi scritti dell'i-
taliano dal XIII alla prima metà del XX seco-
lo) ha posto il problema di elaborare una 
strategia di PoS tagging capace di analizzare 
adeguatamente testi appartenenti a diversi 
generi testuali e che si estendono lungo un 
ampio arco temporale della storia della lin-
gua italiana. Il paper, dopo una breve descri-
zione del corpus MIDIA, si focalizza sui 
cambiamenti apportati al file dei parametri 
dell'italiano contemporaneo per il program-
ma di PoS tagging Tree-Tagger al fine di 
renderlo adeguato all’analisi di una base te-
stuale caratterizzata da una forte variazione 
morfosintattica e lessicale, e evidenzia le mo-
tivazioni e i vantaggi delle strategie adottate. 
1 Introduction 
The realization of MIDIA, a balanced diachronic 
corpus of Italian, raised the issue of the elabora-
tion of a strategy of analysis of texts from differ-
ent genres and time periods in the history of Ital-
ian. This temporal and textual diversity involves 
both a marked graphic, morphological and lexi-
cal variation in word forms, and differences in 
the ordering of the PoS. The program chosen for 
the PoS tagging is Tree Tagger (cf. Schmid 1994, 
1995), and the parameter file, made of a lexicon 
and a training corpus, is the one developed by 
Baroni et al (2004) for contemporary Italian. The 
strategy we developed for the adjustement of the 
PoS tagging to different diachronic varieties has 
been to greatly increase the lexicon with a large 
amount of word forms belonging predominantly 
to Old Italian, and not to retrain the program with 
texts belonging to previous temporal stages. This 
solution turned out to be economical and effec-
tive: it has allowed a significant improvement of 
the correct assignment of PoS for texts both old 
and modern, with a success rate equal to or 
greater than 95% for the tested texts, and an op-
timal use of human resources.  
2 MIDIA: a brief description 
MIDIA (an acronym for Morfologia Italiana in 
Diacronia) is a balanced diachronic corpus of 
written Italian texts, fully annotated with the in-
dication of the lemma and the part of speech. The 
corpus goes from the beginning of the thirteenth 
to the first half of the twentieth century.  
Periodization is based on important linguistic, 
literary and cultural facts of Italian history. Five 
time periods have been distinguished: 1) 1200-
1375 formation of Tuscan-centered Old Italian; 
2) 1376-1532 affirmation of Italian outside Tus-
cany; 3) 1533-1691 standardization of Italian in 
the late Renaissance, Mannerist and Baroque 
periods; 4) 1692-1840 the birth of modern Ital-
ian: the age of Arcadia, the Enlightenment and 
Romanticism; 5) 1841-1947 the language of Ital-
ian political unification.  
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Texts belonging to seven genres have been 
collected: expositive prose; literary prose; nor-
mative and juridical prose; personal prose; scien-
tific prose; poetry; spoken language mimesis. For 
each time period and genre 25 texts were select-
ed. A section of 8000 tokens was extracted from 
each text; for a total of more than 7.5 million 
tokens.  
The search tool we built, in the form of a web 
application, allows an easy extraction of the data, 
particularly devised for the study of word-
formation in Italian from a diachronic point of 
view, but also usable for several other types of 
linguistic investigation. MIDIA can be queried 
for forms or lexemes also through the use of reg-
ular expressions, the search can be refined 
through the identification of word forms, lex-
emes or PoS that precede or follow the queried 
string, and through the use of metadata concern-
ing time period, genre, author, and work. 
Different types of outcome can be obtained. 
The default result shows the selected string in 
context (the value of 10 left and 10 right forms 
can be increased or decreased) together with the 
indication of PoS, lexeme, the metadata concern-
ing author and work, and the ID of the file con-
taining about 8,000 token texts from which the 
selected item is taken. Other outcomes consist of: 
distribution tables indicating the number of oc-
currences of the selected item distinguishing gen-
res and periods; frequency lists showing the 
number of occurrences of the selected item di-
vided in form, PoS and lemma; graphs and charts 
showing time evolution of the selected item ac-
cording to author, genre, and period. All the 
types of outcome can be viewed online and 
downloaded in CSV format. 
MIDIA is the outcome of the Prin project "The 
history of word-formation in Italian" funded by 
the Italian Ministry of Education University and 
Research. The corpus is freely available at the 
URL http://www.corpusmidia.unito.it/.  
3 PoS tagging strategy for a diachronic 
corpus of the Italian language 
The software we used to associate a part of 
speech to each word form of our corpus is Tree-
tagger (cf. Schmid 1994, 1995). The application 
of the Tree Tagger software to a language in-
volves the identification of a Tagset, the creation 
of a lexicon containing the a priori tag probabili-
ties for each word, and a Tagged Corpus repre-
senting the (variety of the) language that is to be 
analyzed. 
We started the automatic annotation with part-
of-speech tags using the source files underlying 
the parameter file for contemporary Italian made 
by Baroni et al. (2004), which consists of a train-
ing corpus of about 115,000 tokens taken from 
the newspaper La Repubblica (years 1985-2000), 
and a lexicon which amounts to approximately 
220,000 tokens (we thank Marco Baroni for his 
contribution to the realization of our project).  
Our case presents special problems because of 
the variety of genres and the time span of the 
texts of the corpus (about PoS tagging of dia-
chronic corpora, cf. Dipper et al. 2004, Marti-
neau 2008, Sánchez-Marco et al. 2010, Stein 
2008). We began to test the contemporary Italian 
TreeTagger (ContIt TT) on two literary prose 
texts of the first period (1200-1375) of our cor-
pus (taken from Dante's Vita Nuova and Dino 
Compagni, Cronica delle cose occorrenti ne' 
tempi suoi) in order to figure out the problems 
that the program had with Old Italian texts. The 
results have been manually checked in order to 
find recurring mistakes and to think about some 
possible solutions for the improvement of PoS 
tagging. 
The result of POS tagging on the two texts of 
the first period was then compared with that of a 
literary prose text of the most recent period 
(1841-1947) of our corpus: Italo Svevo, La 
coscienza di Zeno. As expected, the error rate of 
ContIt TT, fully satisfactory for modern texts 
(about 5%), was higher for Old Italian literary 
prose (about 13%). In addition, error analysis 
reveals that wrong assignments mainly concern 
PoS (exp. adjectives and verbs) of particular in-
terest for the study of word-formation, for which 
the MIDIA corpus is especially conceived. 
As is known, TreeTagger is a probabilistic 
PoS tagger that gives to each token of a text PoS 
and lemma information. The assignment of a par-
ticular PoS to each word form depends on the 
matching with a form present in the lexicon as-
sociated with the probabilities of co-occurrence 
of a PoS with other adjacent according to the 
information about PoS sequences obtained from 
the training corpus. 
The strategy we adopted to cope with our dia-
chronic corpus was to strongly enrich the con-
temporary Italian lexicon (that is, the list of 
forms with specification of PoS and lemma) and 
not to train it on a widened corpus to which were 
added Old Italian texts (cf. Gaeta et al. 2013). 
Our expectation was that PoS tagging of the dia-
chronic corpus could be significantly improved 
even without adding to the training corpus ex-
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amples of the typical syntactic patterns found in 
Old Italian texts. 
The reason behind this decision is twofold. On 
the one hand we took a theoretical and methodo-
logical stance: we were confident that by adding 
more forms (especially those more typical of 
older texts) we could significantly improve the 
results of the analysis, i.e. to have a better "syn-
tactic" analysis through more detailed word 
recognition. On the other hand we took a cau-
tious position: since ContIt TT already had fairly 
good results also with Old Italian texts, we have 
preferred avoiding to alter the distribution of the 
sequence of PoS on which the program was set 
(by adding a training corpus made of early texts), 
especially considering that MIDIA corpus is 
made not only of texts belonging to Old Italian, 
but to the entire time span of the history of Ital-
ian.  
Our expectation was that the recognition of 
word forms would significantly help the recogni-
tion of sentences, i.e. the recognition of sequenc-
es of PoS elements, and this was what happened 
(as we will show in section 4). 
The enrichment of MIDIA Tree Tagger 
(MIDIA TT) lexicon results from the addition of 
about 230,000 word forms mainly dating from 
the XIV to the XVI c. (MIDIA TT lexicon actu-
ally counts about 550,000 forms). 
For the implementation of the lexicon, in a 
first step we have made use of the available phil-
ological resources: word lists, lists of names, 
critical editions, glossaries and digital corpora 
(Corpus Taurinense TLIO); later, comparing the 
lexicon increased in this way with the set of 
forms used in the texts of the MIDIA corpus, we 
selected those absent from the lexicon, favoring 
forms with higher frequency and morphological 
variance, and we tagged them with a semiauto-
matic procedure according to the format required 
by Tree Tagger, paying particular attention to the 
homographs that would have troubled the recog-
nition mechanisms of the program (for example, 
proper names were not included that would have 
generated ambiguity overlap with common 
names: Prato, Potenza, Monaco, Fiume, Riga, 
Spine, Spira, Angelo, Norma, Nunzio, Leone,  
etc.; with verbs: Segna, Segni, Giura, Vendi; or 
with numerals: Cento). For the same reason we 
have reduced the Tagset analyticity by suppress-
ing the distinction between adjectives and pro-
nouns for demonstratives, indefinites, numerals, 
possessives, interrogatives. 
4 Checking the results of MIDIA PoS 
tagging and error analysis 
In order to evaluate the performance of MIDIA 
TT, we have selected one text of literary prose 
for each of the time periods of the corpus, and 
for each text we prepared a gold standard PoS 
assignment through a thorough manual review 
revised and discussed within our research group. 
These gold standards form the benchmark for 
the performance evaluation of the ContIt TT and 
MIDIA TT programs (the number of tokens 
manually checked for PoS assignment is 52,952). 
 
Table 1: See appendix 
 
Table 1 compares the number and the percentage 
of errors in ContIt TT and MIDIA TT PoS tag-
ging for literary texts belonging to the five time 
periods. As may be noted, MIDIA TT has signif-
icantly better results than those of ContIT TT 
especially in the first periods; furthermore, we 
can notice that the result of MIDIA TT in period 
1 is better than that of ContIt TT in period 5. 
Tables 2 and 3 show some of the typical errors 
of ContIt TT (highlighted in bold) compared 
with MIDIA TT correct PoS tagging in texts be-
longing to the first period. 
 
Table 2: See appendix 
 
Table 3: See appendix 
 
ContIt TT PoS tagging errors reported in bold in 
Table 2 are very likely to be attributed to the 
recognition of ser (antiquated form for 'mister', 
but similar in form to the verb essere 'to be') as a 
Noun, which results in the assignment of the 
form dove to the PoS WH instead of to Conjunc-
tion; the absence in ContIt lexicon of giacea and 
the proximity of this form to a proper noun 
(Ciappelletto) causes the erroneous tagging of 
this Verb to the adjectival class. Similarly, the 
form allato is recognized as a past participle 
(probably because of the final string), while 
postoglisi is not recognized as a past participle 
because of the combination of enclitic forms. 
MIDIA lexicon contains all these verb forms and 
allows the correct attribution of the PoS Con-
junction to the word form dove, although in the 
lexicon this form corresponds to three different 
PoS (Noun, Adverb, and Conjunction). 
In table 3 the ambiguity of magnifico (Noun, 
Adjective, and Verb) and the absence in ContIt 
lexicon of the word form suggeritole causes the 
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error in the assignment of PoS of these forms and 
of the adjacent word quadretto. From this brief 
error analysis, we may conclude that the failure 
to recognize word forms triggers a cascade effect 
of PoS assignment on nearby words, whereas a 
rich lexicon increases the possibility of a correct 
PoS assignment also for words that are not listed 
in the lexicon. 
Table 4 shows the PoS with a higher percent-
age of errors in the text of the first period used as 
gold standard for PoS assignment (the column 
GS shows the expected number of tokens for 
each PoS; the left column of both ContIt TT and 
Midia TT shows the difference from GS, the 
right column the percentage of errors for each 
PoS assignment). 
 
Table 4: See appendix 
 
The errors in MIDIA TT are concentrated in clit-
ics, auxiliary and modal verbs (which generally 
are still recognized as verbs). The nouns do not 
present serious problems either in MIDIA TT or 
in ContIt TT, while the latter has a high error rate 
in the adjectives, verbs and adverbs; the difficul-
ty in recognizing the members of these PoS is 
probably due to their high graphic and morpho-
logical variation not accounted in ContIt lexicon. 
The main errors in the PoS tagging of Old Italian 
in MIDIA TT can be traced in part to the deci-
sion not to train MIDIA TT with texts of this 
period. The main differences that distinguish 
modern and contemporary Italian  from Old Ital-
ian concern primarily the syntactic structure; 
among the syntactic differences, one of the most 
notable is the possibility to interpose nominal 
arguments between modal and auxiliary verbs 
and the main verb, and a greater freedom of clitic 
position (Renzi and Salvi, 2010; Dardano, 2013). 
The criterion of adding word forms to the lexicon 
cannot cope with these difficulties, while it has 
proved to be adequate for many other variation 
factors, such as lexical and morphological differ-
ences, and also the different positions of the 
main verbs or of the nominal constituents. The 
overall positive result on the texts of all the peri-
ods made us decide to maintain our choice. 
Moreover, the enriched lexicon can still provide 
a useful starting point for those just interested in 
the texts of Old Italian, who want to train a Tree 
Tagger parameter file specialized for these texts.  
 
Table 5: See appendix 
 
Table 5 compares auxiliaries, clitics and verbs 
PoS tagging in period 1 and 5. It shows that verb 
recognition is stable in the two periods for 
MIDIA TT, while the correct assignment of clit-
ics and auxiliaries strongly improves in the most 
recent period for both MIDIA TT and ConIT TT. 
The good results in verb recognition already per-
formed by MIDIA TT in period 1 may be at-
tributed to the strong enrichment of the lexicon 
(cf. the high percentage of errors of Cont It TT in 
period 1), the differences in auxiliaries and clitics 
can be explained with changes in the syntactic 
order in the two periods of the Italian language 
under examination. 
 
5 Conclusions 
The strategy we devised to develop MIDIA PoS 
tagging for the analysis of texts belonging to dif-
ferent time periods and textual genres than that 
for which it was originally trained has proved to 
be successful and economical. Human resources 
have been concentrated on enriching the lexicon 
and on the review of automatic lexeme and PoS 
assignment. 
Our results show that a larger lexicon im-
proves the analysis also for words adjacent to 
those recognized by the matching with the word 
forms listed in the lexicon. This has some inter-
esting consequences both on the strategies for 
text tagging and on the implementation of the 
program Tree Tagger for the analysis of texts 
with a great range of variation. 
We plan to further enrich MIDIA lexicon by 
adding word forms from the corpus not yet listed 
in the lexicon.  
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Appendix 
 
Period ContIt TT  MIDIA TT  
1 1260 13.24% 478 5.02% 
2 1117 9.87% 507 4.48% 
3 1904 15.37% 493 3.98% 
4 902 8.62% 272 2.60% 
5 568 6.13% 220 2.38% 
average  10.86%  3.72% 
 
Table 1: Number and percentage of PoS tag-
ging errors in the five time periods of the corpus 
MIDIA. 
 
 
TEXT ContIt TT MIDIA TT 
nella  ARTPRE  ARTPRE  
camera  NOUN  NOUN  
dove  WH  CON  
ser  VER:fin  NOUN  
Ciappelletto  NPR  NPR  
giacea  ADJ  VER:fin  
e  CON  CON  
allato  VER:ppast  ADV  
postoglisi  NOUN  VER:ppast:cli  
a  PRE  PRE  
sedere  VER:infi  VER:infi  
 
Table 2: Error analysis (first period texts). 
 
 
TEXT ContIt TT MIDIA TT 
dipinse  VER:fin  VER:fin  
un  ART  ART  
magnifico  NOUN  ADJ  
quadretto  VER:fin  NOUN  
suggeritole  NOUN  VER:ppast:cli  
dalla  ARTPRE  ARTPRE  
mia  DET:poss  DET:poss  
malattia  NOUN  NOUN  
 
Table 3: Error analysis (first period texts). 
 
 
 
 
 
POS GS ContIt TT MIDIA TT 
ADJ  381 166 43.6 % 23 6.0 %  
ADV  652 132 20.3 % 5 0.8 %  
AUX  187 78 41.7 % 61 32.6 %  
CLI  287 57 19.9 % 73 25.4 %  
CON  565 41 7.3 % 10 1.8 %  
DET  905 61 6.7 % 38 4.2 % 
NOUN  1402 49 3.50 % 45 3.2 % 
PRE  1080 79 7.31 % 1 0.1 %  
PRO  542 43 7.9 %  1 0.2 %  
VER  1432 342 33.9 %  81 5.6 %  
VER2  134 46 34.3 %  51 38.1 % 
 
Table 4: PoS tagging errors (first period). 
 
 
PoS Period 1 
 GS ContIT TT MIDIA TT 
AUX 187 78 41.7% 61 32.6% 
CLI 287 57 19.9% 73 25.4% 
VER 1432 486 33.9% 81 5.6% 
 Period 5 
 GS ContIT TT MIDIA TT 
AUX 213 6 2.8% 9 4.2% 
CLI 342 49 14.3% 27 7.9% 
VER 1476 151 10.2% 69 4.7% 
 
Table 5: PoS tagging errors for auxiliaries, 
clitic and verbs in period 1 and 5. 
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Abstract
English In this paper we argue that the
account of the notion of complex type
based on copredication tests is problem-
atic, because copredication is possible,
albeit less frequent, also with expres-
sions which exhibit polysemy due to co-
ercion. We show through a distributional
and lexico-syntactic pattern-based corpus
analysis that the variability of copredica-
tion contexts is the key to distinguish com-
plex types nouns from nouns subject to co-
ercion.
Italiano In questo contributo sosteniamo
che il test di copredicazione utilizzato in
letteratura per motivare l’esistenza di tipi
complessi e` problematico, in quanto la co-
predicazione e` possibile, seppur con mi-
nor frequenza, anche con espressioni che
esibiscono un comportamento polisemico
a seguito di coercion. Attraverso una
analisi distribuzionale che utilizza pattern
lessico-sintattici mostriamo come la vari-
abilita` dei contesti di copredicazione e` la
chiave per distinguere nomi associati a
tipi complessi da nomi soggetti a coercion.
1 Introduction
Copredication can be defined as a “grammatical
construction in which two predicates jointly apply
to the same argument” (Asher 2011, 11). We focus
here on copredications in which the two predicates
select for incompatible types. An example is (1):
(1) Lunch was delicious but took forever.
where one predicate (‘take forever’) selects for the
event sense of the argument lunch while the other
(‘delicious’) selects for the food sense.
Polysemous expressions entering such copred-
ication contexts are generally assumed to have a
complex type (Pustejovsky 1995), that is, to lexi-
cally refer to entities “made up” of two (or more)
components of a single type; it is thus assumed
for example that lunch is of the complex type
event • food.1 Copredication as a defining cri-
terion for linguistic expressions referring to com-
plex types is, however, problematic, because co-
predication is possible, albeit less frequent, also
with expressions which exhibit polysemy because
of coercion, as in the case of the noun sandwich in
such contexts as (2):
(2) Sam grabbed and finished the sandwich in
one minute.
where the predicate grab selects for the simple
type the noun sandwich is associated with (food),
whereas finish coerces it to an event. The claim
that the event sense exhibited by sandwich is co-
erced is supported by the low variability of event
contexts in which sandwich appears (as opposed to
lunch); see for example “during lunch” (780 hits
for the Italian equivalent in our reference corpus,
cf. section 3) vs. “*during the sandwich” (0 hits).
Our goal is therefore twofold: evaluate whether
at the empirical level it is possible to distin-
guish, among nouns appearing in copredication
contexts, between complex types and simple (or
complex) types subject to coercion effects; and
propose a method to extract complex type nouns
from corpora, combining distributional and lexico-
syntactic pattern-based analyses. Our working hy-
pothesis is that lexicalized complex types appear
in copredication patterns more systematically, and
so that high variability of pair of predicates in co-
predication contexts is evidence of complex type
nouns, while low variability points to simple (or
complex) type nouns subject to coercion effects.
In the sections that follow, we will first raise the
questions what counts as a copredication and what
1Dot/complex types have received different terminologies
in the literature, particularly nouns with facets (Cruse 1995)
and dual aspect nouns (Asher 2011).
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copredication really tell us about the underlying
semantics of the nouns that support it. Then, we
will introduce the experiments we conducted so
far to verify our hypothesis. Finally, we will draw
some conclusions and point at the experiments we
have planned as future work.
2 Copredication
2.1 What counts as a copredication?
In the literature, what exactly counts as a copred-
ication is not clear. Typically, copredication has
been restricted to classic coordinative construc-
tions as in (3), where the adjective voluminoso
‘bulky’ selects for the physical sense of book,
while impegnativo ‘demanding’ selects for the in-
formational one.
(3) E` un libro voluminoso e impegnativo.
‘It is a bulky and demanding book’.
Research has shown, however, that copredica-
tion patterns based on coordination do not fre-
quently mix different aspects but tend to predicate
on a single aspect, as in (4), where both adjectives
select for the same event aspect of costruzione
‘construction’ (Jezek and Melloni 2011):
(4) La costruzione fu lenta e paziente.
‘The construction was slow and patient’.
Moreover, it has been claimed that construc-
tions different from coordinative (or disjunctive)
ones can be copredicative; for example, copredi-
cations with anaphoric pronouns (5)a, and struc-
tures where one of the predicates is located in a
subordinative clause, as in (5)b and (5)c.
(5) a. He paid the bill and threw it away.
(Asher 2011, 63).
b. La construction, qui a commence´ hier,
sera tre`s jolie (Jacquey 2001, 155).
‘The building, which started yesterday,
will be very nice’.
c. Una volta completata, la traduzione si
puo` caricare in una sezione apposita del
sito (Jezek and Melloni 2011, 27).
‘Once completed, the translation may be
uploaded in a special section of the site’.
These copredication patterns may be disputable
from both a structural and semantic point of view
because they involve pronouns and coreference,
and one could argue that pronominalization leaves
room for phenomena such as bridging and asso-
ciative anaphora.
In our work we focus on what we argue is a less
disputable copredication pattern, namely [V [Det
N Adj]]. This pattern is instantiated in contexts
such as the following, where for example the pred-
icate bruciavano selects for the physical aspect of
book, whereas controversi selects for the informa-
tional one:
(6) ... bruciavano i libri controversi.
‘... they burned the controversial books’.
2.2 What does copredication really tell us?
As referenced above, it has also been noted
that copredication may actually involve coercion
(Asher and Pustejovsky 2006; corpus evidence in
Pustejovsky and Jezek 2008). Consider:
(7) Aprire il vino rosso con 30 minuti di anticipo.
‘Open the red wine 30 minutes in advance’.
In (7), vino ‘wine’ appears to denote both drink
and container in the same context, due to the two
predicates rosso ‘red’ and aprire ‘open’. Despite
the apparent polysemy, the noun vino is generally
assumed to be lexically associated with a simple
type (drink), and to license a sense extension to
container in specific contexts only, as a coercion
effect induced by the semantic requirements of the
selecting predicate.
We claim that a single occurrence of a relevant
copredication context is not enough to identify a
complex type, and we conjecture that a variety of
copredication contexts appearing with enough reg-
ularity might constitute evidence. Indeed, one can
observe that vino ‘wine’ displays a limited vari-
ability, since it cannot be coerced into a container
type by any predicate that would felicitously apply
to bottiglia ‘bottle’, as shown by (8):
(8) *Ho rotto il vino rosso.
‘I broke the red wine’.
3 The experiment
We conducted a corpus-based study to assess
the possibility to empirically distinguish between
complex types and simple (or complex) types sub-
ject to coercion effects through the analysis of co-
predication contexts. The concrete goal of the ex-
periment was, for a given complex type, to extract
a list of candidate nouns that do appear in some
copredication context, and compute the variabil-
ity of copredication contexts to order these nouns.
The hypothesis is that nouns shall be ordered from
most likely being of the complex type at stake
to most likely being of some other type but sub-
ject to coercion. We exploited the SketchEngine
(Kilgarriff et al. 2014) tagged Italian corpus It-
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TenTen10 (2,5 Gigawords) and its tools. The
complex type chosen for this first experiment was
information object • physical object of which
‘book’ is taken to be the prototype in the literature,
and as detailed above, the copredication patterns
used are of the form [V [Det N Adj]].
3.1 Predicate extraction
The copredication contexts of interest are those
based on a transitive verb and an adjective that
each select for a different type. The first step was
therefore to pick four lists of predicates: transi-
tive verbs selecting for information object (Info)
or physical object (Phys) as object complements
and adjectives that modify nouns of either type.
The starting point was a list of 10 seed nouns2
considered as good examples of the complex type.
We extracted from the corpus predicates apply-
ing to these seed nouns, that are frequent and
shared enough: on the most frequent 200 verbs
(V) and adjectives (A) in the collocational pro-
files (WordSketches) of each of these seed nouns,
we performed 2-by-2 intersections and then union,
which yielded 427 V and 388 A. We manually
doubly classified them into Phys and Info, avoid-
ing predicates (too) polysemic, generic, or subject
to metaphorical uses. We thus gathered 65 VPhys,
53 VInfo, 18 APhys and 127 AInfo.
3.2 Candidate extraction
Using a manually selected subset of 6-14 fre-
quent predicates of each category, a series of con-
cordance built on the copredication pattern with
all context pairs 〈VPhys, AInfo〉 and 〈VInfo,
APhys〉 produced nouns occurring in these con-
texts. We then manually annotated 600+ randomly
taken hits, checking for actual copredication with
both aspects, thus extracting 97 different nouns.
The 5 seed nouns not present among these 97 were
added, obtaining 102 nouns, as candidates for the
complex type Info • Phys. For the rest of the
experiment, since the relevant copredications are
rather sparse, we focussed on the 54 nouns with
frequency above 200,000, and selected 28 (52%)
ones, aiming at covering most of the various types
appearing among these and including 7 seed nouns
(marked * in the table).
2 articolo, diario, documento, etichetta, fumetto, giornale,
lettera, libro, racconto, romanzo (‘article’, ‘diary’, ‘docu-
ment’, ‘label’, ‘comic’, ‘newspaper’, ‘letter’, ‘book’, ‘short
novel’, ‘novel’)
3.3 Computing the copredication context
variability
For all 28 nouns we extracted all occurrences of
the [V [Det N Adj]] pattern, N fixed. The hits of
each lexico-syntactic pattern are grouped by pairs
〈V, A〉 that we here call “copredication contexts”
for this noun. We then extract the relevant contexts
〈VPhys, AInfo〉 and 〈VInfo, APhys〉 combining
selected predicates in our four lists. The ratio of
relevant contexts among all contexts is an indica-
tor of the variability of Info • Phys copredication
contexts for each noun, and this variability a sign
of the conventionalisation of the lemma ability to
jointly denote both Phys and Info referents.
The results, ordered from more variable to less
variable, appear on Table 1, where Hits is the to-
tal number of hits of the lexico-syntactic pattern,
Cop. hits are those hits with a relevant 〈VPhys,
AInfo〉 or 〈VInfo, APhys〉 context, Contexts is
the total number of 〈V, A〉 contexts, and Cop.
cont. are the relevant ones. Ratios are in %.
Note that the hit ratio would yield a different
order than the context ratio, since a single relevant
context may have a large incidence. Indeed, with
context ratio, the 7 seed nouns are ranked among
the 10 first, while with the hit ratio, they would ap-
pear among the 14 first, and include at the very top
informazione and indicazione, two nouns unlikely
prototypes for the Info • Phys complex type.
4 Discussion
The copredication contexts extracted are sparse,
and the ratio figures ordering the nouns are low (all
below 3%). This might be due to the phenomenon
of copredication across types being sparse, but
obviously also because the 4 lists of predicates
are by no means exhaustive. On the basis of a
manual annotation of 200 (0,8%) hits on libro,
the recall is estimated at 6%. A very high re-
call could not be reached without including pol-
ysemic or very generic predicates, thus lowering
precision. Precision has been estimated for libro:
118 (86%) extracted copredication hits are indeed
relevant cases. However, in the lower rows, pre-
cision drops: 9 (60%) for volume and even 0 for
fenomeno, which means that if we had other means
to screen the results, the ratio range would widen
between top and bottom rows.
The method allows to distinguish four groups
of lemmas (statistically significant partition, but
finer-grained partitions could be drawn). At the
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Lemma Freq. Hits Cop. hits Hit ratio Contexts Cop. cont. Cont. ratio
lettera (letter)* 549552 13386 414 3.1 5513 130 2.4
giornale (newspaper)* 276139 6757 37 0.55 968 20 2.1
documento (document)* 547415 25615 313 1.2 11404 182 1.6
informazione (information) 1092596 68201 2635 3.9 18459 242 1.3
racconto (short novel)* 243777 7533 111 1.5 4418 56 1.3
capitolo (chapter) 218115 4982 60 1.2 2731 32 1.2
articolo (article)* 2458766 12885 104 0.81 6588 72 1.1
libro (book)* 968401 23958 137 0.57 10856 107 0.99
pagina (page) 716615 15850 111 0.70 8357 82 0.98
romanzo (novel)* 213778 7644 47 0.61 3844 35 0.91
testo (text) 528482 21080 108 0.51 9067 81 0.89
immagine (image) 641384 32097 256 0.80 19146 162 0.85
indicazione (indication) 279063 20831 651 3.1 6536 54 0.83
relazione (report) 744398 36274 467 1.3 15693 101 0.64
storia (story) 1505947 57074 235 0.41 21292 129 0.61
programma (program) 978951 39140 340 0.87 18029 103 0.57
parola (speech) 1087778 44619 139 0.31 16292 87 0.53
gioco (game) 637619 16815 60 0.36 8859 43 0.49
proposta (proposal) 716391 28007 149 0.53 12254 58 0.47
serie (series) 668564 12824 40 0.31 6872 31 0.45
dichiarazione (statement) 339720 13601 33 0.24 5817 25 0.43
fonte (source) 354620 20912 35 0.17 7692 33 0.43
riferimento (reference) 691282 18193 57 0.31 6705 27 0.40
ricerca (research) 1378351 25002 103 0.41 12228 46 0.38
carattere (character) 378986 45632 131 0.29 20504 70 0.34
volume (volume) 307808 6732 15 0.22 4445 15 0.34
pezzo (piece) 286093 13190 27 0.20 7201 23 0.32
prodotto (product) 837772 48285 72 0.15 20391 54 0.26
fenomeno (phenomenon) 342726 26876 20 0.074 11872 13 0.11
Table 1: Relevant copredication variability for 28 candidate Info • Phys nouns with high frequency
top, are those that arguably are prototypical exam-
ples of the complex type Info •Phys. Next comes
a group of nouns with still classical examples of
this dot-type, especially libro, as well as nouns of
the simple type Info such as informazione. Since
information objects generically depend on their
physical realizations, coercion is readily available.
What these data tell us is that the pure Info sense
of libro (as in il libro di Dante e` stato tradotto
in tante lingue ‘Dante’s book has been translated
in many languages’) or immagine might prevail
over their complex type sense. The next group
gathers many nouns of a different complex type,
Info • Event, such as speech act nouns, some of
which, like relazione, do also have a lexicalized
sense of document, while others, like indicazione
and dichiarazione, are rather subject to coercion.
The last group exhibits occasional coercion con-
texts, with the exception of volume which does
have a standard Info • Phys sense but much less
frequent than its spatial or sound quality sense.
We can therefore conclude that an experimental
method to separate nouns of complex types from
nouns subject to coercion appears possible. The
proposed method constitutes the first attempt at
semi-automatically extracting from corpus com-
plex type nouns, something remaining elusive up
to now. In addition, we learned that letter should
be preferred over book as prototype of the com-
plex type Info•Phys. In fact, this complex type is
not the most straightforward since the dependence
between the components of a dot object is not one-
to-one. The case of Event • Food with lunch as
prototype, in which there is such a tight symmetric
dependence and no competition with separate sim-
ple senses, might prove easier to deal with. This
will be tackled in a next experiment.
The predicate selection is a critical phase in the
method proposed. It is difficult if not impossible
to avoid polysemy and metaphorical uses, espe-
cially since the relevant copredications are sparse
and we cannot rely only on highly specialized un-
frequent predicates. In future work, we plan to ex-
periment with fully automatic selection, exploiting
distributional semantics methods. Dimension re-
duction through non-negative matrix factorization
yields a possible interpretation of the dimensions
in terms of “topics”, which is confirmed by ex-
periments (Van de Cruys et al. 2011). Building
on this, we shall check whether “topics” for predi-
cates correspond to selectional restrictions suitable
to build our copredication patterns.
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Abstract
English. This paper presents the ongo-
ing project for the conversion and publi-
cation of the Italian lexicon Parole Simple
Clips in linked open data, illustrating the
chosen model, with a particular focus on
the translation of the syntactic and seman-
tic information pertaining verbs and their
predicates.
Italiano. Questo paper presenta il pro-
getto in corso per la conversione e pub-
blicazione del lessico italiano Parole Sim-
ple Clips nel formato linked open data, de-
scrivendo il modello adottato con partico-
lare riferimento alla traduzione delle in-
formazioni sintattico semantiche dei verbi
e dei loro predicati.
1 Introduction
The aim of the present paper is to describe the
ongoing conversion of the semantic layer of the
Parole Simple Clips (PSC) lexical resource into
linked open data. We have previously presented
the conversion of the nouns in PSC in (Del Gratta
et al., 2013). In this paper we will continue this
work by presenting the model we intend to use for
converting the verbs.
In the next section we shall give a general back-
ground on the linguistic linked open data (LLOD)
cloud and discuss the importance of putting lex-
ical resources on the cloud. We also discuss the
lemon model which we have chosen as the basis
of the conversion of the PSC resource. In the fol-
lowing section we discuss PSC itself and give a
brief overview of its structure.
Finally in the last section we will outline how
we intend to proceed with the conversion of the
PSC verbs, illustrating the proposed schema with
an example.
2 Linguistic Linked Open Data
The term linked open data refers to the practice
of publishing data online in a standardised format
that makes the interlinking of distributed datasets
more straightforward and so much more common-
place. Furthermore the modifier “open” in this
context refers to the idea that the datasets in ques-
tion should be free to be downloaded and used by
the public.
Over the last few years data about the grow-
ing number of datasets published as linked open
data, the so called linked open data cloud, has been
presented in the form of a diagram in which each
dataset is represented by a node and the links be-
tween each dataset by edges between the corre-
sponding nodes.
The publishing of data as linked open data is
based on principles first elucidated by Tim Bern-
ers Lee (Berners-Lee, 2006). These principles rec-
ommend the use of the resource description frame-
work (RDF), a language that models data in terms
of triples of resources. Each of the resources in
a triple is named using a unique resource identi-
fier (URI). An RDF triple can be regarded as rep-
resenting data in the form of a subject-predicate-
object statement.
The many advantages and benefits of the emerg-
ing linked open data paradigm are obvious from
a scientific standpoint. By putting different re-
sources on the linked open data cloud it becomes
far easier to link them together with each other
in ways which render single resources much more
useful than before, it also makes them more acces-
sible and usable, facilitaing their reuse in an open
ended variety of contexts (as is the case with the
linked data version of Wikipedia). Indeed, this
fact has not been lost on the language resources
community, and the specific part of the linked
open data cloud diagram dealing with language
resources and datasets now includes a wide array
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of linguistic resources including translations of the
current version of the Princeton wordnet and Ital-
Wordnet into RDF (Assem et al., 2006; Gangemi
et al., 2003), (Bartolini et al., 2013), as well as a
number of important vocabularies for language re-
sources.
The lemon model (McCrae et al., 2011) is cur-
rently one of the most popular rdf based models
for enabling the publishing of lexical resources as
linked open data on the web. Its original focus
was on the addition of linguistic information to on-
tologies, but it has by now been used to translate
numerous different kinds of lexical resources into
RDF, including many different wordnets.
Because the intial focus was on enriching al-
ready existing ontologies with lingustic informa-
tion, the lemon model makes a clear distinction
between a lexicon and an ontology. The pairing of
a lexicon and an ontology as a combined lexico-
semantic resouce takes place via the interlinking
of a RDF based lexicon with an RDF based on-
tology. This is done using so called sense objects
which are pointed to by lexical entries and which
then in turn point to the vocabulary items in an on-
tology.
3 Parole Simple Clips and the
Generative Lexicon
Parole Simple Clips (PSC) is a large, multilayered
Italian language lexicon, the result of work car-
ried out within the framework of three successive
European/national projects. The first two of these
were the European projects PAROLE (Ruimy et
al., 1998) and SIMPLE (Lenci et al., 2000a) which
produced wide coverage lexicons for a number of
different European languages, including Italian,
and all of which were designed to a common set
of guidelines. These lexicons are arranged into
phonetic, morphological, syntactic and semantic
layers (the semantic layers were actually added
during the SIMPLE project, the other layers dur-
ing the earlier PAROLE project). The last of the
projects instrumental in the creation of PSC was
CLIPS, an Italian national project, which had the
aim of expanding upon the Italian Parole-Simple
lexicon. In this paper we focus on the translation
of the syntactic and semantic layers of PSC into
RDF using the lemon model.
The construction of the semantic layer of PSC
was heavily influenced by Generative Lexicon
(GL) theory (Pustejovsky, 1991; Bel et al., 2000).
GL theory posits a complex multi part structure
for individual word senses, making provision for
the encoding of information related to different,
salient, dimensions of a lexical entry’s meaning1.
In GL a lexical entry contains information on
the position of the lexical entry in a language wide
type system its so called lexical type structure;
a predicative argument structure; information on
the event type of the entry, the event structure; as
well as a data structure known as a qualia struc-
ture. This qualia structure presents four distinct,
orthogonal aspects of a word’s meaning in terms
of which polysemy as well as the creative and the
novel uses of words based on established mean-
ings can be straightforwardly explained.
These four aspects or qualia roles contained in
each lexical entry’s qualia structure, can be de-
fined as follows. The formal quale: this corre-
sponds to the ontological isA relation; the consti-
tutive quale: this encodes meronymic or partOf
relationships between an entity and the entities of
which it is composed; the telic quale: this en-
codes the purpose for which an entity is used; the
agentive quale: this encodes the factors that were
involved in an entity’s coming into being.
3.1 The Structure of the Semantic Layer of
PSC
The semantic layer of PSC builds upon this the-
oretical foundation by introducing the notion of
an Extended Qualia Structure (Lenci et al., 2000a)
according to which each of the four qualia roles
are further elaborated by being broken down into
more specific relations. This means that for exam-
ple the constitutive relation is further elaborated
by relations specifying whether a constitutive re-
lation holds between two elements on the basis
of location, group membership, etc; telic relations
are specified in terms of purpose, classified with
respect to direct and indirect telicity, etc.
In PSC this Extended Qualia Structure is rep-
resented as a relation that holds between se-
mantic units or USems in the terminology of
PSC. In addition to the extended qualia rela-
tions there are also a number of so called lex-
ical relations organised into the following five
clases SYNONYMY, POLYSEMY, ANTONYMY,
1This information is used to construct larger units of
meaning through a compositional process in which, to use
the slogan common in GL theory literature, the semantic load
is more equally spread over all of the consituents of an utter-
ance, rather than being largely focused on the verbs.
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DERIVATION, METAPHOR.
PSC makes use of a language independent,
‘upper’ ontology that is also common to the
PAROLE-SIMPLE lexicons for other European
languages; this has been converted into an OWL
ontology (Toral and Monachini, 2007) which we
make use of in our translation. This ontology con-
tains 153 so called semantic types which provide
a higher level structuring of the circa 60k Italian
language specific USems contained in PSC. In or-
der to illustrate the levels of information available
in PSC, we use the example of the verb “dare”, to
give.
The verbal lexical entry dare maps onto 3 dif-
ferent semantic units (USem): (i) USem7149dare
as in “to give something to someone”; (ii)
USem79492dare as in “to give the medicine to the
patient” (make ingest); (iii) USem79493dare as in
“the window faces the square”.
In PSC, the first two USems map onto the same
syntactic frame with 3 positions, representing sub-
ject, object and indirect object, all of which are
noun phrases and the latter of which is introduced
by the preposition “a”. We also know that this
frame selects the auxiliary “avere”. The other
USem uses a bivalent frame instead.
In the semantic layer, a mapping is defined be-
tween each USem and a predicate. This mapping
is not one-to-one, as in some cases two senses may
map onto one predicate2.
The predicates are then linked to their argument
structures, so for instance the predicate structure
of USem7149dare has three arguments, the first
has the role of Agent and selects ontological type
Human, the second has the role of Patient and
selects the ontological type Concrete entity, the
third has role Beneficiary and selects the ontolog-
ical type Human. A linking is also available be-
tween the semantic and the syntactic structure; in
this case the predicative structure and the syntactic
frame of USem7149dare are linked by an isomor-
phic trivalent relation, which means that Position1
maps onto Argument1, Position2 maps onto Argu-
ment2, and Position3 maps onto Argument3.
Finally, each of the USems of dare linked
to other USems in the lexicon by means of
the complex network of relations of the Ex-
2This is especially the case for reflexive verbs such as
incolonnarsi (“to line up”) vs their transitive counterparts
(“to line something/one up”), that are represented as differ-
ent senses and different syntactic frames, but have the same
underlying argument structure.
tended Qualia Structure, and is also linked to
the Interlingual upper level SIMPLE ontology.
So for instance USem7149dare has ontologi-
cal type Change of Possession and is linked to
USem3939cambiare (“to change”) on the formal
axis and to USemD6219privo (“deprived of”) on
the constitutive axis, the USem USemD6219privo
being the resulting state of the USem7149dare.
Lexical relations such as polysemy or derivation
are also possible for verbs.
4 Converting PSC into linked Data with
lemon
A detailed account of the challenges brought about
by the translation of the PSC resource into RDF is
presented in (Del Gratta et al., 2013). Here we
will summarize that work and thus lay the ground
for further discussion on the translation of the PSC
verbs in the next section.
The main challenge that arose during the con-
version of the PSC nouns related to how best to un-
derstand the status of the Usems, namely whether
these were better viewed as lemon senses which
could then in turn be understood as reified pair-
ings of lexical entries with ontological vocabulary
items; or whether PSC USems should instead be
seen as elements in an ontological layer.
As mentioned above USems take part in lex-
ical relations such as synonymy, polysemy and
antonymy which in standard works are treated as
relations between lexical senses3. On the other
hand PSC USems also take part in (Extended
Qualia Structure) relations that are arguably bet-
ter classed as ontological relations holding be-
tween the referents of words rather than between
their senses, e.g., produces, produced-by, used-for,
is a follower of, is the habit of: at the very least
it seems odd to say that the relation of synonymy
and a relation specifying whether relations of one
class “produce” members of another hold between
the same kind of element.
In the end the considerations given above along
with the fact that the lemon model makes such
a clear distinction between lexicon and ontology
led to the decision to duplicate the USems: once
as lemon lexical senses, with lexical relations like
synonymy holding between them, and in the sec-
ond instance as ontological entities. These are
then to be seen as an lower level of the already
3Although the aforementioned lexical relations can them-
selves bedefined differently in different sources.
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existing SIMPLE OWL ontology.
4.1 The Verbs
The modelling of the PSC verbs in linked open
data involves a number of challenges over and
above those that arose during the modelling of the
nouns. In particular it is important to represent
information about both the syntactic frames and
semantic predicates associated with verb senses4.
In addition it is also desirable to have some kind
of mapping between these two kinds of represen-
tation, so that the syntactic arguments of a verb
frame can be mapped to the semantic arguments
of the verb’s semantic predicative representation.
One of the considerations that we have been
most keenly aware of throughout the process of
developing a model for the PSC verbs is that we
are attempting to convert a legacy resource with a
relatively long history and a well documented de-
sign that was developed through the collaboratio
of a number of experts in the field.
We have therefore tried to remain as faithful
as possible to the original intentions of the de-
signers of PSC, while at the same time exploiting
the advantages and opportunities offered up by the
linked data model.
We present our proposal for verbs below. Once
more we are working with the Italian verb dare.
:dare_1 a lemon:sense ;
lemon:reference :USem7149dare ;
psc:synBehavior frames:t-ind-xa ;
lmf:hasSemanticPredicate :PREDdare#1 ;
psc:hasSynSemMapping
ssm:Isotrivalent .
:PREDdare#1 a lmf:SemanticPredicate ;
lmf:hasArgument ARG0dare#1 ;
lmf:hasArgument ARG1dare#1 ;
lmf:hasArgument ARG2dare#1 .
:ARG0dare#1 a lmf:Argument ;
a simple:ArgHuman .
:ARG1dare#1 a lmf:Argument ;
a simple:Concrete_Entity .
:ARG2dare#1 a lmf:Argument ;
a simple:ArgHuman .
:ARG2dare#1 lemon:marker :a .
The lexical entries point to their reified sense
objects. In the example these are named dare 1,
dare 2, whereas the USem ID is used to name the
4It is also true that PSC nouns have predicative structure
but this was ignored during the intial translation of PSC into
linked data.
ontological counterpart of the original PSC USem,
the reference object5.
We use the psc prefix to refer to the name space
main file containing the definitions of concepts
and properties in the example.
Each lexical sense points to a lemon:frame by
means of the psc:synBehavior property6. These
frames are stored in a separate file, each frame
in this file is an abstraction over many syntactic
frames. So in the example the verb sense dare 1
is mapped to a frame t-ind-xa. This represents a
transitive frame for a verb with both a direct and
indirect object and which takes avere as an auxil-
liary verb.
The sense is also linked to a predicate object,
which provides descriptions of the argument struc-
ture. We use the lmf property hasSemanticPredi-
cate to link to an lmf SemanticPredicate PRED-
dare#1. The type selected by each argument of the
predicatepoints back to the SIMPLE Ontology.
Finally the sense dare 1 is linked to
ssm:Isotrivalent an object representing the
mapping between the syntactic frame and the
semantic predicate via the hasSynSemMapping
property. We have created a file ssm that contains
a number of these mappings as represented in
the PSC specifications. The particular mapping
object in question, Isotrivalent, represents the
isomorphic trivalent relation mentioned above.
Details on the best way of representing these
mappings using OWL will be provided in the final
paper.
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented our model for rep-
resenting the PSC verbs using the lemon model.
As we have stated above this is currently work in
progress. In the final paper the link to the public
dataset will be provided.
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Abstract
English. This paper reports the efforts in-
volved in applying several state-of-the-art
dependency parsers on the Italian Stanford
Dependency Treebank (ISDT). The aim of
such efforts is twofold: first, to compare
the performance and choose the parser to
participate in the EVALITA 2014 task on
dependency parsing; second, to investi-
gate how simple it is to apply freely avail-
able state-of-the-art dependency parsers to
a new language/treebank.
Italiano. Questo articolo descrive le at-
tivita` svolte per applicare vari analizzatori
sintattici a dipendenza allo stato dell’arte
all’Italian Stanford Dependency Treebank
(ISDT). L’obiettivo di questi sforzi e` du-
plice: in primo luogo, confrontare le
prestazioni e scegliere il parser per parte-
cipare al task EVALITA 2014 su depen-
dency parsing; secondo, indagare quanto
e` facile applicare analizzatori sintattici a
dipendenza liberamente disponibili a una
nuova lingua / treebank.
1 Introduction
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in
dependency parsing, witnessed by the organisa-
tion of a number of shared tasks, e.g. Buchholz
and Marsi (2006), Nivre et al. (2007). Concerning
Italian, there have been tasks on dependency pars-
ing in all the editions of the EVALITA evaluation
campaign (Bosco et al., 2008; Bosco et al., 2009;
Bosco and Mazzei, 2011; Bosco et al., 2014). In
the 2014 edition, the task on dependency pars-
ing exploits the Italian Stanford Dependency Tree-
bank (ISDT), a new treebank featuring an annota-
tion based on Stanford Dependencies (de Marneffe
and Manning, 2008).
This paper reports the efforts involved in apply-
ing several state-of-the-art dependency parsers on
ISDT. There are at least two motivations for such
efforts. First, to compare the results and choose
the parsers to participate in the EVALITA 2014
task on dependency parsing. Second, to inves-
tigate how simple it is to apply freely available
state-of-the-art dependency parsers to a new lan-
guage/treebank following the instructions avail-
able together with the code and possibly having
a few interactions with the developers.
As in many other NLP fields, there are very few
comparative articles when the performance of dif-
ferent parsers is compared. Most of the papers
simply present the results of a newly proposed ap-
proach and compare them with the results reported
in previous articles. In other cases, the papers are
devoted to the application of the same tool to dif-
ferent languages/treebanks.
It is important to stress that the comparison con-
cerns tools used more or less out of the box and
that the results cannot be used to compare specific
characteristics like: parsing algorithms, learning
systems, . . .
2 Parsers
The choice of the parsers used in this study started
from the two we already applied at EVALITA
2011, i.e. MaltParser and the ensemble method
described by Surdeanu and Manning (2010). We
then identified a number of other dependency
parsers that, in the last years, have shown state-
of-the-art performance, that are freely available
and with the possibility of training on new tree-
banks. The ones included in the study reported in
this paper are the MATE dependency parsers, Tur-
boParser, and ZPar.
We plan to include other dependency parsers
in our study. We have not been able to exploit
some of them because of different reasons: they
are not yet available online, they lack documenta-
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tion on how to train the parser on new treebanks,
they have limitations in the encoding of texts (in-
put texts only in ASCII and not in UTF-8), . . .
MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2006) (version 1.8) im-
plements the transition-based approach to depen-
dency parsing, which has two essential compo-
nents:
• A nondeterministic transition system for
mapping sentences to dependency trees
• A classifier that predicts the next transition
for every possible system configuration
Given these two components, dependency parsing
can be performed as greedy deterministic search
through the transition system, guided by the clas-
sifier. With this technique, it is possible to per-
form parsing in linear time for projective depen-
dency trees and quadratic time for arbitrary (non-
projective) trees (Nivre, 2008). MaltParser in-
cludes different built-in transition systems, dif-
ferent classifiers and techniques for recovering
non-projective dependencies with strictly projec-
tive parsers.
The ensemble model made available by Mihai
Surdeanu (Surdeanu and Manning, 2010)1 imple-
ments a linear interpolation of several linear-time
parsing models (all based on MaltParser). In par-
ticular, it combines five different variants of Malt-
Parser (Nivre’s arc-standard left-to-right, Nivre’s
arc-eager left-to-right, Covington’s non projec-
tive left-to-right, Nivre’s arc-standard right-to-left,
Covington’s non projective right-to-left) as base
parsers.
The MATE tools2 include both a graph-based
parser (Bohnet, 2010) and a transition-based
parser (Bohnet and Nivre, 2012; Bohnet and
Kuhn, 2012). For the languages of the 2009
CoNLL Shared Task, the graph-based MATE
parser reached accuracy scores similar or above
the top performing systems with fast process-
ing. The speed improvement is obtained with
the use of Hash Kernels and parallel algorithms.
The transition-based MATE parser is a model that
takes into account complete structures as they be-
come available to rescore the elements of a beam,
combining the advantages of transition-based and
graph-based approaches.
1http://www.surdeanu.info/mihai/
ensemble/
2https://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/
TurboParser (Martins et al., 2013)3 (version
2.1) is a C++ package that implements graph-
based dependency parsing exploiting third-order
features.
ZPar (Zhang and Nivre, 2011) is a transition-
based parser implemented in C++. ZPar sup-
ports multiple languages and multiple grammar
formalisms. ZPar has been most heavily devel-
oped for Chinese and English, while it provides
generic support for other languages. It leverages
a global discriminative training and beam-search
framework.
3 Data Set
The experiments reported in the paper are per-
formed on the Italian Stanford Dependency Tree-
bank (ISDT) (Bosco et al., 2013) version 2.0 re-
leased in the context of the EVALITA evaluation
campaign on Dependency Parsing for Information
Extraction (Bosco et al., 2014)4. There are three
main novelties with respect to the previously avail-
able Italian treebanks: (i) the size of the dataset,
which is much bigger than the resources used in
the previous EVALITA campaigns; (ii) the an-
notation scheme, which is compliant to de facto
standards at the level of both representation for-
mat (CoNLL) and adopted tagset (Stanford De-
pendency Scheme); (iii) its being defined with a
specific view to supporting information extraction
tasks, a feature inherited from the Stanford Depen-
dency scheme.
The EVALITA task focuses on standard de-
pendency parsing of Italian texts with evaluations
aimed at testing the performance of parsing sys-
tems as well as their suitability to Information Ex-
traction tasks.
The training set contains 7,414 sentences
(158,561 tokens), the development set 564 sen-
tences (12,014 tokens), and the test set 376 sen-
tences (9,066 tokens).
4 Experiments
The level of interaction with the authors of the
parsers varied. In two cases (ensemble, Malt-
Parser), we have mainly exploited the experience
gained in previous editions of EVALITA. In the
case of the MATE parsers, we have had a few in-
3http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/
TurboParser/
4http://www.evalita.it/2014/tasks/dep_
par4IE.
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collapsed and propagated
LAS P R F1
MATE stacking (TurboParser) 89.72 82.90 90.58 86.57
Ensemble (5 parsers) 89.72 82.64 90.34 86.32
ZPar 89.53 84.65 92.11 88.22
MATE stacking (transition-based) 89.02 82.09 89.77 85.76
TurboParser (model type=full) 88.76 83.32 90.71 86.86
TurboParser (model type=standard) 88.68 83.07 90.55 86.65
MATE graph-based 88.51 81.72 89.42 85.39
MATE transition-based 88.32 80.70 89.40 84.82
Ensemble (MaltParser v.1.8) 88.15 80.69 88.34 84.34
MaltParser (Covington non proj) 87.79 81.50 87.39 84.34
MaltParser (Nivre eager -PP head) 87.53 81.30 88.78 84.88
MaltParser (Nivre standard - MaltOptimizer) 86.35 81.17 89.04 84.92
Ensemble (MaltParser v.1.3) 86.27 78.57 86.28 82.24
Table 1: Results on the EVALITA 2014 development set without considering punctuation. The second
column reports the results in term of Labeled Attachment Score (LAS). The score is in bold if the differ-
ence with the following line is statistically significant. The three columns on the right show the results
in terms of Precision, Recall and F1 for the collapsed and propagated relations.
teractions with the author who suggested the use
of some undocumented options. In the case of Tur-
boParser, we have simply used the parser as it is
after reading the available documentation. Con-
cerning ZPar, we have had a few interactions with
the authors who helped solving some issues.
As for the ensemble, at the beginning we re-
peated what we had already done at EVALITA
2011 (Lavelli, 2011), i.e. using the ensemble
as it is, simply exploiting the more accurate ex-
tended models for the base parsers. The results
were unsatisfactory, because the ensemble is based
on an old version of MaltParser (v.1.3) that per-
forms worse than the current version (v.1.8). So
we decided to apply the ensemble model both
to the output produced by the current version of
MaltParser and to the output produced by some
of the parsers used in this study. In the latter
case, we have used the output of the following
5 parsers: graph-based MATE parser, transition-
based MATE parser, TurboParser (full model),
MaltParser (Nivre’s arc-eager, PP-head, left-to-
right), and MaltParser (Nivre’s arc-eager, PP-
head, right-to-left).
Concerning MaltParser, in addition to using
the best performing configurations at EVALITA
20115, we have used MaltOptimizer6 (Ballesteros
and Nivre, 2014) to identify the best configuration.
According to MaltOptimizer, the best configura-
tion is Nivre’s arc-standard. However, we have ob-
5Nivre’s arc-eager, PP-head, and Covington non projec-
tive.
6http://nil.fdi.ucm.es/maltoptimizer/
tained better results using the configurations used
in EVALITA 2011. We are currently investigating
this issue.
As for the MATE parsers, we have applied both
the graph-based parser and the transition-based
parser. Moreover, we have combined the graph-
based parser with the output of another parser
(both the transition-based parser and TurboParser)
using stacking. Stacking is a technique of integrat-
ing two parsers at learning time7, where one of the
parser generates features for the other.
Concerning ZPar, the main difficulty was the
fact that a lot of RAM is needed for processing
long sentences (i.e., sentences with more than 100
tokens need 70 GB of RAM).
During the preparation of the participation to
the task, the experiments were performed using
the split provided by the organisers, i.e. training
on the training set and testing using the develop-
ment set.
When applying stacking, we have performed
10-fold cross validation of the first parser on the
training set, using the resulting output to provide
to the second parser the predictions used during
learning. During parsing, the output of the first
parser (trained on the whole training set and ap-
plied to the development set) has been provided to
the second parser.
In Table 1 we report the parser results ranked
according to decreasing Labeled Accuracy Score
7Differently from what is done by the ensemble method
described above where the combination takes place only at
parsing time.
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collapsed and propagated
LAS P R F1
MATE stacking (transition-based) 87.67 79.14 88.14 83.40
Ensemble (5 parsers) 87.53 78.28 88.09 82.90
MATE stacking (TurboParser) 87.37 79.13 87.97 83.31
MATE transition-based 87.07 78.72 87.16 82.73
MATE graph-based 86.91 78.74 87.97 83.10
ZPar 86.79 80.30 88.93 84.39
TurboParser (model type=full) 86.53 79.43 89.42 84.13
TurboParser (model type=standard) 86.45 79.65 89.32 84.21
Ensemble (MaltParser v.1.8) 85.94 76.30 86.38 81.03
MaltParser (Nivre eager -PP head) 85.82 78.47 86.06 82.09
Ensemble (MaltParser v.1.3) 85.06 76.36 84.74 80.33
MaltParser (Covington non proj) 84.94 77.24 82.97 80.00
MaltParser (Nivre standard - MaltOptimizer) 84.44 76.53 86.99 81.43
Table 2: Results on the EVALITA 2014 test set without considering punctuation. The second column
reports the results in term of Labeled Attachment Score (LAS). The score is in bold if the difference with
the following line is statistically significant. The three columns on the right show the results in terms of
Precision, Recall and F1 for the collapsed and propagated relations.
(LAS), not considering punctuation. The score is
in bold if the difference with the following line
is statistically significant8. In the three columns
on the right of the table the results for the col-
lapsed and propagated relations are shown (both
the conversion and the evaluation are performed
using scripts provided by the organisers).
The ranking of the results according to LAS and
according to Precision, Recall andF1 are different.
This made the choice of the parser for the partic-
ipation difficult, given that the participants would
have been ranked based on both measures.
According to the results on the development
set, we decided to submit for the official evalu-
ation three models: ZPar, MATE stacking (Tur-
boParser), and the ensemble combining 5 of the
best parsers. In this case, the training was per-
formed using both the training and the develop-
ment set. In Table 2. you may find the results of
all the parsers used in this study (in italics those
submitted to the official evaluation). Comparing
Table 1 and Table 2 different rankings between
parsers emerge. This calls for an analysis to under-
stand the reasons of such difference. The results
of a preliminary analysis and further details about
our participation to the task are reported in Lavelli
(2014).
The results obtained by the best system submit-
ted to the official evaluation are: 87.89 (LAS),
81.89/90.45/85.95 (P/R/F1). More details about
8To compute the statistical significance of the differences
between results, we have used MaltEval (Nilsson and Nivre,
2008)
the task and the results obtained by the participants
are available in Bosco et al. (2014).
We are currently analysing the results shown
above to understand how to further proceed in our
investigation. A general preliminary consideration
is that approaches that combine the results of dif-
ferent parsers perform better than those based on a
single parser model, usually with the drawback of
a bigger complexity.
5 Conclusions
In the paper we have reported on work in progress
on the comparison between several state-of-the-art
dependency parsers on the Italian Stanford Depen-
dency Treebank (ISDT).
In the near future, we plan to widen the scope
of the comparison including more parsers.
Finally, we will perform an analysis of the re-
sults obtained by the different parsers considering
not only their performance but also their behaviour
in terms of speed, CPU load at training and pars-
ing time, ease of use, licence agreement, . . .
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Abstract
English. The paper presents SYMPAThy,
a new approach to the extraction of Word
Combinations. The approach is new in
that it combines pattern-based (P-based)
and syntax-based (S-based) methods in or-
der to obtain an integrated and unified
view of a lexeme’s combinatory potential.
Italiano. L’articolo presenta SYMPA-
Thy, un nuovo metodo per l’estrazione
di Combinazioni di Parole. L’originalita`
dell’approccio consiste nel combinare il
metodo basato su sequenze di parti del
discorso (P-based) e quello basato sulle
dipendenze sintattiche (S-based) per ar-
rivare a una visione integrata e unitaria
del potenziale combinatorio di un lessema.
1 Introduction: Word Combinations
The term Word Combinations (WOCs), as used
here, broadly refers to the range of combinatory
possibilities typically associated with a word.
On the one hand, it comprises so-called Multi-
word Expressions (MWEs), intended as a variety
of recurrent word combinations that act as a single
unit at some level of linguistic analysis (Calzolari
et al., 2002; Sag et al., 2002; Gries, 2008): they
include phrasal lexemes, idioms, collocations, etc.
On the other hand, WOCs also include the pre-
ferred distributional interactions of a word (be it a
verb, a noun or an adjective) with other lexical en-
tries at a more abstract level, namely that of argu-
ment structure patterns, subcategorization frames,
and selectional preferences. Therefore, WOCs in-
clude both the normal combinations of a word and
their idiosyncratic exploitations (Hanks, 2013).
The full combinatory potential of a lexical en-
try can therefore be defined and observed at the
level of syntactic dependencies and at the more
constrained surface level. In both theory and prac-
tice, though, these two levels are often kept sep-
arate. Theoretically, argument structure is often
perceived as a “regular” syntactic affair, whereas
MWEs are characterised by “surprising properties
not predicted by their component words” (Bald-
win and Kim, 2010, 267). At the pratical level,
in order to detect potentially different aspects of
the combinatorics of a lexeme, different extraction
methods are used – i.e. either a surface, pattern-
based (P-based) method or a deeper, syntax-based
(S-based) method – as their performance varies
according to the different types of WOCs/MWEs
(Sag et al., 2002; Evert and Krenn, 2005).
We argue that, in order to obtain a comprehen-
sive picture of the combinatorial potential of a
word and enhance extracting efficacy for WOCs,
the P-based and S-based approaches should be
combined. Thus, we extracted corpus data into
a database where both P-based and S-based in-
formation is stored together and accessible at the
same time. In this contribution we show its advan-
tages. This methodology has been developed on
Italian data, within the CombiNet1 project, aimed
at building an online resource for Italian WOCs.
2 Existing extraction methods
The automatic extraction of combinatory informa-
tion at both the P-level and the S-level is usually
carried out in a similar fashion: first, dependency
or surface structures are automatically extracted
from corpus data, and second, the extracted struc-
tures are ranked according to frequency and/or one
or more association measures, in order to distin-
guish meaningful combinations from sequences of
words that do not form any kind of relevant unit
(Evert and Krenn, 2005; Ramisch et al., 2008;
Villavicencio et al., 2007). Let us summarize pros
and cons of both methods.
1http://combinet.humnet.unipi.it
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2.1 P-based approach
P-based methods exploit shallow (POS-)patterns,
and are often employed for extracting WOCs. The
specification of POS-patterns is a necessary step
to obtain a better set of candidate structures with
respect to (adjacent) unspecified n-grams. How-
ever, despite any attempt to obtain a comprehen-
sive list of language-appropriate patterns (Nissim
et al., 2014), not every extracted combination is
a WOC, even after association measures are ap-
plied. The string may be part of a larger WOC (see
stesso tempo ‘same time’, which is a very frequent
bigram in itself, but is in fact part of the larger allo
stesso tempo ‘at the same time’), or it may contain
a WOC plus some extra element (e.g. anno/i di
crisi economica ‘year(s) of economic crisis’, con-
taining crisi economica ‘economic crisis’). Over-
all, however, the P-based method yields satisfac-
tory results for relatively fixed, adjacent, and short
(2-4 words) WOCs (e.g. alte sfere ‘high society’).
Some WOCs, however, especially verbal ones2,
allow for higher degrees of syntactic flexi-
bility (e.g. passivization, dislocation, varia-
tion/addition/dropping of a determiner, internal
modification by means of adjectives/adverbs, etc.)
(Villavicencio et al., 2007) and/or display a com-
plexity which is difficult to capture without resort-
ing to syntactic information. A collocation like
aprire una discussione ‘start a discussion’, for in-
stance, is syntagmatically non-fixed in a number
of ways: the determiner can vary (aprire una/la
discussione ‘start a/the discussion’), the object can
be modified (aprire una lunga e difficile discus-
sione ‘start a long and difficult discussion’), and
passivization is allowed (la discussione e` stata
aperta ‘the discussion was started’). This would
require taking into account and specifying all pos-
sible variations a priori. Similarly, some idioms
can be very difficult to capture with POS-patterns
because of their length and complexity, which is
hardly “generalizable” into meaningful POS se-
quences (e.g.: dare un colpo al cerchio e uno alla
botte lit. give a blow to the ring and one to the bar-
rel ‘run with the hare and hunt with the hounds’).
Last but not least, P-based approaches are not able
to address more abstract combinatory information
(e.g. argument structures) and are thus typically
limited to MWEs.
2In Italian, verbal MWEs are less fixed than nominal ones
(Voghera, 2004), even though variability is a thorny issue for
nominal MWEs, too (Nissim and Zaninello, 2013).
2.2 S-based approach
S-based methods are based on dependency rela-
tions extracted from parsed corpora. They offer
the possibility to extract co-occurrences of words
in specific syntactic configurations (e.g. subject-
verb, verb-object etc.) irrespective of their super-
ficial realizations, i.e. generalizing over syntactic
flexibility and interrupting material. S-based ex-
traction methods thus have two major advantages.
First, by moving away from surface forms, they
can help account for the complexity and the syn-
tactic variability that some WOCs – like the V+N
combination aprire una discussione above – might
exhibit. Second, by taking into account the depen-
dency between elements, they minimise the risk of
extracting unrelated words (Seretan et al., 2003).
As a consequence, they are particularly useful to
extract “abstract” structures such as lexical sets,
i.e. lists of fillers in given slots (e.g. the most
prototypical objects of a verb), argument structure
patterns and subcategorization frames.
However, precisely because S-based methods
abstract away from specific constructs and infor-
mation (word order, morphosyntactic features, in-
terrupting material, etc.), they do not consider how
exactly words are combined. Thus, the regular
phrase gettare acqua su un fuoco ‘throw water on a
fire’ and the structurally similar idiom gettare ac-
qua sul fuoco ‘defuse’ would be treated equally, on
the basis of the combination of throw-water-fire.
Also, S-based approaches cannot distinguish
frequent “regular” combinations (e.g. gettare la
sigaretta ‘throw the sigarette’) from idiomatic
combinations that have the very same syntactic
structure (e.g. gettare la spugna lit. throw the
sponge ‘throw in the towel’). Statistical associa-
tion measures alone are not able to discriminate
between them as both sigaretta and spugna are
likely to appear among the preferred fillers of the
object slot of gettare.
3 SYMPAThy: A unified approach
P-based and S-based methods for WOC analysis
are in fact highly complementary. In our view, the
existing dualism does not reflect the fact that all
these combinatory phenomena are interconnected
with one another, and that there is a very intricate
continuum that links fixed and flexible combina-
tions, compositional and totally idiomatic ones.
In order to represent the full combinatory po-
tential of lexemes, and in an attempt to disentan-
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gle this continuum of WOCs, we propose to adopt
a unified approach, whose theoretical premises lie
in a constructionist view of the language architec-
ture. In Construction Grammar, the basic unit of
analysis is the Construction, intended as a con-
ventionalized association of a form and a meaning
that can vary in both complexity and schematicity
(Fillmore et al., 1988; Goldberg, 2006; Hoffmann
and Trousdale, 2013). Therefore, Constructions
span from specific structures such as single words
(Booij, 2010) to complex, abstract structures such
as argument patterns (Goldberg, 1995), in what
is known as the lexicon-syntax continuum, which
comprises MWEs and other types of WOCs.
3.1 SYntactically Marked PATterns
We implemented this view in a distributional
knowledge base, SYMPAThy (SYntactically
Marked PATterns), built by extracting from a
dependency-parsed corpus all the occurrences
of a set of lemmas and processing them so as to
obtain an integrated representation of the kinds
of combinatorial information usually targeted in
S-based and P-based methods, albeit separately.
The ultimate goal of our extraction algorithm is
to filter and interpret the linguistic annotation pro-
vided by a pipeline of NLP tools and to represent
it with a data format that allows for the simultane-
ous encoding of the following linguistic informa-
tion, for any terminal node that depends on a given
target lemma TL or on its direct governor:
• its lemma;
• its POS tag;
• its morphosyntactic features;
• its linear distance from the TL;
• the dependency path linking it to TL.
By building on an automatically annotated cor-
pus, the actual implementation of the SYMPA-
Thy extraction algorithm is largely dependent on
the properties of the specific linguistic annota-
tion tools exploited. Here we report examples
extracted from a version of the “la Repubblica”
corpus (Baroni et al., 2004) that has been POS
tagged with the Part-Of-Speech tagger described
in Dell’Orletta (2009) and dependency parsed
with DeSR (Attardi and Dell’Orletta, 2009).
Figure 1 shows the different patterns that
can be extracted from the sentence il mari-
naio getta l’ancora ‘the sailor throws the an-
chor’, for two different TLs: gettare ‘throw’
and ancora ‘anchor’. In this representation,
the terminal nodes are labeled with patterns
of the form lemma-pos|morphological
features|distance from target. For in-
stance, the label il-r|sm|-2 should be read as
an instance of the singular masculine form (sm)
of the lemma il ‘the’, that is an article (r) linearly
placed two tokens on the left of TL3.
The structural information encoded by our pat-
terns, moreover, abstracts from the one-to-one de-
pendency relations identified by the parser in or-
der to build macro-constituents somehow rem-
iniscent of the tree structure typical of phrase
structure grammars. Such macro-constituents rep-
resent meaningful chunks of linguistic units, in
which one element (the ‘head’, marked by a su-
perscript H ) is prominent with respect to the oth-
ers. Non-head elements include intervening el-
ements, like determiners, auxiliaries and quanti-
fiers, whose presence is crucial to determine how
fixed a linguistic construction is (and that is usu-
ally neglected in S-based approaches), and whose
linear placement should be known a priori in a P-
based perspective. This information is vital in dis-
tinguishing idioms, like gettare acqua sul fuoco
(see Section 2.2), from otherwise identical com-
positional expressions like gettare acqua su quel
grande fuoco (‘throw water on that big fire’).
Finally, the contrast between the two patterns
reported in Figure 1 gives a measure of how
much the SYMPAThy data representation format
is target-dependent. On the one hand, both the
syntactic annotation and the linear order are repre-
sented with respect to the TL: see the inverse OBJ-
1 dependency in the ancora-based pattern, as well
as the rationale of the indexing encoding the linear
positions of terminal elements.
On the other hand, only the part of the sentence
that is relevant to characterize the combinatorial
behavior of the TL is extracted. In the prelimi-
nary work presented here, such a relevant portion
includes all the constituents that are directly or in-
directly governed by TL (e.g. the object of a verb
together with the prepositional phrases modifying
its nominal head), and the constituent that governs
TL, thus encoding inverse relations like the OBJ-1
dependency in the lower pattern of Figure 1.
3For a description of the tagsets used to annotate the cor-
pus, see: http://medialab.di.unipi.it/wiki/
Tanl_Tagsets.
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[TGT [SUBJ il-r|sm|-2 marinaio-s|sm|-1H ] gettare-v|s3ip|0H
[OBJ il-r|sn|1 ancora-s|sn|2H ] ]
[OBJ−1 gettare-v|s3ip|-2H [TGT il-r|sn|-1 ancora-s|sn|0H ] ]
Figure 1: LEFT: dependency tree4 for the sentence il marinaio getta l’ancora ‘the sailor throws the
anchor’; RIGHT: SYMPAThy patterns for the TLs gettare ‘throw’ (above) and ancora ‘anchor’ (below).
3.2 A sympathetic example
Here follows a small example showing how such
a representation can be used to integrate S-based
and P-based approaches. We extracted from our
parsed version of the “la Repubblica” corpus all
the SYMPAThy patterns featuring a transitive con-
struction governed by the TL gettare ‘throw’. In a
S-based fashion, we ranked the nominal heads fill-
ing the object position and found that the most fre-
quent object fillers of gettare are spugna ‘sponge’,
acqua ‘water’ and ombra ‘shadow’.
By taking into account the whole subcategoriza-
tion frame in which these <TL, obj> pairings oc-
cur, other interesting patterns emerge. When oc-
curring with acqua, TL is often associated with a
complement introduced by the preposition su and
headed by the noun fuoco ‘fire’. Another salient
pattern displays TL with the object ombra and an
indirect complement introduced by su and filled
by a nominal head other than fuoco.
At the S-level only, it is difficult to guess what
the status of these constructions is. Are they com-
positional or somehow fixed? If the latter, in
which way and to what extent is their variation
limited? The P-based side of the SYMPAThy data
format comes in handy to address such issues.
Here crucial pieces of information are the pres-
ence/absence of intervening material between TL
and the heads of the governed constituents, how
variable is the morphological behavior of the rel-
evant lexical elements and to what extent they are
free to be superficially realized with respect to TL.
By looking at this information, we can see that
the strong association gettare + obj:spugna is due
to the high frequency of the idiomatic expression
TL la spugna ‘throw in the towel’. Indeed, 98%
of the patterns are linearly and morphologically
fixed, with most of the remaining cases (1.7%) be-
4Plotted with DgAnnotator: http://medialab.di.
unipi.it/Project/QA/Parser/DgAnnotator/
ing superficial variations due to the presence of in-
terrupting material, typically adverbs.
Cases with acqua in the object position present
a more articulated picture. Half of them (53.5%)
are instances of the rigid idiomatic expression
TL acqua sul fuoco ‘defuse’. As for the remain-
ing cases, even if there is a strong preference for
realizing TL and the object one next to the other,
with no morphological variation (84%), there is
substantial variability in the number, type and
filler of the indirect complement (36% of the re-
maining cases are instances of a subcategorization
frame different from the simple transitive one).
When the object slot is filled by ombra, finally,
the constructions appear to be freer. Even if there
is a strong preference (40% of the cases) for the id-
iom TL (una|la) ombra su, roughly meaning ‘cast
a shadow on’, dimensions of variability include
the presence/absence of a determiner, its type, and
the optional presence of intervening tokens (e.g.
adverbs/adjectives) between TL and the object.
Overall this brief example shows how P-based
and S-based ideas can be used together to obtain
a better description of the combinatoric behavior
of lexemes, thus advocating for the usefulness of
a resource like SYMPAThy that is able to bridge
between the aforementioned approaches.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we presented SYMPAThy, a new
method for the extraction of WOCs that exploits
a variety of information typical of both P-based
and S-based approaches. Although SYMPAThy
was developed on Italian data, it can be adapted to
other languages. In the future, we intend to exploit
this combinatory base to model the gradient of
schematicity/productivity and fixedness of combi-
nations, in order to develop an “WOC-hood” in-
dicator to classify the different types of WOCs on
the basis of their distributional behavior.
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Abstract 
English. Radio channels are fighting the 
final battle against other media. In this pa-
per, we want to analyze how radio chan-
nels can exploit social networks to survive 
in this war. The final goal of the project is 
to find a strategy that radio commentators 
can use to propose successful posts in Fa-
cebook™. We will analyze a corpus of 
posts in order to correlate linguistic and 
stylistic features to the success of the post.  
Italiano. Le radio sono in un punto di non 
ritorno e combattono una strenua batta-
glia con i nuovi mezzi di comunicazione di 
massa.  
In questo articolo vogliamo analizzare 
come la radio possa sfruttare a proprio 
vantaggio i social networks. Nel partico-
lare, vogliamo cercare di individuare una 
strategia utile agli speakers radiofonici 
per proporre dei post di successo in piat-
taforme quali Facebook™. Dunque, ana-
lizzeremo stilisticamente e linguistica-
mente un corpus di post scritti dagli spea-
kers di una radio per correlare queste ca-
ratteristiche con il successo del post stesso 
in termini di visualizzazioni e di like.  
1 Introduzione 
La radio è stata introdotta in Italia come mezzo di 
comunicazione di massa nel 1924 e è stata la pa-
drona dell’etere italiano fino a quando nel 1954 la 
televisione ha fatto il suo primo vagito. In realtà, 
sin dalle origini, la radio ha sempre dovuto com-
battere con mezzi generati da una tecnologia in 
evoluzione. 
Con la televisione, i cui abbonati sono da subito 
cresciuti molto velocemente (Fonti Istat; Ortoleva 
& Scaramucci, 2003) la radio ha trovato un ac-
cordo. Importanti innovazioni tecnologiche hanno 
diversificato la radio dalla televisione negli anni 
‘50 e ‘60. L’FM permetteva una moltiplicazione, 
a costo relativamente basso, delle stazioni emit-
tenti, consentendo il superamento almeno parziale 
del modello “generalista” proprio della TV in fa-
vore di un’offerta più ampia e varia di programmi 
mirati; il transistor permise alla Radio di conqui-
stare spazi al di fuori dell’ambiente domestico, 
mentre la nascita delle autoradio permise di se-
guire gli ascoltatori anche nei loro spostamenti 
quotidiani. Parallelamente a queste nuove tecnolo-
gie si sviluppò attorno alla Radio una nuova cul-
tura giovanile, animata dal ritmo travolgente del 
Rock’n roll (metà anni Cinquanta) e ammaliata dal 
fascino della riproduzione su disco (Monteleone, 
2011). Nel giro di quindici-venti anni dalle prime 
affermazioni del mezzo televisivo, la Radio aveva 
diversificato la propria offerta in termini di conte-
nuti e palinsesti. La Radio riempie gli spazi tem-
porali lasciati liberi dalla tv (ore mattutine e buona 
parte di quelle pomeridiane). La fruizione perso-
nale, mobile, relativamente distratta, divenne sot-
tofondo e accompagnamento alle altre attività 
quotidiane, finendo per delineare un tratto caratte-
ristico del rapporto con il pubblico, che si fece più 
intimo e profondo (Menduni, 2003). Questa nuova 
dimensione dell’ascolto lasciò in breve tempo in-
tuire la possibilità di sfruttare un’antica ma grande 
risorsa che, quasi paradossalmente, avrebbe con-
ferito alla Radio il volto di un mezzo innovativo: 
si tratta del cavo telefonico, un nuovo canale attra-
verso cui minimizzare le distanze con il pubblico 
e dare avvio all’era dell’interattività. Il 7 gennaio 
1969 andò in onda alle 10:40 la prima puntata 
della trasmissione Radiofonica “Chiamate Roma 
31-31”. E nacque l’interazione con il pubblico.  
In questi anni, la Radio è costretta a combattere 
contro un nuovo nemico che potrebbe diventare un 
suo alleato: il Web nella sua versione nuova dei 
Social Networks. Così come negli anni 50 e 60 la 
Radio si è reinventata iniziando l’interazione con 
il pubblico, così in questi anni la Radio potrebbe 
sfruttare i Social Networks per reinventarsi. 
In questo articolo vogliamo analizzare come la 
radio possa sfruttare a proprio vantaggio i social 
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networks. Nel particolare, vogliamo cercare di 
proporre una strategia agli speaker radiofonici per 
proporre dei post di successo in piattaforme quali 
Facebook™. Dunque, analizzeremo stilistica-
mente e linguisticamente un corpus di post di 
speakers di una radio per correlare queste caratte-
ristiche con il successo del post stesso in termini 
di visualizzazioni e di like. Da questo, cercheremo 
di derivare alcune linee guida per la scrittura di 
post di successo. 
Il resto dell’articolo è organizzato come segue: 
la sezione 2 descrive il metodo di analisi stilistica, 
linguistica e contenutistica dei post. La sezione 3 
analizza i risultati su un insieme di post di speakers 
di una radio.     
2 Definizione di un post di successo at-
traverso l’analisi strutturale e lingui-
stica dei contenuti 
Per comprendere meglio il meccanismo di ibrida-
zione tra Radio e Social Media può risultare molto 
utile analizzare da vicino le modalità e i prodotti 
della loro interazione. Questa analisi parte dallo 
studio di un campione di contenuti digitali (post) 
generati da esperti della comunicazione radiofo-
nica sulla piattaforma social più nota al mondo: 
Facebook. Nello specifico si tratta di 220 post, 
pubblicati dagli speakers dell’emittente radiofo-
nica RDS sulla pagina Facebook “RDS 100% 
grandi successi!”. Facebook – Social Media per 
eccellenza – offre ai suoi iscritti la possibilità di 
tenere sotto controllo il livello di interattività ge-
nerato di volta in volta dai contenuti pubblicati, 
grazie a una serie di strumenti utili a rilevare e mo-
nitorare i movimenti degli ospiti sulla propria pa-
gina.  
2.1 Gli indicatori di successo di un post  
Nel condurre questa analisi sono stati presi in con-
siderazione gli indicatori di successo (insight) più 
noti ai frequentatori della piattaforma, di seguito 
elencati secondo il diverso grado di coinvolgi-
mento che ciascuno di essi implica: numero di vi-
sualizzazioni; numero di mi piace; e numero di 
commenti; numero di condivisioni.  
I dati numerici relativi a ciascun insight sono stati 
di seguito inseriti in una tabella, al fianco del testo 
del post cui si riferivano.  
 
2.2 Variabili strutturali dei post 
In una seconda fase l’obiettivo è stato quello di ca-
pire se fosse possibile individuare una correla-
zione tra le costanti numeriche individuate e al-
cune variabili strutturali caratteristiche di ciascun 
post, così raggruppate: lunghezza del testo; pre-
senza di immagini, foto o video, fascia oraria di 
pubblicazione, tipologia.  
Lunghezza del testo Per calcolare l’incidenza 
della variabile lunghezza del testo è stato preso in 
considerazione il numero di battute di cui si com-
poneva ciascun post. Sono state così individuate 
quattro classi di valori rispetto alla variabile n. bat-
tute. 
Presenza di immagini, foto o video In uno spazio 
che cambia velocemente, ad attrarre la nostra at-
tenzione sono spesso alcuni dettagli che si rive-
lano più immediati di altri nel trasmetterci infor-
mazioni e sensazioni. È il caso delle immagini, 
delle foto e dei video. 
Fascia oraria di pubblicazione Così come ac-
cade nella definizione dei palinsesti, anche sui So-
cial Networks la scelta di pubblicare contenuti in 
determinate fasce orarie, piuttosto che in altre, può 
rilevarsi più o meno proficua. 
Tipologia Se lo scopo del messaggio che si vuole 
veicolare è, come in questo caso, quello di susci-
tare una particolare reazione nel destinatario, è im-
portante capire quali contenuti possono attivare un 
comportamento in linea con il nostro scopo e quali 
invece possono produrre passività, indifferenza, 
assuefazione e quindi, effetti disfunzionali inutili, 
o peggio controproducenti. 
3 Analisi di correlazione tra indicatori di 
successo e variabili strutturali 
Come ben noto Internet e in modo particolare i So-
cial Networks hanno modificato le nostre abitudini 
di lettura, portandoci, più o meno consapevol-
mente, a prediligere testi brevi e coincisi, coadiu-
vati da immagini d’effetto, o ancor meglio da foto 
e video. L’attenzione alla testualità su una piatta-
forma dinamica quale è Internet, può tuttavia di-
venire secondaria se non viene opportunamente 
correlata ad un’attenta valutazione dell’utenza di-
stribuita nelle varie fasce orarie, la cui mancata os-
servanza potrebbe decretare il confino dei conte-
nuti nell’oblio della memoria virtuale. Di seguito 
verrà illustrato il procedimento adottato nell’ana-
lisi di ciascuna variabile.  
3.1 Lunghezza del testo 
Per la lunghezza del testo abbiamo individuato 4 
classi in funzione del numero di battute: 0*-50, 50-
100, 100-200,  e da 200 in su dove con zero si in-
dicano i post con soltanto immagini, video o foto. 
Alla prima classe appartengono 24 post (10,9% 
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del totale), alla seconda 48 (21,81%), alla terza 
102 (46.36%) e alla quarta 46 (20.9%). In seguito, 
per ciascuna classe di post è stato calcolato il va-
lore medio del numero di visualizzazioni, di mi 
piace, di commenti e di condivisioni. 
 
Figura 1. Confronto del  valore medio di ciascun insight in 
ogni classe di valori riscontrata, relativamente al parametro 
n. battute 
La Figura 1 mostra graficamente l’incidenza del 
parametro lunghezza del testo relativamente a cia-
scun tipo di feedback, sulla base del valore medio 
riscontrato per ogni classe di post. Il segmento ver-
ticale riportato all’apice di ogni barra indica la va-
riazione standard all’interno di ciascuna distribu-
zione.  
Osservazioni: Scrivere un post breve incide posi-
tivamente sul numero mi piace e di condivisioni. 
Non si riscontrano invece correlazioni significa-
tive tra la lunghezza del testo di un post e il nu-
mero di visualizzazioni e commenti.  
3.2 Presenza di immagini, foto o video 
Sul totale dei 220 post analizzati, 93 contengono 
immagini, foto o video (42,27% del totale).  
La Figura 2 mostra la ripartizione dei post con 
(with) e senza (without) immagini, foto o video, 
all’interno di ciascuna classe di valori in cui sono 
stati precedentemente suddivisi i vari hits. Come 
si può notare, la presenza di immagini, foto o vi-
deo non sembra influire sul numero di visualizza-
zioni e commenti, mentre incide in maniera posi-
tiva sul numero di mi piace e di condivisioni.  
 
 
Figura 2. Confronto del  valore medio di ciascun insight in 
ogni classe di valori riscontrata, relativamente al parametro 
immagini, foto o video 
Osservazioni: Introdurre immagini, foto o video 
in un post fa aumentare il numero di mi piace e di 
condivisioni. La presenza della variabile non sem-
bra incidere sul numero di visualizzazioni e com-
menti.  
3.3 Fascia oraria di pubblicazione 
Così come accade nella definizione dei palinsesti, 
anche sui Social Networks la scelta di pubblicare 
contenuti in determinate fasce orarie, piuttosto che 
in altre, può rilevarsi più o meno proficua. Sulla 
base dei dati raccolti, relativi all’orario di pubbli-
cazione di ciascun post, individuiamo otto fasce 
orarie di pubblicazione (divise in gruppi di tre 
ore): 09:00-12:00; 12:00-15:00; 15:00-18:00; 
18:00-21:00; 21:00-00:00; 00:00-03:00; 03:00-
06:00; 06:00-09:00. Nella prima fascia oraria rien-
trano 45 post, nella seconda 42, nella terza 41, 
nella quarta 19, nella quinta 41, nella sesta 18, 
nella settima 12, nell’ottava 2 (quest’ultima è stata 
tralasciata in fase di analisi).  
La Figura 3 mostra l’incidenza della variabile fa-
scia oraria agisce relativamente a ciascun tipo di 
feedback, sulla base del valore medio riscontrato 
per ogni classe di post. 
Osservazioni. La percentuale di post pubblicati è 
particolarmente nella fascia oraria 09:00-00:00 
(fatta eccezione per la fascia oraria 18-21), mentre 
si abbassa notevolmente tra le 03:00 e le 09:00. 
Tenendo conto di questo dato e del valore della 
varianza molto alto in quasi tutti i casi, possiamo 
concludere che: (1) La scelta di pubblicare in di-
verse fasce orarie non incide (in questo specifico 
caso) in maniera significativa né sulle condivi-
sioni, né sui mi piace, e tantomeno sui commenti; 
(2) la fascia oraria con più visualizzazioni sem-
brano essere quelle comprese tra le 09:00-15:00 e 
tra le 21:00-06:00.  
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 Figura 3.  Confronto del  valore medio di ciascun insight in 
ogni classe di valori riscontrata, relativamente al parametro 
fascia oraria 
3.4 Tipologia  
Tra i 220 post analizzati, sono state riscontrate 
quattro diverse tipologie a seconda del contenuto 
trattato: (1) Post di autopromozione o promozione 
di eventi; (2) Quiz e giochi; (3) Post d’intratteni-
mento o infotainment; (4)Reportage e descrizioni 
di eventi musicali 
Alla prima tipologia appartengono 13 post (pari al 
5,9% del totale) tra quelli analizzati; alla seconda 
7 (il 3,18%); alla terza 155 (il 70,45%) e alla 
quarta 45 (il 20,45%). Anche in questo caso il va-
lore medio del numero di visualizzazioni, mi 
piace, commenti e condivisioni per ciascuna 
classe di valori riscontrata, relativamente al para-
metro tipologia, dopo aver raggruppato in classi i 
post, si è proceduto calcolando per ciascuna classe 
il valore medio del numero di visualizzazioni 
(Mv), di mi piace (Mp), di commenti (Mcm) e di 
condivisioni (Mcd).  
La Figura 4 mostra il valore medio di ciascun hits 
(e la corrispettiva variazione standard) rispetto alla 
variabile tipologia del post.  
 
Osservazioni: I post che hanno come contenuto 
quiz e giochi e intrattenimento e infotainment 
fanno aumentare il numero di visualizzazioni e 
commenti. I post che contengono reportage foto-
grafici o descrizioni di eventi producono (anche se 
con una variabilità abbastanza alta) un maggior 
numero di condivisioni.  
 
 
 
Figura 4. Confronto del  valore medio di ciascun insight in 
ogni classe di valori riscontrata, relativamente al parametro 
tipologia 
4 Studi correlati 
Questo studio preliminare è una base di partenza 
per reinventare il modello radiofonico e mostra 
come la radio possa sfruttare i recenti studi sulla 
diffusione virale dei post e delle informazioni 
come la viralità ed emozioni evocate da un conte-
nuto (Berger, 2012), la viralità come fenomeno 
complesso descrivibile tramite molteplici indici 
(Guerini M. C., 2011), la viralità di citazioni da 
film (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2012), la viralità 
su twitter di contenuti linguistici (Tan, 2014), ti-
ming del post e rete sociale (Artzi, 2012), (Hong, 
2011), la viralità e stile linguistico (Guerini M. A., 
2012), la iralità dipendente da interazione testo e 
immagini (Khosla, Sarma, & Hamid, 2014) 
(Guerini M. J., 2013).  
5 Conclusioni e sviluppi futuri 
I risultati e le osservazioni ricavate da questo stu-
dio iniziale tendono in parte a confermare l’effet-
tiva incidenza di alcuni parametri sulla riuscita di 
un post. In diversi casi però, i dati ricavati deli-
neano scenari nuovi e inaspettati. Sono proprio ri-
sultati come questi a condurci verso una rifles-
sione sulle sostanziali differenze tra la dimensione 
on line e quella on air della radio, come la man-
canza (nel primo caso) di palinsesti e vincoli legati 
agli orari delle programmazioni e quindi alla rou-
tine degli appuntamenti quotidiani, nonché il par-
ticolare meccanismo a flusso, generato in primis 
dalla casualità e dall’imprevisto.   
Lo studio presentato può essere un base per co-
struire un sistema predittivo in grado di prevedere 
se un post può avere successo come quelli usati per 
prevedere i rating dei film (Pang, Lee, & 
Vaithyanathan, 2002). 
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Abstract
English. This paper provides an empiri-
cal analysis of both the datasets and the
lexical resources that are commonly used
in text-to-text inference tasks (e.g. textual
entailment, semantic similarity). Accord-
ing to the analysis, we define an index for
the impact of a lexical resource, and we
show that such index significantly corre-
lates with the performance of a textual en-
tailment system.
Italiano. Questo articolo fornisce
un’analisi empirica dei datasets e delle
risorse lessicali comunemente usate per
compiti di inferenza testo-a-testo (es., im-
plicazione testuale, similarita´ semantica).
Come risultato definiamo un indice che
misura l’impatto di una risorsa lessicale,
e mostriamo che questo indice correla
significativamente con le prestazioni di un
sistema di implicazione testuale.
1 Introduction
In the last decade text-to-text semantic inference
has been a relevant topic in Computational Lin-
guistics. Driven by the assumption that language
understanding crucially depends on the ability to
recognize semantic relations among portions of
text, several text-to-text inference tasks have been
proposed, including recognizing paraphrasing
(Dolan and Brockett., 2005), recognizing textual
entailment (RTE) (Dagan et al., 2005), and se-
mantic similarity (Agirre et al., 2012). A common
characteristic of such tasks is that the input are
two portions of text, let’s call them Text1 and
Text2, and the output is a semantic relation
between the two texts, possibly with a degree of
confidence of the system. For instance, given the
following text fragments:
Text1: George Clooneys longest relationship ever
might have been with a pig. The actor owned Max,
a 300-pound pig.
Text2: Max is an animal.
a system should be able to recognize that there is
an ”entailment” relation among Text1 and Text2.
While the task is very complex, requiring in
principle to consider syntax, semantics and also
pragmatics, current systems adopt rather sim-
plified techniques, based on available linguistic
resources. For instance, many RTE systems (Da-
gan et al., 2012) would attempt to take advantage
of the fact that, according to WordNet, the word
animal in Text2 is a hypernym of the word pig in
Text1. A relevant aspect in text-to-text tasks is
that datasets are usually composed of textual pairs
for positive cases, where a certain relation occurs,
and negative pairs, where a semantic relation
doesn’t appear. For instance, the following pair:
Text1: John has a cat, named Felix, in his farm,
it’s a Maine Coon, it’s the largest domesticated
breed of cat.
Text2: Felix is the largest domesticated animal in
John’s farm.
shows a case of ”non-entailment”.
In the paper we systematically investigate the re-
lations between the distribution of lexical associa-
tions in textual entailment datasets and the system
performance. As a result we define a ”resource
impact index” for a certain lexical resource with
respect to a certain dataset, which indicates the
capacity of the resource to discriminate between
positive and negative pairs. We show that the ”re-
source impact index” is homogeneous across sev-
eral datasets and tasks, and that it correlates with
the performance of the algorithm we chose in our
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experiments.
2 Lexical resources and Text-to-Text
Inferences
The role of lexical resources for recognizing text-
to-text semantic relations (e.g. paraphrasing, tex-
tual entailment, textual similarity) has been under
discussion since several years. This discussion is
well reflected in the data reported by the RTE-5
”ablation tests” (Bentivogli et al., 2009), where the
performance of a certain algorithm was measured
removing one resource at time.
Challenge T1/T2 Overlap (%)
YES NO ENTAILMENT
Unknown Contradiction
RTE - 1 68.64 64.12
RTE - 2 70.63 63.32
RTE - 3 69.62 55.54
RTE - 4 68.95 57.36 67.97
RTE - 5 77.14 62.28 78.93
Table 1: Comparison among the structure of differ-
ent RTE data-set (Bentivogli et al., 2009).
As an example, participants at the RTE evalu-
ation reported that WordNet was useful (i.e. im-
proved performance) 9 of the times, while 7 of
the time it wasn’t useful. As an initial explana-
tion for such controversial behavior, Table 1, again
extracted from (Bentivogli et al., 2009), suggests
that the degree of word overlap among positive
and negative pairs might be a key to understand the
complexity of a text-to-text inference task, and, as
a consequence, a key to interpret the system’s per-
formance. In this paper we extend this intuition,
considering: (i) lexical associations (e.g. syn-
onyms) other than word overlap, and (ii) datasets
with different characteristics.
There are several factors which in principle can
affect our experiments, and that we have carefully
considered.
Resource. First, the impact of a resource de-
pends on the quality of the resource itself. Lexical
resources, particularly those that are automatically
acquired, might include noisy data, which nega-
tively affect performance. In addition, resources
such as WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) are particu-
larly complex (i.e. dozen of different relations,
deep taxonomic structure, fine grained sense dis-
tinctions) and their use needs tuning. We have
selected lexical resources manually constructed,
with a high degree of precision, and in the experi-
ments we have used lexical relations separately, in
order to keep under control their effect.
Inference Algorithm. Second, different algo-
rithms may use different strategies to take ad-
vantage of resources. For instance, algorithms
that calculate a distance or a similarity between
Text1 and Text2 may assign different weights
to a certain word association, on the basis on hu-
man intuitions (e.g. synonyms preserve entailment
more than hypernyms). In our experiments we
avoided as much as possible the use of settings not
grounded on empirical evidences.
Dataset. Finally, datasets representing different
inference phenomena, may manifest different be-
haviors with respect to the impact of a certain re-
source, specific for each inference type (e.g. en-
tailment and semantic similarity). Although reach-
ing a high level of generalization is limited by the
existence itself of datasets, we have conducted ex-
periments both on textual entailment and semantic
similarity.
3 Resource Impact Index
In this Section we define the general model
through which we estimate the impact of a lexical
resource. The idea behind the model is quite sim-
ple: the impact of a resource on a dataset should
be correlated to the capacity of the resource to
discriminate positive pairs from negative pairs in
the dataset. We measure this capacity in term of
the number of lexical alignments that the resource
can establish on positive and negative pairs, and
then we calculate the difference among them (we
call this measure the resource impact differential -
RID). The smaller the RID, the smaller the impact
of the resource on that dataset. In the following
we provide a more precise definition of the model.
Dataset (D). A dataset is a set of text pairs D =
f(T1; T2)g, with positive (T1; T2)p and negative
(T1; T2)n pairs for a certain semantic relation (e.g.
entailment, similarity).
Lexical Alignment (LexAl). We say that two
tokens in a (T1; T2) pair are aligned when
there’s some semantic association relation, includ-
ing equality, between the two tokens. For instance,
synonyms and morphological derivations are dif-
ferent types of lexical alignments.
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Lexical Resource (LR). A Lexical Resource is
a potential source of alignment among words. For
instance, WordNet is a source for synonyms 1.
Resource Impact (RI). The impact of a re-
source LR on a data-set D is calculated as the
number of lexical alignments returned by LR, nor-
malized on the number of potential alignments
for the data-set D. We use jT1j  jT2j as poten-
tial alignments (Dagan et al., 2012, page 52), al-
though there might be other options: jT1j + jT2j,
max(jT1j; jT2j), etc. RI ranges from 0, when no
alignment is found, to 1, when all potential align-
ments are returned by LR.
RI(LR;D) = #LexAl=jT1j  jT2j (1)
Resource Impact Differential (RID). The im-
pact of a resource LR on a certain dataset D is
given by the difference between theRI on positive
pairs (T1; T2)p and on negative pairs (T1; T2)n.
A RID ranges from -1, when the RI is 0 for the
entailed pairs and 1 for not entailed pairs, to 1,
when theRI is 1 for entailed and 0 for not entailed
pairs.
RID(LR;D) = RI(T1; T2)
p RI(T1; T2)n (2)
The RID measure isn’t affected by the size of
the dataset, because it’s normalized on the maxi-
mum number of alignments. Finally, the coverage
of the resource (i.e. the number of lexical align-
ments) is an upper of the bound of the RID (see
3), being the RID a difference.RID(LR;D)  #LexAljT1j  jT2j (3)
4 Experiments
In this section we apply the model described in
Section 3 to different datasets and resources, show-
ing that the RID is highly correlated to the accu-
racy of a text-to-text inference algorithm.
Datasets. We use four different datasets in order
to experiment different characteristics of text-to-
text inferences. The RTE-3 dataset (Giampiccolo
et al., 2007) for English has been used in the con-
text of the Recognizing Textual Entailment shared
1In the paper we consider lexical resources that are sup-
posed to provide similarity/compatibility alignments (e.g.
synonyms). However, there might be resources (e.g.
antonyms in WordNet) that are supposed to provide dissimi-
larity/opposition alignments. We’ll investigate negative align-
ments in future work.
tasks, it has been constructed mainly using appli-
cation derived text fragments and it’s balanced be-
tween positive and negative pairs (about 1600 in
total). The Italian RTE-3 dataset is the translation
of the English one. The RTE-5 dataset is simi-
lar to RTE-3, although Text-1 in pairs are usually
much longer, which, in our terms, means that a
higher number of alignments can be potentially
generated by the same number of pairs. Finally
the SICK dataset (Sentences Involving Composi-
tional Knowldedge) (Marelli et al., 2014) has been
recently used to highlight distributional properties,
it isn’t balanced (1299 positive and 3201 negative
pairs), and T1 and T2, differently from RTE pairs,
have similar length.
Sources for lexical alignments. We carried on
experiments using four different sources of lex-
ical alignments, whose use is quite diffused in
the practice of text-to-test inference systems. The
first source consists of a simple match among the
lemmas in T1 and T2: if two lemmas are equal
(case insensitive), then we count it as an align-
ment between T1 and T2. The second resource
considers alignments due to the synonymy rela-
tion (e.g. home and habitation). The source is
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), version 3.0 for En-
glish, and MultiWordNet (Pianta et al., 2002) for
Italian. The third resource considers the hyper-
nym relation (e.g. dog and mammal): as for syn-
onymy we use WordNet. The last source of align-
ment are morphological derivations (e.g. invention
and invent). For English derivations are covered
again by WordNet, while for Italian we used Mor-
phoDerivIT, a resource developed at FBK which
has the same structure of CATVAR (Habash and
Dorr, 2003) for English. Finally, in order to in-
vestigate the behavior of the RID in absence of
any lexical alignment, we include a 0-Knowledge
experimental baseline, where the system does not
have access to any source of lexical alignment.
Algorithm. In order to verify our hypothesis that
the RID index is correlated with the capacity of a
system to correctly recognize textual entailment,
we run all the experiments using EDITS (Negri et
al., 2009) RTE based on calculating the Edit Dis-
tance between T1 and T2 in a pair. The algorithm
calculate the minimum-weight series of edit op-
erations (deletion, insertion and substitution) that
transforms T1 into T2.The algorithm has an opti-
mizer that decides the best cost for every edit op-
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RTE-3 eng RTE-3 ita RTE-5 eng SICK eng
RID Accuracy RID Accuracy RID Accuracy RID F1
0-Knowledge 0 0.537 0 0.543 0 0.533 0 0.005
Lemmas 87.164 0.617 84.594 0.641 36.169 0.6 523.342 0.347
Synonyms -6.432 0.533 5.343 0.537 1.383 0.546 12.386 0.093
Hypernyms -0.017 0.545 -1.790 0.543 7.969 0.556 48.665 0.221
Derivations 0.154 0.543 -0.024 0.536 2.830 0.545 -6.436 0
R correlation 0.996 0.991 0.985 0.851
Table 2: Experimental results obtained on different datasets with different resources.
erations. The algorithm is normalized on the num-
ber of words of T1 and T2 after stop words are re-
moved. As for linguistic processing, the Edit Dis-
tance algorithm needs tokenization, lemmatization
and Part-of-Speech tagging (in order to access re-
sources). We used TreeTagger (Schmid, 1995) for
English and TextPro (Emanuele Pianta and Zanoli,
2008) for Italian. In addition we removed stop
words, including some of the very common verbs.
Finally, all the experiments have been conducted
using the EXCITEMENT Open Platform (EOP)
(Pado´ et al., 2014) (Magnini et al., 2014), a rich
and modular open source software environment
for textual inferences 2.
5 Results and Discussion
Table 2 reports the results of the experiments on
the four datasets and the five sources of alignment
(including the 0-Knowledge baseline) described in
Section 4. For each resource we show the RID of
the resource (given the very low values, the RID
is shown multiplied by a 104 factor), and the accu-
racy achieved by the EDITS algorithm. The last
row of the Table shows the Pearson correlation
between the RID and the accuracy of the algo-
rithm for each dataset, calculated as the mean of
the correlations obtained for each resource on that
dataset.
A first observation is that all RID values are
very close to 0, indicating a low expected im-
pact of the resources. Even the highest RID (i.e.
523:342 for lemmas on SICK), corresponds to a
5% of the potential impact of the resource. Nega-
tiveRID values mean that the resource, somehow
contrary to the expectation, produces more align-
ments for negative pairs than for positive (this is
the case, for instance of synonyms on the English
RTE-3). Alignment on lemmas is by far the re-
source with the best impact.
2http://hltfbk.github.io/Excitement-Open-Platform/
Finally, results fully confirm the initial hypothe-
sis that the RID is correlated with the system per-
formance; i.e. the accuracy for balanced datasets
and the F1 for the unbalanced one. The Pearson
correlation shows that R is close to 1 for all the
RTE datasets (the slightly lower value on SICK re-
veals the different characteristics of the dataset),
indicating that the RID is a very good predictor
of the system performance, at least for the class of
inference algorithms represented by EDITS. The
low values for RID are also reflected in absolute
low performance, showing again that when the sys-
tem uses a low impact resource the accuracy is
close to the baseline (i.e. the 0-Knowledge con-
figuration).
6 Conclusion
We have proposed a method for estimating the im-
pact of a lexical resource on the performance of
a text-to-text semantic inference system. The start-
ing point has been the definition of theRID index,
which captures the intuition that in current datasets
useful resources need to discriminate between pos-
itive and negative pairs. We have then shown that
the RID index is highly correlated with the accu-
racy of the system for balanced datasets and with
the F1 for the unbalanced one, a result that allows
to use the RID as a reliable indicator of the im-
pact of a resource.
As for future work, we intend to further general-
ize our current findings applying the same method-
ology to different text-to-text inference algorithms,
starting from those already available in the EX-
CITEMENT Open Platform. We also want to con-
duct experiment on operation, like summing, with
this index to describe to combined effect of differ-
ent resources.
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Abstract
English. The Italian clitic “ne” is traditionally
described as a partitive particle. Through an an-
notation exercise leading to the creation of a 500
instance dataset, we show that the partitive fea-
ture isn’t dominant, and the anaphoric properties of
“ne”, syntactically and semantically, are what we
should focus on for a comprehensive picture of this
particle, also in view of its computational treatment.
Italiano. Il clitico “ne” e` noto come ‘ne partitivo’.
Attraverso un esercizio di annotazione che ha con-
dotto alla creazione di un corpus di 500 esempi, os-
serviamo che il tratto partitivo non e` affatto domi-
nante nell’uso del “ne”, e che per avere un quadro
completo di questo clitico e` necessario concentrarsi
sulle sue caratteristiche anaforiche, sia a livello
sintattico che, specialmente, semantico, anche per
lo sviluppo di sistemi di risoluzione automatica.
1 Introduction and Background
The Italian particle “ne” is a clitic pronoun. Tradi-
tionally, linguistic accounts of “ne” focus on two
of its aspects: its syntactic behaviour and its being
a conveyor of partitive relations.
Syntactically, this particle has been studied
extensively, especially in connection with unac-
cusative verbs (Belletti and Rizzi, 1981; Burzio,
1986; Sorace, 2000). In Russi’s volume specif-
ically dedicated to clitics, the chapter devoted to
“ne” only focuses on the grammaticalisation pro-
cess which brought the clitic to be incorporated
in some verbs, causing it to lose its pronominal
properties. It is referred to as “the ‘partitive’ ne”
(Russi, 2008, p. 9).
In (Cordin, 2001), the clitic is described in de-
tail, and shown to serve three main uses. It can be
a partitive pronoun, usually followed by a quanti-
fier, as in (1). It can be used purely anaphorically
to refer to a previously introduced entity, such as
“medicine” in (2). The third use is as a locative
adverb, like in (3).1
(1) Quanti giocatori di quell’U17-U19 quest’anno o
l’anno scorso hanno giocato minuti importanti in
prima squadra? A me ne risultano 2 o 3.
How many players of that U17-U19 [team] this year or last year have
played important minutes in the first team? I think 2 or 3 [of them]
(2) Tu sai che la medicina fa bene e pretendi che il palato,
pur sentendone l’amaro, continui a gustarla come se
fosse dolce.
You know that the medicine is good for you, and you ask your palate
to enjoy it as if it was sweet, in spite of tasting [its] bitterness.
(3) Me ne vado.
I’m leaving.
Note that for both partitive and non-partitive uses,
in order to interpret the ne, the antecedent must be
identified (“players of that U17-U19 [team]” in (1)
and “medicine” for (2)). While there has been a
recent effort to highlight the anaphoric properties
of real occurrences of “ne” (Nissim and Perboni,
2008), there isn’t as yet a comprehensive picture of
this particle. In this paper, we contribute a series of
annotation schemes that capture the anaphoric na-
ture of “ne”, and account for the different kinds of
relations it establishes with its antecedent. We also
contribute an annotated dataset that can be used for
training automatic resolution systems, and that as
of now provides us with a picture of this particle
which is the most comprehensive to date.
2 Annotation schemes
Considering the examples above, we can see that
the resolution of “ne” can be summarised as obey-
ing the scheme in (4), where capturing the func-
tion of ne (f(ne)) is part of the resolution process.
Figure 1 shows an example and its resolution.
(4) predicate+ [f(ne) + antecedent]
1Unless otherwise specified, all examples are from
“Paisa`” (Lyding et al., 2014), a corpus of about 250 mio to-
kens of Italian web data. The ne is bold-faced, the antecedent
is underlined, and the predicate is in italics. Note that ne is
often used as an enclitic, such as in (2). This can be the case
with any of the three uses described.
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Example: “Sto pensando a un modo per staccare la spina, ne ho veramente bisogno.”
‘I’m thinking of a way to take I break, I really need to.’
f(ne): “di + x” ‘of + x’
antecedent: “staccare la spina” ‘take a break’ (lit. ‘unplug’)
predicate: “ho veramente bisogno” ‘I really need to’
resolution: “ho veramente bisogno di staccare la spina” ‘I really need to take a break’
Figure 1: Example of “ne” resolution components and procedure.
Table 1: Annotation scheme for the element “ne”.
The most used classes are highlighted in boldface.
ne
anaphoric
partitive
type
token
¬ partitive
internal
external
prepobj
cataphoric
vague
¬ anaphoric
In order to account for all the entities involved
in 4, we developed a set of annotation schemes that
define three elements (ne, antecedent, and predi-
cate) and their respective attributes. The schemes
mainly build on on our own analysis of a ran-
dom selection of corpus occurrences and on the
only existing corpus-based work on “ne” (Nissim
and Perboni, 2008), over which we introduce three
substantial improvements:
(i) we distinguish between type and token for par-
titive uses to account for the difference be-
tween Example (7) and Example (8) below.
(ii) we add the values internal, external, and pre-
pobj for non-partitive cases (see Section 2.1).
(iii) we mark explicit links between anaphor and
antecedent, and anaphor and predicate.
Both (i) and (ii) are quite crucial conceptual dis-
tinctions, as we will see both in the scheme de-
scription as well as in the analysis of annotated
data, while (iii) is important in the implementation
of an automated resolution process. Additionally,
the annotation is performed by means of a differ-
ent, more appropriate annotation tool.
2.1 Scheme for ne
The scheme is summarised in Table 1. The pri-
mary branch for “ne” is its anaphoricity, which is
a binary feature. All cases of non-anaphoricity are
basically idiomatic uses, especially with pronomi-
nal verbs (see also Example 3). These cases won’t
be further specified in the annotation.
Differently, anaphoric occurrences are classi-
fied as one of four types: partitive, non-partitive,
cataphoric, vague. The rare cataphoric cases (6)
are annotated as such without additional features.
The value vague is used when the instance is
anaphoric but with an unclear or unspecified an-
tecedent (5), with no further annotation.
(5) L’aggettivo puoi anche metterlo dopo il
sostantivo, a questo modo potresti contin-
uare: “l’alba rugiadosa ne trae prestigio ed
eleganza”.
You can even place the adjective after the noun, and so you could
continue: “the dewy dawn gains prestige and elegance from it
(6) Ce ne fossero ancora molti di preti nello
scautismo . . .
I wish there still were many priests in the scouting movement . . .
The main distinction is thus between partitive and
non-partitive uses. Both values are then further de-
tailed, and the resulting five categories – boldfaced
in Table 1 – are the core of the scheme. Below
we explain the opposition between type and token
references for partitive cases, and the difference
between internal, external, and prepobj for non-
partitive cases.
partitive Consider Examples (7)-(8).
(7) type – Ho comprato quindici paste, e ne
avrei prese ancora!
I bought fifteen pastries, and I would have bought even more!
(8) token – Ho comprato quindici paste, ne ho
mangiate cinque.
I bought fifteen pastries, and I ate five [of those].
While in (8) the antecedent of “ne” is the whole
NP “quindici paste” (fifteen pastries) and the pred-
icate thus selects a subset (“cinque”, five) of those
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fifteen, the antecedent of “ne” in (7) is not a spe-
cific set of pastries, rather the class “pastries”. In-
deed, the predication is not about a portion or set
of the aforementioned“fifteen pastries”, but rather
on instances of “pastries” in general. The type
cases are akin to nominal ellipsis (Lobeck, 2006),
and the type/token distinction is reflected in there
being a direct or indirect anaphoric link.
The above are examples we made up for the
sake of clarity: the contrast is explicit thanks to
the occurrence of the same head noun. The oppo-
sition can anyway be observed in actual extracted
data, too, and we report two cases in (9) and (10).
(9) type – non solo non risolve [. . . ] i problemi
che l’hanno scatenata, ma li aggrava e ne
crea di nuovi ancora piu` gravi.
(10) token – E` uno spettacolo grandioso costato
150 milioni di dollari; e probabilmente ne
incassera` il triplo o il quadruplo.
non partitive We introduce three new distinc-
tive values which capture both semantic and syn-
tactic aspects. First, syntactically, we specify
whether the function of “ne” is resolved within the
predicate’s argument structure, and it is thus an-
notated as a “prepositional object” (prepobj), as
the example in Figure 1. Second, semantically,
we distinguish between what we call “internal”
and “external” references. “Internal” is a reference
made – through the predicate of “ne” – to a feature
which is already part of the antecedent, as in (12).
Another case of “internal” is (2), where the bit-
ter taste is an internal feature of the medicine.
With “external” we mark references which intro-
duce some feature – again, via the predicate –
which is external to the whole represented by the
antecedent, as in (11). This distinction, neglected
in the literature, has semantic implications on the
part-whole relation which gets established, or even
created, between anaphor and antecedent.
(11) external – [. . . ] il possesso dell’oggetto del
nostro desiderio, posticipandone la soddis-
fazione. [. . . ] the possession of the object of our desire, procras-
tinating its satisfaction.
(12) internal2 – [. . . ] il possesso dell’oggetto del
nostro desiderio, posticipandone l’intensita`.
[. . . ] the possession of the object of our desire, procrastinating its
intensity.
2This example is made up on the basis of the external one
above for easing the comparison.
2.2 Scheme for antecedent
The antecedent is what resolves the anaphoric in-
terpretation of “ne”. In the examples concerning
the distinction between type and token, the an-
tecedent is “paste” (‘parties’) in (7) and “quindici
paste” (‘fifteen pastries’) in (8). While in both ex-
amples the antecedent is an NP, it is possible for
a VP (as in Figure 1) and even a full sentence (S)
to serve as antecedent. The annotators are asked
to mark as antecedent the whole linguistic expres-
sion which they identify as the antecedent, and to
assign some syntactic features to it. The annota-
tion scheme is summarised in Table 2.
Table 2: Annotation scheme for antecedent
antecedent
NP
subject
modified
¬ modified
object
modified
¬ modified
other
VP
S
For each antecedent we thus specify its syntactic
category, its grammatical role distinguishing just
between subject, object, and any other role (other).
For antecedents featuring as subject or object we
also specify whether they have any sort of modifi-
cation (adjectives, relative clause, and so on).
2.3 Scheme for predicate
The predicate of “ne” is what provides the comple-
tion to the interpretation of the anaphoric relation.
In terms of annotation we specify only whether the
predicate is a noun phrase or a verb phrase, and in
the former case whether it is a modified NP or not.
3 Data selection and annotation
We collected 500 random occurrences from
PAISA` (Lyding et al., 2014), a web corpus of Ital-
ian which contains however good quality data. In-
stances of “ne” were extracted in a context of two
preceding and one following sentence with respect
to the matching sentence. In a given paragraph,
then, possibly more than one occurrence of “ne”
was included, but only one was occurrence per
paragraph was highlighted to be annotated.
To perform the annotation we customised
MMAX2, an XML-based annotation tool specifi-
cally devised to mark up coreference links (Mu¨ller
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and Strube, 2006). We introduced two different
links to connect each instance of “ne” to its pred-
icate and to its antecedent. To ease the annota-
tion process, these are visualised with different
colours. A screenshot is given in Appendix A. We
implemented the annotation categories described
above, i.e. “ne”, “antecedent”, and “predicate”,
and made available, for each of them, all rele-
vant attributes. MMAX2 lets developers create at-
tributes in dependence of certain values assigned
to other attributes so that, for instance, the at-
tribute “class”, whose values are “type” or “to-
ken”, is activated only if the instance is annotated
as “partitive”. MMAX2 also lets annotate discon-
tinuous material as part of the same entity, which
came useful when annotating predicates and an-
tecedents. The output is standoff XML.
The authors of this paper independently anno-
tated the data, achieving a score ofK = .78 on the
classification of “ne”. This is considerably lower
than the agreement reported in (Nissim and Per-
boni, 2008), but the classification categories in our
scheme are higher in number, and finer-grained.
4 Corpus Analysis
4.1 Distribution
Out of the 500 extracted instances, only two were
not annotated because they were not actual occur-
rences of “ne”. An overview of the distribution of
annotated categories is given in Table 3.
Table 3: Distribution of categories in the dataset
anaphoric
partitive
token 19
type 52
total partitive 71
¬partitive
external 107
internal 33
prepobj 127
total ¬partitive 272
cataphoric/vague 45
total anaphoric 388
non-anaphoric 110
invalid 2
total 500
As we can see, only about one-fifth of the cases are
non-anaphoric. Also, among anaphoric instances,
we can observe that most commonly, “ne” is used
in a purely anaphoric, non-partitive way, suggest-
ing a behaviour different than the one described in
the theoretical literature.
4.2 Anaphoric aspects
In terms of specific anaphoric relations, we ob-
served both direct and indirect links. The observed
combinations are summarised in Appendix B.
In coreference, we observe that the relationship
between “ne” and its antecedent can be of all kinds
apart from purely partitive, as it isn’t a specific ob-
ject that “ne” refers to, rather the class that the an-
tecedent introduces (such as “pastries” in Exam-
ple 7). Syntactically, the antecedent occurs as a
direct object only in the partitive token case, oth-
erwise is always an indirect complement, usually
introduced by “di” (‘of’) or “da” (‘from’).
Cases of indirect anaphora that we observed are
of two sorts: (i) the reference to classes rather than
objects, which is found with partitive types, and is
syntactically akin to nominal ellipsis, as in (7); and
(ii) instances of bridging (Clark, 1975; Kleiber,
1999). Within (i) we observe also cases of other-
anaphora (Modjeska, 2002), such as (13) below.
(13) Possiamo tenere soltanto un versetto che ci
accompagna pero` durante tutta la giornata e
lo memorizziamo, lo ruminiamo, e domani
ne prendiamo un altro [. . . ]
We can only keep a verse with us during the day, and we memorise
it, we think it over, and tomorrow we will take another one
Bridging is observed with cases of non-partitive
external and especially internal features, as in-
deed bridging anaphors usually convey a (widely
speaking) meronymic relation to their antecedent
(e.g.“intensita`, ‘intensity’, in (12)). For the sake
of space we cannot go into the details of the
meronymic relations observed, but they have been
classified according to (Cruse, 1985).
5 Conclusion
Actual corpus data, annotated thanks to the de-
velopment of specific annotation schemes focused
on the anaphoric potential of “ne”, shows that the
function of “ne” cannot be at all limited to a ‘par-
titive’ pronoun or as a test for certain syntactic
types, as it is usually done in the theoretical lit-
erature. It also highlights several aspect of the
anaphoric properties of “ne”, both semantically
and syntactically. We plan to exploit the dataset
to develop an automatic resolution system.
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Appendix A:
Screenshot of annotation in MMAX2
The instance of “ne” to be annotated is always en-
closed in bold square brackets. Once annotated,
the antecedent is in blue, the predicate in green.
The red arc marks the link between anaphor and
antecedent, while the yellow one links anaphor
and predicate.
Appendix B:
“Ne” types and anaphoric relations
Observed configurations of types of “ne” and
anaphoric relations. For a description, please re-
fer to Section 4.2.
direct anaphora
d-obj i-obj encaps
partitive
type – – –
token ! – –
¬partitive
prepobj – ! !
external – ! !
internal – ! –
indirect anaphora
nom ellipsis bridging
partitive
type ! –
token ! –
¬partitive
prepobj – –
external – !
internal – !
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Abstract
English. We describe an experiment de-
signed to measure the lexical coverage of
some resources over the Italian cooking
recipes genre. First, we have built a small
cooking recipe dataset; second, we have
done a qualitative morpho-syntactic anal-
ysis of the dataset and third we have done
a quantitative analysis of the lexical cover-
age of the dataset.
Italian. Descriviamo un esperimento
per valutare la copertura lessicale di al-
cune risorse sul genere delle ricette da
cucina. Primo, abbiamo costruito un pic-
colo dataset di ricette. Secondo, ne ab-
biamo eseguito un’analisi qualitativa di
sulla morfo-sintassi. Terzo, ne abbiamo
eseguito un’analisi quantitativa della cop-
ertura lessicale.
Introduction
The study reported in this paper is part of an ap-
plicative project in the field of nutrition. We are
designing a software service for Diet Management
(Fig. 1) that by using a smartphone allows one to
retrieve, analyze and store the nutrition informa-
tion about the courses. In our hypothetical sce-
nario the interaction between the man and the food
is mediated by an intelligent recommendation sys-
tem that on the basis of various factors encourages
or discourages the user to eat that specific course.
The main factors that the system needs to account
for are: (1) the diet that you intend to follow, (2)
the food that have been eaten in the last days and,
(3) the nutritional values of the ingredients of the
course and its specific recipe. Crucially, in order to
extract the complete salient nutrition information
from a recipe, we need to analyze the sentences
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Figure 1: The architecture of the diet management
system.
of the recipe. To allow the execution of this in-
formation extraction task we intend to use a syn-
tactic parser together with a semantic interpreter.
However, we intend to use both a deep interpreter,
which have showed to have good performances in
restricted domains (Fundel et al., 2007; Lesmo et
al., 2013), as well as a shallow interpreter, that are
most widely used in practical applications (Man-
ning et al., 2008).
In order to optimize the information extraction
task we need to evaluate the specific features of the
applicative domain (Fisher, 2001; Jurafsky, 2014).
In the next Sections we present a preliminary study
towards the realization of our NLP system, i.e. a
linguistic analysis of the Italian recipes domain.
1 Data set construction
The construction of a linguistic resource includes
three main steps, i.e. collection, annotation and
analysis of linguistic data. Since all these steps
are very time-consuming, it is usual perform first
off all tests on a preliminary small dataset. As
a case study we selected three versions of the
same recipe, that of the “caponata” (a Sicilian
course consisting of cooked vegetables), respec-
tively extracted from a WikiBook (210 tokens,
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Tok./Sent. N/V Con/Fun words
WikiBook 11.8 2.3 1.7
Cucchiaio 16.6 2.8 1.5
Cuochi 21.7 1.9 1.2
Table 1: The rates of the number of the tokens for
sentences, of the number of nouns respect to verbs,
of the number of the content words w.r.t function
words.
15 sentences, WikiBook in the following) (Wiki-
books, 2014), and from two famous Italian cook-
ing books: “Il cucchiaio d’argento” (399 to-
kens, 23 sentences, Cucchiaio in the following)
(D’Onofrio, 1997), and “Cuochi si diventa” (355
tokens, 16 sentences, Cuochi in the following)
(Bay, 2003). The corpus obtained consists of 964
tokens corresponding to 54 sentences. The ap-
plication of treebank development techniques to
this very limited amount of data is only devoted
to a preliminary qualitative evaluation of the fea-
sibility of the information extraction task and the
detection of the major difficulties that can be ex-
pected in the further development of our work. For
what concern the collection of texts, the selection
of data from three different books will have some
impact on the further steps. In particular, this al-
lows us to find different lexical choices in the three
data sets, or different exploitation of specific lin-
guistic constructions, such as passive versus active
clauses, or different frequency of specific verbal
forms, such as imperative versus present. More-
over, we can find different structures used to de-
scribe recipes or, in other words, different text
styles within the cooking text genre.
In Table 1 we reported some statistics about the
corpus. The number of tokens for sentence and
the rate between content and function words re-
veal that WikiBook uses a simpler register with
respect to the other sources. The style used by
Cuochi, that is similar to a novel and does not
follow the standard ingredients-methods template
(Fisher, 2001), is revealed by the high number of
tokens for sentence.1
2 Morpho-syntactic analysis
Following a typical strategy of semi-automatic
annotation, i.e. automatic annotation followed
1For example, an newspaper section of the Turin Univer-
sity Treebank has ∼ 25 tokens for sentence (Bosco et al.,
200).
by manual correction, for the annotation of our
small dependency treebank we applied on the
preliminary dataset two pipelines which inte-
grate morphological and syntactic analysis, i.e.
TULE (Turin University Linguistic Environment)
(Lesmo, 2007) and DeSR (Dependency Shift Re-
duce) (Attardi, 2006). The exploitation of two dif-
ferent systems allows the comparison of the differ-
ent outputs produced and the selection of the best
one. Both TULE and DeSR have been tuned on a
balanced corpus that does not contain recipes.
As far as the morphological analysis is con-
cerned, first of all we have to observe that each er-
ror in the Part of Speech tagging (PoS, 1.7− 3.2%
for TULE), such as the erroneous attribution of the
grammatical category to a word (e.g. Verb rather
than Noun), has an effect on the following analy-
sis. For instance, it makes impossible to build a
syntactic tree for some sentence or to recovery a
meaning for some word in the semantic database.
Because of this motivation, we started our error
recovery process from the morphological annota-
tion.
As far as the syntactic analysis is concerned,
the performance of the parsers adopted are qual-
itatively similar even if the errors can vary. The
problems more frequently detected are related to
the sentence splitting which can be solved by us-
ing a pre-processing step. These problems are rare
in Cuochi and mainly found in Cucchiaio or Wik-
iBook, where the recipes are organized by a set of
titles according to a sort of template (cf. (Fisher,
2001)), including e.g. the name of the recipe, “In-
gredienti”, “Ricetta”, “Per saperne di piu`”. This
confirms that the selected books adopt a different
style in the description of recipes also within the
same text genre represented by cooking literature.
3 Lexical coverage experiment
With the aim to extract information from recipes
(Maeta et al., 2014; Walter et al., 2011; Ame´lie
Cordier, 2014; Shidochi et al., 2009; Haoran Xie
and Lijuan Yu and Qing Li, 2010; Druck, 2013),
a key issue regards the coverage of the lexicon. In
order to extract the nutrition values from a spe-
cific recipe, we need to map the words contained
into the recipe to a semantic organized reposito-
ries of lexical knowledge. A number of lexical
resources are specialized on one specific domain
while others resources are more general and, often,
are automatically extracted from semi-structured
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resources (Hovy et al., 2013). In order to explore
the automatic extraction of information from Ital-
ian recipes, we designed an experiment that uses
both the types of resources.
In our experiment we have used 4 distinct Ital-
ian computational lexicons: 1 specialized lexicon,
i.e. AGROVOC (FAO, 2014), and 3 general lex-
icons, i.e. MultiWordNet, BabelNet, Universal-
Wordnet. AGROVOC is a specialized lexicon,
that is a controlled multi-language vocabulary, de-
veloped in collaboration with the FAO, covering
a number of domains related to food, as nutri-
tion, agriculture, environment, etc. It contains
40, 000 concepts organized in a hierarchies, that
express lexical relations among concepts, as “nar-
row terms”. Each concept is denoted by a number,
and can be linked by different lexical items (terms)
in different languages. AGROVOC is formalized
as a RDF linked dataset but it is also available for
download in various formats.2 A notable feature
of AGROVOC is the direct connection with other
knowledge repository: in particular it is connected
with DBpedia (Bizer et al., 2009), that often con-
tains explicit annotation of the nutrition values.
MultiWordNet, BabelNet and UniversalWord-
net are three general computational lexicons re-
lated to WordNet, that is a large lexical database of
English (Miller, 1995; Fellbaum, 2005). Nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organized into
sets of synonyms (synsets), each one denoting a
distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked by means
of semantic and lexical relations as ISA relation
or hyperonymy relation. MultiWordNet is a lexi-
cal database in which an Italian WordNet is strictly
aligned with WordNet3. The Italian synsets (∼
30, 000, that are linked by ∼ 40, 000 lemmas)
are created in correspondence with the WordNet
synsets and the semantic relations are imported
from the corresponding English synsets (Pianta
et al., 2002). BabelNet is a multilingual lexi-
calized ontology automatically created by link-
ing Wikipedia to WordNet (Navigli and Ponzetto,
2012). The integration is obtained by an auto-
matic mapping and by using statistical machine
translation. The result is an “encyclopedic dictio-
nary” that provides concepts and named entities
lexicalized in many languages, among them Ital-
ian. In this work we used BabelNet 1.1 consist-
2In the experiment we used the SQL version of
AGROVOC.
3MultiWordNet is natively aligned with WordNet 1.6.
However we adopt a pivot table in order to use WordNet 3.0.
ing of 5 millions of concepts linked by 26 millions
of word. UniversalWordNet is an automatically
constructed multilingual lexical knowledge base
based on WordNet (de Melo and Weikum, 2009).
Combining different repositories of lexical knowl-
edge (e.g. wikipedia), UniversalWordNet cosists
of 1, 500, 000 lemmas in over 200 languages. Note
that the direct connections of UniversalWordNet
and BabelNet towards wikipedia allows one to ac-
cess to the nutrition values of foods since they are
often represented in wikipedia.
In order to analyze and compare the possible
use of these Italian lexical resources for infor-
mation extraction, we performed a Named-Entity
Recognition (NER) experiment. We introduced
three semantic entities that are particularly rele-
vant for the recipe analysis: FOOD, PREP (prepa-
ration), Q/D (quantity and devices). We mark
with the FOOD label the words denoting food,
e.g. melanzana (aubergine), pomodoro (tomato),
sale (salt); we mark with PREP words denoting
verbs that are involved with the preparation of a
recipe, e.g. tagliare (to cut), miscelare (to mix),
cuocere (to cook); we mark with Q/D words ex-
pressing quantities, e.g. minuti (minutes), grammi
(grams) or denoting objects that are related with
the recipe preparation, e.g. cucchiaio (spoon),
coltello (knife). By using these three name en-
tity categories, we annotated the three caponata
recipes. In the columns “Tok.” (tokens) of the Ta-
bles 2-3-4 are reported the number of words for
each category.
We performed two distinct experiments for
lexical coverage. The first experiment con-
cerns AGROVOC, the second experiment con-
cerns MultiWordNet, BabelNet and Universal-
WordNet. In the first experiment we count the
number of entities that can be retrieved by a
straight search in AGROVOC for each name en-
tity category: we search for the word form and
for the corresponding lemma too. The columns
AgrVoc-TP (true positives) of the Tables 2-3-4,
report the number of retrieved tokens for each
category, and the columns AgrVoc-rec report the
corresponding coverage. In this experiment there
are no “false positives”, i.e. all the elements
retrieved belongs to a meaningful categories (in
other word precision is 100%). A first consider-
ation regards the very low scores obtained on the
PREP and Q/D categories. This fact could sug-
gest that AGROVOC lexicon is not enough gen-
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eral to be used for recipe analysis. A deeper anal-
ysis explains also the low score obtained on the
FOOD category. Many of the terms are present in
AGROVOC only in the plural form: for instance
AGROVOC contains the entry “pomodori” (toma-
toes) but does not contain “pomodoro” (tomato).
Moreover, many food do not have a generic lex-
ical entry: for instance AGROVOC contains the
entry “peperoni verdi” (green peppers) but does
not contain “peperoni” (peppers). However, the
best scores for this experiment has been obtained
on WikiBook, that is on the simplest recipe.
The second experiment, that involves Multi-
WordNet, BabelNet and UniversalWordNet, is
more complex. We use a naive Super-Sense Tag-
ging algorithm (NaiveSST) for the NER task. SST
consists of annotating each significant entity in a
text (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) within
a general semantic tag belonging to the taxonomy
defined by the WordNet lexicographer classes, that
are called super-senses (Ciaramita, 2003). The
lexicographer classes are 44 general semantic cat-
egories as “location”, “food”, “artifact”, “plant”,
etc. The NaiveSST algorithm is very simple:
foreach content word in the sentence do
Retrieve all the synsets corresponding to
the word from MultiWordNet, BabelNet,
UniversalWordNet
foreach super-sense of a synset do
if the super-sense is food or plant or
animal then
assign the label FOOD to the word
end
if the super-sense is quantity or artifact
then
assign the label Q/D to the word
end
if the super-sense is creation or
change or contact then
assign the label PREP to the word
end
end
end
Algorithm 1: The NaiveSST algorithm.
The columns NaiveSST-TP (true positives),
NaiveSST-FP (false positives) of the Tables 2-3-
4 report the number of correct/uncorrect labels
for each category, while the NaiveSST-pre and
NaiveSST-rec columns report the corresponding
Tok. AgrVoc NaiveSST
TP rec% TP FP pre% rec%
FOOD 37 23 62.2 35 5 87.5 94.6
PREP 19 1 5.3 15 8 65.2 79.0
Q/D 15 6 40.0 8 10 44.4 53.3
TOT. 71 30 42.3 58 23 71.6 81.7
Table 2: The results of the lexical semantic cover-
age experiment on the “WikiBook” version of the
caponata recipe.
Tok. AgrVoc NaiveSST
TP rec% TP FP pre% rec%
FOOD 61 35 57.4 55 10 84.62 90.2
PREP 49 4 8.2 35 12 74.5 71.4
Q/D 31 1 3.2 27 10 73.0 87.1
TOT. 141 40 28.4 117 42 73.6 83.0
Table 3: The results of the lexical semantic cover-
age experiment on the “Cucchiaio d’argento” ver-
sion of the caponata recipe.
precision and recall. In contrast with the previous
experiment, the best scores here has been obtained
on Cuochi. Indeed, the novel-style of Cuochi gives
better results on the PoS tagging (∼ 1.7%) and,
as a consequence, on the correct lemmatization of
the words. Also in this experiment the most dif-
ficult category is Q/D: this low value is related to
the lemmatization process too. Often the lemma-
tizer is not able to recognize the correct lemma,
e.g. “pentolino” (small pot) or “′′” (seconds).
Tok. AgrVoc NaiveSST
TP rec% TP FP pre% rec%
FOOD 45 27 60.0 43 11 79.6 95.6
PREP 52 2 3.9 49 4 92.5 94.2
Q/D 43 3 7.0 32 26 55.2 74.4
TOT. 140 32 22.9 124 41 75.15 88.6
Table 4: The results of the lexical semantic cover-
age experiment on the “Cuochi si diventa” version
of the caponata recipe.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a preliminary study
on cooking recipes in Italian. The qualitative
analysis emphatizes the importance of the sen-
tence splitter and of the PoS tagger for a correct
morpho-syntactic analysis. From the quantitative
lexical coverage analysis we can draw a number
of speculations. First, there is a great linguis-
tic variation among cookbooks. Second, general
lexical resources outperform domain specific re-
sources with respect to lexical coverage. Third,
the lemmatization can improve the recall of the al-
gorithm with respect to the lexical resource.
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Abstract
English. In this paper we present ongoing
work devoted to the extension of the Ita-
TimeBank (Caselli et al., 2011) with event
factuality annotation on top of TimeML
annotation, where event factuality is rep-
resented on three main axes: time, polarity
and certainty. We describe the annotation
schema proposed for Italian and report on
the results of our corpus analysis.
Italiano. In questo articolo viene pre-
sentata un’estensione di Ita-TimeBank
(Caselli et al., 2011), con l’annotazione
della fattualita` delle menzioni eventive
gia` individuate secondo le specifiche di
TimeML. La fattualita` degli eventi e`
rappresentata attraverso tre dimensioni:
tempo, polarita` e certezza. Lo schema
di annotazione proposto per l’italiano e
l’analisi del corpus sono riportati e de-
scritti.
1 Introduction
In this work, we propose an annotation schema
for factuality in Italian adapted from the schema
for English developed in the NewsReader project1
(Tonelli et al., 2014) and describe the annotation
performed on top of event annotation in the Ita-
TimeBank (Caselli et al., 2011). We aim at the
creation of a reference corpus for training and test-
ing a factuality recognizer for Italian.
The knowledge of the factual or non-factual na-
ture of an event mentioned in a text is crucial
for many applications (such as question answer-
ing, information extraction and temporal reason-
ing) because it allows us to recognize if an event
refers to a real or to hypothetical situation, and en-
ables us to assign it to its time of occurrence. In
1http://www.newsreader-project.eu/
particular we are interested in the representation of
information about a specific entity on a timeline,
which enables easier access to related knowledge.
The automatic creation of timelines requires the
detection of situations and events in which target
entities participate. To be able to place an event
on a timeline, a system has to be able to select the
events which happen or that are true at a certain
point in time or in a time span. In a real context
(such as the context of a newspaper article), the
situations and events mentioned in texts can refer
to real situations in the world, have no real coun-
terpart, or have an uncertain nature.
The FactBank guidelines are the reference
guidelines for factuality in English and FactBank
is the reference corpus (Sauri and Pustejovsky,
2009). More recently other guidelines and re-
sources have been developed (Wonsever et al.,
2012; van Son et al., 2014), but, to the best of our
knowledge, no resources exist for event factuality
in Italian.
2 Related work
Several studies have been carried out on the rep-
resentation of factuality information. In addition
to the definition of annotation frameworks, these
studies have been leading to the development of
annotated corpora.
Our notion of event factuality is based on the
notion of event as defined in the TimeML specifi-
cations (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a) and annotated
in TimeBank (Pustejovsky et al., 2003b). Event is
a cover term for situations that happen or occur,
including predicates describing states or circum-
stances in which something obtains or holds true
(Pustejovsky et al., 2003a).
Our main reference for factuality is FactBank
(Sauri and Pustejovsky, 2009), where event factu-
ality is defined as the level of information express-
ing the commitment of relevant sources towards
the factual nature of events mentioned in a given
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discourse.
van Son et al. (2014) propose an annotation
schema inspired by FactBank. They add the dis-
tinction between past or present events and fu-
ture events (temporality) to the FactBank schema.
They then use three features (polarity, certainty
and temporality) to annotate event factuality on
top of the sentiment annotation in the MPQA cor-
pus (Wiebe et al., 2005).
Wonsever et al. (2012) propose an event anno-
tation schema based on TimeML for event fac-
tuality in Spanish texts. Factuality is annotated
as a property of events that can have the follow-
ing values: YES (factual), NO (non-factual), PRO-
GRAMMED FUTURE, NEGATED FUTURE, POSSI-
BLE or INDEFINITE. Besides the factuality at-
tribute they introduce an attribute to represent the
semantic time of events, which can be different
from the syntactic tense. In this way they dupli-
cate both temporal information and polarity, as the
factuality values include temporal and polarity in-
formation.
For Italian, to the best of our knowledge, there
are no resources for factuality. The closest work
to event factuality annotation that has been done is
the annotation of attribution relations in a portion
of the ISST corpus (Pareti and Prodanof, 2010).
An attribution relation is the link between a source
and what it expresses, and contains features pro-
viding information about the type of attitude and
the factuality of the attribution. The focus of this
annotation is on sources and their relations with
events, while our work aims at describing factual-
ity of events without explicitly annotating the re-
lations between events and sources.
3 Annotation of factuality
As part of the NewsReader project, Tonelli et al.
(2014) have defined guidelines for intra-document
annotation at the semantic level, which provide an
annotation schema of factuality for English based
on TimeML annotation and the annotation frame-
work proposed by van Son et al. (2014).
Following this annotation schema, we propose
guidelines for event factuality annotation in Italian
where we represent factuality by means of three
attributes associated to event mentions: certainty,
time, and polarity.
Certainty. We define the certainty attribute as
how certain the source is about an event, with the
following three values: certain, possible,
probable. Modals and modal adverbs are typi-
cal markers of both probable (e.g. essere probabile
- be likely) and possible (e.g. potere - may, can)
events. The underspecified value is used for
events for which it is not possible to assign a cer-
tainty value. In example (1) the event portare is
possible due to the presence of potere. Cer-
tainty is determined according to the main source,
which can be the utterer (in cases of direct speech,
indirect speech or reported speech) or the author
of the news. In (2) the source used to determine
the certainty of detto is the writer and for giocato
it is Gianluca Nuzzo. In both cases the source is
certain about the event.
(1) L’aumento delle tasse potrebbe portare nelle
casse piu` di 500.000 euro. [The tax increase could
bring in more than 500,000 euros.]
(2) “Durante l’ultimo mese ho giocato
pochissimo”, ha detto Gianluca Nuzzo. [”During
the last month I played very little, said Gian Luca
Nuzzo”.]
Time. The time attribute specifies the time an
event took place or will take place. Its values
are non future (for present and past events),
future (for events that will take place), and
underspecified (used for general events and
when the time of an event cannot be determined).
In the case o reported speech, the value of the time
attribute is related to the time of utterance and not
to the time of writing (i.e. when the utterance is
reported).
Polarity. The polarity attribute captures if an
event is affirmed or negated and, consequently, it
can be either positive or negative; when
there is not enough information available to detect
the polarity of an event, it is underspecified.
Special cases. The special cases layer is needed
in order to make a distinction between hypothet-
ical events in conditionals that do not refer to
the real world and general statements that are not
anchored in time, among others. This annota-
tion can have the attribute COND ID CLAUSE if
the event is in the “if clause” of the condition,
COND MAIN CLAUSE if it is in the main clause,
GEN for a general statement or NONE otherwise.
Factuality value. Combining the three at-
tributes certainty, time and polarity, and taking
into account the special case layer, we can deter-
mine whether the term considered refers to a fac-
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tual, a counterfactual or a non factual event.
We can say that an expression refers to a
FACTUAL event if it is annotated as certainty
certain, time non future, and polarity
positive, while it refers to a COUNTERFAC-
TUAL event (i.e. an event which did not take place)
if it annotated as certainty certain, time non
future, and polarity negative. In any other
combination of annotation, the event referred by
the term can be considered NON FACTUAL, either
because it refers to a future event, or because it
is not certain (possible or probable) if the
event will happen or not.
The special cases layer changes the status of
the factuality value FACTUAL to a NON FACTUAL
value, i.e. an event annotated as FACTUAL will be
considered as NON FACTUAL when part of a con-
ditional construction or of a general statement.
4 The corpus
The Ita-TimeBank is a language resource man-
ually annotated with temporal and event infor-
mation (Caselli et al., 2011). It consists of two
corpora, the CELCT corpus and the ILC corpus,
that have been developed in parallel following the
It-TimeML annotation scheme, an adaptation to
Italian of the TimeML annotation scheme (Puste-
jovsky et al., 2003a). The CELCT corpus, cre-
ated within the LiveMemories project2, consists of
news stories taken from the Italian Content An-
notation Bank (I-CAB)3 (Magnini et al., 2006),
which in turn consists of 525 news articles from
the local newspaper “L’Adige”4. The ILC corpus
is composed of 171 newspaper stories collected
from the Italian Syntactic-Semantic Treebank, the
PAROLE corpus, and the web.
From the Ita-TimeBank, which was first re-
leased for the EVENTI task at EVALITA 20145,
we selected a subset of news stories to be an-
notated with factuality. The subset consists of
170 documents taken from the CELCT corpus and
contains 10,205 events.
We annotated factuality values on top of the
TimeML annotation. The TimeML specifications
consider as events predicates describing situations
that happen or occur, together with predicates de-
scribing states and circumstances. Each event
2http://www.livememories.org
3http://ontotext.fbk.eu/icab.html
4http://www.ladige.it/
5http://www.evalita.it/2014/tasks/
eventi
is classified into one of the following TimeML
classes: REPORTING, PERCEPTION, ASPECTUAL,
I ACTION, I STATE, OCCURRENCE and STATE.
In the corpus, within the 10,205 event men-
tions, there are 6,300 verbs, 3,526 nouns, 352
adjectives and 27 prepositions. The distribution
among TimeML classes is the following: 5,292
OCCURRENCE, 2,352 STATE, 900 I ACTION, 864
I STATE, 439 REPORTING, 258 ASPECTUAL and
100 PERCEPTION.
With respect to the TimeML annotation, we
do not annotate factuality for events of the class
STATE because we do not consider it relevant
for “circumstances in which something obtains or
holds true” (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a). Likewise
we do not annotate factuality for events of the class
I STATE because we use them to determine the cer-
tainty of their eventive argument (e.g. sperare -
hope).
The annotation of factuality has been done
for 6,989 events from 170 articles by using the
CELCT Annotation Tool (Lenzi et al., 2012).
5 Results
In the following section, we report on the inter-
annotator agreement and then we present a first
analysis of the annotated corpus.
5.1 Inter-Annotator agreement
We have computed the agreement between two an-
notators on the four factuality attributes assigned
to 92 events. For the agreement score we used
accuracy and we computed it as the number of
matching attribute values divided by the number
of events. For each of the four attributes we ob-
tained good agreement, with accuracy values over
0.91.
A study of the annotations on which we found
disagreement shows that the problem stems from
the underspecified values for time, polarity
and certainty attributes. The underspecified
value is used when it is not possible to assign an-
other value to an attribute by using information
available in the text. More precise rules should be
defined in order to help annotators decide if they
can use the underspecified value or not.
5.2 Corpus analysis
Factuality attributes have been annotated on top of
4,114 verbal events and 2,870 nominal events, for
a total of 6,989 events.
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event classes news topics
IACT REP PER OCC ASP Trento Sport Economy Culture News
# events 900 439 100 5,292 258 3,084 886 735 684 1,600
Factual (%) 65.2 84.5 66.0 69.0 65.5 68.2 71.1 66.4 62.9 74.6
Counterfactual (%) 3.8 2.7 8.0 3.8 1.6 4.5 4.4 1.4 2.5 3.5
Future - certain (%) 9.0 2.5 6.0 10.9 21.3 9.5 14.0 16.9 16.5 4.8
Future - uncertain (%) 14.2 6.6 12.0 8.9 6.6 11.6 8.5 2.4 13.6 7.1
Non future - uncertain (%) 2.6 0.9 2 1.8 1.9 2.7 0.8 0.5 0.3 2.1
Table 1: Corpus statistics: correlation of event factuality with event classes and news topics.
We combined the values of certainty, polarity
and relative time attributes of events in order to
obtain their factuality value. The factuality values
were then studied in comparison with event parts-
of-speech, TimeML event classes and news topics.
In Table 1, we report the statistics on event factu-
ality in the corpus.
As expected, in newspaper articles the majority
of events mentioned are FACTUAL. We observed
that there is a higher proportion of nominal FAC-
TUAL events (73.8%) than verbal FACTUAL events
(66.1%). On the contrary, uncertain events are
mainly verbs.
The relation between TimeML event classes and
factuality values was studied in order to determine
their correlation. Some expected phenomena were
observed, in particular that REPORTING events6
are mainly FACTUAL (84.5%) because they are
often used to introduce reported speech and that
events of the class ASPECTUAL7 contain a high
proportion of future events, mainly certain.
Considering the events of the class I ACTION8 it
can be noted that the proportion of uncertain
events (17%) is higher than in other classes.
The distribution of the factuality value of events
in the Ita-TimeBank was also studied according
to the topic of each news article considered. The
news of the CELCT corpus are categorized in 5
topics: news stories, local news, economy, culture
and sport.
The main distinction we observed is between
cultural news and all the other kinds of news. Cul-
tural news contains a lower proportion of FAC-
6“REPORTING events describe the action of a person or
an organization declaring something, narrating an event, in-
forming about an event, etc.” (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a)
7ASPECTUAL events “code information on a particular
phase or aspect in the description of another event” (Caselli
et al., 2011)
8“I ACTION events describe an action or situation which
introduces another event as its argument” (Pustejovsky et al.,
2003a)
TUAL events (62.9%) and a higher proportion
of future events (30.1%) than the other cate-
gories of news articles, while around 14% of the
event mentions in cultural news were annotated as
uncertain. Indeed cultural news contains both
reports about past cultural events and announce-
ment of future events. On the contrary, in news
stories there is a high proportion of factual events
and very few future events.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an annotation
schema of event factuality in Italian and the an-
notation task done on the Ita-TimeBank. In our
schema, factuality information is represented by
three attributes: time of the event, polarity of the
statement and certainty of the source about the
event.
We have selected from the Ita-TimeBank
170 documents containing 10,205 events and
we have annotated them following the pro-
posed annotation schema. The annotated
corpus is freely available for non commer-
cial purposes from https://hlt.fbk.eu/
technologies/fact-ita-bank.
The resource has been used to develop a system
based on machine learning for the automatic iden-
tification of factuality in Italian. The tool has been
evaluated on a test dataset and obtained 76.6% ac-
curacy, i.e. the system identified the right value of
the three attributes in 76.6% of the events. This
system will be integrated in the TextPro tool suite
(Pianta et al., 2008).
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Abstract 
English. The translation of Multiword Ex-
pressions (MWEs) requires the knowledge of 
the correct equivalent in the target language 
which is hardly ever the result of a literal 
translation. This paper is based on the as-
sumption that the proper treatment of MWEs 
in Natural Language Processing (NLP) appli-
cations and in particular in Machine Transla-
tion and Translation technologies calls for a 
computational approach which must be, at 
least partially, knowledge-based, and in par-
ticular should be grounded on an explicit lin-
guistic description of MWEs, both using an 
electronic dictionary and a set of rules. The 
hypothesis is that a linguistic approach can 
complement probabilistic methodologies to 
help identify and translate MWEs correctly 
since hand-crafted and linguistically-
motivated resources, in the form of electronic 
dictionaries and local grammars, obtain accu-
rate and reliable results for NLP purposes. 
The methodology adopted for this research 
work is based on (i) Nooj, an NLP environ-
ment which allows the development and test-
ing of the linguistic resources, (ii) an electron-
ic English-Italian MWE dictionary, (iii) a set 
of local grammars. The dictionary mainly 
consists of English phrasal verbs, support verb 
constructions, idiomatic expressions and col-
locations together with their translation in Ital-
ian and contains different types of MWE POS 
patterns. 
Italiano. La traduzione delle polirematiche 
richiede la conoscenza del corretto equivalen-
te nella lingua di arrivo che raramente è il ri-
sultato di una traduzione letterale. Questo 
contributo si basa sul presupposto che il cor-
retto trattamento delle polirematiche in appli-
cazioni di Trattamento Automatico del Lin-
guaggio (TAL) ed in particolare di Traduzio-
ne Automatica e nelle tecnologie per la tradu-
zione, più in generale, richiede un approccio 
computazionale che deve essere, almeno in 
parte, basato su dati linguistici, ed in partico-
lare su una descrizione linguistica esplicita 
delle polirematiche, mediante l’uso di un di-
zionario macchina ed un insieme di regole. 
L'ipotesi è che un approccio linguistico può 
integrare le metodologie statistico-
probabilistiche per una corretta identificazio-
ne e traduzione delle polirematiche, poiché ri-
sorse linguistiche quali dizionari macchina e 
grammatiche locali ottengono risultati accu-
rati per gli scopi del TAL. La metodologia 
adottata per questa ricerca si basa su (i) 
Nooj, un ambiente TAL che permette lo svi-
luppo e la sperimentazione di risorse lingui-
stiche, (ii) un dizionario macchina Inglese-
Italiano di polirematiche, (iii) un insieme di 
grammatiche locali. Il dizionario è costituito 
principalmente da verbi frasali, verbi suppor-
to, espressioni idiomatiche e collocazioni in-
glesi e contiene diversi tipi di modelli di poli-
rematiche nonché la loro traduzione in lingua 
italiana. 
1 Introduction 
This paper presents a bilingual dictionary of 
MWEs from English to Italian. MWEs are a 
complex linguistic phenomenon, ranging from 
lexical units with a relatively high degree of in-
ternal variability to expressions that are frozen or 
semi-frozen. They are very frequent and pro-
ductive word groups both in everyday lan-
guages and in languages for special purposes 
and are the result of human creativity which is 
not ruled by algorithmic processes, but by very 
complex processes which are not fully repre-
sentable in a machine code since they are driv-
en by flexibility and intuition. Their interpreta-
tion and translation sometimes present unex-
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pected obstacles mainly because of inherent 
ambiguities, structural and lexical asymmetries 
between languages and, finally, cultural differ-
ences.  
The identification, interpretation and translation 
of MWEs still represent open challenges, both 
from a theoretical and a practical point of view, 
in the field of Machine Translation and Trans-
lation technologies.  
Empirical approaches bring interesting com-
plementary robustness-oriented solutions but 
taken alone, they can hardly cope with this 
complex linguistic phenomenon for various 
reasons. For instance, statistical approaches fail 
to identify and process non high-frequent 
MWEs in texts or, on the contrary, they are not 
able to recognise strings of words as single 
meaning units, even if they are very frequent.  
Furthermore, MWEs change continuously both 
in number and in internal structure with idio-
syncratic morphological, syntactic, semantic, 
pragmatic and translational behaviours.  
The main assumption of this paper is that the 
proper treatment of MWEs in NLP applications 
calls for a computational approach which must 
be, at least partially, knowledge-based, and in 
particular should be grounded on an explicit lin-
guistic description of MWEs, both using a dic-
tionary and a set of rules. 
The methodology adopted for this research work 
is based on: (I) Nooj an NLP environment which 
allows the development and testing of the linguis-
tic resources, (ii) an electronic English-Italian (E-
I) MWE dictionary, based on an accurate linguis-
tic description that accounts for different types of 
MWEs and their semantic properties by means of 
well-defined steps: identification, interpretation, 
disambiguation and finally application, (iii) a set 
of local grammars. 
2 Related work 
The current theoretical work on this topic deals 
with different formalisms and techniques relevant 
for MWE processing in MT as well as other 
translation applications such as automatic recog-
nition of MWEs in a monolingual or bilingual 
setting, alignment and paraphrasing methodolo-
gies, development, features and usefulness of 
handcrafted monolingual and bilingual linguistic 
resources and grammars and the use of MWEs in 
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) domain 
adaptation, as well as empirical work concerning 
their modelling accuracy and descriptive adequa-
cy across various language pairs.  
The importance of the correct processing of 
MWEs in MT and Computer-aided translation 
(CAT) tools has been stressed by several authors. 
Thurmair (2004) underlines how translating 
MWEs word-by-word destroys their original 
meanings. Villavicenzio et al. (2005) underline 
how MT systems must recognise MWEs in order 
to preserve meaning and produce accurate trans-
lations. Váradi (2006) highlights how MWEs sig-
nificantly contribute to the robustness of MT sys-
tems since they reduce ambiguity in word-for-
word MT matching and proposes the use of local 
grammars to capture the productive regularity of 
MWEs. Hurskainen (2008) states that the main 
translation problems in MT are linked to MWEs. 
Rayson et al. (2010) underline the need for a 
deeper understanding of the structural and seman-
tic properties of MWEs in order to develop more 
efficient algorithms.  
Different solutions have been proposed in order 
to guarantee proper handling of MWEs in an MT 
process. Diaconescu (2004) stresses the difficul-
ties of MWE processing in MT and proposes a 
method based on Generative Dependency Gram-
mars with features. Lambert & Banchs (2006) 
suggest a strategy for identifying and using 
MWEs in SMT, based on grouping bilingual 
MWEs before performing statistical alignment. 
Moszczyński (2010) explores the potential bene-
fits of creating specialised MWE lexica for trans-
lation and localisation applications.  
Recently, increasing attention has been paid to 
MWE processing in MT and translation technol-
ogies and one of the latest initiatives in this re-
search area is the MUMTTT workshop series 
specifically devoted to“ Multiword Units in Ma-
chine Translation and Translation Technology” 
(Monti & al. 2013). Finally, experiments in in-
corporating MWEs information in SMT have 
been carried out by Parra et al. (2014), who add 
compound lists to training sets in SMT, Kordoni 
& Simova (2014), who integrate phrasal verb in-
formation in a phrase-based SMT system, and 
finally Cholakov & Kordoni (2014), who use a 
linguistically informed method for integrating 
phrasal verbs into SMT systems. Automatic and 
manual evaluations of the results of these experi-
ments show improvements in MT quality.  
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3 NooJ: an NLP environment for the 
development and testing of MWE lin-
guistic resources 
NooJ is a freeware linguistic-engineering devel-
opment platform used to develop large-coverage 
formalised descriptions of natural languages and 
apply them to large corpora, in real time (Silberz-
tein, 2002). 
The knowledge bases used by this tool are: elec-
tronic dictionaries (simple words, MWEs and 
frozen expressions) and grammars represented by 
organised sets of graphs to formalise various lin-
guistic aspects such as semi-frozen phenomena 
(local grammars), syntax (grammars for phrases 
and full sentences) and semantics (named entity 
recognition, transformational analysis). NooJ’s 
linguistic engine includes several computational 
devices used both to formalise linguistic phenom-
ena and parse texts such as: (i) Recursive Transi-
tion Networks (RTNs), (ii) Enhanced Recursive 
Transition Networks (ERTNs), (iii) Regular Ex-
pressions (RegExs) and finally (IV) Context-Free 
Grammars (CFGs in general).  
NooJ is a tool that is particularly suitable for pro-
cessing different types of MWEs and several ex-
periments have already been carried out in this 
area: for instance, Machonis (2007 and 2008), 
Anastasiadis, Papadopoulou & Gavriilidou 
(2011), Aoughlis (2011). These are only a few 
examples of the various analysis performed in the 
last few years on MWE using NooJ as an NLP 
development and testing environment.  
4 The Dictionary of English-Italian 
MWEs 
The translation of MWEs requires the knowledge 
of the correct equivalent in the target language 
which is hardly ever the result of a literal transla-
tion. Given their arbitrariness, MT and Transla-
tion technologies have to rely on the availability 
of ready solutions in the source and target lan-
guage in order to perform an accurate translation 
process.  
The English-Italian MWE dictionary is the result 
of a contrastive English-Italian analysis of con-
tinuous and discontinuous MWEs with different 
degrees of variability of co-occurrence among 
words and different syntactic structures, carried 
out during the development and testing of the 
English-Italian language pair for Logos, a rule-
based MT system, and subsequently further de-
veloped in the framework of the Lexicon-
Grammar (LG) formalism (Monti, 2012). 
The dictionary is based on the LG approach to 
MWEs (Gross, 1986), where these complex and 
varied linguistic phenomena are described ac-
cording to a flat structure composed of the POS 
tags of the MWE elements and their sequence. 
Furthermore, according to this approach it is pos-
sible to distinguish fixed MWEs and MWEs that 
allow syntactic variations, such as the insertion of 
other elements or the variation of one or more 
elements. Green et al. (2011) adopt a similar ap-
proach for the MWE description and show the 
usefulness of this model for several NLP tasks in 
which MWE pre-grouping has improved accura-
cy. 
The E-I MWE dictionary contains over 10,000 
entries and is used to represent and recognise var-
ious types of MWEs. Each entry of the dictionary 
is given a coherent linguistic description consist-
ing of: (i) the grammatical category for each con-
stituent of the MWE: noun (N), Verb (V), adjec-
tive (A), preposition (PREP), determiner (DET), 
adverb (ADV), conjunction (CONJ); (ii) one or 
more inflectional and/or derivational paradigms 
(e.g. how to conjugate verbs, how to nominalise 
them), preceded by the tag +FLX; (iii) one or 
more syntactic properties (e.g. “+transitive” or 
+N0VN1PREPN2); (iv) one or more semantic 
properties (e.g. distributional classes such as 
“+Human”, domain classes such as “+Politics”); 
(v) the translation into Italian.  
The dictionary contains different types of MWE 
POS patterns. The main part of the dictionary 
consists of English phrasal verbs, support verb 
constructions, idiomatic expressions and colloca-
tions together with their Italian translations. 
 
Intransitive Verbs:  
 
[VIntrans+ADJ]  
lie,V+FLX=LIE+JM+FXC+Intrans+ADJ=“flat”+IT
=“sdraiarsi”  
  
[VIntrans+PART]  
bear,V+FLX=BEAR+JM+FXC+Intrans+PART= 
“down”+IT=“avanzare”  
  
[VIntrans+PART+PREP+N2]  
break,V+FLX=SPEAK+JM+FXC+Intrans+ 
PART=“off”+PREP=“from”+N2=“work”+IT “in-
terrompere il lavoro”  
  
[VIntrans+PART+PREP+Ving]  
break,V+FLX=SPEAK+JM+FXC+Intrans+ PART= 
“off”+PREP=“from”+VG+IT=“smettere di Vinf”  
  
[VIntrans+PREP+N2]  
account,V+FLX=ASK+JM+FXC+Intrans+PREP 
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=“for”+N2+IT=“spiegare N2”  
  
Transitive Verbs:  
 
[VTrans+N1]  
advance,V+FLX=LIVE+JM+FXC+Trans+N1= “rea-
son”+IT=“esporre N1” 
  
[VTrans+ADJ+N1]  
break,V+FLX=SPEAK+JM+FXC+Trans+N1+ ADJ= 
"free”+IT=“liberare N1”  
  
[VTrans+PART+N1]  
bring,V+FLX=BRING+JM+FXC+Trans+PART= 
“up”+N1=“question”+IT=“sollevare N1(problema)”  
  
[VTrans+PART+N1+PREP+N2]  
bring,V+FLX=BRING+JM+FXC+Trans+PART=“ba
ck”+N1+PREP=“from”+N2=“memory”+IT= 
“richiamare a N2(mente)“  
  
[VTrans +N1+PREP+N2]  
break,V+FLX=SPEAK+JM+FXC+Trans+N1= 
news”+PREP=“to”+N2Hum+IT=“comunicare N1 a 
N2”  
  
[VTrans+N1+PREP+Ving]  
bar,V+FLX=ADMIT+JM+FXC+Trans+N1Hum+PR
EP=“from”+VG+IT=“impedire a N1 di Vinf” 
5 Grammars 
Syntactic or semantic grammars (.nog files) are 
used to recognise and annotate expressions in 
texts, e.g. to tag noun phrases, certain syntactic 
constructs or idiomatic expressions, extract cer-
tain expressions (name of companies, expressions 
of dates, addresses, etc.), or disambiguate words 
by filtering out some lexical or syntactic annota-
tions in the text.  
These grammars recognise different types of 
MWEs, such as frozen and semi-frozen units, and 
are particularly useful with discontinuous MWEs 
(Machonis, 2008 and Silberztein, 2008). 
It is possible: (i) to identify MWEs of different 
types in texts by means of specific local gram-
mars, (ii) annotate texts with the corresponding 
translations of the identified MWEs, (iii) export 
the annotated texts in XML.  
Annotated texts can be used in this way for in-
stance for SMT training purposes.  
Once texts are annotated, they can be exported as 
XML files, like in the following example: 
 
He <EXPV TYPE="JM" IT="rinunciare a"> aban-
dons</EXPV> the <EXPN IT="appello"> ap-
peal</EXPN>.  
 
He <EXPV TYPE="JM" IT="rinunciare 
a">abandons</EXPV> the <EXPN IT="speranza"> 
hope</EXPN>.  
 
He <EXPV TYPE="JM" IT="acquisire ">ac-
quires</EXPV> a <EXPN IT="conoscenza"> 
knowledge</EXPN> of the specific domain. 
6 Future work 
For future work, we plan to further investigate 
MWEs in particular with respect to cross-
linguistic asymmetries and translational equiva-
lences.  
Our final goal is to integrate MWE treatment in 
either data-driven or hybrid approaches to MT in 
order to achieve high quality translation by com-
bining probabilistic and linguistic information.  
However, to achieve this goal, we must devise 
efficient strategies for representing deep attributes 
and semantic properties for MWEs in a cross-
linguistic perspective. 
7 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the focus of this research for the 
coming years will be to improve the results ob-
tained so far and to extend the research work to 
provide a more comprehensive methodology for 
MWE processing in MT and translation technol-
ogies, taking into account not only the analysis 
phase but also the generation one. 
This experiment provides, on the one hand, an 
investigation of a broad variety of combinations 
of MWE types and an exemplification of their 
behaviour in texts extracted from different corpo-
ra and, on the other hand, a representation method 
that foresees the interaction of an electronic dic-
tionary and a set of local grammars to efficiently 
handle different types of MWEs and their proper-
ties in MT as well as in other types of NLP appli-
cations.  
This research work has therefore produced two 
main results in the field of MWE processing so 
far:  
 the development of a first version of an 
English-Italian electronic dictionary, spe-
cifically devoted to different MWEs 
types,  
 the analysis of a first set of specific 
MWE structures from a semanto-
syntactic point of view and the develop-
ment of local grammars for the identifica-
tion of continuous and discontinuous 
MWEs in the form of FST/FSA. 
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Abstract
English. This work presents ALCIDE
(Analysis of Language and Content In a
Digital Environment), a new platform for
Historical Content Analysis. Our aim is
to improve Digital Humanities studies in-
tegrating methodologies taken from hu-
man language technology and an easily
understandable data structure representa-
tion. ALCIDE provides a wide collection
of tools that go beyond simple metadata
indexing, implementing functions of tex-
tual analysis such as named entity recog-
nition, key-concept extraction, lemma and
string-based search and geo-tagging.
Italiano. Questo articolo presenta AL-
CIDE (Analysis of Language and Con-
tent In a Digital Environment), una
nuova piattaforma per l’analisi di doc-
umenti storici. Il nostro obiettivo e`
quello di migliorare la ricerca nell’ambito
dell’ Informatica Umanistica integrando
metodologie mutuate dalle tecnologie del
linguaggio con la rappresentazione intu-
itiva di strutture dati complesse. ALCIDE
offre una vasta gamma di strumenti per
l’analisi testuale che vanno oltre la sem-
plice indicizzazione dei metadati: ad es-
empio, il riconoscimento di nomi propri
di entita`, estrazione di concetti, ricerca
basata su lemmi e stringhe, geo-tagging.
1 Introduction
In this paper we present ALCIDE (Analysis of
Language and Content In a Digital Environment),
a new platform for Historical Content Analysis.
Our aim is to improve Digital Humanities stud-
ies implementing both methodologies taken from
human language technology and an easily under-
standable data structure representation. ALCIDE
provides a wide collection of tools that go be-
yond text indexing, implementing functions of
textual analysis such as: named entities recogni-
tion (e.g. identification of names of persons and
locations within texts, key-concept extraction, tex-
tual search and geotagging). Every function and
information provided by ALCIDE is time bounded
and all query functions are related to this feature;
the leitmotif of the portal can be summarized as:
“All I want to know related to a time period”.
Our work aims at providing a flexible tool com-
bining automatic semantic analysis and manual
annotation tailored to the temporal dimension of
documents. The ALCIDE platform currently sup-
ports corpus analysis of English and Italian docu-
ments.
2 Related Works
Recently, several projects for the textual analy-
sis of documents in the field of the Humanities
have been presented: some of them focus only
on temporal reasoning, e.g. Topotime1(Grossner
and Meeks, 2014) based on meta-data, whereas
others perform word frequency analysis with-
out a full exploitation of Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) techniques and temporal informa-
tion, e.g. WordSeer2 (Muralidharan and Hearst,
2013) and VOYANT (Rockwell, 2003)(Rockwell
et al., 2010). Similarly to ALCIDE, WMATRIX
(Rayson, 2008) is based on an automatic part-
of-speech (Garside, 1987) and a semantic tagger
(Rayson et al., 2004) for English to extract multi-
words expressions, lemma variants and key con-
cepts. With the only exception of key concept
clouds, however, WMATRIX does not provide
graphical visualizations of extracted data.
1http://kgeographer.com/wp/topotime/
2http://wordseer.berkeley.edu
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Figure 1: Sample of the XML input document
3 Data Preparation
ALCIDE allows the user to upload and perform
analyses on any kind of documents, on condition
that the documents are structured in XML accord-
ing to a specific rule set.
3.1 XML Format
To fully exploit all the features of ALCIDE, the
XML format must contain information about the
title, the date, the location and the other informa-
tion displayed in Fig. 1. A single XML file can
contain multiple documents identified by a unique
id. This allows users to upload an entire corpus at
once.
The data can be easily imported into a database
structure and given as input to NLP tools. In case
the documents are available in pdf format, they
need to be converted first into XML using, for in-
stance, the JPedal PDF Java Library3.
3.2 Data Processing
Once the documents are converted into XML and
uploaded in the platform, the imported XML data
is processed by TextPro4. TextPro is a NLP suite
for Italian and English developed at Fondazione
Bruno Kessler. It provides a pipeline of modules
for tokenization, sentence splitting, morphologi-
cal analysis, Part-of-Speech tagging, lemmatiza-
tion, multi-word recognition, keyword extraction,
chunking and named entity recognition(Pianta et
al., 2008).
Taking the text contained in the XML file as in-
put, TextPro returns the output of the analysis in a
tabular format, with one token (and relative infor-
mation) per line. When possible, TextPro modules
have been tailored to the historical domain, for in-
3http://sourceforge.net/projects/
jpedal/
4http://textpro.fbk.eu
stance the keyword extractor and the named entity
recognizer. However, we cannot expect the over-
all performance to be the same as for news data,
on which the system was trained. The Italian POS-
tagger, for instance, reached 0.98 accuracy on con-
temporary news stories (Pianta and Zanoli, 2007)
and 0.95 on a sample of Alcide De Gasperi’s writ-
ings (around 9,000 tokens written between 1906
and 1911).
3.3 Lemma Indexes
From the TextPro output, three different tempo-
ral indexes of lemmas are automatically created
by ALCIDE, one for nouns, one for verbs and one
for adjectives along with a timestamp. Indexing
the lemma allows the portal to retrieve every doc-
ument containing a certain word regardless of its
declination.
3.4 Database Structure
The database structure is the core of ALCIDE and
all the data presented in the graphical interface are
accessible by using a query system. Data are pro-
vided both by the XML files and the TextPro anal-
yses. The database is able to perform a large num-
ber of different queries in order to obtain the anal-
yses requested by the user. Examples of possible
queries are: the extraction of the documents pub-
lished in a particular time span, in a specific city or
containing a specific person name or key concept
in a certain period of time. The database approach
grants a good performance in case of multiple ac-
cess and offers the possibility to easily update the
data. Figure 2 shows that certain categories in the
database such as countries or key concept can be
used to group a set of documents. The database is
able to relate any category to each other and then
extend a category with the properties of the other
related object.
4 Platform Functionalities
All processes presented in the previous Section are
performed once. After the data is loaded and auto-
matically processed, the following functionalities
can be accessed through the web-based platform.
4.1 Geographical Distribution
The platform displays the geographical distribu-
tion of the documents (place of publication) and
allows the user to extract all the documents related
to a specific area (country or town) in a particular
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id INT
title VARCHAR(45)
date VARCHAR(45)
location VARCHAR(45)
url VARCHAR(45)
content VARCHAR(45)
file_name VARCHAR(45)
countries_id INT
keywords_id INT
Indexes
countries
id INT
country VARCHAR(45)
location VARCHAR(45)
code VARCHAR(45)
Indexes
keywords
id INT
keyword VARCHAR(45)
weight VARCHAR(45)
url VARCHAR(45)
frequency VARCHAR(45)
file_name VARCHAR(45)
Indexes
Figure 2: A simplified db graph of the structure
time span. To display data about the locations, the
platform uses the Google GeoChart library5.
4.2 Named Entity Recognition
The automatic extraction of person, location and
organization names rely on the EntityPro (Pianta
et al., 2008) module of TextPro. The module was
originally trained on contemporary newspaper sto-
ries, on which it reached a performance of 92.12
F1 for Persons and 85.54 for GPEs. However,
since the same tool obtained respectively 75.75
and 86.23 F1 on historical data (a set of Alcide De
Gasperi’s writings) a domain-specific adaptation
was necessary. This was carried out by compil-
ing black and white lists of common proper names
for the period of interest and exploiting the tool
in-built filtering functionality.
The data obtained is displayed together with the
documents to highlight the most relevant persons
in the text. It is also possible to query the system
in order to obtain all the documents related to a
specific entity or visualize in a graph the relevance
of an entity over time.
4.3 Keyword Extraction
Keyword extraction is provided by the KX mod-
ule embedded into the TextPro Suite. KX is a
system for key-phrase extraction (both single and
multi-word expressions) which exploits basic lin-
guistic annotation combined with simple statisti-
cal measures to select a list of weighted keywords
from a document (Pianta and Tonelli, 2010). KX
was initially developed to work on news, patent
documents and scientific articles. However, since
ALCIDE is typically meant to deal with historical
5https://developers.google.com/chart/
interactive/docs/gallery/geochart
corpora, we tailored key-words extraction to the
historians’ requirement giving a higher rank to ab-
stract concepts. This is done by boosting the rel-
evance of concepts with a specific ending (e.g. ’-
ism’, ’-ty’ in English and ’-ismo’, ’-itidine’ in Ital-
ian) usually expressing an abstract meaning. We
also gave higher priority to generic key-concepts
by boosting those expressed by single words.
Similarly to Named Entities, documents are dis-
played together with their most relevant keywords.
Moreover, the portal allows the user to query the
keywords characterizing a selected time span, the
documents related to a specific keyword and the
relevance of a keyword over the time.
4.4 Advanced Search Functions
One of the features we are interested in is to per-
form an efficient search of words or group of
words in the whole collection of documents. The
platform offers two main text search options. The
first one is a full text search that gives the possibil-
ity to search for the match of one or more specific
strings in a text. The second function performs
a lemma based search, that looks for documents
containing a specific verb, noun, or adjective in all
its forms giving a lemma in input (e.g. searching
for the verb fight the engine retrieves all the docu-
ment containing fight, fighting, fought, etc).
Both the search functions give the possibility to
perform the query in documents issued in a spe-
cific time span and to display in a graph the trend
of the target term usage over time.
5 Graphical Interface
The graphical interface was developed to represent
all previously mentioned data in an intuitive visu-
alization framework. The interface provides the
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Figure 3: Sample of Graphical Interface
possibility to easily change the time span to which
a search is referred. This feature is implemented
through a horizontal slider (Fig.3 a) to modify the
upper and the lower bound of a certain time period.
The list of the retrieved documents (Fig.3 b) is al-
ways visible and accessible in the main view. In
order to graphically represent the trend of an anal-
ysis (e.g. the document distribution or the num-
ber of mentions for a person) we use a line chart.
All the nodes in the graph (Fig.3 c) can be used
to query the system and retrieve the correspond-
ing documents. The ranked list of keywords and
entities is graphically represented by a horizontal
bar chart (Fig.3 d) and are sorted by relevance to
be easily identified by the user, as presented also
in previous works (Few, 2013). All the bars dis-
played in the chart can be used to perform addi-
tional analyses by filtering and retrieving the cor-
responding data, for instance to get all the docu-
ments containing a particular concept in a specific
time span.
Expert users can customize the set of meta-data
associated with the corpus (e.g. speech transcrip-
tion, propaganda materials, etc) and manually as-
sign them to the documents. The added tags are
stored in the database and can be further used to
perform new queries on the collection.
6 Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper we described the general workflow
and specific characteristics of the ALCIDE plat-
form.
In the future, we aim to improve the efficiency
of current functionalities and to add new ones such
as (i) identification of temporal expressions and
events (and the extraction of relations between
them), (ii) distributional semantic analysis (i.e.
quantification and categorization of semantic sim-
ilarities between linguistic elements) and (iii) sen-
timent analysis on statements and key-concepts.
ALCIDE is already online but it is password
protected. When the implementation stage
will be more advanced, we will make it freely
accessible and users will be allowed to upload
their corpora in Excel, XML or TEI format
and explore them with the platform. For the
moment a video of ALCIDE demo is available at
http://dh.fbk.eu/projects/alcide-
analysis-language-and-content-digi
tal-environment.
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Abstract 
English. Virtual Learning Communities offer 
new opportunities in education and set new 
challenges in Computer Supported Collabora-
tive Learning. In this study, a detailed lin-
guistic analysis in the discourse among the 
class members is proposed in five distinct test 
case scenarios, in order to detect whether a 
Virtual Class is a community or not. Com-
munities are of particular importance as they 
provide benefits to students and effectively 
improve knowledge perception. This analysis 
is focused on two axes: inner speech and col-
laborative learning as they both are basic fea-
tures of a community.  
Italiano. Le comunità di apprendimento vir-
tuale offrono nuove opportunità nel campo 
dell'istruzione e propongono nuove sfide 
nella Supported Collaborative Learning. In 
questo lavoro viene proposta, in cinque sce-
nari distinti di prova,  un'analisi linguistica 
dettagliata del discorso instaurato tra i mem-
bri di una classe. L'analisi è volta a rilevare 
se una classe virtuale sia o no una comunità. 
Le comunità sono di particolare importanza 
in quanto forniscono benefici per gli studenti 
e sono un modo efficace di migliorare la per-
cezione della conoscenza. Questa analisi è 
focalizzata su due assi: il discorso interiore e 
l'apprendimento collaborativo in quanto en-
trambi sono caratteristiche fondamentali di 
una comunità. 
1 Introduction 
Virtual Learning Communities (VLCs) consti-
tute an aspect of particular importance for Com-
puter Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL). 
The stronger the sense of community is, the more 
effectively is learning perceived, resulting in less 
isolation and greater satisfaction (Rovai, 2002; 
Daniel et al, 2003; Innes, 2007). Strong feelings 
of community provide benefits to students by 
increasing 1) the commitment to group goals, 2) 
collaboration among them and 3) motivation to 
learn (Rovai, 2002). Virtual Classes (VCs) are 
frequently created and embodied in the learning 
procedure (Dillenbourg and Fischer, 2007). Nev-
ertheless there are questions arising: Is every VC 
always a community as well? How can we detect 
the existence of a community? What are its idio-
syncratic properties? Sharing of knowledge 
within a community is achieved through shared 
codes and language (Daniel et al, 2003; Stahl, 
2000; Innes, 2007). Language is not only a 
communication tool; it also serves knowledge 
and information exchange (Dillenbourg and 
Fischer, 2007; Knipfer et al, 2009; Daniel et al, 
2003; Bielaczyc and Collins, 1999). Communi-
cation and dialogue are in a privileged position in 
the learning process due to the assumption that 
knowledge is socially constructed (Innes, 2007).  
Collaborative learning (CL) is strongly asso-
ciated with communities as it occurs when indi-
viduals are actively engaged in a community in 
which learning takes place through collaborative 
efforts (Stahl et al, 2006). This active engage-
ment is achieved through public discussion, 
which is a central way for a community to ex-
pand its knowledge (Bielaczyc and Collins, 
1999). Developing an understanding of how 
meaning is collaboratively constructed, pre-
served, and re-learned through the media of lan-
guage in group interaction, is a challenge for CL 
theory (Daniel et al, 2003;Wells, 2002; 
Warschauer, 1997; Koschmann, 1999). Inner 
speech (IS) is an esoteric mental language, usual-
ly not outerly expressed, having an idiosyncratic 
syntax. When outerly expressed, its structure 
consists of apparent lack of cohesion, extensive 
fragmentation and abbreviation compared to the 
outer (formal) language used in most everyday 
interactions. Clauses keep only the predicate and 
its accompanying words, while  the subject and 
its dependents are omitted. This does not lead to 
misunderstandings if the thoughts of the individ-
uals are in accordance (they form a community). 
The more identical the thoughts of the individu-
als are, the less linguistic cues are used 
(Vygotsky, 2008; Socolov, 1972).  
Various works using discourse analysis have 
been presented in the CSCL field: some of them 
focus on the role of dialogue (Wells, 2002), oth-
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ers examine the relationship between teachers 
and students (Blau et al., 1998; Veermans and 
Cesareni, 2005), while others focus on the type 
of the language used (Maness, 2008; Innes, 
2007), on knowledge building (Zhang et al., 
2007), or on the scripts addressed (Kollar et al., 
2005). Spanger et al. (2009) analyzed a corpus of 
referring expressions targeting to develop algo-
rithms for generating expressions in a situated 
collaboration. Other studies use machine learning 
techniques in order to build automated classifiers 
of affect in chat logs (Brooks, 2013). Rovai 
(2002), examined the relationship between the 
sense of community and cognitive learning in an 
online educational environment. Daniel et al. 
(2003) explored how the notions of social capital 
and trust can be extended in virtual communities.  
Unlike these studies, the proposed approach, 
for the first time to the authors' knowledge, takes 
into account the correlation between community 
properties and both inner speech and collabora-
tive learning features (Bielaczyc and Collins, 
1999) by applying linguistic analysis to the dis-
course among class members as a means for 
community detection. To this end, the discourse 
of four different types of VCs is analyzed and 
compared against non-conversational language 
use.  
2 Inner speech linguistic analysis model 
In a community, under certain conditions, the 
specific features of inner speech appear in outer 
(surface) speech (Socolov, 1972). The stronger 
the presence of inner speech, the more confident 
we are of the existence of a community. The 
stronger the specific mental action of inner 
speech is, the clearer the peculiarities of its syn-
tax structure appear (Vygotsky, 2008; Wiley, 
2006). A linguistic analysis based on the follow-
ing features is therefore proposed (Appendix A). 
In inner speech there is a common code for 
communication among the communicating par-
ties (Emerson, 1983) transforming the language 
genre and style, and making it more specific 
(IS1,IS2,IS3) (Vygotsky, 2008; Wiley, 2006). 
The main feature of inner speech is ellipticity 
(Vygotsky, 2008). The informal clauses (Ma-
ness, 2008; Pérez-Sabater, 2012), the clauses 
having no verb, the semantically abbreviated 
clauses being elliptical in meaning, the reduced 
use of subordination
1
 and of prepositional 
                                                 
1 In case subordinate clauses are used as an object, they are 
not to be taken into account, because they are essential for 
the meaning of the sentence. 
phrases and the average number of words in the 
clauses (Wiley, 2006) are features of ellipticity in 
the language. Punctuation is likely to be sparse 
as well (Brooks et al., 2013; Pérez-Sabater, 2012; 
Mannes, 2008). The word types used, are another 
indicator of inner speech. In inner speech, use of 
adverbs is not so essential, due to the com-
mon/mutual understanding (Emerson, 1983). 
Absence of adjectives makes the language ellip-
tical, ambiguous and general. In inner speech 
"adjectives and other modifiers can usually be 
dispensed with"(Wiley, 2006).  Use of Greeklish 
(informal written language, typing Greek words 
with Latin letters), informal words (shortened 
and simplified word forms, idioms, diminutives) 
and emoticons indicate informal communication, 
a basic feature of inner speech, (Brooks et al., 
2013;  Pérez-Sabater, 2012;  Mannes, 2008).   
 In inner speech, where common/mutual un-
derstanding exists, the message is definite and 
clear to the receiver (Emerson, 1983; Mairesse et 
al, 2007). Therefore the use of indefinite articles 
will be limited, while definite articles are likely 
to constitute the majority. Using additional terms 
(IS13,14,15,16), is essential for achieving formal 
communication, but not necessary for inner 
speech. Abbreviation is a core feature of inner 
speech (Vygotsky, 2008; Socolov, 1972; Wiley, 
2006). Metaphors are powerful for creating and 
exchanging rich sets of meaning (Daniel et al, 
2003). Use of abbreviation and metaphors re-
quire a prior common understanding between the 
sender and the receiver, indicating inner speech. 
In contrast, use of similes indicates a necessity 
for additional information. So, their absence is 
an indicator for inner speech. IS-20:The percent-
age of distinct words in the discourse within a 
community is usually restricted (Vygotsky, 
2008). Therefore, the vocabulary richness is poor 
(Wiley, 2006;  Mairesse et al, 2007).  
3 Collaborative learning linguistic 
analysis model 
Collaboration is considered to be the most im-
portant shared characteristic in VLCs (Daniel et 
al, 2003). Analysis of the discourse, among the 
members of a class, focused on specific charac-
teristics (Appendix B), can provide us with index 
marks of collaborative learning (CL).  
Use of verbs in the 1st person plural form 
constitutes an indicator of team action or 
knowledge that has been produced collaborative-
ly (Mc Millan and Chavis, 1986). Emotion is an 
elementary characteristic of the discourse within 
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a community (Mc Millan and Chavis, 1986; 
Brooks et al., 2013) and is directly related to in-
ner speech as well (Wiley, 2006). Emotion is 
distinguished between positive and negative. In 
the case of CL, the majority of the emotional 
words will express positive emotion, as there is 
strong correlation between the members' positive 
experience and the community bond (Mc Millan 
and Chavis, 1986; Mairesse et al, 2007). Com-
munity members feel the need to reward their 
partners for their effort (Bielaczyc and Collins, 
1999; Mc Millan and Chavis, 1986; Mairesse et 
al, 2007). Clauses of negation (containing nega-
tive words: no, not, don't) are likely to be less 
frequent as collaboration increases (Mairesse et 
al, 2007). Clauses of reason: their use shows that 
a member of a team respects his team (he is pro-
posing something, without giving orders). Use of 
familiarity words indicates the intimacy among 
the members of a team which has been trans-
formed into a community (Mairesse et al, 2007). 
In a VC where the students do not know each 
other before the creation of the class, this metric 
is a strong indication of the existence of a com-
munity. Use of inclusive words (like together, 
team, company, community) and social words 
(like friend, colleague, mate) offer an index of a 
feeling of membership (Mairesse et al, 2007) and 
provide an index mark for the existence of a 
community (Mairesse et al, 2007). Using pro-
nouns in the 1st person plural form indicates the 
sense of belonging to a team, the co-construction 
of knowledge and the feeling of sharing with 
others (Mc Millan and Chavis, 1986). The aver-
age number of 1st person pronouns to the total 
number of pronouns (CA12) and to the total 
number of personal and possessive pronouns 
(CA13) is therefore counted. 
4 Case studies and Results 
The five different learning communities used as 
case studies in this work are described in this 
section. Virtual class 1 (VC1) was created be-
tween an elementary school (ES:20 students, ag-
es 11-12) and a high school (HS:20 students, ag-
es 12-13) located in two different towns in 
Greece. The target of that project was the collab-
oration between the two classes in order to create 
a wiki about the location they live in. Students 
were divided into working groups of two or 
three. The teachers had a supporting and inspira-
tional role and tried to minimize their involve-
ment. Wikispaces was the collaborative platform 
used. During the project students were exchang-
ing communication messages via a special web 
page. Discourse in VC1 is divided in two sub-
groups (VC1.1, VC1.2) for the needs of the anal-
ysis. VC1.1 contains the discourse among the 
team members after having completed their task. 
Students expressed their impressions and feel-
ings for the already completed project. In this 
case, there was no problem to be solved and the 
students chatted in a more free frame. VC1.2 per-
tains to the discourse among the team members 
during the project. Virtual Class 2 (VC2) was 
created between two elementary schools (ES1 
and ES2: 20 students each, ages 11-12) located 
in different towns in Greece. ES1 students were 
the same ones described in VC1. Designing of 
this project was the same as in VC1. The two 
main differences that have to be mentioned were: 
i) the difference between the educative level of 
the students in VC1 which does not exist in this 
VC, and ii) the previous experience for the ES1 
students gained through their participation in 
VC1. Virtual class 3 (VC3):A real class was 
transformed into a virtual one through running a 
project using online collaborative tools. The tar-
get of the project was the creation of presenta-
tions for a national holiday. The students were 
the same of ES1 that joined in the two aforemen-
tioned VCs. Students were divided in groups of 
two or three. Teachers had an active instructive 
role. The selected environment was Google 
Drive. Two files were created in order to create a 
collaborative platform: one presentation file and 
one document file for the necessities of the 
communication among the group members. Stu-
dent's essay texts (ST): The results of the conver-
sational analysis (usually informal-Brooks, 2013; 
Bielaczyc and Collins, 1999) in the aforemen-
tioned VCs are compared against non-
conversational language use, in order to detect 
differences. For this reason, students' essay texts 
(ST) were used in the analysis. These texts are 
narrative and they were written by the students of 
ES1 that took part in the VCs. They were written 
within the linguistics course in their school 
throughout the same school year when the case 
studies took place, by 7 different students (4 
boys and 3 girls) out of a total of 20 in the class. 
They contain 3.577 words and 666 clauses, while 
VC1.1 had 210 and 52, VC1.2 had 453 and 106, 
VC2 had 471 and 102 and VC3 had 704 and 147 
respectively. In the analysis these essay texts 
were treated as a single corpus.  
Appendices C and D show the results for the 
two linguistic analysis models (percentage values 
for all aforementioned features). Statistical sig-
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nificance testing (two tailed independent t-test - 
Roussos and Tsaousis, 2006) was applied to de-
tect differences between every VC and the ST. 
Bold indicates significance at p<,05 level, italics 
at p<,02 level and asterisks at p<,01 level.  
5 Discussion 
VCs examined in this study were transformed 
into communities, providing students with the 
benefits of the community membership. In VC3 
which was a priori a community as the students 
had already been working as a team for seven 
years (from kindergarten till the 6th grade), the 
community existence was confirmed. Compari-
son between the VCs and the ST reveals that 
there are statistically significant differences in 
the language used. In VCs the language was 
mainly informal, elliptical in meaning and ab-
breviated (the basic features of inner speech). 
The students of these VCs collaborated enough 
and had the membership feeling. The active in-
structive role of the teachers affects the language 
and makes it more formal. There are differences 
in the language use between problem-based and 
non-problem based projects. The existence of a 
common code and the mutual understanding in 
communities was confirmed. Existence of emo-
tion among community members and their posi-
tive attitude was confirmed as well. 
6 Conclusion 
Applying linguistic analysis to the discourse 
among the members of a VC can provide us with 
useful results. Combining the result of the two 
categories (inner speech and collaboration) we 
can get strong indications of community exist-
ence. Furthermore, results of the analysis can 
help us improve the design of the VCs. However 
there is room for future research, e.g. applying 
this model and evaluating it on a larger corpus 
and different case studies. 
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Appendices 
IS1 Omission of 
Subjects 
IS2 Omission of 
Conjunction 
IS3 Informal clauses IS4 Omission of 
verbs 
IS5 Elliptical  claus-
es 
IS6 Words per 
clause 
IS7 Words per peri-
od 
IS8a Parenthesis 
IS8b Commas IS8c Question marks 
IS8d Dots IS8e Exclamation 
Marks 
IS8f Full stops IS8g Punctuation 
(total) 
IS9a Adverbs IS9b Adjectives 
IS9c Greeklish IS9d Informal words 
IS9e Emoticons IS10a Advs of place 
IS10b Advs of time IS10c Advs of manner 
IS10d Advs of certain-
ty 
IS10e Quantitative 
advs 
IS10f Interrogative 
advs 
IS10g Relative advs 
IS10h Viewpoint & 
commenting  
advs 
IS11a 
 
Subordinate 
clauses 
IS11b Prepositional 
phrases 
IS12a Definite arti-
cles/total 
IS12b indefin arti-
cles/total 
IS12c Articles/total 
words 
IS12d Articles/periods IS13 Apposition 
IS14 Epexegesis IS15 Additional terms 
in genitive case 
IS16 Additional terms 
in accusative 
case 
IS17 Abbreviations 
IS18 Metaphors IS19 Similes 
IS20 Word variety  
Appendix A. Inner Speech Analysis summary 
 
CA1 Verbs in 1st plural 
person 
CA2 Emotional 
clauses 
CA3 Rewarding clauses CA4 Clauses of 
negation 
CA5 Clauses of reason CA6 Familiarity 
words 
CA7 Inclusive words CA8 Social  words 
CA9 Emotional  words CA10 Positive emo-
tion 
CA11 Negative emotion CA12 Use of 1st 
person plural 
pronouns 
CA13 Use of 1st person plural pronouns 
Appendix B. Collaboration Analysis summary 
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Fea-
ture id 
VC 
1.1 
VC 
1.2 
VC 2 VC 3 ST 
CA-1 0,76* 0,43* 0,31* 0,03 0,16 
CA-2 0,33* 0,21 0,22 0,10 0,05 
CA-3 0,02 0,16* 0,16 0,06 0 
CA-4 0* 0,03 0,07 0,06 0,05 
CA-5 0,29* 0,02 0,01 0,01 0,02 
CA-6 0,33* 0,05* 0,02 0,04 0 
CA-7 0,01 0 0 0 0 
CA-8 0,06 0 0,01 0,02 0 
CA-9 0,18* 0,10* 0,07 0,04 0,02 
CA-10 1,00* 0,55 0,94 0,68 0,65 
CA-11 0* 0,45 0,06 0,32 0,35 
CA-12 0,33 0,44 0,68* 0 0,08 
CA-13 0,34 0,47 0,70* 0 0,10 
Appendix C. Results for collaborative linguis-
tic analysis model 
(Bold indicates significance at p<,05 level, italics 
at p<,02 level and asterisks at p<,01 level) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Feature 
id 
VC 
1.1 
VC 1.2 VC 2 VC 3 ST 
IS-1 0,88 0,92* 0,85 0,51 0,67 
IS-2 0 0,02 0,12 0,14 0,03 
IS-3 0,23 0,75* 0,58* 0,69* 0 
IS-4 0,04 0,21* 0,25* 0,14 0,01 
IS-5 0,12 0,57* 0,34* 0,61* 0,04 
IS-6 4,04* 4,27* 4,62* 4,79 5,37 
IS-7 12,35 7,08* 7,03* 8,09* 12,82 
IS-8.a 0 0 0,03 0,01 0 
IS-8.b 0,02* 0,08* 0,02* 0,14 0,18 
IS-8.c 0,02 0,03 0,20 0,07 0 
IS-8.d 0,02 0,03 0,02 0,02 0 
IS-8.e 0,52 0,28* 0,15 0,06 0,02 
IS-8.f 0,13* 0,26* 0,24* 0,25 0,40 
IS-8.g 0,71 0,68 0,65 0,54 0,61 
IS-9.a 0,12 0,07 0,06 0,06 0,06 
IS-9.b 0,01* 0,07 0,04 0,08 0,09 
IS-9.c 0 0 0,13 0,01 0 
IS-9.d 0,02 0,06* 0,07* 0,08 0 
IS-9.e 0 0 0 0 0 
IS-10.a 0,16 0,18 0,33 0,26 0,16 
IS-10.b 0* 0,12 0* 0,09 0,34 
IS-10.c 0,28 0,24 0,07* 0,26 0,23 
IS-10.d 0 0 0 0 0 
IS-10.e 0,56 0,39 0,30 0,33 0,27 
IS-10.f 0 0 0 0 0 
IS-10.g 0 0,03 0 0 0,01 
IS-10.h 0 0,03 0,30 0,05 0 
IS-11.a 0,29 0,12 0,14 0,07* 0,23 
IS-11.b 0,25 0,21 0,25 0,29 0,36 
IS-12.a 1,00* 0,98 0,97* 0,94 0,88 
IS-12.b 0* 0,02 0,03* 0,06 0,12 
IS-12.c 0,09 0,12 0,12* 0,16 0,15 
IS-12.d 1,12 0,84* 0,87* 1,26* 1,90 
IS-13 0 0 0 0 0 
IS-14 0,02 0 0,01 0,01 0,01 
IS-15 0* 0,01* 0* 0,02 0,03 
IS-16 0* 0* 0* 0* 0,01 
IS-17 0 0 0,02 0,04 0 
IS-18 0* 0* 0,04 0,12 0,04 
IS-19 0 0 0 0 0,02 
IS-20 0,34 0,39 0,36 0,38 0,50 
IS-20 Average of VCs: 0,37* 0,50 
Appendix D. Results for IS linguistic analysis 
model 
(Bold indicates significance at p<,05 level, italics 
at p<,02 level and asterisks at p<,01 level) 
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Abstract 
Italiano. Il lavoro presenta i risultati di 
un lavoro di classificazione e analisi lin-
guistica degli errori di un sistema di ri-
conoscimento automatico (ASR), prodot-
to da Cedat’85. Si tratta della prima fase 
di una ricerca volta alla messa a punto di 
strategie di riduzione dell’errore. 
English. The research project aims to 
analyze and evaluate the errors generat-
ed by Cedat 85’s automatic speech 
recognition system (ASR), in order to de-
velop new strategies for error reduction. 
The first phase of the project, which is 
explored in this paper, consists of a lin-
guistic annotation, classification and 
analysis of errors. 
1 Introduzione 
Il progetto di ricerca è nato da una collaborazio-
ne fra l’Università di Salerno e Cedat 85, azienda 
leader in Italia nel settore del trattamento auto-
matico del parlato. Lo scopo del progetto è una 
valutazione accurata degli errori prodotti da un 
sistema di trascrizione automatica del parlato 
(ASR), passati al setaccio di una più fine analisi 
linguistica e successiva metadatazione.  
La stima più utilizzata del word error rate 
(WER) di un sistema ASR è calcolata in maniera 
automatica e si basa sull'analisi di una trascrizio-
ne manuale (allineata al segnale) e la relativa 
trascrizione ottenuta dal sistema ASR. Su questo 
confronto vengono individuate le parole errate 
(Substitutions), quelle mancanti (Deletetions) e 
quelle erroneamente inserite (Insertions) nonché 
le parole totali (N) per una valutazione: 
WER  = (S+D+I)x100 
N 
Questa stima non entra nel merito della causa né 
della rilevanza dell’errore, costituendo piuttosto 
un riferimento di massima per una valutazione 
grossolana di un sistema ASR, senza alcuna indi-
cazione sulla sua reale utilità e adeguatezza, né 
sulle possibilità di intervento e miglioramento. 
Gran parte dei sistemi ASR di ultima generazio-
ne, che lavorano su parlato spontaneo, utilizzano 
tecnologie ed algoritmi che possono sfruttare al 
meglio l'enorme potenza di calcolo attualmente 
disponibile, ma differiscono in modo rilevante 
nella scelta dei parametri, dei passi intermedi, nei 
criteri di selezione dei candidati più probabili, 
negli strumenti per il trattamento dei dati di ad-
destramento. Un criterio ‘qualitativo’, oltre che 
quantitativo, di valutazione degli errori si rende 
necessario per un adeguamento del sistema 
all'ambiente di riferimento, e per l’indicazione su 
eventuali interventi migliorativi. 
Studi recenti, sia di ambito tecnologico che lin-
guistico e psicolinguistico, indicano correlazioni 
tra errori e frequenza nel vocabolario o nell’uso 
delle parole, velocità d’eloquio, ambiguità (omo-
fonia) e confondibilità acustica (coppie minime e 
sub-minime). Mancano tuttavia studi sistematici 
che prendano in considerazione la correlazione 
con classi morfo-lessicali, strutture fonologiche e 
sillabiche, sequenze sintagmatiche, ordine dei 
costituenti e soprattutto, fattori prosodici. 
In questo contributo presentiamo una prima parte 
dei risultati di una ricerca più ampia sul peso di 
questi fattori, soffermandoci sui criteri della clas-
sificazione linguistica dei dati e sulle correlazioni 
ottenute tra presenza (e tipo) di errore e categorie 
fono-morfologiche e morfo-sintattiche.  
2 Corpus e metodo di analisi 
Cedat 85 ha messo a disposizione un corpus di 
registrazioni audio (che chiameremo test set, v. 
§2.2) con relative trascrizioni manuali e trascri-
zioni prodotte automaticamente dal proprio si-
stema ASR. Su questi dati è stato calcolato il 
word error rate (WER) in modo automatico, 
grazie al tool Sclite, componente del pacchetto 
Speech Recognition Scoring Toolkit (SCTK) rea-
lizzato dal National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST). 
Sono inoltre stati messi a disposizione il phone 
set e il dizionario utilizzati dal sistema ASR. 
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2.1 Il sistema ASR 
Il sistema per il riconoscimento automatico del 
parlato continuo di Cedat 85 è un sistema di ul-
tima generazione, speaker independent (che 
quindi non richiede addestramento specifico sul-
la singola voce), basato su modelli statistici di 
tipo markoviano1. Nel sistema ASR analizzato la 
decodifica del parlato avviene grazie a due mo-
duli che interagiscono fra loro: un ‘modello acu-
stico’, deputato al riconoscimento dei suoni si-
gnificativi all’interno del segnale, e un ‘modello 
di linguaggio’, cui spetta l’individuazione di pa-
role singole (unigrammi) e sequenze di parole 
(bigrammi e trigrammi). Entrambi i moduli si 
basano su un dizionario (lessicale e fonologico). 
I modelli acustici per la lingua italiana sono stati 
addestrati su centinaia di ore di parlato prove-
niente da vari ambienti sia microfonici, sia tele-
fonici. Sono stati messi a punto diversi modelli 
di linguaggio, dal politico al televisivo, dalle le-
zioni universitarie al giudiziario. 
2.2 Il test set 
Il test set sottoposto ad analisi è suddiviso in 4 
subset appartenenti a 4 diversi domini; 3 di tipo 
microfonico (politico, televisivo, giudiziario) e 
uno di tipo telefonico (sms vocali e telefonate di 
call center). I subset microfonici ammontano a 
circa 25min. di parlato ognuno, mentre il subset 
telefonico è composto da 109 messaggi vocali e 
20 min. circa di interazioni di call center. 
Su tale test set è stato calcolato il WER, suddivi-
so nelle tre categorie di errori: Insertion (I), De-
letion (D), Substitution (S). 
2.3 Metodo di classificazione 
L’indagine è stata svolta in 3 fasi. Nella fase pre-
liminare le categorie del WER sono state scorpo-
rate sui 4 diversi domini.  
Nella seconda fase si è proceduto alla cataloga-
zione degli errori per ogni dominio secondo il 
sistema di metadatazione linguistica (descritto in 
§3). L’analisi uditiva è stata corredata da una 
minima osservazione spettrografica. Per ciascuna 
stringa è stato effettuato il confronto puntuale tra 
le due trascrizioni per ogni item marcato da erro-
re; l’etichettatura ha riguardato sempre 
l’elemento del Reference text (trascrizione ma-
nuale), fatta eccezione per i casi di ‘inserzione’ 
in cui è stato marcato l’elemento inserito dal si-
                                                
1 Il sistema è attualmente impiegato in numerose applica-
zioni e servizi già commercializzati da Cedat 85. 
 
stema automatico. A valle dell’etichettatura, so-
no stati scorporati dal WER tutti i casi di ‘falso 
errore’, attribuibili a incomprensione o refusi del 
trascrittore umano. Il calcolo delle correlazioni 
riguarda quindi il corpus ‘epurato’. 
Infine, in una terza fase è stato effettuato un PoS-
tagging di tutti i testi di riferimento dei 4 subset, 
allo scopo di ‘pesare’ i dati delle correlazioni 
individuate tra errore e categorie lessicali e rica-
vare indicazioni più puntuali e impiegabili per 
future ottimizzazioni del modello. 
3 Il sistema di annotazione 
Il modello di annotazione linguistica è stato pro-
gettato dal Laboratorio di Linguistica Applicata 
dell’Università di Salerno, mettendo a punto un 
sistema di metadatazione che prende in esame 
diverse caratteristiche. Schematicamente possia-
mo distinguere tra tre tipi di categorizzazione: 1) 
lessicale (Pos), ulteriormente articolata al suo 
interno; 2) ‘morfologica’ (implicata esclusiva-
mente per alcune PoS); 3) ‘fonetico-fonologica’. 
Di seguito si presenta l’elenco delle categorie del 
modello e relativi valori che ognuna può assume-
re. Tutte le etichette si riferiscono alle parole gra-
fiche (unigrammi) considerate dal sistema. 
Error Type: indica il tipo di errore secondo il sistema di 
misurazione automatica; può assumere i valori di 
I(nsertion), D(eletion), S(ubstitution). 
Error Category: indica la categoria lessicale della parola 
oggetto dell’errore; assume i valori di Noun (N), Verb (V), 
Adjective (Adj), Adverb (Adv), FunctionWord (FW) and 
Other (O); quest’ultima categoria marca fenomeni di di-
sfluenza, ripetizioni, false partenze e simili. 
Error Subcategory: prevede una sottocategorizzazione 
sintattico-semantica delle PoS maggiori e una capillare de-
scrizione delle parole funzionali, delle esitazioni e altri fe-
nomeni (marcatori discorsivi, false partenze, autocorrezio-
ni, ripetizioni, pause piene, lapsus, errate pronunce). 
Verb + Clitics: assume valore ‘True’ (T) nel caso in cui il 
target dell’errore sia una forma verbale con clitico pronomi-
nale (es: dimmi). 
Derivate: indica se il target dell’errore in questione è una 
parola derivata, e quindi presenta affissazione; i valori pos-
sibili per questo campo sono ‘P’,‘S’ e ‘P+S’.  
Position: riferisce la posizione di Avverbio rispetto a Verbo 
e Aggettivo rispetto a Nome; assume valori ‘Pre’ e ‘Post’. 
Morphological Complexity: indica il grado di composizio-
ne morfologica della parola target secondo una ‘scala di 
morfo-complessità’ calcolata partendo dal lessema-base e 
aggiungendo +1 per ogni nuovo morfema, ad esempio:  
industria 1 
industri-ale 2 
industri-al-izzare 3 
industri-al-izza-zione 4 
de-industri-al-izza-zione 5 
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Phonological Length: indica la lunghezza in fonemi del 
target di errore, basata sulla trascrizione fonologica del vo-
cabolario di riferimento. 
Syllabic Length: indica la lunghezza in sillabe fonologiche 
del target di errore. 
Accentual Type: indica il tipo accentuale del target di erro-
re: tronco, piano, sdrucciolo, bisdrucciolo. 
Omophones: indica la possibile esistenza di omofoni per la 
parola target; assume valori booleani (t/f). 
Minimal Pairs: indica la possibile esistenza di coppie mi-
nime con la parola target; assume valori booleiani (t/f). 
Alcune delle categorie sopra elencate presentano 
evidenti correlazioni in partenza: la presenza di 
clitico pronominale sul verbo o di affissazione, 
ad esempio, implica complessità morfologica e 
può comportare maggiore lunghezza fonologica 
e sillabica, nonché influenzare il tipo accentuale. 
Ciononostante, ogni parametro è stato valutato 
separatamente, per poter a posteriori verificare la 
concomitanza di più fattori critici. 
4 Primi risultati 
In questa prima analisi dei risultati riportiamo 
solo le correlazioni rivelatesi significative e so-
prattutto adeguate ad avanzare ipotesi utili per 
indirizzare le indagini successive. I valori nelle 
tabelle si intendono come percentuali sul totale 
degli errori del corpus di controllo. 
La prima verifica linguistica riguarda la distribu-
zione dell’errore nelle diverse categorie lessicali, 
che mostra una situazione omogenea, diversa 
solo per il dominio telefonico. 
 N V ADJ ADV FW O 
politico 11,2 11,6 5,1 3,8 29,3 38,7 
media 15,8 18,7 2,5 3,2 25,7 34,2 
giustizia 7,7 17,7 2,6 3,5 33,2 35,2 
telefonico 17,6 21,4 3,6 8,1 33,8 15,3 
Tabella 1. Distribuzione di Error category nei 4 subset.  
I dati in tab.12 evidenziano una pesante concen-
trazione dell’errore per la classe delle parole fun-
zionali (FW) e delle produzioni disfluenti (O), 
oscillante tra il 30 e 38%. Tra le parti variabili 
del discorso sono scarsamente affetti da errore 
aggettivi e avverbi (fatta eccezione per il corpus 
telefonico), mentre una percentuale leggermente 
più alta si registra nella classe dei e, per i corpora 
TV e Telefonico, anche per la classe dei nomi. 
I successivi dati significativi ci sembra riguardi-
no la correlazione tra percentuale di errore e 
complessità morfologica, sillabica e fonologica 
(le ultime valutate in termini di ‘lunghezza’). Le 
tabb.2 e 3 riportano in dettaglio i dati delle prime 
due categorie (mentre è più difficile riassumere i 
                                                
2 Le tendenze regolari sono segnalate in grassetto, mentre le celle 
ombreggiate evidenziano dati in controtendenza. 
dati sulla lunghezza fonologica, altamente varia-
bile e disomogenea):  
 0 1 2 3 4 5 
politico 39,1 38,7 21,4 0,8 - - 
media 29,6 51,8 14,1 3,9 0,7 - 
giustizia 35,2 34,3 24,4 5,4 0,6 - 
telefonico 10,3 42,2 38,0 9,2 0,2 0,2 
Tabella 2. Distribuzione del WER nella categoria 
Morpho_complex dei 4 subset (con valore di morfocomplessi-
tà 0 sono state indicate le esitazioni e i fenomeni di di-
sfluenza). 
Appare netta, dunque, un’elevata concentrazione 
di errori per le parole a bassa complessità morfo-
logica (0-2), mentre quasi nulla per parole con 
valore di complessità morfologica superiore a 5. 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 
politico 10,2 33,9 28,8 13,6 10,2 3,4 
media 11,1 35,6 17,8 15,6 20,0 - 
giustizia 8,3 33,3 38,9 8,3 8,3 - 
telefonico 14,3 43,9 26,5 9,2 4,08 2 
Tabella 3. Distribuzione del WER nella categoria Syllabic 
length dei 4 subset. 
In ultimo, sembra emergere una tendenza 
dell’errore (con poche eccezioni) a diminuire in 
modo direttamente proporzionale all’aumentare 
della lunghezza della parola: le parole bi- e tri-
sillabiche concentrano, in media, oltre il 30% di 
errori per tutti i corpora; solo le parole monosil-
labiche contrastano questa tendenza generale. I 
dati sulla lunghezza fonologica indicano più af-
fette da errore le parole costituite da 1 a 5 fonemi 
(fin oltre il 60% per quelle monofonematiche). 
L’errore, dunque, si concentra sulle parole di 
lunghezza medio-bassa e a ridotta complessità 
morfologica, per ridursi poi in modo significati-
vo nelle parole più complesse e più lunghe. Le 
due categorie PoS maggiormente affette da erro-
re di riconoscimento (FW e O) sono, infatti, an-
che quelle che correlano con bassi o nulli valori 
di complessità morfologica e numero di fonemi. 
Un ulteriore conteggio si rende però necessario 
per valutare il peso e l’incidenza del WER sulle 
diverse categorie lessicali. In tabella 4 riportiamo 
i dati di frequenza delle diverse PoS rispetto 
all’intero corpus, mentre in tabella 5 le percen-
tuali di errore ricalcolate su questo insieme: 
 N V ADJ ADV FW O 
politico 23,3 14,9 10,3 7,5 35,8 8,2 
media 28,5 15,9 9,2 6,5 36,7 3,1 
giustizia 20,3 20,3 7,0 9,8 36,3 6,2 
telefonico 21,7 19,5 6,9 13,1 31,2 7,7 
Tabella 4. Dati del PoS tagging su tutte le parole dei 4 subset. 
 
 N V ADJ ADV FW O 
politico 7,3 11,8 7,6 7,7 12,4 73 
media 4.0 8,5 2,0 3,5 5,1 82,3 
giustizia 5,5 12,4 5,2 5,0 13,0 83,3 
telefonico 27,3 38,8 17,5 20,7 36,4 66,2 
Tabella 5. Incidenza dell’errore ricalcolata sul totale delle paro-
le del corpus divise in categorie. 
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Le PoS maggiormente affette da errore (FW e O, 
tab.1) hanno distribuzione frequenziale molto 
diversa nel corpus (tab.4): le prime, com’era pre-
vedibile, mostrano un alto numero di occorrenze 
(con frequenza >30%, direttamente seguite dai 
Nomi); le seconde, invece, sono poco frequenti 
rispetto al totale delle parole del test set (solo il 
3-8%). Ne deriva che l’incidenza dell’errore (ta-
bella 5) è molto più significativa nel secondo 
caso, raggiungendo livelli anche molto maggiori 
dei 2/3 degli items (tra il 66 e l’83% del totale). 
5 Considerazioni preliminari 
Sebbene i risultati sopra esposti rappresentino 
un’elaborazione parziale dei dati dell’analisi del 
WER condotta nella ricerca, essi consentono di 
avanzare alcune considerazioni preliminari a fu-
ture e più approfondite valutazioni.  
In primo luogo, volendo misurare globalmente 
l’efficienza del sistema di trascrizione basato su 
ASR, occorre interpretare i dati inclusi in tabella 
5, che mostrano percentuali di errore basse o tra-
scurabili, comprese tra il 2% e il 13%, equamen-
te suddivise per tutte le PoS. Fa eccezione il do-
minio ‘telefonico’ (per il quale v.oltre). Se una 
buona parte del WER complessivo (>25%) inci-
de sulla categoria delle FW di un testo (tab.1), è 
pur vero che essa ha valori di frequenza altissimi 
che normalizzano l’incidenza dei mancati rico-
noscimenti del sistema, rendendola comparabile 
ad altre PoS, nonostante la loro minore comples-
sità morfologica ed estensione fonologica.  
Questo dato è d’altronde coerente col funziona-
mento del sistema ASR, nel quale agiscono, 
compensandosi, il modello acustico, che ricono-
sce con maggiore accuratezza parole dotate di 
maggior ‘corpo fonico’, e il modello di linguag-
gio, che fornisce miglior supporto sulle stringhe 
di parole più ricorrenti, riuscendo ad integrare il 
riconoscimento di parole grammaticali dove 
l’informazione acustica è più carente (anche per 
fenomeni di coarticolazione e ipoarticolazione). 
Una valutazione diversa va riservata ai Nomi, 
che mostrano un comportamento parzialmente 
oscillante: concentrano, infatti, percentuali varia-
bili del WER (tab.1), anche se la loro incidenza 
appare normalizzata nel rapporto tra loro fre-
quenza assoluta (22-28% sull’intero corpus) e i 
casi di mancato riconoscimento (tra il 4 e il 7%). 
In ogni caso, come classe aperta, essi sono in 
genere meno prevedibili e maggiormente specifi-
ci rispetto a ciascun dominio: richiedono pertanto 
una massiccia ‘personalizzazione’ del vocabola-
rio (implementazione effettuata con addestra-
mento sullo specifico dominio), più semplice su 
alcuni domini a lessico meno variabile (politico e 
giudiziario), più aleatoria su domini più liberi.  
Risulta così che un’incidenza davvero significa-
tiva del WER si ottiene unicamente nella classe 
etichettata come O(ther) che racchiude in genere 
fenomeni di disfluenza del parlato costituiti da 
espressioni non lessicali, esitazioni, parole inter-
rotte o mal pronunciate; elementi non inclusi nel 
vocabolario né considerati nel modello di lin-
guaggio e quindi soggetti a errori di riconosci-
mento quasi per default. Va considerata, inoltre, 
l’alta variabilità delle possibili forme che essi 
assumono nella trascrizione ortografica manuale, 
dove è inevitabile un elevato tasso di interpreta-
zione e resa grafica soggettiva, in mancanza di 
un modello di trascrizione standardizzato. Dal 
confronto tra queste rese variabili e il tentativo 
del sistema ASR di associarle ad entrate del vo-
cabolario acusticamente più ‘vicine’ deriva l’alto 
tasso di WER ad esse associato (>35% del WER 
complessivo, >66% sul totale delle occorrenze). 
A parte quest’ultimo dato, dunque, l’errore non 
sembra essere correlato significativamente a par-
ticolari categorie lessicali, quanto piuttosto 
all’estensione e al ‘corpo’ delle parole: unità les-
sicali più estese, infatti, contengono maggiori 
informazioni acustiche e devono competere con 
un minor numero di candidati simili. 
6 Conclusioni e sviluppi successivi 
A valle di questa preliminare fase di analisi ci 
sembra si possa azzardare una prima conclusione 
importante: la valutazione quantitativa del word 
error rate sovrastima le falle di riconoscimento 
di un sistema ASR. La metadatazione linguistica 
effettuata e la successiva valutazione qualitativa 
normalizza i dati del WER e reindirizza la mag-
gior quota verso fenomeni non lessicali, impre-
vedibili quanto poco significativi per la misura 
dell’efficienza del sistema. In quest’ambito, ol-
tretutto, l’indecisione e la confusione di resa gra-
fica sono pressoché pari per la trascrizione auto-
matica e quella manuale. Ciò nonostante, il peso 
degli errati riconoscimenti di questi segmenti può 
essere ridotto adottando uno schema di annota-
zione più fine, sia in termini di norme più salde 
per i trascrittori, sia come modello per il sistema 
ASR. Ci limitiamo infine a ipotizzare che alcuni 
secondari interventi sul phone set, 
l’arricchimento del vocabolario con le varianti 
fonetiche possibili, e un migliore trattamento dei 
fenomeni prosodici potrebbero migliorare di 
qualche grado le prestazioni del sistema. 
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Abstract 
English. Increasing amounts of sources 
about World War I (WWI) are nowadays 
available in digital form. In this paper, 
we illustrate the automatic creation of a 
NE-annotated domain corpus used to 
adapt an existing NER to Italian WWI 
texts. We discuss the annotation of the 
training and test corpus and provide re-
sults of the system evaluation. 
Italiano. Negli ultimi anni, si sono resi 
disponibili in formato digitale un numero 
sempre maggiore di materiali riguardan-
ti la Prima Guerra Mondiale. In questo 
lavoro illustriamo la creazione automati-
ca di un corpus di addestramento per 
adattare un NER esistente a testi italiani 
sulla Prima Guerra Mondiale e presen-
tiamo i risultati della valutazione del no-
stro sistema addestrato sul nuovo corpus. 
1 Introduction 
Increasing amounts of sources about World War 
I (WWI) are nowadays available in digital form. 
The centenary of the Great War is also going to 
foster this trend, with new historical sources be-
ing digitized. This wealth of digital documents 
offers us an unprecedented possibility to achieve 
a multidimensional and multiperspectival insight 
on war events, understanding how soldiers and 
citizens of different countries and social condi-
tions experienced and described the events in 
which they were involved together, albeit on op-
posite fronts and with different roles. Grasping 
this unique opportunity however calls for ad-
vanced methods for the automatic semantic anal-
ysis of digital historical sources. The application 
of NLP methods and tools to historical texts is 
indeed attracting growing interest and raises in-
teresting and highly challenging research issues 
(Piotrowsky 2012). 
The research presented in this paper is part of 
a larger project dealing with the digitization and 
computational analysis of Italian War Bulletins 
of the First World War (for details see Boschetti 
et al. 2014). In particular, we focus here on the 
domain and language adaptation of a Named En-
tity Recognizer (NER) for Italian. As a byprod-
uct of this project, we illustrate the automatic 
creation of a NE-annotated domain corpus used 
to adapt the NER to the WWI texts. 
War bulletins (WBs) were issued by the Ital-
ian Comando Supremo “Supreme Headquarters” 
during WWI and WWII as the official daily re-
port about the military operations of the Italian 
armed forces. They are plenty of Named Entities, 
mostly geographical locations, often referring to 
small places unmarked in normal geographic 
maps or with their name changed during the last 
century because of geopolitical events, hence 
hardly attested in any gazetteer. 
To accomplish the Named Entity Recognition 
task, several approaches have been proposed 
such as Rule Based Systems (Grover et al., 2008; 
Mikheev et al., 1999a; Mikheev et al., 1999b), 
Machine Learning based (Alex et al., 2006; 
Finkel et al., 2005; Hachey et al., 2005; Nissim 
et al., 2004, including HMM, Maximum Entro-
py, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machines and 
Conditional Random Field) and hybrid ap-
proaches (Srihari et al., 2001). We used a Ma-
chine Learning approach to recognize NEs. 
Rule-based systems usually give good results, 
but require long development time by expert lin-
guists. Machine learning techniques, on the con-
trary, use a collection of annotated documents for 
training the classifiers. Therefore the develop-
ment time moves from the definition of rules to 
the preparation of annotated corpora. 
The problems of the NER in WWI bulletins 
are larger than those encountered in modern 
texts. The language used in such texts is early 
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20th century Italian, which is quite different from 
contemporary Italian in many respects and be-
longs to the technical and military jargon. These 
texts are therefore difficult to analyze using 
available Italian resources for NER, typically 
based on contemporary, standard Italian. Grover 
et al. (2008) describe the main problems encoun-
tered by NER systems on historical texts. They 
evaluated a rule-based NER system for person 
and place names on two sets of British Parlia-
mentary records from the 17th and 19th centuries. 
One of the most important issues they had to deal 
was the gap between archaic and contemporary 
language. 
This paper is structured as follows: In section 
2, we present the CoLingLab NER and in section 
3 we describe its adaptation to WWI texts. 
2 The CoLingLab NER 
The CoLingLab NER is a NER for Italian devel-
oped with the Stanford CoreNLP NER (Finkel et 
al., 2005). The Stanford NER, also known as 
CRFClassifier, is a Java implementation of 
Named Entity Recognizer (NER) available for 
download under the GNU General Public Li-
cense. 
The classification algorithm used in Stanford 
NER is a Conditional Random Field (CRF) as in 
Lafferty et al. (2001). This model represents the 
state of the art in sequence modeling, allowing 
both a discriminative training, and a calculation 
of a flow of probability for the entire sequence. 
The CoLingLab NER was trained on I-CAB 
(Italian Content Annotation Treebank), a corpus 
of Italian news, annotated with semantic infor-
mation at different levels: Temporal Expressions, 
Named Entities, relations between entities (Mag-
nini et al., 2006). I-CAB is composed of 525 
news documents taken from the local newspaper 
‘L’Adige’. (Time span: September-October, 
2004). The NE classes annotated in this corpus 
are: Locations (LOC), Geo-Political Entities 
(GPE), Organizations (ORG) and Persons (PER). 
 
Entity P R F1 TP FP FN 
B-GPE 0.828 0.765 0.795 870 181 267 
B-LOC 0.767 0.295 0.426 46 14 110 
B-ORG 0.726 0.65 0.684 834 315 455 
B-PER 0.881 0.82 0.85 1892 255 413 
I-GPE 0.73 0.583 0.649 84 31 60 
I-LOC 0.833 0.366 0.508 30 6 52 
I-ORG 0.556 0.442 0.493 192 153 242 
I-PER 0.835 0.862 0.848 891 176 143 
MicroAVG 0.811 0.735 0.771 4839 1131 1742 
Table 1– CoLingLab NER trained and tested on  
I-CAB. 
 
Table 1 reports the performance of the CoL-
ingLab NER and Table 2 compares it with other 
state-of-the-art NER systems for Italian in 
EVALITA 2011.1 
 
Participant FB1  Precision Recall 
FBK_Alam_ro1  63.56  65.55  61.69  
UniPi_SimiDeiRossi_ro1  58.19  65.90  52.09  
UniPi_SimiDeiRossi_ro2  52.15  54.83  49.72  
    
CoLingLab 65.66  76.96  59.76  
    
BASELINE  44.93  38.84  53.28  
Table 2 – Comparison between the CoLingLab NER 
and the 3 top models in Evalita (2011) 
3 Adapting the NER to WWI bulletins 
We use as test corpus (WB1) the Italian WBs of 
WWI. These texts come from the digitization of 
bulletins published in “I Bollettini della Guerra 
1915-1918”, preface by Benito Mussolini, Mila-
no, Alpes, 1923 (pages VIII + 596).  
To speed up the creation of the gold standard 
annotated corpus, these texts were first tagged 
semi-automatically with the existing NER, and 
then manually checked by an annotator to fix the 
incorrect tags and to add missing annotations.  
The tagset consists of five entity classes, with 
begin-internal notation: Locations (LOC; e.g., 
Monte Bianco), Persons (PER; e.g., Brandino 
Brandini), Military Organizations (MIL; e.g., 
Brigata Sassari, Sassari Brigade), Ships (SHP; 
e.g., Czepel), Airplanes (PLN; e.g., Aviatik). The 
final test corpus consists of 1361 bulletins, cov-
ering the period from May 24, 1915 up to No-
vember 11, 1918 (1282 days).  
In particular, the corpus is composed of 
189,783 tokens, with the following NE distribu-
tion: 24 PER (13 B-PER − 11 I-PER); 19,171 
LOC (12,542 B-LOC − 6,629 I-LOC); 38 SHP 
(33 B-SHP − 5 I-SHP); 1,249 MIL (615 B-MIL 
− 634 I-MIL); 54 PLN (52 B-PLN − 2 I-PLN). 
The corpus was automatically POS tagged with 
the Part-Of-Speech tagger described in 
Dell’Orletta (2009) and dependency-parsed with 
the DeSR parser (Attardi et al., 2009) using Sup-
port Vector Machines as learning algorithm. 
In the following sections, we describe 3 exper-
iments. First, we annotated the WBs using the 
existing CoLingLab NER trained on I-CAB. 
Then, we combined the I-CAB resource with 
WB2, a new domain NE-annotated corpus creat-
                                                
1The presented results have been produced according 
to the ‘open’ modality, therefore, with the possibility 
of using any type of supplementary data. 
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ed ad hoc from a digitized version of WBs of 
WWII. In the last experiment, we annotated 
WB1 with the NER trained on WB2 only. Tables 
4, 5 and 6 report the following values to evaluate 
the performance of the various models: precision 
(P), recall (R), F1-Measure (F1), true positives 
(TP), false positives (FP), false negatives (FN), 
and microaveraged total scores (MicroAVG). 
3.1 Features 
In all the three experiments we used the same 
feature sets: morphological and orthographical 
features, information about the word shape, the 
part-of-speech tag, named entity tag, and contex-
tual features.  
In particular, we trained the models with the 
following types of features: 
Word features. We used two different features: 
the first one considered next and previous words. 
For example, in the expression “capitano [David 
Frazer]” (captain David Frazer), the presence of 
the word “captain” helps to determine that the 
following words belong to the class PERSON. 
The second one considered a window of 6 words 
(3 preceding and 3 following the target word). It 
is useful to deal with cases like “capitano di cor-
vetta [Bandino Bandini] PER” (Lieutenant 
Commander [Bandino Bandini] PER). 
Orthographic features. We considered “word 
shape” features such as spelling, capital letters, 
presence of non–alphabetical characters etc. 
Linguistic features. We used the word position 
in the sentence (numeric attribute), the lemma 
and the PoStag (nominal attribute). 
Terms. We employed complex terms as features 
to train the model. Terms have been extracted 
with EXTra (Passaro et al., 2014). For example, 
the expression“capitano di corvetta” (Lieutenant 
Commander) is recognized by the system as a 
single item. 
It is worth stressing that no information from 
gazetteers was used in the experiments reported 
below. It is clear that the system could be ex-
tended using lists of names of people, military 
groups, places, planes, and ships taken by several 
sources. 
3.2 Experiment 1 
In this experiment we tagged WWI texts using 
the CoLingLab NER (see Section 2) trained on a 
modified version of I-CAB in which we merged 
Locations with Geopolitical Entities, and we 
mapped I-CAB’s Organizations into Military 
Organizations. Table 3 shows the mapping be-
tween I-CAB NEs and WBs NEs, which pro-
duced the following distribution of NEs: 10,487 
PER (6,955, B-PER − 3,532 I-PER); 5,636 LOC 
(4,474 B-LOC − 1,162 I-LOC); 8,304 MIL 
(4,947 B-MIL − 3,357 I-MIL). 
 
I-CAB WWII-Bulletins 
B-LOC LOC 
LOC 
B-LOC I-LOC 
B-GPE GPE I-LOC I-GPE 
B-ORG ORG MIL B-MIL I-ORG I-MIL 
B-PER PER PER B-PER I-PER I-PER 
- - SHP B-SHP - I-SHP 
- - PLN B-PLN - I-PLN 
Table 3– Mapping I-CAB and WB2 classes 
 
Table 4 shows the results obtained using this 
mapped version of I-CAB as training corpus and 
the bulletins of WWI as test: 
 
Entity P R F1 TP FP FN 
B-LOC 0.879 0.425 0.573 5327 732 7210 
B-MIL 0.056 0.111 0.075 68 1142 541 
B-PER 0.005 0.692 0.01 9 1747 4 
I-LOC 0.827 0.433 0.568 2116 442 2771 
I-MIL 0.077 0.093 0.084 33 395 323 
I-PER 0.006 0.37 0.0118 3 498 5 
Micro AVG 0.604 0.408 0.487 7556 4956 10950 
Table 4–Annotation results using mapped I-CAB 
 
In this experiment, the CoLingLab NER did not 
achieve good results on WB1. In fact, we can 
notice a significant decrease in the system ability 
to identify all kinds of NEs. This is due to the 
huge difference between the training and the test 
corpus, both in the language (modern Italian and 
generalist in I-CAB, archaic and military in 
WB1) and in the distribution of NEs, which in 
WB1 are strongly biased towards Locations. 
 
3.3 Experiment 2 
Given the unsatisfactory results obtained by an-
notating WB1 with a NER trained on a corpus 
from modern standard Italian, we have retrained 
the classifier using texts more similar to the test 
corpus. 
Since the process of building annotated corpo-
ra is very expensive, we created a new automati-
cally annotated training corpus (WB2) in a very 
fast way. We started from an html version of 
World War II Bulletins freely available2 on the 
                                                
2http://www.alieuomini.it/pagine/dettaglio/bollettini_d
i_guerra 
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Web, which includes an index containing differ-
ent classes of NEs attested in the bulletins. The 
WW II bulletins were automatically downloaded 
and cleaned of html tags. The NE index was pro-
jected on WB2 to create a new training corpus, 
which was linguistically annotated with the same 
tools used for WB1. WB2 consists of 1,201 bul-
letins covering the time span from June 12th 1940 
to September 8th 1943 (typically a bulletin per 
day), for a total of 211,778 tokens. WB2 is anno-
tated with the same five classes as WB1, i.e. 
PER, LOC, MIL, PLN, and SHP. The class LOC 
includes both geo-political entities (e.g. Italia) 
and real locations (e.g. Monte Bianco), because 
such distinction was not marked in the original 
resource we used for the automatic construction 
of WB2. 
We made a first experiment on this dataset us-
ing 10-fold cross-validation, obtaining a F1-
Measure ~95%. This good result encouraged us 
to use WB2 as a gold standard to annotate WB1. 
The model in the second experiment has been 
trained on the combination of I-CAB and WB2. 
Therefore, we mapped I-CAB’s classes to WB2 
classes as described in Table 3. The results ob-
tained in this experiment are shown in Table 5. 
The combined corpora allowed us to increase the 
performances by 19%. It is worth noticing the 
significant improvement on Locations. This 
means that the new corpus provides the NER 
with much more evidence to identify this class. 
However, this improvement did not affect the 
recognition of PER and MIL. In these cases, in 
fact, we can observe a great number of false 
positives surely due to fact that I-CAB is very 
biased towards this class. Moreover, some se-
mantic classes are not recognized because of the 
dearth of examples in the training data. 
 
Entity P R F1 TP FP FN 
B-LOC 0.886 0.649 0.75 8141 1044 4396 
B-MIL 0.174 0.186 0.18 113 537 496 
B-PER 0.016 0.846 0.031 11 695 2 
I-LOC 0.846 0.579 0.688 2831 517 2056 
I-MIL 0.226 0.216 0.221 77 264 279 
I-PER 0.02 0.625 0.038 5 250 3 
Totals 0.772 0.604 0.678 11178 3307 7328 
Table 5 – Annotation results using I-CAB + WB2 
3.4 Experiment 3 
In the last experiment, we trained our NER only 
on the WB2 corpus. This has the advantage of 
containing texts temporally and thematically 
closer to WB1, and a more balanced proportion 
of entity types. Results are presented in Table 6. 
For the sake of comparison with the previous 
experiments, we only provide a report for Loca-
tions, Persons and Military Organizations, leav-
ing aside the identification of the SHP and PLN 
classes. 
 
Entity P R F1 TP FP FN 
B-LOC 0.816 0.82 0.818 10279 2312 2258 
B-MIL 0.474 0.074 0.128 45 50 564 
B-PER 0.151 0.615 0.242 8 45 5 
I-LOC 0.783 0.687 0.732 3359 929 1528 
I-MIL 0.34 0.0899 0.144 32 57 324 
I-PER 0.098 0.625 0.169 5 46 3 
Totals 0,8 0.746 0.772 13728 3439 4682 
Table 6 – Annotation results using WB2 
 
The global scores obtained in this third experi-
ment are higher than those in the second one, 
with a much lower amount of FPs per Persons 
and Military Organizations. 
3.5 Discussion 
Analyzing the results of the three experiments, 
the adapted NER performs better for Location 
names. This may reflect the sparsity of the data 
in the other classes. 
It should be noticed that in the experiments 1 
and 2, the number of false positives for persons 
and military organizations is very high. This 
seems to be a direct consequence of the different 
distribution of the observations in I-CAB com-
pared to WBs.  
Unsurprisingly, the best performing model is 
the one that has been entirely domain-tuned.  
We are confident that new lexicons and gazet-
teers could help us to improve the identification 
of Locations and other Named Entities. 
4 Conclusion 
Location names play an important role in histori-
cal texts, especially in those - like WBs - describ-
ing the unfolding of military operations.  
In this paper, we presented the results of 
adapting an Italian NER to Italian texts about 
WWI through the automatic creation of a new 
NE-annotated corpus of WBs. The adapted NER 
shows a significantly increased ability to identify 
Locations.  
In the near feature, we aim at processing other 
types of texts about the Great War (e.g., letters, 
diaries and newspapers) as part of a more general 
project of information extraction and text mining 
of war memories. 
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Abstract 
English. Network theory provides a 
suitable framework to model the structure 
of language as a complex system. Based 
on a network built from a Latin 
dependency treebank, this paper applies 
methods for network analysis to show the 
key role of the verb sum (to be) in the 
overall structure of the network. 
Italiano. La teoria dei grafi fornisce un 
valido supporto alla modellizzazione 
strutturale del sistema linguistico. 
Basandosi su un network costruito a 
partire da una treebank a dipendenze del 
latino, l’articolo applica diversi metodi di 
analisi dei grafi, mostrando l’importanza 
del ruolo rivestito dal verbo sum (essere) 
nella struttura complessiva del network. 
1 Introduction 
Considering language as a complex system with 
deep relations between its components is a 
widespread approach in contemporary linguistics 
(Briscoe, 1998; Lamb, 1998; Steels, 2000; 
Hudson, 2007). Such a view implies that 
language features complex network structures at 
all its levels of analysis (phonetic, 
morphological, lexical, syntactic, semantic). 
Network theory provides a suitable framework 
to model the structure of linguistic systems from 
such a perspective. Network theory is the study 
of elements, called vertices or nodes, and their 
connections, called edges or links. A complex 
network is a (un)directed graph G(V, E) which is 
given by a set of vertices V and a set of edges E 
(Ferrer i Cancho, 2010). 
Vertices and edges can represent different 
things in networks. In a language network, the 
vertices can be different linguistic units (for 
instance, words), while the edges can represent 
different kinds of relations holding between these 
units (for instance, syntactic relations). 
So far, all the network-based studies in 
linguistics have concerned modern and living 
languages (Mehler, 2008a). However, times are 
mature enough for extending such approach also 
to the study of ancient languages. Indeed, the last 
years have seen a large growth of language 
resources for ancient languages. Among these 
resources are syntactically annotated corpora 
(treebanks), which provide essential information 
for building syntactic language networks. 
2 From a Dependency Treebank to a 
Syntactic Dependency Network 
For the purpose of the present study, we use the 
Index Thomisticus Treebank, a Medieval Latin 
dependency treebank based on the works of 
Thomas Aquinas (IT-TB; 
http://itreebank.marginalia.it; Passarotti, 2011). 
Presently, the IT-TB includes around 200,000 
nodes in approximately 11,000 sentences. For 
homogeneity reasons, in this work we consider 
the subset of the IT-TB that features the in-line 
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annotation of the text of the Summa contra 
Gentiles (entire first book and chapters 1-65 of 
the second one) for a total of 110,224 nodes. 
Automatic data cleaning was performed before 
building the network, by excluding punctuation 
marks, function words and elliptical dependency 
relations from the input data. Then, the method 
developed by Ferrer i Cancho et alii (2004) was 
applied to build the network. 
According to this method, a dependency 
relation appearing in the treebank is converted 
into an edge in the network. The vertices of the 
network are lemmas. Two lemmas are linked if 
they appear at least once in a modifier-head 
relation (dependency) in the treebank. 
Then a syntactic dependency network is 
constructed by accumulating sentence structures 
from the treebank. The treebank is parsed 
sentence by sentence and new vertices are added 
to the network. When a vertex is already present 
in the network, more links are added to it. 
The result is a syntactic dependency network 
containing all lemmas and all dependency 
relations of the treebank. All connections 
between particular lemmas are counted, which 
means that the graph reflects the frequency of 
connections. The network is an emergent 
property of sentence structures (Ferrer i Cancho, 
2005; Ferrer i Cancho et al., 2004), while the 
structure of a single sentence is a subgraph of the 
global network (Bollobás, 1998). 
The free software Cytoscape was used for 
network creation and computing (Shannon et al., 
2003; Saito et al., 2012). 
Figure 2 presents the syntactic dependency 
network of the subset of the IT-TB used in this 
work. Vertices and edges are arranged according 
to the Edge-weighted Spring Embedded layout 
setting provided by Cytoscape (Kohl et al., 
2011). Edges are weighted by frequency, the 
most central relations in the network being those 
most frequent in the treebank. 
 
Figure 1. The network of the IT-TB 
The drawing in figure 1 is messy and not 
much informative. In order to both analyze and 
categorize the network, we use a number of 
topological indices that are able to unravel 
fundamental properties of the network that are 
hidden to the eye. 
3 Topological Indices 
Most complex networks are characterized by 
highly heterogeneous distributions (Newman, 
2005a). This property means that there are many 
vertices having a few connections and a few 
vertices with a disproportionately large number 
of connections. The most connected vertices in a 
network are called hubs (Albert & Barabási, 
2002; Newman, 2003). 
In network analysis, the centrality of a vertex 
is a topological index that measures its relative 
importance within a graph. We use two measures 
of centrality (‘betweenness’ and ‘closeness’) to 
calculate the importance of a vertex in a syntactic 
dependency network, i.e. to find hubs in the 
network. The higher are betweenness and 
closeness centralities of a vertex, the more 
important the vertex is in the network. 
The betweenness centrality of a vertex v, g(v), 
is a measure of the number of minimum distance 
(or “shortest”) paths running through v (Ferrer i 
Cancho et al., 2004). 
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Closeness centrality. In a network, the length 
of the shortest paths between all pairs of vertices 
is a natural distance metric. The “farness” of a 
vertex s is the sum of its distances to all other 
vertices, and its “closeness” is the inverse of the 
farness (Sabidussi, 1966). Thus, the more central 
a vertex is, the lower is its total distance to all 
other vertices. Closeness centrality is a measure 
of how long it takes to spread information from s 
to all other vertices sequentially in the network 
(Newman, 2005b; Wuchty & Stadler, 2003). 
Further, we use the following topological 
indices in order to categorize a syntactic 
dependency network by evaluating its 
complexity (Mehler, 2008b). 
The so-called degree of a vertex s is the 
number of different relations holding between s 
and other vertices in the network. The average 
degree ε(G)=edges/vertices of a graph G is the 
proportion of edges with respect to the number of 
vertices. 
Clustering coefficient is the probability that 
two vertices that are neighbours of a given vertex 
are neighbours of each other (Solé et al., 2010). 
In other words, it is a measure of the relative 
frequency of triangles in a network. 
Average path length. Path length is defined as 
the average minimal distance between any pair 
of vertices (Solé et al., 2010). The average path 
length d is defined as the average shortest 
distance between any pair of vertices in a 
network. 
Together with the clustering coefficient, the 
average path length of a graph G constitutes the 
‘small-world model’ of Watts & Strogatz (1998), 
which has proved to be an appropriate model for 
many types of networks (like, for instance, 
biological and social ones). If a network has a 
high clustering coefficient but also a very short 
average path length in comparison to random 
graphs with the same number of vertices, it is a 
small-world network. 
4 Hubs in the IT-TB Network 
For each vertex in the IT-TB network, we 
calculated its betweenness and closeness 
centralities using the Cytoscape app CytoNCA 
(http://apps.cytoscape.org/apps/cytonca). 
Table 1 presents the rates of the centrality 
measures of the first five lemmas in the IT-TB 
network ranked by betweenness centrality. The 
table reports also the degree for each lemma. 
R. Lemma Betw. C. Clos. C. Deg. 
1 sum (to be) 1793719.9 0.2822 1095 
2 dico (to say) 324728.16 0.2558 401 
3 possum (can) 307137.8 0.2581 464 
4 habeo (to have) 214495.38 0.2535 351 
5 facio (to make) 146891.89 0.2507 289 
Table 1. Results on centrality measures 
Although some lemmas are differently ranked 
according to different centrality measures (for 
instance, dico is second by betweenness 
centrality, but it is third by both closeness 
centrality and degree), sum remains always first. 
This shows that sum is the “most hub” among the 
hubs of the IT-TB network. 
Hubs are the key components of the 
complexity of a network. They support high 
efficiency of network traversal, but, just because 
of their important role in the web, their loss 
heavily impact the performance of the whole 
system (Jeong et al., 2002). If the most highly 
connected vertices are removed, the network 
properties change radically and the network 
breaks into fragments, sometimes even 
promoting a system’s collapse (Albert & 
Barabási, 2000). 
Following its status of most hub vertex in the 
IT-TB network, we removed the vertex of sum 
and of all its direct neighbours from the network. 
Further, we removed all those vertices that 
become isolated in the network after such a 
removal is applied (i.e. those with degree = 0; in 
total: 702 vertices). Figure 2 presents the 
subnetwork that results from these modifications. 
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 Figure 2. The IT-TB no-sum subnetwork 
The counterpart of the subnetwork in figure 2 
is the subnetwork formed only by the vertex of 
sum and its direct neighbours (figure 3). 
 
Figure 3. The IT-TB sum-only subnetwork 
While figure 2 shows that removing the vertex 
of sum and those of its direct neighbours makes 
the network lose its connecting core, figure 3 
presents a very much connected subnetwork. 
In order to evaluate the role of sum in the 
network beyond the graphical layout of the 
subnetworks, we calculated the above mentioned 
topological indices of the full network of the IT-
TB (1) and of the subnetworks reported 
respectively in figures 2 (2) and 3 (3). Table 2 
presents the results. 
 1 2 3 
N. of vertices 2,198 398 1,098 
N. of edges 19,031 301 15,486 
Average degree 8.6583 0.7562 14.1038 
Average path length 3.108 1.4883 2.5242 
Clustering coefficient 0.247 0.081 0.352 
Table 2. Results on topological indices 
From the rates reported in table 2 it turns out 
that the subnetwork 2 is less small-world than 1 
and 3, i.e. 2 is less connected and more 
fragmented than 1 and 3. This is shown by the 
clustering coefficient, which is dramatically 
lower in 2 than in 1 and 3. Although the average 
path length of 2 is shorter than 1 and 3, this is 
motivated by the much lower number of vertices 
in 2 than in 1 and 3, and not by the more small-
worldness of 2. This is more clear if we look at 
the relation between the number of edges and the 
number of vertices in the networks. While in 1 
and 3, the edges are much more than the vertices, 
in 2 the opposite holds, thus leading to much 
different average degrees. 
The subnetwork 3 is even more small-world 
than 1. 3 is smaller than 1, as it results from 
removing a number of vertices from 1. This is 
why the average path length of 3 is shorter than 
1. However, both the average degree and the 
clustering coefficient of 3 are higher than 1. It is 
worth noting that 3 includes, alone, half of the 
total of the vertices occurring in 1 and around 
75% of the edges of 1: this shows that the vertex 
of sum is directly connected to half the vertices 
of the network and these connections cover most 
of those that occur in the IT-TB network. 
5 Conclusion 
While the most widespread tools for querying 
and analyzing treebanks give results in terms of 
lists of words or sequences of trees, network 
analysis permits a synoptic view of all the 
relations that hold between the words in a 
treebank. This makes network analysis a 
powerful method to fully exploit the structural 
information provided by a treebank, for a better 
understanding of the properties of language as a 
complex system with interconnnected elements. 
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Abstract
English. A novel chatbot architecture for
the Italian language is presented that is
aimed at implementing cognitive under-
standing of the query by locating its cor-
respondent subgraph in the agent’s KB by
means of a graph matching strategy pur-
posely devised. The FCG engine is used
for producing replies starting from the se-
mantic poles extracted from the candidate
answers’ subgraphs. The system imple-
ments a suitable disambiguation strategy
for selecting the correct answer by analyz-
ing the commonsense knowledge related
to the adverbs in the query that is embed-
ded in the lexical constructions of the ad-
verbs themselves as a proper set of fea-
tures. The whole system is presented, and
a complete example is reported throughout
the paper.
Italiano. Si presenta una nuova ar-
chitettura di chatbot per l’italiano che
implementa una forma di comprensione
di natura cognitiva della query individ-
uando il corrispondente stottografo nella
base di conoscenza dell’agente con tec-
niche di graph matching definite apposi-
tamente. Il sistema FCG usato per la
produzione a partire dai poli semantici es-
tratti da tutti i sottografi coandidati alla
risposta. Il sistrema effettua una disam-
bigazione a partire dalla conoscenza di
senso comun sugli avverbi che codificata
come un apposito insieme di caratteris-
tiche all’interno delle relative costruzioni
lessicali. Si presenta l’intera architettura
e viene svolto un intero esempio di fun-
zionamento.
1 Introduction
In recent years the Question-Answering systems
(QAs) have been improved by the integration with
Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques,
which make them able to interact with humans in
a dynamic way: the production of answers is more
sophisticated than the classical chatterbots, where
some sentence templates are pre-loaded and linked
to the specific questions.
In this paper we propose a new methodology that
integrates the chatterbot technology with the Cog-
nitive Linguistics (CL) (Langacker, 1987) princi-
ples, with the aim of developing a QA system that
is able to harvest a linguistic knowledge from its
inner KB, and use it for composing answers dy-
namically. Grammatical templates and structures
tailored to the Italian language that are construc-
tions of the Construction Grammar (CxG) (Gold-
berg, 1995) and a linguistic Italian source of verbs
have been developed purposely, and used for the
NL production. The result of the methodology im-
plementation is I-ChatbIT, an Italian chatbot that
is intelligent not only for the dynamic nature of
the answers, but in the sense of cognitive under-
standing and production of NL sentences. Cog-
nitive understanding of the NL query is achieved
by placing it in the system’s KB, which represents
the conceptualization of the world as it has been
perceived by the agent. The outcome of such a
process is the generation of what we call the mean-
ing activation subgraph in the KB. Browsing this
subgraph, the system elaborates and detects the
content of the answer, that is next grammatically
composed through the linguistic base. The FCG
engine is then used as the key component for pro-
ducing the answer. Summarily, the work reports
the modeling of the two tasks outlined above.
The paper is arranged as follow: in the next section
the most popular chatbots are shown, devoting par-
ticular attention to the Italian ones. Section 3 de-
scribes the implemented methodology explaining
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in detail a practical example. Finally, conclusions
and future works are discussed in section 4.
2 The Italian Chatbots
There are no many Italian chatbots in literature.
We refer to the most recent and widespread ones.
QUASAR (Soriano et al., 2005) uses simple pat-
tern matching rules for the answer extraction and
it splits the Italian among the provided language.
Eloisa and Romana (available at http://www.
eloisa.it/) are the most recent Italian chat-
bots, the former speaking on generic arguments
(as sports, politics and so on), the latter specifi-
cally for history and folklore of Rome city. Both
have a basic form of intelligence because they
learn new contents during the conversation, even if
no learning algorithms have been made mentioned
by the authors. Among cognitive QA systems, the
best known cognitive technology is Watson (Fer-
rucci, 2012) from IBM, which was specifically de-
veloped for answering questions at the Jeopardy
quiz show. The core is the UIMA (Ferrucci and
Lally, 2004) framework on which the whole sys-
tem is implemented. However, this system does
not provide Italian language by now. Finally there
are many virtual assistants developed for the Ital-
ian, but neither of them uses cognitive approaches.
The base technology is using controlled NL and
pattern matching; however these systems act on
specific and restricted tasks as the services pro-
vided by telephonic companies, booking flights
and so on.
3 Building I-ChatbIT
Figure 1 shows the I-ChatbIT architecture; the
main modules are the Meaning Activator and the
Answer Composer, which are connected to the
Knowledge Base (KB) and to the linguistic base
(composed by our Italian Verbs Source (IVS) and
MultiWordnet (Pianta et al., 2002) (MWn)). The
whole system is managed by the Controller, which
acts as the user interface too. The KB contains the
inner domain representation owned by the system.
We used OWL ontologies for such a component.
The KB can be replaced so the system is domain
independent. MWn and the IVS form the linguis-
tic base of the system. We are currently expanding
the IVS to cover the other parts of speech, and it
will become the only Italian dictionary of the sys-
tem. In this phase MWn is used for retrieving parts
of speech other than verbs. The Meaning Activa-
Figure 1: I-ChatbIT Architecture.
tor (MA) implements the meaning-activation pro-
cess through a graph similarity search between the
query-graph (a graph representation of the query)
and the conceptual-graph (a graph representation
of the KB): the result of search is a set of sub-
graphs that correspond to placing the query in the
KB. Browsing such subgraphs some facts are de-
tected, and they are the candidates for composing
the answer. All the candidate facts are inputted to
the Answer Composer (AC) that generates gram-
matical constructions, and filters them according
to the linguistic information that is needed for con-
text disambiguation. Filtered constructions are fi-
nally plunged and produced by the Fluid Con-
struction Grammar (FCG) engine (Steels and de
Beule, 2006). If the answer is not exhaustive for
the user, the Controller involves the Semantic An-
notator described in (Pipitone and Pirrone, 2012)
that retrieves external contents; such contents are
re-elaborated as facts by the AC and the process
is iterated. Each component is next carefully de-
scribed.
3.1 The Meaning Activator
The strategy adopted for implementing cogni-
tive understanding in the MA relies on applying
the Graph Edit Distance (GED) method (Zeng et
al., 2009) between the query-graph Q and the
conceptual-graph C, so that their GED is no larger
than a distance threshold τ . In particular, the
query-graph is the tripleQ = (Nq, Eq, Lq) where the
nodes set Nq contains the macro-syntactic roles
of the NL query, parsed by the Freeling parser
(Padr and Stanilovsky, 2012). These nodes are
sequentially connected reflecting their position in
the query. The labels set Lq are labels nodes, and
correspond to the tokens of the query outputted
by the parser. For example, the query-graph for
the question ”Dov’e` nato il famoso Giotto?” is
shown in figure 2. The conceptual-graph is the
4-tuple C = (Nc, Ec, Lc, σ) where the nodes set
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Nc = Cn ∪ Rn is the union set of the set Cn con-
taining the concepts in the KB, and the set Rn that
contains relations. An edge in Ec connects only
a concept-node to a relation-node if the concept
is either the domain or the range for the relation
itself. The edge is labeled with a progressive num-
ber for tracing the entities involved in the relation.
σ is a label function σ : Nc → Lc that associates
to each node nc ∈ Nc a list of strings lc ∈ Lc that
are obtained by querying the linguistic sources on-
the-fly, as it is next described. An example of con-
ceptual graph is shown in figure 2. For GED com-
putation, we refer to the two following parameters:
• a similarity measure between nodes, that is
the Jaro–Winkler distance (Winkler, 1990)
between the labels associated to them as de-
scribed in 3.2.1;
• a graph edit distance ged between subgraphs,
that represents the number of primitive graph
edit operations to make them isomorphic.
There are six primitive edit operations (Zeng
et al., 2009): node insertion and deletion,
node label substitution, edge insertion and
deletion, and edge label substitution. For our
purposes, the above constraints for connect-
ing nodes make label substitution useless, so
we refer only to the remaining four opera-
tions.
Given Q, C and a distance threshold τ , the prob-
lem is to find a set of subgraphs I = {Ii} with
Ii = (Ni, Ei, Li) ⊂ C so that Ii and Q are iso-
morphic for a number of primitive edit operations
ged <= τ . Mact ≡
⋃
i Ii corresponds to the
meaning activation area of the query. Considering
that Q is a linear sequence of nodes and edges, an
isomorphism in C will be a sequence too. Thresh-
old τ is necessary for avoiding that the query is
sparse in the KB. The τ value has been fixed ar-
bitrarily to 10. The strategy computes the isomor-
phisms applying the k-AT algorithm (Wang et al.,
2012), which defines a q-gram as a tree consisting
of a vertex v and the paths starting at v with length
no longer than q. In our case, the vertexes are
nodes from Mact, the k-AT has been customized
for using only four edit operations as explained be-
fore.
Once the isomorphisms are detected, MA probes
the KB for retrieving connected facts, for exam-
ple it adds nodes that are either the domain or
the range of some relation node if they are not
yet included in the subgraphs, or retrieves adjacent
triples to the nodes involved in the isomorphisms.
In our example there are two isomorphisms I1 =
{Giotto − datanascita} and I2 = {Giotto −
luogonascita}, and ged is equal to 5 for both of
them. They are candidates as possible answers.
The AC will provide the correct disambiguation
between them. If no disambiguation is possible,
the answer is composed by the conjunction of
them and results in an expanded sentence.
Figure 2: An example of Q and C, joint through the Jaro–
Winkler distance, and the computation of the related isomor-
phisms.
3.2 The Answer Composer
Once the Mact subgraphs set is detected by MA,
the correct NL sentence has to be composed. For
this purpose, we use the FCG engine where sys-
tem puts the linguistic information about the do-
main according to the FCG formalism, that is the
CxG. Lexical and grammatical descriptions of the
domain terms must be represented as Construc-
tions, that are form-meaning couples. Form pole
contains the syntactic features of terms, while the
semantic one contains meaning. Lexical construc-
tions are related to a single word, and conjunctions
of them generate grammatical constructions. FCG
uses the same set of constructions for both pars-
ing and production, by iterating merging and uni-
fication processes on the involved poles (syntatic
poles in parsing, semantic ones in production). In
this phase, the FCG engine of the system contains
lexical constructions for the Italian adverbs and ar-
ticles, that were manually created. For adverbs,
the features embed some commonsense knowl-
edge about them: for example, the lexical con-
struction for the adverb “dove” stores some fea-
tures like “luogo”, “posto”, “destra”, “sinistra”
and so on. Query parsing allows obtaining the se-
mantic poles related to the query, so the probing
strategy performed by MA is necessary for retriev-
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ing others facts from KB and composing the Mact
related to the answer. For this reason we use FCG
only in production: once the Mact is fed to the
FCG engine, it unifies the related semantic poles
to the correspondent lexical and grammatical con-
structions, and produces the answer. The opposite
way is not possible because we would need to map
all possible subgraphs in the KB as facts in the
FCG, with a consequent combinatorial explosion.
3.2.1 Filling FCG through linguistic sources
Lexical and grammatical constructions about the
domain form the linguistic base of the system and
are generated by querying the KB and the linguis-
tic sources (IVS and MWn). In particular, the
KB concepts and relations labels are retrieved, and
tokenized according to the algorithm described
in (Pipitone et al., 2013), that models the cogni-
tive task of reading. As a consequence I-ChatbIT
learns the KB content. The system queries either
IVS or MWn according to the stem of the label.
In case of a verb stem verb, IVS provides all the
related information, which includes the related ar-
gument structures (Goldberg et al., 2004) and syn-
onyms, as it shown in next section. In the all other
cases, the system refers to MWn, and it retrieves
synonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms for each label
along with the verbal information of the verb in-
cluded in the definition. The lexical and grammat-
ical constructions of all these terms are generated
as described by some of the authors in (Pipitone
and Pirrone, 2012) where terms that refer to the
same nodes are considered synonymic construc-
tions.
3.2.2 Answer production and disambiguation
FCG contains constructions tailored on the KB.
When KB subgraphs are put to the AC, it builds
the correspondent meaning poles, and the related
constructions fire; all of them are candidates for
being used in production. At this point AC ap-
plies the disambiguation process. Adverb tokens
in the query are parsed by the FCG engine, and
their corresponding lexical constructions fire. Dis-
ambiguation chooses the subgraph that has a link
to the adverbial features stored in the construc-
tion. In our example, the candidates facts from
MA are the subgraphs {Giotto - data nascita - 1267 -
is a Data} and {Giotto - luogo nascita - Luogo}; the lex-
ical construction of the adverb ”dove” allows se-
lecting the second subgraph. If the query were
“Quando e` nato il famoso Giotto?” the first sub-
graph would be selected using the commonsense
knowledge stored in the related lexical construc-
tion (“ora”, “tempo”,“data”, and so on).
3.3 The Italian Verbs Source
The IVS contains approximately five thousands
verbs, classified into distinct groups. They rep-
resent the most common verbs usually used in a
common conversation in Italian. All inflexions of
each verb have been stored and annotated. The
storage adopts a compressed description of verbs.
Each inflextion is derived by combining the root
of the verb with the corresponding suffix. Suit-
able rules choose the proper inflexion on the ba-
sis of tense, person, number and gender are used
to choose the proper inflexion. Verbs have been
grouped on the basis of their suffix class, accord-
ing to the base rules of Italian grammar. A finer
grouping has been made according to the origin
of the verb. This choice allows a more compact
description of the verbs’ conjiugations. Irregular
verbs have been treated using ad hoc rules for pro-
ducing their inflections.
Each tense is described by a construction, contain-
ing tense, person, number, and gender as its fea-
tures. Each compound form is described by a sin-
gle construction, and not as combination of other
constructions. All possible active, passive, and re-
flexive forms have been stored. All verbs have
been classified as transitive, intransitive and semi-
transitive. This information is stored into each
verb construction too. Finally, each verb is joined
to a list of possible synonymies and analogies.
4 Conclusions and future works
A novel chatbot architecture for the Italian lan-
guage has been presented that is aimed at imple-
menting cognitive understanding of the query by
locating its correspondent subgraph in the agent’s
KB by means of a GED strategy based on the k-
AT algorithm, and the Jaro–Winkler distance. The
FCG engine is used for producing replies starting
from the semantic poles extracted from the can-
didate answers’ subgraphs. The system imple-
ments a suitable disambiguation strategy for se-
lecting the correct answer by analyzing the com-
monsense knowledge related to the adverbs in the
query that is embedded in the lexical constructions
of the adverbs themselves as a proper set of fea-
tures. Future works are aimed at completing the
IVS, and using explicit commonsense knowledge
inside the KB for fine disambiguation. Finally, the
graph matching strategy will be further tuned.
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Abstract 
English. The main focus of research on 
wordlikeness has been on how serial pro-
cessing strategies affect perception of 
similarity and, ultimately, the global net-
work of associative relations among 
words in the mental lexicon. Compara-
tively little effort has been put so far, 
however, into an analysis of the reverse 
relationship: namely, how global organi-
sation effects influence the speakers’ per-
ception of word similarity and of words’ 
internal structure. In this paper, we ex-
plore the relationship between the two 
dimensions of wordlikeness (the “syn-
tagmatic” and the “paradigmatic” one), to 
suggest that the same set of principles of 
memory organisation can account for 
both dimensions. 
Italiano. Gran parte dei lavori sulla no-
zione di “familiarità lessicale” ha ana-
lizzato come le strategie di elaborazione 
seriale influenzino la percezione della 
similarità all’interno della rete di rela-
zioni formali nel lessico mentale. Poca 
attenzione è stata tuttavia dedicata finora 
a come queste relazioni globali influenzi-
no la percezione della similarità lessica-
le. L’articolo esplora questa interconnes-
sione tra relazioni sintagmatiche e para-
digmatiche, attribuendola a un insieme 
omogeneo di principi per l’organizza-
zione della memoria seriale.     
1 Introduction 
The language faculty requires the fundamental 
ability to retain sequences of symbolic items, 
access them in recognition and production, find 
similarities and differences among them, and 
assess their degree of typicality (or WORDLIKE-
NESS) with respect to other words in the lexicon. 
In particular, perception of formal redundancy 
appears to be a crucial precondition to morphol-
ogy induction, epitomised by the so-called WORD 
ALIGNMENT problem. The problem arises when-
ever one has to identify recurrence of the same 
pattern at different positions in time, e.g. book in 
handbook, or mach in both German macht and 
gemacht. Clearly, no “conjunctive” letter coding 
scheme (e.g., Coltheart et al. 2001; Harm & Sei-
denberg 1999; McClelland & Rumelhart 1981; 
Perry et al. 2007; Plaut et al. 1996), which re-
quires that the representation of each symbol in a 
string be anchored to its position, would account 
for such an ability. In Davis’ (2010) SPATIAL 
ENCODING, the identity of the letter is described 
as a Gaussian activity function whose max value 
is centred on the letter’s actual position, enforc-
ing a form of fuzzy matching, common to other 
models disjunctively encoding a symbol and its 
position (Grainger & van Heuven 2003; Henson 
1998; Page & Norris 1998, among others). 
The role of specific within-word letter posi-
tions interacts with short-term LEXICAL BUFFER-
ING and LEXICALITY effects. Recalling a stored 
representation requires that all symbols forming 
that representation are simultaneously activated 
and sustained in working memory, waiting to be 
serially retrieved. Buffering accounts for the 
comparative difficulty in recalling long words: 
more concurrently-activated nodes are easier to 
be confused, missed or jumbled than fewer nodes 
are. Notably, more frequent words are less likely 
to be confused than low-frequency words, since 
long-term entrenchment improves performance 
of immediate serial recall in working memory 
(Baddeley 1964; Gathercole et al. 1991).  
Serial (or syntagmatic) accounts of local or-
dering effects in word processing are often com-
plemented by evidence of another, more global 
(or paradigmatic) dimension of word perception, 
based on the observation that, in the normal 
course of processing a word, other non-target 
neighbouring words become active. In the word 
recognition literature, there is substantial agree-
ment on the inhibitory role of lexical neighbours 
(Goldinger et al. 1989; Luce & Pisoni 1998; 
Luce et al. 1990). Other things being equal, tar-
get words with a large number of neighbours 
take more time to be recognised and repeated, as 
they suffer from their neighbours’ competition in 
lexical buffering. This is particularly true when 
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the target word is low-frequency. Nonetheless, 
there is contrasting evidence that dense neigh-
bourhoods may speed up word reading time ra-
ther than delaying it (Huntsman & Lima 2002), 
and that high-entropy word families make their 
members more readily accessible than low-
entropy families (Baayen et al. 2006).    
Marzi et al. (2014) provide clear computation-
al evidence of interactive effects of paradigm 
regularity and type/token lexical frequency on 
the acquisition of German verb inflection. Token 
frequency plays a paramount role in item-based 
learning, with highly frequent words being ac-
quired at comparatively earlier stages than low-
frequency words. Morphological regularity, on 
the other hand, has an impact on paradigm acqui-
sition, regular paradigms being learned, on aver-
age, within a shorter time span than fully or par-
tially irregular paradigms. Finally, frequency 
distribution of paradigmatically-related words 
significantly interacts with morphological regu-
larity. Acquisition of regular paradigms depends 
less heavily on item-based storage and is thus 
less affected by differences in frequency distribu-
tions of paradigm members. Conversely, irregu-
lar paradigms are less prone to be generalised 
through information spreading and their acquisi-
tion mainly relies on itemised storage, thus being 
more strongly affected by the frequency distribu-
tion of paradigm members and by frequency-
based competition, both intra- and inter-
paradigmatically.  
We suggest that compounded evidence of 
wordlikeness and paradigm frequency effects can 
be accounted for within a unitary computational 
model of lexical memory. We provide here pre-
liminary evidence in this direction, by looking at 
the way a specific, neuro-biologically inspired 
computational model of lexical memories, Tem-
poral Self-Organising Maps (TSOMs), accounts 
for such effects. 
2 TSOMs 
TSOMs are a variant of classical Kohonen’s 
SOMs (Kohonen 2001), augmented with re-
entrant Hebbian connections defined over a tem-
poral layer encoding probabilistic expectations 
upon immediately upcoming stimuli (Koutnik 
2007; Ferro et al. 2010; Pirrelli et al. 2011; Marzi 
et al. 2012a, 2012b). TSOMs consist of a net-
work of memory nodes simultaneously respond-
ing to time-bound stimuli with varying levels of 
activation (Fig. 1). Through learning, nodes ac-
quire selective sensitivity to input stimuli, i.e. 
they respond more strongly to a particular class 
of stimuli than to others. Selective sensitivity is 
based on both nature of the stimulus (through 
what connections), and stimulus timing (through 
when connections) (see Fig. 1). Accordingly, 
more nodes tend to be recruited to respond to the 
same symbol, each node being more sensitive to 
a specific occurrence of the symbol in context. 
 
Figure 1: Outline architecture of a TSOM.  
TSOMs can be trained on word forms as time-
bound sequences of symbols by presenting each 
symbol on the input layer one at a time. The pat-
tern of node activation prompted by each symbol 
is eventually integrated into a word memory 
trace, whose top-most activated nodes are named 
Best Matching Units (BMUs). Co-activation of 
the same BMUs by different input words reflects 
the extent to which the map perceives formal 
redundancies between words. We contend that 
perception of wordlikeness and morphological 
structure has to do with information sharing and 
co-activation levels between word forms.  
2.1 Activation and co-activation effects  
Two quantitative correlates have been suggested 
to account for effects of human perception of 
wordlikeness: N-GRAM PROBABILITY DENSITY 
(the likelihood that a word form results from 
concatenation of sublexical chunks of n length), 
and LEXICAL DENSITY (the number of word 
forms in the lexicon that are similar to a specific 
target word) (Bailey & Hahn 2001).  
The two measures are highly correlated and 
thus easy to be confounded in measuring their 
independent effects on lexical tasks (Bard 1990). 
Bailey and Hahn (2001) propose to define n-
gram probability densities in terms of the geo-
metric mean of the product of the independent 
probabilities of bigram and trigram types extract-
ed from the lexicon. In addition, following Luce 
and Pisoni (1998), the lexical neighbourhood of a 
target word can be defined as the set of word 
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forms obtained from the target by substitution, 
deletion or insertion of one symbol. 
With a view to establishing functional corre-
lates between the behaviour of a TSOM and evi-
dence of probability and neighbourhood density 
effects on word processing, we trained 10 in-
stances of a TSOM on 700 uniformly-distributed 
Italian verb forms, belonging to a fixed set of 14 
cells of the 50 most frequent verb paradigms in 
the Italian Tree Bank (Montemagni et al. 2003). 
We tested the 10 map instances on the task of 
RECALLING 1  four data sets: (i) the original 
TRAINING SET; (ii) a set of 50 TEST WORDS sam-
pled from the same 50 paradigms of the original 
training set; (iii) an additional set of novel Italian 
verb paradigms which were not part of the origi-
nal training (hereafter NOVEL WORDS); iv) a set 
of German verb forms (or Italian NON-WORDS).  
On training and test words, accuracy is respec-
tively 99.2% and 96.4%. On novel words, recall 
(44.4%) significantly correlates with both node 
ACTIVATION STRENGTH (r=0.471, p<.00001), i.e. 
the per-word mean activation level of BMUs in 
the words’ memory traces, and between-node 
CONNECTION STRENGTH (r=0.506, p<.00001), 
i.e. the per-word mean strength of the temporal 
connections between consecutives BMUs. Equal-
ly significant but lower correlations with activa-
tion and connection strengths are found for recall 
scores on non-words (12.4%): r=0.335, p<.00001 
and r=0.367, p<.00001. We observe that recall 
scores somewhat reflect a word familiarity gradi-
ent, ranging from known words (training set) and 
known word stems with novel inflections (test 
words) to novel paradigms (novel words) and 
non-words. In particular, the gradient reflects the 
extent to which a map has developed expecta-
tions on incoming words, which in turn are en-
coded as weights on temporal connections. Both 
connection and activation strength thus capture 
probabilistic knowledge of Italian orthotactic 
constraints.  
In fact, n-gram probability does not explain 
recall scores entirely. Forward probabilities ac-
count for degrees of entrenchment in integrated 
memory traces but they say nothing about co-
activation of other formally-related words. This 
information has to do with neighbourhood densi-
ty and is controlled by the degree of global lexi-
cal co-activation by an input word, i.e. by the 
extent to which the word memory trace reverber-
                                                 
1
 Recall simulates the process of retrieving a sequence 
of letters from an integrated word memory trace. A 
word is recalled accurately if the map retrieves all its 
symbols in the correct left-to-right order. 
ates with all other memory traces in the lexicon 
(Fig. 4). Note that both test and novel words ex-
hibit comparatively high levels of global co-
activation, in contrast with non-words, whose 
degree of paradigmatic wordlikeness is consist-
ently poorer (p<.00001). 
 
Figure 4: Per-word global co-activation. 
We explain this overall effect by looking at dif-
ferential values of activation strengths for stems 
and suffixes in Fig. 5. Here, Italian novel words 
score more highly on suffixes than on stems. As 
expected, they are recalled consistently more 
poorly, but their degree of perceived familiarity 
is due to their fitting Italian recurrent morpholog-
ical patterns. 
 
 
Figure 5: Per-stem (top panel) and per-ending (bottom 
panel) activation strength. 
2.2 Frequency effects 
In section 1, we overviewed contrasting evidence 
of inhibitory and facilitatory effects of neigh-
bourhood density and neighbourhood frequency 
in different word processing tasks. To test 
Baayen and colleagues’ claim that large, evenly-
distributed word families facilitate accessibility 
of their own members, we assessed, for each Ital-
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ian word in our training set, the level of confusa-
bility of its memory trace on the map in the recall 
task. A word memory trace contains, over and 
above target BMUs, also nodes that are associat-
ed with concurrently activated neighbours. By 
increasingly filtering out nodes with lower acti-
vation levels in the trace, we can make it easier 
for the map to reinstate the appropriate sequence 
of target nodes by eliminating spurious competi-
tors. Fig. 6 shows the box plot distribution of the 
mean filtering level for classes of words having 
up to 2 neighbours, between 3 and 12 neigh-
bours, and more than 12 neighbours. 
 
Figure 6: Filtering levels on word memory traces for 
serial recall, for three neighbourhood-density bins. 
In TSOMs, words with sparser neighbours re-
quire more filtering to be recalled correctly from 
their memory traces. This is due to the facilitato-
ry effect of having more words that consistently 
activate the same sequences of nodes. Fewer 
neighbours weaken this effect, making it more 
difficult to recover the right sequence of nodes 
from a word memory trace. This greater difficul-
ty is reflected by larger filtering levels in Fig. 6.     
 
Figure 7: Filtering levels on German word memory 
traces for serial recall, for four classes of word-
frequency by neighbourhood-entropy bins. 
However, neighbours are not always helpful. 
If a word to be recalled is associated with high-
frequency neighbours, these neighbours tend to 
strongly interfere with recall, eventually leading 
the map astray. The lower the frequency of the 
target word is, the more prone to interference 
from competing neighbours it will be, as shown 
in Fig. 7 for German verbs, where low-frequency 
words in low-entropy neighbourhoods 
(Flow∩NBHlow) appear to require a significantly 
higher level of filtering than words in high-
entropy neighbourhoods do. 
3 Concluding remarks 
Wordlikeness is a fundamental determinant of 
lexical organisation and access. Two quantitative 
measures of wordlikeness, namely n-gram prob-
ability and neighbourhood density, relate to im-
portant dimensions of lexical organisation: the 
syntagmatic (or horizontal) dimension, which 
controls the level of predictability and entrench-
ment of a serial memory trace, and the paradig-
matic (or vertical) dimension, which controls the 
number of neighbours that are co-activated by 
the target word. The two dimensions are nicely 
captured by TSOMs, allowing the investigation 
of their dynamic interaction.  
In accessing and recalling a target word, a 
large pool of neighbours can be an advantage, 
since they tend to support patterns of activation 
that are shared by the target word. However, 
their help may turn out to interfere with recall, if 
the connection strength of one or more neigh-
bours is overwhelmingly higher than that of the 
target. Deeply entrenched friends eventually be-
come competitors. This dynamic establishes a 
nice connection with paradigm acquisition, 
where a uniform distribution of paradigm mem-
bers is helpful in spreading morphotactic infor-
mation and speed up acquisition, and paradig-
matically-related forms in skewed distributions 
compete with one another (Marzi et al. 2014). 
We argue that both neighbourhood and morpho-
logical effects are the result of predictive (syn-
tagmatic) activation and competitive (paradig-
matic) co-activation of parallel processing nodes 
in densely interconnected networks. 
As a final qualification, our experiments illus-
trate the dynamic of activation and storage of 
letter strings, with no information about morpho-
logical content. They provide evidence of the 
first access stages of early lexical processing, 
where strategies of automatic segmentation are 
sensitive to possibly apparent morphological in-
formation (Post et al. 2008). Nonetheless, our 
data suggest that perception of wordlikeness and 
morphological structure can be accounted for by 
a common pool of principles governing the or-
ganisation of long-term memories for time series. 
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Abstract
English. We report a word sense dis-
ambiguation experiment on Italian verbs
where both the sense inventory and the
training data are derived from T-PAS, a lex-
ical resource of typed predicate-argument
structures grounded on corpora. We
present a probabilistic model for sense dis-
ambiguation that exploits the semantic fea-
tures associated to each argument position
of a verb.
Italiano. Questo lavoro riporta un esper-
imento di disambiguazione per verbi ital-
iani, in cui sia la lista dei sensi che i dati
di addestramento sono derivati da T-PAS,
una risorsa che contiene strutture argomen-
tali tipizzate ricavate da corpora. Presenti-
amo un modello probabilistico per la dis-
ambiguazione che utilizza informazioni se-
mantiche associate a ciascuna posizione
argomentale del verbo.
1 Introduction
Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) (see (Agirre
and Edmonds, 2006) for a comprehensive survey
of the topic) is a task in Computational Linguistics
where a system has to automatically select the cor-
rect sense of a target word in context, given a list
of possible senses for it. For instance, given the
target word chair in the context of the sentence The
cat is on the chair, and given two possible senses
for the word, let’s call them chair as forniture and
chair as human, a WSD system should be able to
select the first sense as the appropriate one. An
important aspect of WSD is that its complexity
is affected by the ambiguity (i.e. the number of
senses) of the words to be disambiguated. This has
led in the past to discussing various characteristics
of available sense repositories (e.g. WordNet, Fell-
baum 1998), including the nature and the number
of sense distinctions, particularly with respect to
the application goals of WSD.
In this paper we address Word Sense Disam-
biguation of Italian verbs. Differently form pre-
vious work on WSD for Italian (Bertagna et al.
2007), where the sense repository was ItalWordNet
(Roventini et al. 2003), in our experiments we use
verb senses derived from T-PAS, a repository of
Typed Predicate Argument Structures for Italian
acquired from corpora. There are two benefits of
this choice: (i) word sense distinctions are now
grounded on actual sense occurrences in corpora,
this way ensuring a natural selection with respect
of sense granularity; (ii) as in T-PAS for each verb
sense a number of sentences are collected, there is
no further need to annotate data for training and
testing, avoiding the issue of re-interpreting sense
distinctions by different people.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces T-PAS, including the methodology for
its acquisition. Section 3 presents the probabilistic
model that we have used for verb disambiguation
and Section 4 reports on experimental results.
2 The T-PAS resource
T-PAS (Jezek et al. 2014) is a repository of Typed
Predicate Argument Structures (T-PAS) for Italian
acquired from corpora by manual clustering of dis-
tributional information about Italian verbs, freely
available under a Creative Common Attribution 3.0
license 1. T-PAS are corpus-derived verb patterns
with specification of the expected semantic type
(ST) for each argument slot, such as [[Human]]
guida [[Vehicle]]. T-PAS is the first resource for
Italian in which semantic selection properties and
sense-in context distinctions of verbal predicates
are characterized fully on empirical ground. In the
1tpas.fbk.eu.
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resource, the acquisition of T-PAS is totally corpus-
driven. We discover the most salient verbal patterns
using a lexicographic procedure called Corpus Pat-
tern Analysis (CPA, Hanks 2004), which relies on
the analysis of co-occurrence statistics of syntactic
slots in concrete examples found in corpora.
Important reference points for the T-PAS project
are FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al. 2010), and Verb-
Net (Kipper-Schuler 2005) and PDEV (Hanks and
Pustejovksy 2005), a pattern dictionary of English
verbs which is the main product of the CPA pro-
cedure applied to English. As for Italian, a com-
plementary project is LexIt (Lenci et al. 2012), a
resource providing automatically acquired distri-
butional information about verbs, adjectives and
nouns.
T-PAS is being developed at the Dept. of Hu-
manities of the University of Pavia, in collaboration
with the Human Language Technology group of
Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK), Trento, and the
technical support of the Faculty of Informatics at
Masaryk University in Brno (CZ). The first release
contains 1000 analyzed average polysemy verbs,
selected on the basis of random extraction of 1000
lemmas out of the total set of fundamental lemmas
of Sabatini Coletti 2008, according to the following
proportions: 10 % 2-sense verbs, 60 % 3-5-sense
verbs, 30 % 6-11-sense verbs.
The resource consists of three components: a
repository of corpus-derived T-PAS linked to lexi-
cal units (verbs); an inventory of about 230 corpus-
derived semantic classes for nouns, relevant for
disambiguation of the verb in context; a corpus of
sentences that instantiate T-PAS, tagged with lexi-
cal unit (verb) and pattern number. The reference
corpus is a reduced version of ItWAC (Baroni &
Kilgarriff, 2006).
As referenced above, T-PAS specifies the ex-
pected semantic type (ST) for each argument slot in
the structure; in ST annotation, the analyst employs
a shallow list of semantic type labels ([[Human]],
[[Artifact]], [[Event]], ecc.) which was obtained
by applying the CPA procedure to the analysis of
concordances for ca 1500 English and Italian verbs.
Pattern acquisition and ST tagging involves the
following steps:
• choose a target verb and create a sample of
250 concordances in the corpus;
• while browsing the corpus lines, identify the
variety of relevant syntagmatic structures cor-
responding to the minimal contexts where all
words are disambiguated;
• identify the typing constraint of each argu-
ment slot of the structure by inspecting the
lexical set of fillers: such constraints are cru-
cial to distinguish among the different senses
of the target verb in context. Each semantic
class of fillers corresponds to a category from
the inventory the analyst is provided with. If
none of the existing ones captures the selec-
tional properties of the predicate, the analyst
can propose a new ST or list a lexical set, in
case no generalization can be done;
• when the structures and the typing constraints
are identified, registration of the patterns in
the Resource using the Pattern Editor (see Fig.
1.) Each pattern has a unique identification
number, and a description of its sense, ex-
pressed in the form of an implicature linked to
the typing constrains of the pattern, for exam-
ple the T-PAS in Fig. 1. has the implicature
[[Human]] legge [[Document]] con grande
interesse (read with high interest):
Fig 1. Selected pattern for verb divorare
• assignment of the 250 instances of the sample
to the corresponding patterns, as shown in Fig.
2:
Fig 2. Sample annotation for pattern 2 of
divorare (devour) - SketchEngine
In this phase, the analyst annotates the corpus
line by assigning it the same number associated
with the pattern.
3 Disambiguation Method
In this section, we present a disambiguation method
for corpus patterns and apply it to the task of verb
disambiguation with respect to the T-PAS resource.
The method is based on identifying the important
elements of a pattern which are disambiguating the
verb in the text. The importance of such elements
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is evaluated according to their effect on the sense
of the verb, expressed as a relationship between the
senses of the words inside a pattern. It has been
noted that the relationship between verb meaning
and semantic types is constrained, such that the
context matched by a pattern is the sufficiently min-
imal context for disambiguation. This relationship,
called chain clarifying relationship (CCR), is in-
strumental in doing pattern matching as well as in
finding new patterns. (Popescu & Magnini 2007,
Popescu 2012).
From a practical point of view, the probability
of occurrence of a word and the probability of the
verb are independent given the probability of the
semantic type. As such, the CCR is very efficient in
dealing with sparseness problem. This observation
has a big positive impact on the disambiguation
system, because it directly addresses two issues:1)
the necessity of large quantity of training allevi-
ating the data sparseness problem (Popescu 2007,
Popescu 2013) and 2) the overfitting of probabil-
ities, with important consequences for the disam-
biguation of less frequent cases (Popescu et. al
2007). The method divides the vocabulary in con-
gruence classes generated by CCR for each verb
and we build a classifier accordingly (Popescu 2013
and Popescu et al. 2014). To this end, we carry out
an automatic analysis of the patterns at the training
phase, which allows us to compute a confusion ma-
trix for each verb pattern number and congruence
class. The exact procedure is presented below.
We introduce here a probabilistic system which
does partial pattern matching in text on the basis of
individual probabilities which can be learned form
training. Matching a corpus pattern against a ver-
bal phrase involves labelling the heads of the con-
stituents with semantic features and the verb with a
pattern number. We build a probabilistic model in
which we compute the probability in Equation (1).
p(t0, t1, t2, t3, .., tn, w1, w2, wn) (1)
where t0 is the pattern number, ti is the semantic
type of the word wi, which is the head of the ith
constituent, with i from 1 to n. For a given sentence
we choose the most probable labeling, Equation (2)
p(tc0, t
c
1, t
c
2, t
c
3, .., t
c
n, w
c
1, w
c
2, w
c
n) = argmax
ti
p(t0, wn)
(2)
On the basis of the relationship existing between
the senses of the fillers of the corpus pattern given
by CCR, and the fact that the patterns have a reg-
ular language structure, we learn for each verb its
discriminative patterns with semantic types. Using
the chain formula, and grouping the terms conve-
niently, Equation (1) becomes Equation (3).
p(t0, t1, t2, t3, .., tn, w1, w2, wn) = p(t0)p(w1|t0)...
... p(tn|t0, w1, t1, w2,..., tn−1, wn)
' p(t0)p(w1|t0)pt1|t0, w1)p(w2|t0)p(t2|t0, w2) ...
... p(tn|t0, wn)
' p(t0)p(w1|t0)p(t1|t0)p(t1|w1)p(w2|t0)p(t2|t0)p(t2|w2) ...
... p(tn|t0)p(tn|t0)p(tn|wn)
(3)
The quantities on the right hand side are com-
puted as follows:
• p(t0) is the probability of a certain pattern. This
probability is estimated from the training cor-
pus, via ratio of frequencies.
• p(wi|t0) is the probability of a certain word to
be the head of a constituent. We used the
Italian dependency parser MaltParser (Lavelli
et al. 2009) for determining the head of the
syntactic constituents and their dependency
relationships. However, we allow for any con-
tent word to fulfill the role of subject, object
or prepositional object with a certain proba-
bility. This probability is set a priori on the
basis of the parser’s probability error and the
distance between the word and the verb.
• p(ti|t0, wi) is the probability that a certain word
at a certain position in the pattern carries a
specific semantic type. This probability is
equated to p(ti|wi)p(ti|t0), assuming inde-
pendence between the verb sense and the word
given the semantic type. The first of the two
later probabilities is extracted from Semcor
(Miller et al. 1993, Pianta el al. 2002) and
Lin distance (Lin 1998), considering the mini-
mal distance between a word and a semantic
type. The second probability is computed at
the training phase considering the frequency
of a semantic type inside the pattern.
The probabilities may be affected by the way the
training corpus is compiled. It is assumed that the
examples have been drawn randomly from a large,
domain independent corpus. We call the resulting
model the CF CCR, from chain formula with CCR.
4 Experiments and Results
We performed the following experiment: we have
considered all the verbs present in T-PAS at this
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System Attribute Macro Average
5libSVM 5 words 67.871
10libSVM 10 words 65.556
CF CCR syn-sem 71.497
Table 1: Direct global evaluation
moment. We have excluded the mono pattern verbs,
as in this case there is no ambiguity, and we are
left with 916 verbs. For each verb we split the T-
PAS examples into train and test considering 80%
and 20% respectively. We trained two SVM bag of
words models considering a window of 5 and 10
tokens around the target verb. We used the WEKA
libsvm library and we compared the results against
the model presented in the previous section. The
global results, macro average, are presented in Ta-
ble 1. We report the precision here, corresponding
to the true positive, as we annotated all examples.
The model 10libSVM performed worse than the
other two, probably due to the noise introduced.
On the other hand, it is surprising how well the 5
window model performed. We reckon that this is
because of the fact that most of the time the direct
object is within 5 words distance from the verb
and the majority of the T-PAS patterns consider the
direct object as the main distinctive feature, and
the set of words occurring in the T-PAS examples
is relatively small. Therefore the probability of
seeing the same word in test and train is big.
We considered to investigate more the distribu-
tion of the results. For this, we considered the
better performing bag of word system, namely five
words window system, 5libSVM against CF CCR.
The variation of precision is actually large. It
ranges from below 10% to 90%.The number of
verbs which are disambiguated with a precision
bigger than 60% represents the large majority with
72% of the verbs. This suggests, that instead of
macro average, a more indicative analysis could be
carried out by distinguishing between precision on
verbs with different number of patterns.
We looked into the influence of the number of
No. Patterns 5libSVM CF CCR
2 57 53
3 118 109
4 126 114
5 112 98
6 85 77
7 50 44
8 29 23
9 28 21
Table 2: Errors on patterns with frequency >10%
patterns for the accuracy of the systems. As ex-
pected, the bigger the number of patterns the less
precise is the system. The extremities are the ones
that have an accelerated rate of growth. For exam-
ple, the precision over 90% and under 10% goes
from the biggest (lowest) coverage for 2 patterns,
to lowest (bigger) for 9 patterns. The behaviour
of CF CCR is somewhat different from 5libSVM,
the CF CCR is able to identify more senses, thus
achieves a better precision for verbs with more
than 6 patterns, than 5libSVM does. In Table 2 we
present comparatively how many times the system
makes a less than 50% accurate prediction for pat-
terns that have a frequency greater than 10%. As
we can see, the CF CCR system is between 6% to
20% percent better than 5libSVM in coping with
these cases, proving that combining syntactic and
semantic information reduces the overfitting. The
fact that the absolute number decreased also with
the number of patterns is due mainly to the fact that
also the number of examples decreases drastically.
5 Conclusion
We have presented a word sense disambiguation
system for Italian verbs, whose senses have been
derived from T-PAS, a lexical resource that we have
recently developed. This is the first work (we hope
that many others will follow) attempting to use
T-PAS for a NLP task. The WSD system takes
advantage of the T-PAS structure, particularly the
presence of semantic types for each verbal argu-
ment position. Results, although preliminary, show
a very good precision.
As for the future, we intend to consolidate the
disambiguation methodology and we aim at a more
detailed annotation of the sentence argument, cor-
responding to the internal structure of verb patterns.
We plan to extend the analysis of the relationship
between senses of the different positions in a pat-
tern in order to implement a metrics based on tree
and also to substitute the role of the parser with an
independent pattern matching system. The prob-
abilistic model presented in Section 3 can be ex-
tended in order to determine also the probability
that a certain word is a syntactic head.
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Abstract 
Italiano. In questo lavoro presentiamo un 
corpus di dialogo uomo-macchina acquisito 
nell'ambito del progetto SpeakyAcutattile con 
la tecnica del Mago di Oz. Il corpus contiene 
più di 60 ore di registrazione di audio, tra-
scritto ortograficamente, e di video. Si presta 
in particolar modo all’analisi della gestione 
del turno e della risoluzione degli errori. La 
simulazione del sistema con il Mago di Oz è 
stata orientata a una produzione di dialogo 
vocale senza vincoli da parte del soggetto, sia 
a livello di gestione del turno, sia a livello di 
composizione della frase.  
English. In this paper we describe a corpus 
of man-machine dialogue achieved in the 
context of SpeakyAcutattile project by the 
Wizard-of-Oz technique. The corpus consists 
of more than 60 hours of audio, orthograph-
ically transcribed, and video recording. It is 
particularly suited for the analysis of both 
turn managing and errors recovering. The 
system simulation by Wizard-of Oz has been 
oriented to support a restrictions-free vocal 
production by subjects, whether for turn 
managing or for input string composition. . 
1 Introduzione 
In questo lavoro presentiamo un corpus di dialo-
go uomo-macchina acquisito nell'ambito del pro-
getto Speaky Acutattile, una piattaforma digitale 
per la domotica pensata per il sostegno all’utenza 
debole (anziani, non vedenti, ecc.), in cui la Fon-
dazione Ugo Bordoni ha introdotto un’interfaccia 
utente basata sul riconoscimento della voce (Po-
roli et al., 2013). La piattaforma è stata progetta-
ta per fornire agli utenti uno strumento semplifi-
cato per la gestione degli elettrodomestici e degli 
altri dispositivi multimediali presenti in casa (te-
levisione, stereo, etc.), ma anche per l’accesso in 
rete ai molti servizi di pubblica utilità, come 
l’assistenza sanitaria, i pagamenti online, le pre-
notazioni, l’acquisto di titoli di viaggio, ecc. Per 
la raccolta dati è stata utilizzata la tecnica del 
Mago di Oz (Fraser and Gilbert, 1991; Dahlback 
et al., 1993). La tecnica, sebbene richieda mag-
giori attenzioni e risorse rispetto ad altre strategie 
di elicitazione del parlato, viene comunemente 
collocata fra i sistemi più affidabili per la proto-
tipazione di interfacce vocali user-oriented e la 
raccolta dati sulle modalità di interazione con gli 
utenti.  
Eccettuati alcuni vizi strutturali legati al contesto 
sperimentale (come ad esempio, il minor coin-
volgimento del soggetto rispetto all'utente reale), 
la rilevanza di un corpus di dialogo uomo-
macchina raccolto con tale metodo viene deter-
minata dalla definizione di alcuni parametri che 
fissano a priori il comportamento del Mago, di 
fatto rendendolo da parte dell’utente il più possi-
bile assimilabile ad una macchina (machine-like).  
In questo lavoro è stato inoltre applicato un mo-
dello di simulazione di sistema a iniziativa mista 
(Allen et al., 2001) con grammatiche “frame-
and-slot” (Bobrow et al., 1977), comprensivo del 
protocollo di comportamento del dialogo.  
 
La tecnica del Mago di Oz ha consentito pertanto 
di elaborare le grammatiche di comprensione del 
dialogo con alcune varianti, verificando nel con-
tempo le reazioni dei soggetti di fronte a un si-
stema che appariva come reale e non costringeva 
a percorsi di interazione obbligati per la risolu-
zione dei compiti.  
2 Allestimento dell’acquisizione 
2.1 Ambiente sperimentale e soggetti 
L’acquisizione dei dati sperimentali è stata con-
dotta nel laboratorio di usabilità del Ministero 
dello Sviluppo Economico a Roma. Il laboratorio 
era formato da due stanze, separate da una fine-
stra con specchio riflettente a una via. Analoghe 
sessioni di registrazione sono state realizzate an-
che nelle città di Palermo, Torino e Padova , con 
il Mago di Oz connesso in remoto per il controllo 
dell’interazione utente.  
Ogni soggetto veniva accompagnato e fatto sede-
re a un tavolo su cui si trovava una lista riepilo-
gativa dei compiti da svolgere. Uno sperimenta-
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tore coordinava l'accoglienza, compilava la libe-
ratoria di privacy per la sessione, forniva le istru-
zioni di base e assistenza su richiesta anche du-
rante la fase attiva dell’interlocuzione tra utente e 
Mago.  
Il soggetto, nel caso di appartenenza alla classe 
Anziani, poteva usufruire di feedback informativi 
su uno schermo 42” (a distanza di 3m circa) che 
visualizzava in un angolo un avatar umanoide 
parlante (Figura 1) denominato Lucia (Cosi et 
al., 2003). Un ambiente associabile al dominio 
coinvolto e al compito da svolgere completava il 
setting grafico delle videate, per esempio un me-
nu di prodotti da acquistare fra quelli menzionati 
nel compito o i canali TV preselezionati un una 
lista di preferenze.  
 
 
 
Figura 1: Schermata di lavoro di Speaky-WOz 
(lato utente)  
 
Il Progetto Speaky Acutattile ha sviluppato 
dunque l’idea di una piattaforma digitale avanza-
ta per la domotica, costituita da più moduli o di-
spositivi polifunzionali integrabili, conforme agli 
standard vigenti e con interfaccia semplice con-
trollata per mezzo della voce.  
Il programma di Progetto ha richiesto nello 
specifico che i servizi fossero rivolti a un’utenza 
diversamente abile non-vedente (o ipo-vedente) e 
agli anziani in digital divide, cioè persone con 
età nell’intervallo 65-80 anni, di media scolariz-
zazione e non dotati di competenze informatiche 
di base. Per ognuna delle quattro città partecipan-
ti hanno partecipato 20 soggetti (bipartiti per ge-
nere M/F, con istruzione medio-bassa e senza 
conoscenze pregresse in materia di ICT), di cui 
tipicamente 10 anziani e 10 non-vedenti, per una 
totale complessivo sul territorio nazionale di 80 
individui (oltre a 9 soggetti utilizzati nel pretest).  
La Tabella 1 riassume le caratteristiche delle 
due classi utenza. 
 
 
 
Città Sog-
getti 
M/F Età 
Media 
DS 
Età 
SMB NO 
ICT 
Roma AN 10 1,0 66,7 6,4 X X 
Roma NV 10 0,7 64,1 16,6 X X 
Padova AN 10 0,3 72,0 5,3 X X 
Padova NV 10 0,9 56,1 16,2 X X 
Palermo AN 10 1,0 69,0 14,0 X X 
Palermo NV 10 0,4 50,8 20,8 X X 
Torino AN 10 1,0 70,1 4,0 X X 
Torino NV 10 1,5 53,3 11,2 X X 
Tabella 1: Utenza sperimentale (Legenda: 
AN=Anziani, NV=Non-Vedenti, 
SMB=Scolarizzazione Medio-Bassa, NO 
ICT=nessuna esperienza ICT pregressa) 
 
2.2 Compiti 
Sono stati redatti in totale 48 compiti: ogni sog-
getto ha svolto circa 20 compiti diversi, composti 
ognuno da 2-3 attività connesse tra loro. I compi-
ti sono stati progettati in conformità delle caratte-
ristiche del modulo di comprensione del futuro 
sistema Speaky, secondo il modello frame-and-
slot: ogni sotto-compito prevedeva perciò un cer-
to numero di variabili da fornire al sistema (di 
cui alcune obbligatorie e altre facoltative) per il 
completamento dell'attività. Le istruzioni ai sog-
getti sono state impartite in due momenti o fasi:  
- all’accoglienza con una descrizione a voce del 
compito da svolgere, ai fini della contestualizza-
zione degli obiettivi da raggiungere;  
- durante il compito, quando il soggetto poteva 
consultare un promemoria riepilogativo delle 
richieste all’esecuzione del compito (Tabella 2).  
 
Descrizione Descrizione estesa Variabili 
Impostare gli orari 
per l'assunzione di 
alcuni medicinali. 
Il soggetto deve dare 
il nome del medicina-
le, la quantità, l'orario 
d'assunzione ed even-
tualmente il giorno. 
(S1) nome,  
(S2) quantità, 
(S3) orario, (S4) 
giorni della set-
timana. 
Tabella 2: Esempio di promemoria riepilogativo 
di un compito  
 
2.3 Frasi del Mago di Oz verso i soggetti 
Per ogni compito è stato predisposto un insieme 
di frasi predefinite (Tabella 3) e dipendenti dal 
dominio (domain-dependent), che il Mago invia-
va ai soggetti di volta in volta, in consonanza con 
gli obiettivi generali e l’occorrenza specifica 
dell’azione richiesta.  
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TESTO DA INVIARE 
1 1 1 1 1 Ciao! Come posso aiutarti? 
1 1 2 1 4 
Non riesco a comprendere, puoi ripe-
tere? 
1 1 3 1 6 
Sono aperte le finestre del salotto e 
della cucina, le altre sono chiuse. 
1 1 3 2 6 Nel salotto la finestra è aperta. 
1 1 3 3 6 La finestra della cucina è aperta. 
1 1 3 4 6 In bagno la finestra è chiusa. 
1 1 3 5 6 
La finestra della camera da letto è 
chiusa. 
1 2 1 1 1 Ti serve altro? 
1 2 1 2 2 Se vuoi posso chiuderle o aprirle. 
1 2 1 3 2 Vuoi chiuderne o aprirne qualcuna? 
1 2 2 1 3 Vuoi aprire la finestra del bagno? 
1 2 3 1 6 
Ho chiuso le finestre del salotto e 
della cucina.  
1 2 3 2 6 
Ho aperto la finestra della camera da 
letto 
1 2 3 3 6 
Ho chiuso le finestre di salotto e cuci-
na, e aperto la camera da letto 
1 2 3 4 6 La finestra del bagno è già chiusa. 
1 3 1 1 1 Posso esserti ancora utile? 
1 3 2 1 3 L’antifurto non è impostato. 
1 3 2 2 3 
Vuoi che l’antifurto si attivi quando 
esci di casa o impostare un orario? 
1 3 3 1 6 
L’antifurto si attiverà quando esci di 
casa.  
1 3 3 2 6 
L’antifurto si attiverà all’ora imposta-
ta.  
Tabella 3: Numerazione delle risposte 
Ogni insieme di compiti è diviso rispettivamente 
in sotto-compiti, fase del dialogo e tipologia del-
le frasi, a partire dalla sintesi del dialogo pratico 
(Allen et al., 2000) proposta da Alexandersson et 
al. (1997). Come illustrato nella Tabella 3, la 
prima colonna definisce il compito, la seconda il 
sotto-compito, la terza la fase del dialogo (1 = 
apertura, 2 = negoziazione, 3 = chiusura) mentre 
la quarta il tipo di frasi (1 = apertura generica, 2 
= apertura guidata, 3 = richiesta di completamen-
to, 4 = richiesta di ripetizione, 5 = richiesta di 
conferma errata, 6 =  di completamento). Il set 
generico, domain-independent, è invece uguale 
per ogni compito e comprende le frasi il cui uso è 
esteso a ogni interazione, come i feedback di ac-
cordo, i saluti e le risposte a richieste fuori domi-
nio. Durante l’interazione il Mago usa 
un’interfaccia grafica, vedi Figura 2, per la sele-
zione manuale dei testi audio da inviare agli al-
toparlanti del sistema collocati nella stanza utenti 
del laboratorio.  
 
 
Figura 2: interfaccia grafica del Mago 
 
2.3 Svolgimento dell'interazione 
Ogni dialogo inizia con una frase di attivazione 
del parlante, a cui segue una risposta del tipo 
“How may I help you?” (Gorin et al., 1997), con 
cui viene lasciata l'iniziativa al parlante per indi-
care l'attività da svolgere e, potenzialmente, per 
organizzarne la risoluzione in un solo turno. La 
fase di negoziazione, collocata tra l'apertura del 
compito e il suo completamento, è caratterizzata 
da diversi tipi di frasi: richieste di completamen-
to, richieste di riformulazione, richieste di con-
ferma. Successivamente all’apertura del compito, 
l’iniziativa passa al parlante, la cui frase può o 
meno includere tutte le informazioni necessarie; 
nel caso non vi siano tutte le informazioni neces-
sarie, l’iniziativa torna al mago, il cui compito è 
elicitare i dati mancanti con frasi di completa-
mento predisposti per coprire ogni caso possibile 
di assenza di informazioni. La fase di negozia-
zione prevede anche errori simulati tramite ri-
chieste di ripetizione e/o di conferma. Anche in 
questo caso è stato rispettato per gran parte un 
protocollo definito a priori: ogni compito preve-
deva, infatti, l'uso di una richiesta di ripetizione 
(ex: «Non ho capito, puoi ripetere?») e di una 
richiesta di conferma errata, scritta appositamen-
te per ogni compito, da usare coerentemente con 
le informazioni presenti nella frase del parlante. 
A seguito del completamento della prima attività, 
mancando un’eventuale apertura di quella suc-
cessiva da parte dell’utente (entro tre secondi), è 
compito del Mago indirizzare il dialogo verso il 
secondo sotto-compito con una richiesta di aper-
tura generica («Ti serve altro?»).  
Per la gestione del dialogo è stato usato un mo-
dello a iniziativa mista. Ad esempio, a fronte di 
un richiesta di conferma errata, il parlante può, 
infatti, correggere egli stesso l'informazione di-
rettamente nel turno successivo a quello del Ma-
go (es. W: «Vuoi avere informazioni sui treni da 
Roma a Torino?» – U: «No, da Roma a Mila-
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no»); allo stesso modo può prendere il turno (e 
l’iniziativa) subito dopo la chiusura dell'attività 
per aprire l'attività successiva. In assenza di 
un’apertura, il Mago imposta l’avvio di una se-
conda attività dopo 2-3 secondi di silenzio.  
2.4 Descrizione del corpus 
Il corpus (disponibile in formato audio, video e 
testuale) è costituito dalle registrazioni delle 80 
sessioni di interazione con il sistema simulato, 
condotte con altrettanti utenti. Ogni sessione 
comprende circa 20 
1
 dialoghi pratici tra il sog-
getto e il sistema simulato, oltre alle istruzioni 
iniziali fornite dallo sperimentatore al soggetto e 
le brevi interazioni tra un dialogo e l'altro. La 
durata media di ogni sessione è stata di 43 minu-
ti, per un totale di più di 60 ore di registrazione.  
Il segnale vocale utile pronunciato dai soggetti è 
stimabile in circa 16 ore (circa il 25% del regi-
strato disponibile). Tale segnale è stato acquisito 
da cinque diversi canali a Roma, per tutte le altre 
città si hanno solo due canali: microfonico e da 
ripresa video frontale. La tabella 4 mostra i for-
mati utilizzati per tutti i dispositivi e le relative 
dimensioni dei file per soggetto. 
 
 
Tabella 4: Dispositivi e formati di acquisizione 
 
Il corpus è disponibile anche in formato testuale, 
trascritto a partire dalla registrazione effettuata 
tramite il radiomicrofono. Al momento non sono 
state presi in considerazione le analisi dei dati 
video (che riprendono i movimenti e le espres-
sioni del soggetto da due diverse angolazioni). Il 
corpus testuale è stato sincronizzato alle tracce 
audio tramite il software Transcriber 1.5.1 (Bar-
ras et al., 2000). Considerato l'allineamento del 
testo con i file audio, che consente un rapido re-
cupero dei segmenti di dialogo, la trascrizione è 
stata di tipo ortografico, organizzata per turni. 
Sono tuttavia stati annotati fenomeni dialogici 
tipici, come pause, pause piene, false partenze e 
sovrapposizioni. 
                                                 
1  Variazione dovuta alla presenza o meno dell'ultimo compito sul 
controllo delle funzioni domotiche interattive (p.e. regolazione 
altezza delle tapparelle).  
3 Ulteriori considerazioni sul corpus 
Il corpus si presta particolarmente a studi sulla 
gestione del turno e dell'iniziativa, e sulla gestio-
ne degli errori. Tali analisi, oltre a darci informa-
zioni su alcune meccaniche dialogiche di una 
particolare situazione comunicativa (il dialogo 
uomo-macchina), possono costituire un utile 
supporto conoscitivo per integrare le grammati-
che di comprensione e le architetture del gestore 
di dialogo. Ovviamente, il corpus raccolto pre-
senta alcuni limiti su altri livelli di analisi lingui-
stica. Infatti, l’utenza principale del sistema, 
composta da anziani e non vedenti, ha reso ne-
cessaria la presenza di uno sperimentatore nella 
stanza del soggetto e l’uso di un foglio riepiloga-
tivo delle attività, variabili che potevano condi-
zionare le scelte lessicali e morfologiche da parte 
dei soggetti. Da un punto di vista applicativo, 
tale condizionamento non è un problema: l'am-
pliamento del dizionario e delle possibili situa-
zioni nel singolo turno di dialogo andranno cer-
tamente implementati in una fase successiva del 
progetto, con dati ottenuti dall'uso reale del si-
stema reale. Al contrario, il comportamento degli 
utenti nelle situazioni d'errore e in relazione alla 
gestione del turno sembra essere meno sensibile 
al contesto sperimentale, e fornisce valide infor-
mazioni per la progettazione del sistema, sia 
nell'ambito del progetto Speaky, sia, più in gene-
rale, per lo studio dell'interazione uomo-
macchina.  
4 Conclusioni e future attività 
La tecnica del Mago di Oz ci ha permesso di ot-
tenere un corpus controllato su alcuni aspetti 
dell’interazione che forniscono indicazioni per 
l’architettura del sistema di dialogo. I dati attuali 
verranno integrati con l’acquisizione di un nuovo 
corpus in cui il Mago di Oz “umano” verrà sosti-
tuito dal prototipo del sistema, a fronte dello 
stesso tipo di utenza sperimentale e degli stessi 
scenari d’uso, allo scopo di ottenere dati confron-
tabili con gli attuali, sia per migliorare le presta-
zioni del sistema, sia per ottenere preziosi infor-
mazioni sulla tecnica del Mago di Oz. 
Le politiche di distribuzione del database saranno 
definite al termine del progetto (giugno 2015), e 
auspicabilmente saranno di gratuità per attività di 
ricerca, ovviamente previo accordo NDA (Non 
Disclosure Agreement). 
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Abstract
English. Assuming the increased need of
language resources encoded with shared
representation formats, the paper de-
scribes a project for the conversion of
the multilingual parallel treebank ParTUT
in the de facto standard of the Stanford
Dependencies (SD) representation. More
specifically, it reports the conversion pro-
cess, currently implemented as a proto-
type, into the Universal SD format, more
oriented to a cross-linguistic perspective
and, therefore, more suitable for the pur-
pose of our resource.
Italiano. Considerando la crescente ne-
cessita` di risorse linguistiche codificate in
formati ampiamente condivisi, l’articolo
presenta un progetto per la conversione di
una risorsa multilingue annotata a livello
sintattico nel formato, considerato uno
standard de facto, delle Stanford Depen-
dencies (SD). Piu` precisamente l’articolo
descrive il processo di conversione, di
cui e` attualmente sviluppato un prototipo,
nelle Universal Stanford Dependencies,
una versione delle SD maggiormente ori-
entata a una prospettiva inter-linguistica
e, per questo, particolarmente adatta agli
scopi della nostra risorsa.
1 Introduction
The increasing need to use language resources for
the development and training of automatic systems
goes hand in hand with the opportunity to make
such resources available and accessible. This op-
portunity, however, is often precluded by the use
of different formats for encoding linguistic con-
tent. Such differences may be dictated by sev-
eral factors that, in the specific case of syntacti-
cally annotated corpora, or treebanks, may include
the choice of constituency vs dependency-based
paradigm, the specific morphological and syntac-
tical features of the language at issue, or the end
use the resource has been designed for. This vari-
ety of formats makes it more difficult the reuse of
these resources in different contexts.
In the case of parsing, and of treebanks, a few
steps towards the spread of formats that could
be easily shared by the community has led, also
thanks to the efforts devoted to the organization
of evaluation campaigns, to the use of what have
then become de facto standards. This is the case,
for example, of the Penn Treebank format for con-
stituency paradigms (Mitchell et al., 1993).
Within the framework of dependency-based rep-
resentations, a new format has recently gained in-
creasing success, i.e. that of the Stanford Typed
Dependencies. The emergence of this format is
attested by several projects on the conversion and
harmonization of treebanks into this representa-
tion format (Bosco et al., 2013; Haverinen et al.,
2013; McDonald et al., 2013; Tsarfaty, 2013; Rosa
et al., 2014).
The project described in this paper is part of
these ones and concerns in particular the conver-
sion into the Stanford Dependencies of a multi-
lingual parallel treebank for Italian, English and
French called ParTUT. The next section will pro-
vide a brief description of ParTUT and its native
format, along with that of the Universal Stanford
Dependencies, while Section 3 will be devoted
to the description of the conversion process, with
some observations on its implications in the future
development of ParTUT.
2 Data set
In this section, we provide an overview of ParTUT
and of the two annotation formats at issue, focus-
ing on their design principles and peculiarities.
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2.1 The ParTUT parallel treebank
ParTUT1 is a parallel treebank for Italian, En-
glish and French, designed as a multilingual devel-
opment of the Italian Turin University Treebank
(TUT)2 (Bosco, 2001), which is also the reference
treebank for the past parsing tracks of Evalita, the
evaluation campaign for Italian NLP tools3.
The whole treebank currently comprises an
overall amount of 148,000 tokens, with approxi-
mately 2,200 sentences in the Italian and English
sections, and 1,050 sentences for French4.
ParTUT has been developed by applying the same
strategy, i.e. automatic annotation followed by
manual correction, and tool exploited in the Ital-
ian TUT project, i.e. the Turin University Linguis-
tic Environment (TULE) (Lesmo, 2007; Lesmo,
2009), first developed for Italian and then ex-
tended for the other languages of ParTUT (Bosco
et al., 2012). Moreover, one of the main devel-
opments of the treebank is also the creation of a
system for the automatic alignment of parallel sen-
tences taking explicitly into account the syntactic
annotation that is included in these sentences (San-
guinetti and Bosco, 2012; Sanguinetti et al., 2013;
Sanguinetti et al., 2014).
2.2 The TUT representation format
The treebank is annotated in a dependency-based
formalism, partially inspired by the Word Gram-
mar (Hudson, 1990), in particular for what con-
cerns the head selection criteria for determiners
and prepositions (that are considered as governors
of the nominal and prepositional groups respec-
tively). Other typical features of TUT and ParTUT
trees are the use of null elements and the explicit
representation of the predicate-argument structure
not only for verbs but also for nouns and adjec-
tives.
For what concerns the dependency labels, they
were conceived as composed of two components5
according to the following pattern:
morphoSyntactic–functionalSyntactic.
1See http://www.di.unito.it/˜tutreeb/
partut.html
2http://www.di.unito.it/˜tutreeb
3http://www.evalita.it/
4The resource is under constant development, and the
French part of the newest texts recently added to the collec-
tion is yet to be analyzed and included.
5In the Italian TUT there is also a third one (omitted here
and in the current ParTUT annotation) concerning the seman-
tic role of the dependent with respect to its governor.
The main (and mandatory) feature is the second
one, specifying the syntactic function of the node
in relation to its governor, i.e. whether the node is
an argument (ARG), a modifier (MOD) or a more
specialized kind of argument (e.g. OBJ or SUBJ)
or modifier (e.g. RMOD for restrictive modifiers
and APPOSITION for the others) or something
else (e.g. COORD or SEPARATOR). This com-
ponent can be preceded by another one that spec-
ifies the morphological category a) of the govern-
ing item, in case of arguments (e.g. PREP-ARG
for the argument of a Preposition), b) of the depen-
dent, in case of modifiers (e.g. PREP-RMOD for a
prepositional restrictive modifier). In some cases,
the subcategory type of this additional component
is also included (after a ’+’ sign), as in DET+DEF-
ARG, which should be read as argument of a defi-
nite Determiner.
TUT aims at being as linguistically accurate as
possible, providing a large number of labels for
each of these two components, which can be eas-
ily combined together to express the specificity of
a large variety of syntactic relations. It thus results
in a high flexibility of the format that allowed its
application to languages different from the origi-
nal one (that is Italian).
2.3 The Stanford Typed Dependencies
The Stanford Dependencies (SD) representation
(de Marneffe et al., 2006; de Marneffe and Man-
ning, 2008; de Marneffe and Manning, 2008; de
Marneffe et al., 2013) was originally developed for
English syntax to provide a scheme that could be
easy to use in practical NLP tasks, like Informa-
tion Extraction. This led to the choice of a for-
mat that was theory-neutral as regards the specific
grammar, and of a set of widely recognized gram-
matical relations. Indeed, one of the key features
of SD representation, throughout the different ver-
sions proposed, is namely the trade-off between
linguistic fidelity and readability, which is proba-
bly the main factor that determined its usability,
and, finally, its success.
Recently, a new version of the SD scheme has
been proposed, i.e. the Universal Stanford Depen-
dencies (USD)6, a revised set of relations more
oriented to provide a uniform and consistent struc-
tural representation across languages of different
linguistic typologies (de Marneffe et al., 2014).
6http://universaldependencies.github.
io/docs/
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By virtue of this claim, more emphasis is put on
the lexicalist hypothesis, that ultimately favors the
relations between content words, with the aim of
properly dealing with compounding and rich mor-
phology. This affects, among the other things, the
treatment of prepositions, which – rather than me-
diate between the modified word and the modifier
– are now attached as dependents of the latter.
Furthermore, in order to allow the proper recog-
nition of language-specific phenomena, USD rep-
resentation also opens to possible extensions by
adding new grammatical relations as subtypes of
the existing ones. This flexibility in the labeling
scheme is a valuable feature that USD has in com-
mon with the TUT format.
In light of these observations, in this conver-
sion project we opted for the USD representation
scheme as the target format.
3 Converting ParTUT
In this section, we describe the current, prelimi-
nary, stage of this project. This phase mainly con-
sists in a qualitative comparison of the two formats
at hand, drafting a basic mapping scheme between
the two relation taxonomies and highlighting the
main factors that could impact – both positively
and negatively – the conversion process, currently
implemented as a prototype.
Mapping scheme As expected, we encountered
only 13 cases of 1:1 correspondences between
the items of the two relation sets, although, con-
versely, in relatively few cases (9) a counterpart
could not be found either in the source or the tar-
get format. The remaining ones entailed a mul-
tiple correspondence either 1:n or m:1. A small
selection of such cases, based on the 15 most com-
monly used relations in ParTUT, is proposed in Ta-
ble 1.
Preliminary observations The conversion from
TUT to USD seems to be especially feasible
because of the high flexibility of the involved
schemes and their openness to cross-linguistic ap-
plications. Furthermore, we can benefit from the
fact that we are moving from a source format with
a high level of detail to a target format that is more
underspecified7.
7TUT scheme comprises an overall amount of 11 mor-
phoSyntactic and 27 functionalSyntactic features (not to men-
tion their subtypes) that can be combined together, while
USD taxonomy includes 42 grammatical relations (which is a
further reduction in number, with respect to the previous SD
TUT USD H.m.
VERB-SUBJ nsubj, csubj Y
VERB-OBJ dobj, xcomp N
VERB-SUBJ/ — —
VERB-INDCOMPL-AGENT
VERB-OBJ/VERB-SUBJ nsubjpass N
PREP-ARG case Y
DET+DEF-ARG det, poss Y
DEF+INDEF-ARG det Y
CONJ-ARG mark, xcomp Y
PREP-RMOD case Y
ADJC+QUALIF-RMOD amod N
COORD2ND+BASE conj, cc Y
COORD+BASE cc N
END punct N
SEPARATOR punct N
TOP-VERB root N
Table 1: A mapping scheme between the 15 most
used syntactic relations in ParTUT and their coun-
terparts in USD. The third column reports whether
there is a (either direct or complex) head move-
ment (H.m.) when transforming TUT representa-
tion into USD.
English-particular relations, for example, can be
easily mapped onto the ones used in ParTUT, and,
except for one specific case (that of verb parti-
cles), can also be applied to Italian as well as
French constructions. Such cases are, respectively,
a) temporal modifiers expressed with a NP; b) pre-
determiners; c) words preceding a conjunction; d)
possessives.
TUT USD H.m.
PARTICLE* prt N
(*English only)
NOUN-RMOD-TIME tmod Y
PDET-RMOD predet N
COORDANTEC preconj N
DET+DEF-ARG poss Y
Table 2: English-particular relations in USD that
can be mapped onto the ones used in ParTUT. Un-
less stated otherwise, all the relations reported in
the table can also be applied to Italian and French.
However, as briefly introduced in Section 2.3,
the choice to establish meaningful syntactic links
between content words not only characterizes this
version of SD with respect to the previous ones,
versions).
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but it also marks a clear boundary with the TUT
representation. This aspect entails two basic types
of conversion procedures in case of non-direct cor-
respondences, that mainly concern the head selec-
tion criteria, and that can be summarized as fol-
lows:
• a direct head swapping, where conversion is
carried out by a simple inversion of head and
dependent roles, as in the case of determiners
and prepositions (see below two parallel ex-
amples of TUT, in the upper part, and USD,
in the lower one):
Resumption of the session
PREP-RMOD
PREP-ARG
DET+DEF-ARG
Resumption of the session
nmod
case
det
• a complex transformation that may involve
the whole subtree. This is the case, for ex-
ample, of copulative verbs, that are annotated
as heads in ParTUT, and as dependents – to-
gether with the subject itself – of the predica-
tive complement in USD (see below).
All are equal before the law
SUBJ PREDCOMPL
PREP-RMOD
PREP-ARG DET-ARG
All are equal before the law
nsubj
cop
nmod
case
det
On the other hand, a more semantically-
oriented representation has its benefits as well, es-
pecially when dealing with parallel texts in dif-
ferent languages annotated according to the same
scheme8. This proves useful for translation pur-
poses, which is one of the main goal ParTUT has
been conceived for, since it could make it easier
the identification of translational correspondences,
both manually and automatically, and it constitutes
therefore a meaningful step for the further devel-
opment of the resource as a whole.
Implemented conversion The implementation
of the converter is driven by the mapping scheme
and observations mentioned above. Each single
relation is classified according to different per-
spectives, including e.g. granularity and mapping
cardinality. Adequate procedures are developed to
deal with the transformations necessary to the con-
version for each relation class. Some procedures,
e.g. those implementing a complex restructuring
rather than a simple relation renaming, exploit not
only the syntactic knowledge but also PoS tagging
associated to dependency nodes.
The output of the conversion is made available in
different notations known in literature: besides the
typical bracketed notation of SD, the converted
version will be also released in CoNLL-U9 and us-
ing the Universal PoS tagset proposed by Petrov et
al. (2012)
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we briefly described the ongoing
project of conversion of a multilingual parallel
treebank from its native representation format, i.e.
TUT, into the Universal Stanford Dependencies.
The main advantages of such attempt lie in the
opportunity to release the parallel resource in a
widely recognized annotation format that opens its
usability to a number of NLP tasks, and in a result-
ing representation of parallel syntactic structures
that are more uniform and, therefore, easier to put
in correspondence. Conversion, however, is not
a straightforward process, and a number of issues
are yet to be tackled in order to obtain a converted
version that is fully compliant with the target for-
mat. The next steps of this work will focus in par-
ticular on such issues.
8Although recent works (Schwartz et al., 2012) seem
to point to the fact that while content word-based schemes
are more readable and ”interlingually” comparable, they are
harder to learn by machines; this is, in fact, an aspect we
intend to verify in the validation phase of the converted re-
source, by using it as training set for a statistical parser, as
also described in Simi et al. (2014).
9http://universaldependencies.github.
io/docs/format.html
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Abstract
English. The paper describes the ongo-
ing experience at the University of Turin in
developing linguistic resources and tools
for sentiment analysis of social media.
We describe in particular the development
of Senti-TUT, a human annotated cor-
pus of Italian Tweets including labels for
sentiment polarity and irony, which has
been recently exploited within the SENTI-
ment POLarity Classification shared task
at Evalita 2014. Furthermore, we report
about our ongoing work on the Felicitta`
web-based platform for estimating happi-
ness in Italian cities, which provides vi-
sualization techniques to interactively ex-
plore the results of sentiment analysis per-
formed over Italian geotagged Tweets.
Italiano. L’articolo presenta l’esperienza
fatta presso l’Universita` di Torino nello
sviluppo di risorse linguistiche e strumenti
per la sentiment analysis di social media.
In particolare, viene descritto Senti-TUT,
un corpus di Tweet in Italiano, che include
annotazioni relative alla polarita` del sen-
timent e alla presenza di ironia, utilizzato
nell’ambito del task di SENTIment POLar-
ity Classification di Evalita 2014. Inoltre
viene presentato il lavoro su Felicitta`, una
piattaforma Web per la stima della felicita`
nelle citta` italiane, che fornisce diverse
modalita` di visualizzazione del grado di
felicita` che emerge da un’analisi del senti-
ment su messaggi Twitter geolocalizzati in
Italiano.
1 Introduction
Several efforts are currently devoted to automati-
cally mining opinions and sentiments from natu-
ral language, e.g. in social media posts, news and
reviews about commercial products. This task en-
tails a deep understanding of the explicit and im-
plicit information conveyed by the language, and
most of the approaches applied refer to annotated
corpora and adequate tools for their analysis.
In this paper, we will describe the experiences
carried on at the Computer Science Department of
the University of Turin in the development of cor-
pora and tools for Sentiment Analysis and Opin-
ion Mining (SA&OM) during the last few years.
These experiences grew and are still growing in
a scenario where an heterogeneous group of re-
searchers featured by skills varying from compu-
tational linguistics, sociology, visualization tech-
niques, big data analysis and ontologies cooper-
ates. Both the annotation applied in the devel-
oped corpora and the tools for analyzing and dis-
playing data analysis depend in fact on a cross-
fertilization of different research areas and on the
expertise gained by the group members in their re-
spective research fields. The projects we will de-
scribe are currently oriented to the investigation of
aspects of data analysis that can be observed in
such a particular perspective, e.g. figurative lan-
guage or disagreement deep analysis, rather than
to the achievement of high scores in the applica-
tion of classifiers and statistical tools.
The paper is organized as follows. The
next section provides an overview on the anno-
tated corpus Senti-TUT, which includes two main
datasets: TW-NEWS (political domain) and TW-
FELICITTA (generic collection), while Section 3
describes the main uses of Senti-TUT and the Fe-
licitta` application context.
2 Annotating corpora for SA&OM
The experience on human annotation of social me-
dia data for SA&OM mainly refers to the Senti-
TUT corpus of Italian Tweets, featured by dif-
ferent stages of development (Gianti et al., 2012;
Bosco et al., 2013; Bosco et al., 2014). We have
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relied on our skills in building linguistic resources,
such as TUT1.
Tweets have been annotated at the message level.
Among the main goals we pursued in the anno-
tation of this corpus, there is the study of irony,
a specific phenomenon which can affect SA&OM
systems performances (Riloff et al., 2013; Reyes
et al., 2012; Reyes et al., 2013; Hao and Veale,
2010; Gonza´lez-Iba´n˜ez et al., 2011; Davidov et
al., 2011; Maynard and Greenwood, 2014; Rosen-
thal et al., 2014). To deal with this issue, we
extended a traditional polarity-based framework
with a new dimension which explicitly accounts
for irony. According to literature, boundaries in
meaning between different types of irony are fuzzy
(Gibbs and Colston, 2007) and this could be an ar-
gument in favor of annotation approaches where
different types of irony are not distinguished, as
the one adopted in Senti-TUT. We thus designed
and applied to the collected data an annotation ori-
ented to the description of Tweet polarity, which
is suitable for high level tasks, such as classify-
ing the polarity of a given text. The annotation
scheme included the traditional labels for distin-
guishing among positive, negative or neutral sen-
timent. Moreover, we introduced the labels HUM,
to mark the intention of the author of the post to
express irony or sarcasm, and MIXED, to mark
the presence of more than one sentiment within a
Tweet2. Summarizing, our tagset includes:
POS positive
NEG negative
NONE neutral (no sentiment expressed)
MIXED mixed (POS and NEG both)
HUM ironic
UN unintelligible
Having a distinguished tag for irony did not pre-
vent us from reconsidering these Tweets at a later
stage, and force their classification according to
traditional annotation schemes for the sentiment
analysis task, i.e. applying a positive or negative
polarity label, e.g. to measure how an automatic
traditional sentiment classifier can be wrong, as
we did in (Bosco et al., 2013). Similarly, identi-
fying Tweets containing mixed sentiment can be
1http://www.di.unito.it/˜tutreeb
2About the MIXED label see also the gold standard pre-
sented in (Saif et al., 2013)
useful in order to measure how the phenomenon
impacts the performances of sentiment classifiers.
Moreover, having distinguished tags for irony and
mixed sentiment can be helpful to a better devel-
opment of the corpora, in order to increase the
inter-annotator agreement, since cases, that typi-
cally can be source of disagreement on the polarity
valence, are recognized and labeled separately.
2.1 The Senti-TUT core
The first stage of development of the Senti-TUT
project 3 led to the results described in (Bosco et
al., 2013; Gianti et al., 2012). The major aims of
the project are the development of a resource miss-
ing for Italian, and the study of a particular linguis-
tic device: irony. This motivated the selection of
data domain and source, i.e. politics and Twitter:
Tweets expressing political opinions contain ex-
tensive use of irony. The corpus developed at this
stage includes a dataset called TW-NEWS, com-
posed of 3, 288 posts collected in the time frame
between October 2012 and February 2013 and that
focuses on the past Monti’s government in Italy.
They where collected and filtered, relying on the
Blogmeter social media monitoring platform4. For
each post in TW-NEWS, we collected in the first
phase two independent annotations. The inter-
annotator agreement calculated at this stage, ac-
cording to the Cohen’s κ score, was κ = 0.65
(Artstein and Poesio, 2008). The second step en-
tailed the collection of cases when the annotators
disagreed (about 25% of data). A third annotator
thus attempted to solve the disagreement or dis-
carded the inherently disagreement cases (around
2% of the data). This is motivated by the need
of datasets that can be sufficiently unambiguous
to be useful for training of classifiers and auto-
matic tools. A second dataset, called TW-SPINO
and composed of 1, 159 messages from the Twit-
ter section of Spinoza 5 (a very popular Italian blog
of posts with sharp satire on politics) has been col-
lected in order to extend the size of the set of ironic
Tweets tagged as HUM.
2.2 The TW-FELICITTA corpus
The TW-FELICITTA corpus (Bosco et al., 2014)
can be seen as a further extension of Senti–TUT,
mainly developed to validate the approach applied
3http://www.di.unito.it/˜tutreeb/
sentiTUT.html
4http://www.blogmeter.eu
5http://www.spinoza.it
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in the Felicitta` project (see Section 3). The 1, 500
Italian Tweets here collected were randomly ex-
tracted from those collected by Twitter API, pay-
ing attention at avoiding geographic and temporal
bias.
TW-FELICITTA corpus is a general-purpose
resource. This means that data are not filtered in
some way, but are more representative of the Twit-
ter language and topics in general. The absence of
a specific domain context made the interpretation
and annotation of the posts more difficult. The
annotation process involved four human annota-
tors. We collected not less than three independent
annotations for each Tweet according to the an-
notation scheme described above and relying on
a set of shared guidelines. The inter–annotator
agreement achieved was 0.51 (Fleiss, 1971). Hy-
pothesizing that the ‘soft disagreement’ (i.e. dis-
agreement occurring when we detect two agree-
ing and one disagreeing tags) was at least in part
motivated by annotators biases or errors, after a
further discussion of the guidelines, we applied a
fourth independent annotation to the Tweets in soft
disagreement. The resulting final corpus consists
of 1, 235 Tweets with agreed annotation and 265
Tweets with disagreed annotation.
Table1 presents an overview of the distribution
of tags (UN excluded) referring to the three anno-
tated datasets currently included in Senti-TUT.
label News Felicitta` Spino
POS 513 338 -
NEG 788 368 -
NONE 1.026 260 -
MIXED 235 39 -
HUM 726 168 1.159
Table 1: Distribution of Senti-TUT tags in TW-
NEWS, TW-FELICITTA and TW-SPINO.
The development of TW-FELICITTA also pro-
vided the basis for reflecting on the need of a
framework to capture and analyze the nature of
the disagreement (i.e. Tweets on which the dis-
agreement reflects semantic ambiguity in the tar-
get instances and provides useful information).
Hypothesizing that the analysis of the disagree-
ment should be considered as a starting point for a
deeper understanding of the task to be automated
in our sentiment engine (in tune with the argu-
ments in (Inel et al., 2014)), we investigated the
use of different measures to analyze the following
complementary aspects: the subjectivity of each
sentiment label and the subjectiveness of the in-
volved annotators.
Agreement analysis For what concerns the de-
tection of the subjectivity of the sentiment labels
in our annotation scheme, we hypothesized that
when a sentiment label is more involved in the oc-
currence of disagreement, this is because it is more
difficult to annotate, as its meaning is less shared
among the annotators and there is a larger range
of subjectivity in its interpretation. In order to es-
timate the subjectivity degree of each label L, we
calculated the percentage of cases where L pro-
duced an agreement or disagreement among anno-
tators. Table 2 shows how much a label has been
used in percentage to contribute to the definition of
an agreed or disagreed annotation of the Tweets.
label agreement disagreement
POS 26.3 14.4
NEG 29.2 17.8
NONE 21.8 23.5
MIXED 3.3 8.8
HUM 11.9 13.0
UN 7.6 22.5
Table 2: A measure of subjectivity of tags anno-
tated in TW-FELICITTA
It should be observed, in particular, that while
POS and NEG labels seem to have a higher ref-
erence to the agreement, for UN and MIXED the
opposite situation happens.
Assuming a perspective oriented to the single
annotators and referring to all the annotated tags,
as above, we also measured the subjectiveness of
each annotator involved in the task according to
the variation in the exploitation of the labels. For
each label L, starting from the total amount of
times when L has been annotated, we calculated
the average usage of the label. Then we calcu-
lated the deviation with respect to the average and
we observed how this varies among the annotators.
The deviation with respect to the average usage
of the label is maximum for the MIXED and UN
tags, and minimum for POS and NEG, showing
that the annotators are more confident in exploit-
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ing the latter tags (Table 3).
label total avg dev. + dev. -
NEG 1,592 398 15.32% 14.82%
POS 1,421 355.25 6.68% 5.13%
NONE 1,281 320.25 24.90% 16.31%
HUM 700 175 28.57% 31.42%
UN 569 142 73.94% 35.21%
MIXED 237 59.25 46.83% 80.18%
Table 3: A measure of variation among the ex-
ploitation of the labels in TW-FELICITTA.
3 Exploitation of Senti-TUT and ongoing
applications of SA on Italian tweets
Irony and emotion detection A preliminary
corpus-based analysis of phenomena connected
to irony, in particular polarity reversing and fre-
quency of emotions, is reported in (Bosco et al.,
2013) and involved the Tweets tagged by HUM
in TW-NEWS and TW-SPINO. We applied rule-
based automatic classification techniques in (Boli-
oli et al., 2013) to annotate ironic Tweets accord-
ing to seven categories: Ekman’s basic emotions
(anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise) plus
love. These emotions were expressed in 20% of
the dataset and distributed differently in the cor-
pora. What emerged was that irony was often used
in conjunction with a seemingly positive state-
ment to reflect a negative one (rarely the other way
around). This is in accordance with theoretical ac-
counts (Gibbs and Colston, 2007), reporting that
expressing a positive attitude in a negative mode
is rare and harder for humans to process, as com-
pared to expressing a negative attitude in a positive
mode.
Felicitta` Felicitta` (Allisio et al., 2013) is an on-
line platform for estimating happiness in the Ital-
ian cities, which daily analyzes Twitter posts and
exploits temporal and geo-spatial information re-
lated to Tweets, in order to enable the summariza-
tion of SA outcomes. The system automatically
analyzes posts and classifies them according to
traditional polarity labels according to a pipeline
which performs a shallow analysis of Tweets and
applies a lexicon-based approach looking for the
word polarity in WordNetAffect (Strapparava and
Valitutti, 2004). At the current stage of the project,
we are investigating both the visualization tech-
niques and data aggregation, also in order to com-
pare, in future works, results extracted from Twit-
ter about specific topics to those extracted from
other sources like demographic reports.
SENTIPOLC For what concerns the exploita-
tion of the Senti–TUT corpus, a further step is re-
lated to its use within the new shared task on sen-
timent analysis in Twitter (SENTIment POLarity
Classification – SENTIPOLC6), as part of Evalita
20147. SENTIPOLC represents a valuable forum
to validate the data and to compare our experience
to that of both the participants and colleagues co-
organizing the task from University of Bologna,
University of Groningen, Universitat Polite`cnica
de Vale`ncia and the industry partner Blogmeter
(CELI). (Basile et al., 2014). The main focus is on
detecting sentiment polarity in Twitter messages
as in SemEval 2013 - Task 2 (Nakov et al., 2013),
but a pilot task on irony detection has been also
proposed. The datasets released include Twitter
posts from TW–NEWS and TW–FELICITTA an-
notated by the Turin & Blogmeter teams, and other
posts collected and annotated by Bologna, Gronin-
gen and Vale`ncia teams (Basile and Nissim, 2013).
4 Conclusion
The paper describes the experiences done at the
University of Turin on topics related to SA&OM,
with a special focus on the main directions we are
following. The first one is the development of an-
notated corpora for Italian that can be exploited
both in automatic systems’ training, in evaluation
fora, and in investigating the nature of the data it-
self, also by a detailed analysis of the disagree-
ment occurring in the datasets. The second di-
rection, which is exemplified by ongoing work
on the Felicitta` platform, consists in the devel-
opment of applications of SA on social media in
the social and behavioral sciences field, where SA
techniques can contribute to interpret the degree
of well-being of a country (Mitchell et al., 2013;
Quercia et al., 2012), with a special focus on dis-
playing the results generated by the analysis in a
graphic form that can be easily readable also for
non-expert users.
6http://www.di.unito.it/˜tutreeb/
sentipolc-evalita14/
7http://www.evalita.it
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Abstract 
English. Automatic detection of antonymy is 
an important task in Natural Language 
Processing (NLP). However, currently, there is 
no effective measure to discriminate antonyms 
from synonyms because they share many 
common features. In this paper, we introduce 
APAnt, a new Average-Precision-based 
measure for the unsupervised identification of 
antonymy using Distributional Semantic 
Models (DSMs). APAnt makes use of Average 
Precision to estimate the extent and salience of 
the intersection among the most descriptive 
contexts of two target words. Evaluation shows 
that the proposed method is able to distinguish 
antonyms and synonyms with high accuracy, 
outperforming a baseline model implementing 
the co-occurrence hypothesis. 
Italiano. Sebbene l'identificazione automatica 
di antonimi sia un compito fondamentale del 
Natural Language Processing (NLP), ad oggi 
non esistono sistemi soddisfacenti per risolvere 
questo problema. Gli antonimi, infatti, 
condividono molte caratteristiche con i 
sinonimi, e vengono spesso confusi con essi. In 
questo articolo introduciamo APAnt, una 
misura basata sull'Average Precision (AP) per 
l'identificazione automatica degli antonimi nei 
Modelli Distribuzionali (DSMs). APAnt fa uso 
dell'AP per stimare il grado e la rilevanza 
dell'intersezione tra i contesti più descrittivi di 
due parole target. I risultati dimostrano che 
APAnt è in grado di distinguere gli antonimi 
dai sinonimi con elevata precisione, superando 
la baseline basata sull'ipotesi della co-
occorrenza. 
1 Introduction 
Antonymy is one of the fundamental relations 
shaping the organization of the semantic lexicon 
and its identification is very challenging for 
computational models (Mohammad et al., 2008). 
Yet, antonymy is essential for many Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) applications, such as 
Machine Translation (MT), Sentiment Analysis 
(SA) and Information Retrieval (IR) (Roth and 
Schulte im Walde, 2014; Mohammad et al., 2013). 
As well as for other semantic relations, 
computational lexicons and thesauri explicitly 
encoding antonymy already exist. Although such 
resources are often used to support the above 
mentioned NLP tasks, they have low coverage and 
many scholars have shown their limits: 
Mohammad et al. (2013), for example, have 
noticed that “more than 90% of the contrasting 
pairs in GRE closest-to-opposite questions are not 
listed as opposites in WordNet”. 
The automatic identification of semantic 
relations is a core task in computational semantics. 
Distributional Semantic Models (DSMs) have 
often been used for their well known ability to 
identify semantically similar lexemes using 
corpus-derived co-occurrences encoded as 
distributional vectors (Santus et al., 2014a; Baroni 
and Lenci, 2010; Turney and Pantel, 2010; Padó 
and Lapata, 2007; Sahlgren, 2006). These models 
are based on the Distributional Hypothesis (Harris, 
1954) and represent lexical semantic similarity in 
function of distributional similarity, which can be 
measured by vector cosine (Turney and Pantel, 
2010). However, these models are characterized by 
a major shortcoming. That is, they are not able to 
discriminate among different kinds of semantic 
relations linking distributionally similar lexemes. 
For instance, the nearest neighbors of castle in the 
vector space typically include hypernyms like 
building, co-hyponyms like house, meronyms like 
brick, antonyms like shack, together with other 
semantically related words. While impressive 
results have been achieved in the automatic 
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identification of synonymy (Baroni and Lenci, 
2010; Padó and Lapata, 2007), methods for the 
identification of hypernymy (Santus et al., 2014a; 
Lenci and Benotto, 2012) and antonymy (Roth and 
Schulte im Walde, 2014; Mohammad et al., 2013) 
still need much work to achieve satisfying 
precision and coverage (Turney, 2008; Mohammad 
et al., 2008). This is the reason why semi-
supervised pattern-based approaches have often 
been preferred to purely unsupervised DSMs 
(Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006; Hearst, 1992) 
In this paper, we introduce a new Average-
Precision-based distributional measures that is able 
to successfully discriminate antonyms from 
synonyms, outperforming a baseline implementing 
the co-occurrence hypothesis, formulated by 
Charles and Miller in 1989 and confirmed in other 
studies, such as those of Justeson and Katz (1991) 
and Fellbaum (1995). 
2 Defining Semantic Opposition 
People do not always agree on classifying word-
pairs as antonyms (Mohammad et al., 2013), 
confirming that antonymy classification is indeed a 
difficult task, even for native speakers of a 
language. Antonymy is in fact a complex relation 
and opposites can be of different types, making 
this class hard to define (Cruse, 1986). 
Over the years, many scholars from different 
disciplines have tried to contribute to its definition. 
Though, they are yet to reach any conclusive 
agreement. Kempson (1977) defines opposites as 
word-pairs with a “binary incompatible relation”, 
such that the presence of one meaning entails the 
absence of the other. In this sense, giant and dwarf 
are good opposites, while giant and person are not. 
Cruse (1986) points out the paradox of 
simultaneous similarity and difference between the 
antonyms, claiming that opposites are indeed 
similar in every dimension of meaning except in a 
specific one (e.g. both giant and dwarf refer to a 
person, with a head, two legs and two feet, but 
their size is different). 
In our work, we aim to distinguish antonyms 
from synonyms. Therefore we will adopt the word 
“antonym” in its broader sense. 
3 Related Works 
Most of the work about the automatic antonymy 
identification is based on the co-occurrence 
hypothesis, proposed by Charles and Miller (1989), 
who have noticed that antonyms co-occur in the 
same sentence more often than expected by chance 
(Justeson and Katz, 1991; Fellbaum, 1995). 
Other automatic methods include pattern based 
approaches (Schulte im Walde and Köper, 2013; 
Lobanova et al., 2010; Turney, 2008; Pantel and 
Pennacchiotti, 2006; Lin et al., 2003), which rely 
on specific patterns to distinguish antonymy-
related pairs from others. Pattern based methods, 
however, are mostly semi-supervised. Moreover 
they require a large amount of data and suffer from 
low recall, because they can be applied only to 
frequently occurring words, which are the only 
ones likely to fit into the given patterns. 
Mohammad et al. (2013) have used an 
analogical method based on a given set of 
contrasting words to identify and classify different 
kinds of opposites by hypothesizing that for every 
opposing pair of words, A and B, there is at least 
another opposing pair, C and D, such that A is 
similar to C and B is similar to D. Their approach 
outperforms other measures, but still is not 
completely unsupervised and it relies on thesauri, 
which are manually created resources. 
More recently, Roth and Schulte im Walde 
(2014) proposed that discourse relations can be 
used as indicators for paradigmatic relations, 
including antonymy. 
4 APAnt: an Average-Precision-based 
measure 
Antonyms are often similar in every dimension of 
meaning except one (e.g. giant and dwarf are very 
similar and they differ only in respect to the size). 
This peculiarity of antonymy – called by Cruse 
(1986) the paradox of simultaneous similarity and 
difference – has an important distributional 
correlate. Antonyms occur in similar contexts 
exactly as much as synonyms do, making the 
DSMs models unable to discriminate them. 
However, according to Cruse's definition, we can 
expect there to be a dimension of meaning in 
which antonyms have a different distributional 
behaviour. We can also hypothesize that this 
dimension of meaning is a salient one and that it 
can be used to discriminate antonyms from 
synonyms. For example, size is the salient 
dimension of meaning for the words giant and 
dwarf and we can expect that while giant occurs 
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more often with words such as big, huge, etc., 
dwarf is more likely to occur in contexts such as 
small, hide, and so on. 
To verify this hypothesis, we select the N most 
salient contexts of the two target words (N=1001). 
We define the salience of a context for a specific 
target word by ranking the contexts through Local 
Mutual Information (LMI, Evert, 2005) and 
collecting the first N, as already done by Santus et 
al. (2014a). Once the N most salient contexts for 
the two target words have been identified, we 
verify the extent and the salience of the contexts 
shared by both the words. We predict that 
synonyms share a number of salient contexts that is 
significantly higher than the one shared by 
antonyms. To estimate the extent and the salience 
of the shared contexts, we adapt the Average 
Precision measure (AP; Voorhees and Harman, 
1999), a common Information Retrieval (IR) 
evaluation metric already used by Kotlerman et al. 
(2010) to identify lexical entailment. In IR 
systems, this measure is used to evaluate the 
ranked documents returned for a specific query. It 
assigns high values to the rankings in which most 
or all the relevant documents are on the top 
(recall), while irrelevant documents are either 
removed or in the bottom (precision). For our 
purposes, we modify this measure in order to 
increase the scores as a function of (1) the size of 
the intersection and (2) the salience of the common 
features for the target words. To do so, we consider 
the common contexts as relevant documents and 
the maximum salience among the two target words 
as their rank. In this way, the score will be 
promoted when the context is highly salient for at 
least one of the two target words in the pair. For 
instance, in the pair dog – cat, if home is a 
common context, and it has salience=1 for dog and 
salience=N-1 for cat, we will consider home as a 
relevant document with rank=1. Formula (1) below 
provides the formal definition of APAnt measure:
 
 
(1) 
 
where Fx is the set of the N most salient features of 
a term x and rankx(fx) is the position of the feature 
                                                           
1 N=100 is the result of an optimization of the model against 
the dataset. Also the following suboptimal values have been 
tried: 50 and 150. In all the cases, the model outperformed the 
baseline. 
fx in the salience ranked feature list for the term x.
It is important to note that APAnt is defined as a 
reciprocal measure, so that the higher scores are 
assigned to antonyms.
5 Experiments and Evaluation 
The evaluation includes two parts. The first part is 
a box-plot visualization to summarize the 
distributions of scores per relation. In the second 
part, the Average Precision (AP; Kotlerman et al., 
2010) is used to compute the ability of our 
proposed measure to discriminate antonyms from 
synonyms. For comparison, we take as the baseline 
a model using the co-occurrence frequency of the 
target pairs. 
5.1 The DSM and the Dataset 
For the evaluation, we use a standard window-
based DSM recording co-occurrences with context 
window of the nearest 2 content words both to the 
left and right of each target word. Co-occurrences 
are extracted from a combination of the freely 
available ukWaC and WaCkypedia corpora (with 
1.915 billion and 820 million words, respectively) 
and weighted with LMI. 
To assess APAnt, we rely on a subset of English 
word-pairs collected by Lenci and Benotto in 
2012/13 using Amazon Mechanical Turk, 
following the method described by Schulte im 
Walde and Köper (2013). Among the criteria used 
for the collection, Lenci and Benotto balanced 
target items across word categories and took in 
consideration the frequency, the degree of 
ambiguity and the semantic classes. 
Our subset contains 2.232 word-pairs2, including 
1.070 antonymy-related pairs and 1.162 
synonymy-related pairs. Among the antonymy-
related pairs, we have 434 noun-pairs (e.g. parody-
reality), 262 adjective-pairs (e.g. unknown-famous) 
and 374 verb-pairs (e.g. try-procrastinate); among 
the synonymy-related pairs, we have 409 noun-
pairs (e.g. completeness-entirety), 364 adjective-
pairs (e.g. determined-focused) and 389 verb-pairs 
(e.g. picture-illustrate). 
                                                            
2 The sub-set include all the pairs for which both the target 
words exist in the DSM. 
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5.2 Results 
5.2.1 APAnt Values Distribution 
Figures 1 and 2 show the box-plots summarizing 
respectively the logarithmic distributions of APAnt 
and baseline scores for antonyms and synonyms. 
The logarithmic distribution is used to normalize 
the range of data, which would be otherwise too 
large and sparse for the box-plot representation. 
Box-plots display the median of a distribution as 
a horizontal line within a box extending from the 
first to the third quartile, with whiskers covering 
1.5 of the interquartile range in each direction from 
the box, and outliers plotted as circles. 
 
 
Figure 1: Logarithmic distribution of 
 APAnt scores (N=100) 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Logarithmic distribution of  
the baseline scores3.
 
In Figure 2, we can observe that the baseline 
promotes synonyms over antonyms and also that 
there is a large range of overlap among synonyms 
and antonyms distributions, showing the weakness 
of the co-occurrence hypothesis on our data. On 
the other hand, in Figure 1 we can observe that, on 
average, APAnt scores are much higher for 
antonymy-related pairs and that the overlap is 
much smaller. In terms of distribution of values, in 
fact, synonyms have much lower values for APAnt. 
                                                           
3 410 pairs with co-occurrence equal to zero on a total of 2.232 
have been removed to make the box-plot readable (i.e. 
log(0)=-inf). 
5.2.2 Average Precision 
Table 1 shows the second performance measure we 
used in our evaluation, the Average Precision 
(Lenci and Benotto, 2012; Kotlerman et al., 2010) 
per relation for both APAnt and baseline scores. As 
already mentioned above, AP is a method used in 
Information Retrieval to combine precision, 
relevance ranking and overall recall. The best 
possible score would be 1 for antonymy and 0 for 
synonymy. 
 
  
APAnt 0.73 0.55 
Baseline 0.56 0.74 
 
Table 1: Average Precision (AP). 
 
Table 1 shows that APAnt is a much more 
effective measure for antonymy identification as it 
achieves +0.17 compared to the baseline. This 
value results in a 30% improvement for antonymy 
identification. This improvement comes together 
with a higher ability in discriminating antonyms 
from synonyms. The results confirm the trend 
shown in the box-plots of Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
APAnt clearly outperforms the baseline, 
confirming the robustness of our hypothesis. 
6 Conclusions and Ongoing Work 
This paper introduces APAnt, a new 
distributional measure for the identification of 
antonymy (an extended version of this paper will 
appear in Santus et al., 2014b). 
APAnt is evaluated in a discrimination task in 
which both antonymy- and synonymy-related pairs 
are present. In the task, APAnt has outperformed 
the baseline implementing the co-occurrence 
hypothesis (Fellbaum, 1995; Justeson and Katz, 
1991; Charles and Miller, 1989) by 17%. APAnt
performance supports our hypothesis, according to 
which synonyms share a number of salient 
contexts that is significantly higher than the one 
shared by antonyms. 
Ongoing research includes the application of 
APAnt to discriminate antonymy also from other 
semantic relations and to automatically extract 
antonymy-related pairs for the population of 
ontologies and lexical resources. Further work can 
be conducted to apply APAnt to other languages. 
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Abstract 
English. Over its fifty-years of history 
the Institute for Computational Linguis-
tics “Antonio Zampolli” (ILC) has stored 
a great many texts and corpora in various 
formats and record layouts. The consoli-
dated experience in the acquisition, man-
agement and analysis of texts has al-
lowed us to formulate a plan of recovery 
and long-term digital preservation of 
such texts. In this paper, we describe our 
approach and a specific case study in 
which we show the results of a real at-
tempt of text recovery. The most im-
portant effort for us has been the study 
and comprehension of more or less com-
plex specific data formats, almost always 
tied to an obsolete technology. 
Italiano. L'Istituto di Linguistica Compu-
tazionale “Antonio Zampolli” (ILC) nel-
la sua storia cinquantennale ha accumu-
lato una grande quantità di testi e corpo-
ra che sono stati conservati in vari for-
mati e tracciati record. L'esperienza sto-
rica nell'acquisizione, gestione e analisi 
del testo ci ha permesso di formulare un 
piano di recupero e conservazione digita-
le a lungo termine di materiali testuali. 
In questo articolo, descriviamo il nostro 
approccio e un caso di studio specifico in 
cui sono riportati i risultati di una reale 
operazione di recupero. Il maggiore im-
pegno è stato dedicato alla comprensione 
di particolari specifiche di formato più o 
meno complesse, ma quasi sempre legate 
ad obsolescenza tecnologica. 
1 Introduction 
The international scientific communities consider 
electronic resources as a central part of cultural 
and intellectual heritage. Many institutions are 
involved in international initiatives
1
 directed to 
the preservation of digital materials. The Digital 
Preservation Europe project (DPE) is an example 
of “best practice” realization. The principal is-
sues concern the techniques and processes of 
digital memory management, but also of con-
certed action at both the national and internation-
al levels. Digital preservation is certainly a very 
challenging task for individual institutions.  
The means of digital preservation can be ex-
plained by the following definition: "Digital 
preservation combines policies, strategies and 
actions to ensure access to reformatted and born 
digital content regardless of the challenges of 
media failure and technological change. The goal 
of digital preservation is the accurate rendering 
of authenticated content over time." (ALA 
2007:2) 
In our specific case we are engaged in looking 
for systems and techniques necessary for the 
long-term management of digital textual materi-
als, stored at ILC over many years of work. At 
the beginning we did not know the age of all the 
materials. However, at a later stage, we found a 
number of digital materials, some of which dated 
as far back as the 70’s. For this reason, the work 
of recovery is extremely complex and demand-
ing. Firstly, the format of file/text encoding was 
often obsolete and not associated with exhaustive 
documentation. Secondly, many texts contained 
disused linguistic annotation schemas. Conse-
                                                 
1
 Digital Preservation Europe (DPE) was a collabora-
tive European digital preservation project that ran 
from 2006 to 2009, aimed at creating  collaborations 
and synergies  among many existing national initia-
tives across the European Research Area.  
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quently, we have adopted different strategies for  
“textual resource” retrieval, before focusing our 
attention on the application of standardized 
measures for conservation of the texts.  
2 Text analysis 
A format specification, when available, provides 
the details necessary to build a file from a text, 
and it establishes the admitted encodings and 
software applications able to decode the file and 
make its contents accessible. These documents 
can be of extremely variable size depending on 
the complexity of the format. However, the file 
format specification has not always evolved with 
the related software. Obsolete software and file 
formats, as well as storage medium, are today 
open issues.  
A file format may become obsolete for several 
reasons: 
 the latest software versions do not support 
the previous files; 
 the format itself is superseded by a new 
one, or becomes more complex; 
 the format is not so widely adopted, or the 
scientific community does not support the 
creation of compatible software; 
 the format is no longer compatible with 
the current computers; 
 the software supporting the format has de-
clined. 
Digital formats are a challenge for text conserva-
tion. In the early decades of computing, only  
few people were aware of the threat posed by the 
obsolescence of file formats for long-term digital 
preservation. A systematic effort for collecting 
software documentation or all the specifications 
necessary for the conservation of textual files 
was missing. With no proper documentation, the 
task of interpreting the contents of an old file is 
very demanding. It is only recently that we have 
started to catalogue, document, and understand 
these contents, together with their relationships 
and variations. 
While most of the software is regularly updated, 
the relevant files become sometimes obsolete and 
therefore unable to meet the new format re-
quirements, thus making even the latest versions 
of the software unreadable. Moreover, if the old-
er versions are no longer available, or do not run 
on a recent computer or in the current version of 
the operating system, the data is lost. Owing to 
the complexity and nature of some file formats, it 
can be extremely complex to know whether a 
converted file in another format has retained all 
its features. 
2.1 Conservation measures 
Preserving the information should be the main 
goal. It is the information content of a document 
(tokens, linguistic annotations, critical apparatus, 
figures, etc.) that should be maintained in com-
pliance with international standards. The stand-
ards usually need to respond to a large communi-
ty of users, not linked to individual economic 
interests
2
. 
However, compatibility with the standards 
available is not generally priority for data pro-
ducers, because either it is costly, or because 
there are commercial pressures that render the 
older formats quickly obsolete. 
On the other hand, standard formats are not 
necessarily the best choice for all situations, but 
they offer great advantages for long-term preser-
vation and storage. Finally, to reduce the risk of 
obsolescence a standardization process is re-
quired, which should primarily concern the for-
mats at greatest risk, like the ones created by ob-
solete or outdated software versions. 
3 First texts in electronic format 
Electronic processing has always been articulat-
ed into three basic steps: input (input or acquisi-
tion of data within the procedure), processing 
(analysis of the material and specific processing 
depending on the intended purpose) and output 
(output, on suitable media, of the results of the 
previous stages). The output of any processing 
phase may be considered as a final result in its 
own right, even if - in a specific project - it can 
be an intermediate analysis subject to subsequent 
processing phases.  
A fundamental parameter for the whole process 
is the type of storage medium used to preserve 
the material at the different processing stages. In 
the past, the only one choice available was the 
magnetic tape, which required sequential access 
to the data: in order to read (or write) a piece of 
data recorded on that medium it was necessary to 
read (or rewrite) all the preceding data in sequen-
tial order. This technology entailed objective 
                                                 
2
 The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) is a consortium 
which collectively develops and maintains a standard 
for the representation of texts in digital form. Its prin-
cipal deliverable is a set of Guidelines which specify 
encoding methods for machine-readable texts, chiefly 
in the humanities, social sciences and linguistics. 
(www.tei-c.org) 
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limitations concerning the possibility of imple-
menting particularly sophisticated and efficient 
algorithms for data access. 
3.1 Description of textual materials 
During the analyses of textual materials we iden-
tified various levels of recovery in compliance 
with international recommendations, and at the 
same time to archive a standardized and univer-
sally recognized format that would allow the ex-
change and storage of materials. For the data to 
be better understood, we must explain the proce-
dures which have produced them. For many 
years the "input" phases have only been possible 
through the preparation of punched cards that 
seem to belong to the pre-history of computer 
science. Units of data entry have come later, able 
to record on magnetic media or to operate in di-
rect connection with the electronic computer. 
The "output" phases normally consisted in the 
creation of two types of results: 
 storing the results both as recovery of the 
same results, and as intermediate input to 
further processing; 
 printing the results on fanfold paper to ob-
tain the final output of the process and 
drafts used to check the correctness of the 
work performed, or to dispose of a work-
ing medium that can be enriched with new 
data or used to classify the previously 
stored data. 
4 Main text problems 
The first problem of management of a text con-
cerns character encoding, which included sets of 
diacritics, or languages with non-Latin alphabets, 
or texts with multiple levels of annotation (e.g. 
comments, notes in margin, various types of 
footnotes, structured or dramatic text, etc. ). 
In the past the "ANSI format" (characters encod-
ing belonging to the ISO 8859 family) generally 
represented the standard, with all the problems 
related to the sharing of sets of positions between 
the tables of the ISO 8859 family. Today the de-
velopment of new encoding standards at the in-
ternational level imposes shared models of repre-
sentation of the data: XML TEI and UNICODE 
encoding. 
4.1 Text acquisition strategy 
If we retrace the steps of text acquisition for  
which ILC was among the pioneers in the indus-
try, we see that there is no single conversion 
mapping, but that it is necessary to assess differ-
ent types of material and their specific recovery 
paths. 
At present, it is possible to make only an esti-
mate about textual heritage. However, this is suf-
ficient to set up a common procedure and useful 
to evaluate the costs of the entire operation. De-
pending on the types of material (from texts on 
magnetic tapes to machine readable and editable 
digital texts) we have hypothesized different 
phases of recovery. Therefore it is impossible to 
define a series of procedures valid for all types of 
contents or data. 
We cannot forget the software DBT
3
 that has 
often been used for the treatment of ILC texts.  
For example at least three phases are required 
in order to convert a text file with obsolete char-
acter encodings: a first mapping involves the 
conversion into an intermediate format, typically 
an ANSI encoding; a second format is produced 
by the recognition, management and remapping 
of all the annotations inserted in the text; finally, 
the last phase involves the construction of a par-
ser that can read these annotations and convert 
them into appropriate TEI-XML tags. 
 
Source text  Perc. Transition 
phases  (TP) 
required  
Meta data  
Text on magnetic tape  10% Many TP type  study and research 
in the ILC archives  
Text divided into sepa-
rate resources  
5% TP>3 recovered from 
paper-based data  
Text in obsolete file  10% TP>2  recovered from 
paper-based data  
Digital text with obsolete 
character encoding  
10% 2<TP<3  recovered from 
 paper-based data / 
digital format  
Digital text  65% One TP  recovered from the 
digital format  
 
Table 1: acquisition strategy  
 
A more complex case is represented by lem-
matized texts, where the annotations are at the 
level of words and then become more extensive. 
Even for the annotation of lemmatized texts there 
has been a wide use of the DBT software. In the 
acquisition protocol for this type of text, this lev-
el of analysis is added to the others together with 
the evaluation of the type of software tool that 
was used at the time. 
                                                 
3
 DBT (Data Base Testuale, Textual Data Base) is a 
specific software for the management and analysis of 
textual and lexical material. 
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Source text  Transition 
phases  
(TP) re-
quired  
specific 
annotations  
type encod-
ing  
Meta data  
Texts on 
magnetic 
tape  
Many type 
TP  
?  long and difficult 
work 
Text divided 
into sepa-
rate re-
sources  
TP>3 DBT type 
encoding  
recovered from  
paper-based data  
Text in 
obsolete file  
TP>2  Obsolete 
type encod-
ing  
recovered from  
paper-based data  
Digital text 
but obsolete 
character 
encoding  
2<TP<3  Specific type 
encoding 
recovered from 
paper-based data 
/ digital format  
Digital text  One TP  ILC text 
encoding  
recovered from 
digital format  
 
Table 2: annotated text acquisition strategy 
5 Results 
A concrete example of application of the proce-
dure for recovery of texts belonging to the herit-
age of texts of the Institute (briefly "ILC Ar-
chives") is related to the work resulting from a 
scientific agreement between ILC and the 
“Accademia della Crusca” of Florence. The re-
searchers of the Accademia were especially in-
terested in recovering the lemmatized corpus of 
“Periodici Milanesi”4. 
The archive dates back to the early 80’s and 
originates as post-elaboration of the lemmatiza-
tion procedure implemented by ILC researchers 
and technicians in the 70’s. The output format 
consists in files made up of fixed fields, each 
containing several types of information. The first 
challenge consisted in interpreting and decoding 
both the file format and the complex annotation 
scheme.  
The most complex part of the decoding of the 
“starting-point” files (in TCL format/ASCII) 
concerned the retrieval of text and related anno-
tations: lemma, POS (part of speech) and any 
other semantic type of information. For a correct 
interpretation of the data records contained in the 
lemmatized texts, a preliminary study phase was 
made. An example is shown in the figure below. 
 
                                                 
4
 Digital materials extracted from "La stampa periodi-
ca milanese della prima metà dell’Ottocento: testi e 
concordanze", edited by Giardini (Pisa, 1983), au-
thors: Stefania De Stefanis Ciccone, Ilaria Bonomi, 
Andrea Masini. Management of the text required the 
advice of Eugenio Picchi and Remo Bindi. 
The fragment of original text encoding shows 
the complex representation of the format used. 
As a matter of fact, the information is expressed 
by a complex annotation scheme, whose inter-
pretation and decoding represented the first 
phase of work. 
The complexity of the original format required 
a conversion in two steps:  
 a first step in which the texts were con-
verted from the original format to a DBT-
like format to favor a simple check on the 
correct decoding of the source format with 
no loss of information;  
 a second step required the representation 
of the text in XMT TEI with Unicode en-
coding.  
 
The archive of "Periodici Milanesi" contains a 
collection of 58 newspapers (1800-1847), orga-
nized in seven main categories:  Political Infor-
mation, Literary Magazines, Magazines varieties, 
Technical journals, Magazines theater, Alma-
nacs, Strennas. 
 
Corpus analysis and results: 
 879,129 tokens; 
 59,639 different forms; 
 a TEI P5 XML file for each article of the 
corpus (2277 files), where all lemmas are 
appropriately coded. 
Extraction of the main linguistic features: 
 index of 975 spelling variants of the 
words; 
 index of 312 different multi-words in the 
corpus; 
 list of 710 Latin and French forms that 
have been coded as “foreign words”. 
6 Conclusion 
The preservation of that data produced with out-
dated technologies should be handled especially 
by public institutions, as this is part of the histor-
ical heritage. Therefore, it is necessary for us to 
complete this work, so that the resources can be 
reused. This will be possible only through a joint 
effort of the institutions involved at the regional, 
national and  international levels. ILC is current-
ly establishing a number of co-operation agree-
ments like the one with the “Accademia della 
Crusca”, in an attempt to gather data resources 
for maintenance, preservation and re-use by third 
parties. 
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Abstract
English. We explore the use of the
SENNA semantic role-labeller to deﬁne
a distributional space to build a fully un-
supervised model of event-entity thematic
ﬁt judgements. Existing models use syn-
tactic dependencies for this. Our Dis-
tributional Memory model outperforms a
syntax-based model by a wide margin,
matches an augmented model that uses
hand-crafted rules, and provides results
that can be easily combined with the aug-
mented model, improving matching over
multiple thematic ﬁt judgement tasks.
Italiano. I giudizi di Thematic Fit tra
eventi ed entita` sono stati modellati in
passato facendo ricorso a dipendenze sin-
tattiche. Il nostro modello utilizza in-
vece uno spazio distribuzionale costru-
ito in maniera non supervisionata con un
Semantic Role Labeler (SENNA). Il nos-
tro modello ottiene risultati nettamente
migliori rispetto a un modello basato
su dipendenze sintattiche e comparabili
a quelli di un modello potenziato, che
sfrutta regole sviluppate manualmente in
aggiunta alle dipendenze. Combinando
il nostro modello e il modello potenziato
si ottiene un ulteriore miglioramento dei
risultati su diversi compiti di giudizio di
Thematic Fit.
1 Introduction
It is perfectly conceivable that automated tasks in
natural language semantics can be accomplished
entirely through models that do not require the
contribution of semantic features to work at high
accuracy. Unsupervised semantic role labellers
such as that of Titov and Klementiev (2011) and
Lang and Lapata (2011) do exactly this: predict
semantic roles strictly from syntactic realizations.
In other words, for practical purposes, the relevant
and frequent semantic cases might be completely
covered by learned syntactic information. For ex-
ample, given a sentence The newspaper was put on
the table, such SRL systems would identify that
the table should receive a “location” role purely
from the syntactic dependencies centered around
the preposition on.
We could extend this thinking to a slightly dif-
ferent task: thematic ﬁt modelling. It could well
be the case that the the table could be judged a
more appropriate ﬁller of a location role for put
than, e.g., the perceptiveness, entirely due to in-
formation about the frequency of word colloca-
tions and syntactic dependencies collected through
corpus data, handmade grammars, and so on. In
fact, today’s distributional models used for mod-
elling of selectional preference or thematic ﬁt gen-
erally base their estimates on syntactic or string
co-occurrence models (Baroni and Lenci, 2010;
Ritter et al., 2010; Se´aghdha, 2010). The Dis-
tributional Memory (DM) model by Baroni and
Lenci (2010) is one example of an unsupervised
model based on syntactic dependencies, which has
been successfully applied to many different distri-
butional similarity tasks, and also has been used in
compositional models (Lenci, 2011).
While earlier work has shown that syntactic
relations and thematic roles are related concepts
(Levin, 1993), there are also a large number of
cases where thematic roles assigned by a role la-
beller and their best-matching syntactic relations
do not correspond (Palmer et al., 2005). How-
ever, it is possible that this non-correspondence
is not a problem for estimating typical agents and
patients from large amounts of data: agents will
most of the time coincide with subjects, and pa-
tients will most of the time coincide with syntac-
tic objects. On the other hand, the best resource
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for estimating thematic ﬁt should be based on la-
bels that most closely correspond to the target task,
i.e. semantic role labelling, instead of syntactic
parsing. In this paper, we want to test how far a
DM trained directly on a role labeller which pro-
duces PropBank style semantic annotations can
complement the syntax-based DM model on the-
matic ﬁt tasks, given a similar corpus of training
data. We maintain the unsupervised nature of both
models by combining their ratings by averaging
without any weight estimation (we “guess” 50%)
and show that we get an improvement in matching
human judgements collected from previous exper-
iments on agent/patient roles, location, and man-
ner roles. We demonstrate that a fully unsuper-
vised model based on a the SENNA role-labeller
(Collobert et al., 2011) outperforms a correspond-
ing model based on MaltParser dependencies (De-
pDM) by a wide margin. Furthermore, we show
that the SENNA-based model can almost match
B&L’s better performing TypeDM model, which
involves hand-crafted rules, and demonstrate that
the SENNA-based model makes a contribution
over and above the syntactic model in a range of
thematic role labelling tasks.
1.1 Thematic role typicality
Thematic roles describe the relations that entities
take in an event or relation. Thematic role ﬁt cor-
relates with human plausibility judgments (Pado´
et al., 2009; Vandekerckhove et al., 2009), which
can be used to evaluate whether a distributional
semantic model can be effectively encoded in the
distributional space.
A suitable dataset is the plausibility judgment
data set by Pado´ (2007), which includes 18 verbs
with up to twelve nominal arguments, totalling
414 verb-noun-role triples. The words were cho-
sen based on their frequency in the Penn Tree-
bank and FrameNet. Human subjects were asked
to how common the nominal arguments were as
agents or as patients for the verbs. We also eval-
uate the DM models on a data set by McRae et
al. (2005), which contains thematic role plau-
sibility judgments for 1444 verb-role-noun triples
calculated over the course of several experiments.
While the ﬁrst two data sets only contain plau-
sibility judgments for verbs and their agents and
patients, we additionally use two data sets con-
taining judgments for locations (274 verb-location
pairs) and instruments (248 verb-instrument pairs)
(McRae et al., 2005), to see how well these mod-
els apply to roles other than agent and patient. All
ratings were on a scale of 1 to 7.
1.2 Semantic role labelling
Semantic role labelling (SRL) is the task of as-
signing semantic roles such as agent, patient, lo-
cation, etc. to entities related to a verb or predi-
cate. Structured lexica such as FrameNet, VerbNet
and PropBank have been developed as resources
which describe the roles a word can have and an-
notate them in text corpora such as the PTB. Both
supervised and unsupervised techniques for SRL
have been developed. Some build on top of a syn-
tactic parser, while others work directly on word
sequences. In this paper, we use SENNA, whose
advantage is being very fast and robust (not need-
ing parsed text) and is able to label large, noisy
corpora such as UKWAC.
2 Distributional Memory
Baroni and Lenci (2010) present a framework for
recording distributional information about linguis-
tic co-occurrences in a manner explicitly designed
to be multifunctional rather than being tightly de-
signed to reﬂect a particular task. Distributional
Memory (DM) takes the form of an order-3 ten-
sor, where two of the tensor axes represent words
or lemmas and the third axis represents the syntac-
tic link between them.
B&L construct their tensor from a combina-
tion of corpora: the UKWAC corpus, consisting
of crawled UK-based web pages, the British Na-
tional Corpus (BNC), and a large amount of En-
glish Wikipedia. Their linking relation is based
on the dependency-parser output of MaltParser
(Nivre et al., 2007), where the links consist of
lexicalized dependency paths and lexico-syntactic
shallow patterns, selected by handcrafted rules.
The tensor is represented as a sparse array of
triples of the form (word, link, word) with values
as local mutual information (LMI), calculated as
O log OE whereO is the observed occurrence count
of the triple and E the count expected under in-
dependence. B&L propose different versions of
representing the link between the words (encod-
ing the link between the words in different de-
grees of detail) and ways of counting frequencies.
Their DepDM model encodes the link as the (par-
tially lexicalized) dependency path between words
and counts occurrence frequencies of triples to cal-
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model coverage (%) ρ
BagPack 100 60
ST-MeanDM 99 58
TypeDM 100 51
SENNA-DepDM 99 51
Pado´ 97 51
ParCos 98 48
DepDM 100 35
Table 1: Comparison on Pado´ data, results of other
models from Baroni and Lenci (2010).
culate LMI. The more successful TypeDM model
uses the same dependency path encoding as a link
but bases the LMI estimates on type frequencies
(counted over grammatical structures that link the
words) rather than token frequencies.
The tensor also contains inverse links: if (mon-
ster, sbj tr eat) appears in the tensor with a given
LMI, another entry with the same LMI will appear
as (eat, sbj tr−1, monster).
B&L provide algorithms to perform computa-
tions relevant to various tasks in NLP and com-
putational psycholinguistics. These operations are
implemented by querying slices of the tensor. To
assess the ﬁt of a noun w1 in a role r for a verb w2,
they construct a centroid from the 20 top ﬁllers for
r with w2 selected by LMI, using subject and ob-
ject link dependencies instead of thematic roles.
To illustrate, in order to determine how well table
ﬁts as a location for put, they would construct a
centroid of other locations for put that appear in
the DM, e.g. desk, shelf, account . . .
The cosine similarity between w1’s vector and
the centroid represents the preference for the noun
in that role for that verb. The centroid used to cal-
culate the similarity represents the characteristics
of the verb’s typical role-ﬁllers in all the other con-
texts in which they appear.
B&L test their procedure against the Pado´ et
al. similarity judgements by using Spearman’s ρ.
They compare their model against the results of a
series of other models, and ﬁnd that they achieve
full coverage of the data with a ρ of 0.51, higher
than most of the other models except for the Bag-
Pack algorithm (Herdag˘delen and Baroni, 2009),
the only supervised system in the comparison,
which achieved 0.60. Using the TypeDM tensor
they freely provide, we replicated their result us-
ing our own tensor-processing implementation.
3 SENNA
SENNA (Collobert and Weston, 2007; Collobert
et al., 2011) is a high performance role labeller
well-suited for labelling a corpus the size of
UKWAC and BNC due to its speed. It uses a
multi-layer neural network architecture that learns
in a sliding window over token sequences in a pro-
cess similar to a conditional random ﬁeld, working
on raw text instead of syntactic parses. SENNA
extracts features related to word identity, capital-
ization, and the last two characters of each word.
From these features, the network derives features
related to verb position, POS tags and chunking. It
uses hidden layers to learn latent features from the
texts which are relevant for the labelling task.
SENNA was trained on PropBank and large
amounts of unlabelled data. It achieves a role la-
belling F score of 75.49%, which is slightly lower
than state-of-the-art SRL systems which use parse
trees as input (around 78% F score).
4 Implementation
We constructed a DM from the corpora used
by B&L by running the sentences individually
through SENNA and counting the (assignee, role,
assigner) triples that emerged from the SENNA
labelling. However, we omit the Wikipedia data
included by Baroni and Lenci; results were better
without them (ρ=48 on Pado´), possibly an effect
of genre.
SENNA assigns roles to entire phrases, but we
only accepted head nouns and NN-composita. We
used the part-of-speech tagging done by SENNA
to identify head words and accepted only the ﬁrst
consecutive series of non-possessive noun-tagged
words. If these are multiple words in this series
(as in the case of composita), each of them is
listed as a separate assignee. There is a very small
amount of data loss due to parser errors and soft-
ware crashes. Our implementation corresponds to
B&L’s DepDM model over MaltParser dependen-
cies. The SENNA-based tensors are used to eval-
uate thematic ﬁt data as in the method of B&L de-
scribed above1.
5 Experiments
We ran experiments with our tensor (henceforth
SENNA-DepDM) on the following sources of the-
matic ﬁt data: the Pado´ dataset, agents/patients
from McRae, instrumental roles from McRae, and
location roles from McRae. For each dataset, we
calculated Spearman’s ρ with respect to human
plausibility judgments. We compared this against
1Our tensor will be provided via our web sites after this
paper ofﬁcially appears.
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TypeDM SENNA-DepDM ST-MeanDM TDM/SENNA correl.
cov. (%) ρ cov. (%) ρ cov. (%) ρ ρ
Pado´ 100 53 99 51 99 58 64
McRae agent/patient 95 32 96 24 95 32 59
McRae instrumental 93 36 94 19 92 38 23
McRae location 99 23 <100 19 <100 27 26
Table 2: Comparison of TypeDM to SENNA-DepDM and ST-MeanDM.
the performance of TypeDM given our implemen-
tation of B&L’s thematic ﬁt query system. We then
took the average of the scores of SENNA-DepDM
and TypeDM—we will call this ST-MeanDM—
for each of these human judgement sources and
likewise report ρ. We also report coverage for all
these experiments.
During centroid construction, we used the
ARG0 and ARG1 roles to ﬁnd typical nouns for
subject and object respectively. For the instru-
ment role data, we mapped the verb-noun pairs
to PropBank roles ARG2, ARG3 for verbs that
have an INSTRUMENT in their frame, other-
wise ARGM-MNR. We used “with” as the link
for TypeDM-centroids; the same PropBank roles
work with SENNA. For location roles, we used
ARGM-LOC; TypeDM centroids are built with
“in”, “at”, and “on” as locative prepositions.
6 Results and discussion
For all our results, we report coverage and Spear-
man’s ρ. Spearman’s ρ is calculated with missing
items (due to absence in the tensor on which the
result was based) removed from the calculation.
Our SENNA-based tensors are taken directly
from SENNA output in a manner analogous to
B&L’s construction of DepDM from MaltParser
dependency output. Both of them do much better
than the reported results for DepDM (see Table 1)
and one of them comes close to the performance of
TypeDM on the Pado´ data. This suggests that im-
provements can be made to SENNA-DepDM by
developing a procedure to determining lexicalized
relation types mediated by PropBank roles, and
calculating LMI values based on partially lexical-
ized types instead of tokens, similar to TypeDM.
Tables 2 shows that the MaltParser-based
TypeDM and the SENNA-based DepDM models
in combination achieve improved correlation with
human judgments compared to TypeDM by itself2.
2Baroni and Lenci used a version of the Pado data that
erroneously swapped the judgments for some ARG0 vs.
ARG1. We here evaluate on the original Pado data, with
ARG2 for communicative verbs (tell, ask, caution) set to
ARG1, as this is how SENNA labels the recipient of the ut-
terances. This caused a small upward shift in the TypeDM
The only exception was the McRae agent/patient
data, which stayed the same. We also include
the correlation between the TypeDM and SENNA-
DepDM cosine similarities on each data set. These
values suggest that even when their correlations
with human judgements are similar, they only
partly model the same aspects of thematic ﬁt.
We calculated ρ on a per-verb basis for the Pado´
data on TypeDM and the SRL-augmented com-
bined results and examined the differences. Aug-
mentation by averaging with the SENNA-DepDM
output improves ρ most strongly on verbs like “in-
crease” and “ask”. For example, SENNA-DepDM
produces much sharper differences in judgements
about whether “amount” can be the agent or pa-
tient of “increase”, closer to human performance.
Averaging with SENNA-DepDM also reduces the
cosine similarities for both agent and patient roles
of “state” with “ask”, more in line with lower hu-
man judgements in both cases relative to the other
nouns tested with “ask”.
7 Conclusions
We have constructed a distributional memory
based on SENNA-annotated thematic roles and
shown an improved correlation with human data
when combining it with the high-performing
syntax-based TypeDM. We found that, even when
built on similar corpora, SRL brings something
to the table over and above syntactic parsing. In
addition, our SENNA-based DM model was con-
structed in a manner roughly equivalent to B&L’s
simpler DepDM model, and yet it performs at a
level far higher than DepDM on the Pado´ data
set, on its own approaching the performance of
TypeDM. It is likely that an SRL-based equivalent
to TypeDM would further improve performance,
and is thus a possible path for future work.
Our work also contributes the ﬁrst evaluation of
structured distributional models of semantics for
thematic role plausibility for roles other than agent
and patient.
results (from ρ=51 to 53), but should not cause DepDM (not
made publicly available) to catch up.
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Abstract
English. This paper introduces a novel
application of the hybrid deep neural net-
work (DNN) - hidden Markov model
(HMM) approach for automatic speech
recognition (ASR) to target groups of
speakers of a specific age/gender. We
target three speaker groups consisting of
children, adult males and adult females,
respectively. The group-specific training
of DNN is investigated and shown to be
not always effective when the amount of
training data is limited. To overcome this
problem, the recent approach that con-
sists in adapting a general DNN to do-
main/language specific data is extended
to target age/gender groups in the context
of hybrid DNN-HMM systems, reducing
consistently the phone error rate by 15-
20% relative for the three different speaker
groups.
Italiano. Questo articolo propone
l’applicazione del modello ibrido “rete
neurale artificiale multistrato - modelli di
Markov nascosti” al riconoscimento auto-
matico del parlato per gruppi di parlanti
di una specifica fascia di eta` o genere
che in questo caso sono costituiti da:
bambini, maschi adulti e femmine adulte.
L’addestramente della rete neurale multi-
strato si e` dimostrato non sempre efficace
quando i dati di addestramento erano
disponibili solo in piccola quantita` per
uno specifico gruppo di parlanti. Per
migliorare le prestazioni, un recente
approccio proposto per adattare una rete
neurale multistrato pre-addestrata ad un
nuovo domino, o ad una nuova lingua, e`
stato esteso al caso di gruppi di parlanti
di diverse eta` e genere. L’adozione di
una rete multistrato adattata per cias-
cun gruppo di parlanti ha consentito di
ottenere una riduzione dell’errore nel
riconoscimento di fonemi del 15-20%
relativo per ciascuno dei tre gruppi di
parlanti considerati.
1 Introduction
Speaker-related acoustic variability is one of the
major source of errors in automatic speech recog-
nition. In this paper we cope with age group differ-
ences, by considering the relevant case of children
versus adults, as well as with male/female differ-
ences. Here DNN is used to deal with the acoustic
variability induced by age and gender differences.
When an ASR system trained on adults’ speech
is employed to recognise children’s speech, per-
formance decreases drastically, especially for
younger children (Wilpon and Jacobsen, 1996;
Das et al., 1998; Claes et al., 1998; Potamianos
and Narayanan, 2003; Giuliani and Gerosa, 2003;
Gerosa et al., 2007). A number of attempts have
been reported in literature to contrast this effect.
Most of them try to compensate for spectral differ-
ences caused by differences in vocal tract length
and shape by warping the frequency axis of the
speech power spectrum of each test speaker or
transforming acoustic models (Potamianos and
Narayanan, 2003; Das et al., 1998; Claes et al.,
1998). However, to ensure good recognition per-
formance, age-specific acoustic models trained on
speech collected from children of the target age, or
group of ages, is usually employed (Wilpon and
Jacobsen, 1996; Hagen et al., 2003; Nisimura et
al., 2004; Gerosa et al., 2007). Typically, much
less training data are available for children than
for adults. The use of adults’ speech for reinforc-
ing the training data in the case of a lack of chil-
dren’s speech was investigated in the past (Wilpon
and Jacobsen, 1996; Steidl et al., 2003). However,
This work was partially funded by the European project
EU-BRIDGE, under the contract FP7-287658.
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in order to achieve a recognition performance im-
provement when training with a mixture of chil-
dren’s and adults’ speech, speaker normalisation
and speaker adaptive training techniques are usu-
ally needed (Gerosa et al., 2009).
During the past years, DNN has proven to be
an effective alternative to HMM - Gaussian mix-
ture modelisation (GMM) based ASR (HMM-
GMM) (Bourlard and Morgan, 1994; Hinton et
al., 2012) obtaining good performance with con-
text dependent hybrid DNN-HMM (Mohamed et
al., 2012; Dahl et al., 2012).
Capitalising on their good classification and
generalisation skills the DNN have been used
widely in multi-domain and multi-languages
tasks (Sivadas and Hermansky, 2004; Stolcke et
al., 2006). The main idea is usually to first exploit
a task independent (multi-lingual/multi-domain)
corpus and then to use a task specific corpus.
One approach consists in using the different cor-
pora at different stages of the DNN training. The
task independent corpus is used only for the pre-
training (Swietojanski et al., 2012) or for a general
first training (Le et al., 2010; Thomas et al., 2013)
and the task specific corpus is used for the final
training/adaptation of the DNN.
This paper introduces the use of the DNN-
HMM approach for phone recognition in age and
gender dependent groups, extending the idea intro-
duced in (Yochai and Morgan, 1992) to the DNN
context. Three target groups of speakers are con-
sidered here, that is children, adult males and adult
females. There is only a limited amount of labeled
data for such groups. To overcome this problem,
a DNN trained on speech data from all the three
groups of speakers is adapted to the age/gender
group specific corpora. First it is shown that train-
ing a DNN only from a group specific corpus is not
effective when only limited labeled data is avail-
able. Then the method proposed in (Thomas et al.,
2013) is adapted to the age/gender specific prob-
lem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the general training and adap-
tation methods. Experimental setup is described
in Section 3 and results are presented in Section 4.
Finally, conclusions are provided in Section 5.
2 DNN training and adaptation
In ASR what is called DNN is a feedforward net-
work with at least one hidden layer (generally
more than three). When applied in a hybrid con-
text, the DNN is used to classify the acoustic fea-
tures into HMM states. The output of the DNN
is then used to estimate the HMM’s state emis-
sion likelihoods. Recent experiments exhibit that
DNN-HMM provides better performance for ASR
than shallow networks (Dahl et al., 2012).
2.1 Age/gender independent training
The general training procedure described above
can be applied, by using all training data avail-
able, in an attempt to achieve a system with strong
generalisation capabilities. Estimating the DNN
parameters on speech from all groups of speak-
ers, that is children, adult males and adult females,
may however, have some limitation due to the in-
homogeneity of the speech data that may nega-
tively impact on the classification accuracy com-
pared to group-specific DNN.
2.2 Age/gender adaptation
ASR systems provide their best recognition per-
formances when the operating (or testing) condi-
tions are consistent with the training conditions.
To be effective, the general training procedure de-
scribed above requires that a sufficient amount of
labeled data is available. Therefore, when con-
sidering training for under-resourced population
groups (such as children or males/females in par-
ticular domains of applications) it might be more
effective to train first a DNN on a large amount
of data (including the target group specific cor-
pora) and then to adapt this DNN to the group
specific corpora. A similar approach has been
proposed in (Thomas et al., 2013) for the case
of multilingual training. Here the language does
not change and the targets of the DNN remain the
same when going from age/gender independent
training to group specific adaptation. The DNN
trained on speech data from all groups of speak-
ers can then be used directly as initialisation to the
adaptation procedure where the DNN is trained to
convergence with back-propagation only on group
specific corpora.
3 Experimental setup
3.1 Speech corpora
For this study we relied on two Italian speech
copora: the ChildIt corpus consisting of chil-
dren speech and the APASCI corpus consisting of
adults’ speech. Both corpora were used for evalu-
ation purposes, while the ChildIt and the APASCI
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provided similar amount of training data for chil-
dren and adults, respectively.
3.1.1 ChildIt
The ChildIt corpus (Giuliani and Gerosa, 2003;
Gerosa et al., 2007) is an Italian, task-independent,
speech corpus that consists of clean read speech
from children aged from 7 to 13 years, with a mean
age of 10 years. The overall duration of audio
recordings in the corpus is 10h:48m hours. Speech
was collected from 171 children. The corpus was
partitioned into: a training set consisting of data
from 115 speakers for a total duration of 7h:15m; a
development set consisting of data from 14 speak-
ers, for a total durations of 0h:49m; a test set con-
sisting of data from 42 speakers balanced with re-
spect to age and gender for a total duration of of
2h:20m.
3.1.2 APASCI
The APASCI speech corpus (Angelini et al., 1994)
is a task-independent, high quality, acoustic-
phonetic Italian corpus. APASCI was developed at
ITC-irst and consists of speech data collected from
194 adult speakers for a total durations of 7h:05m.
The corpus was partitioned into: a training set con-
sisting of data from 134 speakers for a total dura-
tion of 5h:19m; a development set consisting of
data from 30 speakers balanced per gender, for a
total durations of 0h:39m; a test set consisting of
data from 30 speakers balanced per gender, for a
total duration of 0h:40m.
3.2 ASR systems
3.2.1 DNN-HMM
The DNN use 13 MFCC, including the zero order
coefficient, computed on 20ms frames with 10ms
overlap. The context spans on a 31 frames window
on which Hamming windowing is applied. This
403 dimensional feature vector is then projected
on a 208 dimensional feature vector by applying
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and normalised
before being used as input to the DNN. The targets
of the DNN are the 3039 tied-states obtained from
a HMM-GMM system trained on the mixture of
adults’ and children’s speech (ChildIt + APASCI).
The DNN have 4 hidden layers, each of which
contains 1500 elements such that the DNN archi-
tecture can be summarised as follows: 208 x 1500
x 1500 x 1500 x 1500 x 3039.
The DNN are trained with the TNet software
package (Vesely` et al., 2010). The DNN weights
are initialised randomly and pre-trained with Re-
stricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM) (Hinton et
al., 2006; Erhan et al., 2010) with mini-batch size
of 250. For the back propagation training the start-
ing learning rate is 0.02 and the mini-batch size is
512. In both pre-training and training, a first-order
momentum of 0.5 is applied.
The DNN are trained either on all speech data
available (ChildIt + APASCI) or on group specific
corpora (ChildIt, adult female speech in APASCI,
adult male speech in APASCI).
3.2.2 Age/gender adapted DNN for
DNN-HMM
One option is to adapt an already trained general
DNN to group specific corpora. The data archi-
tecture is the same as described above. The initial
DNN weights are the weights obtained with a pre-
training/training procedure applied on all train-
ing data available (ChildIt+APASCI). The DNN
is then trained with back propagation on a group
specific corpus (ChildIt, adult female speech in
APASCI and adult male speech in APASCI). The
learning rate follows the same rule as above.
4 Experiment results
The experiments presented here are designed to
verify the validity of the following statements:
• The age/gender group specific training of the
DNN does not necessarily lead to improved
performance, specially when a small amount
of data is available
• The age/gender group adaptation of a general
DNN can help to design group specific sys-
tems, even when only a small amount of data
is available.
During the experiments the language model
weight is tuned on the development set and used
to decode the test set. Results were obtained with
a phone loop language model and the PER was
computed based on 28 phone labels. Variations
in recognition performance were validated using
the matched-pair sentence test (Gillick and Cox,
1989) to ascertain whether the observed results
were inconsistent with the null hypothesis that the
output of two systems were statistically identical.
Considered significance levels were .05, .01 and
.001.
4.1 Age/gender specific training for
DNN-HMM
In this experiment, DNN are trained on group
specific corpora (children’s speech in ChildIt,
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Training Evaluation Set
Set ChildIt APASCI (f) APASCI (m)
Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test
Mixture 13.98% 15.56% 10.12% 10.91% 10.70% 8.62%
ChildIt 12.08% 12.76% 24.46% 29.59% 50.93% 46.16%
APASCI (f) 32.23% 34.23% 10.92% 12.75% 36.01% 31.21%
APASCI (m) 53.85% 56.11% 29.73 % 30.81% 11.36% 9.83%
Table 1: Phone error rate achieved with the DNN-HMM trained age/gender groups specific data.
Adaptation Evaluation Set
Set ChildIt APASCI (f) APASCI (m)
Dev Test Dev Test Dev Test
No adaptation 13.98% 15.56% 10.12% 10.91% 10.70% 8.62%
ChildIt 11.68% 12.43% 13.82 % 16.93% 28.89 % 24.96%
APASCI (f) 19.77% 21.91% 8.30% 9.65% 20.40% 17.01%
APASCI (m) 30.04 % 32.33% 16.78 % 16.99% 9.33% 7.61%
Table 2: Phone error rate achieved with the DNN-HMM trained on a mixture of adult and children’s
speech and adapted to speficic age/gender groups.
adult female speech in APASCI and adult male
speech in APASCI) and performance are com-
pared with the DNN-HMM baseline introduced
above. Recognition results are reported in Table 1,
which includes results achieved with the DNN-
HMM baseline in the row Mixture. In ChildIt there
is about 7h of training data which is apparently
sufficient to train an effective DNN and we can
observe an improvement of 2.8% PER (p < .001),
from 15.56% to 12.76%. However, in adult data
there is only about 2h:40m of data for each gender.
This is apparently not sufficient to train a DNN. In
fact, the DNN-HMM system based on a DNN that
is trained on gender specific data consistently de-
grades the PER. The degradation is 1.84% PER on
female speakers in APASCI (p < .001) and 1.21%
PER on male speakers in APASCI (p < .001).
4.2 Age/gender adapted DNN-HMM
In this experiment the DNN trained on all avail-
able corpora is adapted to each group specific
corpus and recognition performance is compared
with that obtained by the DNN-HMM baseline
(where the DNN is trained on all available cor-
pora). PER performance is presented in Table 2
which also reports the results achieved by the
DNN-HMM baseline (in row No adaptation). The
group adapted DNN-HMM consistently improve
the PER compared to the DNN-HMM baseline.
On children’s speech the PER improvement is of
3.13% (p < .001), from 15.56% to 12.43%, for
adult female speakers in APASCI the PER im-
provement is 1.26% (p < .001), from 10.91% to
9.65% and for adult male speakers in APASCI the
PER improvement is of 1.01% (p < .05), from
8.62% to 7.61%.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated the use of the
DNN-HMM approach in a phone recognition task
targeting three groups of speakers, that is children,
adult males and adult females. It has been shown
that, in under-resourced condition, group specific
training does not necessarily lead to PER improve-
ments. To overcome this problem a recent ap-
proach, which consists in adapting a task indepen-
dent DNN for tandem ASR to domain/language
specific data, has been extended to age/gender spe-
cific DNN adaptation for DNN-HMM. The DNN-
HMM adapted on a low amount of group specific
data have been shown to improve the PER by 15-
20% relative with respect to the DNN-HMM base-
line system trained on speech data from all the
three groups of speakers.
In this work we have proven the effectiveness
of the hybrid DNN-HMM approach when training
with limited amount of data and targeting speaker
populations of different age/gender. Future work
will be devoted to embed the results presented here
in a large vocabulary speech recogniser especially
targeting under-resourced groups of speakers such
as children.
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Abstract
English. In this paper we will present an
Italian corpus focused on the domain of
movie reviews, developed in order to sup-
port our ongoing research for the devel-
opment of new models about Sentiment
Analysis and Aspect Identification in Ital-
ian language. The corpus that we will
present contains a set of sentences man-
ually annotated according to the various
aspects of the movie that have been dis-
cussed in the sentence and the polarity
expressed towards that particular aspect.
In this paper we will present the anno-
tation guidelines applied, some statistics
about the corpus and the preliminary re-
sults about the identification of the aspects.
Italiano. In questo lavoro presenter-
emo una nuova risorsa linguistica svilup-
pata per la creazione di nuovi mod-
elli per la Sentiment Analysis Ascpect
Based in lingua Italiana. Di seguito
saranno introdotte le linee guida adot-
tate per l’annotazione del corpus ed
alcuni risultati preliminari riguardanti
l’identificazione di aspetti.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, on the Web there is a huge amount of
unstructured information about public opinion and
it continues growing up rapidly. Analysing the
opinions expressed by the users is an important
step to evaluate the quality of a product. In this
scenario, the tools provided by Sentiment Analy-
sis and Opinion Mining are crucial to process this
information. In the particular case of movie re-
views, we have that the number of reviews that a
movie receives on-line grows quickly. Some pop-
ular movies can receive hundreds of reviews and,
furthermore, many reviews are long and some-
times they contain only few sentences expressing
the actual opinions. This makes hard for a poten-
tial viewer to read them and make an informed
decision about whether to watch a movie or not.
In the case that one only reads a few reviews,
the choice may be biased. The large number of
reviews also makes it hard for movie producers
to keep track of viewer’s opinions. The recent
advances in Sentiment Analysis have shown that
coarse overall sentiment scores fails to adequately
represent the multiple potential aspects on which
an entity can be evaluated (Socher et al., 2013).
For example, if we consider the following review
from Amazon.com about the movie Inception:
“By far one of the best movies I’ve ever
seen. Visually stunning and mentally
challenging. I would recommend this
movie to people who are very deep and
can stick with a movie to get the true
meaning of the story.”
One can see that, even if the review is short,
it not only expresses an overall opinion but also
contains opinions about other two aspects of the
movie: the photography and the story. So, in order
to obtain a more detailed sentiment, an analysis
that considers different aspects is required.
In this work, we present an Italian corpus fo-
cused on the domain of movie reviews developed
in order to support our ongoing effort for the de-
velopment of new models about Sentiment Analy-
sis and Aspect Identification in Italian language.
The paper is structured as follows. In the Sec-
tion 2 we present the motivations that led us to the
creation of a new corpus and a short survey about
related resources that already exist. Section 3 de-
scribes the guideline used to annotate the corpora,
while Section 4 presents some statistical informa-
tion about it. In section 5 we present some prelimi-
nary experiments about the identification of the as-
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pects. Finally, in section 6 some conclusions will
be offered.
2 Motivations
During the last years many studies focused on how
to combine Sentiment Analysis and Aspect Identi-
fication.
The first attempt to combine Sentiment Analy-
sis and Aspect Identification was made in (Hu and
Liu, 2004), where a system to summarize the re-
views was proposed. The system extracts terms
that are related to various aspects of the textual
comments and they tested their approach using
500 reviews about five types of electronics prod-
ucts (digital cameras, DVD players, mp3 players
and mobile phones). The reviews were taken from
Amazon.com and Cnet.com.
In (Ganu et al., 2009) a corpus of about 3400
sentences, gathered from a set of reviews about
restaurants, have been annotated according to spe-
cific aspects of the restaurant domain with the re-
lated sentiment. The authors used the corpus to
develop and test a regression-based model for the
Sentiment Analysis. The same data and a set of
about 1000 reviews on various topics collected
from Amazon.com were used in (Brody and El-
hadad, 2010). In this work the authors presented
an unsupervised model able to extract the aspects
and determine the related sentiments.
In the SemEval-2014 challenge, a task with the
aim to identify the aspects of given target entities
and the sentiment expressed towards each aspect
has been proposed. The task is focused on two
domain specific datasets of over 3000 sentences,
the first one contains restaurant reviews extracted
from the same data used in (Ganu et al., 2009)
and the other one contains laptop reviews. Re-
garding the movie reviews, in (Thet et al., 2010)
a method to determine the sentiment orientation
and the strength of the reviewers towards various
aspects of a movie was proposed. The method
is based on a linguistic approach which uses the
grammatical dependencies and a sentiment lexi-
con. The authors validated their method on a cor-
pus of 34 reviews from which 1000 sentences were
selected.
From the works mentioned, it follows that the
approaches based on sentence-level analysis are
predominant for the detection of the aspects in the
reviews.
There are few studies that use Italian language
because Italian lacks resources for sentiment anal-
ysis of natural language, although, some inter-
esting resources have been produced using Twit-
ter as data source. For example, in (Basile and
Nissim, 2013) a dataset that contains 100 million
tweets was proposed. This dataset contains 2000
tweets annotated according to the sentiment they
express, 1000 of them regard general topics, while
the remaining 1000 regard politics. In the Senti-
TUT project (Bosco et al., 2013), an Italian cor-
pus which consists of a collection of texts taken
from Twitter and annotated with respect to irony
was created. EVALITA (Evaluation of NLP and
Speech Tools for Italian) has provided many inter-
esting activities and resources, until now it has not
hosted any activity or task about Sentiment Anal-
ysis aspect based. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is only one Italian corpus, which
has been used in (Croce et al., 2013), where both
the aspects and their polarity are taken in account.
In particular, the corpus is focused on review of
Italian wine products and it has been used to build
a model able to classify opinions about wines ac-
cording to the aspect of the analyzed product, such
the flavor or taste of a wine, and the polarity.
3 Annotation Guidelines
To build our corpus, the annotators were instructed
through a manual with the annotation guidelines.
The guidelines were designed to be as specific as
possible about the use of the aspects and the senti-
ment labels to be assigned.
3.1 Aspects
The aspects of the movies that we have considered
for the annotation were suggested by some movie
experts. For each of them we have provided a short
guideline that helps the annotator with the identi-
fication of the aspect in the sentences:
• Screenplay: the sentence describes one or
more scenes of a movie, their temporal dis-
tribution during the story, the quality and, the
type or the complexity of the plot of the story.
For example: “Invictus e` certo un film ed-
ificante di buone volonta`, ma anche un bel
film di solida struttura narrativa” (“Invictus
is certainly an enlightened film of goodwill,
but also a good movie with a solid narrative
structure.”).
• Cast: the sentence expresses the importance
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of the actors and their popularity. For ex-
ample:“Sono andato a vedere il film perche`
c’era il mitico Anthony Hopkins” (“I went
to see the movie because there was the leg-
endary Anthony Hopkins”).
• Acting: the sentence expresses an opin-
ion on the actors’ performances. For ex-
ample:“Grande come sempre la Bullock!”
(“Bullock is always great!”).
• Story: the sentence references to the story-
line of the film. For example:“Il finale di
questo film e` particolarmente amaro.” (“The
ending of this movie is particularly bitter-
sweet.”).
• Photography: the sentence is about the col-
ors, close-ups, countershot and shot used in
the movie. For example:“La fotografia e`
magistrale.” (“The photography is great.”).
• Soundtrack: the sentence refers to the
soundtrack and music used in the movie. For
example:“Fantastiche le basi musicali usate
durante il film e l’indimenticabile sigla di
chusura” (“The backing tracks used during
the film and the unforgettable theme song in
the ending are fantastic”).
• Direction: the sentence is on the work of the
director. For example:“ Tim Burton e` pazzo
ma anche un genio!” (“Tim Barton is crazy,
but he is also a genius!”).
• Overall: this aspect is used when the sen-
tence doesn’t report the description of any
particular aspect of the movie but a general
opinion or description. For example:“Un film
veramente bello, da vedere!!!” (“A really
nice movie, to watch!!!”).
3.2 Polarity Labels
We used 5 sentiment labels to represent the polar-
ity: strongly negative, negative, neutral, positive
and strongly positive. The description of each la-
bel follows:
• Strongly Negative: there is an extremely
negative opinion.
• Negative: there is a negative opinion.
• Neutral: there is no opinion or if it expresses
an opinion boundary between positive and
negative.
• Positive: there is a positive opinion.
• Strongly Positive: there is an extremely pos-
itive opinion.
Aspect Count
Overall 1370
Screenplay 226
Cast 165
Acting 338
Story 647
Photography 55
Soundtrack 40
Direction 235
Table 1: Distribution of the aspects in the Corpus.
4 Corpus description
The corpus contains 2648 sentences. Each sen-
tence has been manually annotated according to
the various aspects of the movie that have been
discussed in the sentence; then, each aspect found
has been annotated with the polarity expressed to-
wards that particular aspect. So, for each sentence
annotated we have a set of aspect-polarity pairs.
Also, the sentences that were extracted from the
same review are linked by an index in order to en-
able the study of the contex.
The sentences of the corpus have been ex-
tracted from over 700 user reviews in the website
FilmUp.it. The user reviews of this website have
been also studied in (Casoto et al., 2008), where
the authors focused on the classification of the re-
views according to the sentiment without consid-
ering the specific aspects referred in the reviews
and without providing a sentence level study.
The distribution of the aspects is reported in Ta-
ble 1, while the distribution of the sentiment la-
bels is reported in Table 2. We can see that 23% of
the labels are Negative or Strongly Negative, the
21% are Neutral and that the 53% are Positive or
Strongly Positive.
It is important to notice that, the size of the cor-
pus is comparable to the size of the English cor-
pora with the same purpose.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the anno-
tation, 800 sentences have been annotated by two
different annotators and the agreement among the
annotators has been evaluated using the Cohen’s
Kappa (κ) measure (Carletta, 1996). This metric
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Polarity Count
S. Negative 250
Negative 526
Neutral 706
Positive 1238
S. Positive 491
Table 2: Distribution of the polarity labels in the
Corpus.
measures the agreement between two annotators
taking into account the possibility of chance agree-
ment. It is computed as
κ =
P (a)− P (e)
1− P (e) ,
where P (a) is the relative observed agreement
between two annotators and P (e) is the expected
agreement between two annotators, using the ob-
served data to calculate the probabilities of each
observer randomly saying each category. If the an-
notators are in complete agreement then κ = 1. If
there is no agreement among the annotators other
than what would be expected by chance, κ = 0.
The inter-annotator agreement computed on our
data is substantial for the aspect categories (0.7)
and very good for the sentiment categories (above
0.8).
In case of disagreement the final annotation has
been selected by a third annotator.
5 Preliminary experiments
In this section we report the results of a prelimi-
nary experiment on Aspect Identification. To do
this, we have used Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) (Hastie et al., 2001) in order to build a
set of classifiers, one for each aspect, able to rec-
ognize if a sentence is about or not a given as-
pect. The features used to train the classifiers were
computed using the tf-idf (term frequency–inverse
document frequency) model (Baeza-Yates and
Ribeiro-Neto, 1999). In this model, the features
extracted by a sentence are given by a set of terms,
for each term t the value of the feature is computed
as
tf(t, s)× idf(t)
where tf(t, s) is the count of t in the sentence s
and idf(t) is defined as
idf(t) = log
|S|
1 + |{s : t ∈ s}|
where S is the collection of sentences. Each clas-
sifier was trained on a different set of features (be-
fore the features extraction, stop-words were re-
moved), and the terms for the features extraction
were selected according to the χ2 measure respect
to the given aspect. This statistic measures the de-
pendence between the features and a target vari-
able and it is often used to discover which fea-
tures are more relevant for statistical classifica-
tion (Yang and Pedersen, 1997). Then, we have
performed 5-fold cross validation and used accu-
racy, precision and recall to evaluate the quality
of the classification. The Table 3 shows the error
estimated using cross validation. With this basic
model, we had a high accuracy (89% on average)
and a good precision (70% on average). The recall
was moderate (50% on average). In that Table,
the evaluations with respect to the aspects Pho-
tography and Soundtrack are not reported because
the samples for these categories are not enough to
train and test a classification model.
Aspect Accuracy Precision Recall
Overall 72% 70% 93%
Screenplay 92% 73% 42%
Cast 94% 71% 28%
Acting 90% 78% 52%
Story 82% 81% 49%
Direction 93% 78% 50%
Table 3: Aspect identification results.
6 Conclusion
We introduced an Italian corpus of sentences ex-
tracted by movie reviews. The corpus has been
specifically designed to support the development
of new tools for the Sentiment Analysis in Italian.
We believe that corpus can be used to train and
test new models for sentence-level sentiment clas-
sification and aspect-level opinion extractions.
In the paper, various aspects of the corpus we
created have been described. Also, the results of
some preliminary experiments about the automatic
identification of the aspects have been showed.
7 Availability and license
The proposed Corpus is made available under a
Creative Commons License (CC BY 3.0) and can
be requested contacting one of the authors of this
paper.
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Abstract 
Italiano Il Perugia Corpus (PEC) è un 
corpus dell’italiano contemporaneo scrit-
to e parlato, che comprende oltre 26 mi-
lioni di parole. L’obiettivo che ha guidato 
la sua costituzione è quello di ovviare al-
la mancanza di un corpus di riferimento 
dell’italiano. In questo articolo vengono 
descritti i criteri alla base della sua com-
posizione, la sua strutturazione in 10 se-
zioni e sottosezioni e la sua annotazione 
multilivello, con la relativa valutazione. 
English The Perugia Corpus (PEC) is a 
corpus of contemporary written and 
spoken Italian of more than 26 million 
words. Its aim is to fill the gap of the lack 
of an Italian reference corpus. This paper 
describes its composition and organiza-
tion in 10 sections and sub-sections, and 
its multilevel annotation and evaluation. 
1 Introduzione 
Il Perugia Corpus (PEC) è un corpus di riferi-
mento dell'italiano contemporaneo, scritto e par-
lato1; è composto da oltre 26 milioni di parole, 
distribuite in 10 differenti sezioni, corrispondenti 
ad altrettanti generi testuali, e dotato di una an-
notazione multilivello. Il PEC intende ovviare 
alla mancanza di un corpus di riferimento (scritto 
e parlato), di cui hanno finora sofferto gli studi 
sull’italiano. Per la sua natura di risorsa di rife-
rimento (EAGLES, 1996), il PEC è progettato 
per fornire informazioni linguistiche il più possi-
bile generali sull’italiano e le sue principali va-
rietà scritte e parlate. 
La filosofia che ha guidato la composizione 
del PEC è dunque radicalmente diversa da quella 
che è alla base di alcuni web corpora (Baroni e 
                                                
1 Il PEC è stato realizzato all’Università per Stranieri di 
Perugia tra il 2011 e il 2012. 
Bernardini, 2006; Kilgarriff e Grefenstette, 2003) 
dell’italiano di ultima generazione come Paisà 
(Lyding et al., 2014), itWac (Baroni e Kilgarriff, 
2006) o itTenTen (Jakubíček et al., 2013), ma 
anche da quella di corpora meno recenti come 
Repubblica (Baroni et al., 2004) e CO-
RIS/CODIS (Rossini Favretti et al., 2002): la 
scelta è stata infatti quella di privilegiare la diffe-
renziazione dei generi testuali, includendo anche 
il parlato, a scapito delle dimensioni del corpus. 
Inoltre, si è puntato sulla riutilizzazione di risorse 
già esistenti e disponibili (Zampolli, 1991), ma a 
volte disperse e di difficile consultazione; ad esse 
sono stati aggiunti dati nuovi, raccolti col duplice 
scopo di riempire vuoti in cui non erano disponi-
bili dati per l'italiano, ed aggiornare risorse esi-
stenti, ma ormai datate. Il PEC può dunque esse-
re considerato un corpus di riferimento “low 
cost”, di dimensioni contenute ma con una buona 
rappresentatività delle diverse varietà scritte e 
parlate dell’italiano. Le dimensioni contenute del 
PEC presentano inoltre due vantaggi: permettono 
di gestire, in fase di interrogazione, quantità di 
risultati più maneggevoli (Hundt e Leech, 2012), 
e consentono di ottenere una buona accuratezza 
nell’annotazione (vedi par. 3.2). 
2 Composizione del corpus 
 Il PEC è suddiviso in 10 sezioni, a loro volta 
articolate in sottosezioni; complessivamente, i 
testi inseriti nel corpus sono 41.401, con una 
lunghezza media di 12.500 tokens per testo. In 
linea con quanto avviene per corpora di riferi-
mento di altre lingue, anche di dimensioni mag-
giori, come il British National Corpus (Burnard, 
2007), lo scritto copre l’85% del totale del PEC, 
ed il parlato il restante 15%. La tab.1 presenta un 
quadro riassuntivo del corpus, con i dati relativi 
alle 10 sezioni; nei paragrafi che seguono, sarà 
invece descritta, per ogni sezione, la sua compo-
sizione interna. 
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 sezione n. testi tokens media tokens % totale types TTR frasi tokens x frase 
SCRITTO         
letteratura 60 3.545.459 59.091 13,38 103.141 54,78 229.361 15,46 
saggi 79 2.354.996 29.810 8,89 97.795 63,73 102.130 23,06 
stampa 8.232 5.772.040 701 21,78 147.707 61,48 225.827 25,56 
accademico 240 1.113.590 4.640 4,20 54.658 51,80 32.736 34,02 
scuola 4.054 1.257.842 310 4,75 46.981 41,89 51.208 24,56 
amministrazione 119 1.160.334 9.751 4,38 28.562 26,52 31.950 36,32 
web 27.383 7.359.460 269 27,78 225.190 83,01 295.041 29,94 
TOT. SCRITTO 40.167 22.563.721  85,16 704.034  969.059  
PARLATO         
tv 127 1.147.151 9.033 4,33 50.643 47,28 73.950 15,51 
film 66 626.487 9.492 2,36 31.967 40,39 99.858 6,27 
parlato 1.041 2.158.522 2.074 8,15 67.987 46,28 80.354 26,86 
TOT. PARLATO 1.234 3.932.160  14,84 150.597  254.162  
TOTALE 41.401 26.495.881 12.517  854.631  1.223.221  
Tabella 1 - La composizione delle 10 sezioni del PEC; la type-token ratio (TTR) è calcolata usando 
l’indice di Guiraud (Guiraud, 1954), per ovviare alla non omogeneità nel numero dei tokens. 
 
2.1 Letteratura 
La sezione dedicata alla letteratura comprende 
campioni estratti da 60 romanzi contemporanei, 
pubblicati tra il 1990 e il 2012 da 45 autori ita-
liani diversi. 
2.2 Saggistica 
La saggistica comprende campioni estratti da 79 
saggi di argomento diverso, ma riconducibili a 
quattro aree tematiche (attualità, biografia, poli-
tica e tempo libero). Tutti i saggi sono stati pub-
blicati da autori italiani dal 1990 al 2010. 
2.3 Stampa 
Gli 8.232 testi della sezione della stampa sono 
suddivisi tra articoli di quotidiani (79%) e di set-
timanali (21%): sono infatti tratti dal Corriere 
della Sera e da Il Sole 24 ore del 2012, e da 
L’Espresso del 2011 e del 2012. La tab. 2 riporta 
l’ulteriore suddivisione degli articoli dei quoti-
diani in 9 sottocategorie, con il rispettivo numero 
di tokens. 
 
argomento tokens % totale 
editoriale 436.570 7,6 
politica 1.023.021 17,7 
economia 565.641 9,8 
cronaca 1.555.654 27,0 
esteri 681.769 11,8 
cultura 667.181 11,6 
sport 424.416 7,4 
lettere 120.178 2,1 
spettacolo 297.610 5,2 
Tabella 2 - Tipologie di articoli di quotidiani 
2.4  Scritto accademico 
In questa sezione è stato incorporato e riutilizza-
to integralmente, con alcune integrazioni, il Cor-
pus di Italiano Accademico (Spina, 2010). In 
essa sono incluse quattro sottosezioni (tesi di 
laurea, dispense, manuali e articoli scientifici), a 
loro volta ripartite fra tre macroaree tematiche 
(umanistica, giuridico-economica e scientifica). 
La tab. 3 riporta i dati delle varie sottosezioni. 
  
 tesi dispense manuali articoli TOT. 
umanistica 55.311 170.501 36.077 114.581 376.470 
giur-eco 58.087 176.206 64.020 75.814 374.127 
scientifica 54.460 203.197 34.464 70.872 362.993 
TOT. 167.858 549.904 134.561 261.267 1.113590 
Tabella 3 - Sottosezioni dello scritto accademico 
2.5 Scritto scolastico 
La sezione è costituita da 4.054 temi svolti da 
studenti delle scuole medie e superiori tra il 2010 
e il 2011, su 21 argomenti diversi; i temi sono 
stati estratti in modo automatico dal sito di Re-
pubblica Scuola. Le due sottosezioni in cui la 
sezione è articolata sono i 2.431 temi della scuo-
la media (652.749 tokens) e i 1.623 della scuola 
superiore (605.093 tokens). 
2.6 Scritto amministrativo 
La sezione amministrativa è composta per il 75% 
da testi di leggi (europee, statali, regionali), e per 
il restante 25% da regolamenti e documenti am-
ministrativi più brevi. 
2.7 Web 
I testi scritti estratti dal web rappresentano la se-
zione più ampia del PEC, a sua volta suddivisa in 
testi di interazione e testi di riferimento, come 
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descritto nella tab. 4. Per quanto riguarda i blog, 
sono stati estratti i soli testi dei post, senza i 
commenti, da una cinquantina di blog di genere 
personale, giornalistico o aziendale. I testi di 
Wikipedia sono stati prelevati nel gennaio 2012 
dalla versione italiana integrale, e selezionati in 
modo casuale. La sottosezione dei social network 
comprende 24.424 post tratti da profili di Fa-
cebook e di Twitter delle tre tipologie personale, 
politico e aziendale. 
 
 tokens % totale 
INTERAZIONE   
blog 2.812.439 38,22 
forum 171.111 2,33 
chat 119.279 1,62 
social network 603.630 8,20 
TOT. INTERATTIVI 3.706.459 50,36 
RIFERIMENTO   
Wikipedia 3.653.001 49,64 
TOT. RIFERIMENTO 3.653.001 49,64 
Tabella 4 - Sottosezioni della sezione web 
2.8 Parlato 
Per la sezione del parlato si è fatto ampio ricorso 
a corpora già esistenti e disponibili per uso acca-
demico: il PEC contiene infatti i seguenti corpora 
o materiali testuali già trascritti, pari circa a 
450.000 tokens: 
• i testi del LIP (De Mauro et al., 1993), nel-
la versione resa disponibile dal sito Badip 
(http://badip.uni-graz.at/it/);  
• la sezione italiana del corpus Saccodeyl, 
un progetto Minerva sulla lingua dei gio-
vani europei (Pérez-Paredes e Alcaraz-
Calero, 2007);  
• alcune trascrizioni del corpus CLIPS (Al-
bano Leoni, 2007), tratte dalle sezioni eli-
citate attraverso map task e test delle diffe-
renze. 
Questi dati già esistenti sono stati (ri)annotati 
secondo i criteri previsti dal PEC ed aggiunti al 
resto dei testi, raccolti ex novo.  
La bipartizione principale della sezione del 
parlato è quella tra parlato dialogico (1.020.264 
tokens) e parlato monologico (1.138.258 tokens); 
ad un livello successivo, il parlato dialogico, sul-
la base di una distinzione fondamentale derivata 
dall’analisi della conversazione (Drew e Herita-
ge, 1992), è stato suddiviso in dialogo tra pari 
(faccia a faccia o telefonico) e dialogo istituzio-
nale (in vari contesti, come quello scolastico-
accademico, processuale, medico ecc.). Il parlato 
monologico, invece, è suddiviso nelle 7 sottose-
zioni descritte nella tab. 5. 
 
 tokens % tot. 
DIALOGICO   
a. tra pari 471.097 21,82 
- faccia a faccia 187.454 8,68 
- telefonico 283.643 13,14 
b. istituzionale (lezioni, processi...) 549.167 25,44 
TOT. DIALOGICO 1.020.264 47,27 
MONOLOGICO   
conferenze 168.051 7,79 
lezioni 156.128 7,23 
processi 174.728 8,09 
istituzioni 158.967 7,36 
politica 158.346 7,34 
religione 168.917 7,83 
testi di canzoni2 153.121 7,09 
TOT. MONOLOGICO 1.138.258 52,73 
Tabella 5 - Sottosezioni del parlato 
 
2.9 Televisione 
I dati televisivi inclusi nel PEC derivano dal 
Corpus di Italiano Televisivo (Spina, 2005), in 
una versione riorganizzata e ampliata. Le 127 
trasmissioni comprese nel PEC appartengono ai 
due macrogeneri “informazione” e “intratteni-
mento”, e sono suddivise nelle 6 sottosezioni 
descritte nella tab. 6. Nella categoria “approfon-
dimento” rientrano i programmi come Annozero, 
Report, In mezz’ora, Ballarò, che costituiscono 
appunto un approfondimento delle notizie prin-
cipali. “Talk show” sono invece le trasmissioni 
di argomento più conviviale come Parla con me 
o Le invasioni barbariche.  
 
 tokens % totale 
INFORMAZIONE   
telegiornali 229.324 19,99 
approfondimento 345.929 30,16 
TOT. INFORMAZIONE 575.253 50,15 
INTRATTENIMENTO   
talk show 221.008 19,27 
fiction 127.026 11,07 
sport 113.181 9,87 
spettacolo 110.683 9,65 
TOT. INTRATTENIMENTO 571.898 49,86 
Tabella 6 - Sottosezioni della sezione tv 
 
2.10 Film 
La sezione comprende la trascrizione integrale 
dei dialoghi di 66 film italiani prodotti tra il 1995 
e il 2011. Le trascrizioni sono state ottenute at-
                                                
2 La ridotta estensione dei dati raccolti per i testi di canzoni 
(Werner, 2012) ha motivato il loro inserimento nella sezione 
del parlato monologico anziché una sezione autonoma del 
PEC. 
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traverso alcuni siti di condivisione di sottotitoli 
di film (come opensubtitles.org), e successiva-
mente controllate e corrette manualmente. 
3 Annotazione 
Il PEC è dotato di un’annotazione multilivello, 
che comprende due fasi distinte: l’annotazione 
della struttura dei testi e l’annotazione linguisti-
ca. 
3.1 Annotazione della struttura dei testi 
I testi che compongono il PEC sono stati in pri-
mo luogo annotati in linguaggio XML, per di-
stinguerli ed etichettarli a livello di genere te-
stuale. Ad un livello ulteriore di dettaglio, cia-
scun testo è stato etichettato in base alle sue ca-
ratteristiche più specifiche: nel parlato, ad esem-
pio, sono annotati i singoli turni di parola e alcu-
ne caratteristiche sociolinguistiche dei parlanti 
(ove possibile, sesso, età e provenienza geografi-
ca). E’ stato utilizzato un set di tag analogo a 
quello dello standard della Text Encoding Initia-
tive (Burnard e Bauman, 2014); la scelta è stata 
quella di adottare un tipo di annotazione minima-
lista, basato su alcune raccomandazioni essenzia-
li (Hardie, 2014).  
L’esempio che segue mostra l’annotazione 
XML di un testo parlato dialogico, prodotto nel 
corso di un’interazione faccia a faccia da un par-
lante di 25 anni, di sesso maschile, proveniente 
dalla Calabria: 
<text id="427" type="par" 
sub="dialogo"> 
<div type="pari" sub="faf"> 
<u who="L" sex="m" age="25" 
prov="Calabria"> 
3.2 Annotazione linguistica  
Il PEC è stato annotato per categoria grammati-
cale; il pos-tagging (Tamburini, 2007; Attardi e 
Simi, 2009) è stato effettuato usando TreeTagger 
(Schmid, 1994), con un tagset creato ad hoc3; il 
lessico, pur derivato da quello della distribuzione 
originale, è stato sensibilmente ampliato, fino a 
quasi 550.000 entrate. TreeTagger è stato adde-
strato con testi annotati manualmente, apparte-
nenti a tutte le sezioni del corpus: il training set 
conteneva infatti, in misura uguale, campioni 
casuali estratti da ciascuna delle 10 sezioni 
(10.000 parole per sezione, per 100.000 parole 
                                                
3 Il tagset (http://perugiacorpus.unistrapg.it/tagset.htm) 
comprende 53 etichette e trae spunto da quello descritto in 
Baroni et al. (2004).  
totali), per fare in modo che ciascuno dei dieci 
generi testuali, con le sue peculiarità linguistiche, 
contribuisse in misura uguale al training del tag-
ger (Jurafsky e Martin 2000; Giesbrecht e Evert, 
2009). 
La valutazione dell’accuratezza del pos-
tagging, effettuata su un test set di oltre 22.000 
parole, ottenute in modo bilanciato dalle 10 se-
zioni del corpus, ha evidenziato un valore del 
97,3% (range = 96.6%-97.7%)4: la fig. 1 mostra 
una certa uniformità nei valori delle varie sezio-
ni, con accuratezza leggermente più bassa nei 
testi parlati.  
 
 Figura 1 -  Accuratezza del pos-tagging nelle 10 
sezioni del PEC. 
 
In una fase di “post-tagging”, successiva 
all’annotazione, una serie di errori ricorrenti è 
stata corretta in modo automatico con l’aiuto di 
un guesser, basato su espressioni regolari, con-
formemente a quanto suggerito da Schmid et al. 
(2007). In tal modo, il pos-tagging ha superato il 
98% di accuratezza. 
4 Conclusioni 
Il PEC rappresenta il primo corpus di riferimento 
dell’italiano contemporaneo scritto e parlato; 
nella sua composizione è stata privilegiata la dif-
ferenziazione dei generi testuali, anche parlati, 
rispetto all’ampiezza delle dimensioni. Realizza-
to con risorse limitate e in tempi ristretti, attin-
gendo, ove possibile, a risorse linguistiche già 
esistenti, il PEC costituisce un compromesso low 
cost tra creazione di risorse nuove e riuso di ri-
sorse esistenti.  
L’interrogazione del PEC avviene attraverso 
l’interfaccia CWB e il Corpus Query Processor 
(Evert e Hardie, 2011), che consente di ricercare 
parole, sequenze di parole e annotazioni; è previ-
sta la realizzazione di un’interfaccia di rete via 
CQPweb (Hardie, 2012), accessibile al pubbli-
co5.  
                                                
4 Sono stati conteggiati sia gli errori di categoria grammati-
cale che quelli di lemma. 
5 Tale interfaccia consentirà di interrogare il corpus online; 
non è invece prevista, per motivi di copyright, la disponibi-
lità dei testi che compongono il corpus. 
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Abstract
English. This paper presents work in
progress on the development of a new gen-
eral purpose classifier based on Quantum
Probability Theory. We will propose a
kernel-based formulation of this classifier
that is able to compete with a state-of-the-
art machine learning methods when clas-
sifying instances from two hard artificial
problems and two real tasks taken from the
speech processing domain.
Italiano. Questo contributo presenta
i primi risultati di un progetto per lo
sviluppo di un classificatore basato sulla
teoria della probabilita` quantistica. Pre-
senteremo un modello basato su kernel in
grado di competere con i migliori metodi
di machine learning considerando i due
problemi artificiali complessi e i due casi
reali sui quali e` stato valutato.
1 Introduction
Quantum Mechanics Theory (QMT) is one of the
most successful theory in modern science. De-
spite its ability to properly describe most natural
phenomena in the physics realm, the attempts to
prove its effectiveness in other domains remain
quite limited. Only in recent years some scholars
tried to embody principles derived from QMT into
their specific fields. This connection has been ac-
tively studied, for example, by the Information Re-
trieval community (Zuccon et al., 2009; Melucci,
van Rijsbergen, 2011; Gonza`lez, Caicedo, 2011)
and in the domain of cognitive sciences and deci-
sion making (Busemeyer, Bruza, 2012). Also the
NLP community started to look at QMT with in-
terest and some studies using it have already been
presented (Blacoe et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013).
This paper presents work in progress on the de-
velopment of a new classifier based on Quantum
Probability Theory. Starting from the work pre-
sented in (Liu et al., 2013) we will show all the
limits of this simple quantum classifier and pro-
pose a new kernel-based formulation able to solve
most of its problems and able to compete with a
state-of-the-art classifier, namely Support Vector
Machines, when classifying instances from two
hard artificial problems and two real tasks taken
from speech processing domain.
2 Quantum Probability Theory
A quantum state denotes an unobservable distribu-
tion which gives rise to various observable physi-
cal quantities (Yeang, 2010). Mathematically it is
a vector in a complex Hilbert space. It can be writ-
ten in Dirac notation as |ψ〉 = ∑n1 λj |ej〉where
λj are complex numbers and the |ej〉 are the ba-
sis of the Hilbert space (|.〉 is a column vector, or
a ket, while 〈.| is a row vector, or a bra). Using
this notation the inner product between two state
vectors can be expressed as 〈ψ|φ〉 and the outer
product as |ψ〉 〈φ|.
|ψ〉 is not directly observable but can be probed
through measurements. The probability of observ-
ing the elementary event |ej〉 is | 〈ej |ψ〉 |2 = |λj |2
and the probability of |ψ〉 collapsing on |ej〉 is
P (ej) = |λj |2/
∑n
1 |λi|2 (note that
∑n
1 |λi|2 =
‖|ψ〉‖2 where ‖·‖ is the vector norm). General
events are subspaces of the Hilbert space.
A matrix can be defined as a unitary operator if
and only if UU † = I = U †U , where † indicates
the Hermitian conjugate. In quantum probability
theory unitary operators can be used to evolve a
quantum system or to change the state/space basis:
|ψ′〉 = U |ψ〉.
Quantum probability theory (see (Vedral, 2007)
for a complete introduction) extends standard kol-
mogorovian probability theory and it is in princi-
ple adaptable to any discipline.
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3 Quantum Classifiers
3.1 The Classifier by (Liu et al., 2013)
In their paper Liu et al. presented a quantum clas-
sifier based on the early work of (Chen, 2002).
Given an Hilbert space of dimension n = ni+no,
where ni is the number of input features and no
is the number of output classes, they use a uni-
tary operator U to project the input state con-
tained in the subspace spanned by the first ni ba-
sis vectors into an output state contained in the
subspace spanned by the last no basis vectors:
|ψo〉 = U ∣∣ψi〉. Input, ∣∣ψi〉, and output, |ψo〉,
states are real vectors, the former having only the
first ni components different from 0 (assigned to
the problem input features of every instance) and
the latter only the last no components. From |ψo〉
they compute the probability of each class as
P (cj) = |ψoni+j |2/
∑no
1 |ψoni+i|2 for j = 1..no.
The unitary operatorU for performing instances
classification can be obtained by minimising the
loss function
err(T ) = 1/
∑|T |
j=1 〈ψoj |ψtj〉 ,
where T is the training set and
∣∣ψt〉 is the target
vector for output probabilities (all zeros except 1
for the target class) for every instance k, using
standard optimisation techniques such as Conju-
gate Gradient (Hestenes, Stiefel, 1952), L-BFGS
(Liu, Nocedal, 1989) or ASA (Ingber, 1989).
This classifier exhibits interesting properties.
Let us examine its behaviour by using a
standard non-linear problem: the XOR prob-
lem. The four instances of this problem are:∣∣ψi1〉 = (−1,−1, 0, 0) ∣∣ψt1〉 = (0, 0, 1, 0)∣∣ψi2〉 = (−1, 1, 0, 0) ∣∣ψt2〉 = (0, 0, 0, 1)∣∣ψi3〉 = (1,−1, 0, 0) ∣∣ψt3〉 = (0, 0, 0, 1)∣∣ψi4〉 = (1, 1, 0, 0) ∣∣ψt4〉 = (0, 0, 1, 0)
Figure 1 depicts the probability functions for
both classes as well as the decision boundaries
where P (c1) > P (c2) after a training session. De-
spite the relative simplicity of this classifier the
two probability functions are non-linear, but the
decision boundaries are linear. Nevertheless it is
able to correctly classify the instances of the XOR
problem.
The simplicity and the low power of this classi-
fier emerge quite clearly when we test it with more
difficult, though linearly separable, classification
problems. Figure 2 shows the results of the (Liu
et al., 2013) classifier when applied to two simple
problems. In both cases the classifier is not able
Figure 1: The probability functions for c1 (left)
and c2 (center) for the XOR problem. At right,
the decision boundaries between the two classes,
where P (c1) > P (c2) is marked in black.
to properly divide the input space into different re-
gions corresponding to the required classes. More-
over, all the decision boundaries have to cross
the origin of the feature space, a very limiting
constraint for general classification problems, and
problems that require strict non-linear decision
boundaries cannot be successfully handled by this
classifier. Nevertheless the ability of managing a
classical non-linear problem, the XOR problem, is
very promising and extending this method could
lead, in our opinion, to interesting results.
Figure 2: A two-class problem (left) and a four-
class problem that cannot be successfully handled
by the classifier proposed by (Liu et al., 2013).
3.2 Kernel Quantum Classifier (KQC)
The goal of this paper is to extend the examined
classifier in various direction in order to obtain a
classification tool with higher performances.
A widely used technique to transform a linear
classifier into a non-linear one involves the use of
the “kernel trick”. A non-linearly separable prob-
lem in the input space can be mapped to a higher-
dimensional space where the decision borders be-
tween classes might be linear. We can do that
through the mapping function φ : Rn → Rm,
with m > n, that maps an input state vector
∣∣ψi〉
to a new space. The interesting thing is that in
the new space, for some particular mappings, the
inner product can be calculated by using kernel
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functions k(x, y) = 〈φ(x), φ(y)〉 without explic-
itly computing the mapping φ of the two original
vectors.
We can express the unitary operator performing
the classification process as a combination of the
training input vectors in the new features space
|ψo〉 = U |φ(ψi)〉
|ψo〉 = ∑|T |j=1 |αj〉 〈φ(ψij)| |φ(ψi)〉
|ψo〉 = ∑|T |j=1 |αj〉 〈φ(ψij)|φ(ψi)〉
that can be rewritten using the kernel as
|ψo〉 =
|T |∑
j=1
|αj〉 k(ψij , ψi). (1)
Adding a bias term |α0〉 to the equation (1) lead
to the final model governing this new classifier:
|ψo〉 = |α0〉+
|T |∑
j=1
|αj〉 k(ψij , ψi) (2)
In this new formulation we have to obtain all the
|αj〉 vectors, j = 0, ..., |T |, through an optimisa-
tion process similar to the one of the previous case,
minimising a standard euclidean loss function
err(T ) =
|T |∑
j=1
no∑
k=1
(
Pj(ck)− ψtj(ni+k)
)2
+γ
|T |∑
j=0
‖|αj〉‖.
using a numerical optimisation algorithm, L-
BFGS in our experiments, where P (c) is the class
probability defined in section 3.1 and γ
∑‖|αj〉‖
is an L2 regularisation term on model parameters
(the real and imaginary parts of |αj〉 components).
Once learned a good model from the training
set T , represented by the |αj〉 vectors, we can use
equation (2) and the definition of class probability
for classifying new instance vectors.
It is worth noting that the KQC proposed here
involves a large number of variables during the
optimisation process (namely, 2 ∗ no ∗ (|T | + 1))
that depends linearly on the number of instances
in the training set T . In order to build a classifier
applicable to real problems, we have to introduce
special techniques to efficiently compute the gra-
dient needed by optimisation methods. We relied
on Automatic Differentiation (Griewank, Walther,
2008), avoiding any gradient approximation using
finite differences that would require a very large
number of error function evaluations. Using such
techniques the training times of KQC are compa-
rable to those of other machine learning methods.
Figure 3a and 3b show the classification results
of KQC, using the linear kernel (k(x, y) = 〈x, y〉),
when applied to the same problems analysed be-
fore to describe the behaviour of the (Liu et al.,
2013) classifier. KQC is able to discriminate effi-
ciently between linearly separable binary or mul-
ticlass problems adapting the decision boundaries
in the correct way. Moreover, using for example
the RBF kernel k(x, y) = exp(−‖x − y‖2/2σ2),
is able to manage complex non-linear problems as
in Figure 3c.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 3: Some artificial problems used to verify
KQC behaviour.
4 Experiments and Evaluation
In order to test quantitatively the effectiveness of
the proposed quantum classifier – KQC – we set
up a number of experiments, both using artificial
benchmarks and real problems, and compared the
KQC performances with one of the machine learn-
ing methods that usually achieve state-of-the-art
performances on a large number of classification
problems, that is Support Vector Machines. We
relied on the SVM implementations in the SVM-
light package (Joachims, 1999) and in the SVM-
Multiclass package (Joachims et al., 2009).
4.1 Artificial datasets
We used two artificial datasets: 2-SPIRALS and
DECSIN as defined in (Segata, Blanzieri, 2009),
without adding any noise to the data (see Figure 4).
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They are both problems that involve a non-linear
decision boundary and they are widely used for
testing machine learning systems. The first dataset
is composed by 628 instances and the second by
6280 instances. For both datasets ni = no = 2.
a) b)
Figure 4: Artificial problems used for the evalua-
tion. a) 2-SPIRALS, b) DECSIN.
4.2 Real problems
The two real problems used for the KQC evalua-
tion are taken from the speech processing domain.
The first problem is a prominence identifica-
tion task in connected speech (Tamburini, 2009).
A subset of 382 utterances of the TIMIT Speech
corpus (Garofolo et al., 1990) has been manu-
ally annotated with binary prominence levels as
described in (Tamburini, 2006). Extracting for
each syllable the five acoustic features described
in (Tamburini et al., 2014), we formed a 35-feature
input vector inserting the data from 3 syllables be-
fore and after the syllable. In total this dataset is
composed of 4780 instance vectors.
The second problem is derived from an emotion
recognition task. The E-Carini corpus (Tesser et
al., 2005) contains 322 utterances annotated with
7 fundamental emotions. From each utterance
we extracted 1582 features using the OpenSMILE
package (Eyben et al., 2013) and the configuration
file contained in the package for extracting the In-
terSpeech 2010 challenge feature set.
4.3 Results
Given the four dataset described above, we per-
formed a number of experiments for comparing
KQC with a SVM classifier. The reference met-
rics were precision/recall/F1 for the three binary-
classified problems and the macro-averaged preci-
sion/recall/F1 for the Emotion multiclass dataset.
All the experiments were performed executing a
k-fold validation and optimising the classifiers pa-
rameters on a validation set. Table 1 outlines the
different performances of the two classifiers when
tested on the various evaluation datasets. KQC
KQC SVM
2SPIRALS RBF, σ=0.045 RBF, σ=0.02
5-fold valid. γ=0.5 C=6e5
P=1.0000 P=0.9532
R=0.9969 R=0.9776
F1=0.9984 F1=0.9650
DECSIN RBF, σ=0.3 RBF, σ=5e-5
5-fold valid. γ=0.5 C=1e3
P=0.9851 P=0.9827
R=0.9870 R=0.9805
F1=0.9860 F1=0.9816
KQC SVM
Prominence RBF, σ=18.0 LIN,
Detection γ=0.5 C=30
8-fold valid. P=0.8287 P=0.8200
R=0.8153 R=0.8200
F1=0.8216 F1=0.8200
Emotion RBF, σ=75.0 LIN,
Recognition γ=0.5 C=30
10-fold valid. P=0.9479 P=0.9793
R=0.9568 R=0.9728
F1=0.9523 F1=0.9760
Table 1: KQC and SVM results (and optimal pa-
rameter sets) for the four evaluation problems.
outperforms SVM in the experiments using arti-
ficial datasets and exhibit more or less the same
performances of SVM on the real problems.
5 Discussion and Conclusions
This paper presented a first attempt to produce
a general purpose classifier based on Quantum
Probability Theory. Considering the early exper-
iments from (Liu et al., 2013), KQC is more pow-
erful and gains better performance. The results ob-
tained on our experiments are quite encouraging
and we are tempted to answer ‘yes’ to the ques-
tion presented in the paper title.
This is a work in progress and the KQC is not
free from problems. Despite its potential to out-
perform SVM using linear kernels, it is very com-
plex to determine a tradeoff between the defini-
tion of decision boundaries with maximum mar-
gins and to maximise the classifier generalisation
abilities. A long optimisation process on the train-
ing set maximise the margins between classes but
could potentially lead to poor generalisations on
new data. Making more experiments and evalua-
tions in that directions is one of our future plans.
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Abstract
English. NLP techniques can enrich un-
structured textual data, detecting topics of
interest and emotions. The task of under-
standing emotional similarities between
different topics is crucial, for example, in
analyzing the Social TV landscape. A
measure of how much two audiences share
the same feelings is required, but also
a sound and compact representation of
these similarities. After evaluating differ-
ent multivariate approaches, we achieved
these goals by adapting Multiple Corre-
spondence Analysis (MCA) techniques to
our data. In this paper we provide back-
ground information and methodological
reasons to our choice. We also provide an
example of Social TV analysis, performed
on Twitter data collected between October
2013 and February 2014.
Italiano. Tecniche di NLP possono ar-
ricchire dati testuali non strutturati, in-
dividuando topic di interesse ed emozio-
ni. Comprendere le somiglianze emotive
fra diversi topic e` un’attivita` cruciale, per
esempio, nell’analisi della Social TV. E’
richiesta una misura di quanto due tipi di
pubblico condividano le stesse sensazioni,
ma anche una rappresentazione compat-
ta e coerente di queste somiglianze. Do-
po aver valutato diversi approcci multi-
variati, abbiamo raggiunto questi obiettivi
adattando tecniche di Multiple Correspon-
dence Analysis (MCA) ai nostri dati. In
questo articolo presentiamo background e
ragioni metodologiche dietro tale scelta.
Forniamo un esempio di analisi di Social
TV, effettuata su dati Twitter raccolti fra
ottobre 2013 e febbraio 2014.
1 Introduction
Classification of documents based on topics of in-
terest is a popular NLP research area; see, for ex-
ample, Hamamoto et al. (2005). Another impor-
tant subject, especially in the context of Web 2.0
and social media, is the sentiment analysis, mainly
meant to detect polarities of expressions and opin-
ions (Liu, 2012). A sentiment analysis task which
has seen less contributions, but of growing pop-
ularity, is the study of emotions (Wiebe et al.,
2005), which requires introducing and analyzing
multiple variables (appropriate ”emotional dimen-
sions”) potentially correlated. This is especially
important in the study of the so-called Social TV
(Cosenza, 2012): people can share their TV ex-
perience with other viewers on social media using
smartphones and tablets. We define the empiri-
cal distribution of different emotions among view-
ers of a specific TV show as its emotional profile.
Comparing at the same time the emotional profiles
of several formats requires appropriate descrip-
tive statistical techniques. During the research we
conducted, we evaluated and selected geometrical
methods that satisfy these requirements and pro-
vide an easy to understand and coherent represen-
tation of the results. The methods we used can
be applied to any dataset of documents classified
based on topics and emotions; they also represent
a potential tool for the quantitative analysis of any
NLP annotated data.
We used the Blogmeter platform1 to download and
process textual contents from social networks (Bo-
lioli et al., 2013). Topics correspond to TV pro-
grams discussed on Twitter. Nine emotions are de-
tected: the basic six according to Ekman (Ekman,
1972) (anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise),
love (a primary one in Parrot’s classification) and
like/dislike expressions, quite common on Twitter.
1www.blogmeter.it
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2 Vector space model and dimension
reduction
Let D be the initial data, a collection of mD docu-
ments. Let T be the set of nT distinct topics and E
the set of nE distinct emotions that the documents
have been annotated with. Let n = nT + nE . A
document di ∈ D can be represented as a vec-
tor of 1s and 0s of length n, where entry j indi-
cates whether annotation j is assigned to the doc-
ument or not. The document-annotation matrix
D is defined as the mD × n matrix of 1s and
0s, where row i corresponds to document vector
di, i = 1, . . . ,mD. For the rest of our analysis,
we suppose all documents to be annotated with at
least one topic and one emotion. D can be seen as
a block matrix:
DmD×n =
(
TmD×nT EmD×nE
)
,
where blocks T and E correspond to topic and
emotion annotations.
The topic-emotion frequency matrix TE is ob-
tained by multiplication of T with E:
TE = T
TE,
thus (TE)ij is the number of co-occurrences of
topic i and emotion j in the same document. In
the Social TV context, rows ofTE represent emo-
tional profiles of TV programs on Twitter. From
documents we can obtain emotional impressions
which are (topic, emotion) pairs. For example,
a document annotated with {topic = X Factor,
emotion = fear, emotion = love} generates dis-
tinct emotional impressions (X Factor, fear) and
(X Factor, love). Let J be the set of all mJ emo-
tional impressions obtained from D. Then we can
define, in a manner similar to D, the correspond-
ing impression-annotation matrix J, amJ×nma-
trix of 0s and 1s. J can be seen as a block matrix
as well:
J =
(
TJ EJ
)
,
where blocksTJ and EJ correspond to topics and
emotions of the impressions.
We can therefore represent documents or emo-
tional impressions in a vector space of dimension
n and represent topics in a vector space of dimen-
sion nE . Our first idea was to study topics in the
space determined by emotional dimensions, thus
to obtain emotional similarities from matrix repre-
sentation TE . These similarities can be defined
using a distance between topic vectors or, in a
manner similar to information retrieval and Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) (Manning et al., 2008),
the corresponding cosine. Our first experiments
highlighted the following requirements:
1. To reduce the importance of (potentially very
different) topic absolute frequencies (e.g. using
cosine between topic vectors).
2. To reduce the importance of emotion abso-
lute frequencies, giving each variable the same
weight.
3. To graphically represent, together with com-
puting, emotional similarities, as already men-
tioned.
4. To highlight why two topics are similar, in
other words which emotions are shared.
In multivariate statistics, the problem of graphi-
cally representing an observation-variable matrix
can be solved through dimension reduction tech-
niques, which identify convenient projections (2-3
dimensions) of the observations. Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) is probably the most pop-
ular of these techniques. See Abdi and Williams
(2010) for an introduction. It is possible to ob-
tain from TE a reduced representation of topics
where the new dimensions better explain the orig-
inal variance. PCA and its variants can thus de-
fine and visualize reasonable emotional distances
between topics. After several experiments, we se-
lected Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA)
as our tool, a technique aimed at analyzing cate-
gorical and discrete data. It provides a framework
where requirements 1-4 are fully met, as we will
show in section 3. An explanation of the relation
between MCA and PCA can be found, for exam-
ple, in Gower (2006).
3 Multiple Correspondence Analysis
(Simple) Correspondence Analysis (CA) is a tech-
nique that can be used to analyze two categorical
variables, usually described through their contin-
gency table C (Greenacre, 1983), a matrix that
displays the frequency distribution of the vari-
ables. CA is performed through a Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) (Meyer, 2000) of the ma-
trix of standardized residuals obtained from C.
SVD of a matrix finds its best low-dimensional
approximation in quadratic distance. CA proce-
dure yields new axes for rows and columns of C
(variable categories), and new coordinates, called
principal coordinates. Categories can be repre-
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sented in the same space in principal coordinates
(symmetric map). The reduced representation (the
one that considers the first k principal coordinates)
is the best k-dimensional approximation of row
and column vectors in chi-square distance (Bla-
sius and Greenacre, 2006). Chi-square distance
between column (or row) vectors is an Euclidean-
type distance where each squared distance is di-
vided by the corresponding row (or column) aver-
age value. Chi-square distance can be read as Eu-
clidean distance in the symmetric map and allow
us to account for different volumes (frequencies)
of categories. It is therefore desirable in the cur-
rent application, but it is defined only between row
vectors and between column vectors. CA mea-
sures the information contained in C through the
inertia I , which corresponds to variance in the
space defined by the chi-square distance, and aims
to explain the largest part of I using the first few
new axes. MatrixTE can be seen as a contingency
table for emotional impressions, and a represen-
tation of topics and emotions in the same plane
can be obtained by performing CA. Superimpos-
ing topics and emotions in the symmetric map ap-
parently helps in its interpretation, but the topic-
emotion distance doesn’t have a meaning in the
CA framework. We have therefore searched for
a representation where analysis of topic-emotion
distances was fully justified.
MCA extends CA to more than two categorical
variables and it is originally meant to treat prob-
lems such as the analysis of surveys with an ar-
bitrary number of closed questions (Blasius and
Greenacre, 2006). But MCA has also been ap-
plied with success to positive matrices (each en-
try greater or equal to zero) of different nature
and has been recast (rigorously) as a geometric
method (Le Roux and Rouanet, 2004). MCA is
performed as the CA of the indicator matrix of a
group of respondents to a set of questions or as the
CA of the corresponding Burt matrix (Greenacre,
2006). The Burt matrix is the symmetric matrix of
all two-way crosstabulations between the categor-
ical variables. Matrix J can be seen as the indi-
cator matrix for emotional impressions, where the
questions are which topic and which emotion are
contained in each impression. The corresponding
Burt matrix JB can be obtained by multiplication
of J with itself:
JB = J
TJ =
(
TTJTJ T
T
JEJ
ETJTJ E
T
JEJ
)
.
Diagonal blocksTTJTJ e E
T
JEJ are diagonal ma-
trices and all the information about correspon-
dences between variables is contained in the off-
diagonal blocks. From the CA of the indicator
matrix we can obtain new coordinates in the same
space both for respondents (impressions) and for
variables (topics, emotions). From the CA of the
Burt matrix it is only possible to obtain principal
coordinates for the variables. MCAs performed
on J and JB yield similar principal coordinates.
but with different scales (different singular val-
ues). Furthermore, chi-square distances between
the columns/rows of matrix JB include the contri-
butions of diagonal blocks. For the same reason,
the inertia of JB can be extremely inflated.
Greenacre (2006) solves these problems by
proposing an adjustment of inertia that accounts
for the structure of diagonal blocks. Inertia ex-
plained in the first few principal coordinates is thus
estimated more reasonably. MCA of the Burt ma-
trix with adjustment of inertia also yields the same
principal coordinates as the MCA of the indicator
matrix. Finally, in the case of two variables, CA
of the contingency table and MCA yield the same
results. Thus the three approaches (CA, MCA in
its two variants) are unified.
MCA offers possibilities common to other mul-
tivariate techniques. In particular, a measure on
how well single topics and emotions are repre-
sented in the retained axes is provided (quality of
representation).
Symmetric treatment of topics and emotions fa-
cilitates the interpretation of axes. Distances be-
tween emotions and topics can now be interpreted
and, thanks to them, it is possible to establish why
two topics are close in the reduced representa-
tion. An additional (and interesting) interpretation
of distances between categories in terms of sub-
clouds of individuals (impressions) is provided by
Le Roux and Rouanet (2004).
4 Comparison between MasterChef and
X Factor
Among the studies we conducted, we present a
comparison between two popular Italian formats:
X Factor (music talent show, seventh edition) and
MasterChef (competitive cooking show, third edi-
tion). Each episode is considered as a different
topic. Results are shown in figure 1. 82% of total
inertia (after adjustment) is preserved in two di-
mensions, making the representation accurate.
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JOY
SURPRISELOVE
SADNESS
ANGER
DISGUST
DISLIKE
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3
54
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8
1
524
8
6
7
3
POSITIVE MOODNEGATIVE MOOD
X Factor dominated
with like
MasterChef dominated
with anger
OPINIONS
FEELINGS
Figure 1: Comparison via MCA between X Factor and MasterChef formats, 2013-2014 editions.
Origin of axes in a MCA map acts as the barycen-
ter, or weighted mean based on the number of
emotional impressions, of all topics. In a sim-
ilar way, we can consider the barycenters of X
Factor/MasterChef episodes, highlighted in figure,
as representants of the whole shows. Episodes
are numbered progressively within each show:
data were collected on a weekly basis, between
24 October and 12 December 2013 for X Fac-
tor, between 19 December 2013 and 6 February
2014 for MasterChef. X Factor obtained on aver-
age 47k emotional impressions for each episode;
MasterChef an average of 8k impressions/episode.
This difference in volume is reflected in the dis-
tances from the origin, which can be considered
as the average profile, and therefore closer to X
Factor.
By looking at the position of emotions, the first
axis can be interpreted as the contrast between
moods (positive and negative) of the public, and
this is therefore highlighted as the most important
structure in our dataset. X Factor was generally
perceived in a more positive way than MasterChef.
The advantage of incorporating emotions in our
sentiment analysis is more manifest when we look
at the second retained axis. We can say the audi-
ence of X Factor lives in a world of opinion domi-
nated by like/dislike expressions, while the public
of MasterChef is characterized by true and active
feelings concerning the show and its protagonists.
This is coherent with the fact that viewers of X
Factor could directly evaluate the performances of
contestants. This was not possible for the viewers
of MasterChef, who focused instead on the most
outstanding and emotional moments of the show.
Reaching these conclusions would not have been
possible by looking at simple polarity of impres-
sions.
5 Conclusions and further researches
By applying carefully chosen multivariate statisti-
cal techniques, we have shown how to represent
and highlight important emotional relations be-
tween topics. Further results in the MCA field can
be experimented on datasets similar to the ones we
used. For example, additional information about
opinion polarity and document authors (such as
Twitter users) could be incorporated in the anal-
ysis. The geometric approach to MCA (Le Roux
and Rouanet, 2004) could be interesting to study in
greater detail the clouds of impressions and doc-
uments (J and D matrices); authors could also
be considered as mean points of well-defined sub-
clouds.
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Abstract 
Italiano. Il contributo presenta le caratte-
ristiche essenziali del Corpus ICoN. Il 
corpus raccoglie elaborati realizzati 
nell’arco di 13 anni da studenti universi-
tari; gli elaborati sono ripartiti in due sot-
tocorpora equivalenti dedicati rispettiva-
mente agli studenti che conoscono 
l’italiano come L1 e a quelli che lo cono-
scono come L2/LS.   
English. The paper describes the essen-
tial features of the Corpus ICoN. The 
corpus includes essays created over 13 
years by university students; the essays 
are divided into two comparable subcor-
pora dedicated respectively to students 
who speak Italian as L1 and those who 
know the language as L2/FL. 
1 Introduzione 
I corpora di testi realizzati come L2 sono da 
tempo uno strumento essenziale per lo studio 
dell’apprendimento delle lingue. Nel caso 
dell’italiano, tuttavia, anche se esistono prodotti 
importanti e ottimamente realizzati, il numero di  
corpora è ancora ritenuto insufficiente per molti 
tipi di ricerche (per una panoramica: Andorno e 
Rastelli 2009). 
Il corpus in allestimento descritto qui di segui-
to mira a fornire in contributo in questo senso. Il 
lavoro si colloca all’interno delle attività del pro-
getto PRIN “Scritture brevi” ed è previsto che il 
prodotto finale venga usato in primo luogo 
dall’Istituto di Linguistica Computazionale del 
CNR di Pisa per la messa a punto di strumenti di 
valutazione automatica dell’elaborato di appren-
denti. 
Il lavoro è attualmente ancora in corso. La 
conclusione delle attività è prevista per la fine 
del 2015, ma le caratteristiche complessive del 
corpus sono già ben definite e rendono quindi 
possibile una presentazione articolata.  
2 Composizione del corpus 
Il corpus è composto da circa 8000 elaborati 
complessivi. L’elaborazione e l’eliminazione 
delle irregolarità sono ancora in corso, ma le di-
mensioni del corpus finale sono al momento sti-
mate in circa due milioni di token. 
Il corpus si divide in due sottocorpora equiva-
lenti tra loro come dimensione (circa un milione 
di token l’uno). Il primo è composto da elaborati 
realizzati da studenti che hanno l’italiano come 
L1; il secondo è composto da elaborati di studen-
ti che conoscono l’italiano come LS/L2 e a un 
livello almeno pari al B2. 
I due sottocorpora sono formati da testi realiz-
zati dai relativi gruppi di studenti in circostanze 
identiche tra di loro. Ciò rende evidente la possi-
bilità di un confronto tra i due corpora sul model-
lo consolidato VALICO / VINCA. 
3 Il Corso di Laurea ICoN 
ICoN - Italian Culture on the Net – è un consor-
zio di università italiane (19, al momento della 
stesura di questo testo) che opera in collabora-
zione con il Ministero per gli Affari Esteri. Il 
Consorzio è stato fondato nel 1999 con il patro-
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nato della Camera dei Deputati e con il supporto 
della Presidenza del Consiglio e del Ministero 
per l’Università e la Ricerca. Nella pratica, ICoN 
opera attraverso il proprio sito web, all’indirizzo: 
www.italicon.it (Tavosanis 2004). 
 
Scopo del Consorzio è “promuovere e diffon-
dere la lingua e la cultura italiana nel mondo” 
attraverso Internet e iniziative educative specifi-
che. Le attività mirate a questo scopo sono diver-
se, e includono per esempio la realizzazione di 
corsi di lingua e l’erogazione di Master universi-
tari e corsi di aggiornamento. Il servizio più anti-
co del Consorzio è però l’erogazione di un Corso 
di Laurea triennale in Lingua e cultura italiana 
per stranieri. Attivo dal 2001, il Corso di Laurea 
è erogato completamente via Internet ed è rivolto 
a due precise fasce di studenti: cittadini stranieri 
e cittadini italiani residenti all’estero. Di fatto, in 
oltre dieci anni di attività il Corso di Laurea ha 
avuto tra i propri iscritti un numero grosso modo 
equivalente di stranieri e di italiani (v. sezione 5). 
Dalle produzioni didattiche realizzate per il Cor-
so è quindi possibile ricavare due corpora ap-
prossimativamente simili come estensione e del 
tutto comparabili come origine. 
3.1 Criteri d’ammissione al Corso 
I criteri di ammissione al Corso sono gli stessi di 
tutti i Corsi di Laurea delle università italiane. 
Per l’iscrizione è necessario possedere due requi-
siti: un titolo di studio che consenta l’accesso 
all’Università in Italia o nel paese di provenienza 
e una conoscenza della lingua italiana pari o su-
periore al livello B2.  
3.2 Prove d’esame 
Le prove scritte d’esame sono state svolte con 
modalità immutate fin dal primo anno accademi-
co di operatività del Corso. Ogni corso 
all’interno del piano di studi si è quindi concluso 
con una prova scritta, che ogni studente ha dovu-
to realizzare al computer. Le prove si svolgono 
all’estero (e, in rari casi, in Italia, presso la sede 
del Consorzio) e sono composte da due parti. Lo 
studente deve infatti fornire le risposte a una bat-
teria di trenta domande e scrivere un breve elabo-
rato (descritto qui in dettaglio al punto 4). Per 
svolgere entrambi i compiti sono disponibili 
complessivamente 90 minuti, che ogni studente 
può dedicare all’una o all’altra parte nella pro-
porzione che preferisce. Al termine del tempo 
stabilito il programma impedisce ulteriori modi-
fiche; le prove vengono poi trasmesse in forma 
criptata alla sede centrale ICoN per la valutazio-
ne. 
Durante le prove di esame gli studenti si tro-
vano in ambienti controllati, in modo che non 
possano consultare libri o appunti, e il computer 
su cui operano è scollegato dalla rete fino al ter-
mine delle prove, in modo che sia impossibile 
fare riferimento a testi disponibili su Internet. 
4 Gli elaborati 
Gli elaborati del corso di laurea costituiscono il 
punto di partenza per la costituzione del corpus 
ICoN. 
4.1 Caratteristiche dell’elaborato 
La prova scritta è, in pratica, un piccolo tema. Il 
candidato può scegliere una traccia tra le tre al-
ternative che gli sono proposte.  
Esempi tipici di consegna sono: 
 
Il restauro barocco di Maratta e il restauro ot-
tocentesco di Cavalcaselle: metti a confronto due 
atteggiamenti diversi nei confronti della conser-
vazione dell'opera d'arte. 
Analizza il rapporto tra Petrarca e l'Umanesi-
mo. 
Illustra il concetto di equivalenza e il suo ruo-
lo nella metodologia del confronto interlinguisti-
co. 
 
Il testo che segue è invece un esempio tipico 
di inizio di elaborato: 
 
Raffaello Sanzio e' uno dei maggiori rappre-
sentanti internazionali del Rinascimento italiano. 
Lui ha lavorato, come molti altri artisti famosi a 
quei tempi, in Roma - sede della Chiesa Cattolica 
e centro di grandi imprese artistiche com temi 
teologici. Uno dei posti din concentrazione 
dell'attivita' era il Vaticano, edificio accanto alla 
Bassilica di San Pietro. Giulio II era in ufficio 
nel momento in quale chiese a Raffaello di deco-
rare le stanze private del papa, nel 1508. La pri-
ma stanza affrescata e' stata quella della Segantu-
ra. Qui le quattro pareti sono state divise usando 
il modello della divisione del sapere diritto, folo-
sofia, poesia (al posto della medicina) e teologia. 
Cosi' si fa il percorso del bene, del vero e del 
bello. 
 
Le caratteristiche testuali attese sono quelle 
degli elaborati prodotti in ambiente universitario. 
Nel sistema italiano, esami scritti di questo tipo 
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sembrano relativamente rari ma esistono anche 
nei corsi di laurea tradizionali. 
4.2 Interfaccia  
L’interfaccia di scrittura è formata da una fine-
stra molto semplice. La finestra include un indi-
catore che mostra il tempo ancora disponibile per 
completare la prova e un contatore di caratteri 
che mostra la lunghezza dell’elaborato. 
L’interfaccia non include invece strumenti 
avanzati di gestione del testo (cerca e sostituisci) 
e strumenti di formattazione (corsivi, grassetti e 
simili). 
Inoltre, l’interfaccia non possiede funzioni di 
controllo ortografico. Questa caratteristica ha 
ovvie motivazioni didattiche ma si combina an-
che con un fattore esterno per produrre risultati 
linguisticamente interessanti. Poiché gli studenti 
sono residenti all’estero, le tastiere usate per 
scrivere le prove sono infatti solo raramente ta-
stiere italiane. Ciò fa sé che spesso per gli stu-
denti sia difficile inserire le lettere accentate. 
Esempi tipici di scrittura sono quindi: 
 
La famiglia e' l'obiettivo principale, la vita 
professionale ancora non svolse per loro un ruolo 
di grande rilievo. Dagli anni settanta fino agli 
anni 90 e' diminuito il numero dei nuclei fami-
gliari. Con il tempo si noto' sempre di piu' il pro-
cesso della femminizzazione (iniziato gia' dopo I 
Guerra Mondiale), il quale ebbe un forte impatto 
sul nucleo famigliare. 
 
Le commissioni d’esame sono a conoscenza 
della situazione e sono quindi invitate a ignorare 
deviazioni di questo genere dall’ortografia stan-
dard in tutti i casi in cui si può ragionevolmente 
ritenere che le ragioni a monte siano esclusiva-
mente di questo tipo. 
4.3 Archiviazione 
Al termine delle prove gli elaborati vengono re-
gistrati all’interno di un file XML (la DTD di 
riferimento non è usata per validazioni in corso 
d’opera). Le prime righe dei file hanno di regola 
questo aspetto: 
 
<ESAMI idstudente="93969" nomestu-
dente="(eliminato)"> 
<ESAME idnucleo="498" nome="Lingua 
e letteratura latina/Letteratura la-
tina, medievale e umanistica 1 LET 
A" status="F" datainizio="01/02/2011 
08.09.28" datafine="01/02/2011 
09.39.29" duratamax="90" ultimari-
sposta="00"> 
<ESERCIZIO MODULEID="" unita="" 
poolid="" testid="9440"> 
 
I file XML vengono poi criptati e inviati per po-
sta elettronica alla sede operativa ICoN. A con-
segna avvenuta, i file vengono decriptati, con-
trollati, caricati sul server di archiviazione e resi 
disponibili alle commissioni. 
Le commissioni controllano eventuali anoma-
lie nei test e valutano gli elaborati secondo gri-
glie predefinite. La valutazione viene conservata 
su file separati. 
5 Studenti 
I dati anagrafici degli studenti rappresentano la 
prima fonte di informazione sociolinguistica per 
il corpus. La segreteria ICoN registra infatti le 
informazioni principali, incluse dichiarazioni 
sulla L1 e sulle L2 conosciute. Questi dati, op-
portunamente anonimizzati ai fini dell’analisi, 
sono poi raccordati ai singoli elaborati in modo 
da permettere la selezione dei testi attraverso 
diversi criteri. 
Per la sostanza dei dati, va notato che la pro-
venienza degli studenti è molto varia. I circa 300 
laureati che hanno conseguito il titolo di studio 
entro l’estate del 2014 provengono infatti da 56 
paesi diversi. Questa varietà segue una distribu-
zione spiccatamente da “coda lunga”: i primi 
quattro paesi di provenienza dei laureati (Argen-
tina, Germania, Brasile e Turchia) non solo cor-
rispondono di regola a quattro diverse lingue 
madri ma forniscono complessivamente poco più 
di un quarto del totale dei laureati. Le L1 di ori-
gine sono quindi quasi altrettanto variate e tra gli 
studenti sono abbondantemente rappresentate 
lingue che vanno dal polacco al farsi.  
Tuttavia, come accennato al punto 2, è possi-
bile fare una distinzione molto forte tra due cate-
gorie di studenti: quelli che hanno l’italiano co-
me L1 e quelli che invece lo conoscono come 
L2/LS. 
5.1 Italiano come L1 
In generale, si può dare per scontata la conoscen-
za dell’italiano a livello madrelingua da parte dei 
cittadini italiani che abbiano compiuto buona 
parte del proprio percorso formativo in Italia. 
Nelle scritture degli studenti residenti da molto 
tempo all’estero, però, sono presenti occasional-
mente esempi di erosione dell’italiano o di inter-
ferenza da parte delle L2. 
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5.2 Italiano come L2/LS 
Il livello degli studenti stranieri è molto variabi-
le. Sebbene tutti siano accomunati da una cono-
scenza della lingua di livello almeno B2, la diffe-
renza tra studenti con conoscenza appena suffi-
ciente e studenti con competenze assimilabili a 
L1 è molto vistosa. 
Gestire questa diversità è sicuramente una del-
le sfide principali nell’elaborazione del corpus. 
In una prima fase, l’assegnazione del livello di 
competenze dovrà essere fatta interamente da 
valutatori umani. In una seconda fase, è possibile 
che l’operazione possa essere condotta in parte in 
modo automatico. 
Nel corpus definitivo gli studenti che hanno 
avuto contatti con l’italiano come L2 saranno 
distinti da quelli per cui l’italiano è stato solo LS. 
In entrambi i casi inoltre, compatibilmente con la 
documentazione disponibile, saranno etichettati 
gli studenti che per vari motivi (origine familiare, 
ambiente, trasferimenti in Italia) hanno avuto un 
contatto con l’italiano diverso da quanto nor-
malmente prevedibile per una L2/LS. La granu-
larità di questa etichettatura non è ancora stata 
definita; soprattutto per gli studenti degli ultimi 
anni, che come parte della procedura di iscrizio-
ne forniscono spesso lettere di motivazione e 
descrizioni dei propri contatti con la lingua e la 
cultura italiana, è possibile che possa essere rea-
lizzata una descrizione molto dettagliata, proba-
bilmente presentata sotto forma di testo articola-
to. 
6 Inserimento degli elaborati all’interno 
del corpus 
Il corpus prevede che gli elaborati vengano im-
portati come testo semplice con codifica UTF-8. 
Un punto delicato è la gestione degli errori orto-
grafici collegati a tastiere non italiane e descritti 
a 4.2. Tuttavia i primi esempi di analisi, condotti 
con il sistema READ-IT dell’Istituto di Lingui-
stica Computazionale del CNR di Pisa 
(Dell’Orletta, Montemagni e Venturi 2011), mo-
strano che gli strumenti oggi esistenti possono 
ricondurre senza problemi gli errori di questo 
genere alle forme target, senza che sia necessaria 
neanche una fase di addestramento. 
7 Distribuzione del corpus 
Il prodotto finito sarà reso disponibile in forma 
mediata. Per ragioni collegate alla natura del 
corpus non sarà quindi possibile il libero scari-
camento degli elaborati o il loro collegamento a 
consegne. Si prevede che la ricerca avvenga at-
traverso un’interfaccia web e che la dimensione 
dei contesti venga limitata, in alternativa, ai con-
fini di frase o a un massimo di 300 caratteri. 
8 Conclusioni 
L’elaborazione del corpus è ancora in corso. Tut-
tavia, gli assaggi eseguiti fino a questo momento 
sono molto promettenti e rassicurano sull’utilità 
del progetto. Di particolare valore sembra la pos-
sibilità di confrontare i testi prodotti da studenti 
che hanno o meno l’italiano come L1 in circo-
stanze in cui i fini comunicativi rispondono a una 
precisa realtà didattica. 
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Abstract
English. This paper presents a systematic
evaluation of two linguistic components
required to build a coreference resolution
system: mention detection and mention
description. We compare gold standard
annotations against the output of the mod-
ules based on the state-of-the-art NLP for
Italian. Our experiments suggest the most
promising direction for future work on
coreference in Italian: we show that, while
automatic mention description affects the
performance only mildly, the mention de-
tection module plays a crucial role for
the end-to-end coreference performance.
We also show that, while a considerable
number of mentions in Italian are zero
pronouns, their omission doesn’t affect a
general-purpose coreference resolver, sug-
gesting that more specialized algorithms
are needed for this subtask.
Italiano. Questo articolo presenta una va-
lutazione sistematica di due componenti
linguistiche necessarie per costruire un
sistema di risoluzione delle coreferenze:
(i) selezione automatica delle menzioni ad
entita´ e (ii) la loro descrizione in ter-
mini di features. Per questo scopo si con-
frontano i risultati dei moduli che sono
allo stato dell’arte per l’italiano basati
sul NLP con le annotazioni gold stan-
dard. Questi esperimenti suggeriscono
le direzioni di ricerca piu´ promettenti
per futuri lavori sulla coreferenza per
l’italiano: infatti, si dimostra che, men-
tre la descrizione automatica delle men-
zioni influisce sulle prestazioni solo leg-
germente, il modulo di selezione delle
menzioni svolge un ruolo fondamentale
per la prestazione del risolutore di coref-
erenze (end-to-end). Si dimostra anche
che, mentre un numero considerevole di
menzioni in italiano sono zero-pronouns,
la loro omissione non pregiudica il risul-
tato di coreferenza. Questo suggerisce che
algoritmi piu´ specializzati sono necessari
per questa sottoattivita´.
1 Introduction
Coreference Resolution is an important prerequi-
site for a variety of Natural Language Process-
ing tasks, in particular, for Information Extraction
and Question Answering, Machine Translation or
Single-document Summarization. It is, however,
a challenging task, involving complex inference
over heterogeneous linguistic cues. Several high-
performance coreference resolvers have been pro-
posed recently in the context of the CoNLL-2011
and CoNLL-2012 shared tasks (Pradhan et al.,
2011; Pradhan et al., 2012). These systems, how-
ever, are engineered to process English documents
and cannot be directly applied to other languages:
while the CoNLL-2012 shared task includes Ara-
bic and Chinese datasets, most participants have
not investigated any language-specific approaches
and have relied on the same universal algorithm,
retraining it for particular corpora.
To our knowledge, only very few systems have
been proposed so far to provide end-to-end coref-
erence resolution in Italian. In the context of the
SemEval-2010 shared task (Recasens et al., 2010),
four systems have attempted Italian coreference.
Among these toolkits, only BART relied on any
language-specific solutions at this stage (Broscheit
et al., 2010; Poesio et al., 2010). The TANL
system, however, was enhanced with language-
specific information and integrated into the Uni-
versity of Pisa Italian pipeline later on (Attardi
et al., 2012). At Evalita 2009 and 2011, differ-
ent variants of coreference resolution were pro-
posed as shared tasks (Lenzi and Sprugnoli, 2009;
Uryupina and Poesio, 2012), in both cases, only
one participant managed to submit the final run.
One of the bottlenecks in creating high-
performance coreference resolvers lies in the com-
plexity of their architecture. Coreference is a
deep linguistic phenomenon and state-of-the-art
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systems incorporate multiple modules for various
related subtasks. Even creating a baseline end-
to-end resolver is therefore a difficult engineering
task. Going beyond the baseline is even more chal-
lenging, since it is generally unclear how differ-
ent types of errors might affect the overall per-
formance level. This paper focuses on system-
atic evaluation of different sub-modules of a coref-
erence resolver to provide a better understanding
of their impact on the system’s performance and
thus suggest more promising venues for future re-
search. Starting with a gold pipeline, we gradu-
ally replace its components with automatic mod-
ules, assessing the impact. The ultimate goal of
our study is to boost the performance level for Ital-
ian. We are focusing on improving the language-
specific representation, leaving aside any compar-
ison between coreference models (for example,
mention-pair vs. mention-entity vs. graph-based).
2 Coreference Resolution Pipelines
End-to-end coreference resolvers operate on raw
texts, requiring a full linguistic pipeline to prepro-
cess the data. Below we describe the preprocess-
ing pipeline used in our study and then proceed to
the proper coreference pipeline.
2.1 Preprocessing pipeline
Our preprocessing pipeline for Italian is a part of
the Semantic Model Extractor developed for the
EU FP7 LiMoSINe project.1 The LiMoSINe Se-
mantic Model contains various levels of linguis-
tic description, representing a document from dif-
ferent angles. It combines outputs of numerous
linguistic preprocessors to provide a uniform and
deep representation of document’s semantics. Our
Semantic Model is based on Apache UIMA—a
framework for Unstructured Information Manage-
ment,2 successfully used for a number of NLP
projects, e.g., for the IBM Watson system.
TextPro wrapper. To provide basic levels of
linguistic processing, we rely on TextPro (Pianta
et al., 2008).—a suite of Natural Language Pro-
cessing tools for analysis of Italian (and English)
texts. The suite has been designed to integrate var-
ious NLP components developed by researchers
at Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK). The TextPro
suite has shown exceptional performance for sev-
eral NLP tasks at multiple EvalIta competitions.
Moreover, the toolkit is being constantly updated
1http://www.limosine-project.eu
2http://uima.apache.org/
and developed further by FBK. We can therefore
be sure that TextPro provides state-of-the-art pro-
cessing for Italian. TextPro combines rule-based
and statistical methods. In addition, it allows for
a straightforward integration of task-specific user-
defined pre- and post-processing techniques. For
example, one can customize TextPro to provide
better segmentation for web data. We use Textpro
to extract part-of-speech tags, named entities, lem-
mata and token-level morphology.
Parsing. A model has been trained for Italian
on the Torino Treebank data3 using the Berkeley
parser by the Fondazione Bruno Kessler. The tree-
bank being relatively small, a better performance
can be achieved by enforcing TextPro part-of-
speech tags when training and running the parser.
Both the Torino Treebank itself and the parsing
model use specific tagsets that do not correspond
to the Penn TreeBank tags of the English parser.
To facilitate cross-lingual processing and enable
unlexicalized cross-lingual modeling for deep se-
mantic tasks, we have mapped these tagsets to
each other.
2.2 Coreference pipeline
Once the preprocessing pipeline has created a rich
linguistics representation of the input documents,
a statistical coreference resolver runs a sequence
of sub-modules to provide appropriate information
to its model, train/run its classifier and use the out-
put to create coreference chains . This involves the
following steps:
• Mention extraction. The goal of this step
is to extract nominal mentions from the tex-
tual stream. The exact definition of what is
to be considered a mention varies across dif-
ferent annotation schemes. Roughly speak-
ing, nominal chunks, named entities and pro-
nouns (including zeroes) are potential men-
tions. More fine-grained schemes distinguish
between different type of mentions (e.g., ref-
erential vs. non-referential) and discard some
of them from the scope of their annotation.
• Mention description. This component pro-
vides a meaningful representation of each
mention, extracting its linguistic properties,
for example: mention type, number, gender
and semantic class.
• Feature extraction. This component relies
on mention descriptions to create feature vec-
tors for the classifier. The exact nature of
3http://www.di.unito.it/˜tutreeb/
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the feature vector depends on the selection of
the underlying model. Thus, in the mention-
pair model (Soon et al., 2001), used in our
study, each vector corresponds to two men-
tions from the same document, the anaphor
and the antecedent. The individual features,
engineered manually, combine different bits
of information from the corresponding de-
scriptions. An example of such a feature is
”the anaphor is a pronoun and it agrees in
gender with the antecedent”.
• Modeling. At the final step, the classifier is
trained and tested on the feature vectors and
its prediction is then passed to a clustering
algorithm to create the resulting partition.
In this paper, we focus on the first two steps,
since they require the largest language-specific en-
gineering effort. We believe that the modeling part
is relatively language-independent and that most
high-performance state-of-the-art models can be
applied to Italian if adequate feature representa-
tions can be extracted. In our study, we rely on the
simple and fast mention-pair model (Soon et al.,
2001). We have tested several machine learners
(Decision Trees, SVMs and MaxEnt), observing
that the highest performance is achieved with de-
cision trees.
3 Experiments
For our experiment, we use a cleaned up version of
the LiveMemories Wikipedia corpus (Rodrı´guez
et al., 2010). The first version of the same dataset
was adopted for the Anaphora Resolution track at
Evalita-2011 (Uryupina and Poesio, 2012). We
have invested considerable efforts in checking the
consistency of the annotations and adjusting them
when necessary. The second version of the cor-
pus will be publicly available by the end of 2014.
We refer the reader to the Evalita Anaphora Reso-
lution track guidelines for a detailed description of
the dataset, including the adopted methodology on
defining mentions (for example, on the treatment
of appositions) and mention boundaries (spans).
The LiveMemories Wikipedia corpus provides
rich annotations of nominal mentions. In particu-
lar, each mention is characterized for its number,
gender, semantic class and referentiality. We will
not assess the impact of referentiality on the fi-
nal performance in this paper, since no automatic
referentiality detector has been proposed for Ital-
ian so far. However, the corpus does not contain
any gold-standard annotations of the basic linguis-
tic levels (for example, parse trees, part of speech
tags): all the preprocessing was conducted using
automatic modules.
In our experiments, we replace the LiveMemo-
ries basic levels with the LiMoSINe pipeline, since
it relies on the more recent and robust technol-
ogy. For coreference components, we start with
the oracle pipeline: we extract mentions from the
gold annotations and use gold attributes to provide
mention descriptions. The performance level of
the system with the oracle pipeline can be consid-
ered the upper bound for the selected feature ex-
tractors and model configurations. The first row of
Table 1 summarize the performance level of such
a system. We report F-scores for the three most
commonly used metrics for coreference (MUC, B3
and CEAFφ3). We then gradually replace the ora-
cle components with the automatic ones, measur-
ing the drop in the system’s performance.
3.1 Mention Description
In our first experiment, we take gold mention
boundaries and try to describe mention properties
automatically. To this end, we try to extract the
head of each mention. We traverse the parse tree
for mentions corresponding to parse nodes. For
other mentions, we rely on simple heuristics for
extracting head nouns. Once the head noun has
been extracted, we consult the TexPro morphology
to determine its number and gender. If the men-
tion aligns with some named entity, as extracted
by TextPro, we also assign it a semantic type.
This methodology may lead to incomplete or
incorrect mention descriptions for various rea-
sons. First, the head-finding rules, especially for
mentions that do not correspond to any parsing
nodes (this can happen, for example, if the parsing
tree is erroneous itself), are not perfect. Second,
the TextPro morphology may provide misleading
cues. These two types of errors can be remedied in
the future with the advancement of the NLP tech-
nology. The third group of errors are the cases
when the LiveMemories annotators assign some
attributes to a mention to agree with other mem-
bers of its coreference chain. For example, pro-
nouns often receive semantic type attributes that
can not be inferred from the corresponding one-
sentence contexts. For such cases, a joint model
for mention description and coreference resolu-
tion might be beneficial. Denis and Baldridge
(2009) propose an example of such a model for
joint coreference resolution and NE classification.
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Components MUC CEAF B3
Gold boundaries, gold descriptions 60.7 67.8 78.4
Gold boundaries, automatic descriptions 60.0 66.0 77.2
Gold boundaries with no zero pronouns, automatic descriptions 60.3 65.8 76.4
Automatic boundaries, automatic descriptions 46.8 50.3 52.2
Table 1: The system performance with automatic and oracle modules, F-scores.
The second row of Table 1 shows that while
the system performance decreases with imperfect
mention descriptions, the drop is not large. We be-
lieve that this can be explained by two factors:
• unlike many other datasets, the LiveMemo-
ries corpus provides two boundaries for each
mention: the minimal and maximal span;
since minimal spans are very short and typi-
cally contain 1-3 words, the head finding pro-
cedure is more robust;
• while the system is not always able to ex-
tract implicit properties for pronouns, the ex-
plicit morphology (number and gender) often
provides enough information for the corefer-
ence resolver; this is in a sharp contrast with
the same task for English, where the lack of
explicit morphological marking on candidate
antecedents makes it essential to extract im-
plicit properties as well.
3.2 Mention Extraction
In our second experiment, we replace the mention
extraction module with the automatic one. The au-
tomatic mention extractor is a rule-base system de-
veloped for English and adjusted for Italian (Poe-
sio et al., 2010). Since the system cannot handle
zero pronouns, we do the assessment in two steps.
For the first run (row 3, Table 1), we take all gold
mentions that are not zeroes and thus provide a
more accurate upper bound for our approach. For
the second run (row 4), we do the mention extrac-
tion fully automatically. Neither run uses any gold
information about mention properties.
The most surprising results is the performance
level of the system with no zero pronouns. When
we remove them from the oracle, the performance
doesn’t decrease at all. This can be explained
by the fact that zero pronouns are very differ-
ent from other types of mentions and require spe-
cial algorithms for their resolution. The general-
purpose system cannot handle them correctly and
produces too many errors. We believe that while
zero pronouns pose a challenging problem, the
more promising approach would treat them sepa-
rately from other anaphors, capitalizing on various
syntactic clues for their identification and resolu-
tion. An example of such an approach for Italian
has been advocated by Iida and Poesio (2011).
Altogether, when gold mention boundaries are
replaced with the automatic ones, the performance
goes down considerably. This is a common prob-
lem for coreference and has been observed for
many other languages. This finding suggests that
the first step in boosting the performance level of
a coreference resolver should focus on improving
the mention extraction part.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have attempted an extensive eval-
uation of the impact of two language-specific com-
ponents on the performance of a coreference re-
solver for Italian. We show that the mention ex-
traction module plays a crucial role, while the con-
tribution of the mention description model, while
still important, is much less pronounced. This sug-
gests that the mention extraction subtask should
be in the primary focus at the beginning of the
language-specific research on coreference. Our
future work in this direction includes developing a
robust statistical mention detector for Italian based
on parse trees.
We also show that zero pronouns can not be
handled by a general-purpose coreference resolver
and should therefore be addressed by a separate
system, combining their extraction and resolution.
Finally, our study has not addressed the last
language-specific component of the coreference
pipeline, the feature extraction module. Its perfor-
mance cannot be assessed via a comparison with
an oracle since there are no perfect gold features.
In the future,we plan to evaluate the impact of this
component by comparing different feature sets,
engineered both manually and automatically.
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Abstract
English. Recent works on Sentiment
Analysis over Twitter leverage the idea
that the sentiment depends on a single
incoming tweet. However, tweets are
plunged into streams of posts, thus making
available a wider context. The contribu-
tion of this information has been recently
investigated for the English language by
modeling the polarity detection as a se-
quential classification task over streams of
tweets (Vanzo et al., 2014). Here, we want
to verify the applicability of this method
even for a morphological richer language,
i.e. Italian.
Italiano. Studi recenti per la Sentiment
Analysis in Twitter hanno tentato di creare
modelli per caratterizzare la polarita´ di
un tweet osservando ciascun messaggio
in isolamento. In realta`, i tweet fanno
parte di conversazioni, la cui natura puo`
essere sfruttata per migliorare la qualita`
dell’analisi da parte di sistemi automatici.
In (Vanzo et al., 2014) e` stato proposto un
modello basato sulla classificazione di se-
quenze per la caratterizzazione della po-
larita` dei tweet, che sfrutta il contesto in
cui il messaggio e` immerso. In questo la-
voro, si vuole verificare l’applicabilita` di
tale metodologia anche per la lingua Ital-
iana.
1 Introduction
Web 2.0 and Social Networks allow users to write
about their life and personal experiences. This
huge amount of data is crucial in the study of the
interactions and dynamics of subjectivity on the
Web. Sentiment Analysis (SA) is the computa-
tional study and automatic recognition of opinions
and sentiments. Twitter is a microblogging ser-
vice that counts about a billion of active users. In
Twitter, SA is traditionally treated as any other text
classification task, as proved by most systems par-
ticipating to the Sentiment Analysis in Twitter task
in SemEval-2013 (Nakov et al., 2013). A Machine
Learning (ML) setting allows to induce detection
functions from real world labeled examples. How-
ever, the shortness of the message and the resulting
semantic ambiguity represent a critical limitation,
thus making the task very challenging. Let us con-
sider the following message between two users:
Benji: @Holly sono completamente d’accordo con te
The tweet sounds like to be a reply to the previ-
ous one. Notice how no lexical or syntactic prop-
erty allows to determine the polarity. Let’s look
now at the entire conversation:
Benji : @Holly con un #RigoreAl90 vinci facile!!
Holly : @Benji Lui vince sempre pero` :) accanto
a chiunque.. Nessuno regge il confronto!
Benji : @Holly sono completamente d’accordo con te
The first is clearly a positive tweet, followed by
a positive one that makes the third positive as
well. Thus, through the conversation we can dis-
ambiguate even a very short message. We want
to leverage on this to define a context-sensitive
SA model for the Italian language, in line with
(Vanzo et al., 2014). The polarity detection of a
tweet is modeled as a sequential classification task
through the SVMhmm learning algorithm (Altun et
al., 2003), as it allows to classify an instance (i.e.
a tweet) within an entire sequence. First experi-
mental evaluations confirm the effectiveness of the
proposed sequential tagging approach combined
with the adopted contextual information even in
the Italian language.
A survey of the existing approaches is presented
in Section 2. Then, Section 3 provides an ac-
count of the context-based model. The experimen-
tal evaluation is presented in Section 4.
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2 Related Work
The spread of microblog services, where users
post real-time opinions about “everything”, poses
different challenges in Sentiment Analysis. Clas-
sical approaches (Pang et al., 2002; Pang and Lee,
2008) are not directly applicable to tweets: they
focus on relatively large texts, e.g. movie or prod-
uct reviews, while tweets are short and informal
and a finer analysis is required. Recent works tried
to model the sentiment in tweets (Go et al., 2009;
Davidov et al., 2010; Bifet and Frank, 2010; Zan-
zotto et al., 2011; Croce and Basili, 2012; Si et
al., 2013). Specific approaches, e.g. probabilis-
tic paradigms (Pak and Paroubek, 2010) or Kernel
based (Barbosa and Feng, 2010; Agarwal et al.,
2011; Castellucci et al., 2013), and features, e.g.
n-grams, POS tags, polarity lexicons, have been
adopted in the tweet polarity recognition task.
In (Mukherjee and Bhattacharyya, 2012) con-
textual information, in terms of discourse rela-
tions is adopted, e.g. the presence of conditionals
and semantic operators like modals and negations.
However, these features are derived by consider-
ing a tweet in isolation. The approach in (Vanzo
et al., 2014) considers a tweet within its context,
i.e. the stream of related posts. In order to ex-
ploit this information, a Markovian extension of a
Kernel-based categorization approach is there pro-
posed and it is briefly described in the next section.
3 A Context Based Model for SA
As discussed in (Vanzo et al., 2014), contextual
information about one tweet stems from various
aspects: an explicit conversation, the user attitude
or the overall set of recent tweets about a topic
(for example a hashtag like #RigoreAl90). In
this work, we concentrate our analysis only on the
explicit conversation a tweet belongs to. In line
with (Vanzo et al., 2014), a conversation is a se-
quence of tweets, each represented as vectors of
features characterizing different semantic proper-
ties. The Sentiment Analysis task is thus modeled
as a sequential classification function that asso-
ciates tweets, i.e. vectors, to polarity classes.
3.1 Representing Tweets
The proposed representation makes use of differ-
ent representations that allow to model different
aspects within a Kernel-based paradigm.
Bag of Word (BoWK). The simplest Kernel func-
tion describes the lexical overlap between tweets,
thus represented as a vector, whose dimensions
correspond to the presence or not of a word. Even
if very simple, the BoW model is one of the most
informative representation in Sentiment Analysis,
as emphasized since (Pang et al., 2002).
Lexical Semantic Kernel (LSK). In order to gen-
eralize the BoW model, we provide a further
representation. A vector for each word is ob-
tained from a co-occurrence Word Space built ac-
cording to the Distributional Analysis technique
(Sahlgren, 2006). A word-by-context matrix M is
built through large scale corpus analysis and then
processed through Latent Semantic Analysis (Lan-
dauer and Dumais, 1997). Dimensionality reduc-
tion is applied to M through Singular Value De-
composition (Golub and Kahan, 1965): the origi-
nal statistical information about M is captured by
the new k-dimensional space, which preserves the
global structure while removing low-variance di-
mensions, i.e. distribution noise. A word can be
projected in the reduced Word Space: the distance
between vectors surrogates the notion of paradig-
matic similarity between represented words, e.g.
the most similar words of vincere are perdere and
partecipare. A vector for each tweet is represented
through the linear combination of its word vectors.
Whenever the different representations are
available, we can combine the contribution of both
vector simply through a juxtaposition, in order to
exploit both lexical and semantic properties.
3.2 SA as a Sequential Tagging Problem
Contextual information is embodied by the stream
of tweets in which a message ti is immersed. A
stream gives rise to a sequence on which sequence
labeling can be applied: the target tweet is here la-
beled within the entire sequence, where contextual
constraints are provided by the preceding tweets.
Let formally define a conversational context.
Conversational context. For every tweet ti ∈ T ,
let r(ti) : T → T be a function that returns either
the tweet to which ti is a reply to, or null if ti is
not a reply. Then, the conversational context ΛC,li
of tweet ti (i.e., the target tweet) is the sequence
of tweet iteratively built by applying r(·), until l
tweets have been selected or r(·) = null.
A markovian approach. The sentiment predic-
tion of a target tweet can be seen as a sequen-
tial classification task over a context, and the
SVMhmm algorithm can be applied. Given an in-
put sequence x = (x1 . . . xl) ⊆ X , where x is a
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tweet context, i.e. the conversational context pre-
viously defined, and xi is a feature vector rep-
resenting a tweet, the model predicts a tag se-
quence y = (y1 . . . yl) ∈ Y+ after learning a lin-
ear discriminant function F : P(X ) × Y+ → R
over input/output pairs. The labeling f(x) is de-
fined as: f(x) = arg maxy∈Y+ F (x,y;w). In
these models, F is linear in some combined fea-
ture representation of inputs and outputs Φ(x,y),
i.e. F (x,y;w) = 〈w,Φ(x,y)〉. As Φ extracts
meaningful properties from an observation/label
sequence pair (x,y), in SVMhmm it is modeled
through two types of features: interactions be-
tween attributes of the observation vectors xi and
a specific label yi (i.e. emissions of a tweet w.r.t.
a polarity class) as well as interactions between
neighboring labels yi along the chain (i.e. transi-
tions of polarity labels in a conversation context.).
Thus, through SVMhmm the label for a target tweet
is made dependent on its context history. The
markovian setting acquires patterns across tweet
sequences to recognize sentiment even for truly
ambiguous tweets. Further details about the mod-
eling and the SVMhmm application to tweet label-
ing can be found in (Vanzo et al., 2014).
4 Experimental Evaluation
The aim of the experiments is to verify the appli-
cability of the model proposed in (Vanzo et al.,
2014) in a different language, i.e. Italian. In
order to evaluate the models discussed above in
an Italian setting, an appropriate dataset has been
built by gathering1 tweets from Twitter servers.
By means of Twitter APIs2, we retrieved the
whole corpus by querying several Italian hot top-
ics, i.e. expo, mose, renzi, prandelli,
mondiali, balotelli and commonly used
emoticons, i.e. :) and :( smiles. Each tweet ti
and its corresponding conversation ΛC,li have been
included into the dataset if and only if the con-
versation itself was available (i.e. |ΛC,li | > 1).
Then, three annotators labeled each tweet with
a sentiment polarity label among positive,
negative, neutral and conflicting3,
obtaining a inter-annotator agreement of 0.829,
measured as the mean accuracy computed between
annotators pairs.
1The process has been run during June-July 2014
2
http://twitter4j.org/
3A tweet is said to be conflicting when it expresses both a
positive and negative polarity
As about 1,436 tweets, including conversa-
tions, were gathered from Twitter, a static split of
64%/16%/20% in Training/Held-out/Test respec-
tively, has been carried out as reported in Table 1.
train dev test
Positive 212 61 69
Negative 211 42 92
Neutral 387 72 87
Conflicting 129 26 48
939 201 296
Table 1: Dataset composition
Tweets have been analyzed through the Chaos
natural language parser (Basili et al., 1998). A
normalization step is previously applied to each
message: fully capitalized words are converted in
lowercase; reply marks, hyperlinks and hashtags
are replaced with the pseudo-tokens, and emoti-
cons have been classified with respect to 13 differ-
ent classes. LSK vectors are obtained from a Word
Space derived from a corpus of about 3 million
tweets, downloaded during July and September
2013. The methodology described in (Sahlgren,
2006) with the setting discussed in (Croce and Pre-
vitali, 2010) has been applied.
Performance scores are reported in terms of Pre-
cision, Recall and F-Measure. We also report both
the F pnn1 score as the arithmetic mean between the
F1s of positive, negative and neutral classes, and
the F pnnc1 considering even the conflicting class.
It is worth noticing that a slightly different set-
ting w.r.t. (Vanzo et al., 2014) has been used. In
this work we manually labeled every tweet in each
conversation and performance measures considers
all the tweets. On the contrary in (Vanzo et al.,
2014) only the last tweet of the conversation is
manually labeled and considered in the evaluation.
4.1 Experimental Results
Experiments are meant to verify the ability of a
context-based model in the Italian setting. As
a baseline we considered a multi-class classifier
within the SVMmulticlass framework (Tsochan-
taridis et al., 2004). Each tweet in a conversation
is classified considering it in isolation, i.e. without
using contextual information. In Table 2, perfor-
mances of the Italian dataset are reported, while
Table 3 shows the outcomes of experiments over
the English dataset (Vanzo et al., 2014). Here, w/o
conv results refer to a baseline computed with the
SVMmulticlass algorithm, while w/ conv results re-
fer to the application of the model described in the
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Precision Recall F1 Fpnn1 F
pnnc
1
pos neg neu conf pos neg neu conf pos neg neu conf
BoWK
w/o conv .705 .417 .462 .214 .449 .109 .690 .438 .549 .172 .553 .288 .425 .390
w conv .603 .580 .379 .375 .507 .435 .701 .063 .551 .497 .492 .107 .513 .412
BoWK+LSK
w/o conv .507 .638 .416 .000 .493 .402 .793 .000 .500 .493 .545 .000 .513 .385
w conv .593 .560 .432 .368 .464 .457 .736 .146 .520 .503 .545 .209 .523 .444
Table 2: Evaluation results of the Italian setting.
Precision Recall F1 Fpnn1
pos neg neu pos neg neu pos neg neu
BoWK
w/o conv .713 .496 .680 .649 .401 .770 .679 .444 .723 .615
w/ conv .723 .511 .722 .695 .472 .762 .709 .491 .741 .647
BoWK+LSK
w/o conv .754 .595 .704 .674 .486 .804 .712 .535 .751 .666
w/ conv .774 .554 .717 .682 .542 .791 .725 .548 .752 .675
Table 3: Evaluation results on the English language from (Vanzo et al., 2014)
previous sections with the SVMhmm algorithm. In
the last setting, the whole conversational context
of each tweet is considered.
Firstly, all w/o conv models beneficiate by the
lexical generalization provided by the Word Space
in the LSA model. In fact, the information derived
from the Word Space seems beneficial in its rela-
tive improvement with respect to the simple BoW
Kernel accuracy, up to an improvement of 20.71%
of Fpnn1 , from .425 to .513. However, it is not al-
ways true, in particular w.r.t. the conflicting class
where the smoothing provided by the generaliza-
tion negatively impact on the classifiers, that are
not able to discriminate the contemporary pres-
ence of positive and negative polarity.
Most importantly, the contribution of conver-
sations is confirmed in all context-driven models,
i.e. w/conv improves w.r.t. their w/o conv coun-
terpart. Every polarity category benefits from the
introduction of contexts, although many tweets an-
notated with the conflicting (conf ) class are not
correctly recognized: contextual information un-
balances the output of a borderline tweet with the
polarity of the conversations. The impact of con-
versational information contribute to a statistically
significant improvement of 20.71% in the BoWK
setting, and of 1.95% in the BoWK+LSK setting.
In (Vanzo et al., 2014) a larger dataset (10,045
examples) has been used for the evaluation of con-
textual models in an English setting. The dataset
is provided by ACL SemEval-2013 (Nakov et al.,
2013). Results are thus not directly comparable,
as in this latter dataset, where even tweets with-
out a conversational contexts are included, only
the target tweet is manually labeled and the labels
of remaining tweets have been automatically pre-
dicted in a semi supervised fashion, as discussed
in (Vanzo et al., 2014). Additionally, the conflict-
ing class, where a lexical overlap is observed with
both positive and negative classes, is not consid-
ered. However, results in Table 3 show that the
BoWK setting benefits by the introduction of the
lexical generalization, given by the LSK, with a
performance improvement of 8.29%. When the
focus is held within the same Kernel setting, in
both BoWK and BoWK+LSK, the conversational
information seems to be beneficial as increases of
5.20% and 1.35%, respectively, are observed.
5 Conclusions
In this work, the role of contextual information in
supervised Sentiment Analysis over Twitter is in-
vestigated for the Italian language. Experimental
results confirm the empirical findings presented in
(Vanzo et al., 2014) for the English language. Al-
though the size of the involved dataset is still lim-
ited, i.e. about 1,400 tweets, the importance of
contextual information is emphasized within the
considered markovian approach: it is able to take
advantage of the dependencies that exist between
different tweets in a conversation. The approach
is also largely applicable as all experiments have
been carried out without the use of any manual
coded resource, but mainly exploiting unannotated
material within the distributional method. A larger
experiment, eventually on an oversized dataset,
such as SentiTUT4, will be carried out.
4
http://www.di.unito.it/~tutreeb/sentiTUT.html
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Abstract
English. Semantic role annotation has be-
come widely used in NLP and lexical re-
source implementation. Even if attempts
of standardization are being developed,
discordance points are still present. In this
paper we consider a problematic semantic
role, the Instrument role, which presents
differences in definition and causes prob-
lems of attribution. Particularly, it is not
clear whether to assign this role to inani-
mate entities occurring as subjects or not.
This problem is especially relevant 1- be-
cause of its treatment in practical annota-
tion and semantic role labeling, 2- because
it affects the whole definition of seman-
tic roles. We propose arguments to sustain
that inanimate nouns denoting instruments
in subject positions are not instantiations
of Instrument role, but are Cause, Agent or
Theme. Ambiguities in the annotation of
these cases are due to confusion between
semantic roles and ontological types.
Italiano. L’annotazione dei ruoli seman-
tici e` ormai molto utilizzata nell’ambito
del NLP e della creazione di risorse
lessicali. Sebbene si stia cercando uno
standard condiviso, vi sono ancora punti
di disaccordo. Nel presente articolo
si considera un problematico ruolo se-
mantico, il ruolo di Strumento, il quale
causa ambiguita` nell’annotazione e nella
sua definizione. In particolare, tra
i ricercatori non vi e` ancora accordo
nell’assegnare questo ruolo a casi di en-
tita` inanimate in posizione soggetto. Tale
questione e` certamente significativa 1- in
ragione dell’annotazione pratica di questi
casi 2- in quanto interessa la definizione
generale di ruoli semantici. Sosteniamo
che nomi di entita` strumentali in posizione
soggetto non sono casi del ruolo Stru-
mento, ma dei ruoli di Causa, Agente o
Tema. Ambiguita` nella loro annotazione
sono dovute alla confusione tra ruoli se-
mantici e tipi ontologici.
1 Background
Semantically annotated resources have become
widely used and requested in the field of Natural
Language Processing, growing as a productive re-
search area. This trend can be confirmed by look-
ing at the repeated attempts in the implementation
of annotated resources (FrameNet, VerbNet, Prop-
bank, SALSA, LIRICS, SensoComune) and in the
task of automatic Semantic Role Labeling (Gildea
and Jurafsky 2002, Surdeanu et al. 2007, Ma`rquez
et al. 2008, Lang and Lapata 2010, Titov and Kle-
mentiev 2012 among others).
Since their first introduction by Fillmore (1967),
semantic roles have been described and defined
in many different ways, with different sets and
different level of granularity - from macro-roles
(Dowty 1991) to frame-specific ones (Fillmore et
al. 2002). In order to reach a common stan-
dard of number and definition, the LIRICS (Lin-
guistic Infrastructure for Interoperable ResourCes
and Systems) project has recently evaluated sev-
eral approaches for semantic role annotation and
proposed an ISO (International Organization for
Standardization) ratified standard that enables the
exchange and reuse of (multilingual) language re-
sources.
In this paper we examine some problematic is-
sues in semantic role attribution. We will high-
light a case, the Instrument role, whose defini-
tion and designation should be, in our opinion, re-
considered. The topic is particularly relevant since
there is difference in its treatment in different lex-
ical resources and since the theoretical debate is
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still lively. Moreover, this matter highlights as-
pects of the nature of semantic roles, relevant both
for their theoretical definition and for practical an-
notation, such as the difference between semantic
roles and ontological types. The former refer to
the role of participants in the particular event de-
scribed by the linguistic utterance, the latter to the
inherent properties of the entity. We argue that this
is a main point in the annotation, because, even in
the recent past, roles have been frequently tagged
according to the internal properties of the entities
involved, not, as it should be, because of their role
in the particular event described.
This analysis arose from the first step of the im-
plementation of the Senso Comune resource (Vet-
ere et al. 2012). With the aim to provide it with
semantic roles, a first annotation experiment was
conducted to check the reliability of the set and
the annotation procedure (Jezˇek et al. 2014). The
dataset was composed of 66 examples without dis-
ambiguation, 3 for 22 target verbs, and it was an-
notated for semantic roles by 8 annotators. They
were instructed with a guideline in which a set of
24 coarse-grained roles was defined, with exam-
ples and a taxonomy. During the evaluation pro-
cess, the major cases of disagreement were high-
lighted. The present study is based on the evi-
dence coming from these data: the Instrument role
caused several misunderstandings (see also Var-
vara 2013). Nevertheless, our analysis will look
primarily at examples from literature and other re-
sources in order to rethink this role and to reach a
standardization. We propose to consider what are
called instrument subjects (Alexiadou and Scha¨fer
2006) as instances of three different roles (Cause,
Agent and Theme) rather than as Instrument.
2 The case of instrument subjects
With “instrument subjects” we refer to examples
in which a noun, denoting an inanimate entity fre-
quently used as instrument by humans (and oc-
curring in with-phrases), is the subject of the sen-
tence, as in the examples below (Levin 1993:80,
Schlesinger 1989:189): “The hammer broke the
window”, “The stick hit the horse”. In the past,
it has been frequently asserted that these sub-
jects cover the role of Instrument (Fillmore 1967,
Nilsen 1973, Dowty 1991), as much as the nouns
preceded by the preposition with: “David broke
the window with a hammer”, “Marvin hit the
horse with a stick”. In Levin (1993)’s terms, these
are called “Instrument-Subject alternation”1. On
the other side, several authors have argued against
this interpretation, suggesting other roles to these
cases (Schlesinger 1989, DeLancey 1991, Van
Valin and Wilkins 1996, Alexiadou and Scha¨fer
2006, Grimm 2013, among others). Although this
interpretation is the most recent one and many
scholars agree on that, in the implementation of
lexical resources the trend is to consider instru-
ment subjects as Instrument role. In Verbnet, in-
strument subjects are tagged with the role Instru-
ment, as can be seen in the annotation of the verb
hit: “The stick hit the fence”; “The hammer hit
the window to pieces”; “The stick hit the door
open”. In the LIRICS guidelines (Schiffrin and
Bunt 2007:38) the Instrument-Subject alternation
is used as exemplification of the role definition:
“He opened the door [with the key (Instrument)]”;
“[The brick (Instrument)] hit the window and shat-
tered it.” The reason of the annotation of these last
examples is not clear if we look at the role def-
inition (as annotators usually do). It is said that
the Instrument is the “participant in an event that
is manipulated by an agent, and with which an in-
tentional act is performed” (2007:38). Here, the
agent and the intentionality of the act are explic-
itly mentioned, but while annotating the examples
above a question arises: in order to tag a noun with
the role Instrument, should the Agent be present
in the context of the event in which the Instrument
occurs, should it be inferable or could it be totally
absent? We argue that, in order to assign the In-
strument role, an Agent should be specified in the
event representation and it should be linguistically
expressed. From our data, it seems that, in pres-
ence of instrument subjects, there is not an Agent,
neither expressed neither included inferentially in
the scene. In the cases observed, it is clear that
there are reasons for which speakers left the in-
tentional Agent out of the scope of their utterance.
Their intention could be to describe the instrument
1The traditional examples of ”instrument subjects” cover
also other Levin’s alternations, such as Characteristic prop-
erty alternation (1993:39) or Middle alternation (1993:26).
Even the examples that will be a matter of discussion in the
present study are ascribable to different alternations. We will
then consider the term ”instrument subject” in a broad way,
taking into account every noun that can occurs both in a with-
phrase, both in subject position. Even if this term may bring
confusion with the real semantic role Instrument, we will
adopt it because of a lack of other appropriate terms. To avoid
difficulties, we will use the capital initial letter for seman-
tic roles and the lower initial for the words in their common
sense (e.g. Agent vs agent).
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noun as an autonomous entity, as the only known
source of causation, not as an Instrument manipu-
lated by an Agent, and as such its role in the event
should be considered. In the next section, we will
list and group in classes the occurrences of instru-
ment subjects that we have encountered so far, ac-
cording to our proposal.
3 Why instrument subjects do not
perform the Instrument role
Nowadays it is a shared opinion that semantic
roles are relational notions that express the role
of participants in reference to the event expressed
by the verb. As pointed by Pethukova and Bunt
(2008), semantic roles should be defined not as
primitives “but rather as relational notions that
link participants to an event, and describe the way
the participant is involved in an event, rather than
by internal properties”(2008:40). From this state-
ment, we argue that semantic roles should be con-
sidered as semantic qualities attributed to a partic-
ipant not only in a particular event, but in the spe-
cific linguistic representation of that event. The
same event can be the object of two different sen-
tences that represent the event from different per-
spectives. In the words of DeLancey (1991:350):
“case roles, like any other semantic categories,
encode construals of events rather than objective
facts”. This is the mistake that we make when
we evaluate an instrument subject as Instrument
role. Consider the examples “The janitor opened
the lock with a key” and “The key opened the
lock”. “The underlying argument is that since “the
key” in 19 (the first example) is an Instrument, and
since 19 and 20 could refer to the same scenario,
“the key” must be Instrument in 20 (the second ex-
ample) as well” (DeLancey 1991:348). Actually,
examples like the second one are often not realis-
tic, invented by linguists. We believe that, looking
at corpus data, it appears clearly that subjects like
“the key” are not usually represented as an instru-
ment used by an human, but as a Cause that substi-
tutes an unknown Agent in the causal chain (as in
the previous example) or as an entity whose a char-
acteristic is described (e.g. the property of opening
a lock in an example such as “This key opens the
lock”). As referenced in the Introduction, our idea
is that instrument subjects usually cover the role
of Cause, Theme or, metaphorically, Agent.
3.1 Instrument subjects as Cause
Most frequently instrument subjects cover the role
of Cause. It is usually the case when: 1- it is not
possible to find another Agent or general causer
other than the instrument inanimate subject; 2- it is
possible to imagine an Agent that has “activated”
the inanimate entity, but it is no longer present
in the scene or it is not known. This could be
a choice of the speaker that does not want to in-
clude or talk about the Agent or it could be the case
with generic events with non specific agents. Con-
sider the example “The clock was ticking so loudly
that it woke the baby”(DeLancey 1991: 347): it
is not possible to find another Agent other than
the clock. The same can be seen in this sentence
taken from the corpus ItTenTen (Jakubcˇek et al.
2013): “Un masso caduto da una galleria ha messo
fuori uso la metro. Il sasso ha rotto il pantografo,
l’antenna che trasmette l’energia al treno, e ha in-
terrotto la tensione per 600 metri di linea aerea”
(“A stone falling down from a tunnel put out of
order the metro. The stone has broken the pan-
tograph, the spar that transmits the energy to the
train, and it has interrupted the tension for 600
meters”). The stone is a Cause2 because nobody
has thrown it, but it has taken its own energy by its
falling3. The same interpretation could be applica-
ble to the sentence cited before from the LIRICS
guidelines “The brick hit the window and shat-
tered it”: from this context we do not know if
there is an agent that has thrown the brick; if we
do not have evidence about that, we cannot con-
sider “the brick” an Instrument in this sentence.
There are cases in which our real-world knowl-
edge enables us to understand that the instrument
subject has been manipulated by somebody, but it
has been focused in the sentence as the principal
or the only known element of the causal chain4:
“The poison killed its victim”, “The camomile
2The definition of the role Cause in SensoComune is “par-
ticipant (animate or inanimate) in an event that starts the
event, but does not act intenctionally; it exists indipendently
from the event”.
3A reviewer pointed out that the real Cause is the event
of falling, not the stone. Although this is a true inference,
we argue that the stone is metonymically reinterpreted as the
falling of the stone and for this reason the cause of the event.
This interesting matter deserves a deeper analysis that will be
subject of further work.
4Alexiadou and Scha¨fer note: “They are Causers by virtue
of their being involved in an event without being (perma-
nently) controlled by a human Agent. The fact that this in-
volvement in an event might be the result of a human agent
having introduced these Causers is a fact about the real world,
not about the linguistic structure” (2006: 42-43).
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cured the patient”. There is a case of this sort
in the dataset of the SensoComune’s annotation
experiment. The subject of the sentence “leggi
che colpiscono il contrabbando” (“Laws that hit
the smuggling”) has been tagged by 2 annotators
upon 8 as Instrument role instantiaton: it is possi-
ble that they have thought that there was an in-
ferred Agent (the legislator) that was using the
laws as an instrument. Putting instruments as sub-
jects can be seen as a stylistic means adopted by
the speaker to “defocus” the Agent: “ricorda teste
sbattute contro il muro, saluto romano, ustioni con
sigaretta e accendino. Un’altra le minacce mentre
le forbici tagliavano ciocche di capelli” (‘she re-
members heads hit against the wall, cigarette and
lighter burns. Another the threats while the scis-
sors cut locks of hair”). Lastly, instrument subjects
can be Cause if the sentence expresses a generic
event with a non-specific agent: ‘The piano ad-
dressed this by a mechanism where the way the
key is struck changes the speed with which the
hammer hits the string”.
3.2 Instrument subjects as Agent
We argue that the cases in which an instrument
subject covers the role of Agent are sporadic and
involve metaphorical or metonymical interpreta-
tions (Jezek et al. 2014). It should be kept in
mind that it is widely assumed that the Agent
role implies animacy and intentionality; as such
an inanimate entity like an instrument noun can-
not be Agent. This view contrasts with what has
been claimed by some linguists (Schlesinger 1989,
Alexiadou and Scha¨fer 2006) that were arguing
anyway against the Instrument role attribution to
instrument subjects. The Agent role can be ful-
filled by instrument subjects in case of personifi-
cation or metaphorical extension of the meaning
of the lexeme: “Un giorno una forbice gigante
taglio` della carta a forma di burattino. Un altro
giorno ha ritagliato due palle giganti che erano il
sole giallo e la Terra” (“Once upon a time a gi-
ant scissor cut a paper into a puppet. Later, it cut
two giant balls, the yellow sun and the Earth”);
“Tante penne scrivono su Napoli, usano Napoli
per vendere copie” (“A lot of pens (writers) write
about Naples, they use Naples to sell”); “Tutto
l’ufficio ha lavorato bene” (“All the office has
worked well”).
3.3 Instrument subjects as Theme
Analyzing the SensoComune dataset, a case has
been found that has not been previously discussed
in the literature on semantic roles. The examples
to which we refer are: “La penna scrive nero”
(“The pen writes black”), “Forbici che tagliano
bene” (“Scissors that cut well”). These subjects
have been tagged as Instrument by respectively
3/8 and 4/8 annotators. As previously claimed,
the ambiguity is caused by the possibility of these
nouns to occur as real Instrument with the preposi-
tion “with” (ex. “I have written the letter with this
pen”). We suggest that in these cases the instru-
ment subjects are neither Instrument, nor Cause,
because they are not presented as causing an event
or as being used by an Agent. The verb pred-
icates a property of the subject and as such the
Theme role is fulfilled. The Theme is defined in
SensoComune as “participant in an event or state,
which, if in an event, it is essential for it to take
place, but it does not determine the way in which
the event happens (it doesn’t have control) and it
is not structurally modified by it; if in a state, it
is characterized by being in a certain condition or
position throughout the state and it is essential to
its occurring”. In other resources, these examples
could be referred to roles similar to our Theme,
such as the role Pivot in LIRICS.
4 Conclusion
In this paper we have shown how theoretical and
data analysis can be mutually improved by each
other. Literature has offered critical discussion
about the Instrument role and the case of instru-
ment subjects, a discussion that can be useful for
the definition and annotation of semantic roles in
the implementation of lexical resources. More-
over, analysis of annotated data can reveal fal-
lacies in the reliability of the set, coming back
from application to theoretical topics. At last, our
study highlights the importance of distinguishing
between semantic roles - relational notions be-
longing to the level of linguistic representation -
and ontological types, which refer to internal qual-
ities of real-world entities. We believe that this
topic, because of its importance, should be taken
into consideration for a more complete treatment
in future work.
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Abstract 
English. This paper presents the Italian mod-
ule for NooJ. First, we will show the basic 
linguistic resources: dictionaries, inflectional 
and derivational grammars, syntactic gram-
mars. Secondly, we will show some results of 
the application of such linguistic resources: 
the annotation of date/time patterns, the 
processing of idioms, the extraction and the 
annotation of transfer predicates. 
Italiano. In questo articolo si presenta il mo-
dulo italiano per NooJ. In un primo momento 
si descrivono le risorse lessicali di base: i di-
zionari, le grammatiche flessive, derivaziona-
li e sintattiche. Si presentano poi i risultati 
relativi all'applicazione di tali risorse: l'an-
notazione dei pattern temporali, il parsing 
delle frasi idiomatiche, l'estrazione e l'anno-
tazione dei predicati di trasferimento. 
1 Introduction 
NooJ is a development environment used to con-
struct large-coverage formalized descriptions of 
natural languages, and apply them to corpora, in 
real time. NooJ, whose author is Max Silberztein 
(Silberztein 2003-), is a knowledge-based system 
that makes use of huge linguistic resources. 
Dictionaries, combined with morpho-
syntactic grammars, are the basic linguistic re-
sources without which it would be impossible to 
perform a text analysis. The system includes var-
ious modules for more than twenty languages, 
among them Italian (.nooj4nlp.net). Most of the 
Italian linguistic resources are completely new. 
The goal of the NooJ project is twofold: to 
provide tools allowing linguists to implement 
exhaustive descriptions of languages, and to de-
sign a system which processes texts in natural 
language (see Silberztein 2014). 
NooJ consists of higher and higher linguistics 
levels: tokenization, morphological analysis, dis-
ambiguation, named entity recognition, syntactic 
parsing1. 
Unlike other systems, for example TreeTag-
ger, developed by Helmut Schmidt (1995) 2 , 
NooJ is not a tagger, but the user can freely build 
disambiguation grammars and apply them to 
texts. 
Section 2 describes the Italian dictionary and 
the inflectional/derivational grammars associated 
with it. Section 3 shows the extraction of 
date/time patterns, section 4 the parsing of 
idioms. Section 5 describes the XML annotation 
and extraction of transfer predicates. 
2 The dictionaries and the inflectional 
grammars 
The first Machine Italian dictionary was built at 
the Institute for Computational Linguistics, 
C.N.R, directed by Antonio Zampolli (see Borto-
lini et al (1971), Gruppo di Pisa (1979)). More 
than a decade later a group of researchers of the 
Linguistics Institute at the University of Salerno, 
directed by Annibale Elia, started to implement 
an electronic Italian dictionary on the principles 
of the Lexicon-Grammar framework (Gross 
1968, 1979, Elia et al 1981)3.  
More recently Baroni and Zanchetta (2005) 
developed Morph-it!, that contains more than 
505,000 entries and about 35,000 lemmas 4. 
1 See textpro.fbk.eu/docs.html for TextPro, an NLP system 
implemented at FBK. It is a suite of modules performing 
various tasks. Unitex is a system developed by Sébastien 
Paumier, see igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/index.php?page=1. 
2 See cis.uni-muenchen.de/~schmid/tools/TreeTagger/ and  
elearning.unistrapg.it/TreeTaggerWeb/TreeTagger.html. 
See also the Venice Italian Treebank (VIT), the Turin Uni-
versity Treebank (TUT), the Italian Syntactic Semantic 
Treebank (ISST).  
3  For the literature on Lexicon-Grammar, see infolin-
gu.univ-mlv.fr/english/. A very first version of the Italian 
dictionary was built for Intex. See De Bueriis and Montele-
one (1995). 
4 See dev.sslmit.unibo.it/linguistics/morph-it.php. As con-
cerns the corpus utilized, see Baroni et al. (2004). 
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The Italian dictionary of simple words 
(S_dic) for NooJ contains 129,000+ lemmas, 
whereas the dictionary of compounds includes 
127,000+ nouns and 2,900+ adverbs Elia (1995). 
Furthermore, the Italian module consists of a 
number of satellite dictionaries including topo-
nyms (1,000+), first and last names (2,000+), 
acronyms (200+). Some dictionaries are richer 
than others which are still under construction. 
The canonical forms of dictionary entries, either 
simple or compound, are of the following type: 
americano,A+FLX=N88 
il,DET+FLX=D301 
su,PREP 
surfista,N+FLX=N70 
tavola a vela,N+FLX=C41 
tavola,N+FLX=N41 
volare,V+FLX=V3 
Each entry is associated to an alphanumeric code 
that refers to an inflectional grammar, as the fol-
lowing example5: 
 
Fig. 1. Sample of an Inflectional Grammar 
On the basis of the entries and the inflectional 
codes, NooJ generates the dictionaries of in-
flected forms (more than one million of simple 
forms, and 260.000+ of noun compounds) in a 
few seconds. By applying these resources, NooJ 
will annotate a sentence such as Le surfiste vola-
vano sulle tavole a vela as follows: 
le,il,DET+f+p 
le,PRON 
surfiste,surfista,N+f+p+Um 
volavano,volare,V+IM+3+p+i+a+e 
su,PREP 
tavole,tavola,N+f+p 
tavole a vela,tavola a vela,N+f+p 
a,PREP 
vela,N+f+s 
vela,velare,V+PR+3+s+t 
Each form is associated with morpho-syntactic 
information. Since NooJ is not a tagger, the an-
notations show the ambiguities (unless the user 
applies disambiguation grammars) 6. For exam-
ple, vela may be not only a feminine (+f) singu-
lar (+s) noun (N), but also the Present Indicative 
(+PR) form of the transitive (+t) verb volare, in 
the 3rd person (+3), singular (+s). 
5 For the FSA/FST grammars, see Silberztein (2003-). 
6 For reason of space, some annotations are not shown. 
2.1 Proper Names and derivation 
The dictionary of proper names is built according 
to the same criteria used for the main dictionary. 
Although proper names do not inflect, they are 
linked to derived forms. Such forms like renzis-
mo, antirenziano, renzista are relatively new and 
are not included in the S_dic. The dictionary of 
proper names and a derivational grammar asso-
ciated with it allow NooJ to annotate these very 
productive forms, as in the following: 
renzismo,Matteo Renzi,N+Npr... 
antirenziano,Matteo Renzi,A+Npr 
2.2 The Annotation of Pronominal forms 
Italian is particularly rich of agglutinated forms 
such as vederti, mandandogliela, dimmi, compra-
tala, etc. which are constituted of a verb (infini-
tive, gerund, imperative, past participle) and one 
or more clitics. Although these forms are formal-
ly single words, they are analyzed by means of a 
morpho-syntactic grammar which separates the 
verb form from the pronoun. Therefore, the 
forms above will be annotated as follows: 
vedere,V+t+a+INF 
ti,PRON+Persona=2+s 
mandando,mandare,V+G 
gli,PRON+Persona=3+m+s 
la,PRON+Persona=3+f+s 
dì,dire,V+IMP+2+s+t+a 
mi,PRON+Persona=1+s 
comprata,comprare,V+PP+f+s 
la,PRON+Persona=3+f+s 
3 The extraction of date/time patterns 
Among the syntactic resources, the Italian 
module includes a grammar for the extraction 
and annotation of date and time sequences. It's a 
complex net of local grammars which, applied to 
a text of 1MB (129,000+ word forms), extracts 
and annotates sequences like the following: 
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4 The Annotation of Idioms 
The formal representation and processing of 
idioms has always been a very debated issue 
(Abeillé 1995, Sag et al 2001, Fothergill et al 
2012). In the NooJ dictionaries, Italian idioms 
(Vietri 2014a, 2014c) are represented as strings 
formed by a verb that requires one or more fixed 
elements as in the following (simplified) exam-
ple: 
alzare,V+C1+FLX=V3+DET=<il,DET+m+s> 
+N=<gomito,N+m+s> 
The verb alzare is associated with the determiner 
il and the fixed noun gomito. The idiom alzare il 
gomito ('lift one's elbow') belongs to class C1 
(+C1), the verb inflects (+FLX) according to the 
code V3, and the DETerminer has to be mascu-
line singular (+m+s) because the noun gomito is 
obligatory masculine singular. NooJ is an "open" 
system, and the user can choose to assign a prop-
erty like +Passive only to those idioms that ac-
cept this construction. In such a case, the proper-
ty ±Passive can be recalled in the grammar 
which is associated with the dictionary of idioms. 
The dictionary is associated with a grammar, 
since the fixed lexical elements have to be linked 
to each other. Figure 2 shows a simplified exam-
ple of grammar where the variable (indicated by 
the rounded parentheses) containing the verb is 
directly linked to the determiner (V$DET) and to 
the noun (V$N). This formalism keeps the fixed 
elements linked together also in case of modifi-
ers or adverbs insertion, or in case of disconti-
nuous idioms such as prendere qc. per la gola. 
The dictionary/grammar pair, whose formal-
ism is explained in details in Silberztein (2012), 
allows NooJ to automatically annotate sequences 
like alzare il gomito. Since this construction is 
ambiguous, NooJ produces both the idiomatic 
annotation, signaled by the little curve, and the 
literal one, as shown in Figure 3. 
 
Fig. 2. The 'Active' Grammar 
Maria alzò il gomito 
 
Fig. 3. Text Annotation
4.1 Parsing Idioms 
Once NooJ has annotated idioms, it is possible to 
syntactically parse the sentence in question by 
applying an appropriate syntactic grammar. 
However, a sentence such as Maria alzò il gomi-
to is ambiguous, therefore it has to be assigned a 
double representation. The representations in 
Figures 4 and 5 are flat trees which can be 
(re)designed according to the user's choice. Fig-
ure 4 represents the idiomatic construction: the 
blue boxes indicate that the lexical entries are 
linked. 
The tree in Figure 5 represents instead the 
non-idiomatic construction, where the lexical 
entries are not linked.  
Fig. 4. Idiomatic Representation 
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Fig. 5. Non-idiomatic Representation 
Furthermore, the user can freely decide to assign 
only the idiomatic representation by means of the 
property +UNAMB. 
5 Annotation of Transfer Predicates 
The annotation of the Predicate-Argument struc-
ture of Transfer Predicates is described in details 
in Vietri (2014b). In the following examples, the 
transfer predicate is consegnare (= to deliver) in 
(1), effettuare la consegna (= make delivery) in 
(2), and consegna (= delivery) in (3): 
(1) Il fornitore consegna la merce al cliente 
The supplier delivers the goods to the 
customer 
(2) Il fornitore effettua la consegna della merce 
al cliente 
The supplier makes delivery of the goods to 
the customer 
(3) La consegna della merce al cliente dal for-
nitore 
The delivery of the goods to the customer 
by the supplier 
They are all transfer predicates with three argu-
ments: the Giver (il fornitore = the supplier), the 
Receiver (il cliente = the customer), and the Ob-
ject (la merce = the goods) that is transferred 
from the Giver to the Receiver. Therefore, the 
Predicate-Argument structure is a function of the 
type T (Giver, Object, Receiver). NooJ can 
build a concordance and annotate sequences such 
as (1)-(3), according to their Transfer Predicate-
Argument Structure. This can be done by apply-
ing to a text/corpus a complex grammar that con-
tains more than 70 sub-graphs. The annotated 
text can be exported as an XML document. Here 
is the XML text referring to the examples (1)-(3): 
<G> Il fornitore </G> <T> consegna </T> 
<O> la merce </O> al <R> cliente </R>, 
ma prima di <T> effettuare la consegna 
<\T> della <O> merce <\O> ... 
<T> La consegna </T> della <O> merce 
</O> al <R> cliente </R>. 
The Transfer Grammar applied to the Italian Civ-
il and Commercial Codes produce more than 
2,600 occurrences. The most frequent Predicate-
Argument structure is formed of the Transfer 
predicate T and the Object O (1,200 occur-
rences), immediately followed by the passive 
constructions where the Object O precedes the 
predicate T (387 occurrences).7 
6 Conclusion 
The application of the Italian module to a corpus 
of 100MB (La Stampa 1998) produced the fol-
lowing results: 33,866.028 tokens, 26,785.331 
word forms. The unknown tokens are loan 
words, typos, acronyms, alterates8.  
The Italian module consists of exhaustive dic-
tionaries/grammars formally coded and manually 
built on those distributional and morpho-
syntactic principles as defined within the Lex-
icon-Grammar framework. Such a lingware (a) 
constitutes an invaluable linguistic resource be-
cause of the linguistic precision and complexity 
of dictionaries/grammars, (b) can be exploited by 
the symbolic as well as the hybrid approach to 
Natural Language Processing. The linguistic ap-
proach to NLP still constitutes a valid alternative 
to the statistical method that requires the (not 
always reliable) annotation of large corpora. If 
the annotated data contain errors, those systems 
based on them will produce inaccurate results. 
Moreover, corpora are never exhaustive descrip-
tions of any language. 
On the other hand, formalized dictiona-
ries/grammars can be enriched, corrected and 
maintained very easily. Silberztein (2014) con-
tains a detailed discussion on the limits, errors 
and naïveté of the statistical approach to NLP. 
The Italian module for NooJ constituted the basis 
of several research projects such as Elia et al. 
(2013), Monti et al. (2013), di Buono et al. 
(2014), Maisto et al. (2014). Therefore, it has 
been tested, verified and validated. The results 
constitute the basis for the updating of the mod-
ule itself. Ultimately, the lexical resources of the 
Italian module can be easily exported into any 
format usable by other systems. 
7 In a different perspective, the Lexit project, directed by 
Alessandro Lenci, explores the distributional/semantic pro-
files of Italian nouns, verbs, and adjectives. 
8 The grammar that annotates alterates is under construction. 
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Abstract
English. The Parsing Task is among the
“historical” tasks of Evalita, and in all edi-
tions its main objective has been to define
and improve state-of-the-art technologies
for parsing Italian. The 2014’s edition of
the shared task features several novelties
that have mainly to do with the data set
and the subtasks. The paper therefore fo-
cuses on these two strictly interrelated as-
pects and presents an overview of the par-
ticipants systems and results.
Italiano. Il “Parsing Task”, tra i compiti
storici di Evalita, in tutte le edizioni ha
avuto lo scopo principale di definire ed es-
tendere lo stato dell’arte per l’analisi sin-
tattica automatica della lingua italiana.
Nell’edizione del 2014 della campagna di
valutazione esso si caratterizza per alcune
significative novita` legate in particolare ai
dati utilizzati per l’addestramento e alla
sua organizzazione interna. L’articolo
si focalizza pertanto su questi due as-
petti strettamente interrelati e presenta
una panoramica dei sistemi che hanno
partecipato e dei risultati raggiunti.
1 Introduction
The Parsing Task is among the “historical” tasks of
Evalita, and in all editions its main objective has
been to define and improve state-of-the-art tech-
nologies for parsing Italian (Bosco and Mazzei,
2013). The 2014’s edition of the contest features
two main novelties that mainly deal with the in-
ternal organization into subtasks and the used data
sets.
From Evalita 2007 onwards, different subtasks
have been organized focusing on different as-
pects of syntactic parsing. In Evalita 2007, 2009
and 2011, the tracks were devoted to depen-
dency parsing and constituency parsing respec-
tively, both carried out on the same progres-
sively larger dataset extracted from the Turin Uni-
versity Treebank (TUT1), which was released in
two formats: the CoNLL–compliant format us-
ing the TUT native dependency tagset for depen-
dency parsing, and the Penn Treebank style for-
mat of TUT–Penn for constituency parsing. This
allowed the comparison of results obtained follow-
ing the two main existing syntactic representation
paradigms as far as Italian is concerned.
In order to investigate the behaviour of pars-
ing systems trained on different treebanks within
the same representation paradigm, in 2009 the de-
pendency parsing track was further articulated into
two subtasks differing at the level of used tree-
banks: TUT was used as the development set in
the main subtask, and ISST–TANL (originating
from the ISST corpus, (Montemagni et al., 2003))
represented the development set for the pilot sub-
task. Comparison of results helped to shed light
on the impact of different training resources, dif-
fering in size, corpus composition and adopted an-
notation schemes, on the performance of parsers.
In Evalita 2014, the parsing task includes two
subtasks focusing on dependency parsing only,
with a specific view to applicative and multilin-
gual scenarios. The first, henceforth referred to as
Dependency Parsing for Information Extraction or
DPIE, is a basic subtask focusing on standard de-
pendency parsing of Italian texts, with a dual eval-
uation track aimed at testing both the performance
of parsing systems and their suitability to Infor-
mation Extraction tasks. The second subtask, i.e.
Cross–Language dependency Parsing or CLaP, is
a pilot multilingual task where a source Italian
treebank is used to train a parsing model which
is then used to parse other (not necessarily typo-
logically related) languages.
1http://www.di.unito.it/˜tutreeb
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Both subtasks are in line with current trends in
the area of dependency parsing. In recent years,
research is moving from the analysis of grammat-
ical structure to sentence semantics, as testified
e.g. by the SemEval 2014 task “Broad-Coverage
Semantic Dependency Parsing” aimed at recov-
ering sentence–internal predicate–argument rela-
tionships for all content words (Oepen et al.,
2014): in DPIE, the evaluation of the suitability
of the output of participant systems to informa-
tion extraction tasks can be seen as a first step
in the direction of targeting semantically–oriented
representations. From a multilingual perspective,
cross–lingual dependency parsing can be seen as a
way to overcome the unavailability of training re-
sources in the case of under–resourced languages.
CLaP belongs to this line of research, with focus
on Italian which is used as source training lan-
guage.
As far as the data set is concerned, in Evalita
2014 the availability of the newly developed Ital-
ian Stanford Dependency Treebank (ISDT) (Bosco
et al., 2013) made it possible to organize a depen-
dency parsing task with three main novelties with
respect to previous editions:
1. the annotation scheme, which is compliant to
de facto standards at the level of both repre-
sentation format (CoNLL) and adopted tagset
(Stanford Dependency scheme, (de Marneffe
and Manning, 2008));
2. its being defined with a specific view to sup-
porting Information Extraction tasks, a fea-
ture inherited from the Stanford Dependency
scheme;
3. the size of the data set, much bigger (around
two times larger) than the resources used in
previous Evalita campaigns.
The paper is organized as follows. The next sec-
tion describes the resources that were used and de-
veloped for the task. In sections 3 and 4, we will
present the subtasks, the participants’ systems ap-
proaches together with achieved results.
2 A new dataset for the Evalita Parsing
Task
Over the last few years, Stanford Dependencies
(SD) have progressively gained the status of de
facto standard for dependency–based treebank an-
notation (de Marneffe et al., 2006; de Marneffe
and Manning, 2008). The Italian Stanford Depen-
dency Treebank (ISDT) is the standard-compliant
treebank for the Italian language (Bosco et al.,
2013; Simi et al., 2014), which was built start-
ing from the Merged Italian Dependency Tree-
bank (MIDT) (Bosco et al., 2012), an exist-
ing dependency-based Italian treebank resulting in
its turn from the harmonization and merging of
smaller resources (i.e. TUT and ISST–TANL, al-
ready used in previous Evalita campaigns) adopt-
ing incompatible annotation schemes. ISDT origi-
nates as the result of a joint effort of three research
groups based in Pisa (Dipartimento di Informat-
ica – Universita` di Pisa, and Istituto di Linguistica
Computazionale “Antonio Zampolli” – CNR) and
in Torino (Dipartimento di Informatica – Univer-
sita` di Torino) aimed at constructing a larger and
standard-compliant resource for the Italian lan-
guage which was expected to create the prerequi-
sites for crucial advancements in Italian NLP.
ISDT has been used in both DPIE and CLaP
Evalita 2014 tasks, making it possible to com-
pare parsers for Italian trained on a new, standard-
compliant and larger resource, and to assess cross-
lingual parsing results using a parser trained on an
Italian resource.
The composition of the ISDT resource released
for development in both tasks is as follows:
• a data set of around 97,500 tokens, obtained
by conversion from TUT, representative of
various text genres: legal texts from the Civil
code, the Italian Constitution, and European
directives; newspaper articles and wikipedia
articles;
• a data set of around 81,000 tokens, obtained
by conversion from ISST–TANL, including
articles from various newspapers.
For what concerns the representation format,
ISDT data comply with the standard CoNLL-X
format, with UTF-8 encoding, as detailed below:
• sentences are separated by an empty line;
• each token in a sentence is described by ten
tab–separated columns;
• columns 1–6 are provided by the organizers
and contain: token id, word form, lemma,
coarse-grained PoS, fine-grained PoS, and
morphology;
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• parser results are reported in columns 7 and
8 representing respectively the head token id
and the dependency linking the token under
description to its head;
• columns 9-10 are not used for the tasks and
contain an underscore.
The used annotation scheme follows as close
as possible the specifications provided in the SD
manual for English (de Marneffe and Manning,
2008), with few variations aimed to account for
syntactic peculiarities of the Italian language: the
Italian localization of the Stanford Dependency
scheme is described in detail in Bosco et al.
(2013). The used tagset, which amounts to 41 de-
pendency tags, together with Italian-specific anno-
tation guidelines is reported in the dedicated web-
page2. For what concerns the rendering of copular
verbs, we preferred the standard option of making
the copular verb the head of the sentence rather
than the so-called Content Head (CH) option, that
treats copular verbs as auxiliary modifiers of the
adjective or predicative noun complement.
As stated in de Marneffe and Manning (2008),
different variants of the typed dependency rep-
resentation are available in the SD annotation
scheme. Among them it is worth reporting here:
• the basic variant, corresponding to a regular
dependency tree;
• the collapsed representation variant, where
dependencies involving prepositions, con-
junctions as well as information about the an-
tecedent of relative pronouns are collapsed
to get direct dependencies between content
words. This collapsing is often useful in sim-
plifying patterns in relation extraction appli-
cations;
• the collapsed dependencies with propagation
of conjunct dependencies variant including
– besides collapsing of dependencies – also
the propagation of the dependencies involv-
ing conjuncts.
Note that in the collapsed and propagated vari-
ants not all words in a sentence are necessarily
connected nor form a tree structure: this means
that in these variants a sentence is represented as
2See: http://medialab.di.unipi.it/wiki/
ISDT
a set of binary relations (henceforth, we will re-
fer to this representation format as RELS output).
This is a semantically oriented representation, typ-
ically connecting content words and more suitable
for relation extraction and shallow language un-
derstanding tasks.
In a similar vein and following closely the
SD strategy, in Evalita 2014 different variants of
the ISDT resource are exploited. The basic and
collapsed/propagated representation variants are
used in DPIE, whereas CLaP is based on the ba-
sic representation variant only. To obtain the col-
lapsed/propagated version of ISDT, as well as the
participants output, a CoNLL–to–RELS converter
was implemented, whose result consists in a set of
relations represented as triplets, i.e. name of the
relation, governor and dependent. Note that fol-
lowing the SD approach, conjunct propagation is
handled only partially by focusing on a limited and
safe set of cases.
For CLaP, the Universal version of the basic
ISDT variant (henceforth referred to as “uISDT”)
was used, annotated according to the Univer-
sal Stanford Dependencies scheme defined in the
framework of The Universal Dependency Tree-
bank Project 3. uISDT was obtained through con-
version from ISDT.
3 The Dependency Parsing for
Information Extraction subtask
3.1 Task description
DPIE was organized as a classical dependency
parsing task, where the performance of different
parsers, possibly following different paradigms
(statistical, rule-based, hybrid), can be compared
on the basis of the same set of test data provided
by the organizers.
In order to allow participants to develop and
tune their systems, the ISDT resource was split
into a training set (165,975 tokens) and a valida-
tion set (12,578 tokens). For the purposes of the
final evaluation, we developed a new test data set,
for a total of 9,442 tokens articulated into three
subsets representative of different textual genres:
• a data set of 3,659 tokens extracted from
newspaper texts and particularly rich in fac-
tual information, a feature making it suitable
for evaluating Information Extraction capa-
bilities (henceforth, IE–test)4;
3https://code.google.com/p/uni-dep-tb/
4These texts are part of a benchmark used by Synthema
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• a data set of 3,727 tokens from newspaper ar-
ticles (henceforth, News–test);
• a data set of 2,056 tokens from European
directives, annotated as part of the 2012
Shared Task on Dependency Parsing of Legal
Texts (Dell’Orletta et al., 2012) (henceforth,
SPLeT–test).
The main novelty of this task consists in the
methodology adopted for evaluating the output of
the participant systems. In addition to the Labeled
Attachment Score (LAS) and Unlabeled Attach-
ment Score (UAS), which represent standard met-
rics in dependency parsing, we wanted to provide
an alternative and semantically-oriented metric to
assess the ability of the parsers to produce suitable
and accurate output for information extraction ap-
plications. Whereas LAS and UAS were com-
puted against the basic SD variant, represented
in the CoNLL format, the semantically-oriented
evaluation was computed against the collapsed
and propagated version of the parsers output and
was based on a subset of the relation types selected
as more relevant, i.e. semantically-loaded.
The dependency relations that were selected
for the semantically-oriented evaluation are 18
out of the 41 dependency types, namely:
acomp, advcl, advmod, amod, ccomp, dobj,
iobj, mark, nn, nnp, npadvmod, nsubj,
nsubjpass, prep, rcmod, tmod, vmod,
xcomp. Most of them link content words. In this
case, used evaluation metrics are: Precision, the
fraction of correct relations extracted over the to-
tal of extracted relations; Recall, the fraction of
correct relations extracted over the relations to be
found (according to the gold standard); and F1, the
harmonic mean of the two.
Participants were allowed to use external re-
sources, whenever they deemed it necessary, and
to submit multiple runs. In the following section,
we describe the main features of the participants’
systems, together with achieved results.
3.2 Systems description and results
For DPIE, four participants submitted their results.
Here follows an overview of the main features of
their parsing systems5, in order to provide a key to
interpret the results achieved.
(http://www.synthema.it/) on a common project
and kindly offered for the task.
5For a detailed description of each participant’s system,
please refer to the corresponding technical report.
Table 1 summarizes the main features of partic-
ipants systems, based on three main parameters:
1) whether a single parser or a parser combina-
tion has been used; 2) the approach adopted by
the parser (statistical, rule-based or hybrid), and
3) whether only the training and development sets
provided by the organizers (DPIE only) or rather
external resources (Other) have been used.
Participants mostly used publicly available
state-of-the-art parsers and used them in different
combinations for the task. The parsers that have
been used are:
• MALT parser (Nivre et al., 2006): a
transition–based dependency parser written
in Java, which uses a SVM classifier;
• DeSR parser (Attardi et al., 2009): a
transition–based dependency parser written
in C++, which can be used with several clas-
sifiers including a Multi–Layer Perceptron;
• MATE parser (Bohnet, 2010): the MATE
tools, written in Java, include both a graph-
based parser and a transition-based parser.
The transition-based MATE takes into ac-
count complete structures as they become
available to re-score the elements of a beam,
combining the advantages of transition–
based and graph–based approaches. Effi-
ciency is gained through Hash Kernels and
exploiting parallelism.
• TurboParser (Martins et al., 2013): a C++
package that implements graph-based depen-
dency parsing exploiting third-order features.
• ZPar (Zang and Nivre, 2011): a transition-
based parser that leverages its performance
by using considerably richer feature repre-
sentations with respect to other transition-
based parsers. It supports multiple languages
and multiple grammar formalisms, but it was
especially tuned for Chinese and English.
We provide below a short description of the
parsing solutions adopted by each participant.
Attardi et al. (University of Pisa) The final runs
submitted by this team used a combination of four
parsers: MATE in the standard graph-based con-
figuration; DeSR, with the Multilayer Perceptron
algorithm; a new version of the DeSR parser, in-
troducing graph completion; TurboParser.
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Participant #Parser/s used Approach Development
Attardi et al. Combination Statistical DPIE only
Lavelli Combination Statistical DPIE only
Mazzei Combination Statistical DPIE only
Grella Single Hybrid Other
Table 1: Systems overview based on number of parsers, approach and resources used.
Parser combination was based on the technique
described in Attardi, Dell’Orletta (2009). Submit-
ted runs differ at the level of the conversion ap-
plied to the corpus, performed in pre- and a post-
processing steps, consisting in local restructuring
of the parse-trees.
Lavelli (FBK-irst) This participant used the fol-
lowing parsers: ZPar; the graph-based MATE
parser combined with the output of TurboParser
(full model) using stacking; Ensemble (Surde-
nau and Manning, 2010), a parser that imple-
ments a linear interpolation of several linear-time
parsing models. For the submission, the out-
put of the following 5 parsers have been com-
bined: graph-based MATE parser, transition-
based MATE parser, TurboParser (full model),
MaltParser (Nivre’s arc-eager, PP-head, left-to-
right), and MaltParser (Nivre’s arc-eager, PP-
head, right-to-left).
Mazzei (University of Torino) The final runs
submitted by this participant resulted from the
combination of the following parsers: MATE;
DeSR parser with the Multi-Layer Perceptron al-
gorithm; MALT parser.
Parser combination was based on the technique
described in (Mazzei and Bosco, 2012), which ap-
plies a majority vote algorithm.
Grella (Parsit, Torino) This participant used a
proprietary transition-based parser (ParsIt) based
on a Multi-Layer Perceptron algorithm. The
parser includes PoS tagging and lemmatization,
using a dictionary of word forms with associated
PoS, lemmas and morphology, and a subcatego-
rization lexicon for verbs, nouns, adjectives and
adverbs. In addition, the parser exploits a vec-
torial semantic space obtained by parsing large
quantities of text with a basic parser. The parser
was trained on a set of around 7,000 manually-
annotated sentences, different from the ones pro-
vided for the task, and the output was converted
into the ISDT scheme with a rule-based converter.
The development resources were used in order
to develop and test the converter from the output
parser format into the ISDT representation format.
Tables 2 and 3 report the results for each run
submitted by each participant system for the first
evaluation track. In Table 2, the overall perfor-
mance of parsers is reported in terms of achieved
LAS/UAS scores, without considering punctua-
tion. Since achieved results were very close for
most of the runs, we checked whether the differ-
ence in performance was statistically significant
by using the test proposed by Dan Bikel6. We con-
sidered that two runs differ significantly in perfor-
mance when the computed p value is below 0.05.
This was done by taking the highest LAS score
and assessing whether the difference with subse-
quent values was significant or not; the highest
score among the remaining ones whose difference
was significant was taken as the top of the second
cluster. This was repeated until the end of the list
of runs. In Table 2, we thus clustered together the
LAS of the runs whose difference was not signif-
icant according to the Bikel’s test: the top results
include all runs submitted by Attardi et al. and one
of the runs by Lavelli.
Table 3 reports the performance results for each
subset of the test corpus, covering different tex-
tual genres. It can be noticed that the best results
are achieved with newspaper texts, corresponding
to the IE and News test sets: in all runs submit-
ted by participants higher results are obtained with
the IE-test, whereas with the News-test LAS/UAS
scores are slighly lower. As expected, for all par-
ticipants the worse results refer to the test set rep-
resented by legal texts (SPLeT).
The results of the alternative and semantically-
oriented evaluation, computed against the col-
lapsed and propagated version of the systems out-
6The Randomized Parsing Comparator, whose script
is now available at: http://pauillac.inria.fr/
˜seddah/compare.pl
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Participant LAS UAS
Attardi run1 87.89 90.16
Attardi run3 87.84 90.15
Attardi run2 87.83 90.06
Lavelli run3 87.53 89.90
Lavelli run2 87.37 89.94
Mazzei run1 87.21 89.29
Mazzei run2 87.05 89.48
Lavelli run1 86.79 89.14
Grella 84.72 90.03
Table 2: DPIE subtask: participants’ results, ac-
cording to LAS and UAS scores. Results are clus-
tered on the basis of the statistical significance test.
IE News SPLeT
Attardi run1 88.64 87.77 86.77
Attardi run3 88.29 88.25 86.33
Attardi run2 88.55 88.09 86.01
Lavelli run3 88.71 87.68 85.21
Lavelli run2 88,8 87,29 84,99
Mazzei run1 88,2 87,64 84,71
Mazzei run2 88,2 86,94 85,21
Lavelli run1 87,72 87,39 84,1
Grella 86,96 84,54 81,08
Table 3: Systems results in terms of LAS on dif-
ferent textual genres.
put, are reported in Table 4, where Precision, Re-
call and F1 score for the set of selected relations
are reported for each participant’s run. In this case
we did not perform any test of statistical signif-
icance. By comparing the results reported in ta-
bles 2 and 4, it is interesting to note differences
at the level of the ranking of achieved results: be-
sides the 3 runs by Attardi et al. which are top-
ranked in both cases although with a different in-
ternal ordering, two runs by Mazzei (run2) and
Lavelli (run1) respectively from the second clus-
ter in table 2 show higher precision and recall than
e.g. run3 by Lavelli which was among the top-
ranked ones. The reasons underlying this state of
affairs should be further investigated. It is however
interesting to report that traditional parser evalua-
tion with attachment scores (LAS/UAS) may not
be always helpful for researchers who want to find
the most suitable parser for their IE application, as
suggested among others by Volokh and Neumann
(2012).
We also performed a dependency–based eval-
uation, in order to identify low scored relations
shared by all parsers. It turned out that iobj
(indirect object), nn (noun compound modifier),
npadvmod (noun phrase as adverbial modifier),
tmod (temporal modifier) are hard to parse rela-
tions for all parsers, although at a different ex-
tent: their average F1 score computed on the
best run of each participant ranges between 46,70
(npadvmod) and 56,25 (tmod). This suggests
that either we do not have enough information
for dealing with semantically–oriented distinc-
tions (as in the case of iobj, npadvmod and
tmod), or more simply the dimension of the train-
ing corpus is not sufficient to reliably deal with
them (see the nn relation whose frequency of oc-
currence in Italian is much lower than in English).
Participant Precision Recall F1
Attardi run1 81.89 90.45 85.95
Attardi run3 81.54 90.37 85.73
Attardi run2 81.57 89.51 85.36
Mazzei run2 80.47 89.98 84.96
Lavelli run1 80.30 88.93 84.39
Mazzei run1 80.88 87.97 84.28
Lavelli run2 79.13 87.97 83.31
Grella 80.15 85.89 82.92
Lavelli run3 78.28 88.09 82.90
Table 4: DPIE subtask: participants’ results, ac-
cording to Precision, Recall and F1 score of se-
lected relations, computed against the collapsed
and propagated variant of the output.
4 The Cross-Language dependency
Parsing subtask
CLaP is a cross-lingual transfer parsing task, orga-
nized along the lines of the experiments described
in McDonald et al. (2013). In this task, partici-
pants were asked to use their parsers trained on the
Universal variant of ISDT (uISDT) on test sets of
other languages, annotated according to the Uni-
versal Dependency Treebank Project guidelines.
The languages involved in the task are all the
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languages distributed from the Universal Depen-
dency Treebank Project with the exclusion of Ital-
ian, i.e.: Brazilian-Portuguese, English, Finnish,
French, German, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean,
Spanish and Swedish.
Participant systems were provided with:
• a development set consisting of uISDT, the
universal version of ISDT used for training
in DPIE and obtained through automatic con-
version, and validation sets of about 7,500 to-
kens for each of the eleven languages of the
Universal Dependency Treebank;
• a number of test sets (one for each lan-
guage to be dealt with) for evaluation, with
gold PoS and morphology and without de-
pendency information; these data sets consist
of about 7,500 tokens for each of the eleven
languages of the Universal Dependency Tree-
bank. Test sets were built by randomly ex-
tracting sentences from SD treebanks avail-
able at https://code.google.com/
p/uni-dep-tb/. For languages which
opted for the Content Head (CH) option in
the treatment of copulas, sentences with cop-
ular constructions were discarded.
The use of external resources (e.g. dictionaries,
lexicons, machine translation outputs, etc.) in ad-
dition to the corpus provided for training was al-
lowed. Participants in this task were also allowed
to focus on a subset of languages only.
4.1 System description and results
Just one participant, Mazzei, submitted the system
results for this task. He focused on four languages
only: Brazilian-Portuguese, French, German and
Spanish.
Differently from the approach previously
adopted, for CLaP Mazzei used a single parser,
the MALT parser. The adopted strategy is artic-
ulated in three steps as follows: 1) each analyzed
test set was word-for-word translated into Italian
using Google Translate; 2) the best feature config-
uration was selected for each language using Mal-
tOptimizer (Ballesteros, 2012) on the translated
development sets; 3) for each language the pars-
ing models were obtained by combining the Italian
training set with the translated development set.
Table 5 reports the results in terms of LAS,
UAS and also LA (Label Accuracy Score). Unlike
DPIE, the punctuation is included in the evaluation
metrics.
LAS UAS LA
Brazilian-Portuguese 71.70 76.48 84.50
French 71.53 77.30 84.41
German 66.51 73.86 79.14
Spanish 72.39 77.83 83.30
Table 5: CLaP results in terms of LAS, UAS, LA
on the test sets.
The reported results confirm that using training
data from different languages can improve accu-
racy of a parsing system on a given language: this
can be particularly useful for improving the accu-
racy of parsing less–resourced languages. As ex-
pected, the accuracy achieved on the German test
set is the lowest: typologically speaking, within
the set of languages taken into account German is
the most distant language from Italian. These re-
sults can be considered in the framework of the
work proposed by Zhao et al. (2009), in which the
authors translated word-for-word the training set
in the target language: interestingly, Mazzei fol-
lowed the opposite approach and achieved promis-
ing results.
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Abstract 
English. Dependency parsing is an im-
portant component in information extrac-
tion, in particular when using suitable 
formalisms and accurate and efficient 
parsing techniques. We review recent ad-
vances in dependency parsing and de-
scribe our own contribution in the con-
text of the Evalita 2014 DPIE task. 
Italiano. Il parsing a dipendenze è un 
componente importante nell’estrazione di 
informazione da testi, in particolare  
quando usato con una rappresentazione 
adeguata e tecniche di parsing accurate 
ed efficienti. Accenniamo agli sviluppi 
recenti nel parsing a dipendenze e de-
scriviamo il nostro contributo nel conte-
sto   del task DPIE di Evalita 2014. 
1 Introduction 
Information extraction is one of the primary 
goals of text analytics. Text analytics is often 
performed by means of advanced statistical tools, 
relying on patterns or matching with gazetteers 
for identifying relevant elements from texts. De-
pendency parsing in an attractive technique for 
use in information extraction because it can be 
performed efficiently, parsers can be trained on 
treebanks in different languages, without having 
to produce grammars for each of them and they 
provide a representation that is convenient to use 
in any further layers of analysis. 
The effectiveness of the dependency represen-
tation was shown for example in the CoNLL 
2008 Shared task on Joint Dependency Parsing 
and Role Labelling (Surdeanu et al. 2008): over 
80% of the roles did indeed correspond to either 
direct or double indirect dependency links. Stan-
ford Dependencies (SD) introduce a notation for 
dependencies that is closer to the representation 
of the roles so that they are easier to extract. 
Universal Dependencies in particular, general-
ized from SD, are helpful for dealing uniformly 
with multiple languages (De Marneffe et al., 
2014). 
Deep parsing (Ballesteros et al., 2014) can ex-
tract “deep-syntactic" dependency structures 
from dependency trees that capture the argumen-
tative, attributive and coordinative relations be-
tween full words of a sentence. 
Practical uses of text analysis based on de-
pendency structure are reported in many applica-
tions and domains, including medical, financial 
or intelligence. Google for example applies de-
pendency parsing to most texts it processes 
(Goldberg, 2013): parse trees are used in extract-
ing relations to build the Knowledge Vault 
(Dong et al., 2014) and to guide translation 
(Katz-Brown et al., 2011). 
There is still potential for improving depend-
ency parsers in several directions: 
• Integration with other layers of analysis, 
e.g. POS tagging and role labelling. 
• Improving the accuracy. 
• Exploiting distributed word representations 
(word embeddings). 
Recent work on improving accuracy has ex-
plored two issues: the strategy adopted in the 
analysis and the use of features in the parsing 
decision process. 
Transitions parsers are affected by the prob-
lem of having to decide sometimes too early 
which attachment to make, before having seen 
the remaining part of the sentence. 
Goldberg and Elhadad (2010) proposed a so- 
called “easy first” approach, directing the parser 
to complete the simplest structures first and deal-
ing with their combination later when more in-
formation from the constituents is available. 
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Sartorio, Satta and Nivre (2013) propose new 
parsing rules that allow delaying attachments: 
e.g. given the two top stack words w and z, RA-k 
allows adding a dependency link from the k-th 
rightmost descendant of w to z. These parsing 
rules only handle cases of non-projectivity. 
A similar effect can be obtained by using in a 
creative way the rules for handling non-
projectivity introduced by Attardi (2006). The 
effect of RA-k can be obtained by delaying at-
tachments performing Shift’s and recovering lat-
er using a Left-k rule, in cases where the delay 
turns out to have been unnecessary. This ap-
proach allows retaining the parser ability to han-
dle non-projectivity. 
During training, a parser is typically shown 
only one sequence of decoding actions computed 
by a training oracle guide that knows the correct 
parse tree. However there can be more than one 
sequence for building the same parse tree. Hence 
during training, the oracle could present all of 
them to the parser. This would teach the parser 
actions that may be useful in situations where it 
must recover from earlier errors. 
These experimental solutions have still to find 
their way into a production dependency parser. 
Besides the mentioned approach by Attardi for 
handling non-projectivity, another approach has 
been proposed later, which consists in introduc-
ing a single Swap action to exchange the two top 
elements of the stack. Often though the action 
though must be applied multiple times during 
parsing to move a whole constituent, one word at 
a time, to a new place where it can be eventually 
reduced. For example, the sentence: 
Martin Marietta Corp. said it 
won a $ 38.2 million contract 
from the U.S. Postal Service to 
manufacture and install auto-
mated mail - sorting machines . 
requires the following sequence of actions1: 
S R S L S R S S R S S S L S L S 
R R S S S S S R R R L S swap S 
S swap S S swap S S swap L L S 
S swap S S swap S S swap L S S 
swap R S S swap R R L L L L S L 
L S L L 
Basically, after the parser has reduced the 
phrases “a $ 38.2 million contract” and 
                                                
1 We use a shorthand notation where R is a right parse 
action (aka LA), L is a left parse action (aka RA) and 
S is a Shift. 
“from the U.S. Postal Service”, it has to 
move the prepositional phrase “to manufac-
ture and install automated mail - 
sorting machines” in front of the latter, by 
means of a sequence of alternating Shift/Swap, 
before it can be attached to the noun “con-
tract”. Nivre, Kuhlmann and Hall (2009) pro-
pose to handle this problem with an oracle that 
delays swaps as long as possible. 
With the rules by Attardi (2006) instead, a 
single non-projective action (Left-2) is required 
to parse the above sentence: 
S R S L S R S S R S S S L S L S 
R R S S S S S R R R L L-2 S S S 
S S L L S S S L S R S R R L L L 
L L S L L 
Notice that action Left-2 is equivalent to the pair 
Swap RA. 
Non-projectivity has been considered a rare 
phenomenon, occurring in at most 7% of words 
in free order languages like Czech: however, 
counting the number of sentences, it occurs e.g. 
in over 60% of sentences in German. 
Other approaches to deal with wrong too early 
parsing decision are to use a stacking combina-
tion of a left-to-right and right-to-left parser or to 
use a larger size beam. In the latter approach 
many alternative parsing are carried along and 
only later the wrong ones are pruned. Bohnet and 
Kuhn (2012) propose this approach in combina-
tion with a way to score the partial parse trees 
exploiting graph-based features. 
Among the approaches to provide semantic 
word knowledge to improve parsing accuracy we 
mention the use of word clusters by Koo, Carre-
ras and (2008) and leveraging information from 
the Knowledge Graph (Gesmundo and Hall, 
2014). Word embeddings are used in the parser 
by Chen and Manning (2014). 
2 Tools 
Our experiments were based on DeSR, the first 
transition based parser capable of dealing direct-
ly with non-projective parsing, by means of spe-
cific non-projective transition rules (Attardi, 
2006). 
The DeSR parser is highly configurable: one 
can choose which classifier (e.g. SVM or Multi-
Layer Perceptron) and which feature templates to 
use, and the format of the input, just by editing a 
configuration file. For example, to implement 
stacking, one needs to specify that the format of 
the input used by the second parser contains ad-
ditional columns with the hints from the first par-
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ser and how to extract features from them with a 
suitable feature model. 
Rich features of the type proposed by Zhang 
and Nivre (2011) can be specified with the fol-
lowing notation, where 0 identifies the next to-
ken and -1 the last token, expressions indicate a 
path on the tree and eventually which token at-
tribute to extract as a feature: 
POSTAG(0)LEMMA(leftChild(-1)) 
It is also possible to represent conditional fea-
tures, which depend on the presence of other 
words. For example, the following rule creates a 
pair consisting of the lemma of the next token 
and the lemma of the last token which was a 
verb, but only if the current token is a preposi-
tion: 
if(POSTAG(0) = "E", LEMMA(0)) 
LEMMA(last(POSTAG, "V")) 
Features may consist of portions of attributes that 
are selected by matching a regular expression. 
For example, a feature can be extracted from the 
morphology of a word: 
match(FEATS(-1), "gen=.") 
Binned distance features can be expressed as fol-
lows: 
dist(leftChild(-1), 0)) 
Data Set 
The EVALITA 2014 evaluation campaign on 
Dependency Parsing for Information Extraction 
is based on version 2.0 of the Italian Stanford 
Dependency Treebank (ISDT) (Bosco et al., 
2013). It was provided to the participants split 
into a training set consisting of 7,398 sentences 
(158,447 tokens) and a development set of 580 
sentences (12,123 tokens). 
ISDT adopts an Italian variant of the Stanford 
Dependencies annotation scheme. 
Experiments 
The flexibility of DeSR allowed us to perform a 
number of experiments. 
As a baseline we used DeSR MLP, which ob-
tained scores of 87.36 % LAS and 89.64 % UAS 
on the development set. We explored using a 
larger number of features. However, adding for 
example 16 word-pair features and 23 triple-
word features, the score dropped to 85.46 % LAS 
and 87.99 % UAS. 
An explanation of why rich features are not ef-
fective with the DeSR parser is that it employs a 
Multi-Layer Perceptron that already incorporates 
non linearity in the second layer by means of a 
softsign activation function. Other parsers in-
stead, which use linear classifier like perceptron 
or MIRA, benefit from the use of features from 
pairs or triples of words, since this provides a 
form of non-linearity. 
To confirm this hypothesis, we built a version 
of DeSR that uses a passive aggressive percep-
tron and exploits graph completion, i.e. it also 
computes a graph score that is added to the cu-
mulative transition score, and training uses an 
objective function on the whole sentence, as de-
scribed in (Bohnet and Kuhn, 2012). This ver-
sion of DeSR, called DeSR GCP, can still be 
configured providing suitable feature templates 
and benefits from reach features. In our experi-
ments on the development set, it reached a LAS 
of 89.35%, compared to 86.48% of DeSR MLP. 
2.1 Word Embeddings and Word Clusters 
We explored adding some kind of semantic 
knowledge to the parser in a few ways: exploit-
ing word embeddings or providing extra diction-
ary knowledge. 
Word embeddings are potential conveyors of 
semantic knowledge about words. We produced 
word embeddings for Italian (IWE, 2014) by 
training a deep learning architecture (NLPNE, 
2014) on the text of the Italian Wikipedia. 
We developed a version of DeSR MLP using 
embeddings: a dense feature representation is 
obtained by concatenating the embedding for 
words and other features like POS, lemma and 
deprel, also mapped to a vector space. However, 
experiments on the development set did not show 
improvements over the baseline. 
 Alternatively to the direct use of embeddings, 
we used clusters of terms calculated using either 
the DBSCAN algorithm (Ester et al., 1996) ap-
plied to the word embeddings or directly through 
the word2vec library (WORD2VEC. 2014). 
We added cluster features to our feature mod-
el, extracted from various tokens, but in no con-
figuration we obtained an improvement over our 
baseline. 
2.2 Adding transitivity feature to verbs 
Sometimes the parser makes mistakes by ex-
changing subjects and passive subjects. This 
might have been due to its lack of knowledge 
about transitive verbs. We run an experiment by 
adding an extra attribute TRANS to verb tokens, 
denoting whether the verb is transitive, intransi-
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tive or both. We added to the feature model the 
following rules: 
if(POSTAG(0) = "V", TRANS(0)) 
LEMMA(-1) 
if(POSTAG(-1) = "V", TRANS(-1)) 
LEMMA(0) 
but the LAS on the development set dropped 
from 87.36 to 85.54. 
2.3 Restructuring Parse Trees 
Simi, Bosco and Montemagni (2014) argued for 
using a simpler annotation scheme than the ISDT 
schema. The proposed schema, called MIDT++, 
is attractive not just because of a smaller number 
of dependency types but also because it provides 
“easier to learn” dependency structures, which 
can be readily converted to ISDT. 
The results from that paper suggested the idea 
of a transformational approach for the present 
DPIE task. We experimented performing several 
reversible transformations on the corpus, before 
training and after parsing. 
The transformation process consists of the fol-
lowing steps: 
1. apply conversion rules to transform the train-
ing corpus; 
2. train a parser on the transformed training set; 
3. parse the test sentences with the parser; 
4. transform back the result. 
Each conversion rule Conv must be paired with a 
Conv-1 rule, for use in step 4, such that: 
Conv-1 (Conv T) = T 
for any dependency tree T. We tested the follow-
ing transformations: 
• Conv-conj: transform conjunctions from 
grouped (all conjuncts connected to the 
first one) to a chain of conjuncts (each 
conjunct connected to the previous one); 
• Conv-iobj: for indirect objects, make the 
preposition the head, as it is the case for 
other prepositional complements; 
• Conv-prep-clauses: for prepositional 
clauses, labeled either vmod or xcomp, 
make the preposition the head; 
• Conv-dep-clauses: for subordinate clauses, 
advcl and ccomp, make the complemen-
tizer the head; 
• Conv-NNP: turn proper nouns into a chain 
with the first token as head. 
Arranging conjunctions in a chain is possibly 
helpful, since it reduces long-distance dependen-
cies. The Conv-conj conversion however may 
entail a loss of information when a conjunct is in 
turn a conjunction, as for instance in the sen-
tence: 
Children applaud, women watch and smile … 
In order to preserve the separation between the 
conjuncts, this transformation, and other similar-
ly, introduce extra tags that allow converting 
back to the original form after parsing. 
The transformations were quite effective on 
the development set, improving the LAS from 
89.56% to 90.37%, but not as much on the offi-
cial test set. 
2.4 Parser configurations 
In our final experiments we used the following 
parsers: transition-based DeSR MLP parser (At-
tardi et al., 2009), transition-based with graph 
completion DeSR GCP, graph-based Mate parser 
(Bohnet, 2010), graph-based TurboParser (Mar-
tin et al., 2012). 
DESR MLP is a transition-based parser that 
uses a Multi-Layer Perceptron. We trained it on 
320 hidden variables, with 40 iterations and a 
learning rate of 0.001, employing the following 
feature model: 
Single word features 
s2.l s1.l b0.l b1.l b2.l b3.l b0-1.l lc(s1).l lc(b0).l rc(s1).l 
rc(b0).l 
s2.p s1.p b0.p b1.p b2.p b3.p s1+1.p lc(s1).p lc(b0).p 
rc(s1).p rc(b0).p 
s1.c b0.c b1.c 
s1.m b0.m b1.m 
lc(s1).d lc(b0).d rc(s1).d 
match(s1.m, "gen=.") 
match(b0.m, "gen=.") 
Word pair features 
s1.c b0.c 
b0.c b1.c 
s1.c b1.c 
s1.c 2.c 
s1.c 3.c 
rc(s1).c b0.c 
Conditional features 
if(b0.p = "E", b0.l) last(POSTAG, "V")).l 
Table 1. Feature templates: si represents tokens on the 
stack, bi tokens on the input buffer. lc(si) and rc(si) 
denote the leftmost and rightmost child of si, l denotes 
the lemma, p and c the POS and coarse POS tag, m 
the morphology, d the dependency label. An exponent 
indicates a relative position in the input sentence. 
For the DeSR GCP parser we used the features 
described in (Bohnet and Nivre, 2012). 
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The Mate parser is a graph-based parser that 
uses passive aggressive perceptron and exploits 
reach features. The only configurable parameter 
is the number of iterations (set to 25). 
TurboParser is a graph-based parser that uses 
third-order feature models and a specialized ac-
celerated dual decomposition algorithm for mak-
ing non-projective parsing computationally fea-
sible. TurboParser was used in configuration 
“full”, enabling all third-order features. 
2.5 Parser combination 
Further accuracy improvements are often 
achieved by ensemble combination of multiple 
parsers. We used the parser combination algo-
rithm by Attardi and Dell’Orletta (2009), which 
is a fast linear algorithm and preserves a con-
sistent tree structure in the resulting tree. This is 
relevant for the present task, since the evaluation 
is based on relations extracted from the tree. An 
algorithm that only chooses each link inde-
pendently, based on independent voting, risks of 
destroying the overall tree structure. 
3 Results 
We submitted three runs, all with the same com-
bination of the four parsers above. They differ 
only in the type of conversion applied to the cor-
pus: 
1. Run1: Conv-iobj, Conv-prep-clauses 
2. Run2: no conversion 
3. Run3: Conv-iobj, Conv-prep-clauses, Conv-
dep-clauses 
The first run achieved the best accuracy scores 
among all submissions, according to the LAS 
(Labeled Accuracy Score) and UAS (Unlabeled 
Accuracy Scores), as reported in Table 2. Punc-
tuations are excluded from the evaluation met-
rics. 
Run LAS UAS 
Unipi_Run1 87.89 90.16 
Unipi_Run2 87.83 90.06 
Unipi_Run3 87.84 90.15 
Table 2. Evaluation of accuracy on dependencies. 
Unipi_Run1 also obtained the best scores in the 
evaluation of accuracy on extracted relations, as 
reported in Table 3. 
The results show an apparent correlation be-
tween the two types of evaluations, which we 
observed consistently also during our experi-
ments on the development set. Our tree-based 
combination algorithm preserves this property 
also on the combined output. 
Run Precision Recall F1 
Unipi_Run1 81.89 90.45 85.95 
Unipi_Run2 81.57 89.51 85.36 
Unipi_Run3 81.54 90.37 85.73 
Table 3. Evaluation on accuracy of relations. 
The scores obtained on the test set are signifi-
cantly lower than those we had obtained on the 
development set, where the same parser combi-
nation achieved 90.37% LAS and 92.54% UAS. 
Further analysis is required to explain such dif-
ference. 
4 Conclusions 
The Evalita 2014 task on Dependency Parsing 
for Information Extraction provided an oppor-
tunity to exploit a larger training resource for 
Italian, annotated according to an international 
standard, and to test the accuracy of systems in 
identifying core relations, relevant from the per-
spective of information extraction. 
There have been significant advances recently 
in dependency parsing techniques, but we be-
lieve there are still margins for advances in the 
core techniques along two directions: new transi-
tion rules and strategies for applying them, and 
exploiting semantic information acquired from 
distributed word representations. 
We have started exploring these ideas but for 
the moment, we achieved top accuracy in this 
task using just consolidated techniques. 
These remain nevertheless promising research 
directions that are worth pursuing in order to 
achieve the performance and accuracy needed for 
large-scale information extraction applications. 
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Abstract
English. This paper describes our par-
ticipation in the EVALITA 2014 Depen-
dency Parsing Task. In the 2011 edition
we compared the performance of Malt-
Parser with the one of an ensemble model,
participating with the latter. This year, we
have compared the results obtained by a
wide range of state-of-the-art parsing al-
gorithms (MaltParser, the ensemble model
made available by Mihai Surdeanu, MATE
parsers, TurboParser, ZPar). When evalu-
ated on the development set according to
the standard measure (i.e., Labeled Accu-
racy Score, LAS), three systems have ob-
tained results whose difference is not sta-
tistically significant. So we have decided
to submit the results of the three systems at
the official competition. In the final eval-
uation, our best system, when evaluated
according to LAS, ranked fourth (with a
score very close to the best systems), and,
when evaluated on the Stanford Depen-
dencies, ranked fifth. The efforts reported
in this paper are part of an investigation
on how simple it is to apply freely avail-
able state-of-the-art dependency parsers to
a new language/treebank.
Italiano. Questo articolo descrive la
partecipazione al Dependency Parsing
Task a EVALITA 2014. Nell’edizione 2011
avevamo confrontato le prestazioni di
MaltParser con un ensemble model, parte-
cipando con quest’ultimo. Quest’anno ab-
biamo confrontato i risultati ottenuti da un
insieme di algoritmi di parsing allo stato
dell’arte (MaltParser, l’ensemble model
di Mihai Surdeanu, i MATE parser, Tur-
boParser, ZPar). Valutati sul development
set in base alla misura standard (Labeled
Accuracy Score, LAS), tre sistemi hanno
ottenuto risultati le cui differenze non sono
statisticamente significativi. Cosı` abbi-
amo deciso di sottomettere i risultati dei
tre sistemi alla competizione. Nella valu-
tazione ufficiale, il nostro miglior sistema
e` risultato quarto, valutato in base a LAS
(con un valore molto vicino a quello dei
migliori sistemi) ed e` risultato quinto, va-
lutato in base alle Stanford Dependency.
Gli sforzi riportati in questo articolo sono
parte di un’indagine su quanto e` facile
applicare analizzatori sintattici a dipen-
denza liberamente disponibili a una nuova
lingua / treebank.
1 Introduction
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in
dependency parsing, witnessed by the organisa-
tion of a number of shared tasks, e.g. Buchholz
and Marsi (2006), Nivre et al. (2007). Concerning
Italian, there have been tasks on dependency pars-
ing in all the editions of the EVALITA evaluation
campaign (Bosco et al., 2008; Bosco et al., 2009;
Bosco and Mazzei, 2011). In the 2014 edition,
the task on dependency parsing exploits the Ital-
ian Stanford Dependency Treebank (ISDT), a new
treebank featuring an annotation based on Stan-
ford Dependencies (de Marneffe and Manning,
2008).
This paper reports the efforts involved in apply-
ing several state-of-the-art dependency parsers for
comparing their performance and participating in
the EVALITA 2014 task on dependency parsing.
Apart from participating in the EVALITA 2014
task, a second motivation was to investigate how
simple is to apply freely available state-of-the-art
dependency parsers to a new language/treebank
following the instructions available together with
the code and possibly having a few interactions
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with the developers (Lavelli, 2014).
As in many other NLP fields, there are very few
comparative articles when the performance of dif-
ferent parsers is compared. Most of the papers
simply present the results of the newly proposed
approach and compare them with the results re-
ported in previous articles. In other cases, the pa-
pers are devoted to the application of the same tool
to different languages/treebanks.
It is important to stress that the comparison con-
cerns tools used more or less out of the box and
that the results cannot be used to compare specific
characteristics like: parsing algorithms, learning
systems, . . .
2 Description of the Systems
The choice of the parsers used in this study started
from the two we already applied at EVALITA
2011, i.e. MaltParser and the ensemble method
described by Surdeanu and Manning (2010). We
then identified a number of other dependency
parsers that in the last years have shown state-of-
the-art performance, that are freely available and
with the possibility of training on new treebanks.
The ones included in the preliminary comparison
reported in this paper are the MATE dependency
parsers, TurboParser, and ZPar. In the near fu-
ture, we plan to include other dependency parsers
in our comparison. We have not been able to ex-
ploit some of the dependency parsers because of
lack of time and some others because of differ-
ent reasons: they are not yet available online, they
lack documentation on how to train the parser on
new treebanks (the ClearNLP dependency parser),
they have limitations in the encoding of texts (in-
put texts only in ASCII and not in UTF-8; the Red-
shift dependency parser), . . .
MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2006) (version 1.8) im-
plements the transition-based approach to depen-
dency parsing, which has two essential compo-
nents:
• A nondeterministic transition system for
mapping sentences to dependency trees
• A classifier that predicts the next transition
for every possible system configuration
Given these two components, dependency parsing
can be performed as greedy deterministic search
through the transition system, guided by the clas-
sifier. With this technique, it is possible to per-
form parsing in linear time for projective depen-
dency trees and quadratic time for arbitrary (non-
projective) trees (Nivre, 2008). MaltParser in-
cludes different built-in transition systems, dif-
ferent classifiers and techniques for recovering
non-projective dependencies with strictly projec-
tive parsers.
The ensemble model made available by Mihai
Surdeanu (Surdeanu and Manning, 2010)1 imple-
ments a linear interpolation of several linear-time
parsing models (all based on MaltParser). In par-
ticular, it combines five different variants of Malt-
Parser (Nivre’s arc-standard left-to-right, Nivre’s
arc-eager left-to-right, Covington’s non projec-
tive left-to-right, Nivre’s arc-standard right-to-left,
Covington’s non projective right-to-left) as base
parsers. Each individual parser runs in its own
thread, which means that, if a sufficient number
of cores are available, the overall runtime is essen-
tially similar to a single MaltParser. The resulting
parser has state-of-the-art performance yet it re-
mains very fast.
The MATE tools2 include both a graph-based
parser (Bohnet, 2010) and a transition-based
parser (Bohnet and Nivre, 2012; Bohnet and
Kuhn, 2012). For the languages of the 2009
CoNLL Shared Task, the graph-based MATE
parser reached accuracy scores similar or above
the top performing systems with fast process-
ing. The speed improvement is obtained with
the use of Hash Kernels and parallel algorithms.
The transition-based MATE parser is a model that
takes into account complete structures as they be-
come available to rescore the elements of a beam,
combining the advantages of transition-based and
graph-based approaches.
TurboParser (Martins et al., 2013)3 (version
2.1) is a C++ package that implements graph-
based dependency parsing exploiting third-order
features.
ZPar (Zhang and Nivre, 2011) is a transition-
based parser implemented in C++. ZPar sup-
ports multiple languages and multiple grammar
formalisms. ZPar has been most heavily devel-
oped for Chinese and English, while it provides
generic support for other languages. It leverages
a global discriminative training and beam-search
1http://www.surdeanu.info/mihai/
ensemble/
2https://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/
3http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/
TurboParser/
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collapsed and propagated
LAS P R F1
MATE stacking (TurboParser) 89.72 82.90 90.58 86.57
Ensemble (5 parsers) 89.72 82.64 90.34 86.32
ZPar 89.53 84.65 92.11 88.22
MATE stacking (transition-based) 89.02 82.09 89.77 85.76
TurboParser (model type=full) 88.76 83.32 90.71 86.86
TurboParser (model type=standard) 88.68 83.07 90.55 86.65
MATE graph-based 88.51 81.72 89.42 85.39
MATE transition-based 88.32 80.70 89.40 84.82
Ensemble (MaltParser v.1.8) 88.15 80.69 88.34 84.34
MaltParser (Covington non proj) 87.79 81.50 87.39 84.34
MaltParser (Nivre eager -PP head) 87.53 81.30 88.78 84.88
MaltParser (Nivre standard - MaltOptimizer) 86.35 81.17 89.04 84.92
Ensemble (MaltParser v.1.3) 86.27 78.57 86.28 82.24
Table 1: Results on the EVALITA 2014 development set without considering punctuation. The second
column reports the results in term of Labeled Attachment Score (LAS). The score is in bold if the differ-
ence with the following line is statistically significant. The three columns on the right show the results
in terms of Precision, Recall and F1 for the collapsed and propagated relations.
collapsed and propagated
LAS P R F1
MATE stacking (transition-based) 87.67 79.14 88.14 83.40
Ensemble (5 parsers) 87.53 78.28 88.09 82.90
MATE stacking (TurboParser) 87.37 79.13 87.97 83.31
MATE transition-based 87.07 78.72 87.16 82.73
MATE graph-based 86.91 78.74 87.97 83.10
ZPar 86.79 80.30 88.93 84.39
TurboParser (model type=full) 86.53 79.43 89.42 84.13
TurboParser (model type=standard) 86.45 79.65 89.32 84.21
Ensemble (MaltParser v.1.8) 85.94 76.30 86.38 81.03
MaltParser (Nivre eager -PP head) 85.82 78.47 86.06 82.09
Ensemble (MaltParser v.1.3) 85.06 76.36 84.74 80.33
MaltParser (Covington non proj) 84.94 77.24 82.97 80.00
MaltParser (Nivre standard - MaltOptimizer) 84.44 76.53 86.99 81.43
Table 2: Results on the EVALITA 2014 test set without considering punctuation. The second column
reports the results in term of Labeled Attachment Score (LAS). The score is in bold if the difference with
the following line is statistically significant. The three columns on the right show the results in terms of
Precision, Recall and F1 for the collapsed and propagated relations.
framework.
2.1 Experimental Settings
The level of interaction with the authors of the
parsers varied. In two cases (ensemble, Malt-
Parser), we have mainly exploited the experience
gained in previous editions of EVALITA. In the
case of the MATE parsers, we have had a few in-
teractions with the author who suggested the use
of some undocumented options. In the case of Tur-
boParser, we have simply used the parser as it is
after reading the available documentation. Con-
cerning ZPar, we have had a few interactions with
the authors who helped solving some issues.
As for the ensemble, at the beginning we re-
peated what we had already done at EVALITA
2011 (Lavelli, 2011), i.e. using the ensemble
as it is, simply exploiting the more accurate ex-
tended models for the base parsers. The results
were unsatisfactory, because the ensemble is based
on an old version of MaltParser (v.1.3) that per-
forms worse than the current version (v.1.8). So
we decided to apply the ensemble model both
to the output produced by the current version of
MaltParser and to the output produced by some
of the parsers used in this study. In the latter
case, we have used the output of the following
5 parsers: graph-based MATE parser, transition-
based MATE parser, TurboParser (full model),
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collapsed and propagated
LAS P R F1
Ensemble (5 parsers) 87.22 78.21 87.92 82.78
MATE stacking (transition-based) 86.99 78.42 87.70 82.80
MATE transition-based 86.47 78.08 87.11 82.35
ZPar 86.40 79.84 88.27 83.84
TurboParser (model type=full) 86.35 79.77 89.12 84.19
MATE graph-based 86.34 77.94 87.02 82.23
TurboParser (model type=standard) 86.32 79.50 89.39 84.16
MATE stacking (TurboParser) 85.87 76.79 86.43 81.32
Ensemble (MaltParser v.1.8) 85.87 76.59 86.58 81.28
MaltParser (Nivre eager -PP head) 85.66 78.28 86.89 82.36
MaltParser (Covington non proj) 84.98 77.24 83.24 80.13
Ensemble (MaltParser v.1.3) 84.75 75.52 83.98 79.52
MaltParser (Nivre standard - MaltOptimizer) 84.25 76.29 86.77 81.19
Table 3: Results on the EVALITA 2014 test set after training on the training set only (NO development
set) without considering punctuation. The second column reports the results in term of Labeled Attach-
ment Score (LAS). The score is in bold if the difference with the following line is statistically significant.
The three columns on the right show the results in terms of Precision, Recall and F1 for the collapsed
and propagated relations.
MaltParser (Nivre’s arc-eager, PP-head, left-to-
right), and MaltParser (Nivre’s arc-eager, PP-
head, right-to-left).
Concerning MaltParser, in addition to using
the best performing configurations at EVALITA
20114, we have used MaltOptimizer5 (Ballesteros
and Nivre, 2014) to identify the best configuration.
According to MaltOptimizer, the best configura-
tion is Nivre’s arc-standard. However, we have ob-
tained better results using the configurations used
in EVALITA 2011. We are currently investigating
this issue.
As for the MATE parsers, we have applied both
the graph-based parser and the transition-based
parser. Moreover, we have combined the graph-
based parser with the output of another parser
(both the transition-based parser and TurboParser)
using stacking. Stacking is a technique of integrat-
ing two parsers at learning time6, where one of the
parser generates features for the other.
Concerning ZPar, the main difficulty was the
fact that a lot of RAM is needed for processing
long sentences (i.e., sentences with more than 100
tokens need 70 GB of RAM). After some interac-
tions with the authors, we were able to understand
and fix this issue.
4Nivre’s arc-eager, PP-head, and Covington non projec-
tive.
5http://nil.fdi.ucm.es/maltoptimizer/
6Differently from what is done by the ensemble method
described above where the combination takes place only at
parsing time.
During the preparation of the participation in
the task, the experiments were performed using
the split provided by the organisers, i.e. training
on the training set and testing using the develop-
ment set.
When applying stacking, we have performed
10-fold cross validation of the first parser on the
training set, using the resulting output to provide
to the second parser the predictions used during
learning. During parsing the output of the first
parser (trained on the whole training set and ap-
plied to the development set) has been provided to
the second parser.
3 Results
In Table 1 we report the parser results on the de-
velopment set ranked according to decreasing La-
beled Accuracy Score (LAS), considering punctu-
ation. The score is in bold if the difference with
the following line is statistically significant7 (the
difference is significant only if p-value is less than
0.05). In the three columns on the right of the table
the results for the collapsed and propagated rela-
tions are shown (both the conversion and the eval-
uation are performed using scripts provided by the
organisers).
In Table 1 we have grouped together the parsers
if the differences between their results (in terms of
7To compute the statistical significance of the differences
between results, we have used MaltEval (Nilsson and Nivre,
2008).
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LAS) are not statistically significant. As it can be
seen, five clusters can be identified.
Note that the computation of the statistical sig-
nificance of the results was possible only for the
standard evaluation (LAS) but not for the evalua-
tion of the recognition of Stanford Dependencies.
This is obviously a strong limitation in the possi-
bility of analysing the results. We plan to investi-
gate if it is possible to perform such computation.
An obvious remark is that the ranking of the re-
sults according to LAS and according to the recog-
nition of Stanford Dependencies is different. This
made the choice of the parsers for the participation
difficult, given that the participants would have
been ranked based on both measures.
According to the results on the development
set, we decided to submit for the official evalu-
ation three models: ZPar, MATE stacking (Tur-
boParser), and the ensemble combining 5 of the
best parsers. For the official evaluation, the train-
ing was performed using both the training and the
development set. In Table 2. you may find the re-
sults of all the parsers used in this study (in italics
those submitted to the official evaluation). Com-
paring Table 1 and Table 2, it emerges that some
of the parsers show different behaviours between
the development and the test set. This calls for
an analysis to understand the reasons of such dif-
ference. The results of a preliminary analysis are
reported in Section 4.
The results obtained by the best system submit-
ted to the official evaluation are: 87.89 (LAS),
81.89/90.45/85.95 (P/R/F1). According to LAS,
our systems were ranked fourth (the ensemble
combining 5 of the best parsers), fifth (MATE
parser stacking based on TurboParser) and eighth
(ZPar). Evaluating using Stanford Dependencies
was different. The same systems were ranked
ninth, seventh, and fifth respectively. More details
about the task and the results obtained by the par-
ticipants are available in Bosco et al. (2014).
4 Discussion
We are currently analysing the results shown
above to understand how to further proceed in our
investigation. A general preliminary considera-
tion is that, as expected, approaches that combine
the results of different parsers perform better than
those based on a single parser model, usually with
the drawback of a bigger complexity.
The results shown in Tables 1 and 2 raise a few
questions.
The first question concern the fact that some of
the parsers (e.g., ZPar) show different behaviours
between the development and the test set. This is
still true even if we consider the clusters of where
the results are not statistically different. To inves-
tigate this issue we performed some experiments
training on the training set only (not using the de-
velopment set) and analysing the test set. These
results are reported in Table 3. The results show
that some parsers have different behaviours on the
development set and on the test set, even when
considering only the clustering performed taking
into account the statistical significance of the dif-
ference between different parsers’ performance.
This issue needs to be further investigated.
The second question concern the discrepancy
between the standard evaluation in terms of LAS
and the recognition of the Stanford dependencies
in terms of Precision, Recall and F1. For example,
the ensemble is our best scoring system accord-
ing to the standard evaluation, while is our worst
system when evaluated on the Stanford dependen-
cies. A crucial element to investigate this issue is
the possibility of computing the statistical signifi-
cance of the difference between the results of the
recognition of Stanford Dependencies.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
In the paper we have reported on work in progress
on the comparison between several state-of-the-
art dependency parsers on the Italian Stanford De-
pendency Treebank (ISDT) in the context of the
EVALITA 2014 dependency parsing task.
In the near future, we plan to widen the scope
of the comparison including more parsers and
analysing some unexpected behaviours emerged
from our experiments.
Finally, we will perform an analysis of the re-
sults obtained by the different parsers considering
not only their performance but also their behaviour
in terms of speed, CPU load at training and pars-
ing time, ease of use, licence agreement, . . .
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Abstract
English. We present the two systems used
by the UniTo group to participate to the
Evalita 2014 parsing tasks. In particular,
we describe the ensemble parser system
used for DPIE task and the parsing-by-
translation system used for the CLaP task.
Italiano. Presentiamo i due sistemi uti-
lizzati dal gruppo UniTo per partecipare
alla competizione sul parsing di Evalita
2014. Descriviamo il sistema di ensam-
ble parsing usato nel DPIE task e il sis-
tema basato su traduzione usato per parte-
cipare al CLaP task.
1 Introduction
In the last years a great attention has been de-
voted to the dependency formalisms and parsers
(Ku¨bler et al., 2009). As a consequence many
research lines follow new techniques in order to
improve the parsing performances, e.g. (Car-
reras, 2007; Surdeanu and Manning, 2010). How-
ever, the specific applicative scenario can draw a
clear playground where improvements can be ef-
fectively measured. The Evalita 2014 competition
on parsing set up two distinct parsing tasks: (1)
the Dependency Parsing for Information Extrac-
tion (DPIE) task, and (2) the Cross-language De-
pendency Parsing (CLaP) task.
The DPIE task is the “classical” dependency
parsing task for the evaluation of the parsing sys-
tems on the Italian language (Bosco and Mazzei,
2012). However, in contrast with the previous edi-
tions of the task, the DPIE task adopts the new
ISDT treebank (Bosco et al., 2013), which is based
on the stanford dependency annotation (de Marn-
effe and Manning, 2008b), and uses two distinct
evaluation measures: the first is the traditional
LAS (Labeled Attachment Score), the second is
related to the Information Extraction process and
is based on a subset of the dependency relations
inventory.
The CLaP task wants to test the utility of a stan-
dard cross-lingual annotation schema in order to
parse foreign languages. By using an universal
variant (McDonald et al., 2013) of the Italian ISDT
treebank (U-ISDT) as learnin set, one has to parse
sentences of several foreign languages.
In order to participate to both the tasks we de-
vised two distinct parsing systems. We partici-
pate to the DPIE task by reusing a very simple en-
samble parsing system (Mazzei and Bosco, 2012)
(Section 2), and we participate to the CLaP task
by designing a new cross-language parsing system
that uses an on-line translator as external knowl-
edge source (Section 3).
2 The DPIE task
The Dependency Parsing for Information Extrac-
tion (DPIE) is the main task of EVALITA 2014
competition on parsing. The focus is on standard
dependency parsing of Italian texts. The evalua-
tion is performed on two directions: the LAS (La-
belled Attachment Score) as well as a measure on
the collapsed propagated dependencies, i.e. on
simple transformations of a subset of the whole
dependency set, which usually are expressed in
form of triples (de Marneffe and Manning, 2008a).
In particular, the measure based on collapsed prop-
agated dependencies is designed to test the utility
of the dependency parsing with respect to the gen-
eral process of Information Extraction.
In order to participate to this task we decided to
reuse the system described in (Mazzei and Bosco,
2012), which follows two promising directions to-
wards the improvement of the performance of the
statistical dependency parsers. Indeed, some new
promising parsing algorithms use larger sets of
syntactic features, e.g. (McDonald and Pereira,
2006; Carreras, 2007), while others apply gen-
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eral techniques to combine together the results
of various parsers (Zeman and Zˇabokrtsky`, 2005;
Sagae and Lavie, 2006; Hall et al., 2007; Attardi
and dell’Orletta, 2009; Surdeanu and Manning,
2010; Lavelli, 2012). We explored both these di-
rections in our participation to the DPIE task by
combining three state of the art statistical parsers.
The three parsers are the MATE1 parser (Bohnet,
2010) (version 3.61), the DeSR2 parser (Attardi,
2006) (version 1.4.3), the MALT3 parser (Nivre
et al., 2006) (version 1.7.2). We combined these
three parsers by using two very simple voting al-
gorithms (Breiman, 1996; Zeman and Zˇabokrtsky`,
2005), on the standard configurations for learning
and classification.
The MATE parser (Bohnet, 2009; Bohnet,
2010) is a development of the algorithms de-
scribed in (Carreras, 2007), and it basically adopts
the second order maximum spanning tree depen-
dency parsing algorithm. In particular, Bohnet ex-
ploits hash kernel, a new parallel parsing and fea-
ture extraction algorithm that improves the accu-
racy as well as the parsing speed (Bohnet, 2010).
The DeSR parser (Attardi, 2006) is a transition
(shift-reduce) dependency parser similar to (Ya-
mada and Matsumoto, 2003). It builds depen-
dency structures by scanning input sentences in
left-to-right and/or right-to-left direction. For each
step, the parser learns from the annotated depen-
dencies if to perform a shift or to create a depen-
dency between two adjacent tokens. DeSR can use
different set of rules and includes additional rules
to handle non-projective dependencies. The parser
can choose among several learning algorithms (e.g
Multi Layer Perceptron, Simple Vector Machine),
providing user-defined feature models.
The MALT parser (Nivre et al., 2006) im-
plements the transition-based approach to depen-
dency parsing too. In particular MALT has two
components: (1) a (non-deterministic) transition
system that maps sentences to dependency trees;
(2) a classifier that predicts the next transition for
every possible system configuration. MALT per-
forms a greedy deterministic search into the tran-
sition system guided by the classifier. In this way,
it is possible to perform parsing in linear time for
projective dependency trees and quadratic time for
arbitrary (non-projective) trees.
1http://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/
2http://sites.google.com/site/desrparser/
3http://maltparser.org/
2.1 The combination algorithms
We combine the three parsers by using two very
simple algorithms: COM1 (Algorithm 1) and
COM2 (Algorithm 2), both implemented in the
PERL programming language. These algorithms
have been previously experimented in (Zeman and
Zˇabokrtsky`, 2005) and in (Surdeanu and Manning,
2010). The main idea of the COM1 algorithm
foreach sentence do
foreach word W in the sentence S do
if DepP2(W) == DepP3(W) then
Dep-COM1(W) := DepP2(W)
else
Dep-COM1(W) := DepP1(W)
end
end
end
Algorithm 1: The combination algorithm COM1,
that corresponds to the voting algorithm reported
in (Zeman and Zˇabokrtsky`, 2005)
is to do a democratic voting among the parsers.
For each word in the sentence, the dependency
(the parent and the edge label) assigned to the
word by each parser is compared: if at least two
parsers assign the same dependency, the COM1 al-
gorithm selects that dependency. In the case that
each parser assigns a different dependency to the
word, the algorithm selects the dependency as-
signed by the best parser. As noted by (Zeman
and Zˇabokrtsky`, 2005), who use the name voting
for COM1, this is the most logical decision if it
is possible to identify a priori the best parser, in
contrast to the more democratic random choice.
foreach sentence do
foreach word W in the sentence S do
if DepP2(W) == DepP3( W) then
Dep-COM2(W) := DepP2(W)
else
Dep-COM2(W) := DepP1(W)
end
end
if TREE-COM2(S) is corrupted then
TREE-COM2(S) := TREE-P1(S)
end
end
Algorithm 2: The combination algorithm COM2,
that corresponds to the switching algorithm re-
ported in (Zeman and Zˇabokrtsky`, 2005)
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MATE DeSR MALT COM1 COM2
DevSet 89.65 86.19 86.26 89.60 89.65
TestSet 87.05 84.15 84.61 87.21 87.05
Table 1: The LAS score for the MATE, DeSR and MALT parsers, their simple combinations COM1 and
COM2 on the development and test sets.
The COM2 algorithm is a simple variation of
the COM1. COM1 is a single word combination
algorithm that does not consider the whole depen-
dency structure. This means that incorrect depen-
dency trees can be produced by the COM1 algo-
rithm: cycles and multiple roots can destroy the
treeness of the structure. The solution that we
adopt in the COM2 algorithm is quite naive: if the
tree produced by the COM1 algorithm for a sen-
tence is corrupted, then the COM2 returns the tree
produced by the best parser. Again, similarly to
(Zeman and Zˇabokrtsky`, 2005), who use the name
switching for COM2, this is the most logical deci-
sion when there is an emerging best parser from a
development data set.
2.2 Experimental Results
We applied our approach for parsing combination
in two stages. In the first stage we use the devel-
opment set to evaluate the best parser and in the
second stage we use the COM1 and COM2 algo-
rithms to parse the test set. For all the experiments
we used two machines. A powerful Linux work-
station, equipped with 16 cores, processors 2GHz,
and 128 GB ram has been used for the training of
the MATE and Malt parsers. Morever, we have
not been able to install DeSR on this machine,
so we use a virtual Linux workstation equipped
with a single processor 1GHz, and 2 GB ram has
been used DeSR. The MALT and DeSR parsers
accept as input the CONLL-07 format, that is the
format provided by the task organizers. In con-
trast, MATE accepts the CONLL-09 format: sim-
ple conversions scripts have been implemented to
manage this difference.
A first run was performed in order to evalu-
ate the best parser in the COM1 and COM2 al-
gorithms with respect to the LAS. We used the
ISDT training (file isdt train.conll, 165, 975
words) as training set and the ISDT development
(file : isdt devel.conll, 12, 578 words) as de-
velopment set. The first row in Table 1 shows the
results of the three parsers in this first experiment.
MATE parser outperforms the DeSR and MALT
parsers of ∼3% better. On the basis of this result,
we used MATE as our best parser in the combina-
tion algorithms (cf. Section 2.1).
COM1 and COM2 reach the score of 89.60%
and 89.65% respectively. So, on the development
set there is no improvement on the performance
of the best parser. The reason of this is evident
from table 2, that details the results of the three
parsers on the development set on the basis of their
agreements. The second row of this table show
that when DeSR == MALT ! = MATE, the
combination algorithm gives the wrong selection
preferring the majority.
In a second run, we used the union of the train-
ing and development set as a whole training set
(files : isdt train.conll, isdt devel.conll) and
we used the blind file provided by the organizers
as test set (file : DPIE Test DS blind.conll,
9, 442 words). The second row in Table 1 shows
the results of the three parsers in this second ex-
periment: the LAS values 87.21% and 87.05%,
produced by COM1 and COM2, are the official
results for of our participation to the DPIE task.
There is a ∼ 0.15% difference between the
COM1 and COM2 results and in Table 3 we de-
tailed the results of the three parsers on the test
set. When the three parsers agree on the same
dependency (Table 3, first row), this happens on
∼80.27% of the words, they have a very high LAS
score, i.e. 94.03%. In contrast to the development
set, DeSR and MALT parsers do better than the
MATE parser only when they agree on the same
dependency (Table 3, second row). The inspection
of the other rows in Table 3 shows that COM1 al-
gorithms has the best possible performance w.r.t.
the voting strategy. Finally, the fact that COM2
produces the same result of MATE shows that the
LAS improvement produces always a non-correct
tree in the final output.
In Table 4 we report the results of the system
with respect to the measure defined on the propa-
gated and collapsed dependencies. In contrast to
the LAS measure, here COM1 produces a worse
result than COM2. So, improvements in the LAS
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MATE DeSR MALT COM1 COM2
DevSet 84.8/92.0/88.2 80.7/89.2/84.7 81.0/89/0/84.8 85.2/91.2/88.1 84.8/92.0/88.2
TestSet 80.5/90.0/85.0 76.9/86.7/81.5 76.8/86.6/81.4 80.9/88.0/84.3 80.5/90.0/85.0
Table 4: The collapsed and propagated dependency sore in terms of precison/recall/F-score for the col-
lapsed dependencies for the three parsers, their simple combinations (COM1 and COM2) on the devel-
opment and test sets.
%
MATE == DeSR == MALT 81.8
95.4
MATE != DeSR == MALT 4.9
43.5 39.8
MATE == DeSR != MALT 4.8
70.9 13.1
MATE == MALT != DeSR 5.0
70.0 15.6
MATE != DeSR != MALT 3.6
46.6 10.9 15.5
Table 2: The detailed performances on the LAS
score of the three parsers and their simple combi-
nation on the ISDT development set. Note that we
are computing the scores with punctuation.
produces as drawback a decline with respect to this
measure.
3 The CLaP task
The Cross-language Dependency Parsing (CLaP)
is a pilot task focusing on cross-lingual transfer
parsing. In this subtask it is asked to learn from
the Italian Stanford Dependency Treebank anno-
tated in with the universal dependencies (file :
isdt udl.conll), and to test on sentences of other
languages (McDonald et al., 2013). In particu-
lar, we decided to participate to the task on four
specific languages: German (DE), Espanol (ES),
French (FR) and Brazilian Portuguese (PT-BR).
For each language, the organizers provided a de-
velopment file.
In CLaP task we used only one parser, i.e. the
MALT parser. We decided to use this parser since
there is a related system, called MaltOptimizer
(Ballesteros and Nivre, 2012) (version 1.0.3), that
allows for a straight optimization of the various
parameters of the MALT parser. Indeed, our
strategy was to train the MALT parser on the
universal isdt by using the specific algorithm
and features which optimize the learning on the
%
MATE == DeSR == MALT 80.28
94.03
MATE != DeSR == MALT 5.34
40.7 41.9
MATE == DeSR != MALT 5.11
62.2 19.4
MATE == MALT != DeSR 5.25
67.4 17.6
MATE != DeSR != MALT 4.03
35.9 15.9 17.8
Table 3: The detailed performances on the LAS
score of the three parsers and their simple com-
bination on the ISDT test set. Note that we are
computing the scores with punctuation.
development set of the target language. Moreover,
in order to supply lexical information to the
parsing algorithm, we used Google translate
(https://translate.google.com) to
translate foreign words in Italian. In Figure 1 we
reported the workflow adopted in this task for
learning and parsing of the French language (it is
analogous for the other languages). The learning
stage is composed by five steps:
1. A script extracts the foreign words from the
development set
2. Google translate translates the foreign words,
contained in one single file, into Italian.
3. A script recomposes the development set with
Italian words
4. MaltOptimizer uses the recomposed develop-
ment set in order to produce a configuration file
(algorithm and features).
5. The MALT parser uses the configuration file to
produce a parsing model file.
In a similar way, the parsing stage is composed by
five steps:
1. A script extracts the foreign words from the
test set.
2. Google translate translates the foreign words,
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Dev_FR words_FR words_IT Dev_FR_IT
feats+alg_FR_ITTB_IT
MODEL_FR_IT
MaltOptimizer
OUT_FR_IT
OUT_FR
MaltParser
Test_FR words_FR words_IT Test_FR_IT
Learning Stage
Parsing Stage
Google
translate
Google
translate
MaltParser
Figure 1: The workflow adopted fot the CLaP task
for the French language: the schema is identical
for the Spanish, German, Brazilian-Portoguese.
DE ES FR PT-BR
Baseline 1 60.23 67.72 66.74 66.12
Baseline 2 66.51 71.69 71.60 71.70
System 66.51 72.39 71.53 71.70
Table 5: The LAS score for CLaP task on the test
sets for German (DE), Espanol (ES), French (FR),
Brazilian-Portoguese (PT-BR) languages.
contained in one single file, into Italian.
3. A script recomposes the test set with Italian
words.
4. The MALT parser uses the parsing model to
parse the recomposed test set.
5. A script recomposes the parsing test set with
the foreign words.
In Table 5 we reported the results in terms of
LAS measure of the system together with two
baselines. The baseline 1 it has been produced
by training the MALT parser with the standard
configuration on the learning set obtained by the
union of the u-ISDT with the original develop-
ment set of the foreign language. The baseline
2 it has been produced by training the MALT
parser with the standard configuration on the
learning set obtained by the union of the u-ISDT
with the translated development set of the foreign
language. The results proves that our workflow
produces an improvement on the LAS measure
of 5 − 6% for each language. Comparing the
baselines, we can say that the improvements are
essentially by the translation process rather than
the optimization process.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we described the two systems used by
the UniTo group to participate to EVALITA 2014
parsing competition. The first, used in the DPIE
task, is a very simple ensamble parsing algorithm;
the second is a cross-language parsing algorithm
that uses an on-line translator as external knowl-
edge source.
In the DPIE task, we can see that the perfor-
mance of the ensamble system with respect to the
bast parser is quite neglectable, in contrast to the
results obtained in other competition (Mazzei and
Bosco, 2012). This result suggests that the perfor-
mance of the simple ensamble algorithms adopted
are highly sensitive from the leaning set adopted.
In the CLaP task, we can see that the perfor-
mance of the developed system outperforms the
baseline for all the four languages. This result
confirms the possibility to improve parsing per-
formances by using data developed for other lan-
guages.
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Abstract
English. This report describes the
EVENTI (EValuation of Events aNd Tem-
poral Information) task organized within
the EVALITA 2014 evaluation campaign.
The EVENTI task aims at evaluating
the performance of Temporal Information
Processing systems on a corpus of Italian
news articles. Motivations for the task,
datasets, evaluation metrics, and results
obtained by participating systems are pre-
sented and discussed.
Italiano. Questo report descrive il
task EVENTI (EValuation of Events
aNd Temporal Information) organizzato
nell’ambito della campagna di valu-
tazione EVALITA 2014. EVENTI mira a
valutare le prestazioni dei sistemi di pro-
cessamento automatico dell’informazione
temporale su un corpus di articoli di gior-
nale in lingua italiana. Le motivazioni
alla base del task, i dataset, le metriche
di valutazione ed i risultati ottenuti dai
sistemi partecipanti sono presentati e
discussi.
1 Introduction
Temporal Processing has recently become an ac-
tive area of research in the NLP community. Ref-
erence to time is a pervasive phenomenon of hu-
man communication, and it is reflected in natural
language. Newspaper articles, narratives and other
text documents focus on events, their location in
∗ Formerly at Trento RISE
time, and their order of occurrence. Text com-
prehension itself involves, in large part, the abil-
ity to identify the events described in a text, locate
them in time (and space), and relate them accord-
ing to their order of occurrence. The ultimate goal
of a temporal processing system is to identify all
temporal elements (events, temporal expressions
and temporal relations) either in a single docu-
ment or across documents and provide a chrono-
logically ordered representation of this informa-
tion. Most NLP applications, such as Summariza-
tion, Question Answering, and Machine Trans-
lation, will benefit from such a capability. The
TimeML Annotation Scheme (Pustejovsky et al.,
2003a) and the release of annotated data have
facilitated the development of temporally aware
NLP tools. Similarly to what has been done in
other areas of NLP, five open evaluation chal-
lenges1 have been organized in the area of Tempo-
ral Processing. TempEval-2 has also boosted mul-
tilingual research in Temporal Processing by mak-
ing TimeML compliant data sets available in six
languages, including Italian. Unfortunately, partly
due to the limited size (less than 30,000 tokens),
no system was developed for Italian. Before the
EVENTI challenge, there was no complete system
for Temporal Processing in Italian, but only inde-
pendent modules for event (Robaldo et al., 2011;
Caselli et al., 2011b) and temporal expressions
processing (HeidelTime) (Stro¨tgen et al., 2014).
The EVENTI evaluation exercise2 builds upon
1TempEval-1: http://www.timeml.org/
tempeval/; TempEval-2 http://timeml.org/
tempeval2/; TempEval-3 http://www.cs.
york.ac.uk/semeval-2013/task1/; TimeLine
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2015/task4/,
and QA TempEval http://alt.qcri.org/
semeval2015/task5/
2https://sites.google.com/site/
eventievalita2014/
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previous evaluation campaigns to promote re-
search in Temporal Processing for Italian by offer-
ing a complete set of tasks for comprehension of
temporal information in written text. The exercise
consists of a Main task on contemporary news and
a Pilot task on historical texts and is based on the
EVENTI corpus, which contains 3 datasets: the
Main task training data, the Main task test data and
the Pilot task test data.
2 EVENTI Annotation
The EVENTI exercise is based on the EVENTI
annotation guidelines, a simplified version of the
Italian TimeML Annotation Guidelines (hence-
forth, It-TimeML) (Caselli, 2010), using four It-
TimeML tags: TIMEX3, EVENT, SIGNAL and
TLINK. For clarity’s sake, we report only the
changes which have been applied to It-TimeML.
The TIMEX3 tag is used for the annotation
of temporal expressions. No changes have been
made with respect to It-TimeML.
The EVENT tag is used to annotate all men-
tions of events including verbs, nouns, preposi-
tional phrases and adjectives. Changes concern the
event extent. In particular, we have introduced ex-
ceptions to the minimal chunk rule for multi-token
event expressions (the list of multi-token expres-
sions created for this purpose is available online3).
We have simplified the annotation of events re-
alized by adjectives and prepositional phrases by
restricting it to the cases in which they occur in
predicate position with the explicit presence of a
copula or a copular verb.
The SIGNAL tag identifies textual items which
encode a relation either between EVENTs, or
TIMEX3s or both. In EVENTI, we have annotated
only SIGNALs indicating temporal relations.
The TLINK tag did not undergo any changes in
terms of use and attribute values. Major changes
concern the definition of the set of temporal ele-
ments that can be involved in a temporal relation.
Details on this aspect are reported in the descrip-
tion of subtask C in Section 3.
3 EVENTI Subtasks
The EVENTI evaluation exercise is composed of a
Main Task and a Pilot Task. Each task consists of
a set of subtasks in line with previous TempEval
3https://sites.google.com/site/
eventievalita2014/data-tools/
poliremEVENTI.txt
campaigns and their annotation methodology.
The subtasks proposed are:
• Subtask A: determine the extent, the type
and the value of temporal expressions (i.e.
timex) in a text according to the It-TimeML
TIMEX3 tag definition. For the first time,
empty TIMEX3 tags were taken into account
in the evaluation;
• Subtask B: determine the extent and the class
of the events in a text according to the It-
TimeML EVENT tag definition;
• Subtask C: identify temporal relations in
raw text. This subtask involves performing
subtasks A and B and subsequently iden-
tifying the pairs of elements (event - event
and event - timex pairs) which stand in a
temporal relation (TLINK) and classifying
the temporal relation itself. Given that
EVENTI is an initial evaluation exercise
in Italian and to avoid the difficulties of
full temporal processing, we have further
restricted this subtask by limiting the set of
candidate pairs to: i.) pairs of main events in
the same sentence; ii.) pairs of main event
and subordinate event in the same sentence;
and iii.) event - timex pairs in the same
sentence. All temporal relation values in
It-TimeML are used; i.e. BEFORE, AFTER,
IS INCLUDED, INCLUDES, SIMUL-
TANEOUS, I(MMEDIATELY) AFTER,
I(MMEDIATELY) BEFORE, IDENTITY,
MEASURE, BEGINS, ENDS, BEGUN BY
and ENDED BY.
• Subtask D: determine the value of the tem-
poral relation given two gold temporal ele-
ments (i.e. the source and the target of the
relation) as defined in Task C (main event -
main event; main event - subordinate event;
event - timex).
4 Data Preparation and Distribution
The EVENTI evaluation exercise is based on the
EVENTI corpus, which consists of 3 datasets: the
Main task training data, the Main task test data and
the Pilot task test data.
The news stories distributed for the Main task
are taken from the Ita-TimeBank (Caselli et al.,
2011a). Two expert annotators have conducted a
manual revision of the annotations for the Main
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(a) Event Class Values. (b) Temporal Relations Values.
Figure 1: Distribution of event classes and temporal relations in the EVENTI corpus (in percent).
task to solve inconsistencies mainly focusing on
harmonizing event class and temporal relation
values. The annotation revision has been per-
formed using CAT4 (Bartalesi Lenzi et al., 2012),
a general-purpose web-based text annotation tool
that provides an XML-based stand-off format as
output. The final size of the EVENTI corpus
for the Main task is 130,279 tokens, divided in
103,593 tokens for training and 26,686 for test.
The Main task training data have been released
to participants in two separate batches5 through
the Meta-Share platform6. Annotated data are
available under the Creative Commons Licence
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 to fa-
cilitate re-use and distribution for research pur-
poses.
The Pilot test data consist of about 5,000 tokens
from newspaper articles published in “Il Trentino”
by Alcide De Gasperi, one of the founders of the
Italian Republic and one of the fathers of the Eu-
ropean Union (De Gasperi, 2006). All the selected
news stories date back to 1914, the year of the out-
break of World War 1, a topic particularly relevant
in 2014, the 100th anniversary of the Great War.
They have been manually annotated in CAT by an
expert annotator who followed the EVENTI An-
notation Guidelines. As the aim of the Pilot task
was to analyze how well systems built for contem-
porary languages perform on historical texts, no
training data have been provided and participants
were asked to participate with the systems devel-
oped for the Main task.
4http://dh.fbk.eu/resources/
cat-content-annotation-tool
5ILC Training Set: http://goo.gl/3kPJkM; FBK
Training Set: http://goo.gl/YnQWml
6http://www.meta-share.eu/
Main Training Main Test Pilot Test
EVENTs 17,835 3,798 1,195
TIMEX3s 2,735 624 97
SIGNALs 932 231 62
TLINKs 3,500 1,061 382
Table 1: Annotated events, temporal expressions,
signals and temporal relations in the EVENTI cor-
pus.
Table 1 reports the total number of each anno-
tated element type in the Main task training set, in
the Main task test set, and in the Pilot test set.
Main Training Main Test Pilot Test
EVENTs 172.1 142.4 239
TIMEX3s 26.4 23.3 19.0
TLINKs 33.7 39.7 76.4
Table 2: Average number of annotated events,
temporal expressions and temporal relations per
1,000 tokens in the EVENTI corpus.
Table 2 presents the comparison between the av-
erage number of EVENTs, TIMEX3s and TLINKs
annotated in the three datasets. The Pilot corpus
clearly shows a higher density of events (238 vs.
172.1 and 142.4 for training and test, respectively)
and temporal relations (76.4 vs. 33.7 and 39.7 for
training and test, respectively). On the other hand,
the average number of temporal expressions in the
two corpora is comparable.
We illustrate in Figure 1 the distribution of the
class values of EVENTs and the distribution of
the temporal values for TLINKs. We can observe
an even distribution of all classes among the three
datasets. The most frequent classes are OCCUR-
RENCE and STATE, followed by I STATE and
I ACTION. The high prevalence of occurrences
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and states is not surprising as these classes en-
code the objects of a narrative (e.g. contemporary
news or historical texts) or what people “speak
about”. On the other hand, more interesting re-
sults are provided by the relatively high presence
of the I STATE and I ACTION classes. Accord-
ing to the TimeML definitions, these classes are
used either to express intensional relations or spec-
ulations about “possible worlds” between events.
They are markers of subjectivity along the axis
of event factivity, pointing out that people do not
limit themselves to “speak about” happenings but
they also speculate on these happenings. The
higher frequency of I STATE in the Pilot corpus
with respect to the Main datasets is due to the
fact that the Pilot dataset is mainly composed of
editorial comments which frequently contain per-
spectives on and speculations about the world by
the writer. Additional evidence is also the lower
frequency of the REPORTING class in the Pilot
dataset than in the Main task. The high presence
of personal opinions influences also the temporal
structure of the texts whereby most events are not
ordered chronologically but presented as belong-
ing to the same time frame on top of which the
author expresses his opinions and suggests future
and alternative courses of events. As a matter of
fact, the most frequent temporal relation in the Pi-
lot task is SIMULTANEOUS. On the other hand,
in the Main task there is an evident preference
for IS INCLUDED. The main task is composed of
news articles where events tend to be more often
linked to temporal containers (e.g. temporal ex-
pressions or other events) to facilitate understand-
ing of stories by readers.
5 Evaluation
Given the strong connection of this task with the
TempEval Evaluation Exercises, we adopted the
evaluation metrics developed in TempEval-3 (Uz-
Zaman et al., 2013) with minor modifications7.
In particular, the scorer was adapted in order to
take CAT files as input and the evaluation of tem-
poral expressions was extended to include empty
TIMEX3 tags.
Concerning the temporal elements in subtask A
and subtask B, we evaluated: i) the number of the
elements correctly identified and if their extension
is correct, and ii.) the attribute values correctly
7The scorer of EVENTI is available online: http://
goo.gl/TbnE7D
identified. For recognition, we used Precision, Re-
call and F1-score. Strict and relaxed match were
both taken into account. As for attribute evalua-
tion, we used F1-score to measure how well a sys-
tem identifies an element and its attribute values.
For subtask A, we computed Attribute F1-score
on VALUE and Attribute F1-score on TYPE, and
based the final ranking on the former. For subtask
B, we computed attribute F1-score on CLASS, on
which we based the final ranking.
For subtask C, we took into consideration three
aspects : i) the number and the extent of the tem-
poral elements identified in a raw text ii) the iden-
tification of the correct sources and targets apply-
ing both strict and relaxed match and iii) the iden-
tification of the correct temporal value. In subtask
D, we evaluated only the identification of the cor-
rect temporal value. Similarly to subtasks A and
B, we computed Precision, Recall and F1-score
also for subtasks C and D and we set the final rank-
ings on the basis of F-1 scores8.
6 Participant Systems
Although eight teams registered for the task, only
three actually submitted the output of their sys-
tems for a total of 17 unique runs: FBK (Fon-
dazione Bruno Kessler), HT (University of Hei-
delberg), and UNIPI (Universita` di Pisa). We re-
port below a short description of the systems the
three teams developed. Detailed descriptions are
reported in the system papers of the Evalita 2014
Proceedings (Bosco et al., 2014).
FBK is an end-to-end system based on a ma-
chine learning approach, namely supervised clas-
sification. It was developed for the EVENTI ex-
ercise by combining and adapting to Italian three
subsystems first developed for English within the
NewsReader project9: one for time expression
recognition and normalization, one for event ex-
traction, and one for temporal relation identifi-
cation and classification. Temporal expression
recognition and classification is conducted by
means of an adaptation to Italian of TimeNorm
(Bethard, 2013), a rule-based system based on
synchronous context free grammars. The other
subsystems are based on machine learning and use
a Support Vector Machine approach.
HeidelTime is a rule-based, multilingual and
8TLINK directionality was not an issue as the scorer is
able to deal with reciprocal temporal relations
9http://www.newsreader-project.eu
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RECOGNITION NORMALIZATION
F1 P R Strict F1 TYPE F1 VALUE F1
MAIN TASK
HT 1.7 0.78 0.921 0.676 0.662 0.643 0.571
HT 1.8 0.893 0.935 0.854 0.821 0.643 0.709
HT 1.8 (no ET) 0.878 0.94 0.824 0.804 0.775 0.69
FBK A1 0.886 0.936 0.841 0.827 0.8 0.665
UNIPI 1 0.768 0.929 0.654 0.662 0.643 0.566
UNIPI 2 0.771 0.922 0.662 0.659 0.64 0.563
PILOT TASK
HT 1.7 0.653 0.96 0.495 0.585 0.571 0.408
HT 1.8 0.788 0.918 0.691 0.671 0.624 0.459
HT 1.8 (no ET) 0.781 0.917 0.68 0.663 0.615 0.45
FBK A1 0.87 0.963 0.794 0.746 0.678 0.475
Table 3: Results of Main and Pilot tasks for subtask A - TIMEX3s recognition and normalization.
RECOGNITION CLASS
F1 P R Strict F1 F1
MAIN TASK
FBK B1 0.884 0.902 0.868 0.867 0.671
FBK B2 0.749 0.917 0.632 0.732 0.632
FBK B3 0.875 0.915 0.838 0.858 0.67
PILOT TASK
FBK B1 0.843 0.9 0.793 0.834 0.604
FBK B2 0.681 0.897 0.548 0.671 0.535
FBK B3 0.83 0.92 0.756 0.819 0.602
Table 4: Results of Main and Pilot tasks for subtask B - Events recognition and class assignment.
F1 P R Strict F1
MAIN TASK
FBK C1 (B1 D1) 0.264 0.296 0.238 0.341
FBK C2 (B1 D2) 0.253 0.265 0.241 0.325
FBK C3 (B2 D1) 0.209 0.282 0.167 0.267
FBK C4 (B2 D2) 0.168 0.203 0.255 0.258
FBK C5 (B3 D1) 0.247 0.297 0.211 0.327
FBK C6 (B3 D2) 0.247 0.297 0.211 0.327
PILOT TASK
FBK C1 (B1 D1) 0.185 0.277 0.139 0.232
FBK C2 (B1 D2) 0.174 0.233 0.139 0.221
FBK C3 (B2 D1) 0.141 0.243 0.099 0.178
FBK C4 (B2 D2) 0.139 0.215 0.102 0.174
FBK C5 (B3 D1) 0.164 0.268 0.118 0.209
FBK C6 (B3 D2) 0.164 0.268 0.118 0.209
Table 5: Results of Main and Pilot tasks for subtask C - Temporal relations from raw texts.
cross-domain temporal tagger initially developed
for English in the context of TempEval-2 (Stro¨tgen
and Gertz, 2010), which makes use of regular ex-
pressions. The distributed version of HeidelTime,
which is freely available under a GNU General
Public License, already supports Italian tempo-
ral tagging. For the EVENTI exercise, HT ex-
tended HeidelTime by tackling the recognition of
TimeML’s empty TIMEX3 tags and by tuning
HeidelTime’s Italian resources (e.g. by extend-
ing patterns, adding rules, and improving existing
ones) on the basis of the more specific annotation
guidelines and the training data released by the
task organizers.
UNIPI used the available version of HeidelTime
and adapted it by integrating into the pipeline the
Tanl tools (Attardi et al., 2010), a suite of sta-
tistical machine learning tools for text analytics
based on the software architecture paradigm of
data pipelines.
7 System Results
For subtask A, temporal expression recognition
and normalization, we had 3 participants and 6
unique runs. Table 3 shows the results for both the
Main and the Pilot tasks. In the Main Task, only
the best scoring run, i.e. HT 1.8, achieved results
in terms of F1 above 0.70 in the normalization of
the VALUE attribute. However, in the assignment
of the TYPE attribute, FBK A1 outperformed
it (0.8 vs. 0.643). As for recognition, all the
runs have a precision above 0.92, while recall
ranges from 0.654 to 0.854. An analogous trend
in the recognition of temporal expressions was
registered in the Pilot task. The best run proved to
be FBK A1 with a VALUE F1 of 0.475.
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Only one team participated in the remaining
three subtasks. In subtask B, event detection and
classification, 3 different runs were submitted.
The evaluation results are reported in Table 4.
FBK B1 is the best run both in the Main task and
in the Pilot task with an F1 on class assignment
of 0.671 and 0.604 respectively. FBK B1 has
the best results also in terms of event recognition
(0.884 in the Main task and 0.843 in the Pilot
task). Precision in event recognition is high, above
0.89, in both tasks. Recall, on the other hand,
ranges from 0.548, the lowest score obtained in
the Pilot task, to 0.868, the highest score obtained
in the Main task.
Results of Main and Pilot tasks for subtask C,
i.e. temporal relations from raw texts, are reported
in Table 5. For both Main task and Pilot task,
the best performing run is FBK C1, with 0.264
F-score and 0.185 F-score respectively.
In subtask D, i.e. TLINKs with temporal
elements given, two runs were submitted. As
shown in Table 6, FBK D1 performed better than
FBK D2 with a difference of more than 0.3 points
(0.736 vs. 0.419).
F1 P R Strict F1
FBK D1 0.736 0.74 0.731 0.731
FBK D2 0.419 0.342 0.541 0.309
Table 6: Results of Main and Pilot tasks for sub-
task D - TLINKs with temporal elements given.
8 Discussion
EVENTI achieved a significant result in setting the
state of the art on Temporal Processing for Italian
although the reduced number of participants for
three of the four subtasks limits observations on
the participants’ results.
Subtask A, temporal expression recognition and
normalization, attracted the highest number of par-
ticipants. Two participants, HT and UNIPI, de-
veloped rule-based systems both for recognition
and normalization and submitted three and two
runs respectively: HT 1.7 (the HT system pub-
licly available), HT 1.8 (the system adapted to
EVENTI) , HT 1.8 (the adapted system wothout
the empty tag feature), UNIPI 1 (a baseline ob-
tained by using the same publicly available sys-
tem as HT 1.7), and UNIPI 2 (obtained substitut-
ing the TreeTagger with the Tanl Tokenizer in Hei-
delTime). FBK, on the other hand, developed a
hybrid system: recognition is conducted by means
of an SVM classifier while normalization is pro-
vided by a rule based system adapted to Italian
(TimeNorm). Concerning recognition of tempo-
ral expressions, competition among the best per-
forminig systems, HT 1.8 and FBK A1, is high
(the difference in performance is less than 1%).
On the Main task data (contemporary news ar-
ticles), the statistical system, FBK A1, performs
best at strict matching, and only one rule-based
system, HT 1.8, performs best at relaxed match-
ing. The difference in performance between the
two rule based systems, HT and UNIPI 2, both
for recognition and normalization clearly points
to a problem in the integration of the Tanl POS
tagset in the HT system, rather than signaling
a limit of the approach for this task. Unfortu-
nately, it is not possible to compare these results
with those obtained by the systems participating
in the EVALITA 2007 TERN (Temporal Expres-
sion Recognition and Normalization) Task (Bar-
talesi Lenzi and Sprugnoli, 2007) for two main
reasons: firstly, the annotation of TIMEX3 tags
substantially differs from that for TIMEX2, which
was used for TERN, in terms of tag spans, nor-
malization and presence of empty timex tags; and
secondly, the evaluation methods in TERN, except
for the recognition task, are not comparable with
those used in EVENTI.
Subtask B, event detection and classification,
had only one team with 3 different runs. The FBK
system is based on an SVM classifier. The differ-
ence in performance between the three runs does
not concern the features used for training but the
classification method. The best result, FBK B1’s
strict F1 0.867, was obtained by splitting the de-
tection and classification task into two steps, first
detection and then classification, and using a one-
vs-one strategy. In the classification task, the pre-
dictions of the detection classifier were incorpo-
rated as a feature. FBK B3, which obtained com-
parable results to FBK B1, implements a single
classifier with one-vs-rest multi-class classifica-
tion. Difference in performance is less than 1%
suggesting that both approaches are highly com-
petitive but require different multi-class classifi-
cation methods. Semantics is encoded by means
of lexical knowledge through MultiWordNet (Pi-
anta et al., 2002). Comparisons with (Caselli et
al., 2011b) and (Robaldo et al., 2011) are not pos-
sible due to the different sizes of the training and
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test sets and also because the original TempEval-
2 test set for Italian has been incorporated in the
EVENTI training set. Nevertheless, the results re-
ported in (Caselli et al., 2011b) for event classes
suggest that more fine grained and specialized lex-
ical knowledge for event classification may pro-
vide better results.
Subtasks C and D are focused on temporal rela-
tions. The unique participant, i.e. FBK, submitted
6 runs for subtask C and 2 for subtask D. The sys-
tem for subtask C tackles the task in a two step
approach: first an SVM classifier identifies all eli-
gible event-event and event-timex pairs for a tem-
poral relation. Subsequently, a second SVM clas-
sifier, based on a previous framework for tempo-
ral relations between entities (Mirza and Tonelli,
2014), assigns the temporal relations values. This
classifier mostly uses basic morphosyntactic fea-
tures plus additional information based on the an-
notated SIGNAL. Different versions of the system
(FBK C2, FBK C4, FBK C6 and FBK D2) incor-
porate TLINK rules for event-timex pairs which
include signals as reported in the annotation guide-
lines. The system for subtask D corresponds to the
second SVM classifier developed for subtask C. In
both subtasks the presence of rules for event-timex
temporal relations have a negative impact on sys-
tem performance.
Concerning the Pilot task, no comparisons with
previous evaluations can be drawn. To the best
of our knowledge, EVENTI is the first evaluation
exercise on Temporal Information Processing on
historical texts. In general, a drop in the systems’
performance was registered. In particular, the drop
in the normalization of temporal expressions can
probably be explained by the fact that 54% of the
temporal expressions in the Pilot corpus is fuzzy
(e.g. i sacrifici dell’〈ora presente〉) or non-specific
(e.g. nei 〈giorni〉 del dolore), with respect to 24%
in the Ita-TimeBank. A similar decrease in perfor-
mance was registered in subtask D, submitted post
evaluation by FBK, where both runs achieved an
F1-score of 0.57.
8.1 Comparison with TempEval-3
Although no direct comparison can be made, it
is still interesting to compare the performance
among systems in different languages, devel-
oped and tested on annotation schemes which are
compliant with a common standard (i.e. ISO-
TimeML). We report in Table 7 the results of the
best systems from TempEval-3 (UzZaman et al.,
2013) for English (EN) and Spanish (ES) with
respect to the identification of temporal relation
from raw text.
Strict F1 F1 attribute
TASK A
HT 1.8 0.893 0.709
HeidelTime EN 0.813 0.776
HeidelTime ES 0.853 0.875
TASK B
FBK B1 0.867 0.671
ATT-1 EN 0.810 0.718
TIPSemB-F ES 0.888 0.576
TASK C∗
FBK C1 0.341 0.264
ClearTK-2 EN n.a. 0.309
TIPSemB-F ES n.a. 0.416
TASK D∗
FBK D1 0.731 0.736
UTTime-1, 4 EN n.a. 0.564
Table 7: Comparison with TempEval-3 systems.
Results for temporal expression detection, Task
A, are above 0.80 in all languages. The results
for normalization present a higher variability rang-
ing from 0.709 for Italian up to 0.875 for Span-
ish. The lower results for Italian can be due to the
fact that empty TIMEX3 tags were taken into ac-
count in the evaluation, while this was not done in
TempEval-3. Still the difference between English
and Italian is minor when compared to Spanish.
In Task B, event detection and normalization,
system results are pretty similar for event detec-
tion but differ highly for the classification. This
difference can be due mainly to the annotated data
as all systems are comparable in terms of features
used.
Finally, the analysis of Task D and C requires a
caveat, namely that Task C, full temporal process-
ing, has been simplified in Italian with respect to
Task C in TempEval-3. Nevertheless, the results
are very low, signaling that this task is very hard
and that different approaches and solutions are to
be envisaged.
9 Conclusion
This paper describes the EVENTI evaluation ex-
ercise within the EVALITA 2014 evaluation cam-
paign. The task requires the participants to auto-
matically annotate a raw text with temporal infor-
mation. This involves the identification of tempo-
ral expressions, events and temporal relations. As
for temporal relations, we have restricted the set of
relations only to event-event and event-timex pairs
in the same sentence.
The EVENTI evaluation exercise is the first
end-to-end task on Temporal Processing for Ital-
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ian and it is strictly linked to the TempEval-3 chal-
lenge. In particular, it adopts the same evaluation
method thus aiming at facilitating comparison be-
tween systems developed in different languages.
EVENTI is also the first evaluation on Temporal
Processing of Historical Texts, organized to foster
the collaboration between the NLP and the Digital
Humanities communities.
Future work will aim at providing the full set
of temporal relations without restrictions and pos-
sibly investigate temporal processing in specific
applications or broader tasks (e.g. RTE and QA)
both for Italian and from a multilingual perspec-
tive. The results obtained by the one end-to-end
system participating in EVENTI show that there
is still room for improvement in the identification
and interpretation of temporal expressions, events,
and temporal relations.
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Abstract 
English. We describe our experiments in 
participating to the EValuation of Events 
aNd Temporal Information (EVENTI) 
task, for the EVALITA 2014 evaluation 
campaign. We used the HeidelTime tag-
ger extended with a wrapper for the Tanl 
POS tagger and tokenizer of the Tanl 
suite. The rules for recognizing Italian 
temporal expressions were rewritten and 
extended after the submission, leading to 
a 10 point increase in F1 over the Italian 
rules in the HeidelTime distribution. 
Italiano. Nell’articolo descriviamo gli 
esperimenti svolti per la nostra parteci-
pazione al task EValuation of Events aNd 
Temporal Information (EVENTI), 
nel’ambito della campagna di valutaion-
ze EVALITA 2014. Per il riconoscimento 
e normalizzazione delle espresioni tem-
porali abbiamo utilizzato il tagger Hei-
delTime, estendendolo con un wrapper 
per poter utilizzare il POS tagger e il to-
kenizer della suite di NLP Tanl. Le rego-
le per il riconoscimento delle espressioni 
temporali in italiano sono state riscritte 
ed estese, dopo la sottomissione, ottenen-
do un miglioramento di 10 punti di F1 ri-
spetto alle regole presenti nella distribu-
zione di HeidelTime. 
1 Introduction 
The shared task EVENTI at Evalita 2014, re-
quired to recognize temporal expressions within 
a corpus of Italian text documents and to normal-
ize them according to the It-TimeML TIMEX3 
specifications. 
Training and test data are distributed in the 
CAT (Content Annotation Tool) (Bartalesi Lenzi 
et al., 2012) labelled format. This is an 
XMLbased standoff format where different an-
notation layers are stored in separate document 
sections and are related to each other and to 
source data through pointers. 
2 Approach 
We chose to use an available temporal tagger and 
to adapt it for the task. HeidelTime (2014) is a 
cross-domain temporal tagger developed at the 
Database Systems Research Group at Heidelberg 
University (Strötgen and Gertz, 2013). For de-
tecting temporal expressions, HeidelTime uses a 
set of rules based on regular expressions and 
conditions on the POS tags of words matched by 
those expressions. The rules also contain normal-
ization directives for producing the TIMEX3 no-
tation. 
HeidelTime provides a plugin architecture, re-
lying on external tools for performing tokeniza-
tion and POS tagging. The current distribution 
provides wrappers for TreeTagger (Schmid, 
1994), Stanford POSTagger and JVnTextPro. 
The standalone version of HeidelTime re-
quires a plain text as input and returns a TimeML 
(Pustejovsky et al., 2003) document containing 
the original text with the temporal expressions 
enclosed within a TIMEX3 element. 
HeidelTime is based on the UIMA architec-
ture, that orchestrates the processing of data 
among CAS processors, passing CAS objects 
from one stage to the next forming a pipeline. 
Typically the HeidelTime pipeline consists in 
three stages: tokenization, POS tagging and sen-
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tence annotation. The first two stages are dele-
gated to wrappers for external tools, the third one 
is dealt by HeidelTime itself. Those tools that 
provide a UIMA interface are called directly in 
memory; the others are invoked through wrap-
pers that pass them as input a plain text file and 
collect the annotations to be added to the CAS 
from their output. This is the case for TreeTag-
ger. 
In our case, we wished to use the tools from 
Tanl (Text Analytics in Natural Language) (At-
tardi, Dei Rossi and Simi, 2010) a suite of statis-
tical machine learning tools for text analytics 
based on the software architecture paradigm of 
data pipelines. Differently from UIMA, where 
each stage must process a whole document be-
fore it can be handled to the next stage, in a data 
pipeline processing occurs on demand and each 
stage pulls data as needed from its preceding 
stage. The granularity of the units of data re-
quested at each stage depends on the require-
ments of that stage and can vary from a single 
line of text, a single token or a single sentence. 
The Tanl POS tagger (Attardi et al., 2010) is 
similar to the one that achieved the best results 
(Attardi et al., 2009) in the task of POS classifi-
cation at Evalita 2009. 
3 Format Conversion 
The training corpus is provided in CAT format 
where text is represented as an ordered list of 
tokens. The temporal expression information is 
present in TIMEX3 elements within the Marka-
bles element after the tokens. A temporal event 
in the text is represented by a TIMEX3 element 
with attributes representing its type and value, 
and with children elements containing numeric 
references to the tokens involved. 
A special TIMEX3 element with no children is 
used to store the publication time information
1
, 
useful for the tagger to correctly compute the 
absolute time for relative
2
 temporal expressions 
like “ieri” or “lo scorso giugno”. 
A scorer script is provided by the organizers 
for evaluating the accuracy of a system output. 
The scorer works with two sets of CAT files, 
typically the gold annotated reference set and the 
system output. 
We process each document through the fol-
lowing steps: 
                                                 
1
 sometimes different from “creation time”. 
2
 As opposed to an absolute temporal expression like 
“23 dicembre 1934” which can be correctly tagged 
without reference to the publication time. 
1. extract the publication/creation date from the 
document; 
2. convert the corpus document to plain text or 
use the supplied text version of it; 
3. invoke HeidelTime supplying both the plain 
text file and the publication date as parame-
ters; 
4. convert the HeidelTime output into CAT 
format. 
Each step, except the 3rd, is performed by a suit-
able Python script. The whole process is driven 
by a custom Makefile, in order to automate the 
process of carrying out or of repeating the exper-
iments. 
4 Results 
Before the submission deadline we didn’t have 
time to perform any fine tuning of the Heidel-
Time rules for Italian. Instead, we focused on 
integrating the Tanl tagger into the HeidelTime 
pipeline, and to test its out-of-the-box perfor-
mance. Hence, we didn’t exploit the training 
corpus for tuning or correcting the rules for Ital-
ian, and we used a basic model for the Tanl tag-
ger. 
We submitted two runs: Unipi_Tanl and Unipi 
_TreeTagger. Unipi_TreeTagger is a baseline run 
produced using HeidelTime in its default config-
uration for Italian, using TreeTagger and the 
supplied Italian rules. Unipi_Tanl was an attempt 
to use the tools from Tanl (the Tanl Tokenizer 
and the Tanl POS tagger) adapting the rules for 
using the Tanl POS tagset. Unfortunately, as we 
discovered later delving into the code of Heidel-
Time, the rules for matching POS tags were writ-
ten using regular expressions, which turned out 
not to be supported in the current version of 
HeidelTime. 
This explains why the official scores in Table 
1 show no significant difference between the two 
runs. We corrected this problem after the sub-
mission and rewrote the rules for Italian as de-
scribed in the following section, achieving sig-
nificant improvements. 
POS Tagger F1 (strict) F1 (relaxed) 
Best 0.821 0.893 
Unipi_Tanl 0.659 0.771 
Unipi_TreeTagger 0.662 0.768 
Table 1. Results in Task A. 
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5 Wrapper for TanlTagger 
Proper use of the Tanl POS Tagger with Heidel-
Time requires adding a wrapper for it to the 
HeidelTime sources. 
We wrote a Java class HeidelTimeWrapper, 
which invokes the Tanl Tokenizer and the Tanl 
POS Tagger as subprocesses. An even better so-
lution would be to build a CAS processor inter-
face for these tools.  
A few changes were required also to the code 
of HeidelTime itself. In particular for dealing 
with POS_CONSTRAINT rules, which apply 
only if the expression belongs to a specified POS 
class, the original code performed a simple string 
match between the requested POS and the one in 
the data. However, the POS tags produced by the 
Tanl Tagger are more refined than those of 
TreeTagger and include morphology infor-
mation. One rule for example involves checking 
whether a word is a plural noun, but since nouns 
have both number and gender, it is required to 
check for either Smp (noun, male, plural) or Sfp 
(noun, female, plural). Hence we modified the 
code to allow specifying constraints by means of 
regular expressions, so that one could just write 
S.p. 
We also had to fix a bug in the code that added 
an extra empty line and skipped the final newline 
in the file passed to the tokenizer, which caused 
misalignments in tokens. 
Both these changes were reported to the main-
tainers of the package and will be included in 
later releases of HeidelTime. 
We also stumbled upon another bug in the rule 
matching code of HeidelTime: when a pattern 
contains an alternative like this “(%reU-
nit|%reUnitTime)”, where the first alterna-
tive is a substring of the second, the second one 
is discarded. 
Furthermore, we discovered another unex-
plained idiosyncrasy in some pattern behavior 
that was solved by adding a “\b” in front of them. 
6 Error Analysis 
In order to analyze the tagger errors, we devel-
oped a diff script that compares two CAT docu-
ments and lists their differences, i.e. each timex3 
present in one and missing from the other and 
vice versa. The script also signals expressions 
that are tagged with a different type/value. 
On the development set our system achieves 
these values of accuracy: 
 
 Precision Recall F1 
strict 0.800 0.809 0.805 
relaxed 0.884 0.894 0.889 
Table 2. Development results. 
The absolute values of the True Positives, False 
Positives and False Negatives on the training 
corpus are the following: 
 TP FP FN 
strict 633 149 158 
relaxed 699 83 92 
Table 3. True and False Positives on the training set. 
We investigated the causes of the large number 
of False Positives. Inspecting the output of our 
comparison script shows that the errors can be 
classified into the following types: 
 adverbs like presto/subito or adjec-
tives like passati/futuro that are ex-
cluded in the guidelines 
 person ages (51 anni) 
 double digit numbers (83, 86) 
 minor differences, e.g. in the extent of the 
expression or different time value 
 a few legitimate temporal expressions 
(una settimana fa, mese di set-
tembre, notte prima, alle 23, lu-
nedì, prossimo anno, ultimo tri-
mestre). 
Further tuning the HeidelTime rules might hence 
help reducing these errors. 
The situation with False Negatives is more 
complicated. Here is a small sample: 
91 
l'anno 
86 
data 
90 
un minimo di cinque 
un massimo di quindici anni 
l'81 
quattro ore tutte le mattine 
Verso le 9.3 
qualche mese a questa parte 
in futuro 
ora in avanti 
solo mese di settembre 
ventiquattr'ore dopo 
mese tradizionalmente "caldo" 
meno di due anni 
oltre un anno 
A few of these are actually ambiguous (91, 86, 
90, data) and would require deeper analysis to 
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be recognized as years; some are due to problems 
in HeidelTime rule matching (l’81, qualche 
mese a questa parte, oltre un anno); 
others have patterns that could actually be dealt 
by additional specific rules. 
Using the diff script we were able to address 
several misclassification problems, improving 
the HeidelTime rule system for Italian. The rules 
included for Italian in the standard distribution of 
HeidelTime contained a lot of errors. Many seem 
due to the fact that the rules appear to be incom-
plete translations from the Spanish version, as 
shown in this rule: 
[Pp]rimera met(àa') 
which should read instead 
[Pp]rima met(àa') 
In order to improve the accuracy we almost 
completely rewrote the rules for Italian and de-
voted some effort also in making them more 
modular, avoiding idiosyncrasies and repetitions. 
7 After Submission Results 
After revising the Italian rule set, we performed a 
run on the test set, using the new wrapper for the 
TanlTagger, achieving a significant accuracy 
improvement, as reported in Table 4. 
POS Tagger F1 (strict) F1 (relaxed) 
Best 0.821 0.893 
Unipi_Tanl 0.723 0.871 
Table 4. After submission results. 
8 Conclusions 
We explored a rule based approach to identifica-
tion and normalization of temporal expressions 
in Italian documents. 
We chose to use the HeidelTime kit, which al-
lows developing resources for different lan-
guages using a suitable rule syntax. 
HeidelTime has already been used in other 
challenges achieving top results on English doc-
uments at the TempEval-2 challenge in 2010. 
The rules for Italian provided in the distribu-
tion turned out to be fairly poor. By rewriting 
and extending them we were able to achieve a 
significant 10 point improvement in F1 relaxed 
accuracy, reaching a score not far from the best. 
It should be possible to close the gap with some 
additional effort. We were slowed down in doing 
so by stumbling upon some problems in the rule 
matching algorithm of HeidelTime version 1.7, 
that are due to be fixed in release 1.8. 
In order to better deal with Italian documents, 
we wrote a wrapper for the Tanl POS tagger, 
which is reported as one of the best for Italian. 
The use of POS tags is still fairly limited though: 
for instance it is used to distinguish whether a 
four digit number is not a year, by the fact that it 
is followed by a plural noun. More extensive of 
rules involving POS constraints might help elim-
inate some false positives. 
An interesting development would be to apply 
more sophisticated analysis tools, for instance a 
parser. Compositional meaning representations 
of temporal expressions could be reconstructed 
from phrases that contain temporal clues and 
machine learning could be applied to learn their 
interpretation as in (Angeli and Uszkoreit, 2013) 
or (Leey et al., 2014). 
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Abstract
English. In this paper, we describe our
participation in the EVENTI task. We ad-
dressed subtask A, the extraction and nor-
malization of temporal expressions in Ital-
ian texts, by adapting our existing multi-
lingual temporal tagger HeidelTime. In
addition to improving its ability to han-
dle Italian texts, we added further func-
tionality to support empty tags. Based on
the main evaluation criterion, HeidelTime
ranked first among the participating sys-
tems. The new HeidelTime version is pub-
licly available.1
Italiano. In questo articolo descriviamo
la nostra partecipazione al task EVENTI.
Ci siamo dedicati al sottotask A, cioè
l’estrazione e normalizzazione di espres-
sioni temporali all’interno di testi in lin-
gua italiana, e a questo scopo abbiamo
adattato il nostro temporal tagger multi-
lingue, HeidelTime. Oltre a migliorare le
sue capacità di elaborare testi in italiano,
abbiamo aggiunto nuove funzionalità per
supportare i tag vuoti. In base al princi-
pale criterio di valutazione, HeidelTime è
risultato primo rispetto agli altri sistemi
che hanno partecipato al task. La nuova
versione di HeidelTime è disponibile pub-
blicamente.1
1 Introduction
EVENTI (EValuation of Events aNd Temporal In-
formation) is a task of EVALITA 2014, an initia-
tive aimed at the evaluation of NLP tools for Ital-
ian.2 It comprises four subtasks: the extraction
and normalization of temporal expressions, i.e.,
1http://code.google.com/p/heideltime/
2http://www.evalita.it/2014
temporal tagging (A), the extraction of events (B),
and the annotation of temporal relations (C, D).
Together, they form the task of temporal anno-
tation, which is helpful in many natural language
processing and understanding applications such
as question answering and summarization. But
even the temporal tagging subtask itself is valu-
able for many applications, e.g., in information re-
trieval (Alonso et al., 2011; Campos et al., 2014).
In this paper, we describe our efforts to ad-
dress the temporal tagging subtask of EVENTI,
for which we extended and improved our tempo-
ral tagger HeidelTime (Strötgen and Gertz, 2013).
In addition to earlier approaches to Italian tem-
poral tagging (e.g., Negri 2007) and to manually
annotated Italian corpora (Magnini et al., 2006),
Italian was also one of six languages offered at
TempEval-2 (Verhagen et al., 2010). However,
participants only addressed English and Spanish,
and we also added Italian to HeidelTime only
more recently (Strötgen et al., 2014). While Ital-
ian had thus already been implemented in Heidel-
Time, there was room for improvement in the con-
text of the EVENTI challenge as will be detailed
in this paper. As reference point for our work, the
EVENTI task guidelines (Caselli et al., 2014) and
the Ita-TimeBank corpus (Caselli et al., 2011) –
newly released as training data – were used.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
After an overview of HeidelTime’s architecture
and challenges that needed to be addressed, our
adaptations to HeidelTime are detailed in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4, evaluation results are reported
and compared to those of HeidelTime’s previous
version and the systems of the other participants.
2 Starting Point & Challenges
In this section, we first describe HeidelTime’s ar-
chitecture and then explain the challenges that had
to be addressed although HeidelTime already sup-
ported Italian temporal tagging.
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2.1 HeidelTime’s Architecture
HeidelTime is a rule-based, multilingual, and
cross-domain temporal tagger initially developed
for English in the context of TempEval-2 (Strötgen
and Gertz, 2010). It is based on the Unstructured
Information Management Architecture3 (UIMA),
which allows to easily combine different modules
because all rely on the same data structure, called
Common Analysis Structure (CAS).
In a UIMA pipeline for temporal tagging with
HeidelTime, input documents are first read by
a collection reader, which initializes a CAS ob-
ject for each document. The subsequent tasks
are sentence splitting, tokenization, and part-of-
speech tagging before HeidelTime itself is called.
The TreeTagger for Italian linguistic preprocess-
ing (Schmid, 1994), and HeidelTime are employed
as analysis engines. Eventually, the output is cre-
ated by a CAS consumer, which writes the text and
its annotations to a database or file.
An important characteristic of HeidelTime’s ar-
chitecture is the strict separation of source code
and language dependent resources. This allows
adding new languages and improving already im-
plemented ones without affecting the functionality
of the system itself and without requiring a deep
knowledge of its mechanisms. Several languages
were thus integrated by different research groups:
German (Strötgen and Gertz, 2011), Dutch (van de
Camp and Christiansen, 2012), Spanish (Ströt-
gen et al., 2013), French (Moriceau and Tannier,
2014), Italian, Arabic, Vietnamese (Strötgen et
al., 2014), Chinese (Li et al., 2014), Russian, and
Croatian (Skukan et al., 2014).
HeidelTime’s language resources are of three
types: patterns, normalizations, and rules.
There is one rule file for each possible value
of the TIMEX3 type attribute (DATE, TIME,
DURATION and SET), and each rule has three
mandatory fields: RULENAME, EXTRACTION
and NORM_VALUE. The EXTRACTION field is a
regular expression that also contains references to
the patterns, which are themselves sets of regu-
lar expressions. The field NORM_VALUE uses the
normalization resources to translate the patterns
into a standard format and to normalize extracted
temporal expressions according to the TimeML
specifications (Pustejovsky et al., 2003).4
3http://uima.apache.org/
4For further details about HeidelTime’s rule syntax, we
refer to (Strötgen and Gertz, 2013).
2.2 Challenges for EVENTI Participation
HeidelTime’s initial resources for Italian were
developed on the Italian TempEval-2 train-
ing data (Strötgen et al., 2014), although the
TempEval-2 corpus developers stated that the non-
English “annotations are a bit experimental” (Ver-
hagen, 2011). Thus, using now more sophisticated
guidelines and training data, several adaptations
were required. With regard to language-dependent
resources, most work consisted of extending pat-
terns, adding rules, and improving existing ones.
Furthermore, a main challenge was that in the
EVENTI data, empty TIMEX3 tags – which rep-
resent implicit temporal information – are consid-
ered. Although such empty tags are also defined
in the original TimeML annotation specifications,5
they have hardly been considered so far, neither in
manually annotated corpora nor in research com-
petitions nor by temporal taggers. They were also
not created by HeidelTime so far, and were thus a
feature that needed to be implemented.
Finally, the particular format of the EVENTI
training and test data required specific tools to read
the documents and output HeidelTime’s annota-
tions in the required format as described below.
3 HeidelTime Adaptations
Our efforts can be split into three parts: devel-
oping UIMA components, extending HeidelTime,
and improving HeidelTime’s Italian resources.
3.1 UIMA Components for EVENTI Data
The EVENTI training and test data consist of Ita-
TimeBank documents (news articles). Each docu-
ment is provided as an XML file containing sen-
tence and token annotations. In the training data,
TIMEX3 tags are additionally provided.
To handle this format at the input and out-
put stages, we wrote a collection reader and a
CAS consumer. These are also part of the new
HeidelTime-kit, which allows to easily reproduce
our evaluation results on the EVENTI data.
3.2 Empty TIMEX3 Tags
The main feature we needed to add, though, was
the creation of empty tags. These are part of the
It-TimeML specifications but were not present in
previous temporal tagging corpora and competi-
tions. Empty tags are TIMEX3 tags that do not
5http://timeml.org/site/publications/
timeMLdocs/timeml_1.2.1.html.
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contain any tokens and should be created when-
ever a temporal expression can be inferred from al-
ready existing text-consuming TIMEX3 tags. Two
cases are implicit begin and end points of tempo-
ral expressions of type DURATION, e.g., un mese
fa (a month ago), and implicit durations which can
be deduced from two TIMEX3 tags of type DATE,
e.g., dal 2010 al 2014 (from 2010 to 2014). We
refer to the former as anchored durations and to
the latter as range expressions.6
To handle anchored durations, we modified Hei-
delTime’s rule syntax by adding an additional
field, called EMPTY_VALUE. It is syntactically
similar to NORM_VALUE and contains an offset to
a reference time. This offset, combined with the
value returned by NORM_VALUE, is then used by
HeidelTime to compute a normalized date. Note
that this EMPTY_VALUE extension is language-
independent and had to be realized by modifying
HeidelTime’s source code.
To extract range expressions, the UIMA Hei-
delTime kit already contained an analysis engine
called Interval Tagger, which creates TIMEX3 in-
dependent temporal annotations. So far, however,
only English interval rules were available, and not
TIMEX3 duration values but start and end time
points of range expressions were determined. In
addition to writing Italian rules, we thus added the
ability to calculate the difference between the two
DATE expressions, i.e., duration values for range
expressions, as defined in the specifications.
In both cases, the computed values are in-
cluded as additional, HeidelTime-internal at-
tributes to text-consuming TIMEX3 annotations.
Our EVENTI CAS consumer reads out these at-
tributes to print empty TIMEX3 tags with the re-
spective value information. Furthermore, it adds
to each empty tag a reference to the TIMEX3
tag(s) that triggered it.
3.3 Tuning Italian Resources
Despite the efforts required to implement the
empty tag feature, most time was spent on extend-
ing the existing Italian resources. This was done
by carefully applying the guidelines provided by
the EVENTI task organizers. While modifying
normalization information of existing patterns was
rather simple, quite a lot of work was needed to
improve the performance in the extraction phase.
6A third empty tag type is described as further challenge
in Section 4 since we have not yet addressed it.
Since HeidelTime is a rule-based system that
makes use of regular expressions, new patterns
were added to extract expressions which had not
been considered before and, as a consequence, to
improve the recall of the system. While doing this,
we tried to write the rules as general as possible
without producing many false positives. In Italian,
however, there are several expressions that can be
ambiguous and therefore require context knowl-
edge to be correctly interpreted. Obviously, this is
somewhat limited by the abilities of a rule-based
system and thus particularly challenging.
An example is the adverb allora, which, de-
pending on the context, can mean “at that time” or
“therefore”. Our system only identifies the tempo-
ral meaning if it can be inferred from neighboring
words, as in già allora (already at that time).
Some of the patterns that were added are those
representing sets of months or years, e.g., bimestre
(two months) and lustro (five years), and specific
post-modifiers that affect the normalization of an
expression, e.g., esaminato, in discussione and di
che trattasi, all referring to the period of time that
is being dealt with.
4 EVENTI Evaluation
The extraction quality of all participating systems
and of all runs of each system is evaluated using
precision, recall, and F1-score for strict and re-
laxed matches. To evaluate normalization abili-
ties, the accuracy of the type and value attributes
are multiplied by the F1-score for strict matches
in order to normalize it. The resulting value F1
measure is used as main evaluation criterion.
Table 1 shows official results of all participating
teams. We submitted three runs: HeidelTime 1.7
(publicly available before EVENTI), HeidelTime
1.8 (comprising all adaptations described above),
and version 1.8 without the empty tags feature.
With regard to this aspect, the measures show only
small differences, mainly because empty tags are
rare compared to other tags. Although precision is
slightly higher when ignoring empty tags, recall,
F1-score, and normalization quality increase sig-
nificantly when taking them into account.
Most important, however, is the massive im-
provement of HeidelTime 1.8 over 1.7 with re-
spect to extraction and normalization quality.
The extraction quality of the system of team B is
similar to HeidelTime 1.8. Its F1-score is slightly
higher for strict but lower for relaxed matches.
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relaxed match strict match normalization
P R F1 P R F1 type F1 value F1
HT 1.7 92.1 67.6 78.0 78.2 57.4 66.2 64.3 57.1
HT 1.8 (no ET) 94.0 82.4 87.8 86.1 75.5 80.4 77.5 69.0
HT 1.8 93.5 85.4 89.3 86.0 78.5 82.1 79.2 70.9
Team B-1 93.6 84.1 88.6 87.3 78.5 82.7 80.0 66.5
Team C-1 92.9 65.4 76.8 80.2 56.4 66.2 64.3 56.6
Team C-2 92.2 66.2 77.1 78.8 56.6 65.9 64.0 56.3
Table 1: EVENTI evaluation results on test data.
With respect to the normalization quality, Heidel-
Time outperforms team B by 4.4 and team C by
14.3 percentage points (value F1).
Finally, comparing HeidelTime’s performance
on the test set and the FBK and ILC training sets
reveals some differences. While value F1 is only
slightly higher on the FBK set (73.5), it is much
higher on the ILC set (84.2) – mainly due to many
rather difficult expressions in the FBK set.
4.1 Error Analysis
In general, four error types can be distinguished:
false positives, false negatives, partial matches,
and incorrect normalizations. Although the main
evaluation criterion combines correct value nor-
malization with strict matching, in our opinion,
value F1 with relaxed matching is even more
meaningful (HeidelTime 1.8: 74.7). Expressions
that are only partial matches but correctly normal-
ized are often equally valuable as correctly nor-
malized strict matches for any NLP or IR tasks re-
lying on temporal taggers.
Considering relaxed matching, only 37 false
positives are extracted by HeidelTime, and of 624
gold expressions, 533 are retrieved with either
strict or relaxed matching. 446 of them are ad-
ditionally normalized correctly.
Simple examples of partial matches with cor-
rect value normalization are expressions such as
un lasso di tempo di 14 giorni (a lapse of time
of 14 days), where HeidelTime extracts only 14
giorni, but the normalization is correct.
A further issue occurs if two tags are created
instead of one. Instead of ieri verso le 11 (yester-
day around 11), HeidelTime extracts ieri and verso
le 11 separately. Nonetheless, the value of verso le
11 is the same as the gold annotation. Considering
strict matching, such mistakes generate two false
positives and one false negative.
A reason for incorrect normalizations is that
several DATE expressions have a value of
XXXX-XX-XX in the gold standard. HeidelTime,
however, tries to resolve extracted DATE expres-
sions instead of leaving them unspecified. An-
other reason is the occurrence of TIME values that
contain a time without date in the gold standard.
However, it is often difficult to decide if a TIME
expression refers to a specific day or if it is used
generically. HeidelTime usually assigns values to
TIME expressions with specified day information.
Furthermore, its strategy to select the previously
mentioned day as reference day is sometimes in-
correct. Often, however, this strategy works fine
as in the example above where ieri is selected as
reference time for the expression verso le 11.
4.2 Open Challenges
What needs to be addressed in the future is a third
category of expressions that generate empty tags,
namely framed durations. These are durations lo-
cated in a specific time frame and for which a be-
gin and an end point can be inferred. An example
is i primi 6 mesi dell’anno (the first 6 months of
the year), where, in addition to a DURATION (i
primi 6 mesi) and a DATE (anno), two additional
DATE expressions can be deduced, referring to the
first and sixth month of the year in question. Thus,
two empty tags with values pointing to January
and June of the respective year should be created.
A further example of an ambiguity issue in ad-
dition to the ones described in Section 3.3, are
expressions referring to ages which are often am-
biguous in Italian. For instance, the Italian expres-
sion 26 anni can mean “26 year old” or “26 years”
– but only in the latter case it should be annotated.
Finally, the creation of empty tags has been de-
veloped specifically for the EVENTI task, so that
it is currently only available for Italian. However,
the expansion to the other languages supported
by HeidelTime should not be time consuming be-
cause it merely requires an adaptation of the rules.
5 Summary
In this paper, we described our participation in
the temporal tagging task of EVENTI 2014. By
extending HeidelTime to cover TimeML’s empty
TIMEX3 tags and by tuning HeidelTime’s Ital-
ian resources based on high quality specifications
and training data, we significantly improved Hei-
delTime’s tagging quality for Italian. We outper-
formed the other participants’ systems by at least
4.4 percentage points for correct extraction and
normalization (value F1).
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Abstract
English. In this paper we present an end-
to-end system for temporal processing of
Italian texts based on a machine learning
approach, specifically supervised classifi-
cation. The system participated in all sub-
tasks of the EVENTI task at Evalita 2014
(identification of time expressions, events,
and temporal relations), including the pilot
task on historical texts.
Italiano. In questo articolo presentiamo
un sistema end-to-end per l’analisi tem-
porale su testi in italiano basato su algo-
ritmi di apprendimento automatico (clas-
sificazione supervisionata). Il sistema ha
partecipato a tutti i sottotask di EVENTI a
Evalita 2014 (individuazione di espressioni
di tempo, eventi e relazioni temporali), in-
cluso il task pilota relativo a testi storici.
1 Introduction
Research on temporal processing has been gain-
ing a lot of attention from the NLP community in
the recent years. The goal is to automatically ex-
tract events and temporal information from texts
in natural language. The most recent shared task,
TempEval-3 (UzZaman et al., 2013), focused on
these goals. However, even though TempEval-3
organizers also released annotated data in Spanish,
English is still given the most attention.
EVENTI1, one of the new tasks of Evalita 20142,
is established to promote research in temporal pro-
cessing for Italian texts. Currently, even though
there exist some independent modules for temporal
expression extraction (e.g. HeidelTime (Stro¨tgen
et al., 2014)) and event extraction (e.g. Caselli et
1https://sites.google.com/site/
eventievalita2014/
2http://www.evalita.it/2014
al. (2011)), there is no complete system for tem-
poral processing for Italian. The main EVENTI
task is composed of 4 subtasks for time expression
recognition and normalization, event detection and
classification and temporal relation extraction from
newspaper articles. A pilot task on temporal pro-
cessing of historical texts was also proposed. Our
system participated in both tasks.
In this paper, we summarize our attempts and
approaches in building a complete extraction sys-
tem for temporal expressions, events, and temporal
relations, which participates in the EVENTI chal-
lenge.
2 End-to-end system
We developed an end-to-end system to participate
in the EVENTI challenge. It combines three sub-
systems: (i) time expression (timex) recognizer
and normalizer, (ii) event extraction and (iii) tem-
poral relation identification and classification. The
subsystems used have been first developed for En-
glish as part of the NewsReader project3 and then
adapted to Italian. In order to adapt and test them
for Italian, we used the training data released by
the task organizers and split them into development
and test data (in 80%/20% proportion).
The timex normalizer includes an adaptation of
TimeNorm developed by Bethard (2013) for En-
glish, based on synchronous context free grammars.
The other subsystems are based on machine learn-
ing and use Support Vector Machines algorithm.
All subtasks, except the timex normalization sub-
task, are treated as classification problems. The fea-
ture sets used for building the classification models
share a common ground, including morphological,
syntactical and contextual features. The best com-
bination of features and pre- and post-processing
steps have been selected on the basis of experi-
ments performed on the development data. The
3http://www.newsreader-project.eu/
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models used in the final system runs for the chal-
lenge have been trained on the whole training data.
3 Data and Tools
3.1 Data
The training data, the EVENTI corpus, is a simpli-
fied annotated version of the Ita-TimeBank released
by the task organizers for developing purpose, con-
taining 274 documents and around 112,385 tokens.
3.2 Tools
• TextPro4 (Pianta et al., 2008), a suite of NLP
tools for processing English and Italian texts.
Among the modules we use: lemmatizer, mor-
phological analyzer, part-of-speech tagger, chun-
ker, named entity tagger and dependency parser.
• YamCha5, a text chunker which uses SVMs al-
gorithm. YamCha supports the dynamic features
that are decided dynamically during the classifi-
cation. It also supports multi-class classification
using either one-vs-rest or one-vs-one strategies.
• Snowball Italian stemmer6, a library for get-
ting the stem form of a word.
3.3 Resources
• MultiWordNet7, a multilingual lexical database
containing WordNet aligned with the Italian
WordNet. We extracted a list of words and their
domains (e.g. ricerca [research] is associated to
the domain factotum).
• derIvaTario lexicon8, an annotated lexicon of
about 11,000 Italian derivatives.
• Lists of temporal signals extracted from the
training corpus. Mirza and Tonelli (2014) shows
that the system performance benefits from dis-
tinguishing event-related signals (e.g. mentre
[while]) from timex-related signals (e.g. tra
[within]), therefore we split the list of signals
into two separate lists.
4 Timex Extraction System
4.1 Timex Extent and Type Identification
The task of recognizing the extent of a timex, as
well as determining the timex type (i.e. DATE,
4http://textpro.fbk.eu/
5http://chasen.org/˜taku/software/
yamcha/
6http://snowball.tartarus.org/
algorithms/italian/stemmer.html
7http://multiwordnet.fbk.eu
8http://derivatario.sns.it/
TIME, DURATION and SET), can be taken as a text
chunking task. Since the extent of timex can be
expressed by multi-token expressions, we employ
the IOB2 tagging9 to annotate the data. In the end,
the classifier has to classify a token into 9 classes:
B-DATE, I-DATE, B-TIME, I-TIME, B-DURATION,
I-DURATION, B-SET, I-SET and O (for other).
The classifier is built using YamCha. One-vs-
rest strategy for multi-class classification is used.
The following features are defined to characterize
a token:
• Token’s text, lemma, part-of-speech (PoS) tags,
flat constituent (noun phrase or verbal phrase),
and the entity’s type if the token is part of a
named entity;
• Whether a token matches regular expression pat-
terns for unit (e.g. secondo [second]), part of
a day, name of days, name of months, name of
seasons, ordinal and cardinal numbers, year (e.g.
’80, 2014), time, duration (e.g. 1h3’, 50”), tem-
poral adverbs, names (e.g. natale [Christmas]),
set (e.g. mensile [monthly]), or temporal signal
as defined in TimeML;
• All of the above features for the preceding two
and following two tokens, except the token’s
text;
• The preceding two labels tagged by the classifier.
4.2 Timex Value Normalization
For timex normalization, we decided to extend
TimeNorm10 (Bethard, 2013) to cover Italian time
expressions. For English, it is shown to be the
best performing system for most evaluation corpora
compared with other systems such as HeidelTime
(Stro¨tgen et al., 2013) and TIMEN (Llorens et al.,
2012).
We translated and modified some of the exist-
ing English grammar into Italian. Apart from the
grammar, we modified the TimeNorm code in order
to support Italian language specificity: normaliza-
tion of accented letters, unification of articles and
articulated prepositions, and handling the token
splitting for Italian numbers that are concatenated
(e.g. duemilaquattordici [two thousand fourteen]).
TimeNorm parses time expressions, and given
an anchor time returns all possible normalizations
following TimeML specifications. The anchor time
9IOB2 tagging format is a common tagging format for text
chunking. The B- prefix is used to tag the beginning of a
chunk, and the I- prefix indicates the tags inside a chunk. The
label O indicates that a token belongs to no chunk.
10http://github.com/bethard/timenorm
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passed to TimeNorm is always assumed to be the
document creation time.
We have added post-process rules in order to se-
lect one of the returned values. The system chooses
the value format that is most consistent with the
timex type. For example if the timex is of type
DURATION, the system selects the value starting
with P (for Period of time).
After evaluating TimeNorm on the training data,
we have added some pre-processing and post-
processing steps in order to improve the perfor-
mance of the system. The pre-processing rules treat
time expressions composed by only one or two dig-
its, and append either a unit or a name of month,
which is inferred from a nearby timex or from the
document creation time (e.g. Siamo partiti il 7timex
[We left (on) the 7] (DCT=2014-09-23 tid="t0")
→ 7 settembretimex [September 7]). We noticed
that the TimeNorm grammar does not support the
normalization of the semester or half-year unit (e.g.
il primo semestre [the first semester]). In order to
cope with this issue, we have developed some post-
processing rules. Despite that, some expressions
cannot be normalized because they are too com-
plex, e.g. ‘ultimo trimestre dell’anno precedente’
[last quarter of the previous year].
4.3 Empty Timex Identification
The EVENTI annotation guidelines specifies the
creation of empty TIMEX3 tags whenever a tem-
poral expression can be inferred from a text-
consuming one. For example, for the expression
“un mese fa [one month ago]” two TIMEX3 tags are
annotated: (i) one of type DURATION that strictly
corresponds to the duration of one month (P1M)
and (ii) one of type DATE that is not text consum-
ing, referring to the date of one month ago.
As these timex are not text consuming they can-
not be discovered by the text chunking approach.
We performed the recognition of the empty timex
using some simple post-processing rules and the
timex normalization module.
5 Event Extraction System
Event detection is taken as a text chunking task, in
which tokens have to be classified in two classes:
EVENT (i.e. the token is included in an event ex-
tent) or O (for other). Then events are classified
into one of the 7 TimeML classes: OCCURRENCE,
STATE, I STATE, REPORTING, I ACTION, PERCEP-
TION and ASPECTUAL.
In the case of multi-token events, we considered
only the head of events in building the classification
models. Once the events have been extracted and
classified, we post-process the text to detect the full
extent of multi-token events. The post-processing
is done by using the list of multi-token expressions
in Italian provided by the task organizers.
The classification models are built using Yamcha.
The following features are taken into consideration
both for event extent and class identification:
• Token’s lemma, stem, PoS tags, flat constituent
(noun phrase or verbal phrase), and the entity’s
type if the token is part of a named entity;
• Whether the token is part of a time expression
(labels from the Timex Extraction system);
• Token’s simplified PoS (e.g. n for nouns, v for
verbs, etc.), tense for verbs;
• Token’s suffix if it is one of the following: -zione,
-mento, -tura and -aggio;
• The frequency of the token’s appearance in an
event extent within the training corpus. We have
defined three values to represent the frequency:
never (the token never appears in an event ex-
tent), sometimes (it appears more often outside
of an event extent than inside), often (it appears
more often in an event extent than outside);
• Token’s WordNet domain;
• Token’s derivative if applicable (e.g. chiudere
[close] for chiusura [closure]);
• The preceding 3 labels tagged by the classifier.
The features related to token’s suffix, derived
word, WordNet domain and frequency are used
mainly to improve the recognition of nominal
events. The eventive meaning of a noun is indeed
difficult to detect with only simple features.
We have submitted three runs that differ from
the number of classifiers and the multi-class classi-
fication strategy used.
Run 1 / Run2 In both runs two classifiers are
used: (i) one to identify event extents and (ii) one
to classify the identified events. For Run 1, the
method used for multi-class classification is the
one-vs-one strategy, while the one-vs-rest strategy
is used for Run 2. All the features described above
are used. In addition, some features of the two pre-
ceding and the two following tokens are included
(e.g. token’s PoS, lemma). For event class classi-
fication, we have added in the feature set the label
predicted by the first classifier (EVENT or O).
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Run 3 One single classifier is trained to both
detect and classify events. Each token is classified
into one of the seven event classes or O for other (i.e.
the token is not part of an event extent). The one-
vs-rest multi-class classification method is used.
6 Temporal Relation Extraction System
6.1 Temporal Link Identification
In the EVENTI challenge, the task of tempo-
ral link identification is restricted to event/event
and event/timex pairs within the same sentence.
We consider all combinations of event/event and
event/timex pairs within the same sentence (in a
forward manner) as candidate temporal links. For
example, if we have a sentence with an entity order
such as “...ev1...tmx1...ev2...”, the candidate pairs
are (ev1, tmx1), (ev2, tmx1) and (ev1, ev2).
Next, in order to filter the candidate links, we
classify a given event/event or event/timex pair into
two classes: REL (i.e. the pair is considered as
having a temporal link) or O (for other).
A classification model is trained for each type
of entity pair (event/event and event/timex), as sug-
gested in previous works (Mani et al., 2006). Again,
YamCha is used to build the classifiers. However,
this time, a feature vector is built for each pair of
entities (e1, e2) and not for each token as in the
previous classification tasks. The same set of fea-
tures used for the temporal relation classification
task, which are explained in the following section,
is applied.
6.2 Temporal Relation Type Classification
Given an ordered pair of entities (e1, e2) that could
be either event/event or event/timex pair, the classi-
fier has to assign a certain label, namely one of the
13 TimeML temporal relation types: BEFORE, AF-
TER, IBEFORE, IAFTER, INCLUDES, IS INCLUDED,
MEASURE, SIMULTANEOUS, BEGINS, BEGUN BY,
ENDS, ENDED BY and IDENTITY.
The classification models are built in the same
way as in identifying temporal links. The overall
approach is largely inspired by an existing frame-
work for the classification of temporal relations in
English documents (Mirza and Tonelli, 2014). The
implemented features are as follows:
String and grammatical features. Tokens, lem-
mas, PoS tags and flat constituent (noun phrase or
verbal phrase) of e1 and e2, along with a binary
feature indicating whether e1 and e2 have the same
PoS tags (only for event/event pairs).
Textual context. Pair order (only for event/timex
pairs, i.e. event/timex or timex/event), textual order
(i.e. the appearance order of e1 and e2 in the text)
and entity distance (i.e. the number of entities
occurring between e1 and e2).
Entity attributes. Event attributes (class, tense,
aspect and polarity) 11, and timex type attribute 12
of e1 and e2 as specified in TimeML annotation.
Four binary features are used to represent whether
e1 and e2 have the same event attributes or not
(only for event/event pairs).
Dependency information. Dependency relation
type existing between e1 and e2, dependency order
(i.e. governor-dependent or dependent-governor),
and binary features indicating whether e1/e2 is the
root of the sentence.
Temporal signals. We take into account the list
of temporal signals as explained in Section 3.3.
Tokens of temporal signals occurring around e1
and e2 and and their positions with respect to e1
and e2 (i.e. between e1 and e2, before e1, or at the
beginning of the sentence) are used as features.
In order to provide the classifier with more data
to learn from, we bootstrap the training data with
inverse relations (e.g. BEFORE/AFTER). By switch-
ing the order of the entities in a given pair and
labelling the pair with the inverse relation type, we
roughly double the size of the training corpus.
There are two variations of system submitted.
Run 1 We only consider the frequent rela-
tion types, i.e. BEFORE, AFTER, INCLUDES,
IS INCLUDED, MEASURE, SIMULTANEOUS and
IDENTITY, in building the classifier for event/event
pairs. Using only the frequent relation types re-
sults in better performance than using the full set of
relation types, because the dataset becomes more
balanced.
Run 2 Similar as Run 1, however, we incorpo-
rate the TLINK rules for event/timex pairs which
conforms to specific signal patterns as explained in
the task guidelines13. For example, EVENT + dal +
DATEtype→ relType=BEGUN BY. The event/timex
11The event attributes tense, aspect and polarity have been
annotated using rules based on the EVENTI guidelines and
using the morphological analyses of each token.
12The value attribute tends to decrease the classifier perfor-
mance as shown in Mirza and Tonelli (2014), and therefore, it
is excluded from the feature set.
13http://sites.google.com/site/
eventievalita2014/file-cabinet/
specificheEvalita_v2.pdf
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pairs matching the patterns are automatically as-
signed with relation types according to the rules,
and do not need to be classified.
7 Results
Table 1 shows the results of our system on the two
tasks of the EVENTI challenge, i.e. the main task
(MT) and the pilot task (PT), and on the 4 subtasks
(Task A, B, C and D). For the pilot task we give
only the results obtained with the best system.
7.1 Timex Extraction - Task A
For the main task, in recognizing the extent of
timex, the system achieves 0.827 F-score using
strict-match scheme. The accuracy in determin-
ing the timex type is 0.8, while the accuracy in
determining the timex value is 0.665.
For the pilot task, in recognizing the extent of
timex, the system achieves comparable scores with
the main task. However, in determining the timex
type and value, the accuracies drop considerably.
7.2 Event Extraction - Task B
On task B the best results are achieved with Run 1,
with a strict F-score of 0.867 for event detection
and an F-score of 0.671 for event classification. In
this run we trained two classifiers using the one-
vs-one multi-class classification strategy. On the
pilot task data the results are a little bit lower, with
a strict F-score of 0.834 for event detection and an
F-score of 0.604 for event classification.
Note that for Run 3 due to a problem while train-
ing the model on all the training data, we have
re-trained the model on only 80% of the data.
7.3 Determining Temporal Relation Types -
Task D
For the main task, note that there is a slight error in
the format conversion for Run 2. Hence, we recom-
puted the scores of Run 2* independently, which
results in a slightly better performance compared
with Run 1. The system (Run 2*) yields 0.738
F-score using TempEval-3 evaluation scheme.
For the pilot task (post-submission evaluation),
both Run 1 and Run 2 have exactly the same
scores, which are 0.588 F-score using TempEval-3
evaluation scheme. This suggests that in the pi-
lot data there is no event/timex pair matching the
EVENT-signal-TIMEX3 pattern rules listed in the
task guidelines.
7.4 Temporal Awareness - Task C
For this task, we combine the timex extraction sys-
tem, the 3 system runs for event extraction (Ev),
the system for identifying temporal links, and the 2
system runs for classifying temporal relation types
(Tr). We found that for both main task and pilot
task, the best performing system is the combination
of the best run of task B (Ev Run 1) and the best run
of task D (Tr Run 1), with 0.341 F-score and 0.232
F-score respectively (strict-match evaluation).
8 Discussion
We have developed an end-to-end system for tem-
poral processing of Italian text. In the EVENTI
challenge, we have tested our system on recent
newspaper articles, taken from the same sources as
the training data, as well as on newspaper articles
published in 1914. Without any specific adaptation
to historical text, our system yields comparable
results.
For the timex extraction task, in identifying the
extent and the type of timex, the system achieves
good results. In normalizing the timex value,
however, the performance is still considerably
lower than the state-of-the-art system for English
(TimeNorm). This suggests that the TimeNorm
adaptation for Italian can still be improved.
For determining timex types and values (as well
as temporal relation types), the system performs
better on the main task than on the pilot task. With
the assumption that the articles written with a gap
of one century differ more at the lexical level than
at the syntactic level, our take on this phenomena is
that in determining timex types, timex values and
temporal relation types, the system relies more on
the lexical/semantic features. Hence, the perfor-
mances of the system decrease when it is applied
on historical texts.
In the event extraction task, we observed that
the event classification performed better with the
one-vs-one multi-class strategy than with the one-
vs-rest one. Looking at the number of predicted
events with both classifiers, the second classifier
did not classify all the events found (1036 events
were not classified). For this reason the precision
is slightly better but the recall is much lower. We
have also observed some problems in the detection
of multi-token events.
For the relation classification task, as the dataset
is heavily skewed, we have decided to reduce the
set of temporal relation types. It would be inter-
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Subtask Task Run F1 R P Strict F1 Strict R Strict P type F1 value F1
Task A MT R1 0.886 0.841 0.936 0.827 0.785 0.873 0.800 0.665
PT R1 0.870 0.794 0.963 0.746 0.680 0.825 0.678 0.475
Task B MT R1 0.884 0.868 0.902 0.867 0.850 0.884 0.671
R2 0.749 0.632 0.917 0.732 0.618 0.897 0.632
R3 0.875 0.838 0.915 0.858 0.822 0.898 0.670
PT R1 0.843 0.793 0.900 0.834 0.784 0.890 0.604
Task D MT R1 0.736 0.731 0.740 0.731 0.727 0.735
R2 0.419 0.541 0.342 0.309 0.307 0.311
R2* 0.738 0.733 0.742 0.733 0.729 0.737
PT R1 & R2 0.588 0.588 0.588 0.570 0.570 0.570
Task C MT Ev R1 / Tr R1 0.264 0.238 0.296 0.341 0.308 0.381
Ev R1 / Tr R2 0.253 0.241 0.265 0.325 0.313 0.339
Ev R2 / Tr R1 0.209 0.167 0.282 0.267 0.209 0.368
Ev R2 / Tr R2 0.203 0.168 0.255 0.258 0.212 0.329
Ev R3 / Tr R1 0.247 0.211 0.297 0.327 0.279 0.395
Ev R3 / Tr R2 0.247 0.211 0.297 0.327 0.279 0.395
PT Ev R1 / Tr R1 0.185 0.139 0.277 0.232 0.173 0.349
Table 1: FBK-HLT-time results (MT: Main Task; PT: Pilot Task; Ev Rn: run n of Task B; Tr Rn: run n of Task D)
esting to see if using patterns or trigger lists as a
post-processing step can improve the system on the
detection of the under-represented relations. For ex-
ample, the relation type IAFTER (as a special case
of the relation AFTER) can be recognized through
the adjective immediato [immediate].
In a close future, our system will be included in
the TextPro tools suite, both for Italian and English.
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Abstract
English. The SENTIment POLarity Clas-
sification Task (SENTIPOLC), a new
shared task in the Evalita evaluation cam-
paign, focused on sentiment classification
at the message level on Italian tweets.
It included three subtasks: subjectivity
classification, polarity classification, and
irony detection. SENTIPOLC was the
most participated Evalita task with a to-
tal of 35 submitted runs from 11 differ-
ent teams. We present the datasets and
the evaluation methodology, and discuss
results and participating systems.
Italiano. Descriviamo modalita` e risultati
della campagna di valutazione di sistemi
di sentiment analysis (SENTIment POLar-
ity Classification Task), proposta per la
prima volta a “Evalita–2014: Evalua-
tion of NLP and Speech Tools for Ital-
ian”. In SENTIPOLC e` stata valutata la
capacita` dei sistemi di riconoscere il sen-
timent espresso nei messaggi Twitter in
lingua italiana. Sono stati proposti tre
sotto-task: subjectivity classification, po-
larity classification e un sotto-task pilota
di irony detection. La campagna ha susci-
tato molto interesse e ricevuto un totale di
35 run inviati da 11 gruppi di partecipanti.
1 Introduction
The huge amount of information streaming from
online social networking and micro-blogging plat-
forms such as Twitter, is increasingly attracting the
attention of researchers and practitioners. The fact
that the over 30 teams participated in the Semeval
2013 shared task on Sentiment Analysis in English
tweets (Nakov et al., 2013) is indicative in itself.
Several frameworks for detecting sentiments
and opinions in social media have been developed
for different application purposes, and Sentiment
Analysis (SA) is recognized as a crucial tool in
social media monitoring platforms providing busi-
ness services. Extracting sentiments expressed in
tweets has been used for several purposes: to mon-
itor political sentiment (Tumasjan et al., 2011), to
extract critical information during times of mass
emergency (Verma et al., 2011), to detect moods
and happiness in a given geographical area from
geotagged tweets (Mitchell et al., 2013), and in
several social media monitoring services.
Overall, the linguistic analysis of social media
has become a relevant topic of research, naturally
relying on resources such as sentiment annotated
datasets, sentiment lexica, and the like. However,
the availability of resources for languages other
than English is usually rather scarce, and this holds
for Italian as well (Basile and Nissim, 2013; Bosco
et al., 2013). The organisation of the SENTIPOLC
shared task, articulated in three sub-tasks, was thus
aimed at providing reliably annotated data as well
as promoting the development of systems towards
a better understanding and processing of how sen-
timent is conveyed in tweets.
2 Task description
The main goal of SENTIPOLC is sentiment anal-
ysis at the message level on Italian tweets. We de-
vised three sub-tasks, with increasing complexity.
Task 1: Subjectivity Classification: a system
must decide whether a given message is subjective
or objective.
This is a standard task on recognising whether
a message is subjective or objective. (Bruce and
Wiebe, 1999; Pang and Lee, 2008).
Task 2: Polarity Classification: a system must
decide whether a given message is of positive, neg-
ative, neutral or mixed sentiment.
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Sentiments expressed in tweets are typically
categorized as positive, negative or neutral, but a
message can contain parts expressing both pos-
itive and negative sentiment (mixed sentiment).
Differently from most SA tasks, chiefly the Se-
meval 2013 task, in our data positive and negative
polarities are not mutually exclusive. This means
that a tweet can be at the same time positive and
negative, yielding a mixed polarity, or also nei-
ther positive nor negative, meaning it is a subjec-
tive statement with neutral polarity.1 Section 3.2
provides further explanation and examples.
Task 3 (Pilot): Irony Detection: a system must
decide whether a given message is ironic or not.
Twitter communications include a high percent-
age of ironic messages (Davidov et al., 2010; Hao
and Veale, 2010; Gonza´lez-Iba´n˜ez et al., 2011;
Reyes et al., 2013; Reyes et al., 2014), and plat-
forms monitoring the sentiment in Twitter mes-
sages experienced the phenomenon of wrong po-
larity classification in ironic messages (Bosco et
al., 2013). Indeed, the presence of ironic de-
vices in a text can work as an unexpected “polar-
ity reverser” (one says something “good” to mean
something “bad”), thus undermining systems’ ac-
curacy. In order to investigate this issue, our
dataset includes ironic messages, and we devised
a pilot subtask concerning irony detection.
The three tasks are meant to be completely inde-
pendent. For example, a team could take part in
the polarity classification task, which only applies
to subjective tweets, without tackling Task 1. For
each task, each team could submit two runs:
• constrained: using the provided training
data only; other resources, such as lexicons
are allowed; however, it is not allowed to use
additional training data in the form of tweets
or sentences with sentiment annotations;
• unconstrained: using additional data for
training, as more sentiment annotated tweets.
Participants willing to submit an unconstrained
run for a given task were required to also submit a
constrained run for the same task.
3 Development and Test Data
3.1 Corpora Description
The data that we are using for this shared task is
a collection of tweets derived from two existing
1In accordance with (Wiebe et al., 2005).
corpora, namely SENTI-TUT (Bosco et al., 2013)
and TWITA (Basile and Nissim, 2013). Both cor-
pora have been revised according to the new anno-
tation guidelines specifically devised for this task
(see Section 3.3 for details).
There are two main components of the data: a
generic and a political collection. The latter has
been extracted exploiting specific keywords and
hashtags marking political topics, while the for-
mer is composed of random tweets on any topic.
Each tweet is thus also marked with a “topic” tag.
A tweet is represented as a sequence of comma-
separated fields, namely the Twitter id, the subjec-
tivity field, the positive polarity field, the negative
polarity field, the irony field, and the topic field.
Apart from the id, which is a string of numeric
characters, the value of all the other fields can be
either “0” or “1”. For the four classes to annotate,
0 and 1 mean that the feature is absent/present, re-
spectively. For the topic field, 0 means “generic”
and 1 means “political”.
3.2 Manual annotation
The fields with manually annotated values are:
subj, pos, neg, iro. While these classes could
be in principle independent of each other, the fol-
lowing constraints hold in our annotation scheme:
• An objective tweet will not have any polarity
nor irony, thus if subj = 0, then pos = 0,
neg = 0, and iro = 0.
• A subjective tweet can exhibit at the same
time positive and negative polarity (mixed),
thus pos = 1 and neg = 1 can co-exist.
• A subjective tweet can exhibit no specific po-
larity and be just neutral but with a clear sub-
jective flavour, thus subj = 1 and pos = 0
and neg = 0 is a possible combination.
• An ironic tweet is always subjective and
it must have one defined polarity, so that
iro = 1 cannot be combined with pos and
neg having the same value.
Table 1 summarises the combinations allowed in
our annotation scheme. Information regarding
manual annotation and the possible combinations
was made available to the participants when the
development set was released.
The SENTI-TUT section of the dataset was pre-
viously annotated for polarity and irony2. The tags
2For the annotation process and inter-annotator agree-
ment for the TW–NEWS and TW–FELICITTA portions of
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Table 1: Combinations of values allowed by our annotation scheme
subj pos neg iro description
0 0 0 0 an objective tweet
example: l’articolo di Roberto Ciccarelli dal manifesto di oggi http://fb.me/1BQVy5WAk
1 0 0 0 a subjective tweet with neutral polarity and no irony
example: Primo passaggio alla #strabrollo ma secondo me non era un iscritto
1 1 0 0 a subjective tweet with positive polarity and no irony
example: splendida foto di Fabrizio, pluri cliccata nei siti internazionali di Photo Natura
http://t.co/GWoZqbxAuS
1 0 1 0 a subjective tweet with negative polarity and no irony
example: Monti, ripensaci: l’inutile Torino-Lione inguaia l’Italia: Tav, appello a Mario Monti da
Mercalli, Cicconi, Pont... http://t.co/3CazKS7Y
1 1 1 0 a subjective tweet with positive and negative polarity (mixed polarity) and no irony
example: Dati negativi da Confindustria che spera nel nuovo governo Monti. Castiglione:
”Avanti con le riforme” http://t.co/kIKnbFY7
1 1 0 1 a subjective tweet with positive polarity, and an ironic twist
example: Letta: sicuramente non faro` parte del governo Monti . e siamo un passo avanti. #finecorsa
1 0 1 1 a subjective tweet with negative polarity, and an ironic twist
example: Botta di ottimismo a #lInfedele: Governo Monti, o la va o la spacca.
POS, NEG, MIXED and NONE3 in Senti–TUT
were automatically mapped in the following val-
ues for the SENTIPOLC’s subj, pos, neg, and
iro annotation fields: POS ⇒ 1100; NEG ⇒
1010; MIXED ⇒ 1110; NONE ⇒ 0000. How-
ever, the original Senti–TUT annotation scheme
did only partially match the one proposed for
this task, in particular regarding the ironic tweets,
which were annotated just as HUM in SENTI–
TUT, without polarity. Thus, for each tweet tagged
as HUM (ca. 800 tweets), two annotators indepen-
dently added the polarity dimension. The inter-
annotator agreement at this stage was κ = 0.259.
In a second round, a third annotator attempted
to solve the disagreements (ca. 33%). Tweets
where all three annotators had a different opinion
(ca. 10%) were discussed jointly for the final la-
bel assignment. Note that all the HUM cases that
showed no or mixed polarity were considered sim-
ply humorous rather than ironic, and marked as
1000 or 1110, respectively.
The TWITA section of the dataset had to be
completely re-annotated, as irony annotation was
missing, and the three labels adopted in the orig-
inal data (positive, negative, and neutral, where
neutral stood both for objective tweets and sub-
jective tweets with mixed polarity, see (Basile and
Nissim, 2013)), were not directly transferrable to
the new scheme. The annotation was performed
SENTI–TUT see (Bosco et al., 2013; Bosco et al., 2014).
3Four annotators collectively reconsidered the set of
tweets tagged by NONE in order to distinguish the few cases
of subjective, neutral, not-ironic tweets (1000). The original
Senti–TUT scheme did not allow such finer distinction.
by four experts in three rounds. Round one saw
two annotators independently mark each tweet.
Inter-annotator agreement was measured at κ =
.482 for Task 1, κ = 0.678 for positive labels
and κ = 0.638 for negative labels in Task 2, and
at κ = 0.353 for Task 3. In round two, a third
annotator made a decision on the disagreements
from round one, and in round three a fourth an-
notator had to decide on those cases where dis-
agreements were left by the previous two rounds.
Tweets where all four annotators had a different
opinion amounted to just nine cases, and were dis-
cussed jointly for the final label assignment.
Finally, to ensure homogenous annotation over
the whole dataset, annotators of one subset
checked the annotation of the other. No diver-
gences in the guidelines’ interpretation surfaced.
3.3 Distribution and data format
Participants were provided with a development
set (SentiDevSet henceforth), consisting of 4,513
tweets encoded as described in 3.2. The dataset is
the same for all three subtasks.
Due to Twitter’s privacy policy, tweets cannot
be distributed directly, so participants were also
provided with a web interface based on the use
of RESTful Web API technology, through which
they could download the tweet’s text on the fly for
all the ids provided.4
However, some tweets for which ids were dis-
tributed, might be not available anymore at down-
load time for various reasons: Twitter users can
4http://www.di.unito.it/˜tutreeb/
sentipolc-evalita14/tweet.html.
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delete their own posts anytime; their accounts can
be temporarily suspended or deactivated. As a
consequence, it is possible that the number of the
available messages in the development dataset will
vary over time. In order to deal with this issue, at
submission time participants were asked to equip
their runs with the information about the number
of tweets actually retrieved from SentiDevSet.
The format of the dataset provided by the Web
interface is as follows:
“id”,“subj”,“pos”,“neg”,“iro”,“top”,“text”
where the field text is to be filled using the pro-
cedure available on the website mentioned above.
In cases where the tweet is no longer available,
the text field is filled by the string: “Tweet Not
Available”, rather than by the text of the tweet.
The version of the data of the SentiDevSet
includes for each tweet the manual annotation
for the subj, pos, neg and iro fields, ac-
cording to the format explained above. Instead,
the blind version of the data for the test set
(SentiTestSet henceforth) only contains values
for the idtwitter and top fields. In other
words, the development data contains the first
six columns annotated, while the test data con-
tains values only in the first (id) and last (topic)
columns. In both cases, the idtwitter allows
to fetch the Twitter message. The distribution of
combinations in both datasets is given in Table 2.
Table 2: Distribution of labels in gold standard
combination SentiDevSet SentiTestSet
0 0 0 0 1276 (28%) 501 (26%)
1 0 0 0 270 (6%) 111 (6%)
1 0 1 0 1182 (26%) 546 (28%)
1 0 1 1 493 (11%) 209 (11%)
1 1 0 0 895 (20%) 425 (22%)
1 1 0 1 71 (2%) 27 (1%)
1 1 1 0 326 (7%) 116 (6%)
total 4513 (100%) 1935 (100%)
4 Evaluation
4.1 Task1: subjectivity classification
Systems are evaluated on the assignment of a
0 or 1 value to the subjectivity field. A re-
sponse is considered plainly correct or wrong
when compared to the gold standard annotation.
We compute precision, recall and F-score for each
class (subj,obj):
precisionclass =
#correct class
#assigned class
recallclass =
#correct class
#total class
Fclass = 2
precisionclassrecallclass
precisionclass+recallclass
The overall F-score will be the average of the
F-scores for subjective and objective classes:
(Fsubj + Fobj)/2
4.2 Task2: polarity classification
Our coding system allows for four combinations
of positive and negative values: 10 (pos-
itive polarity), 01 (negative polarity), 11 (mixed
polarity), 00 (no polarity). Accordingly, we evalu-
ate positive polarity and negative polarity indepen-
dently by computing precision, recall and F-score
for both classes (0 and 1):
precisionposclass =
#correctpos class
#assignedpos class
precisionnegclass =
#correctneg class
#assignedneg class
recallposclass =
#correctpos class
#totalpos class
recallnegclass =
#correctneg class
#totalneg class
F posclass = 2
precisionposclassrecall
pos
class
precisionposclass+recall
pos
class
Fnegclass = 2
precisionnegclassrecall
neg
class
precisionnegclass+recall
neg
class
The F-score for the two polarity classes is the av-
erage of the F-scores of the respective pairs:
F pos = (F pos0 + F
pos
1 )/2
Fneg = (Fneg0 + F
neg
1 )/2
Finally, the overall F-score for Task 2 is given by
the average of the F-scores of the two polarities:
F = (F pos + Fneg)/2
4.3 Task3: irony detection
Systems are evaluated on their assignment of a
0 or 1 value to the irony field. A response
is considered fully correct or wrong when com-
pared to the gold standard annotation. We mea-
sure precision, recall and F-score for each class
(ironic,non-ironic):
precisionclass =
#correct class
#assigned class
recallclass =
#correct class
#total class
Fclass = 2
precisionclassrecallclass
precisionclass+recallclass
The overall F-score will be the average of
the F-scores for ironic and non-ironic classes:
(Fironic + Fnon−ironic)/2
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5 Participants and Results
A total of 11 teams from four different countries
participated in at least one of the three tasks of
SENTIPOLC. Table 3 provides an overview of the
teams, their affiliation, and the number of tasks
they took part in, with how many runs in total.
Almost all teams participated to both subjec-
tivity and polarity classification subtasks. Most
of the submissions were constrained: 9 out
of 12 for subjectivity classification; 11 out
of 14 for polarity classification; 7 out of
9 for irony detection. In particular, three
teams (uniba2930,UNITOR,IRADABE) partic-
ipated with both a constrained and an uncon-
strained run on the subtasks of interest. Uncon-
strained systems did not show to improve perfor-
mance, but actually decreased it, with the excep-
tion of UNITOR’s systems, whose unconstrained
runs performed better than the constrained ones.
Because of the downloading procedure which
we had to implement to comply to Twitter’s poli-
cies (described in Sec. 3.3), not all teams necessar-
ily tested their systems on the same set of tweets.
Differences turned out to be minimal, but to en-
sure evaluation was performed over an identical
dataset for all, we evaluated all participating sys-
tems on the union of their classified tweets, which
amounted to 1734 (1930-196) 5.
We produced a single-ranking table for each
subtask, where unconstrained runs are properly
marked. Notice that we only use the final F-score
for global scoring and ranking. However, systems
that are ranked midway might have excelled in
precision for a given class or scored very bad in
recall for another. Detailed scores for all classes
and all tasks are available in the Appendix.
For each task, we ran a majority class baseline
to set a lower-bound for performance. In the tables
it is always reported as baseline.
5.1 Task1: subjectivity classification
Table 4 shows results for the subjectivity classifi-
cation task, which attracted 12 total submissions
from 9 teams. The highest F-score was achieved
by uniba2930 at 0.7140 (constrained run). All
participating systems show an improvement over
the baseline.
5It turned out that five of the 1935 tweets in SentiTestSet
were duplicates.
Table 4: Task 1: F-scores for constrained (F(C))
and unconstrained runs (F(U)).
rank team F(C) F(U)
1 uniba2930 0.7140 0.6892
2 UNITOR 0.6871 0.6897
3 IRADABE 0.6706 0.6464
4 UPFtaln 0.6497 –
5 ficlit+cs@unibo 0.5972 –
6 mind 0.5901 –
7 SVMSLU 0.5825 –
8 fbkshelldkm 0.5593 –
9 itagetaruns 0.5224 –
10 baseline 0.4005 –
5.2 Task2: polarity classification
Table 5 shows results for the polarity classification
task, which with 14 submissions from 11 teams
was the most popular subtask. Again, the high-
est F-score was achieved by uniba2930 at 0.6771
(constrained). Also in this case, all participating
systems show an improvement over the baseline.6
Table 5: Task 2: F-scores for constrained (F(C))
and unconstrained runs (F(U)).
rank team F(C) F(U)
1 uniba2930 0.6771 0.6638
2 IRADABE 0.6347 0.6108
3 CoLingLab 0.6312 –
4 UNITOR 0.6299 0.6546
5 UPFtaln 0.6049 –
6 SVMSLU 0.6026 –
7 ficlit+cs@unibo 0.5980 –
8 fbkshelldkm 0.5626 –
9 mind 0.5342 –
10 itagetaruns 0.5181 –
11 Itanlp-wafi* 0.5086 –
12 baseline 0.3718 –
*amended run 0.6637 –
5.3 Task3: irony detection
Table 6 shows results for the irony detection
task, which attracted 9 submissions from 7 teams.
The highest F-score was achieved by UNITOR
at 0.5959 (unconstrained run) and 0.5759 (con-
strained run). While all participating systems
show an improvement over the baseline, this time
some systems score very close to it, highlighting
the complexity of the task.
6After the task deadline, the Itanlp-wafi team reported
about an error of the conversion script from their internal for-
mat to the official one. They submitted, then, the correct run.
Official ranking was not revised, but the evaluation of the cor-
rect run is shown in the table (marked by star symbol).
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Table 3: Teams participating to SENTIPOLC
team institution country tasks runs
CoLingLab CoLing Lab – University of Pisa IT T2 1
IRADABE U Politecnica de Valencia / U Paris 13 ES/FR T1,T2,T3 6
SVMSLU Minsk State Linguistic University BY T1,T2,T3 3
UNITOR University of Roma Tor Vergata IT T1,T2,T3 6
UPFtaln TALN – Universitat Pompeu Fabra ES T1,T2,T3 3
fbkshelldkm Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK-IRST) IT T1,T2,T3 3
ficlit+cs@unibo FICLIT-University of Bologna IT T1,T2 2
italianlp-wafi ItaliaNLP Lab – ILC (CNR) IT T2 1
itgetaruns Ca’ Foscari University – Venice IT T1,T2,T3 3
mind University of Milano-Bicocca IT T1,T2,T3 3
uniba2930 CS – University of Bari IT T1,T2 4
Table 6: Task 3: F-scores for constrained (F(C))
and unconstrained runs (F(U)).
rank team F(C) F(U)
1 UNITOR 0.5759 0.5959
2 IRADABE 0.5415 0.5513
3 SVMSLU 0.5394 –
4 itagetaruns 0.4929 –
5 mind 0.4771 –
6 fbkshelldkm 0.4707 –
7 UPFtaln 0.4687 –
8 baseline 0.4441 –
6 Discussion and Conclusions
We compare the participating systems according
to the following main dimensions: exploitation of
further Twitter annotated data for training, classi-
fication framework (approaches, algorithms, fea-
tures), exploitation of available resources (e.g.
sentiment lexicons, NLP tools, etc.), issues about
the interdependency of tasks in case of systems
participating in several subtasks.
Most participants restricted themselves to the
provided data and submitted constrained systems.
Only three teams submitted uconstrained runs,
and apart from UNITOR, results are worse than
those obtained by the constrained runs. We be-
lieve this situation is triggered by the current lack
of sentiment-annotated, available large datasets
for Italian. Additionally, what might be avail-
able is not necessary annotated according to the
same principles adopted in SENTIPOLC. Interest-
ingly, uniba2930 attempted acquiring more train-
ing data via co-training. They trained two SVM
models on SentiDevSet, each with a separate fea-
ture set, and then used them to label a large amount
of acquired unlabelled data progressively adding
training instances to one another’s training set, and
re-training. No significant improvement was ob-
served, due to the noise introduced by the auto-
matically labelled training instances.
As noticed also in the context of similar evalua-
tion campaigns for the English language (Nakov
et al., 2013; Rosenthal et al., 2014), most
systems used supervised learning (uniba2930,
mind, IRADABE, UNITOR, UPFtaln, SVM-
SLU, itanlp-wafi, CoLingLab, fbkshelldkm).
The most popular algorithm was SVM, but also
Decision Trees, Naive Bayes, K-Nearest Neigh-
bors were used. As mentioned, one team exper-
imented with a co-training approach, too.
A variety of features were used, including word-
based, syntactic and semantic (mostly lexicon-
based) features. The best team in Task1 and
Task2, uniba2930, specifically mentions that
in leave-one-out experiments, (distributional) se-
mantic features appear to contribute the most.
uniba2930 is also the only team that explicitly re-
ports using the topic information as a feature, for
their constrained runs. The best team in Task3,
UNITOR, employs two sets of features explic-
itly tailored for the detection of irony, based on
emoticons/punctuation and a vector space model
to identify words that are out of context. Typical
Twitter features were also generally used, such as
emoticons, links, usernames, hashtags.
Two participants did not adopt a learning ap-
proach. ficlit+cs@unibo developed a system
based on a sentiment lexicon that uses the polar-
ity of each word in the tweet and the idea of “po-
larity intensifiers”. A syntactic parser was also
used to account for polarity inversion cases such as
negations. itgetaruns was the only system solely
based on deep linguistic analysis exploiting rhetor-
ical relations and pragmatic insights.
Almost all participants relied on various senti-
ment lexicons. At least six teams (uniba2930,
UPFtaln, fbkshelldkm, ficlit+cs@unibo, UNI-
TOR, IRADABE) used information from Senti-
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WordNet (Esuli et al., 2010), either using the al-
ready existing Sentix (Basile and Nissim, 2013)
or otherwise. Several other lexica and dictionar-
ies were used, either natively in Italian or trans-
lated from English (e.g. AFINN, Hu-Liu lexi-
con, Whissel’s Dictionary). Native tools for Italian
were used for pre-processing, such as tokenisers,
POS-taggers, and parsers.
The majority of systems participating in more
than one subtask adopted classification strategies
including some form of interdependency among
the tasks, with different directions of dependency.
Overall, through a first comparative analysis of
the systems’ behaviour which we can only briefly
summarise here due to space constraints, we can
make some observations related to aspects spe-
cific to the SENTIPOLC tasks. First, ironic ex-
pressions do appear to play the role of polarity
reversers, undermining the accuracy of sentiment
classifiers. Second, recognising mixed sentiment
(tweets tagged as 1110) was hard for our partici-
pants, even harder than recognising neutral subjec-
tivity (tweets tagged as 1000). Further and deeper
investigations will be matter of future work.
To conclude, the fact that SENTIPOLC was the
most popular Evalita 2014 task is indicative of the
great interest of the NLP community on sentiment
analysis in social media, also in Italy.
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Appendix: Detailed results per class for all tasks
Results of task 1
run rank Combined F-score Prec. (0) Rec. (0) F-score (0) Prec. (1) Rec. (1) F-score (1) team
Constrained 1 0.7140 0.6976 0.5271 0.6005 0.8498 0.8064 0.8275 uniba2930
2 0.6871 0.5768 0.5872 0.5819 0.8582 0.7358 0.7923 UNITOR
3 0.6706 0.6247 0.4669 0.5344 0.8284 0.7862 0.8067 IRADABE
4 0.6497 0.6565 0.3868 0.4868 0.8099 0.8155 0.8127 UPFtaln
5 0.5972 0.4512 0.4449 0.4480 0.8029 0.6974 0.7464 ficlit+cs@unibo
6 0.5901 0.4115 0.6473 0.5031 0.8484 0.5632 0.6770 mind
7 0.5825 0.4363 0.4048 0.4200 0.7917 0.7037 0.7451 SVMSLU
8 0.5593 0.3791 0.5311 0.4424 0.8050 0.5828 0.6761 fbkshelldkm
9 0.5224 0.3479 0.3026 0.3237 0.7571 0.6883 0.7211 itagetaruns
10 0.4005 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.7308 0.8861 0.8010 baseline
Unconstrained 1 0.6897 0.6062 0.5491 0.5762 0.8496 0.7617 0.8032 UNITOR
2 0.6892 0.6937 0.4629 0.5553 0.8317 0.8148 0.8232 uniba2930
3 0.6464 0.4729 0.7335 0.5750 0.8955 0.5989 0.7178 IRADABE
Results of task 2
Positive polarity Negative polarity
run rank Combined F-score Prec. (0) Rec. (0) F-score (0) Prec. (1) Rec. (1) F-score (1) F-score Prec. (0) Rec. (0) F-score (0) Prec. (1) Rec. (1) F-score (1) F-score team
Constrained 1 0.6771 0.8102 0.8364 0.8231 0.7195 0.4162 0.5274 0.6752 0.7474 0.6890 0.7170 0.6882 0.5995 0.6408 0.6789 uniba2930
2 0.6347 0.7782 0.8547 0.8147 0.7265 0.2998 0.4245 0.6196 0.7067 0.7107 0.7086 0.6822 0.5213 0.5910 0.6498 IRADABE
3 0.6312 0.7976 0.7806 0.7890 0.5810 0.4109 0.4814 0.6352 0.6923 0.6701 0.6810 0.6384 0.5201 0.5732 0.6271 CoLingLab
4 0.6299 0.7949 0.7704 0.7824 0.5604 0.4092 0.4730 0.6277 0.7225 0.6013 0.6564 0.6138 0.6018 0.6078 0.6321 UNITOR
5 0.6049 0.7782 0.8004 0.7892 0.5766 0.3386 0.4267 0.6079 0.6804 0.6079 0.6421 0.5909 0.5351 0.5616 0.6019 UPFtaln
6 0.6026 0.7943 0.7337 0.7628 0.5126 0.4303 0.4679 0.6153 0.6627 0.6239 0.6427 0.5856 0.4960 0.5371 0.5899 SVMSLU
7 0.5980 0.8223 0.5943 0.6899 0.4373 0.5785 0.4981 0.5940 0.6546 0.7663 0.7060 0.6876 0.3901 0.4978 0.6019 ficlit+cs@unibo
8 0.5626 0.7511 0.8525 0.7986 0.6277 0.2081 0.3126 0.5556 0.6573 0.5495 0.5986 0.5472 0.5339 0.5405 0.5695 fbkshelldkm
9 0.5342 0.7403 0.7528 0.7465 0.4097 0.2522 0.3122 0.5293 0.6141 0.6089 0.6115 0.5300 0.4166 0.4665 0.5390 mind
10 0.5181 0.7297 0.8158 0.7703 0.4313 0.1605 0.2339 0.5021 0.6097 0.7700 0.6805 0.6203 0.2819 0.3877 0.5341 itagetaruns
11 0.5086 0.8106 0.4365 0.5675 0.3636 0.6420 0.4643 0.5159 0.7722 0.2620 0.3913 0.4989 0.7894 0.6114 0.5013 Itanlp-wafi*
12 0.3718 0.7101 0.9039 0.7954 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3977 0.5573 0.9114 0.6917 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3459 baseline
0.6637 0.8144 0.8048 0.8096 0.6521 0.4462 0.5298 0.6697 0.7287 0.6682 0.6971 0.6614 0.5800 0.6180 0.6576 *amended run
Unconstrained 1 0.6638 0.8189 0.7696 0.7935 0.5969 0.4780 0.5309 0.6622 0.7400 0.6654 0.7007 0.6658 0.5984 0.6303 0.6655 uniba2930
2 0.6546 0.8212 0.7748 0.7973 0.6080 0.4815 0.5374 0.6673 0.7378 0.5994 0.6615 0.6208 0.6237 0.6223 0.6419 UNITOR
3 0.6108 0.8204 0.6266 0.7105 0.4565 0.5556 0.5012 0.6058 0.6822 0.6635 0.6727 0.6266 0.5040 0.5587 0.6157 IRADABE
Results of task 3
run rank Combined F-score Prec. (0) Rec. (0) F-score (0) Prec. (1) Rec. (1) F-score (1) team
Constrained 1 0.5759 0.9312 0.6956 0.7963 0.2675 0.5294 0.3554 UNITOR
2 0.5415 0.8967 0.7849 0.8371 0.2400 0.2521 0.2459 IRADABE
3 0.5394 0.8990 0.7630 0.8254 0.2274 0.2857 0.2533 SVMSLU
4 0.4929 0.8829 0.7754 0.8257 0.1566 0.1639 0.1602 itagetaruns
5 0.4771 0.8933 0.6235 0.7344 0.1570 0.3655 0.2197 mind
6 0.4707 0.8766 0.7931 0.8328 0.1176 0.1008 0.1086 fbkshelldkm
7 0.4687 0.8795 0.8889 0.8842 0.2800 0.0294 0.0532 UPFtaln
8 0.4441 0.8772 0.8995 0.8882 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 baseline
Unconstrained 1 0.5959 0.9208 0.7630 0.8345 0.3063 0.4286 0.3573 UNITOR
2 0.5513 0.9139 0.7086 0.7983 0.2387 0.4202 0.3044 IRADABE
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Abstract
English. This paper describes the UNIBA
team participation in the SENTIPOLC
task at EVALITA 2014. We propose a
supervised approach relying on keyword,
lexicon and micro-blogging features as
well as representation of tweets in a word
space. Our system ranked 1st in both
the subjectivity and polarity detection sub-
tasks. As a further contribution, we partic-
ipated in the unconstrained run, investigat-
ing the use of co-training to automatically
enrich the labelled training set.
Italiano. Questo articolo riporta i risul-
tati della partecipazione del team UNIBA
al task SENTIPOLC di EVALITA 2014.
L’approccio supervisionato che abbiamo
proposto affianca alle keyword la rapp-
resentazione semantica dei tweet in uno
spazio geometrico, l’utilizzo di feature
tipiche dei micro-blog e di dizionari per
la definizione della polarita` a priori del
lessico dei tweet. Abbiamo sperimen-
tato, inoltre, l’uso del co-training per
l’arricchimento del dataset tramite anno-
tazione automatica di nuovi tweet.
1 Introduction
Sentiment analysis is the study of the subjectiv-
ity and polarity (positive vs. negative) of a text
(Pang and Lee, 2008). With the worldwide dif-
fusion of social media, a huge amount of textual
data has been made available and sentiment analy-
sis on micro-blogging is now regarded as a power-
ful tool for modelling socio-economic phenomena
(O’Connor et al., 2010). Dealing with such infor-
mal text poses new challenges due to the presence
of slang, misspelled words and micro-blogging
features such as hashtags or links.
This paper describes our participation at
EVALITA 2014 SENTIment POLarity Classifica-
tion (SENTIPOLC) task (Basile et al., 2014). We
discuss methods and results of our experimental
studies for the subjectivity and polarity classifi-
cation subtasks. SENTIPOLC focuses on Italian
texts from Twitter. Data provided for training are
annotated according to the subjectivity/objectivity
of the content carried by the tweet. Moreover, each
tweet is categorized as positive, negative, or neu-
tral. Tweet expressing both positive and negative
sentiment are also included.
We build a system based on supervised ap-
proaches. For training, we exploit three different
kinds of feature based on keywords and micro-
blogging properties of tweets, on their represen-
tation in a distributional semantic model (Vanzo et
al., 2014) and on a sentiment lexicon. The purpose
of this study is twofold: (i) we propose a method to
represent both the tweets and the polarity classes
in the word space; (ii) we automatically develop
a sentiment lexicon for the Italian starting form
SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2006). Addi-
tionally, we propose an approach that exploits co-
training to automatically create labelled tweets us-
ing the lexicon extracted from a small set of man-
ually annotated data.
The paper is structured as follows: we introduce
our system and report the details about features in
Section 2. We describe the evaluation and the sys-
tem setup in Section 3. We conclude by reporting
and discussing results in Section 4.
2 System Description
In this section we provide details about the
adopted supervised strategy according to the two
kinds of run provided by the organizers. In the
first one, the constrained run, only the provided
training data can be used to build the system, but
lexicons are allowed. In the second one, the un-
constrained run, additional training data can be
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included. We investigate several kinds of features,
which are thoroughly described in Subsection 2.1.
To follow the guidelines, we arrange two settings:
constrained and unconstrained. In the constrained
setting we extract the features from the training
data and run the learning algorithm. In the un-
constrained condition it is possible to exploit addi-
tional training data, (e.g., other corpora with senti-
ment annotation). Rather than using further man-
ually annotated tweets, we decide to investigate a
co-training approach to automatically add new ex-
amples to the training set. Figure 1 sketches how
co-training is implemented in our system. Train-
ing data are represented by two different sets of
features: “Feature set 1” and “Feature set 2”.
For each feature set we built a separated train-
ing model: “Model 1” and “Model 2”. Unla-
beled data, in our case tweets without polarity an-
notation, are classified using both models. The
class selector chooses between predicted classes
exploiting classifier confidence: the class with the
highest confidence is chosen and the correspond-
ing label is given to the new tweet. The obtained
examples can be used as additional training data.
Figure 1: Co-training block diagram.
2.1 Features
We exploit the same features in both settings. In
particular, we defined three groups of features
based on: (i) keyword and micro-blogging char-
acteristics, (ii) a sentiment lexicon, and (iii) a Dis-
tributional Semantic Model (DSM).
Keyword based features exploit tokens occur-
ring in the tweets, only unigrams are considered.
During the tokenization we replace the user men-
tions, URLs and hashtags with three metatokens:
“ USER ”, “ URL ” and ” TAG ”. We create
features able to capture several aspects of micro-
blogging, such as the use of upper case and charac-
ter repetitions1, positive and negative emoticons,
1These features usually plays the same role of intensifiers
informal expressions of laughters2, as well as the
presence of exclamation and interrogative marks,
adversative words3, disjunctive words4, conclu-
sive words5 and explicative words6.
The second group of features concerns the
DSM. Given a set of unlabelled downloaded
tweets, we build a geometric space in which each
word is represented as a mathematical point. The
similarity between words is computed as their
closeness in the space. To represent a tweet in the
geometric space, we adopt the superposition op-
erator (Smolensky, 1990), that is the vector sum
of all the vectors of words occurring in the tweet.
We use the tweet vector
−→
t as a semantic feature
in training our classifiers. In the same fashion,
we build also prototype vector for each class as
the sum of all the tweet vectors belonging to the
given class. We use two prototype vectors to rep-
resent, respectively, subjectivity−→ps and objectivity−→po . Analogously, we build four prototype vectors
for positive −−→ppos, negative −−→pneg, positive and neg-
ative −→ppn, and neutral −→pn polarity. To capture the
subjectivity of a tweet
−→
t , we add to the DSM fea-
tures the cosine similarity between
−→
t and −→ps , and
the similarity between
−→
t and −→po . Thus, we com-
pute all the similarity score with respect to the four
prototype vectors for polarity.
Finally, the third block contains features ex-
tracted from the SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebas-
tiani, 2006) lexicon. We translate SentiWordNet
in Italian through MultiWordNet (Pianta et al.,
2002). It is important to underline that Senti-
WordNet is a synset-based lexicon while our Ital-
ian translation is a word based lexicon.
In order to automatically derive our Italian sen-
timent lexicon from SentiWordNet, we perform
three steps. First, we translate the synset offset
in SentiWordNet from version 3.0 to 1.67 using
automatically generated mapping file. Then, we
transfer the prior polarity of SentiWordNet to the
Italian lemmata. Each synset in SentiWordNet has
three polarity scores, negative, positive, and neu-
tral, which are transferred to all the Italian lem-
mata belonging to the corresponding MultiWord-
in informal writing contexts.
2i.e., sequences of “ah”.
3ma, bensı`, pero`, tuttavia, peraltro, nondimeno, pure, ep-
pure, sennonche´, anzi, invece.
4o, oppure, ovvero, ossia.
5dunque, quindi, percio`, pertanto, onde, sicche´.
6infatti, cioe`, ossia.
7Since MultiWordNet is based on WordNet 1.6.
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Net synset. By using this approach, a lemma can
receive multiple polarity scores if it occurs in more
than one synset. In such cases, we assign to the
lemma the average polarity score. In the lexicon
we add also emoticons as taken from Wikipedia8:
we assign a positive score equal to 1 to the posi-
tive emoticons, and a negative score equal to 1 to
the negative ones. Finally, we expand the lexicon
using Morph-it! (Zanchetta and Baroni, 2005), a
lexicon of inflected forms with their lemma and
morphological features. We extend the polarity
scores of each lemma to its inflected forms. Our
strategy for creating the Italian polarity lexicon is
similar to the one adopted in (Basile and Nissim,
2013), which however deal differently with multi-
ple polarity scores for an ambiguous lemma.
The obtained Italian translation of SentiWord-
Net is used to compute a set of features based on
prior polarity of words in the tweets, as reported in
Table 3. To deal with mixed polarity cases we de-
fined two sentiment variation features so as to cap-
ture the simultaneous expression of positive and
negative sentiment in the same tweet.
The complete list and description of micro-
blogging, semantic and lexicon features are re-
ported in Tables 1, 2 and 3, respectively. A
boolean feature that indicates if a tweet concerns
the politic topic or not is finally added. Since this
feature is only present in the training data, we re-
move it in the unconstrained run.
3 Evaluation
The EVALITA-2014 SENTIPOLC Task is de-
signed for evaluating systems on their ability in:
Task 1) decide whether a given tweet is subjective
or objective; Task 2) decide the tweet polarity with
respect to four classes: positive, negative, neutral
and mixed sentiment (both positive and negative).
Organizers provided 4,513 manually annotated
tweets as training data. At the time of the evalu-
ation, 495 tweets are not available for the down-
load and are removed from the training. We use
the annotated data to extract the features and in-
dependently train the classifiers for Tasks 1 and 2.
Section 3.1 reports details on our system setup.
As test set, organizers provided a collection of
1,935 manually annotated tweets (1,748 available
at the time of the evaluation). Systems are com-
pared against the gold standard in terms of F mea-
sure. Results are reported in Section 4.
8http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emoticon
3.1 System Setup
The system is completely developed in JAVA, and
the Weka9 library is adopted for the Support Vec-
tor Machine10. Tweets are tokenized using “Twit-
ter NLP and Part-of-Speech Tagging”11 API de-
veloped by the Carnegie Mellon University. We
use only the tokenizer since previous research has
shown that part-of-speech features are not crucial
for sentiment analysis on tweets (Kouloumpis et
al., 2011).
Regarding the DSM, we download 10 million
tweets using the Twitter Streaming API. Tweets
are downloaded by querying the API using four
lexicons extracted from the training data for each
class. In particular, tweets in training set are di-
vided in two classes: subjective and objective.
For each class we extract a lexicon. Analogously,
tweets in training set are divided into positive and
negative. We add mixed polarity tweets to both
positive and negative classes. Thus, we extract
a lexicon for the positive class and a lexicon for
the negative one. To extract the lexicons we use a
probabilistic approach. We compute the probabil-
ity for each token as:
P (t|ci) = #t+ 1
#toti + |V | (1)
where ci is the class, #t are the occurrences of t
in ci, #toti are the total occurrences in ci, and V
is the vocabulary.
For each lexicon, we rank tokens in descend-
ing order according to the Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence (KLD). For example, in the case of subjec-
tivity detection, we compute token probabilities
for both subjective cs and objective co classes. For
each token t in V we calculate the KLD between
P (t|cs) and P (t|co) as:
KLD = P (t|cs) ∗ logP (t|cs)
P (t|co) (2)
The top terms in the rank are relevant for the cs
class. We perform this computation for each lexi-
con to extract the most 50 relevant terms for sub-
jective, objective, positive and negative classes.
We use these terms as seeds for downloading the
same number of tweets for each lexicon.
We exploit these unlabeled new tweets to build
a DSM, using the “word2vec”12 tool based on a re-
9http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
10We also experimented with Random Forest with compa-
rable performance.
11http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/TweetNLP/
12https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
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Keyword and micro-blogging features
n− grams only unigrams are considered. User mentions, URLs and hashtag are replaced with
metatokens
countUSER total occurrences of user mentions
countURL total occurrences of URLs
countTAG total occurrences of hashtags
upperCaseratio the ratio between the number of upper case characters and the total number of
characters
emopos the number of positive emoticons
emoneg the number of negative emoticons
countLaugh the count of sequences of ’ah’ as slang expression of laughters
countIntensif the ratio between the number of tokens with repeated characters and the total num-
ber of tokens
countQMark the total occurrences of question marks
countExMark the total occurrences of exclamation marks
countadvers the total occurrences of adversative words
countdisj the total occurrences of disjunctive words
countconcl the total occurrences of conclusive words
Table 1: Description of keyword and micro-blogging features.
Semantic features
−→
t the representation of the tweet vector in the word space
simsubj the similarity between
−→
t and the subjective prototype vector −→ps
simobj the similarity between
−→
t and the objective prototype vector −→po
simpos the similarity between
−→
t and the positive prototype vector −−→ppos
simneg the similarity between
−→
t and the negative prototype vector −−→pneg
simposneg the similarity between
−→
t and the mixed polarity prototype vector −→ppn
simneutral the similarity between
−→
t and the neutral prototype vector −→pn
Table 2: Description of semantic features.
vised implementation of the Recurrent Neural Net
Language Model (Mikolov et al., 2013) using a
log-linear approach. In particular, we use the Con-
tinuous Bag-of-Words Model (CBOW) with 200
vector dimensions. We remove the terms with less
than ten occurrences, obtaining a total number of
about 200,000 terms overall.
We trained our classifiers using a SVM with the
RBF kernel, setting the C parameter to 4. We se-
lect these values after a 10-fold validation on train-
ing data to select the best combination. The total
number of features is 12,117. In the constrained
run, the entire set of features is used for both sub-
jectivity and polarity classification tasks. Regard-
ing the unconstrained run, we split the features
in two subsets to implement the co-training ap-
proach. The first set (Feature set 1 in Figure 1)
is composed by keyword and micro-blogging, and
lexicon features used to learn Model 1; the second
set (Feature set 2) exploits the semantic features to
learn Model 2. In the co-training strategy we ob-
tained about 40,000 new examples automatically
tagged.
4 Results and Discussion
The overall system performance is assessed in
terms of F measure, according to the measure
adopted by the task organizers. Table 4 reports the
system performance, its rank, and the percentage
improvement over the baseline calculated assign-
ing the most frequent class in the gold standard.
The results are very encouraging: the system
always obtains the best performance in all set-
tings and in Task 1 of the un-constrained run it
differs for only 0.0005 from the first ranked one.
We observe that the co-training approach seems
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Sentiment lexicon based features
psubj the subjectivity polarity, it is the sum of the positive and negative scores
pobj the objectivity polarity, it is the sum of the neutral scores
osubj the number of tokens having the positive or negative score higher than zero
oobj the number of tokens having the neutral score higher than zero
rsubj the ratio between psubj/osubj
robj the ration between pobj/oobj
subjobjdiff the difference between rsubj − robj
sumpos the sum of positive scores for the tokens in the tweet
sumneg the sum of negative scores for the tokens in the tweet
opos the number of tokens that have the positive score higher than zero
oneg the number of tokens that have the negative score higher than zero
rpos the ratio between sumpos/opos
rneg the ration between sumneg/oneg
posnegdiff the difference between rpos − rneg
maxpos the sum of the positive scores, where positive score > negative score
maxneg the sum of the negative scores, where negative score > positive score
maxsubj the sum of maxpos and maxneg
maxobj the sum of the neutral scores, where the neutral score is higher than both the positive
and negative ones
subjobjmaxdiff the difference between maxsubj −maxobj
posnegmaxdiff the difference between maxpos −maxneg
sentiment
variation
for each token occurring in the tweet a tag is assigned, according to the highest
polarity score of the token in the Italian lexicon. Tag values are in the set {OBJ,
POS , NEG}. The sentiment variation counts how many switches from POS to
NEG, or vice versa, occur in the tweet.
sentiment
variation
pos/neg
it is similar to the previous feature, but the OBJ tag is assigned only if both positive
and negative scores are zero. Otherwise, the POS tag is assigned if the positive
score is higher than the negative one, vice versa the NEG tag is assigned.
Table 3: Description of sentiment lexicon features.
Setting Task F Rank Imp.
baseline
Task 1 0.4005 - -
Task 2 0.3718 - -
constrained
Task 1 0.7140 1 78%
Task 2 0.6771 1 82%
unconstrained
Task 1 0.6892 2 72%
Task 2 0.6638 1 79%
Table 4: System results for each task and setting.
to introduce noise and need to be tuned in future
replication of our study. A deep analysis of the
results shows that the co-training system slightly
improves the performance in classifing positive
tweets, while the performance in other classes de-
creases. Details about each class are reported in
Table 5, improvements in the un-constrained task
are underlined by the ↑ symbol. The evaluation
criteria for the polarity task involve consideration
of mixed cases as both negative and positive.
After an error analysis, we discover a bias in our
classifier due to the domain-specific lexicon about
political topics. This is the main cause of error
in the classification of the objective tweets, which
are labeled as subjective in 58% of misclassified
cases due to the presence of lexicon related to top-
ics for which people generally express a negative
opinion13. For the same reason, the 37% and the
44% of misclassified neutral and positive cases, re-
spectively, are classified as negative. Furthermore,
we observe that the recall of our classifier could
be improved for both positive and negative classes
by enriching our lexicon with jargon and idiomatic
expressions. Finally, in the 43% of misclassified
negative cases common sense reasoning would be
required to detect the negative opinion expressed
13e.g., Monti, governo, Grillo.
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Setting Class False (F) True (T) Comb.
PF RF FF PT RT FT F
Constrained
sub 0.6976 0.5271 0.6005 0.8498 0.8064 0.8275 0.7140
pos 0.8102 0.8364 0.8231 0.7195 0.4162 0.5274 0.6752
neg 0.7474 0.6869 0.7170 0.6882 0.5995 0.6408 0.6789
Un-constrained
sub 0.6937 0.4629 0.5553 0.8317 0.8148 0.8232 0.6892
pos 0.8189 0.7696 0.7935 0.5969 0.4780 0.5309 ↑ 0.6622
neg 0.7400 0.6654 0.7007 0.6658 0.5984 0.6303 0.6655
Table 5: System results for each class.
by the author14, including ironic tweets.
As a further investigation of the predictive
power of the features in our model, we perform
an ablation test for both tasks. We removed each
group of features to assess the decrease of F mea-
sure on test data with respect to the setting includ-
ing all features. Results are reported in Figures
2 and demonstrate the importance of all feature
groups. Particularly, semantic features plays a key
role, as we observe how removing them causes the
highest decrease in performance in both tasks.
Figure 2: Decrease of F by removing each feature
group, compared to the complete feature setting.
Future replication of this study will involve fur-
ther data, to validate and generalize our findings.
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Abstract 
 
English. We present results obtained by our 
system ITGetaruns for all tasks. It is a 
linguistic rule-based system in its bottom-up 
version that computes a complete parser of the 
input text. On top of that it produces 
semantics at different levels which is then 
used by the algorithm for sentiment and 
polarity detection. Our results are not 
remarkable apart from the ones related to 
Irony detection, where we ranked fourth over 
eight participants. The results were 
characterized by our intention to favour Recall 
over Precision and this is also testified by 
Recall values for Polarity which in one case 
rank highest of all. 
 
Italiano. Presentiamo i risultati ottenuti dal 
nostro sistema ITGetaruns per tutti i task. Si 
tratta di un sistema basato su regole 
linguistiche nella sua versione bottom-up, che 
produce un parse complete del testo in 
ingresso. Al di sopra di questo produce 
semantica a diversi livelli, che viene poi usata 
dall'algoritmo per l'analisi della polarità e 
della soggettività. I nostri risultati non sono 
notevoli a parte quelli relativi alla 
individuazione dell'Ironia, nella quale ci 
siamo classificati quarti su sette partecipanti. 
I risultati sono caratterizzati dalla nostra 
intenzione di favorire il Recall sulla Precision 
and questo è anche documentato dai valori 
della Recall per la polarità che in un caso 
sono i più alti in assoluto. 	  
1 Description of the System 
The system we called ITGetaruns shares its 
backbone with the companion English system 
which has been used – and documented – for a 
number of international challenges on Semantic and 
Pragmatic computing in English texts. It is orga-
nized around a manually checked subcategorized 
lexicon, a sequence of rules organized according to 
theoretical linguistics criteria and combines data-
driven (bottom-up) and grammar-driven (top-down) 
techniques. 
     Technically speaking, it is based on a shallow 
parser, which in turn is based on a chunker and 
NER and multiword recognizer. On top of this 
parser, there is constituent or phrase structure 
parser, which sketches sentence structure. This is 
then passed to a deep dependency parser, which 
combines constituent level information, lexical 
information, and a Deep Island Parser. The aim of 
this third parser is that of producing semantically 
viable Predicate-Argument Structures. Finally, on 
top of this level of representation, the Pragmatic 
System is built. 
     Conceptually speaking, the deep island parser 
(hence DIP) is very simple to define, but hard to 
implement. A semantic island is made up by a set of 
A/As, which are dependent on a verb complex 
(hence VCX). Arguments and Adjuncts may occur 
in any order and in any position: before or after the 
verb complex, or be simply empty or null. Their 
existence is determined by constituents surrounding 
the VCX. The VCX itself can be composed of all 
main and minor constituents occurring with the verb 
and contributing to characterize its semantics. We 
are here referring to: proclitcs, negation and other 
adverbials, modals, restructuring verbs (lasciare/let, 
fare/make, etc.), and all auxiliaries. Tensed 
morphology can then appear on the main lexical 
verb or on the auxiliary/ modal/ restructuring verb. 
Gender can appear on the past participle when the 
verb takes auxiliary ESSERE, or when a 
complement is duplicated by Clitic Left 
Dislocation. 
     The DIP is preceded by a tagger, which is 
accompanied by a multiword expression labeller. 
Tagged input is passed to an augmented context-
free parser that works on top of a chunker. The 
chunker collects main constituents on the basis of a 
Recursive Transition Network of Italian and then 
passes the output to a cascaded sentence level 
parser. Constituents are labelled with usual 
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grammatical relations on the basis of syntactic 
subcategorization contained in our verb lexicon of 
Italian counting some 17,000 entries. There are 
some 270 different syntactic classes, which 
differentiates also the most common prepositions 
associated to oblique arguments. Linear position 
and precedence in the input string is assumed at first 
as a valid criterion for distinguishing SUBJects 
from OBJects. Adjustments will be executed by the 
semantic parser, which will be responsible for the 
final relabeling of the output. 
     The DIP receives the output of the surface 
parser, a list of Referring Expressions and a list of 
VCX. Referring expressions are all nominal heads 
accompanied by semantic class information 
collected in a previous recursive run through the list 
of the now lemmatized and morphologically 
analysed input sentence. It also receives the output 
of the context-free parser. The DIP searches for 
SUBJects at first and assumes it is positioned before 
the verb and close to it. In case there is none such 
chunk available the search is widened if 
intermediate chunks are detected: they can be 
Prepositional Phrases, Adverbials or simply 
Parentheticals. If this search fails, the DIP looks for 
OBJects close after the verb then and again possibly 
separated by some intermediate chunk. They will be 
relabelled as Subjects. Conditions on the A/As 
boundaries are formulated in these terms: between 
current VCX and prospective argument there cannot 
be any other VCX. Additional constraints regard 
presence of relative or complement clauses, which 
are detected from the output chunked structure.  
 
   The prospective argument is deleted from the list 
of Referring Expressions and the same happens 
with the VCX. The same applies for the OBJect, 
OBJect1 and OBLique. When arguments are 
completed, the parser searches recursively for 
ADJuncts, which are PPs, using the same boundary 
constraint formulation above.  
     Special provisions are given to copulative 
constructions, which can often be reversed in 
Italian: the predicate coming first and then the 
subject NP. The choice is governed by looking at 
referring attributes, which include definiteness, 
quantification, distinction between proper/common 
noun. It assigns the most referring nominal to the 
SUBJect and the less referring nominal to the 
predicate. In this phase, whenever a SUBJect is not 
found from available referring expressions, it is 
created as little_pro and morphological features are 
added from the ones belonging to the verb complex. 
After updating of the Referring Expressions with 
the new Grammatical Relations, the parser searches 
the most adequate Semantic Role to be associated to 
it. This is again taken from a lexicon of 
corresponding verb predicates and works according 
to the type of overall Predicate-Argument Structure 
(hence PAS).  
	  
Table 1. Flowchart of modules for Deep Island Parser. 
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The SUBJect is in fact strictly depending on the 
semantics associated to the verb, but in case of 
ambiguity the system delays the assignment of 
semantic role until a complete PAS is obtained. In 
this phase, passive diathesis is checked in order to 
apply a lexical rule from LFG, that assigns OBJect 
semantic role to the SUBJect of the corresponding 
passive form of the verb predicate. 
    The PAS thus obtained, is then enriched by a 
second part of the algorithm, which adds empty or 
null elements to untensed clauses. The system starts 
from little_pros and looks for local possible 
antecedents. An additional semantic function is 
activated in this phase of analysis and is the creation 
of verbal multiwords, constituted by the 
concatenation of a verb lemma and the head of its 
object, as for instance “tener 
conto”/take_into_account, which transforms the 
main predicate TENER into TENER_CONTO. In 
this operation, the system has available a list of 
light verbs of Italian which are the most frequent 
main component of the compound: then the OBJect 
complement head is extracted and the concatenation 
is searched in a specialized dictionary of verbal 
multiwords of Italian. The OBJect is then erased 
from the list of arguments and the 
Argument/Adjunct distinction is updated according 
to the new governing predicate. 
 
1.1 The Pragmatic Parser 
 
Measuring the polarity of a text is usually done by 
text categorization methods which rely on freely 
available resources. However, we assume that in 
order to properly capture opinion and sentiment (see 
Delmonte & Pallotta 2011; Kim & Hovy 2004; 
Pang & Lee 2004; Wiebe et al. 2005), expressed in 
a text or dialog, - that we also assume to denote the 
same field of research, and is strictly related to 
“subjectivity” analysis - any system needs a 
linguistic text processing approach that aims at 
producing semantically viable representation at 
propositional level. In particular, the idea that the 
task may be solved by the use of Information 
Retrieval tools like Bag of Words Approaches 
(BOWs) is insufficient. BOWs approaches are 
sometimes also camouflaged by a keyword based 
Ontology matching and Concept search (see Kim 
and Hovy 2004), based on SentiWordNet (see Esuli 
& Sebastiani 2006) more on this resource below -, by 
simply stemming a text and using content words to 
match its entries and produce some result (Turney 
and Littman 2003). Any search based on keywords 
and BOWs is fatally flawed by the impossibility to 
cope with such fundamental issues as the following 
ones, which Polanyi & Zaenen (2006) named 
contextual valence shifters: 
- presence of negation at different levels of 
syntactic constituency; 
- presence of lexicalized negation in the verb or in 
adverbs; 
- presence of conditional, counterfactual 
subordinators; 
- double negations with copulative verbs; 
- presence of modals and other modality operators. 
     It is important to remember that both Pointwise 
Mutual Information (PMI) and Latent Semantic 
Analysis (LSA) (Turney & Littman 2003) 
systematically omit function or stop words from 
their classification set of words and only consider 
content words. In order to cope with these linguistic 
elements we propose to build a propositional level 
analysis directly from a syntactic constituency or 
chunk-based representation. We implemented these 
additions on our system thus trying to come as close 
as possible to the configuration which has been 
used for semantic evaluation purposes in challenges 
like Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) and 
other semantically heavy tasks (see Bos & 
Delmonte 2008; Delmonte et al. 2010). The output 
of the system is an xml representation where each 
sentence of a text or dialog is a list of attribute-
value pairs. In order to produce this output, the 
system makes use of a flat syntactic structure and a 
vector of semantic attributes associated to the verb 
compound at propositional level and memorized. 
An important notion required by the extraction of 
opinion and sentiment is also the distinction of the 
semantic content of each proposition into two 
separate categories: objective vs. subjective. 
     This is obtained by searching for factivity 
markers again at propositional level (see Saurì & 
Pustejovsky 2012). In particular we take into 
account the following markers: modality operators 
such as intensifiers and diminishers, modal verbs, 
modifiers and attributes adjuncts at sentence level, 
lexical type of the verb (from ItalWordNet 
classification, and our own), subject’s person (if 3rd 
or not), and so on. As will become clear below, we 
are using a lexicon-based (see Pennebaker et al.; 
Taboada et al. 2011) rather than a classifier-based 
approach, i.e. we make a fully supervised analysis 
where semantic features are manually associated to 
lemma and concept of the domain by creating a 
lexicon out of frequency lists. In this way the 
semantically labelled lexicon is produced in an 
empirical manner and fits perfectly the 
classification needs. Now, the new current version 
used with Italian has been made possible by the 
creation of the needed semantic resources, in 
particular a version of SentiWordNet adapted to 
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Italian and heavily corrected and modified. This 
version uses weights for the English WordNet and 
the mapping of sentiment weights has been done 
automatically starting from the linguistic content of 
WordNet glosses. This process has introduced a lot 
of noise in the final results, with many entries with 
a totally wrong opinion evaluation. In addition, 
there was a need to characterize uniquely only those 
entries that have a "generic" or "commonplace" 
positive, or negative meaning associated to them in 
the specific domain. This was deemed the only 
possible solution to the problem of semantic 
ambiguity, which could only be solved by 
introducing a phase of Word Sense Disambiguation, 
which was not part of the system. However this was 
not possible for all entries. So, we decided to erase 
all entries that had multiple concepts associated to 
the same lemma, and had conflicting sentiment 
values. We also created and added an ad hoc 
lexicon for the majority of concepts (some 3000) 
contained in the texts we analysed, in order to 
increase the coverage of the lexicon. This was done 
again with the same approach, i.e. labelling only 
those concepts which were uniquely intended as one 
or the other sentiment, restricting reference to the 
domain of political discourse. 
 
1.2 Semantic Mapping 
 
Sentiment Analysis is based on propositional level 
semantic processing, which in turn is made of two 
basic components: PAS and VCX semantics. 
Semantic mapping is based on a number of 
intermediate semantic representations, which 
include, beside diathesis: 
- Change in the World; Subjectivity and Point of 
View; Speech Act; Factuality; Polarity. 
    At first we compute Mood and Tense from the 
Verbal Compound (hence VC), which, as said 
before, may contain auxiliaries, modals, clitics, 
negation and possibly adverbials in between. From 
Mood_Tense we derive a label that is the compound 
tense and this is then used together with Aspectual 
lexical properties of the main verb to compute 
Change_in_the_World. Basically this results into a 
subclassification of events into three subclasses: 
Static, Gradual, Culminating. From 
Change_in_the_World we compute (Point_of_) 
View, which can be either Internal 
(Extensional/Intensional) or External, where 
Internal is again produced from a semantic labelling 
of the subcategorized lexicon along the lines 
suggested in linguistic studies, where 
psych(ological) verbs are separated from movement 
verbs etc. . Internal View then allows a labelling of 
the VC as Subjective for Subjectivity and 
otherwise, Objective. Eventually, we look for 
negation which can be produced by presence of a 
negative particle or be directly in the verb meaning 
as lexicalised negation. Negation, View and 
Semantic Class, together with presence of absence 
of Adverbial factual markers are then used to 
produce a Factuality labelling. 
     One important secondary effect that carries over 
from this local labelling, is a higher level 
propositional level ability to determine inferential 
links intervening between propositions. Whenever 
we detect possible dependencies between adjacent 
VCs we check to see whether the preceding verb 
belongs to the class of implicatives. We are here 
referring to verbs such as “refuse, reject, hamper, 
prevent, hinder, etc.” on the one side, and “manage, 
oblige, cause, provoke, etc.” on the other (for a 
complete list see Saurì & Pustejovsky 2012). In the 
first case, the implication is that the action 
described in the complement clause is not factual, 
as for instance in “John refused to drive to Boston”, 
from which we know that “John did not drive to 
Boston”. In the second case, the opposite will apply, 
as in “John managed to drive to Boston”. 
     Two notions have been highlighted in the 
literature on discourse: foreground and background. 
The foreground is that part of a discourse which 
provides the main information; in a narrative, for 
example, the foreground is the temporal sequence 
of events; foreground information, then, moves the 
story forward. The background, on the contrary, 
provides supportive information, such as 
elaborations, comments, etc., and does not move the 
story forward. To compute foreground and 
background information, three main rhetorical 
relations are assigned by the algorithm (for a deeper 
description see Delmonte 2007; 2009) in the form 
of attribute-value pairs, or features: Discourse 
Domain, CHANGE IN THE WORLD. 
     The Discourse Domain of a sentence may be 
“subjective”, indicating that the event or state takes 
place in the mind of the participant argument of the 
predicate and not necessarily in the external world. 
Then it may be “objective”, which indicates that the 
action described by the verb affects the whole 
environment. A sentence may also describe a 
“change in the world”, in case we pass from the 
description of one situation to the description of 
another situation which precedes or follows the 
former in time but which is not temporally 
equivalent to it; we have then the following 
inventory of changes: null (i.e. no change), gradual, 
culminated, earlier, negated. The third value, the 
“relevance” of a sentence, corresponds to the 
distinction between foreground and background 
which has been discussed above.  
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    We have now to explain the way each utterance 
receives its set of values: the algorithm relies 
heavily on grammatical cues, i.e. those linguistic 
elements encoded in the grammar of a language 
which allow interpretation without the intervention 
of pragmatic or non-linguistic elements such as 
conversational implicatures, presupposition or 
inferencing. The cues we make use of are chiefly 
extracted from the verb and are such things as 
semantic category, polarity, tense, aspect. The 
procedure is very simple from a theoretical point of 
view: once the algorithm has recognized a cue, it 
assigns a value to the sentence. Note that we 
distinguish between the direct and indirect speech 
portions of the text, since the perspective is not the 
same in the two cases. 
- DISCOURSE DOMAIN: to assign the point of 
view of a sentence, the algorithm checks the 
sem(antic)_cat(egory) of the main verb of the 
sentence and a number of other opacity operators, 
like the presence of future tense, a question or an 
exclamative, the presence of modals, etc. 
- CHANGE IN THE WORLD: to establish whether 
a clause describes a change or not, and which type 
of change it describes, the algorithm takes into 
account four parameters: polarity (i.e. affirmative or 
negative), domain, tense and aspect of the main 
verb. 
     If polarity is set to NO (i.e. if the clause is 
negative), CHANGE is negated; but if the verb 
describes a state, CHANGE is null because a stative 
verb can never express a change, apart from the fact 
that it is affirmed or negated. Thus, if DISCOURSE 
DOMAIN is subjective and the verb is stative, 
CHANGE is null: this captures the fact that, in such 
a case, the action affects only the subject's mind and 
has no effects on the outside world. In all other 
cases the algorithm takes into account tense and 
aspect of the main verb and obeys the following 
rules: if tense is simple present, CHANGE is null; if 
tense is passato remoto or simple past, CHANGE is 
culminated; if tense is pluperfect or trapassato 
remoto, CHANGE is earlier; if tense is the 
imperfetto and describes a state, CHANGE is null, 
but if it describes an activity, a process, an 
accomplishment, or if it is a mental activity, 
CHANGE is gradual. 
- FACTIVITY: this relation may only assume two 
values: factive and non-factive. A factive relation is 
assigned every time change is non null. Other 
sources of information may be used to trigger 
factivity, and that is the presence of a factive 
predicate, like a presuppositional verb, "know". 
     We now turn to the cues for direct speech. Once 
the algorithm has recognized a clause to be in direct 
speech, the CLAUSE TYPE value is 
dir_speech/prop. The DISCOURSE DOMAIN is 
also subjective: this is so because direct speech 
reports the thoughts and perceptions of the 
characters in the story, so that any intervention of 
the writer is left out. As far as CHANGE is 
concerned, the algorithm obeys the following rules: 
if the main verb is in the imperative mood, 
CHANGE is null because, although the imperative 
is used to express commands, there is no certainty 
that once a command has been imparted it is going 
to be carried out. If the verb is in the indicative 
mood, and it is in the future, CHANGE is null as 
well since the action has still to take place; if we 
have a past tense such as the passato prossimo or 
the trapassato, CHANGE is culminated or earlier, 
respectively; if tense is present, the algorithm 
checks its aspect: if the verb describes a state, 
CHANGE is null, otherwise (i.e. if the verb 
describes an activity) CHANGE is gradual. Finally, 
negative and positive polarity is carefully weighted 
in case the sentence has a complex structure, taking 
care of cases of double negations. Positives are so 
marked when the words searched in the input 
sentence belong to the class of so-called "Absolute 
Positives", i.e. words that can only take on positive 
evaluative meaning. The same applies for Negative 
polarity words, when they belong to a list of 
"Absolute Negatives", like swear words. 
 
2. Results and Discussion 
 
Here below is the table of our results for the three 
tasks of Sentipolc (see Basile et al. 2014). 
 
Task F-ScoreTot Prec0 Rec0 F-score0 Prec1 Rec1 F-score1 Rank 
Subjectivity 52.24 34.79 30.26 32.37 75.71 68.83 72.11 9th/9 
Polarity Pos 51.81 72.97 81.58 77.03 43.13 16.05 23.39 10th/11 
Polarity Neg 51.81 60.97 77.00 68.05 62.03 28.19 38.77 10th/11 
Irony 49.29 88.29 77.54 82.57 15.66 16.39 16.02 4th/7 !  Table 2. Results of ITGetaruns for all Tasks. 
 
In Table 2. we report percent values of our system 
performance. In a final column we registered our 
placement in the graded scale of final results. As 
can be noticed, best result has been achieved for 
irony detection. In general, we can note the 
following: there has been always an attempt to 
favour Recall rather than Precision, and also an 
attempt to reduce False Positives. This would be 
represented by a better scoring in those values 
associated to Prec0, Rec0 and F-score0: as can be 
noticed, this is only partially true. Both Polarity and 
Irony have by far better scoring in 0s than in 1s. On 
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the contrary, Subjectivity has much better scores in 
1s than in 0s. We assume that this is due to 
annotation criteria, which don't match our linguistic 
rules. We marked with bold italics those scores that 
have better ranking individually, and both coincide 
with Recall0 in Polarity. Recall0 for Polarity Pos is 
81.58, which corresponds to the 4th rank in the list 
of 12 (not considering the baseline); Recall0 for 
Polarity Neg is 77.00, which represents the best 
result of all systems. Going back to annotation 
criteria, one of our basic rule for Subjectivity 
matching is presence of 1st and 2nd person 
morphology in the main verb complex associated to 
the main or root clause. We noticed that this does 
not always coincide with annotations associated to 
the tweets.  
     We had a number of additional features to 
implement, which would have increased Precision 
quite significantly but would have decreased Recall 
dramatically. One of these features was the 
possibility to highlight the use of alterations in 
Ironic tweets, which are used to express 
"Exaggeration". The algorithm was based on our 
Morphological Analyser that in turn is based on 
linguistic rules for alterations and a root lexicon of 
Italian made up of some 90,000 entries (see 
Delmonte, Pianta 1996; 1998). We also intended to 
use our classification of Emoticons, which however 
proved not to be a significant contribution in the 
overall evaluation, so at the end we decided not to 
implement it. Eventually, we sieved unallowed 
combinations of 0-1 and replaced the unwanted 1 
with a zero. 
     As a conclusion, we intend to implement those 
techniques that seemed promising but required 
deeper inspection and were more time-consuming, 
like using Emoticons and alterations to detect 
exaggerations in tweets. This will need to make use 
of Predicate-Argument Structures in the hope to 
improve irony detection (but see Reyes & Rosso 
2013). By knowing, for instance, that swear words - 
or exaggerations - are being using in a political 
context, will constitute a good hint if arguments are 
properly under control. 
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Abstract
English. In the literature, subjectivity, po-
larity and irony detection have been of-
ten considered as independent tasks. How-
ever, since there are multiple ties between
them, they should be jointly addressed. In
this paper we propose a hierarchical sys-
tem, where the classifiers of each layer are
built upon an ensemble approach known as
Bayesian Model Averaging.
Italiano. In letteratura, le classificazioni
di soggettivita`, polarita` e ironia sono
state spesso affrontate come task indipen-
denti. Tuttavia, dal momento che es-
istono tra loro diversi legami impliciti, tali
task dovrebbero essere affrontati congiun-
tamente. In questo lavoro proponiamo un
sistema gerarchico, dove i classificatori di
ogni layer sono costruiti ricorrendo ad un
approccio di ensemble learning noto come
Bayesian Model Averaging.
1 Introduction
Among the computational approaches for distin-
guishing subjective vs objective messages, ironic
vs not ironic and different classes of polarities, we
can point out two main research directions: the
first one focuses on machine learning algorithms
for automatic recognition (Pang et al., 2002; Chen
et al., 2008; Ye et al., 2009; Perea-Ortega et al.,
2013; Pozzi et al., 2013c; Pozzi et al., 2013a),
while the second one is aimed at the identifica-
tion of linguistic and metalinguistic features use-
ful for automatic detection (Carvalho et al., 2009;
Filatova, 2012; Pozzi et al., 2013b; Davidov et al.,
2010; Reyes et al., 2013). As far is concerned with
the machine learning perspective, although some
approaches are widely used in sentiment analysis,
they suffer from two main limitations that the pro-
posed paper intends to overcome. First, all the is-
sues related to sentiment analysis are usually ap-
proached by focusing on specific tasks separately,
i.e. subjectivity, polarity and irony are tackled
independently on each other. In a real context
all these issues should be addressed by a single
model able to distinguish at first if a message is
either subjective or objective, to subsequently ad-
dress polarity and irony detection and deal with the
potential relationships that could exists between
them. Second, within the sentiment analysis re-
search field there is no agreement on which ma-
chine learning methodology is better than others:
one learner could perform better than others in re-
spect of a given application domain, while a fur-
ther approach could outperform the others when
dealing with a given language or linguistic regis-
ter. In this paper we present a system based on a
multi-layer Bayesian ensemble learning that tries
to overcome the above mentioned limitations. The
focus is therefore intentionally on learning strate-
gies instead of on linguistic aspects to investigate
the potential of multiple and interconnected layers
of ensembles on real word Italian Twitter data.
2 Description of the system
2.1 Hierarchical Bayesian Model Averaging
In the literature, subjectivity, polarity and irony
detection have been often considered as indepen-
dent tasks. However, since there are multiple ties
between them, they should be jointly addressed.
Different works have usually treated subjectiv-
ity and polarity classification as two-stage binary
classification process, where the first level distin-
guishes subjective and objective (neutral) state-
ments, and the second level then further dis-
tinguishes subjectivity into: subjective-positive
/ subjective-negative (Refaee and Rieser, 2014;
Baugh, 2013). The results proposed in (Wilson et
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al., 2009) support the validity of this process, indi-
cating that the ability to recognize neutral classes
in the first place can greatly improve the perfor-
mance in distinguishing between positive and neg-
ative utterances at a later time. However, as briefly
introduced, also irony can give its contribution
in improving the classification performance. An
ironic message involves a shift in evaluative va-
lence, which can be treated in two ways: it could
be a shift from a literally positive to an intended
negative meaning, or a shift from a literally nega-
tive to an intended positive evaluation.
According to the above mentioned considera-
tions, we propose a hierarchical framework able
to jointly address subjectivity, polarity and irony
detection. An overview of the working system,
named Hierarchical Bayesian Model Averaging
(H-BMA), is presented in Figure 1.
1. Subjectivity classification 
2a. Polarity classification 2b. Irony detection 
reverse 
Objective Subjective 
Mixed Negative Positive Ironic Not ironic 
Figure 1: Hierarchical BMA.
Since subjectivity classification is usually the
most performing task in Sentiment Analysis, the
first level distinguishes subjective and objective
statements (neutral is supposed to be objective),
and the second level then distinguishes subjectiv-
ity into: subjective-positive / subjective-negative /
subjective-mixed (a sentence which is subjective,
positive and negative at the same time). Jointly
with polarity classification, irony detection is also
performed. If a given sentence is detected as
ironic, then its positive or negative polarity is re-
versed. On the other side, if the sentence is ironic
but its polarity has been classified as mixed, then
it is switched to negative. Thus a message s, iden-
tified as mixed by the polarity classification layer
and ironic (denoted as iro) by the irony detection
layer, is finally labelled as negative (−) due to the
conditional distribution
P (s = - | s = iro) >> P (s = + | s = iro) (1)
In the literature, subjectivity, polarity and irony
detection have been often addressed applying the
most varied machine learning approaches. As out-
lined in the Introduction, there is no agreement on
which methodology is better than others. The un-
certainty about which model represents the opti-
mal one in different context has been overcome in
this work by introducing Bayesian Model Averag-
ing (Pozzi et al., 2013a), a novel ensemble learn-
ing approach able to exploit the potentials of sev-
eral learners when predicting the labels for each
task (subjectivity, irony and polarity) of the hierar-
chical framework.
2.2 Bayesian Model Averaging
The most important limitation of traditional en-
semble approaches is that the models to be in-
cluded in the set of experts have uniform dis-
tributed weights regardless their reliability. How-
ever, the uncertainty left by data and models can
be filtered by considering the Bayesian paradigm.
In particular, through Bayesian Model Averaging
(BMA) all possible models in the hypothesis space
could be used when making predictions, consider-
ing their marginal prediction capabilities and their
reliability. Given a datasetD and a set C of classi-
fiers, the approach assigns to a message s the label
l(s) that maximizes:
P (l(s) | C,D) =
∑
i∈C
P (l(s) | i,D)P (i | D) (2)
where P (l(s) | i,D) is the marginal distribution
of the label predicted by classifier i and P (i | D)
denotes the posterior probability of model i. The
posterior P (i | D) can be computed as:
P (i | D) = P (D | i)P (i)∑
j∈C
P (D | j)P (j) (3)
where P (i) is the prior probability of i and
P (D | i) is the model likelihood. In eq. 3,
P (i) and
∑
j∈C P (D | j)P (j) are assumed to be a
constant and therefore can be omitted. Therefore,
BMA assigns the label lBMA(s) to s according to
the following decision rule:
lBMA(s) = argmax
l(s)
P (l(m)|C,D)
=
∑
i∈C
P (l(s)|i,D)P (i|D)
=
∑
i∈C
P (l(s)|i,D)P (D|i)P (i)
=
∑
i∈C
P (l(s)|i,D)P (D|i)
(4)
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We proposed to replace the implicit measure
P (D | i) by an explicit estimate, known as F1-
measure, obtained during a preliminary evaluation
of the classifier i. In particular, by performing
a cross validation, each classifier can produce an
average measure stating how well a learning ma-
chine generalizes to unseen data. Considering φ-
folds for cross validating a classifier i, the measure
P (D | i) can be approximated as
P (D | i) ≈ 1
ι
φ∑
ι=1
2× Piι(D)×Riι(D)
Piι(D) +Riι(D) (5)
where Piι(D) and Riι(D) denotes precision and
recall obtained by classifier i in fold ι.
In this way we tune the probabilistic claim of
each classifier in the ensemble according to its
ability to fit the training data. This approach al-
lows the uncertainty of each classifier to be taken
into account, avoiding over-confident inferences.
A crucial issue of most ensemble methods is re-
ferred to the selection of the optimal set of models
to be included in the ensemble. This is a combi-
natorial optimization problem over
∑N
p=1
N !
p!(N−p)!
possible solutions where N is the number of clas-
sifiers and p represents the dimension of each po-
tential ensemble. Several metrics have been pro-
posed in the literature to evaluate the contribu-
tion of classifiers to be included in the ensem-
ble (see (Partalas et al., 2010)). To the best of
our knowledge this measures are not suitable for a
Bayesian Ensemble, because they assume uniform
weight distribution of classifiers. In this study, we
used a heuristic able to compute the discriminative
marginal contribution that each classifier provides
with respect to a given ensemble. In order to illus-
trate this strategy, consider a simple case with two
classifiers named i and j. To evaluate the contri-
bution (gain) that the classifier i gives with respect
to j, we need to introduce two cases:
1. j incorrectly labels the sentence s, but i cor-
rectly tags it. This is the most important con-
tribution of i to the voting mechanism and
represents how much i is able to correct j’s
predictions;
2. Both i and j correctly label s. In this case, i
corroborates the hypothesis provided by j to
correctly label the sentence.
On the other hand, i could also bias the prediction
in the following cases:
3. j correctly labels sentence s, but i incorrectly
tags it. This is the most harmful contribution
in a voting mechanism and represents how
much i is able to negatively change the (cor-
rect) label provided by j.
4. Both i and j incorrectly label s. In this case,
i corroborates the hypothesis provided by j
leading to a double misclassification of s.
To formally represent the cases above, let com-
pute P (i = 1 | j = 0) as the number of in-
stances correctly classified by i over the number
of instances incorrectly classified by j (case 1)
and P (i = 1 | j = 1) the number of instances
correctly classified both by i over the number of
instances correctly classified by j (case 2). Anal-
ogously, let P (i = 0 | j = 1) be the number
of instances misclassified by i over the number
of instances correctly classified by j (case 3) and
P (i = 0 | j = 0) the number of instances mis-
classified by i over the number of instances mis-
classified also by j (case 4).
The contribution rSi of each classifier i belong-
ing to a given ensemble S ⊆ C can be esti-
mated as:
rSi =
∑
j∈{S\i}
∑
q∈{0,1}
P (i = 1 | j = q)P (j = q)∑
j∈{S\i}
∑
q∈{0,1}
P (i = 0 | j = q)P (j = q)
(6)
where P (j = q) is the prior of classifier j to ei-
ther correctly or incorrectly predict labels. In par-
ticular, P (j = 1) denotes the percentage of cor-
rectly classified instances (i.e. accuracy), while
P (j = 0) represents the rate of misclassified (i.e.
error rate).
Once the contribution of each classifier has been
computed, a further issue to be addressed concerns
with the search strategy for determining the opti-
mal ensemble composition. The proposed evalu-
ation function rSi is included in a greedy strategy
based on backward elimination: starting from an
initial set S = C, the contribution rSi is itera-
tively computed excluding at each step the clas-
sifier that achieves the lowest rSi . The proposed
strategy allows us to reduce the search space from∑n
p=1
n!
p!(n−p)! to n−1 potential candidates for de-
termining the optimal ensemble, because at each
step the classifier with the lowest rSi is disregarded
until the smallest combination is achieved. An-
other issue that concerns greedy selection is the
stop condition related to the search process, i.e.
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how many models should be included in the fi-
nal ensemble. The most common approach is
to perform the search until all models have been
removed from the ensemble and select the sub-
ensemble with the lowest error on the evaluation
set. Alternatively, other approaches select a fixed
number of models. In this paper, we perform a
backward selection until a local maxima of aver-
age classifier contribution is achieved. In partic-
ular, the backward elimination will continue un-
til the Average Classifier Contribution (ACC) of a
sub-ensemble with respect to the parent ensemble
will decrease. Indeed, when the average contribu-
tion decreases the parent ensemble corresponds to
a local maxima and therefore is accepted as op-
timal ensemble combination. More formally, an
ensemble S is accepted as optimal composition if
the following condition is satisfied:
ACC(S)
|S| ≥
ACC(S \ x)
|S − 1| (7)
where ACC(S) is estimated as the average rSi
over the classifiers belonging to the ensemble S.
Note that the contribution of each classifier i is
computed according to the ensemble S, that is it-
eratively updated once the worst classifier is re-
moved. This leads to the definition of S charac-
terized by a decreasing size ranging from |S| =
N,N − 1, . . . , 1.
3 Results
In order to derive the feature space used for learn-
ing, a vector space model has been adopted. Each
sentence s is represented as a vector composed of
terms for which a corresponding weight w can be
computed as Boolean (0/1). No additional infor-
mation, such as linguistic cues, has been provided
to the learning approaches investigated in this pa-
per. The proposed Hierarchical Bayesian Model
Averaging (H-BMA) has been compared with tra-
ditional Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) and
the baseline provided by Sentipolc 2014 organiz-
ers (Basile et al., 2014). The classifiers enclosed in
H-BMA and BMA for addressing the three tasks
are: Decision Tree (DT) (Quinlan, 1993), Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM) (Vapnik and Vapnik,
1998), Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) (Lang-
ley et al., 1992) and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN)
(Aha et al., 1991). The indices used for compar-
ing the approaches are Precision, Recall and F1-
measure.
Baseline BMA H-BMA∗
Subjectivity 0.4005 0.6173 0.6173
Polarity 0.3718 0.4907 0.5253
Irony 0.4441 0.5253 0.5261
Table 1: Comparison of F1-measure
The results reported in Table 1 show the F1-
measure performance on the three tasks∗. The
optimal ensemble composition of both BMA and
H-BMA has been obtained according the greedy
backward elimination strategy that lead to ensem-
ble composed of DT, SVM and MNB (for all the
three tasks). It can be easily noted that address-
ing Subjectivity, Polarity and Irony detection with
H-BMA, where tasks are modelled as interdepen-
dent, the performance tend to improve with respect
to the other approaches where the issues are tack-
led independently.
4 Discussion
In this paper, a novel system for jointly modelling
subjectivity, polarity and irony detection has been
introduced. The experimental results show the po-
tential of the proposed model to address interde-
pendent tasks with no additional information de-
rived by linguistic cues. The proposed solution
is particularly effective and efficient, thanks to its
ability to define a strategic combination of dif-
ferent classifiers through an accurate and com-
putationally efficient heuristic. However, an in-
creasing number of classifiers to be enclosed in
each ensemble in all the layers together with large
dataset open to deeper considerations in terms of
complexity. The selection of the initial ensemble
should consider the different complexities of each
single learner and inference algorithm, leading to
a reasonable trade-off between their contribution
in terms of accuracy and the related computational
time. A further ongoing research is related to the
linguistic aspects that could be taken into account
during the learning phase of the models in the en-
sembles. Specific linguistic cues able to charac-
terise subjectivity, polarity and irony could lead to
more accurate learning and prediction.
∗Official results provided to Sentipolc 2014 organizers
(Basile et al., 2014) lead to the following F1-measure per-
formance: Subjectivity 0.5901, Polarity 0.5341 and Irony
0.4771. The results reported in Table 1 differ from the ones
reported in the official ranking because of a mistake in send-
ing the correct predictions.
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Abstract
English. Interest in the Sentiment Analy-
sis task has been growing in recent years
due to the importance of applications that
may benefit from such kind of informa-
tion. In this paper we addressed the polar-
ity classification task of Italian tweets by
using a supervised machine learning ap-
proach. We developed a set of features
and used them in a machine learning sys-
tem in order to decide if a tweet is subjec-
tive or objective. The polarity result itself
was then used as an additional feature to
determine whether a tweet contains iron-
ical content or not. We faced the lack of
resources in Italian by translating (mostly
automatically) existing resources for the
English language. Our model obtained
good results in the SentiPolC 2014 task,
being one of the best ranked systems.
Italiano. L’interesse nell’analisi auto-
matica dei sentimenti e` continuamente
cresciuto negli ultimi anni per via
dell’importanza delle applicazioni in cui
questo tipo di analisi puo` essere utiliz-
zato. In quest’articolo descriviamo gli
esperimenti portati a termine nel campo
della classificazione di polarita` di tweets
scritti in italiano, usando un approccio
basato sull’apprendimento automatico.
Un certo numero di criteri e` stato uti-
lizzato come features per assegnare una
polarita` e quindi determinare se i tweets
contengono dell’ironia o meno. Per questi
esperimenti, la mancanza di risorse (in
particolare di dizionari specializzati) e`
stata compensata adattando, in gran parte
utilizzando delle tecniche di traduzione
automatica, delle risorse esistenti per la
lingua inglese. Il modello cosı` ottenuto e`
stato uno dei migliori nel task SentiPolC a
Evalita 2014.
1 Introduction
Sentiment Analysis has been defined by (Liu,
2010) as “the computational study of opinions,
sentiments and emotions expressed in text”; so-
cial media is a rich source of data that can be pro-
cessed in order to detect subjectivity and classify
the sentiments expressed by users. The effective
extraction of such information is the main chal-
lenge in this research field. Sentiment analysis
is an opportunity for researchers in Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) to make tangible progress
on all fronts of NLP, and potentially have a huge
practical impact. (Cambria et al., 2013)
In this paper we describe our participation to the
SentiPolC task in polarity and irony classification
of tweets in Italian. The paper is organized as fol-
lows: in Section 2 we briefly describe the related
works in order to understand how they influenced
our choices. In Section 3 we describe the fea-
tures and the classification system used. Results
obtained from our proposed model are shown in
Section 4. Finally in Section 5 we draw some con-
clusions based on the early analysis of the results.
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2 Related Work
Sentiment Analysis approaches are mainly based
on machine learning and lexicons. There is a con-
siderable amount of works related to sentiment
analysis and opinion mining ((Liu, 2010), (Pang
and Lee, 2008) in particular), all of them can be
classified in one of the general approaches pre-
sented by Cambria et. al in (Cambria et al., 2013):
keyword spotting, lexical affinity, statistical meth-
ods, and concept-based techniques. Keyword spot-
ting consists in classifying text by affect cate-
gories based on the presence of unambiguous af-
fect words such as happy , sad, afraid, and bored.
Lexical affinity does not only detects obvious af-
fect words, but also assigns to arbitrary words a
probable “affinity” to particular emotions. Statis-
tical methods are semantically weak, which means
that individually — with the exception of obvi-
ous affect keywords — a statistical model’s other
lexical or co-occurrence elements have little pre-
dictive value. Concept-based approaches: rely-
ing on large semantic knowledge bases, such ap-
proaches step away from blindly using keywords
and word co-occurrence counts, and instead rely
on the implicit meaning/features associated with
natural language concepts, superior to purely syn-
tactical techniques; concept-based approaches can
detect subtly expressed sentiments.
Respect to irony detection, Carvalho (Carvalho
et al., 2009) developed a system able to detect
irony using punctuation marks and emoticons in
Portuguese. Veale and Hao (Veale and Hao, 2010)
present a linguistic approach that takes into ac-
count the presence of heuristic clues in sentences
(e.g. “about as” as indicator of ironic simile).
Reyes et al. (Reyes et al., 2013) propose a model
based on four dimensions (signatures, unexpected-
ness, style, and emotional scenarios) that support
the idea that textual features can capture patterns
used in this kind of utterances.
3 Features and Classification Framework
In order to address the tasks of subjectiv-
ity/polarity/ironic classification, we decide taking
into account a statistical method that includes sev-
eral features: structural, syntactical and lexicon
based. We think that tweets belonging to the same
class can share this kind of features, below we de-
scribe briefly each one. In parentheses, we provide
the related id used in Table 4 and Table 5.
3.1 Surface Features
• nGrams features. We extracted the most fre-
quent unigrams, bigrams and trigrams from
the training corpus in order to have three dif-
ferent Bag of Words representations. This is
a simple feature widely used in text classifi-
cation. Only unigrams were finally used for
our participation in SentiPolC.
• Emoticons frequency. (emo) By using emoti-
cons, with few characters is possible to dis-
play one’s true feeling. Emoticons are vir-
tually required under certain circumstances
in text-based communication, where the ab-
sence of verbal and visual cues can other-
wise hide what was originally intended to be
humorous, sarcastic, ironic, and some times
negative (Wolf, 2000). We manually defined
three different sets of emoticons for the de-
tection of subjectivity, positiveness and neg-
ativeness, then we extracted the frequency of
each one in tweets.
• Negative Words frequency. (neg) Handling
negation can be an important concern in sen-
timent analysis, one of the main difficulties
is that negation can often be expressed in a
rather subtle way. We analyzed the train-
ing set and selected some words that trig-
gers negation (mai (never), non/no (not/no)),
avversative conjunction or adverbs (invece
(instead), ma (but)). We extracted their fre-
quency in each tweet. There are other ways
to deal with negations, for example to reverse
the polarity of the text if a negation word is
found, but we did not employ this technique.
• URL information frequency. (http) We ana-
lyzed the training set and we found that most
not-subjective, not-ironic tweets contained a
hyperlink, so we decided to take into account
this characteristic as a feature. In some cases
this kind of information is also present in
ironic tweets because users made an evalua-
tion of some content (text, video, image, etc.)
that they consider ironic and try to share with
others in order to express themselves.
• POS-based features. (pps) We decided to use
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging (the TreeTag-
ger1 implementation) to extract additional in-
1http://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/
˜schmid/tools/TreeTagger/
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formation to determine the subjectivity of
tweets; in particular, we took into account
the presence of verbs conjugated at the first
and second persons (those endings in “-o”, “-
i”, “-amo”, “-ate/ete”) and personal pronouns
(“io”, “tu”, “noi”, “voi”, and their direct and
indirect object versions).
• Tweet Length and Uppercase ratio. (len,
shout) Although text in tweets only can con-
tain maximum 140 characters, we decided
to use the length in words of each tweet
like a feature, trying to reflect the fact that
ironic comments are often short. We took
into account also the ratio between the up-
percase words and length of the tweet, given
that many subjective and/or ironic comments
use uppercase words in order to express radi-
cal opinions about something, highlighting it
with the use of uppercase.
3.2 Lexicon-based Features
Many state-of-the-art works are based on lexicons
that assign to each words an empirical measure of
their polarity. Most lexicons however are available
only in English. We decided to use different lex-
icons and automatically translate them to Italian;
a thoroughful description of each one is out of the
scope of the present work and we refer the reader
to the relative existing literature. We found that
in some cases an Italian word can be translated in
different ways in English. We tested on the dev
set two possibilities: to keep for the Italian word
the max of the scores of the English translations
or their average. The test showed that the max al-
lowed to obtain a slightly better accuracy than the
average.
• SentiWordNet (SWN). Assigns to each synset
of WordNet three sentiment scores: posi-
tivity, negativity and objectivity. We used
only the positive and negative scores to derive
six features: positive/negative words count
(SWN+/-c), the sum of the positive scores
in the tweet (SWN+s), the sum of nega-
tive scores in the tweet (SWN-s), the bal-
ance (positive-negative) score of the tweet
(SWNb), and the standard deviation of Sen-
tiWN scores in the tweet (SWNdev).
• Hu-Liu Lexicon2. (HL) We derived three fea-
2http://www.cs.uic.edu/˜liub/FBS/
sentiment-analysis.html
tures from this lexicon: positive (HL+c) and
negative (HL-c) words count, balance (sum
of positive-negative words - HLb).
• AFINN Lexicon3. (AF) This lexicon con-
tains two word lists labeled with polarity va-
lences from -5 (negative) to +5 (positive). We
derived 5 features from this lexicon: posi-
tive/negative word count (AF+/-c), sum of
positive and negative scores (AF+/-s); over-
all balance of scores in the tweet (AFb).
• Whissel Dictionary (Whissell, 2009). (WH)
Our translation of this lexicon contains 8700
Italian words with values of Activation, Im-
agery and Pleasantness related to each one.
Range of scores go from 1 (most passive)
to 3 (most active). We derived six features:
average activation, imagery and pleasantness
(WH[aip]avg), and the standard deviation
of the respective scores (WH[aip]dev). We
thought that an elevate score in one of these
features may indicate an out-of-context word,
thus indicating a possibly ironic comment.
• Italian “Taboo Words”. (TAB) Knowing the
function of taboo words to trigger humor,
catharsis, or to boost opinions (Zhou, 2010),
we decided to use a list of taboo italian words
that we extracted from Wiktionary4.
• Counter-Factuality (Reyes et al., 2013). (CF)
We use the frequency of discursive terms that
hint at opposition or contradiction in a text
such as “about” and “nevertheless”.
• Temporal Compression (Reyes et al., 2013).
(TC) We use the frequency of terms that iden-
tify elements related to opposition in time,
i.e. terms that indicate an abrupt change in
a narrative.
Moreover, in the irony subtask we used as fea-
tures our results of the subjectivity (subj) and po-
larity (pol) classification subtasks.
3.3 Classification Framework
We used the nu-SVM (Scho¨lkopf et al., 2000) im-
plementation by LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011),
3https://github.com/abromberg/
sentiment\_analysis/blob/master/AFINN/
AFINN-111.txt
4http://it.wiktionary.org/wiki/
Categoria:Parole_volgari-IT
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with the nu parameter set to the standard value
(0.5), with a RBF kernel. The classification was
carried out in three steps: in the first one, the
system classifies the tweet into subjective or not.
The result of the subjectivity is passed as a fea-
ture to the second classification step that classifies
the tweets as positive or negative. Finally, the re-
sults of subjectivity and polarity classification are
passed to the final classifier that is used to detect
irony. In the constrained run, we used the full Sen-
tiPolC training set (Basile et al., 2014). In the
unconstrained run, we integrated into the training
set 493 additional tweets that include the hashtag
#ironia or were published on an ironical/satirical
account (for instance, the @spinozait account5).
We randomly subsampled the training set in order
to obtain a balanced training set (with 50%/50%
ratio for the ironic/not ironic tweets).
The additional tweets retrieved from
@spinozait and those including the hashtag
#ironia were automatically assigned the labels “1”
for subjectivity and irony. The labels for polarity
were automatically assigned using the model
trained on the devset. This means that in some
cases the combination of labels does not corre-
spond to the labels allowed by the task guidelines
(there are ironic tweets with mixed or neutral
polarity). Therefore, we did not use the polarity
information as feature for the unconstrained run.
4 Results
We evaluated our approach on the SentiPolC
datasets, composed by approximately 4,000
italian tweets for training and 1,700 for test; each
tweet on the training subset was labeled as objec-
tive/subjective, positive/neutral/negative/mixed,
ironic/non-ironic and finally if the topic of the
tweet was concern to politics. In Table 4 we
show the results obtained on the training set
using 10-fold cross validation. The official results
are shown in Table 4 (Basile et al., 2014). The
differences between the results obtained for the
training and the test set can be explained by the
fact that our system was not able to retrieve 186
tweets. Our evaluation on Weka on the partial
set shows 80% F-measure in irony detection.
However, we suppose that the other participants
had similar problems. The results in Table 4 have
been calculated only on the retrieved tweets of the
training set.
5https://twitter.com/spinozait
Subj Pol(+) Pol(-) Iro
Precision 0.765 0.767 0.668 0.820
Recall 0.777 0.774 0.670 0.828
F-Measure 0.764 0.743 0.668 0.824
Table 1: Results of our model on training set
Constrained
Subj Pol(+) Pol(-) Iro
“1”
P 0.8284 0.7265 0.6822 0.2400
R 0.7862 0.2998 0.5213 0.2521
F-m 0.8067 0.4245 0.5910 0.2459
Comb F-m 0.6706 0.6347 0.5415
Table 2: Results of our model on test set Con-
strained Run (official results).
We carried out an analysis of the features using
the information gain feature selection algorithm
provided by Weka. We show in Table 4 and Ta-
ble 5 the ten best dictionary-based features, in the
test and training set respectively.
From these results we can see that
SentiWordNet-based features worked very
well in subjectivity prediction, more than features
like the emoticons which we expected to have
an important role. In the positive polarity task,
emoticons were an important feature however,
together with the positive word counts (or sum
of positive scores) for AFINN, Hu-Liu and
SentiWordNet lexicons. The respective negative
word based features worked well also in the
negative polarity prediction task. In the irony
task we observed some discrepancies between
the results obtained in the training set and those
obtained in the test set. In fact, our intuition of
finding “anomalies” using standard deviation of
Whissell-based features worked particularly well
in the training set, but we did not found the same
kind of “anomalies” in the test set. In the test set
we found instead a prevalence of features that
Unconstrained
Subj Pol(+) Pol(-) Iro
“1”
P 0.8955 0.4565 0.6266 0.2387
R 0.5989 0.5556 0.5040 0.4202
F-m 0.7178 0.5012 0.5587 0.3044
Comb F-m 0.6464 0.6108 0.5513
Table 3: Results of our model on test set Uncon-
strained Run(official results).
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Subj Pol(+) Pol(-) Iro
1 http SWNb SWN-s subj
2 SWN+c AFb SWN-c http
3 SWN-s emo HL-c HL-c
4 SWN+s AF+s AF-s pol
5 SWN-c HLb SWNb AF-c
6 SWNdev SWN+s HLb HLb
7 AFb AF+c AF-c SWN-s
8 neg WHidev neg AFb
9 AF+s HL+c CF AF-s
10 pps WHpdev AFb SWNb
Table 4: Best ranked dictionary-based features for
each subtask, according to their information gain
values (test set).
Subj Pol(+) Pol(-) Iro
1 http AFb SWN-s subj
2 SWN+c AF+s AF-s http
3 SWN+s SWNb HL-c pol
4 SWNdev emo SWN-c WHpdev
5 SWN-c SWN+s AF-c WHadev
6 SWN-s HLb SWNb WHidev
7 AFb AF+c AFb len
8 SWNb HL+c SWNdev SWN+c
9 AF+s http SWN+c SWN-c
10 shout len HLb TAB
Table 5: Best ranked dictionary-based features for
each subtask, according to their information gain
values (training set).
indicates negative words (HL-c, AF-c, SWN-s,
AF-s). In both train and test set we observed
that the most important features that characterize
irony were subjectivity and mixed polarity, while
the presence of web addresses was a strong clue
to the tweet being not ironic, or objective. The
importance of web related features was indicated
also by the high information gain of fragments of
web addresses (not included in the tables), such
as “http”, “ly”, “it”, “fb”, etc. Further analysis of
the results showed that Italian politics have a great
weight in the training set, with keywords like
“governo” or “Monti” conveying a high predictive
power.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
An analysis of the features using information gain
showed that SentiWordNet was an important re-
source for the detection of subjectivity, and in
general the translated lexicons were very useful.
Many of the features related to the detection of
web addresses were also very important, indicat-
ing that the training and test sets were flawed by
the presence of such addresses. Finally, we no-
ticed that the lexicon-based features using stan-
dard deviation performed particularly well on the
irony detection task, at least in the training set, in-
dicating that our intuition of finding “anomalies”
was right. We plan to work furtherly in this direc-
tion as to detect anomalies in content or changes in
polarity from one fragment of text to another and
integrate them as further features.
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Abstract
English. In this paper we describe
our approach to EVALITA 2014 SEN-
TIment POLarity Classification (SEN-
TIPOLC) task. We participated only in
the Polarity Classification sub–task. By
resorting to a wide set of general–purpose
features qualifying the lexical and gram-
matical structure of a text, automatically
created ad–hoc lexicons and existing free
available resources, we achieved the sec-
ond best accuracy1.
Italiano. In questo articolo descriviamo
il nostro sistema utilizzato per affrontare
il compito di Polarity Classification del
task SENTIPOLC della conferenza Evalita
2014. Sfruttando un gran numero di
caratteristiche generiche che descrivono
la struttura lessicale e sintattica del testo,
la creazione automatica di lessici ad–hoc
e l’uso di risorse disponibili esistenti, il
sistema ha ottenuto il secondo miglior
punteggio della competizione.
1 Description of the system
Our approach to the Twitter Sentiment polarity de-
tection task was implemented in a software pro-
totype, i.e. a classifier operating on morpho-
syntactically tagged and dependency parsed texts
which assigns to each document a score express-
ing its probability of belonging to a given polarity
class. The highest score represents the most prob-
able class. Given a set of features and a training
corpus, the classifier creates a statistical model us-
ing the feature statistics extracted from the train-
1Because of an error of the conversion script from our
internal format (of the output system) to the official one, we
submitted the correct output after the task deadline, as soon
as we noticed the error.
ing corpus. This model is used in the classifica-
tion of unseen documents. The set of features and
the machine learning algorithm can be parameter-
ized through a configuration file. For this work,
we used linear Support Vector Machines (SVM)
using LIBSVM (Chang et al., 2001) as machine
learning algorithm.
Since our approach relies on multi–level lin-
guistic analysis, both training and test data were
automatically morpho-syntactically tagged by the
POS tagger described in (Dell’Orletta, 2009) and
dependency-parsed by the DeSR parser using
Multi-Layer Perceptron as learning algorithm (At-
tardi et al., 2009), a state-of-the-art linear-time
Shift-Reduce dependency parser.
1.1 Lexicons
In order to improve the overall accuracy of our
system, we developed and used sentiment polarity
and similarity lexicons. All the created lexicons
are made freely available at the following website:
http://www.italianlp.it/software/.
1.1.1 Sentiment Polarity Lexicons
Sentiment polarity lexicons provide mappings be-
tween a word and its sentiment polarity (positive,
negative, neutral). For our experiments, we used a
publicly available lexicons for Italian and two En-
glish lexicons that we automatically translated. In
addition, we adopted an unsupervised method to
automatically create a lexicon specific for the Ital-
ian twitter language.
Existing Sentiment Polarity Lexicons
We used the Italian sentiment polarity lexicon
(hereafter referred to as OPENER) (Maks et al.,
2013) developed within the OpeNER European
project2. This is a freely available lexicon for the
Italian language3 and includes 24,000 Italian word
2http://www.opener-project.eu/
3https://github.com/opener-project/public-sentiment-
lexicons
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entries. It was automatically created using a prop-
agation algorithm and manually reviewed for the
most frequent words.
Automatically translated Sentiment Polarity
Lexicons
• The Multi–Perspective Question Answering
(hereafter referred to as MPQA) Subjectiv-
ity Lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005). This lexi-
con consists of approximately 8,200 English
words with their associated polarity. In order
to use this resource for the Italian language,
we translated all the entries through the Yan-
dex translation service4.
• The Bing Lui Lexicon (hereafter referred to
as BL) (Hu et al., 2004). This lexicon in-
cludes approximately 6,000 English words
with their associated polarity. Like in the
former case, this resource was automatically
translated by the Yandex translation service.
Automatically created Sentiment Polarity
Lexicons
We built a corpus of positive and negative tweets
following the Mohammad et al. (2013) approach
adopted in the Semeval 2013 sentiment polarity
detection task. For this purpose we queried the
Twitter API with a set of hashtag seeds that in-
dicate positive and negative sentiment polarity.
We selected 200 positive word seeds (e.g. “vin-
cere” to win, “splendido” splendid, “affascinante”
fascinating), and 200 negative word seeds (e.g.,
“tradire” betray, “morire” die). These terms were
chosen from the OPENER lexicon. The result-
ing corpus is made up of 683,811 tweets extracted
with positive seeds and 1,079,070 tweets extracted
with negative seeds.
The main purpose of this procedure was to as-
sign a polarity score to each n-gram occurring
in the corpus. For each n-gram (we considered
up to five n-grams) we calculated the correspond-
ing sentiment polarity score with the following
scoring function: score(ng) = PMI(ng, pos) −
PMI(ng, neg), where PMI stands for pointwise
mutual information. A positive or negative score
indicates that the n-gram is relevant for the identi-
fication of positive or negative tweets.
1.1.2 Word Similarity Lexicons
Since the lexical information in tweets can be very
sparse, to overcame this problem we built two sim-
4http://api.yandex.com/translate/
ilarity lexicons.
For this purpose, we trained two predict mod-
els using the word2vec5 toolkit (Mikolov et al.,
2013). As recommended in (Mikolov et al., 2013),
we used the CBOW model that learns to pre-
dict the word in the middle of a symmetric win-
dow based on the sum of the vector representa-
tions of the words in the window. For our ex-
periments, we considered a context window of
5 words. These models learn lower-dimensional
word embeddings. Embeddings are represented by
a set of latent (hidden) variables, and each word is
a multidimensional vector that represent a specific
instantiation of these variables. We built the word
similarity lexicons by applying the cosine similar-
ity function between the embedded words.
Starting from two corpora, we developed two
different similarity lexicons:
• The first lexicon was built using the lem-
matized version of the PAISA`6 corpus (Ly-
ding et al., 2014). PAISA` is a freely avail-
able large corpus of authentic contemporary
Italian texts from the web, and contains ap-
proximately 388,000 documents for a total of
about 250 millions of tokens.
• The second lexicon was built from a lem-
matized corpus of tweets. This corpus was
collected starting from 30 generic seed key-
words used to query Twitter APIs. The result-
ing corpus is made up of 1,200,000 tweets.
These tweets were automatically morpho-
syntactically tagged and lemmatized by the
POS tagger described in (Dell’Orletta, 2009).
1.2 Features
In this study, we focused on a wide set of fea-
tures ranging across different levels of linguistic
description. The whole set of features we started
with is described below, organised into four main
categories: namely, raw and lexical text features,
morpho-syntactic features, syntactic features and
lexicon features. This proposed four–fold parti-
tion closely follows the different levels of linguis-
tic analysis automatically carried out on the text
being evaluated, (i.e. tokenization, lemmatization,
morpho-syntactic tagging and dependency pars-
ing) and the use of external lexical resources.
In the descriptions below, in brackets are re-
ported the names of the features listed in Table 1.
5http://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
6http://www.corpusitaliano.it/
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The second column of the table reports for each
features the sizes of the used n–grams (for the n–
gram features) or it marks whether the considered
feature has been used in the final experiment (for
the non n–gram features).
1.2.1 Raw and Lexical Text Features
Number of tokens: number of blocks consisting
of 5 tokens occurring in the analyzed tweet. (AV-
ERAGE TWEET LENGTH)
Character n-grams: presence or absence of con-
tiguous sequences of characters in the analyzed
tweet. (NGRAMS CHARS)
Word n-grams: presence or absence of contigu-
ous sequences of tokens in the analyzed tweet.
(NGRAMS WORDS)
Lemma n-grams: presence or absence of con-
tiguous sequences of lemma occurring in the an-
alyzed tweet. (NGRAMS LEMMAS)
Repetition of n-grams chars: this feature
checks the presence or absence of contiguous
repetition of characters in the analyzed tweet.
(HAS NGRAMS CHARS REPETITIONS)
@ Number: number of @ occurring in the ana-
lyzed tweet. (NUM AT)
Hashtags number: number of hashtags occurring
in the analyzed tweet. (NUM HASHTAGS)
Punctuation: checks whether the analyzed
tweet finishes with one of the following
punctuation characters: “?”, “!”. (FIN-
ISHES WITH PUNCTUATION)
1.2.2 Morpho-syntactic Features
Coarse grained Part-Of-Speech n-grams: pres-
ence or absence of contiguous sequences of
coarse–grained PoS, corresponding to the main
grammatical categories (e.g. noun, verb, adjec-
tive). (NGRAMS CPOS)
Fine grained Part-Of-Speech n-grams: pres-
ence or absence of contiguous sequences of fine-
grained PoS, which represent subdivisions of the
coarse-grained tags (e.g. the class of nouns is
subdivided into proper vs common nouns, verbs
into main verbs, gerund forms, past particles).
(NGRAMS POS)
Coarse grained Part-Of-Speech distribution:
the distribution of nouns, adjectives, adverbs,
numbers in the tweet. (CPOS DISTR PERC)
1.2.3 Syntactic Features
Dependency types n-grams: presence or ab-
sence of sequences of dependency types in the
analyzed tweet. The dependencies are calculated
with respect to i) the hierarchical parse tree struc-
ture and ii) the surface linear ordering of words.
(NGRAMS DEPTREE, NGRAMS DEP)
Lexical Dependency n-grams: presence or
absence of sequences of lemmas calculated
with respect to the hierarchical parse tree.
(NGRAMS LEMMATREE)
Lexical Dependency Triplet n-grams: distribu-
tion of lexical dependency triplets, where a triplet
represents a dependency relation as (ld, lh, t),
where ld is the lemma of the dependent, lh is the
lemma of the syntactic head and t is the relation
type linking the two. (NGRAMS LEMMA DEP TREE)
Coarse Grained Part-Of-Speech Dependency
n-grams: presence or absence of sequences
of coarse-grained part–of–speech calculated
with respect to the hierarchical parse tree.
(NGRAMS CPOSTREE)
Coarse Grained Part-Of-Speech Dependency
Triplet n-grams: distribution of coarse-grained
part–of–speech dependency triplets, where a
triplet represents a dependency relation as
(cd, ch, t), where cd is the coarse-grained part–
of–speech of the dependent, h is the coarse-
grained part–of–speech of the syntactic head
and t is the relation type linking the two.
(NGRAMS CPOS DEP TREE)
1.2.4 Lexicon features
Emoticons: presence or absence of positive or
negative emoticons in the analyzed tweet. The
lexicon of emoticons was extracted from the site
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emoticon and manu-
ally classified. (SNT EMOTICONS)
Lemma sentiment polarity n-grams: for each
lemma n-grams extracted from the analyzed
tweet, the feature checks the polarity of each com-
ponent lemma in the existing sentiment polarity
lexicons. Lemma that are not present are marked
with the ABSENT tag. This is for example the
case of the trigram “tutto molto bello” (all very
nice) that is marked as “ABSENT-POS-POS” be-
cause molto and bello are marked as positive in
the considered polarity lexicon and tutto is absent.
The feature is computed for each existing sen-
timent polarity lexicons. (NGRAMS SNT OPENER,
NGRAMS SNT MPQA, NGRAMS SNT BL).
Polarity modifier: for each lemma in the tweet
occurring in the existing sentiment polarity lexi-
cons, the feature checks the presence of adjectives
or adverbs in a left context window of size 2.
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If this is the case, the polarity of the lemma is
assigned to the modifier. This is for example the
case of the bigram “non interessante” (not inter-
esting), where “interessante” is a positive word,
and “non” is an adverb. Accordingly, the feature
“non POS” is created. The feature is computed
3 times, checking all the existing sentiment po-
larity lexicons. (SNT WITH MODIFIER OPENER,
SNT WITH MODIFIER MPQA,
SNT WITH MODIFIER BL)
PMI score: for each set of unigrams, bigrams,
trigrams, four-grams and five-grams that occur in
the analyzed tweet, the feature computes the score
given by
∑
i–gram∈tweet score(i–gram) and re-
turns the minimum and the maximum values of
the five values (approximated to the nearest inte-
ger). (PMI SCORE)
Distribution of sentiment polarity: this fea-
ture computes the percentage of positive, neg-
ative and neutral lemmas that occur in the
tweet. To overcome the sparsity problem, the
percentages are rounded to the nearest multi-
ple of 5. The feature is computed for each
existing lexicon. (SNT DISTRIBUTION OPENER,
SNT DISTRIBUTION MPQA, SNT DISTRIBUTION BL)
Most frequent sentiment polarity: the fea-
ture returns the most frequent sentiment po-
larity of the lemmas in the analyzed tweet.
The feature is computed for each existing lexi-
con. (SNT MAJORITY OPENER, SNT MAJORITY MPQA,
SNT MAJORITY BL)
Word similarity: for each lemma of the an-
alyzed tweet, the feature extracts the first 15
similar words occurring in the similarity lex-
icons. For each similar lemma, the feature
checks the presence of negative or positive
polarity. In addition, the feature calculates
the most frequent polarity. Since we have
two different similarity lexicons and three
different sentiment lexicons, the feature is com-
puted 6 times. (COS EXPLOSION OPENER PAISA,
COS EXPLOSION OPENER TWITTER,
COS EXPLOSION MPQA PAISA,
COS EXPLOSION MPQA TWITTER,
COS EXPLOSION BL PAISA,
COS EXPLOSION BL TWITTER)
Sentiment polarity in tweet sections: the feature
first splits the tweet in three equal sections.
For each section the most frequent polarity is
computed using the available sentiment polarity
lexicons. The purpose of this feature is aimed
at identifying change of polarity within the
same tweet. (SNT POSITION PRESENCE OPENER,
SNT POSITION PRESENCE MPQA,
SNT POSITION PRESENCE BL)
1.3 Feature Selection Process
Since our approach to Twitter Sentiment polarity
detection task relies on a wide number of general-
purpose features, a feature selection process was
necessary in order to prune irrelevant and redun-
dant features which could negatively affect the
classification results. This feature selection pro-
cess is a variant of the selection method described
in (Cimino et al., 2013) used for the Native Lan-
guage Identification shared task. This new ap-
proach has shown better results in terms of the ac-
curacy of the resulting system.
The selection process starts taking into account
all the n features described in Section 1.2 and
listed in Table 1. The feature selection algorithm
drops and adds features until a termination condi-
tion is satisfied.
Let Fe be a set containing all the features, and
Fd another set of features, initially empty. Let
Fwe = Fe and Fwd = Fd two auxiliary sets. In the
drop–feature stage, for each feature fi ∈ Fwe we
generate a configuration ci such that the features
in {fi} ∪ Fwd are disabled and all the other fea-
tures are enabled. When an iteration finishes, we
obtain for each ci a corresponding accuracy score
score(ci) which is computed as as the average of
the accuracy obtained by the classifier on five non
overlapping test-sets, each one corresponding to
the 20% of the training set. We used this five cross
fold validation in order to reduce overfitting.
Being cb the best configuration among all the
ci configurations, and cB the best configuration
found in the previous iterations, if
score(cb) ≥ score(cB) (1)
• Move fb from Fwe to Fwd;
• set Fd := Fwd and Fe := Fwe;
• set cB := cb.
If the condition (1) is not satisfied and:
score(cb) + k ≥ score(cB) : (2)
• Move fb from Fwe to Fwd.
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For our experiments we set the k initial value to 1.
If the condition (1) or (2) is satisfied, the feature
selection process continues with another drop–
iteration, otherwise set k = k2 .
If k ≤ α the feature selection process stops and
the configuration cB is the result of our feature se-
lection process7. Otherwise:
• set Fwd := Fd and Fwe := Fe,
and the feature selection process continues with
the add–feature stage.
In the add–stage we add to the currently best
model (cB) the features previously pruned. For
each feature fi ∈ Fwd we generate a configuration
ci such that the features in {fi} ∪ Fwe are enabled
and all the other features are disabled.
For each add–iteration, the process checks the
conditions (1) and (2). If the condition (2) is veri-
fied and k ≥ α, another drop–feature stage starts.
In spite of the fact that the described selection
process does not guarantee to obtain the global
optimum, it however permitted us to obtain an im-
provement of 2 percentage points (on the five cross
validation set) with respect to the starting model
indiscriminately using all features.
Table 1 lists the features resulting from the fea-
ture selection process.
2 Results and Discussion
Table 2 reports the overall accuracies achieved by
our classifier using different feature configuration
models in the Polarity Classification task on the
official test set. The accuracy is calculated as
the average F–score of our system obtained us-
ing the evaluation tool provided by the organiz-
ers (Basile et al., 2014). Since the official scoring
function assigns a bonus also for partial match-
ing (e.g. a Positive or Negative assignment instead
of Positive–Negative class), we also report the F–
score for each considered polarity class consider-
ing only the correct assignments. The first row of
the Table shows the results for the FeatSelLexicons
model resulting from the feature selection process
described in section 1.3. This is our official result
submitted for the competition. The second row re-
ports the results for the model that uses the same
features of the FeatSelLexicons classifier where all
the lexicon features are disabled. The last row
shows the results for the model that contains all
the features listed in Table 1. Table 3 reports the
7For our experiments we set α to 0.25
Lexical features
Feature name n-grams
HAS NGRAMS CHARS REPETITIONS 1 2 3 4
NGRAMS CHARS 1 2 3 4
NGRAMS WORDS 1 2 3 4
NGRAMS LEMMAS 1 2 3 4
Feature name boolean
FINISHES WITH PUNCTUATION True
NUM AT True
NUM HASHTAGS False
AVERAGE TWEET LENGTH True
SNT EMOTICONS True
Morpho–syntactic features
Feature name n-grams
NGRAMS CPOS 1 2 3
NGRAMS POS 1 2 3
Feature name boolean
CPOS DISTR PERC True
Syntactic features
Feature name n-grams
NGRAMS DEP 1 2 3
NGRAMS DEPTREE 1 2 3 4
NGRAMS LEMMATREE 1 2 3 4
NGRAMS LEMMA DEP TREE 1 2 3 4
NGRAMS CPOSTREE 1 2 3 4
NGRAMS CPOS DEP TREE 1 2 3 4
Lexicon features
Feature name n-grams
NGRAMS SNT OPENER 1 2 3 4
NGRAMS SNT MPQA 1 2 3 4
NGRAMS SNT BL 1 2 3 4
NGRAMS SNT WITH MODIFIER MPQA 1 2 3 4
NGRAMS SNT WITH MODIFIER BL 1 2 3 4
Feature name boolean
COS EXPLOSION OPENER PAISA True
COS EXPLOSION OPENER TWITTER True
COS EXPLOSION MPQA PAISA True
COS EXPLOSION MPQA TWITTER True
COS EXPLOSION BL PAISA True
COS EXPLOSION BL TWITTER False
PMI SCORE True
SNT DISTRIBUTION OPENER True
SNT DISTRIBUTION MPQA True
SNT MAJORITY OPENER False
SNT MAJORITY MPQA True
SNT MAJORITY BL False
SNT POSITION PRESENCE OPENER True
SNT POSITION PRESENCE MPQA True
SNT POSITION PRESENCE BL False
Table 1: All the features used for the global model.
The features resulting from the features selection
process are marked in bold or with the True label.
accuracy over the training data before and after the
feature selection process. In both cases, we per-
formed a five-fold cross validation evaluation.
For what concerns the results on the official
test set, the AllFeat model performs slightly better
than the FeatSelLexicons model, even if the differ-
ence in terms of accuracy is not statistically signif-
icant. This demonstrates that the lexical, morpho-
syntactic, syntactic and lexicon features excluded
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Model Avg. F–score NEU POS NEG POS NEG
FeatSelLexicons 0.663 57.1 55.0 62.5 15.3
FeatSelNoLexicons 0.647 56.9 51.0 61.7 11.8
AllFeat 0.667 58.4 56.3 63.4 16.4
Table 2: Classification results of different feature models on official test data with respect to the four
considered classes: Neutral (NEU), Positive (POS), Negative (NEG) and Positive-Negative (POS NEG).
Model Avg. F–score
FeatSelLexicons 0.698
AllFeat 0.678
Table 3: Classification results obtained by the five-
fold cross validation evaluation before and after
the feature selection (over the training set).
by the features selection process are not so rel-
evant for this task. The results obtained by the
FeatSelLexicons classifier show that lexicon fea-
tures contribute (+1.6 points) to significantly im-
prove the accuracy of our classifier.
3 Conclusion
In this paper, we reported the results of our partic-
ipation to the Polarity Classification shared task.
By resorting to a wide set of general–purpose fea-
tures qualifying the lexical and grammatical struc-
ture of a text and ad hoc created lexicons, we
achieved the second best score in the competition.
Current directions of research include adding to
our models contextual features derived from con-
textual information of tweets (e.g. the user atti-
tude, the overall set of recent tweets about a topic),
successfully tested by (Croce et al., 2014).
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Abstract 
English. This paper describes the CoLing 
Lab system for the EVALITA 2014 
SENTIment POLarity Classification 
(SENTIPOLC) task. Our system is based 
on a SVM classifier trained on the rich 
set of lexical, global and twitter-specific 
features described in these pages. Over-
all, our system reached a 0.63 weighted 
F-score on the test set provided by the 
task organizers. 
Italiano. Questo contributo descrive il 
sistema CoLing Lab sviluppato per il task 
di SENTIment POLarity Classification 
(SENTIPOLC) organizzato nel contesto 
della campagna EVALITA 2014. Il nostro 
sistema è basato su un classificatore 
SVM addestrato sulle feature lessicali, 
globali e specifiche del canale twitter de-
scritte in queste pagine. Il nostro sistema 
raggiunge uno score di circa 0.63 nel test 
set fornito dagli organizzatori del task. 
1 Introduction 
Nowadays social media and microblogging ser-
vices are extensively used for rather different 
purposes, from news reading to news spreading, 
from entertainment to marketing. As a conse-
quence, the study of how sentiments and emo-
tions are shown in such platforms, and the devel-
opment of methods to automatically identify 
them, has emerged as a great area of interest in 
the Natural Language Processing community. 
In this context, the research on sentiment 
analysis and detection of speaker-intended emo-
tions from Twitter messages (tweets) appears to 
be a task on its own, rather distant from the pre-
vious sentiment classification research that fo-
cused on classifying longer pieces of texts, such 
as movie reviews (Pang and Lee, 2002). 
As a medium, Twitter presents many linguistic 
and communicative peculiarities. A tweet, in 
fact, is a really short informal text (140 charac-
ters), in which the frequency of creative punctua-
tion, emoticons, slang, specific terminology, ab-
breviations, links and hashtags is higher than in 
other domains. Twitter users post messages from 
many different media, including their cell 
phones, and they “tweet” about a great variety of 
topics, unlike what can be observed in other 
sites, which appear to be tailored to a specific 
group of topics (Go et al., 2009). 
In this paper we describe the system we de-
veloped for the participation in the constrained 
run of the EVALITA 2014 SENTIment POLarity 
Classification Task (SENTIPOLC: Basile et al., 
2014). The report is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 describe the CoLing Lab system, starting 
from data preprocessing and annotation, to the 
adopted classification model. Section 3 shows 
the results obtained by our system. 
2 System description 
The CoLing Lab system for polarity classifica-
tion of tweets includes the following three basic 
steps, that will be described in this section: 
1. a preprocessing phase, aimed at the separate 
annotation of the linguistic and nonlinguistic 
elements in the target tweets; 
2. a feature extraction phase, in which the rele-
vant characteristics of the tweets are identi-
fied; 
3. a classification phase, based on a Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with a linear 
kernel. 
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2.1 Data preprocessing and annotation 
The aim of the preprocessing phase is the identi-
fication of the linguistic and nonlinguistic ele-
ments in the tweets and their annotation. 
While the preprocessing of nonlinguistic ele-
ments such as links and emoticons is limited to 
their identification and classification (see section 
2.2 for the complete list), the treatment of the 
linguistic material required the development of a 
dedicated rule-based procedure, whose output is 
a normalized text that is subsequently feed to a 
pipeline of general-purpose linguistic annotation 
tools. In details, the following rules applies in the 
linguistic preprocessing phase: 
 Emphasis: tokens presenting repeated charac-
ters like bastaaaa are replaced by their most 
probable standardized form (i.e. basta). 
 Links and emoticons: they are identified and 
removed. 
 Punctuation: linguistically irrelevant punctua-
tion marks are removed. 
 Usernames: they are identified and normalized 
by removing the @ symbol and capitalizing 
the entity name. 
 Hashtags: they are identified and normalized 
by simply removing the # symbol. 
The output of this phase are “linguistically-
standardized” tweets, that are subsequently POS 
tagged with the Part-Of-Speech tagger described 
in Dell’Orletta (2009) and dependency-parsed 
with the DeSR parser (Attardi et al., 2009). 
2.2 Feature extraction 
By exploiting the linguistic and non-linguistic 
annotations obtained in the preprocessing, a total 
of 1239 features have been extracted to be feed 
to the classifier. The inventory of features can be 
organized into the five classes described in this 
subsection. 
2.2.1 Lexical features 
Lexical features represent the occurrence of bad 
words or of words that are either highly emotion-
al or highly polarized. Relevant lemmas were 
identified from two in-house built lexica (cf. be-
low), and from Sentix (Basile and Nissim, 2013), 
a lexicon of sentiment-annotated Italian words. 
ItEM. Lexicon of 347 highly emotional Italian 
words built by exploiting an online feature elici-
tation paradigm. Native speakers were requested 
to list nouns, adjectives or verbs that are strongly 
associated with the eight basic positive and nega-
tive emotions defined in Plutchik (2001): joy, 
trust, surprise, sadness, anger, disgust, fear and 
anticipation. 
In our model, we used ItEM to compute, for 
each of the above mentioned emotions, the total 
count of strongly emotional tokens in each tweet. 
Bad words lexicon. By exploiting an in house 
built lexicon of common Italian bad words, we 
reported, for each tweet, the frequency of bad 
words belonging to a selected list, as well as the 
total amount of these lemmas. 
Sentix. Sentix (Sentiment Italian Lexicon: Basile 
and Nissim, 2013) is a lexicon for Sentiment 
Analysis in which 59,742 lemmas are annotated 
for their polarity and intensity, among other in-
formation. Polarity scores range from −1 (totally 
negative) to 1 (totally positive), while Intensity 
scores range from 0 (totally neutral) to 1 (totally 
polarized). Both these scores appear informative 
for our purposes, so that we derived, for each 
lemma, a Combined score 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 : 
 
𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 
 
on the basis of which we organized the selected 
lemmas into the following five groups: 
 strongly positives: 1 ≤ 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 < 0.25 
 weakly positives: 0.25 ≤ 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 < 0.125 
 neutrals: 0.125 ≤ 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ≤ −0.125 
 weakly negatives: −0.125 < 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ≤ −0.25 
 highly negatives: −0.25 < 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 ≤ −1 
Since Sentix relies on WordNet sense distinc-
tions, it is not uncommon for a lemma to be asso-
ciated with more than one < 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦,
𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 > pair, and consequently to more than 
one 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 . We decided to handle this phenome-
non by identifying three different ambiguity 
classes and treating them differently. Lemmas 
with only one entry or whose entries are all asso-
ciated with the same𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 value, are marked as 
“Unambiguous” and associated with that  𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 . 
Ambiguous cases were treated by inspecting, for 
each lemma, the distribution of the associated 
𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 . 
Lemmas which had a Majority Vote
1
 (MV) 
were marked as “Inferable” and associated with 
the 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  of the MV. If there was no MV, but the 
                                                 
1
 For each lemma a Majority Vote occurs when a class 
(strongly positive, weakly positive, etc) scores the 
greatest number of entries in Sentix. When two or 
more classes have the highest number of entries, the 
lemma has no MV. 
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highest number of senses in Sentix occurred si-
multaneously in both the positive or negative 
groups, lemmas were marked as “Inferable” and 
associated with the mean of the 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 . All other 
cases were marked as “Ambiguous” and asso-
ciated with the mean of the 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 . To isolate a 
reliable set of polarized words, we focused only 
on the “Unambiguous” or “Inferable” lemmas and 
selected only the 250 topmost frequent according 
to the PAISÀ corpus (Lyding et al., 2014), a large 
collection of Italian web texts.  
Other Sentix-based features in our model are: 
the number of tokens for each 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  group, the 
𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  of the first token in the tweet, the 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  
of the last token in the tweet and the count of 
lemmas that are represented in Sentix. 
2.2.2 Negation 
Negation features have been developed to encode 
the presence of a negation and the morphosyn-
tactic characteristics of its scope.  
To count the negative tokens, we extracted 
from Renzi et al. (2001) an inventory of negative 
lemmas (e.g. “non”) and patterns (e.g. 
“non…mai”), and counted the occurrence of 
these lemmas and structures in every tweet. 
We then relied on the dependency parses pro-
duced by DeSR to characterize the scope of each 
negation, by assuming that the scope of a nega-
tive element is its syntactic head or the predica-
tive complement of its head, in the case the latter 
is a copula.  
Clearly, this has been a simplifying assump-
tion, but in our preliminary experiments it shows 
to be a rather cost-effective strategy in the analy-
sis of linguistically simple texts like tweets. 
We included this information in our model by 
counting the number of negation pattern encoun-
tered in each tweet, where a negation pattern is 
composed by the PoS of the negated element 
plus the number of negative token depending 
from it and, in case it is covered by Sentix, either 
its Polarity, its Intensity and its 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  value. For 
instance, the negation pattern instantiated in the 
phrase non tornerò mai (“I will never come 
back”) has been encoded, as “neg-negVPOSPOL”, 
“neg-negVHIGHINT” and “neg-negVPOSCOMB”, mean-
ing that a verb with high positive polarity, high 
intensity and a high 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒  token is modified by 
two negative tokens. 
2.2.3 Morphological features 
The linguistic annotation produced in the prepro-
cessing has been exploited also in the population 
of the following morphological statistics: 
 number of sentences in the tweet; 
 number of linguistic tokens; 
 proportion of content words (nouns, adjec-
tives, verbs and adverbs); 
 number of tokens for Part-of-Speech. 
2.2.4 Shallow features 
This group of features has been developed to de-
scribe some distinctive characteristic of the web 
communication.  
Emoticons. We built EmoLex, an inventory of 
common emoticons, such as :-( and :-), 
marked with their polarity score: 1 (positive), −1 
(negative), 0 (neutral). In our system, EmoLex is 
used both to identify emoticons and to annotate 
their polarity. 
In our model, emoticon-related features are 
the total amount of emoticons in the tweet, the 
polarity of each emoticon in sequential order and 
the polarity of each emoticon in reversed order. 
For instance, in the tweet:-(quando ci vediamo? 
mi manchi anche tu! :*:* (“:-(when are we 
going to meet up? I miss you, too :*:*”) there 
are three emoticons, the first of which is negative 
while the others are positive. Accordingly, we 
feed our classifier with the information that the 
polarity of the first emoticon is −1, that of the 
second emoticon is 1 and the same goes for the 
third emoticon. 
We additionally specified that the polarity of 
the last emoticon is 1, as it goes for that of the 
last but one emoticon, while the last but two has 
a polarity score of −1. 
Links. We have performed a shallow classifica-
tion of links using simple regular expressions 
applied to URLs. In particular, links are classi-
fied as following: video, images, social and oth-
er. For example, URLs containing substrings 
such as “youtube.com” or “twitcam” are classi-
fied as “video”. Similarly URLs containing sub-
strings such as “imageshack”, or “jpeg” are clas-
sified as “images”., and URLs containing 
“plus.google” or “facebook.com” are classified 
as “social”. Unknown links are inserted in the 
residual class “other”.  
We also use as feature the absolute number of 
links for each tweet. 
Emphasis. The features report the number of 
emphasized tokens presenting repeated charac-
ters like bastaaaa, the average number of re-
peated characters in the tweet, and the cumula-
tive number of repeated characters in the tweet. 
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For instance, in the message Bastaaa! Sono stu-
faaaaaaaaa (“Stop! I had enough”), there are 2 
empathized tokens, the average number of re-
peated characters is 5, and the cumulative num-
ber of repetitions is 10. 
Creative Punctuation. Sequences of contiguous 
punctuation characters, like “!!!”, “!?!?!?!!?” or 
“……”, are identified and classified as a se-
quence of dots, exclamations marks, question 
marks or mixed.  
For each tweet, we mark the number of se-
quences belonging to each group and their aver-
age length in characters. 
Quotes. The number of quotations in the tweet.  
2.2.5 Twitter features 
This group of features describes some Twitter-
specific characteristics of the target tweets. 
Topic. This information marks if a tweet has 
been retrieved via a specific political hashtag or 
keywords. 
Usernames. The number of @username in the 
tweet. 
Hashtags. We tried to infer the polarity of an 
hashtag by generalizing over the polarity of the 
tweets in the same thread. In other words, we 
used every hashtags we encountered as a search 
key
2
 to download the most recent tweets in 
which they occur and inferred the polarity of the 
retrieved tweets by simply counting the number 
of positive and negative words in them. 
In doing so, we made the assumption that the 
polarity of an hashtag is likely to be the same of 
the words it typically co-occurs with.  
This, of course, does not take into account any 
kind of contextual variability of words meaning. 
We are aware that this is an oversimplifying as-
sumption; nevertheless, we are confident that, in 
most cases, the polarity of the hashtag will re-
flect the polarity of its typical word contexts.  
Moreover, tweets were assumed to be positive 
if they contained a majority of positive words, 
negative if they contained a majority of negative 
words, neutral otherwise.  
In order to determine the polarity of a word, 
we used the scores of the Sentix lexicon. Words 
with a positive score ≤ 0.7got a score of 1, while 
words with a negative score  ≤ −0.7received the 
score of −1. All the other words got a score of 0 
(neutrality). 
Unfortunately, for many hashtags in the cor-
pus we have been able to retrieve just a small 
                                                 
2
 We use the Python-Twitter library to query the Twit-
ter API (https://code.google.com/p/python-twitter. ) 
number of tweets, so that we chose to filter out 
those below a frequency threshold of 20 tweets, 
leaving us with 279 polarity-marked hashtags. 
By relying on this hashtag-to-polarity map-
ping, the hashtag-related features in our model 
consisted in the total amount of hashtag for 
tweet, the polarity of each hashtag in sequential 
order and the polarity of each hashtag in reversed 
order. 
2.3 Classification 
Due to the better performance of SVM-based 
systems in analogue tasks (e.g. Nakov et al., 
2013), we chose to base the CoLing Lab system 
for polarity classification on the SVM classifier 
with a linear kernel implementation available in 
Weka (Witten et al., 2011), trained with the Se-
quential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm 
introduced by Platt (1998).  
The classification task proposed by the orga-
nizers could be approached either by building 
two separate binary classifiers relying of two 
different models (one judging the positiveness of 
the tweet, the other judging its negativeness), or 
by developing a single multiclass classifier 
where the possible outcomes are Positive Polari-
ty (Task POS:1, Task NEG:0), Negative Polarity 
(Task POS:0, Task NEG:1), Mixed Polarity 
(Task POS:1, Task NEG:1) and No Polarity 
(Task POS:0, Task NEG:0).  
We tried both approaches in our development 
phase, and found no significant difference, so 
that we opted for the more economical setting, 
i.e. the multiclass one. 
3 Experiments and Results 
The evaluation metric used in the competition is 
the macro-averaged F1-score calculated over the 
positive and negative categories. Our model ob-
tained a macro-averaged F1-score of 0.6312 on 
the test set and was ranked 3
rd
 among 11 submis-
sions. Table 2 reports the results of our model. 
In addition, we present here two additional 
configurations (L and S) of our system, both of 
them using a smaller number of features. 
The Lexical Model (L) is trained only on lexi-
cal features (see section 2.2.1), negation (see sec-
tion2.2.2) and hashtags. This last group of fea-
tures is used to train this model because the po-
larity of a thread is inferred from Sentix (see sec-
tion 2.2.5). 
The Shallow Model (S) is trained using only 
the non lexical features described in sections 0, 
2.2.4, 2.2.5 (topic and usernames). 
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Table 1 summarizes the features used to train 
the different models (F(ull), L(exical), 
S(hallow)), showing for each model the number 
of features: 
 
Group Features #  F L S 
Lexical Badwords 28   
 
Lexical ItEM 9   
 
Lexical Sentix 1023   
 
Negation Negation 53   
 
Morphol. 
 features 
Morphol. 
features 
18  
 
 
Shallow Emoticons 17  
 
 
Shallow Emphasis 3  
 
 
Shallow Links 5  
 
 
Shallow Punctuation 6  
 
 
Shallow Quotes 1  
 
 
Shallow Slang 10  
 
 
Twitter Hashtags 63   
 
Twitter Topic 1  
 
 
Twitter Usernames 2  
 
 
Total number of features 1239 1239 1176 63 
Table 1: Features used to train the models. 
The Full model is trained on all the features 
described in the previous sections (1239 fea-
tures). 
Table 2 shows the detailed scores for each 
class both in the Positive and Negative tasks. It 
also points out the aggregate scores for each task 
and the overall scores. 
 
Task Class Precision Recall F-score 
POS 0 0.7976 0.7806 0.789 
POS 1 0.581 0.4109 0.4814 
POS task 
 
0.6893 0.5957 0.6352 
NEG 0 0.6923 0.6701 0.681 
NEG 1 0.6384 0.5201 0.5732 
NEG task 
 
0.6654 0.5951 0.6271 
GLOBAL 
 
0.6774 0.5954 0.6312 
Table 2: CoLing Lab system results 
Table 3 shows the results obtained by the Lex-
ical model, with 1176 features. 
 
Task Class Precision Recall F-score 
POS 0 0.7599 0.7755 0.7676 
POS 1 0.4913 0.2981 0.371 
POS task 
 
0.6256 0.5368 0.5693 
NEG 0 0.66 0.6861 0.6728 
NEG 1 0.6218 0.4522 0.5237 
NEG task 
 
0.6409 0.5692 0.5983 
GLOBAL 
 
0.6333 0.553 0.5838 
Table 3: CoLing Lab Lexical (L) system results 
Table 4 reports the results obtained by the 
Shallow model, trained using non lexical infor-
mation only, for a total of 63 features. 
Task Class Precision Recall F-score 
POS 0 0.7578 0.8679 0.8092 
POS 1 0.7184 0.2205 0.3374 
POS task 
 
0.7381 0.5442 0.5733 
NEG 0 0.7369 0.5174 0.608 
NEG 1 0.5778 0.6582 0.6154 
NEG task 
 
0.6574 0.5878 0.6117 
GLOBAL 
 
0.6978 0.566 0.5925 
Table 4: CoLing Lab Shallow (S) system results 
4 Discussion 
The best model to predict the polarity of a 
tweet is the one that combines lexical and shal-
low information (Full model).  
Even though it achieves a better F1-score, the 
global precision of the Shallow model is higher 
than the precision of the Full Model, despite the 
much smaller numbers of features. In particular, 
the Shallow model recognizes positive tweet 
more accurately. It is worth noticing that the 
class of positive tweets is the one in which our 
systems score worst. Besides the fact that the 
tweet class distribution is unbalanced in the 
training corpus, positive lexical features are like-
ly to be not as able to predict tweets positivity, as 
negative features are with respect to negative 
tweets. 
To sum up, on the one hand the three experi-
ments demonstrate that significant improvements 
can be obtained by using lexical information. On 
the other hand the results highlight that the lexi-
cal coverage of the available resources such as 
Sentix and ItEM must be increased in order to 
obtain a more accurate classification. 
5 Conclusion and future work 
The CoLing Lab system participated in SENTI-
ment POLarity Classification (SENTIPOLC) in 
EVALITA 2014 using a Support Vector Machine 
approach. The system combines lexical and shal-
low features achieving an overall F1-score of 
0.6312. Future developments of the system in-
clude refining the preprocessing phase, increas-
ing the coverage of the lexical resources, improv-
ing the treatment of negation, and designing a 
more sophisticated way to exploit the informa-
tion coming from the tweet thread. In particular, 
we are confident that a better preprocessed text 
and larger lexical resources will significantly 
enhance our system’s performance. 
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Abstract
English. This paper presents a work in
progress on the design of a sentiment
polarity classification system that partici-
pates in the EVALITA 2014 SENTIPOLC
task. Although we have been working on
the system implementation for only three
months, the results are promising, as the
system ranked 5th (out of 9) in the subjec-
tivity detection task and 7th (out of 11) in
the sentiment polarity classification task.
Italiano. Questo contributo presenta la
progettazione di un sistema automatico
per la classificazione della sentiment po-
larity che ha partecipato al task SEN-
TIPOLC della campagna di valutazione
EVALITA 2014. Nonostante i soli tre
mesi di sviluppo, i risultati parziali sono
promettenti in quanto il sistema si e` clas-
sificato 5◦ (su 9) nel task di identificazione
della soggettivita` e 7◦ (su 11) nel task rel-
ativo all’identificazione della polarita`.
1 Introduction
We developed two different approaches to Sen-
timent Polarity detection for the EVALITA 2014
SENTIPOLC task: (a) we started from the semi-
nal paper (Basile, Nissim, 2013) and applied the
same algorithm that had been proposed, but on
a different lexicon, that was specifically devel-
oped for this system, and (b) we tried to devise
more complex syntactically-driven polarity com-
bination techniques.
In section 2 we describe the development of the
annotated lexicon, in section 3 we illustrate the
procedures applied by the proposed system, in sec-
tion 4 we describe the system for the Subjectivity
Classification task and, lastly, in section 5, we dis-
cuss the overall results obtained in the EVALITA
2014 Sentiment Polarity Classification task.
2 Sentiment-lexicon generation
Our lexicon was created by collecting words from
various sources and was annotated using a semi-
automatic polarity classification procedure. Senti-
ment polarity shifters were also taken into account
and inserted into the lexicon.
2.1 Adjectives and Adverbs
We started by considering all the adjectives and
adverbs extracted from the De Mauro - Paravia
Italian dictionary (2000). All the glosses con-
nected to the different senses of each lemma were
automatically classified by using the online Senti-
ment Analysis API provided by Ai Applied1. This
automatic procedure assigned either a positive or
a negative polarity score to each lemma/sense pair
in the intervals [-1,-0.5], for negative polarity, and
[0.5,1], for positive polarity.
2.2 Nouns and Verbs
Although adjectives and adverbs are widely con-
sidered to be a primary source of subjective con-
tent in a text (Taboada et al., 2011), also some
nouns and verbs have a polarity value. We ex-
tracted nouns and verbs from Sentix (Basile, Nis-
sim, 2013), since we expected those lemmas to be
a selected choice of sentiment words, and used the
automatic procedure seen above to classify their
polarity.
2.3 Manual check
The polarity lexicon annotated with the automatic
procedure described above was then inspected
1http://ai-applied.nl/sentiment-analysis-api
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manually to clean it up. When the API had as-
signed a wrong polarity score, a value of 1.01 or
-1.01 was assigned to the word, in order to clearly
discriminate the automatic from the manually as-
signed values for future work. In addition, all the
lemmas that had an objective value were left out
and were not considered in our system, assigning
to them a conventional polarity value equal to 0.
2.4 Everyday language and abbreviations
Lastly, the specific features of the informal lan-
guage of social media were taken into account and
all those words that our system could not identify
from the tweets’ development set were then ex-
tracted. By doing so, we were able to collect sev-
eral words used in everyday language, i.e. caz-
zata (bullshit), coglione (moron), and abbrevia-
tions, i.e. tt, nn (not translatable), that were not
yet included in our lexicon and assign a polarity
value to them.
2.5 Sentiment polarity shifters
There are several linguistic phenomena that can
cause a shift of the polarity of a word from one
pole to the other or intensify its semantic inten-
sity (Taboada et al., 2011). Only negators and
shifters were considered in the current approach,
but others will be taken into account in our future
research.
1. Negators: words like non (not), nessuno (no-
body), niente (nothing), nulla (nothing), mai
(never), etc. reverse the polarity of sentiment
words (Polanyi, Zaenen, 2006). A value of
-1 was assigned to negators, so that, in a sen-
tence like Non si vede bene (You can not see
well), non negates bene and flip its polarity
from + 0,76 to -0,76.
2. Intensifiers: they increase or decrease the se-
mantic intensity of the lexical item(s) they
accompany (Taboada et al., 2011). A pos-
itive percentage was assigned to amplifiers,
whereas a negative one was assigned to
downtoners, as shown in Table 1. This per-
centual value multiplies the polarity score of
the opinion word, so if, for example, felice
(happy) has a positive score of 0.84, molto
felice (very happy) will have a positive score
of: 0.84 × (1 + 0.25)= 1.05. The same pro-
cedure was applied to words accompanied by
downtoners, so if, for instance, grave (seri-
ous) as a negative value of 0.7, poco grave
Intensifiers Value
completamente +0.75
drasticamente +0.50
molto +0.25
abbastanza -0.15
poco -0.25
leggermente -0.50
Table 1: Percentages for some positive and nega-
tive intensifiers
(not very serious) will have a value of: -0.7
× (1 - 0.25)= -0.52.
2.6 Context-dependent words
A large set of words do not have a positive or nega-
tive value per se, but, on the contrary, they can take
a different value depending on the context they
happen (Liu, 2012). For example, in an expres-
sion like maniere forti (strong-arm methods), forte
(strong) has a negative meaning, whereas in forte
legame (strong link) it has a positive one. More-
over, some of these words are objective in most
domains, but they can acquire a subjective value
in others. The word poeta (poet), for instance,
can be objective, as in Dante e` stato un poeta del
XIII secolo (Dante was a poet of the 13th century),
but can also have a subjective metaphorical mean-
ing, as in Luca scrive delle lettere bellissime. E`
proprio un poeta! (Luca writes wonderful letters.
He’s really a poet!). We decided not to consider
context-dependent words in our system since they
need a more sophisticated approach that involves
word sense disambiguation and metaphor detec-
tion.
3 System implementation
As a first step for the development of our sentiment
polarity classification system, we implemented the
algorithm proposed in the seminal paper (Basile,
Nissim, 2013). Starting from their corpus of Ital-
ian tweets called TWITA, they developed a sim-
ple system which assigns one out of three possible
values – positive, neutral or negative – to a given
tweet. In order to assign the values, the system
extracts the information from a polarity lexicon
that was specifically developed thanks to various
general lexical resources, namely SentiWordNet
(Esuli, Sebastiani, 2006; Baccianella et al., 2010),
Multi-WordNet (Pianta et al., 2002) and WordNet
(Fellbaum, 1998). We developed the same algo-
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rithm that was proposed in (Basile, Nissim, 2013),
but we used instead the lexicon described in sec-
tion 2, considering it as the starting point, or base-
line, for any further improvement.
We can summarize the process in the following
steps:
1. The system calculates the polarity score of
each entry in the lexicon as the mean of the
different word senses’ scores.
2. Given a tweet, the system assigns a polarity
score to each of its tokens by matching them
to the lexicon.
3. The system calculates the polarity score of
a complete tweet as the sum of the different
polarity scores of its tokens: a polarity score
greater than 0 indicates a positive tweet, a po-
larity score lower than 0 indicates a negative
tweet, a polarity score equal to 0 indicates a
neutral tweet.
In view of the results and thanks to the experience
obtained from this development, we also tried to
devise more complex syntactically-driven polarity
combination techniques.
3.1 Token processing
Before proceeding with the syntactic analysis, we
applied some rules of substitution or elimination
to all those textual parts that were irrelevant to
the classification task or that could hinder POS-
tagging, lemmatization and parsing. In particular:
• a generic label “URL” replaced URLs
(http://abc.org);
• character # and @ were removed from hash-
tags (#abc) and mentions (@abc);
• a generic label “EMOPOS” replaced positive
emoticons (see table 2)
• a generic label “EMONEG” replaced nega-
tive emoticons (see table 2)
We added the labels “EMOPOS” and “EMONEG”
to the lexicon, and associated them to a polarity
score of 1.0 and -1.0 respectively.
3.2 Syntactic analysis
Our system relies on the TULE parser (Lesmo,
2007) to analyze the syntactic structure of a sin-
gle tweet. TULE includes a tokenizer, a morpho-
logical analyzer, a PoS-tagger and a dependency
Label Emoticon
(: :) :] [: :-) (-: [-: :-] (; ;)
EMOPOS ;] [; ;-) (-; [-; ;-] :-D :D :-p
:p (=: ;=D :=) :S @-) XD
:( ): :-( )-: ;( ); :-[ ]-: ;-(
EMONEG )-; :[ :( ): ]: :[ :| :/ |: /:
:=( :=| :=[ xo :| D: O:
Table 2: Emoticons’ list.
parser. It takes a natural language sentence as in-
put and returns a dependency tree that describes its
syntactic structure. For each token identified, the
parser output includes its PoS-tag, the lemma and
other morphological information about it.
As one would expect, we found some difficul-
ties in using TULE on certain tweets, thus we
added a few pre-processing and filtering steps:
• special characters: special characters (i.e.
$ ) were replaced by their equivalent Italian
word (i.e. dollaro).
• shortened URLs: due to limited tweet length,
Twitter can cut an URL; these were removed
from the tweets.
Our system uses adjacency lists (based on Boost
library) with only one root node to represent de-
pendency parser trees. Each node represents a to-
ken and contains all the relevant information about
it: POS-tag, lemma, lexicon category (negator or
intensifier) and polarity score. The system assigns
a polarity score to a token by matching its lemma
to the lexicon. If the lemma can not be found, three
options are taken into account:
• The polarity score of the lemma is 0: a polar-
ity score equal to 0 is conventionally assigned
to the token.
• The lemma is a polarity shifter: the polarity
score equals the intensification value of the
shifter;
• The lemma is not a polarity shifter: the po-
larity score corresponds to the mean of the
different word senses’ scores.
When the polarity score of each tree node (i.e.
each word in the sentence) has been calculated, the
system assigns a polarity score to the whole tweet
by applying a set of polarity propagation rules to
the dependency tree. The system can choose be-
tween two options:
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• All tokens in a given sentence are not polarity
shifters: the polarity score is the sum of the
polarity scores of each token.
• One or more tokens in a given sentence are
polarity shifters: polarity shifters increase,
decrease or reverse the polarity score of the
item(s) linked to it. Starting from the polar-
ity shifter that is closest to the leaves of the
parse tree, the system sums the polarity score
of the nodes linked to it and then multiplies
this value by the polarity shifter’s value.
For example the polarity score (PS) of the
sentence Non essere troppo cattivo (Do not be too
bad) is obtained as follows:
essere
Non cattivo
troppo
[( PS(cattivo) × (PS(troppo) + 1) ) + PS(essere)]
× PS(Non)
A tweet can be composed by more than one
sentence. In this case, its final polarity score is
obtained by summing all the polarity scores of its
sentences.
Lastly, the system classifies a complete tweet
as:
• positive if its polarity score is higher than 0;
• neutral if its polarity score is equal to 0;
• negative if its polarity score is lower than 0.
4 Subjectivity classification Task
Starting from the assumption that sentiment po-
larity and subjectivity classification are closely re-
lated, we used the results of our system described
in section 3 to define whether a tweet is subjec-
tive or objective. Thus, we did not to implement a
different system for subjectivity classification, but
instead we derive subjectivity classification from
sentiment polarity.
Given a tweet, it is classified as objective if its
polarity score is equal to 0, otherwise it is clas-
sified as subjective. We are conscious that this
Combined
Rank F-score F-score (0) F-score (1)
1 0.7140 0.6005 0.8275
2 0.6871 0.5819 0.7923
3 0.6706 0.5344 0.8067
4 0.6497 0.4868 0.8127
- 0.6134 0.4514 0.7755
5 0.5972 0.4480 0.7464
6 0.5901 0.5031 0.6770
7 0.5825 0.4200 0.7451
8 0.5593 0.4424 0.6761
9 0.5224 0.3237 0.7211
10 0.4005 0.0000 0.8010
Table 3: Task 1 results – Constrained run, Sub-
jectivity detection. In bold face the official results
from the proposed system, underlined the results
obtained using only the lexicon and in italics the
baseline.
is a coarse-grain approximation. If neutral tweets
can only be objective, positive and negative tweets
can be subjective or objective. We postponed the
development of a better subjectivity classification
system for further developments.
5 Results and discussion
Tables 3 and 4 present the results of the proposed
system in the Subjectivity and Polarity Detection
tasks respectively.
Although we have worked on the system imple-
mentation for only three months, the results are
promising, as it ranked 5th (out of 9) in the sub-
jectivity detection task and 7th (out of 11) in the
sentiment polarity classification task. We did not
participate in the irony detection task.
As we can see from Tables 3 and 4, our offi-
cial results, produced by combining the new anno-
tated lexicon with the complex algorithm for prop-
agating lexical polarity values across dependency
trees, do not exceed the unofficial results obtained
by using only the lexicon.
The polarity propagation process is not
problem-free and in the future we will consis-
tently improve it, in order to obtain more reliable
results. Also the lexicon must be improved:
more lemmas must be inserted and the annotation
schema can be enhanced by rethinking some of its
features.
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Combined Pos. Pol. Neg. Pol.
Rank F-score F-score F-score
1 0.6771 0.6752 0.6789
2 0.6347 0.6196 0.6498
3 0.6312 0.6352 0.6271
4 0.6299 0.6277 0.6321
- 0.6062 0.5941 0.6184
5 0.6049 0.6079 0.6019
6 0.6026 0.6153 0.5899
7 0.5980 0.5940 0.6019
8 0.5626 0.5556 0.5695
9 0.5342 0.5293 0.5390
10 0.5181 0.5021 0.5341
11 0.5086 0.5159 0.5013
12 0.3718 0.3977 0.3459
Table 4: Task 2 results – Constrained run, Polarity
detection. In bold face the official results from the
proposed system, underlined the results obtained
using only the lexicon and in italics the baseline.
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Abstract
English. This paper describes the
UNITOR system that participated to the
SENTIment POLarity Classification task
within the context of Evalita 2014. The
system has been developed as a work-
flow of Support Vector Machine classi-
fiers. Specific features and kernel func-
tions have been used to tackle the differ-
ent sub-tasks, i.e. Subjectivity Classifica-
tion, Polarity Classification and the pilot
task Irony Detection. The system won 3
of the 6 evaluations carried out by the task
organizers, and in the worst case it ranked
in 4th position w.r.t. about 10 participants.
Italiano. Questo articolo descrive il sis-
tema UNITOR che e` stato valutato nel task
di SENTIment POLarity Classification ad
Evalita 2014. Il riconoscimento del senti-
mento nei Tweet e` basato su un workflow
di classificatori di tipo Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM), il cui flusso e` stato studiato
appositamente per risolvere i diversi task
proposti nella competizione. Rappresen-
tazioni vettoriali specifiche sono state def-
inite per modellare i tweet al fine di ap-
plicare funzioni Kernel che vengono uti-
lizzate dai classificatori SVM. Il sistema
ha ottenuto risultati promettenti risultando
vincitore di 3 dei 6 task proposti.
1 Introduction
Modern Internet technologies allow users to gen-
erate new contents, writing their opinions about
facts, things and events. The interest in the analy-
sis of the user-generated contents is rapidly grow-
ing. In particular, Sentiment Analysis (SA) of
web data produced by users is becoming a cru-
cial component for companies or politicians in or-
der to check the mood on the web, and conse-
quently adjust their strategies. Twitter1 is one of
the most popular social networking service that al-
lows people to express themselves with very short
messages. SA in Twitter represents a challenging
task, as messages are short, informal and char-
acterized by their own particular language, e.g.
retweets (“RT”), user references (“@”), hashtags
(“#”) or other typical web slang, e.g. emoticons.
Classical approaches to Sentiment Analysis (Pang
et al., 2002; Pang and Lee, 2008) mainly focus
on longer texts, e.g. movie reviews, resulting in
performance drops when applied on tweets. Ex-
amples of tweet modeling within Machine Learn-
ing settings for the Twitter SA can be found in
(Pak and Paroubek, 2010; Zanzotto et al., 2011;
Kouloumpis et al., 2011; Agarwal et al., 2011;
Croce and Basili, 2012; Castellucci et al., 2013;
Rosenthal et al., 2014).
In this paper, the UNITOR system partici-
pating in the Sentiment Polarity Classification
(SENTIPOLC) task (Basile et al., 2014) within
the Evalita 2014 evaluation campaign is described.
The system faces three proposed subtasks: Sub-
jectivity Classification, Polarity Classification and
the pilot task called Irony Detection. As the spe-
cific labeling of the challenge is rich and complex,
we decomposed the analysis in different stages.
The labeling of each tweet is determined by the
application of a workflow of Support Vector Ma-
chine (Vapnik, 1998) classifiers. In this work, sev-
eral kernel functions have been exploited to tackle
the different nature of each subtask. The UNITOR
system ranked among the 1st and 4th position in
all the submitted runs, resulting the winning sys-
tem in 3 of 6 evaluations.
In the rest of the paper, in Section 2 the clas-
sifiers, in terms of features, kernels are described
and the adopted workflow is presented. In Section
3 the performance measures of the system are re-
ported while Section 4 derives the conclusions.
1http://www.twitter.com
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2 System Description
The UNITOR system participated to all the sub-
tasks proposed in the SENTIPOLC (Basile et al.,
2014) challenge: Subjectivity Classification, Po-
larity Classification and the pilot task Irony Detec-
tion. The first task aims at evaluating the perfor-
mance of systems in capturing whether a message
conveys a subjective position. The second task is
intended to verify if a system is able to detect the
polarity of a message, in terms of positive, neu-
tral or negative classes. The last one is intended to
verify the presence of irony.
2.1 Feature engineering
In our Supervised Learning setting, a multiple-
kernel based approach has been adopted to ac-
quire the SVM classifiers (Shawe-Taylor and Cris-
tianini, 2004): the similarity between training and
testing example is measured by kernel functions,
that are applied to different feature representa-
tions, each engineered to capture different prop-
erties of each message.
First, all tweets have been processed through
an adapted version of a Chaos natural language
parser (Basili and Zanzotto, 2002). A normaliza-
tion step is exploited before applying the Natural
Language Processing chain. The following set of
actions is performed: fully capitalized words are
converted in their lowercase counterparts; hyper-
links are replaced by the token LINK; any char-
acter repeated more than three times are cleaned,
as they cause high levels of lexical data sparseness
(e.g. “nooo!!!!!” is converted into “noo!!”); all
emoticons are replaced by special tokens2.
Then, a set of feature vector is generated to let
the SVM classifiers capture semantic properties of
each tweet. In the rest of this Section, the repre-
sentations of tweets are described.
Bag-Of-Word (BOW) is a representation that aims
at capturing the lexical overlap between examples.
A feature vector in which each dimension repre-
sents a lemma and a part-of-speech is derived from
a tweet message. A boolean weighting is applied,
i.e. a feature has a 1.0 value if the corresponding
lemma and part-of-speech pair appears in the mes-
sage.
SentixSum (SSUM) is a feature vector that is ob-
tained using the Sentix (Basile and Nissim, 2013)
lexicon. It is obtained aligning different exist-
ing resources. It consists of about 60.000 entries,
2We normalized 113 well-known emoticons in 13 classes.
each characterized by an Italian lemma, part-of-
speech, WordNet (Miller, 1995) synset ID, and
different polarity scores. Given a tweet, we de-
rived the SSUM vector, as a 4-dimensional vector
where each feature corresponds to the sum, with
respect to each word, of the polarity scores that are
available in the Sentix lexicon: positivity, negativ-
ity, polarity and intensity scores. The final vector
is then normalized.
SentixDifference (SDIFF) is a feature vector de-
scribing how discordant are the words in a mes-
sage. Again, this vector is obtained using the
Sentix resource (Basile and Nissim, 2013). The
SDIFF vector is 4-dimensional, and it reflects the
4 scores that can be extracted from this lexicon.
In particular, each dimension is the result from
the difference computed between the vectors of
the maximally polar word and the minimally po-
lar word. Formally, given ~w1 and ~w2 as the vec-
tors in Sentix, representing the words respectively
with the maximum and minimum polarity score re-
spectively, then the SDIFF vector is computed as
sd( ~w1, ~w2) = ~w1 − ~w2.
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) representation
aims at generalizing lexical information available
through the BOW model. A vector representation
for words is obtained from a co-occurrence Word
Space built accordingly to the methodology de-
scribed in (Sahlgren, 2006). A word-by-context
matrix M is obtained through the analysis of a
large scale corpus of 3 million of tweets. Each
dimension is weighted through the Pointwise Mu-
tual Information between a word and its context
in a window of 3 words before or after. The La-
tent Semantic Analysis (Landauer and Dumais,
1997) technique is then applied as follows. The
matrix M is decomposed through Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) (Golub and Kahan, 1965)
into the product of three new matrices: U , S, and
V so that S is diagonal and M = USV T . M
is then approximated by Mk = UkSkV Tk , where
only the first k columns of U and V are used,
corresponding to the first k greatest singular val-
ues. The original statistical information about M
is captured by the new k-dimensional space, which
preserves the global structure while removing low-
variant dimensions. Every word of a tweet is pro-
jected in the reduced Word Space and a message is
represented by applying an additive linear combi-
nation. Only verbs, adjectives, nouns and hashtags
are considered.
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IronyVector (IV) is a specific vector designed to
capture the irony of messages. It has been in-
spired by some recent works on irony detection
(Carvalho et al., 2009; Reyes et al., 2012). This is
a 7-dimensional vector in which each value aims
at capturing some linguistic feature of ironic mes-
sages. The features are the following: hasQuota-
tionMarks, if the tweet contains a quotation mark;
hasQuestionMarks if the message contains a ques-
tion mark; hasExclamationMarks if the tweet con-
tains an exclamation mark; lastTokenIsAPunctua-
tion if the last token of a message is a punctua-
tion; lastTokenIsAHappySmile if a tweet ends with
a smile belonging to the happy category with re-
spect to our classification; lastTokenIsASadSmile
if last token is a sad smile; lastTokenIsASmile if
message ends with a smile. Each activated dimen-
sion is boolean weighted, i.e. the value is 1.0.
Out-of-Topic Weighted BOW (WBOW) is a Bag-
Of-Word vector representing the words in a mes-
sage. The main difference with respect to the pre-
vious BOW representation is the adopted weight-
ing scheme. In fact, in this case we leverage on
the Word Space previously described. For each
dimension representing a lemma/part-of-speech
pair, its weight is computed as the cosine similar-
ity between the LSA vector of the considered word
and the vector obtained from the linear combina-
tion of all the other words in the message. This
vector aims at capturing how a word is out of con-
text in a sentence, and therefore it should help
in capturing unconventional use of words, and it
should be an indicator of an ironic use of language.
LSAIrony (LSAIR) is a 4-dimensional vector
specifically designed for the irony detection tasks.
Its purpose is to compute a measure of dissimilar-
ity between the words in a tweet, exploiting, again,
the idea that an ironic message makes an uncon-
ventional use of words. Each dimension is a mea-
sure of how much words are dissimilar in a specific
grammatical category. Thus, the first dimension
measures the dissimilarity in the Word Space of
the verbs, the second dimension considers nouns,
the third look at the dissimilarities between adjec-
tives, while the last dimension takes into account
all the words of the message.
2.2 A Cascade of SVM classifiers for
Sentiment Analysis
In Figure 1 the workflow of SVM classifiers de-
veloped for the SENTIPOLC task is shown. Each
tweet is pre-processed and feature vectors are gen-
erated as described in the previous Section. Sep-
arated representations are considered in the con-
strained and unconstrained settings. In the con-
strained setting only feature vectors using tweet
information or public available lexica are consid-
ered. In the unconstrained setting, feature vectors
are derived also by exploiting other tweet mes-
sages, that are used in the acquisition of the Word
Space (LSA and LSAIR).
Each tweet, in terms of its multi-vector repre-
sentation, is then fed to the classifiers, and it flows
over the cascade following the diagram in Figure
1. At the end of the workflow, 7 possible outputs
are allowed according to the specification of the
task. A binary code is used to express the different
outputs: 4 bits are used to express the subjectivity,
positivity, negativity and irony of a message. For
example, a tweet that is subjective, and expresses
both a positive and negative sentiment is labeled
as 1110.
In the following, the specific kernel functions
used in each classification stage are reported.
Subjective classifier. At the first stage of the
workflow, the Subjectivity classifier is invoked.
This is a crucial step, as an error in the classifi-
cation of the subjectivity of the message compro-
mises the entire cascade. At this stage, the linear
combination of a linear kernel is applied over the
BOW and the SSUM vectors. In the unconstrained
case, a 2-degree polynomial kernel (Shawe-Taylor
and Cristianini, 2004) is applied on the BOW rep-
resentation in combination with a linear kernel on
SSUM and a linear kernel on LSA.
Explicit polarity classifier. Here, the classi-
fier adopts the same representations and kernels
that have been used for the Subjective classifier.
Consequently, the resulting classification function
only depends on the labels of the training material.
Explicit positive/negative classifier. Again, the
same setting used in the previous classifiers is ex-
ploited. Instead of a single binary classifier dis-
criminating between two classes (i.e. positive
and negative), here we have two binary classifiers.
This is necessary to enable the labeling of tweets
conveying both a positive and negative polarity in
opposition of a neutral polarity. This last label-
ing is assigned when both the explicit positive and
negative classifiers express a negative confidence
of the classification.
Irony classifier. When a tweet does not explic-
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Figure 1: The UNITOR classifier workflow
itly express a sentiment, it may be ironic. It is
reflected in the workflow as a classifier that sepa-
rated ironic and neutral tweets. In the constrained
case, the irony classifier adopts a BOW vector rep-
resentation with a linear kernel combined with the
SDIFF representation, again with a linear kernel.
In the unconstrained case, a linear kernel applied
on the WBOW representation is combined with a 2-
degree polynomial kernel on the BOW vector and a
linear kernel on the SDIFF vector.
Ironic positive/negative classifier. When a tweet
is ironic, the last classification stage adopts more
representations both in the constrained and in the
unconstrained case. In the former, a linear ker-
nel is applied on the BOW, SDIFF and IV vec-
tor. In the unconstrained case, the representa-
tions involved are: BOW, SDIFF, IV, LSAIR with
a linear kernel, and the LSA with a RBF ker-
nel (Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004). When
training the explicit positive/negative and ironic
positive/negative classifiers, the training material
was split according the presence of irony as it af-
fects also the way of expressing the polarity.
Each classifier is built by using a custom Java
Support Vector Machine (SVM) implementation
based on LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011). This
implementation is specifically developed to sup-
port the combination of multiple representations
and kernels. The Figure 1 reflects also the learn-
ing strategy that has been set up during the tun-
ing phase: each classifier has been trained on the
specific subset of the data of interest. Parame-
ter tuning phase has been done by a fixed 80/20
split of the training data. Training data have been
downloaded through the web interface proposed
by the organizers3, resulting in 4,033 tweet that
3http://www.di.unito.it/˜tutreeb/
were available at the time of the download. We
lost 482 messages during the download phase due
to Twitter policies. More information about the
data, annotation process and evaluation metrics
can be found in (Basile et al., 2014).
3 Results
In this Section the results of the UNITOR sys-
tem are reported. Performance measures refer to
the three subtasks proposed in the SENTIPOLC
evaluation. Test data were downloaded through
the same web interface provided by the organiz-
ers. Even for test data, some messages were no
more available due to Twitter policies. Test data
were supposed to be 1,938, while we downloaded
1,752 tweets. In Table 1 cumulative F1 scores and
ranks for the UNITOR system are reported. De-
tailed performances are reported in the rest of the
Section.
C U
Subjectivity Classification 68.7 (2) 69.0 (1)
Polarity Classification 63.0 (4) 65.5 (2)
Irony Detection 57.6 (1) 59.6 (1)
Table 1: UNITOR overall score and ranks. C and
U refer to constrained and unconstrained runs
In Tables 2 and 3 the performances of the Sub-
jectivity Classification subtask are reported. Both
the constrained and unconstrained runs are here
presented. UNITOR performances are remark-
able as in the constrained run it ranks in 2nd po-
sition, while in the unconstrained one is in 1st
position. In the constrained case, representations
adopted are able to correctly determine whether
a message is subjective with good precision, as
demonstrated by the Subjective precision measure.
sentipolc-evalita14/tweet.html
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However, the winning system here was about 3
points ahead, in particular resulting more effec-
tive in the detection of non-subjective messages.
The UNITOR system is not able to tackle mes-
sages that are too short. For example, some tweets
were composed only by one or two words. In such
messages there is not enough information for our
classifiers. In the unconstrained case, the contri-
bution of the LSA vector representation is demon-
strated by the higher score obtained with respect
to the constrained case. This makes the UNITOR
system one of the best performing system in de-
tecting the subjectivity of messages.
NotSubjective Subjective
P R F1 P R F1
57.7 58.7 58.2 85.8 73.6 79.2
Table 2: Subjectivity classification: constrained
NotSubjective Subjective
P R F1 P R F1
60.6 54.9 57.6 84.9 76.2 80.3
Table 3: Subjectivity classification: unconstrained
In Tables 4 and 5 the performances for the
Polarity Classification are reported. In the con-
strained case, the results are comparable with the
best systems, i.e. less than 5 points from the 1st
system. Analyzing the full results, our main prob-
lems are in the detection of the positive polarity
classes, as we observed a 15 point drop of pre-
cision in the positive class. In the unconstrained
case, the contribution of our tweet-specific Word
Space derived vectors is again remarkable. In this
case the UNITOR system is able to have the best
performances in all the measures for the positive
class (except the recall for the positive class). In
the case of the negative class the system is not able
to perform as well as the positive case. However,
we consider this result very promising as the im-
provement w.r.t. our constrained run is about of
3 points. It means that the unsupervised analysis
of a large tweet corpus is beneficial even for the
polarity classification task. In this task, many mis-
classifications affect messages characterized by an
implicit inversion of polarity. Moreover, messages
that were not correctly recognized as ironic by
the Explicit polarity classifier determine a more
complex classification in the Polarity Classifica-
tion stage, as we have a separated classifier for po-
larity in the ironic case.
In Tables 6 and 7 the performances of the
UNITOR system on the pilot task Irony Detection
Positivity
P0 R0 F10 P1 R1 F11 F1
79.5 77.0 78.2 56.0 40.9 47.3 62.8
Negativity
P0 R0 F10 P1 R0 F11 F1
72.2 60.1 65.6 61.4 60.2 60.8 63.2
Table 4: Polarity classification: constrained
Positivity
P0 R0 F10 P1 R1 F11 F1
82.1 77.5 79.7 60.8 48.2 53.7 66.7
Negativity
P0 R0 F10 P1 R0 F11 F1
73.8 59.9 66.2 62.1 62.4 62.2 64.2
Table 5: Polarity classification: unconstrained
are reported. In the constrained case, the UNITOR
system reaches the 1st position on the rank with
a combined F1 score of 57.59. The system per-
forms very well in detecting not-ironic messages,
as demonstrated by the NotIronic columns. Prob-
ably this is due to the unbalanced dataset provided
for this task. In fact, only 564 over 4515 mes-
sages in the training data were labelled as ironic.
If the same ratio was in the test set, it can be seen
as a bias for the evaluation. In the unconstrained
case, the UNITOR system reaches again the 1st
position in the rank. The contribution of the un-
constrained representations helped, as a gain of
2 points in the combined F1 score has been ob-
served. Moreover, representations used in the un-
constrained case allow to be more precise when a
message is ironic, as the 4 points precision incre-
ment suggests. However, a drop in recall makes
the two systems perform more or less the same in
terms of Ironic F1 measure (about 35 points in F1
score in both cases).
NotIronic Ironic
P R F1 P R F1
93.1 69.6 79.6 26.6 52.9 35.5
Table 6: Irony detection: constrained
NotSubjective Subjective
P R F1 P R F1
92.1 76.3 83.5 30.6 42.9 35.7
Table 7: Irony detection: unconstrained
4 Conclusions
In this paper the description of the UNITOR
system participating to the SENTIPOLC task at
Evalita 2014 has been provided. The system won
3 of the 6 evaluations carried out in the task, and in
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the worst case it ranked in the 4th position. Thus,
the proposed classification strategy is one of the
best performing in the Twitter Italian Sentiment
Analysis scenario. The UNITOR system won the
Irony Detection task both in constrained and un-
constrained settings. Even if the evaluation dataset
for this subtask was quite small, the irony specific
features that were studied for this problem were
able to detect irony in short messages. However,
further work is needed to improve the overall (low)
F1 scores. The nature of Twitter messages does
not help, as tweets are very short and the amount
of useful information for detecting irony is often
out of the message. For these reasons, we think
that more information can be extracted using mes-
sage contexts, as demonstrated in (Vanzo et al.,
2014b; Vanzo et al., 2014a) for the English and
Italian languages.
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Abstract
English. We describe our participation to
the SENTIPOLC task of EVALITA 2014.
We experimented the use of intrinsic word
features to characterise each Tweet. We re-
lied only on these features to train a set of
Decision Trees to characterise the subjec-
tivity, the polarity and the ironic contents
of each Tweet. In Task 1 and Task 2 our
model shows good performances compar-
ing to the other participants, even if there
is still space for improvements. In Task 3
our model do not achieve acceptable per-
formances. We interpret and discuss these
results.
Italiano. Descriviamo la nostra parteci-
pazione a SENTIPOLC di EVALITA 2014.
Abbiamo sperimentato l’uso di features in-
trinseche delle parole per caratterizzare
ogni Tweet. Grazie a queste features ab-
biamo costruito Decision Trees per deter-
minare la soggettivita`, la polarita` e il con-
tenuto ironico di ogni Tweet. Nel Task 1
e Task 2 il nostro modello mostra buone
prestazioni rispetto agli altri partecipanti,
anche se c’e` ancora spazio per migliora-
menti. Nel Task 3 il nostro modello non
raggiungere prestazioni accettabili. Nel
paper discutiamo tali risultati fornendo
possibili interpretazioni.
1 Motivation
The automatic identification of the diverse facets
of sentiments and opinions expressed by social
media users constitutes a relevant and challenging
research trend. In this context, the Sentiment Po-
∗The research described in this paper is partially funded
by the Spanish fellowship RYC-2009-04291, the SKATER-
TALN UPF project (TIN2012-38584-C06-03), and the EU
project Dr. Inventor (n. 611383).
larity Classification task of EVALITA 2014 (SEN-
TIPOLC, Basile et al. (2014)) offers both a shared
dataset and a venue to experiment and compare
new approaches to the analysis of opinionated
texts in social media. SENTIPOLC proposes three
tasks respectively devoted to automatically deter-
mine the subjectivity, the polarity and the irony of
a Tweet. This paper describes our participation in
these three SENTIPOLC taks. We exploited an ex-
tended version of the Tweet classification features
and approach described in Barbieri et al. (2014).
In particular, we experimented the use of intrin-
sic word features, characterising each word in a
Tweet (like usage frequency in a reference cor-
pus, number of associated synsets, etc.), to try to
model and thus automatically determine its sub-
jectivity, polarity and ironic traits. We did not ex-
ploit textual features (like word occurrences, bi-
grams, skipgrams or other word patterns) to try to
reduce the dependency of our model on a specific
topic or on the set of words used in the consid-
ered domain. We aim to detect two aspects of
Tweets by intrinsic word features: the style used
(e.g. register used, frequent or rare words, positive
or negative words, etc.) and the unexpectedness in
the use of words, particularly important for subjec-
tivity and irony (Lucariello, 1994). We exploited
Decision Trees to classify Tweets in all the three
SENTIPOLC tasks. In Section 2 we describe the
tools we used to process Tweet contents. In Sec-
tion 3 we introduce the features we built our model
on. Section 4 analyses the performances of our
model concerning the three tasks of SENTIPOLC.
2 Text Analysis and Tools
In order to process the text of Tweets so as to en-
able the feature extraction process, we used a set
of freely available tools. First of all, we associ-
ated to each Tweet a normalised version of its text
by expanding abbreviations and slang expressions,
deleting emoticons, properly converting hashtags
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into words whether they have a syntactic role.
We then tokenised, PartOfSpeech-tagged, applied
Word Sense Disambiguation (UKB) and removed
stop words from the normalized text of Tweets by
exploiting Freeling (Carreras et al., 2004). We
also used the Italian WordNet 1.61 to get synsets
and synonyms of each word of a Tweet as well as
the sentiment lexicon Sentix2 (Basile and Nissim,
2013) derived from SentiWordnet (Esuli and Se-
bastiani, 2006) to get the polarity of synsets. We
relied on the CoLFIS Corpus of Written Italian3
to obtain the usage frequency of words in written
Italian. We exploited the results of these analyses
of the contents of Tweets to generate the word in-
trinsic features we describe in Section 3.
3 Our Model
In the three tasks of SENTIPOLC, we trained a
Decision Tree to classify Tweets as far as concern
their subjectivity, polarity and ironic contents. We
exploited the widespread machine learning frame-
work Weka in order to train and test our classifi-
cation models. We characterised each Tweet by
six classes of features all describing intrinsic as-
pects of the words of the same Tweet. These fea-
ture classes are: Frequency, Synonyms, Ambigu-
ity, Part of Speech, Sentiments, and Punctuation.
3.1 Frequency
We accessed the CoLFIS Corpus to retrieve the
frequency of each word of a Tweet. Thus, we
derive three types of Frequency features: rarest
word frequency (frequency of the most rare word
included in the Tweet), frequency mean (the arith-
metic average of all the frequency of the words
in the Tweet) and frequency gap (the difference
between the two previous features). These fea-
tures are computed including all the words of each
Tweet. We also determined these features by con-
sidering only Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives, and Ad-
verbs.
3.2 Synonyms
We consider the frequencies (in CoLFIS Corpus)
of the synonyms of each word in the Tweet, as
retrieved from the Italian WordNet 1.6. Then we
computed, across all the words of the Tweet: the
greatest / lowest number of synonyms with fre-
quency higher than the one present in the Tweet,
1http://multiwordnet.fbk.eu/english/home.php
2http://www.let.rug.nl/basile/twita/sentix.php
3http://linguistica.sns.it/CoLFIS/Home eng.htm
the mean number of synonyms with frequency
greater / lower than the frequency of the related
word present in the Tweet. We determine also
the greatest / lowest number of synonyms and the
mean number of synonyms of the words with fre-
quency greater / lower than the one present in the
the Tweet (gap feature). We computed the set of
Synonyms features by considering both all words
of the Tweet together and only words belonging to
each one of the four Parts of Speech listed before.
3.3 Ambiguity
To model the ambiguity of the words in the Tweets
we use the WordNet synsets associated to each
word. Our hypothesis is that if a word has many
meanings (synset associated) it is more likely to be
used in an ambiguous way. For each Tweet we cal-
culate the maximum number of synsets associated
to a single word, the mean synset number of all the
words, and the synset gap that is the difference be-
tween the two previous features. We determine the
value of these features by including all the words
of a Tweet as well as by considering only Nouns,
Verbs, Adjectives or Adverbs.
3.4 Part Of Speech
The features included in the Part Of Speech (POS)
group are designed to capture the style of the
Tweets. The features of this group are eight and
each one of them counts the number of occur-
rences of words characterised by a certain POS.
The eight POS considered are Verbs, Nouns, Ad-
jectives, Adverbs, Interjections, Determiners, Pro-
nouns, and Appositions.
3.5 Sentiments
The sentiments of the words in Tweets are impor-
tant for two reasons: to detect the sentiment style
(e.g. if Tweets contain mainly positive or negative
terms) and to capture unexpectedness created by a
negative word in a positive context and viceversa.
Relying on Sentix (see Section 2) we computed
the number of positive / negative words, the sum
of the intensities of the positive / negative scores
of words, the mean of positive / negative score of
words, the greatest positive / negative score, the
gap between the greatest positive / negative score
and the positive / negative mean. As previously
done, we computed these features by considering
only Nouns, Verbs, Adjetives, and Adverbs.
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3.6 Punctuation
We also want to capture the punctuation style of
the authors of a Tweet. Punctuation is very im-
portant in social networks: a full stop at the end
of a subjective message may change the polarity
of the message, the use of ellipses can be sign of
irony (Carvalho et al., 2009). Each feature that
is part of the Punctuation set is the number of a
specific punctuation mark, including: “.”, “#”, “!”,
“?”, “$”, “%”, “&”, “+”, “-”, “=”, “/”.
P R F1
Task 1 (subj.) 0.7332 0.6011 0.6497
Task 2 (polarity) 0.6565 0.5723 0.6049
Task 3 (irony) 0.5797 0.4591 0.4987
Table 1: Final scores (arithmetic average of the
score of each class) of the three tasks organised in
Precision, Recall and F-Measure.
4 Experiments and Results
In this section we present our results in the three
SENTIPOLC tasks (see Table 1). We only re-
port final results (mean of Precision, Recall and
F-Measure of each class). In order to get other par-
ticipants results, please refer to the SENTIPOLC
paper (Basile et al., 2014).
4.1 Task 1: Subjectivity Classification
Given a message, decide whether the message is
subjective or objective. Our model scores at po-
sition four out of nine groups. Our score is six
points less than the best one in F-measure. Our
system showed that we can determine if a Tweet is
subjective or not with an acceptable precision by
not considering explicitly words or word patterns,
but only relying on intrinsic word features.
4.2 Task 2: Polarity Classification
Given a message, decide whether the message is of
positive, negative, neutral or mixed sentiment (i.e.
conveying both a positive and negative sentiment).
In this task our model ranks fifth out of eleven
participants. We obtain an averaged F-measure of
0.6049.
4.3 Task 3: Irony Detection
Given a message, decide whether the message is
ironic or not. At this task our system scored as
the last one, clearly showing that, at least for the
Tweet dataset exploited in SENTIPOLC, relying
only on intrinsic word features has limited power
in determining if a Tweet is ironic or not.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we describe our participation to the
SENTIPOLC task of EVALITA 2014. We ex-
perimented the use of intrinsic word features to
characterise each Tweet. We relied exclusively on
these features to train a set of Decision Trees re-
spectively useful to determine the subjectivity, po-
larity and irony in Tweets. We explicitly decided
not to rely on explicit words or word patterns as
features. In Task 1 and Task 2 our model shows
good performances comparing to other models,
even if there is still space for improvements. In
Task 3 our model do not achieve acceptable per-
formances. Among other considerations, we re-
lated this issue to the fact that the training data
in SENTIPOLC are strongly dependent on a spe-
cific topic, politics and this topic dependence lim-
its the effectiveness of our system. In fact our
classifier does not use words or word patterns
that usually constitute features exploited to char-
acterise a domain. In general, we noticed that
avoiding text features may constitute a limitation
for a classifier if the dataset to deal with con-
cerns a specific topic and thus topic specific words
could constitute good features to model the do-
main. As future work we are planning to exper-
iment with other classification approaches (Sup-
port Vector Machines among them) as well as to
evaluate the utility to complement the feature set
we presented in this paper with word and word
pattern features (like word occurrences, bigrams,
skip-grams or other word patterns).
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Abstract 
English. This paper describes a generic 
framework that relies on extra-linguistic fea-
tures of text as well as on its content to per-
form sentiment analysis in four different di-
mensions. Routine described in the paper al-
lows not only extraction of opinion mining 
data but also describes a framework for con-
tinuous relearning of Support Vector Ma-
chines classifiers in order to improve classifi-
cation results when dataset size is increased 
or new parameters of classifier are found to 
be of better quality. 
Italiano. Questo articolo descrive una tecni-
ca generale che si basa su caratteristiche ex-
tra-linguistiche del testo, e anche sul suo 
contenuto, allo scopo di eseguire una senti-
ment analysis in quattro dimensioni. Questo 
procedimento non solo permette l'estrazione 
dei dati di sentiment analysis, ma descrive 
anche un algoritmo di ri-apprendimento con-
tinuo con support vector machines 
(particolarmente utile nei casi in cui ci sono 
ulteriori esempi o nuovi parametri che 
migliorano la qualità dell'analisi). 
 
1 Introduction 
The rise of new media especially social ones 
have brought absolutely new source of up-to-date 
information on different topics that can be ex-
ploited in different tasks. One of such tasks is 
opinion mining or sentiment analysis that could 
bring vital information to many researchers in-
cluding, but not limited to sociologists, cam-
paigners, and marketing analysts. 
Sentiment analysis of English texts has drawn 
scholars’ attention about a decade ago (Turney, 
2002; Pang et al., 2002) and provided basic ex-
perimental data and directions of research for 
scientific community. That resulted in annual 
shared tasks and conferences that bring attention 
to the problem and raise the bar for the state-of-
the-art approaches on a regular basis. 
However, the information to be analyzed in 
modern world does not include sole English 
texts. That fact has inspired raising interest in 
developing mechanisms for sentiment analysis of 
texts in languages other than English (Basile et 
al., 2014). While some scholars propose the fo-
cus on leveraging resources from languages with 
more data (Mihalcea et al., 2007), this paper de-
scribes a generic approach in sentiment analysis 
that can be applied to any collection of labelled 
data without preliminary linguistic work. 
2 System Description 
Sentiment analysis, as the task that this paper is 
aimed to solve, is a basic binary classification 
problem when treating each of sub-tasks (Posi-
tive and Negative Polarity, Subjectivity and 
Irony) as a separate problem. 
Recent researches prove that in sentiment 
analysis as a classification task, Support Vector 
Machines (SVM) classifiers perform with a de-
cent quality (Mullen, 2004), (Gamon, 2004). 
LibSVM (Chang, 2011) was used as an algo-
rithmic implementation of SVMs.  
Since libSVM comes with several Support 
Vector Machines types and several kernels, the 
workflow was set up to train all applicable classi-
fiers with a ranging parameters to automatically 
find the best configurations for every classifica-
tion task. 
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SVM’s possibility to train a stable classifier on 
a limited set of labeled data has been of a huge 
help because of variable proportion of positive 
and negative examples of a class in each sub-
tasks: 
 
 
Table 1. Amount of examples per subtask. 
 
Despite the fact that positive and negative ex-
ample ratio is different per task, training set was 
unified for every subtask as well as the features 
selection. The main ranging parameters were 
SVM parameters and feature frequency thresh-
old. 
Since results were only reported for con-
strained run, there was no external information 
used in the feature set. However, several simple 
text transformations were performed to facilitate 
classifier training basing on extra-linguistic 
knowledge. 
2.1 Feature Selection 
The assumption that the set of features is similar 
in all subtasks was made thus eliminating the 
need for several training set generation proce-
dures. However, several transformations of raw 
tweet text were performed. 
Firstly, all URLs were converted to a single 
word-marker ‘url’ because of insignificancy of 
link address. Then, the presumption that some 
links bring more personalized information was 
token, and the URLs were classified into two 
groups: Long URLs and Shortened URLs. The 
former is a link in an unconstrained format pecu-
liar to a specific website while the latter is pro-
vided by third-party service (e.g. Google URL 
Shortener1, Bitly2, or Twitter’s internal service3). 
The reason behind that transformation is that 
when an application (either way on a mobile de-
vice or in a browser) posts a link, it usually con-
verts a given URL in short format (in order to 
                                                
1 https://goo.gl/ 
2 https://bitly.com/ 
3 http://t.co/ 
save the space in a 140-symbol message), but, as 
the research of training dataset has shown, when 
a news agency posts a link, it usually posts it as-
is, without any shortening service. Since the in-
formation whether the tweet belongs to an indi-
vidual or to an organization is a valuable feature, 
this transformation was applied for every tweet 
and gave 2% average increase in terms of both 
precision and recall. 
Another important transformation of dataset 
was to turn all the variety of smileys into infor-
mation. From all the smileys only two categories 
were selected: those representing a sad emotion 
and those representing a happy emotion, since 
polarity task had only two dimensions and vari-
ety of emotions that can be represented using 
smileys is convertible to these two subsets. 
Except of described transformations, size of 
tweet relative to maximum size of tweet in train-
ing dataset (in bytes) was added to raw text as 
well as quotation markers, uncertainty or frag-
mentary text markers (for example three dots), 
re-tweet markers, hashtag markers, and Twitter 
picture (pic.twitter.com) markers in order to 
catch all the information that not only exists out-
side of the language, but is a distinctive feature 
of modern Internet communication and its im-
plementation (Twitter as a platform and its client 
applications as instruments). Described trans-
formations may be applied to any tweet in any 
language and still will produce comparable 
amount of training information. 
2.2 Vector Normalization 
Since SVM is a vector-based classifier and re-
quires a vector of values as input for both train-
ing and classification procedure, a binary vector 
for each document was built using token occur-
rence as a ‘1’ value and token absence as ‘0’. 
Token is understood as a sequence of non-
whitespace characters. 
This approach is usual to SVM feature genera-
tion, however it lacks the information about 
number of occurrences of a token in the text, and 
if in the case of stop word this information will 
not give any classification weight at all, quantity 
of emotion markers or picture amount in the text 
are priceless information which might be the 
straw that may break the back of misclassifica-
tion camel. 
Since the value of every token was only 0 or 1, 
in the described approach token occurrence in a 
document was scaled with maximum token oc-
currence in the training dataset thus turning pos-
sible values of a single feature from binary 0/1 
 Pos. Example Neg. Example 
Subjectivity 
 2804 (70.68%) 1163 (29.32%) 
PolPositive 
 1132 (28.54%) 2835 (71.46%) 
PolNegative 
 1729 (43.58%) 2238 (56.42%) 
Irony 
 
498  
(12.55%) 3469 (87.46%) 
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vector into vector of values 0..1 thus saving the 
information for classifier to train on. 
SVM’s vector nature was a huge gain when 
compared to probability-based classifiers, since 
if one class tends to have less token occurrences 
and in testing set there is even smaller amount of 
those, SVM will not turn that feature into non-
relevant, but will do its best to correctly classify 
example by comparing incoming vector against 
trained hyper plane. 
 
2.3 Feature Pruning 
As it was mentioned earlier, amount of positive 
and negative examples for each dimension of 
sentiment analysis varies a lot, leading to great 
feature imbalance. One of the approaches that 
can be used to eliminate negative impact on sen-
timent analysis quality is feature frequency limi-
tation mechanism that excludes from training and 
testing vector those features that occur less than a 
predefined threshold. 
Despite the fact that there are approaches that 
exclude features on the basis of discriminative 
function pruning analysis (DFPA)(Mao, 2004) 
this paper sticks to examinations of options to 
select most corresponding minimal feature fre-
quency suitable for each subtask. Optimal pa-
rameters vary greatly, for example: 
 
 
Table 2. Precision changes over feature fre-
quency parameter selection. 
 
Automatic routine of choosing best parameters 
allows not only find best values for current task 
with current dataset, but also, if a researcher has 
access to continually growing dataset, existing 
models may be retrained in background with 
dataset growth and achieve better quality over 
new data. 
 
2.4 Experimental Workflow 
As it was said above, initial dataset for solving 
each of four subtasks is the same and when it 
comes into the system, training procedure begins 
from same starting point. Baseline of precision 
and recall is set using one-rule classifier (pre-
suming that all examples should be classified as 
the majority of examples in training set). 
Baseline is used to exclude those combina-
tions of SVM types and kernel types that bring 
results worse than baseline (however, in this par-
ticular task, it never occurred and all applicable 
SVM classifiers were training all at once). 
To eliminate the threat of biased testing set 
ten-fold cross-validation is used on every set of 
parameters during evaluation of classifier. Aver-
age of precisions and recalls for each cross-
validation run is then used to rank set of parame-
ters as most or least applicable to a given classi-
fication task. 
Set of classifier parameters varies from SVM 
type and kernel type, and the only common pa-
rameter is feature frequency threshold. Experi-
ments have shown that for the SENTIPOLC-
2014 task for described approach following fea-
ture frequencies limits bring best results: 
 
  Irony 3 
  Subjectivity 15 
  PolPositive 3 
  PolNegative 7 
 
Table 3. Feature frequencies thresholds per 
subtask. 
 
These results correlate with common sense 
knowledge since both irony and positive attitude 
can be expressed in many ways and negative atti-
tude, despite being expressed more often than 
positive attitude, lacks that variety of words to 
use. Limitations of Twitter message size and In-
ternet slang provides a set of shorthands to ex-
press subjectivity and stay in the margins of 
tweet. 
Different SVMs also train with different pa-
rameters specific to an algorithm, for example 
for linear SVMs the parameter C (cost parame-
ter) was ranged from default 1 up to 100, for nu-
SVC ν (nu) parameter was ranged from 0.01 up 
to 0.45 . Best parameters are selected for all the 
SVM and kernel types. 
In the last step framework chooses best com-
bination of feature frequency, SVM type and 
kernel type and trains final model on whole 
dataset to have a ‘production’ model that will be 
used to rank against testing data. In the SENTI-
POLC-2014 task following parameters were cho-
sen for each subtask: 
 
 
 
PolNegative 
Precision 
PolPositive 
Precision 
FeatFreq: 15 35,46% 57,85% 
FeatFreq: 4 38,82% 49,32% 
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Subtask FeatFreq Classifier (type/kernel) 
Irony 3 c-SVC, linear (c=11) 
Subjectivity 15 c-SVC, linear (c=11) 
PolPositive 3 c-SVC, linear (c=9) 
PolNegative 7 ν-SVC, linear (ν=0.43) 
 
Table 4. Parameters of SVM classifiers. 
 
All subtasks except for negative polarity were 
ranked using F1-measure while negative polarity 
was ranked using classification precision since 
basically, any F1-measure best classifier was 
one-rule classifier totally missing positive exam-
ples of negative polarity. 
3 Conclusion 
Described system didn’t take first places in any 
constrained run task in SENTIPOLC-2014 
shared task. However, resulting scores correlated 
with those obtained in cross-validation of ‘pro-
duction’ classifiers while being 5-10% lower 
than development ones: 
 
Subtask Expected Real Top 
Subjectivity 7/9 0.6545 0.5825 0.7140 
Polarity 6/11 0.6812 0.6026 0.6771 
Irony 3/7 0.5828 0.5394 0.5901 
 
Table 5. Expected results with rankings. 
 
Nonetheless, the approach presented in this 
paper has proven itself valid to be used against 
Twitter messages without any preliminary lin-
guistic work. Features were independent from 
language of a tweet and all text transformations 
may be applied to a message in any language. 
Described approach, unfortunately, lacks the 
information about syntactic structure of text of 
the tweet which may be eliminated or at least 
leveled with the help of a standard syntactic 
parser that should provide a uniform representa-
tion of syntactic structure for any language 
given, for example, dependency grammar tree. 
In unconstrained run, there is a point of con-
stant update of a training set using crowd 
sourcing platforms, which can provide data with 
high quality using initial training set not only as 
a classifier training set, but also as an example to 
teach crowd workers and maintain their quality 
as described in (Lease, 2011). That will give not 
only more complete dataset, but also will provide 
sources for relearning the classifier on new data 
that may reflect changes in the Internet slang that 
may occur in a split second. 
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Abstract
English. In this report, we describe
the EVALITA 2014 Emotion Recognition
Task (ERT). Specifically, we describe the
datasets, the evaluation procedure and we
summarize the results obtained by the pro-
posed systems. On this basis we provide
our view on the current state of emotion
recognition systems for Italian, whose de-
velopment appears to be severely slowed
down by the type of data available nowa-
days.
Italiano. In questo report, descriviamo il
task EVALITA 2014 dedicato al riconosci-
mento di emozioni (ERT). In particolare,
descriviamo i set di dati utilizzati, la pro-
cedura di valutazione e riassumiamo i
risultati ottenuti dai sistemi proposti. Su
questa base, descriveremo la nostra po-
sizione sullo stato attuale dei sistemi per il
riconoscimento di emozioni per l’Italiano,
il cui sviluppo sembra essere fortemente
rallentato dal tipo di dati disponibili at-
tualmente.
1 Introduction
After the Interspeech 2009 Emotion Chal-
lenge (Schuller et al., 2009) and the Interspeech
2010 Paralinguistics Challenge (Schuller et al.,
2010), the EVALITA Emotion Recognition task
(ERT) represents the first evaluation campaign
specifically dedicated to Italian Emotional speech.
Unlike the two Interspeech challenges, we move
here the first steps for Italian by using acted emo-
tional speech collected according to Ekman’s clas-
sification model (Ekman, 1992) as this is, so far,
the only type of speech material we have knowl-
edge. In this task, we aimed at evaluating the per-
formance of automatic emotion recognition sys-
tems and to investigate two main topics, covered
by two different subtasks:
• cross language, open database task
• Italian only, closed database task
First of all, we wanted to estimate the per-
formance that could be obtained on Italian us-
ing emotional speech corpora in other languages.
We also wanted to verify to what extent it would
have been possible to build a model for emo-
tional speech starting from a single, professional,
speaker portraying the discrete set of emotions de-
fined by Ekman (1992) (anger, disgust, fear, joy,
sadness, surprise, and neutral).
In this first evaluation of emotional speech
recognition systems on Italian, the material we use
is composed of acted speech elicited by means of
a narrative task. The material is extracted from
two emotional speech corpora containing similar
material and sharing basic characteristics:
• the E-Carini corpus
• the emotion corpus
Concerning the second subtask, the goal of the
evaluation was to establish how much information
could be extracted from material coming from a
single, professional source of information whose
explicit task is to portray emotions and obtain
models capable of generalizing to unseen subjects.
2 Datasets
For both development and training sets, *.wav files
were provided along with their Praat *.TextGrid
file containing a word level (wrd) annotation car-
ried out by means of forced alignment. Pauses
in the *.TextGrid file are labelled as “.pau”. The
material consists of PCM encoded WAV files
(16000Hz).
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2.1 Development set: the emotion corpus
Participants were provided with a development
set taken from the yet unpublished emotion cor-
pus (Galata`, 2010) to obtain reference results for
the test material during the system preparation
time. The material extracted from emotion con-
sists of the Italian carrier sentence “Non e` possi-
bile. Non ci posso credere.” ( It can’t be. I can’t
believe it.), recorded by one professional actor ac-
cording to 4 instructions (or recording modes) as
follows:
• Mode A: after a private reading, read again
the six scenarios with sense and in a natural
and spontaneous way;
• Mode B: read the text once more with sense
and in a natural and spontaneous way con-
sidering the desired emotion letting himself
personally get involved in the story proposed
in the text;
• Mode C: repeat the carrier sentence accord-
ing to the requested emotion and to the sce-
nario proposed in each text;
• Neutral mode: simply read a list of sentences
(containing the carrier sentence).
Following the above described elicitation pro-
cedure, the 40 sentences were provided as devel-
opment set:
• Mode A: 6 productions (1 per emotion);
• Mode B: 6 productions (1 per emotion);
• Mode C: 24 productions (4 per emotion);
• Neutral mode: 4 neutral productions.
The file name structure for this data set provides
information on the way the sentence has been col-
lected as well as the discrete emotion label as-
signed and intended for its production. Given the
file name it ang a mt c1 as example, the file name
provides the following information:
• Language: it;
• Intended emotion: 6+1 discrete emotion la-
bels (eg. ang, sur, joy, fea, sad, dis, neu);
• Type of subject: a (actor);
• Subjects name: mt;
• The recording mode: a, b or c (for the neutral
mode this slot is left out);
• Occurrence number: 1, 2, 3 or 4.
2.2 Training set: the E-Carini corpus
The material provided for the E-Carini cor-
pus (Avesani et al., 2004; Tesser et al., 2004;
Tesser et al., 2005), consists of a reading by a pro-
fessional actor of the short story “Il Colombre” by
Dino Buzzati. The novel is read and acted accord-
ing to the different discrete emotion labels pro-
vided. The novel is split in 47 paragraphs (from
par01 to par47 in the file name) and stored in dif-
ferent folder (one for each emotion). This training
set provided for the closed database task consisted
of 1 hour and 17 minutes of speech.
2.3 The test set
All the participants were provided with the test
set consisting of emotional productions by 5 ac-
tors with the same characteristics as in the devel-
opment set above described. For each emotion, 30
stimuli were included in the test set. In order to al-
low speaker dependent system training, 4 neutral
productions were provided for each speaker in the
test set.
All the file names provided for the test set, apart
from the neutral ones, were masked: the sub-
ject ID was, however, available to the participants,
while the target emotion was kept hidden. The
format given to the files contained the subjects
name followed by a three digits random number
(eg. as 108). Neutral files followed the format
provided with the development set files.
3 Evaluation measure
Typically, the objective measure chosen for an
emotion classification task would be the F-
measure. However, as in this case, the sample
accuracy (percentage of correctly classified in-
stances) is used. Since the test set here distributed
contains the same number of examples for each
class, there is no influence to take into account on
the side of data distribution and the sample accu-
racy results in a better choice.
3.1 Baseline
For the emotion recognition system baseline, we
used the features set obtained with the OpenS-
MILE package (Eyben et al., 2013) in the config-
uration used for the Interspeech 2010 Paralinguis-
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Figure 1: Summary of the submitted results. We
also report the experiment provided by UNIBO
with an SVM trained with finer parameter opti-
mization than the one used as a baseline.
tics Challenge (Schuller et al., 2010). The Lib-
SVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) implementation of
Support Vector Machines (SVM) was trained on
this data using an RBF kernel and a basic strategy
to optimize the γ and C parameters (grid search
between 0 and 2 with 0.4 grid step for both). The
obtained classifier reached an accuracy of 30% on
the test set.
4 Participation and results
Before receiving the material, all participants
were asked to sign an End User License Agree-
ment (EULA). Four participants downloaded the
datasets after publication on the EVALITA web-
site.
However, after receiving the test material, only
two participants submitted the final test results for
the “closed database” subtask and no one for the
“open database” subtask. A system from the Uni-
versity of Bologna (UNIBO) and the University of
Pisa (UNIPI) were proposed. Results were sub-
mitted to the organizers as a two columns *.csv
file: the first column containing the file name and
the second column the label assigned by the pro-
posed system (eg. as 100, ang; eo 116, fea; etc.).
After the results submission, the participants
were provided with a rename table mapping the
masked file names on the original ones in order
to let them replicate the evaluation results. In the
following subsections we summarize the proposed
approaches, while in Figure 1 we show the graph-
ical comparison among the approaches with their
respective recognition accuracies.
4.1 UNIBO
The system presented by UNIBO performed emo-
tion recognition by means of a Kernel Quan-
tum Classifier, a new general-purpose classifier
based on quantum probability theory. The sys-
tem is trained on the same feature set used for the
baseline. The system reached a performance of
36.11% recognition accuracy, which is the highest
result obtained in the ERT.
4.2 UNIPI
The system presented by UNIPI used an Echo
State Network (Jaeger and Haas, 2004) to perform
emotion classification. The system has the pecu-
liarity of receiving, as input, directly the sound
waveform, without performing features extraction.
Neutral speech productions for each speaker were
used to obtain waveform normalization constants
for each speaker. Using the proposed approach, a
recognition accuracy of 24% was obtained on the
test set.
5 Discussion
The results obtained in the ERT task highlight an
important problem for emotion recognition speech
in Italian concerning the available material. While
corpora containing Italian acted emotional produc-
tions have been successfully used for emotional
speech synthesis in the past (this is the case of
the E-Carini corpus), it appears it is not straight-
forward to transfer the model built on one pro-
fessional actor portraying a set of specific emo-
tions on other subjects, even if they are profes-
sional actors too. As a consequence, we believe
that the type of emotional speech data available
nowadays is inadequate to train emotion recogni-
tion systems for Italian. The reason for this inade-
quacy is mainly due to the difference between the
type of data collected so far for Italian and the data
that have been collected in other countries (mostly
English speaking). For Italian, other than the E-
Carini and the emotion corpus, to our knowledge
only the EMOVO corpus (Iadarola, 2007; Costan-
tini et al., 2014) is available. This dataset, as
the ones here adopted, also contains acted read
speech classified using Ekmans schema. Outside
Italy, on the contrary, the scientific community
appears to be oriented towards more spontaneous
speech, mostly elicited through dialogue with arti-
ficial agents in a Wizard of Oz setup and annotated
with both emotional classes and with continuous
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measures as done, for example, in the SEMAINE
corpus (McKeown et al., 2010). As a matter of
fact, the latest international challenges on emotion
recognition are evaluated on the capability of auto-
matic systems to track continuous values over the
entire utterance (regression), as opposed to recog-
nizing a single class over a full sentence (classifi-
cation).
In conclusion, the result of the EVALITA 2014
ERT task seems to highlight that the type of data
available in Italian emotional speech corpora is
outdated at least for the emotion recognition task.
Two problems are, in our opinion, important for
the Italian community to tackle. First of all, we
have observed that it is not straightforward to
transfer the knowledge acquired by modelling a
single professional source to other professional
sources even in the case of read speech in silent
conditions with a neutral speech basis available.
This indicates that it is necessary for the Italian
community working on emotional speech recog-
nition to move away from this kind of data and
collect more spontaneous data.
The second problem lies in data annotation. On
an international level, automatic classification ac-
cording to Ekmans basic emotions has been aban-
doned in favour of dimensional models as pro-
posed, for example, by Mehrabian (1996). We be-
lieve it is necessary for the Italian community to
move forward in this sense too as the global atten-
tion appears to be focused on dimensional annota-
tions.
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Abstract
English. This report investigates a pre-
liminary application of Echo State Net-
works (ESNs) to the problem of auto-
matic emotion recognition from speech.
In the proposed approach, speech wave-
form signals are directly used as input
time series for the ESN models, trained
on a multi-classification task over a dis-
crete set of emotions. Within the scopes
of the Emotion Recognition Task of the
Evalita 2014 competition, the performance
of the proposed model is assessed by
considering two emotional Italian speech
corpora, namely the E-Carini corpus and
the emotion corpus. Promising results
show that the proposed system is able to
achieve a very good performance in rec-
ognizing emotions from speech uttered by
a speaker on which it has already been
trained, whereas generalization of the pre-
dictions to speech uttered by unseen sub-
jects is still challenging.
Italiano. Questo documento esam-
ina l’applicazione preliminare delle Echo
Stato Networks (ESN) per il problema del
riconoscimento automatico delle emozioni
dal parlato. Nell’approccio proposto,
i segnali che rappresentano la forma
d’onda del parlato sono usati diretta-
mente come serie temporali di ingresso
per i modelli ESN, addestrati su un com-
pito di multi-classificazione su un in-
sieme discreto di emozioni. Entro gli
ambiti della Emotion Recognition Task
della competizione Evalita 2014, la per-
formance del modello proposto viene va-
lutata considerando due corpora di dati
emotivi in lingua Italiana, ovvero il corpus
E-Carini e il corpus emotion. I risultati
ottenuti sono promettenti e mostrano che
il sistema proposto e` in grado di raggiun-
gere una buona prestazione nel riconosci-
mento di emozioni a partire dalle parole
pronunciate da un utente sul quale il sis-
tema e` stato gia` addestrato, mentre la gen-
eralizzazione delle predizioni per le frasi
pronunciate da soggetti mai visti in fase di
addestramento rappresenta ancora un as-
petto ambizioso.
1 Introduction
The possibility of recognizing human emotions
from uttered speech is a recent interesting area
of research, with a wide range of potential ap-
plications in the field of human-machine interac-
tions. One of the most prominent aspects of recent
systems for emotion recognition from speech re-
lates to the choice of proper features that should
be extracted from the waveform signals. Popular
choices for such features are continuous features
(Lee and Narayanan, 2005), such as pitch-related
features or energy-related features, or spectral
based features, such as linear predictor coefficients
(Rabiner and Schafer, 1978) or Mel-frequency
cepstrum coefficients (Bou-Ghazale and Hansen,
2000).
Within the scopes of the Evalita 2014 compe-
tition, this report describes a preliminary investi-
gation of the application of Echo State Networks
(ESNs) (Jaeger and Haas, 2004) to the problem of
identifying speakers’ emotions from a discrete set,
namely anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness and sur-
prise. We adopt the paradigm of Reservoir Com-
putation (Lukosevicius and Jaeger, 2009), which
represents a state-of-the-art approach for efficient
learning in time-series domains, within the class
of Recurrent Neural Networks, naturally suitable
for treating sequential/temporal information. As
such, in our proposed approach, the waveform sig-
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nals representing speech are directly used as input
for the emotion recognition system, allowing to
avoid the need for domain-specific feature extrac-
tion from waveform signals. In order to assess the
generalization performance of the proposed emo-
tion recognition system, we take into considera-
tion a homogeneous experimental setting and a
heterogeneous experimental setting. In the homo-
geneous setting, the performance of the recogni-
tion system is assessed on sentences uttered by
the same speaker on which the system has been
trained, while in the heterogeneous setting, the
performance is assessed on sentences pronounced
by unseen subjects during the training process.
2 Description of the System
We took into consideration data coming from two
emotional Italian speech corpora, namely the E-
Carini corpus (Tesser et al., 2005; Avesani et al.,
2004) and the emotion corpus (Galata`, 2010).
Each corpus contains waveform signals represent-
ing sentences spoken by a single user, see the task
report (this volume) for further details. Such data
was then organized into two datasets, one for each
corpus, segmenting sentences into words, based
on the available information. Our emotion recog-
nition system directly uses the sounds waveform
of spoken words as input time-series for the neu-
ral network model, avoiding the use of feature ex-
traction for speech representation. The only pre-
processing step consists in normalizing the input
signals to zero mean and unitary standard devi-
ation, using the data pertaining to the extra neu-
tral emotion class for computing the normalization
constants, independently for each speaker.
The two resulting datasets were used to or-
ganize two multi-classification task for emotion
recognition: a homogeneous task and a heteroge-
neous task. The homogeneous task includes only
the E-Carini corpus dataset, and is designed for as-
sessing the ability of the emotion recognition sys-
tem to detect human emotions pertaining to a sin-
gle speaker. Indeed, training and test set for the
homogeneous task contain sequences pertaining to
the same speaker (test set represents≈ 30% of the
available data). The heterogeneous task includes
both the E-Carini corpus and the emotion corpus,
and is designed to evaluate the generalization abil-
ity of the emotion recognition system when trained
on data pertaining to one speaker and tested on
data pertaining to a different speaker. In the case
of the heterogeneous task, the training set contains
data from the E-Carini corpus, while the test set
contains data from the emotion corpus. For both
the homogeneous and the heterogeneous tasks, the
training set was balanced over the class of possible
emotions.
Emotion classification is performed by using
ESN, which implement discrete-time non-linear
dynamical systems. From an architectural per-
spective, an ESN is made up of a recurrent reser-
voir component, and a feed-forward readout com-
ponent. In particular, the reservoir part updates
a state vector which provides the network with
a non-linear dynamic memory of the past input
history. This allows the state dynamics to be in-
fluenced by a portion of the input history which
is not restricted to a fixed-size temporal window,
enabling to capture longer term input-output rela-
tionships. In the context of the specific applica-
tion under consideration, it is worth noticing that
the role of the reservoir consists in directly encod-
ing the temporal sequences of the waveform sig-
nals into a fixed-size state (feature) vector, allow-
ing to avoid the need for the extraction of specific
features from the uttered sentences. The basic ar-
chitecture of an ESN includes an input layer with
NU units, a non-linear, recurrent and sparsely con-
nected reservoir layer with NR units, and a linear,
feed-forward readout layer with NY units. In par-
ticular, for our application we use NU = 1 and
NY = 6, where each one of the output dimen-
sions corresponds to one of the emotional classes
considered. In this paper we take into considera-
tion the leaky integrator ESN (LI-ESN) (Jaeger et
al., 2007), which is a variant of the standard ESN
model, with state dynamics particularly suited for
representing the history of slowly changing input
signals.
State dynamics of the ESNs follow the word by
word segmentation organization considered in the
datasets. Accordingly, for each word w, at each
time step t, the reservoir computes a state xw(t) ∈
RNR according to the equation:
xw(t) = (1− a)xw(t− 1)+
af(Winuw(t) + Wˆxw(t− 1))
(1)
where uw(t) is the input at time-step t, Win is the
input-to-reservoir weight matrix, W is the recur-
rent reservoir weight matrix, a ∈ [0, 1] is a leaking
rate parameter, f is an element-wise applied acti-
vation function (we use tanh), and a zero vector
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is used for state initialization. After the last time
step for word w has been considered, a mean state
mapping function is applied, according to:
X (w) = 1
length(w)
length(w)∑
t=1
xw(t) (2)
where length(w) is the number of time steps cov-
ered by the sentence w. For further informa-
tion about state mapping functions in general, and
mean state mapping in particular, the reader is re-
ferred to (Gallicchio and Micheli, 2013).
The classification output is computed by the
readout component of the ESN, which linearly
combines the output of the state mapping function,
according to the equation:
y(w) =WoutX (w) (3)
where Wout is a reservoir-to-readout weight ma-
trix. The emotional class for each word is set to the
class corresponding to the element with the high-
est activation in the output vector. The final clas-
sification of a sentence is computed by a voting
process, according to which each sentence is clas-
sified as belonging to the emotional class which is
more represented among the words that compose
that sentence.
Training in ESNs is restricted to only the read-
out component, i.e. only the weight values in ma-
trix Wout are adapted, while elements in Win and
W are initialized in order to satisfy the conditions
of the echo state property (Jaeger and Haas, 2004)
and then are left untrained. In practical applica-
tions, such initialization process typically consists
in a random initialization (from a uniform distri-
bution) of weight values in matrices Win and W,
after which matrix W is scaled such that its spec-
tral radius ρ(W) is less than 1, see (Jaeger, 2001)
and (Gallicchio and Micheli, 2011) for details.
3 Results
In our experiments we considered ESNs with
reservoir dimension NR ∈ {100, 200}, 10%
of reservoir units connectivity, spectral radius
ρ = 0.999 and leaky parameter α = 0.01.
For every reservoir hyper-parametrization, results
were averaged over a number of 10 reservoir
guesses. The readout part of the ESNs was
trained using pseudo-inversion and ridge regres-
sion with regularization parameter λ ∈ {10j |j =
−5,−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3}. Reservoir dimen-
sion and readout regularization were chosen on a
validation set (with size of ≈ 30% of the training
set size), according to a hold out cross validation
scheme for model selection.
The performance of the emotion recognition is
assessed by measuring the accuracy for the multi-
classification task, i.e. the ratio between the num-
ber of correctly classified sentences and the total
number of sequences. Average training and test
accuracy obtained on both the homogeneous and
heterogeneous tasks are reported in Table 3.
Task Training Test
homogeneous 0.86(±0.01) 0.82(±0.01)
heterogeneous 0.91(±0.02) 0.27(±0.03)
Table 1: Average training and test performance
accuracy achieved by ESNs on the homogeneous
task and on the heterogeneous task.
For the sake of performance comparison, notice
that the accuracy achieved by a chance-null model
is 0.17 on both the tasks. The averaged accuracy
achieved on the test set of the homogeneous task
is 0.82, which is comparable with literature results
on emotion recognition from speech in homoge-
neous training-test condition (Ayadi et al., 2011).
The averaged accuracy achieved on the test set of
the heterogeneous task is 0.27. Note that, although
such performance is far from the one achieved on
the homogeneous task, it is still definitely beyond
the performance of the null model. The result
achieved by the system trained on the heteroge-
neous case on the full test set of the Evalita 2014
competition, comprising data from 5 different un-
seen speakers, is 0.24.
4 Discussion
In this report we have described a preliminary
application of ESNs to the problem of recogniz-
ing human emotions from speech. The proposed
emotion recognition system directly uses as in-
put the time series of the waveform signals cor-
responding to the uttered sentences, avoiding the
need for a specific feature extraction process. Two
experimental settings have been considered, with
training and test data pertaining to sequences pro-
nounced by the same speaker (homogeneous set-
ting) or not (heterogeneous setting). Performance
results achieved by ESNs are promising. In par-
ticular, a very good predictive performance is ob-
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tained when the system is assessed considering un-
seen sentences pronounced by a speaker on which
the system has already been trained. On the other
hand, the generalization of the emotion predic-
tions to speech uttered by speakers on which the
system has not been trained still remains a chal-
lenging aspect. Overall, given the characteristics
of efficiency and simplicity of the proposed ap-
proach, and in view of a possible integration with
domain-specific techniques for the multi-speaker
case, we believe that the proposed system can rep-
resent an interesting contribution for the design of
tools in the area emotional speech processing.
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Abstract
English. This paper presents the appli-
cation of a Kernel Quantum Classifier, a
new general-purpose classifier based on
quantum probability theory, in the domain
of emotion recognition. It participates to
the EVALITA 2014 Emotion Recognition
Challenge exhibiting relatively good re-
sults and ranking at the first place in the
challenge.
Italiano. Questo contributo presenta
l’applicazione di un classificatore quan-
tistico basato su kernel, un nuovo clas-
sificatore basato sulla teoria della prob-
abilita` quantistica, nel dominio del ri-
conoscimento delle emozioni. Ha parteci-
pato alla campagna di valutazione sul ri-
conoscimento delle emozioni nell’ambito
di EVALITA 2014 ottenendo buoni risul-
tati e classificandosi al primo posto.
1 Introduction
Quantum Mechanics Theory (QMT) is one of the
most successful theory in modern science. De-
spite its ability to properly describe most natural
phenomena in the physics realm, the attempts to
prove its effectiveness in other domains remain
quite limited.
This paper presents the application of a Kernel
Quantum Classifier, a new general-purpose clas-
sifier based on quantum probability theory, in the
domain of emotion recognition.
With regard to this specific evaluation chal-
lenge, we did not develop any particular technique
tailored to emotion recognition, but we applied
a “brute force” approach to this problem as de-
scribed, for example, in (Schuller et al., 2009).
A very large set of general acoustic features has
been automatically extracted from speech wave-
forms and the emotion detection task has been put
totally in charge of the classifier.
In section 2 we will describe the proposed clas-
sifier, in section 3 the evaluation results will be
analysed comparing them with the results obtained
using a state-of-the-art classifier applied to the
same task and in section 4 we will draw some pro-
visional conclusions.
2 System description
2.1 Quantum Probability Theory
A quantum state denotes an unobservable distribu-
tion which gives rise to various observable physi-
cal quantities (Yeang, 2010). Mathematically it is
a vector in a complex Hilbert space. It can be writ-
ten in Dirac notation as |ψ〉 = ∑n1 λj |ej〉where
λj are complex numbers and the |ej〉 are the ba-
sis of the Hilbert space (|.〉 is a column vector, or
a ket, while 〈.| is a row vector, or a bra). Using
this notation the inner product between two state
vectors can be expressed as 〈ψ|φ〉 and the outer
product as |ψ〉 〈φ|.
|ψ〉 is not directly observable but can be probed
through measurements. The probability of observ-
ing the elementary event |ej〉 is | 〈ej |ψ〉 |2 = |λj |2
and the probability of |ψ〉 collapsing on |ej〉 is
P (ej) = |λj |2/
∑n
1 |λi|2 (note that
∑n
1 |λi|2 =
‖|ψ〉‖2 where ‖·‖ is the vector norm). General
events are subspaces of the Hilbert space.
A matrix can be defined as a unitary operator if
and only if UU † = I = U †U , where † indicates
the Hermitian conjugate. In quantum probability
theory unitary operators can be used to evolve a
quantum system or to change the state/space basis:
|ψ′〉 = U |ψ〉.
Quantum probability theory (see (Vedral, 2007)
for a complete introduction) extends standard kol-
mogorovian probability theory and it is in princi-
ple adaptable to any discipline.
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2.2 Kernel Quantum Classifier
(Liu et al., 2013) presented a quantum classifier
based on the early work of (Chen, 2002). Given
an Hilbert space of dimension n = ni+no, where
ni is the number of input features and no is the
number of output classes, they use a unitary oper-
ator U to project the input state contained in the
subspace spanned by the first ni basis vectors into
an output state contained in the subspace spanned
by the last no basis vectors: |ψo〉 = U
∣∣ψi〉. Input,∣∣ψi〉, and output, |ψo〉, states are real vectors, the
former having only the first ni components differ-
ent from 0 (assigned to the problem input features
of every instance) and the latter only the last no
components. From |ψo〉 they compute the proba-
bility of each class as
P (cj) = |ψoni+j |2/
∑no
1 |ψoni+i|2 for j = 1..no.
The unitary operatorU for performing instances
classification can be obtained by minimising the
loss function
err(T ) = 1/
∑|T |
j=1 〈ψoj |ψtj〉 ,
where T is the training set and
∣∣ψt〉 is the target
vector for output probabilities (all zeros except 1
for the target class) for every instance k, using
standard optimisation techniques such as Conju-
gate Gradient (Hestenes, Stiefel, 1952), L-BFGS
(Liu, Nocedal, 1989) or ASA (Ingber, 1989).
This classifier exhibits interesting properties
managing a classical non-linear problem, the XOR
problem, but the simplicity and the low power of
this classifier emerge quite clearly when we test
it on difficult, though linearly separable, classifi-
cation problems or on non-linear problems. The
classifier is not always able to properly divide the
input space into different regions corresponding to
the required classes. Moreover, all the decision
boundaries have to cross the origin of the feature
space, a very limiting constraint for general classi-
fication problems, and problems that require strict
non-linear decision boundaries cannot be success-
fully handled by this classifier.
A widely used technique to transform a linear
classifier into a non-linear one involves the use of
the “kernel trick”. A non-linearly separable prob-
lem in the input space can be mapped to a higher-
dimensional space where the decision borders be-
tween classes might be linear. We can do that
through the mapping function φ : Rn → Rm,
with m > n, that maps an input state vector
∣∣ψi〉
to a new space. The interesting thing is that in
the new space, for some particular mappings, the
inner product can be calculated by using kernel
functions k(x, y) = 〈φ(x), φ(y)〉 without explic-
itly computing the mapping φ of the two original
vectors.
We can express the unitary operator performing
the classification process as a combination of the
training input vectors in the new features space
|ψo〉 = U |φ(ψi)〉
|ψo〉 = ∑|T |j=1 |αj〉 〈φ(ψij)| |φ(ψi)〉
|ψo〉 = ∑|T |j=1 |αj〉 〈φ(ψij)|φ(ψi)〉
that can be rewritten using the kernel and adding a
bias term |α0〉as:
|ψo〉 = |α0〉+
|T |∑
j=1
|αj〉 k(ψij , ψi) (1)
In this new formulation we have to obtain all the
|αj〉 vectors, j = 0, ..., |T |, through an optimisa-
tion process similar to the one of the previous case,
minimising a standard euclidean loss function
err(T ) =
|T |∑
j=1
no∑
k=1
(
Pj(ck)− ψtj(ni+k)
)2
+γ
|T |∑
j=0
‖|αj〉‖.
using a numerical optimisation algorithm, L-
BFGS in our experiments, where P (c) is the class
probability defined above and γ
∑‖|αj〉‖ is an L2
regularisation term on model parameters (the real
and imaginary parts of |αj〉 components).
Once learned a good model from the training
set T , represented by the |αj〉 vectors, we can use
equation (1) and the definition of class probability
for classifying new instance vectors.
It is worth noting that the KQC proposed here
involves a large number of variables during the
optimisation process (namely, 2 ∗ no ∗ (|T | + 1))
that depends linearly on the number of instances
in the training set T . In order to build a classifier
applicable to real problems, we have to introduce
special techniques to efficiently compute the gra-
dient needed by optimisation methods. We relied
on Automatic Differentiation (Griewank, Walther,
2008), avoiding any gradient approximation using
finite differences that would require a very large
number of error function evaluations. Using such
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Automatic System
Gold Std. ang dis fea joy sad sur
ang 12 9 1 0 1 7
dis 0 11 3 0 5 2
fea 2 4 5 3 15 1
joy 9 8 1 5 1 6
sad 0 2 0 1 26 1
sur 2 1 1 1 19 6
Table 1: Confusion matrix between the gold stan-
dard and the KQC.
techniques the training times of KQC are compa-
rable to those of other machine learning methods.
Please, see (Tamburini, in press) for a complete
presentation and evaluation of this system.
3 EVALITA 2014 ERT results
We applied the KQC to the EVALITA 2014 Emo-
tion Recognition Task without adapting the system
in any way and without devising any specific tech-
nique for emotion detection. We participated only
at the “closed database” subtask that is devoted to
evaluate how much information can be extracted
from material coming from a single, professional
source of information whose explicit task is to por-
tray emotions and obtain models capable of gener-
alizing to unseen subjects.
As we said in the introduction, we applied a
“brute force” approach to this problem: we ex-
tracted 1582 features from each utterance using
the OpenSMILE package (Eyben et al., 2013) and
the configuration file contained in the package
for extracting the InterSpeech 2010 Paralinguistic
Challenge feature set (Schuller et al., 2010).
In this case ni = 1582 and no = 6; we ex-
cluded from the process all the utterances belong-
ing to the “neutral” class following the task guide-
lines indications. After a training session using all
the utterances and classifications in the Develop-
ment Set provided by the organisation, we tested
the trained classifier on the Test Set executing ten
different runs. The outputs of the ten classification
processes were mixed and the final results submit-
ted for the evaluation contained the most frequent
class chosen by the ten runs for each utterance
contained in the Test Set.
The official results assigned the first place to
this classifier with a classification accuracy of
36.11%. Table 1 outline the confusion matrix be-
tween classes.
Automatic System
Gold Std. ang dis fea joy sad sur
ang 16 1 1 2 2 8
dis 6 8 7 0 5 4
fea 3 0 6 4 15 2
joy 10 6 4 7 0 3
sad 0 3 1 1 24 1
sur 2 2 1 1 19 5
Table 2: Confusion matrix between the gold stan-
dard and the SVM multiclass classifier proposed
in (Joachims et al., 2009).
We performed some other experiments using a
different classifier: the standard Support Vector
Machine (SVM) multiclass classifier proposed in
(Joachims et al., 2009). This widely diffused state-
of-the-art classifier exhibit more or less the same
performances of the KQC: 36.67% of accuracy
in classifying the six emotions considered in the
EVALITA 2014 ERT challenge (the best results
are obtained by using a linear kernel and C = 30).
Table 2 shows the confusion matrix for the SVM
multiclass classifier.
4 Discussion and Conclusions
Even if a 36.11% of accuracy allowed this system
to be the most accurate in the evaluation campaign
(out of two participants), such accuracy is very
low; it is much better than the random baseline
(16.67%), but certainly not enough for real classi-
fication problems. Some emotions, anger, disgust
and sadness, can be detected with better reliabil-
ity, but the other emotions, namely fear, joy and
surprise, present classification results very unsat-
isfactory. The experiments conducted with a dif-
ferent but state-of-the-art classifier, namely a SVM
multiclass classifier, present more or less the same
picture.
The research question posed in the guidelines
“to establish how much information can be ex-
tracted from material coming from a single, pro-
fessional source of information whose explicit
task is to portray emotions and obtain models ca-
pable of generalizing to unseen subjects” cannot
be answered, in our opinion, positively. Emotional
recordings taken from a single, even professional,
speaker, do not seem to provide enough informa-
tion to generalise the emotion recognition to other
speakers.
Despite the design of KQC is a work in progress
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and the it is not free from problems, it exhibits
good classification performances, very similar to
a state-of-the-art multiclass classifier.
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Abstract 
English. In this Forced Alignment on Chil-
dren Speech (FACS) task, systems are re-
quired to align audio sequences of children 
read spoken sentences to the provided rela-
tive transcriptions, and the task has to be con-
sidered speaker independent. 
Italiano. In questo task di EVALITA 2014 dal 
nome “Forced Alignment on Children 
Speech” (FACS), tradotto in “Allineamento 
Forzato su Parlato Infantile”, ai partecipanti 
è stato richiesto di allineare alcune sequenze 
audio di parlato letto infantile alle corri-
spondenti trascrizioni fonetiche. I sistemi in 
esame sono da considerarsi indipendenti dal 
parlatore. 
1 Introduction 
As with other international evaluation cam-
paigns, guidelines describing the FACS task 
were distributed among the participants, who 
were also provided with training data and had the 
chance to test their systems with the evaluation 
metrics and procedures used in the formal evalu-
ation. As for FACS, two subtasks were defined, 
and applicants could choose to participate in any 
of them: 
• phone segmentation 
• word segmentation 
Two modalities were allowed: 
• closed: only distributed data are allowed 
for training and tuning the system 
• open: the participant can use any type of 
data for system training, declaring and de-
scribing the proposed setup in the final re-
port. 
The final formal evaluation is based on Unit 
Boundary Positioning Accuracy. The evaluation 
methodology follows the standard described in 
the documentation of the NIST SCLite   evalua-
tion tool (NIST, 2015). The SCLite   tool itself 
was used as scorer. 
Finally, there was only one participant for the 
FACS task and this was the SPPAS system by 
Brigitte Bigi (Bigi, 2012). 
2 Data 
Training and development data were available 
quite in advance of test data and participant had 
only one week to submit their system results to 
organizers. 
2.1 Training data (adult speech) 
About 15 map task dialogues recorded by cou-
ples of speakers exhibiting a wide variety of Ital-
ian variants from the CLIPS corpus (Savi, 
Cutugno, 2009). Dialogues length ranges from 
7/8 minutes to 15/20 minutes. It is up to partici-
pants to split these data in train and development 
subsets. For each dialogue, the following files 
are provided: 
• full dialogue manually performed tran-
scriptions; 
• single turn audio files: PCM-encoded 
mono WAV files (16KHz). Each file is 
referenced to turns into the full transcrip-
tion by means of its name; 
• single turn phonetic labeling; 
• single turn word labeling. 
2.2 Training data (children speech) 
About 40 sentences read by 20 female and 20 
male children speakers taken from the new 
CHILDIT-2 corpus (Cosi et al., 2015a) collected 
by ISTC CNR within the ALIZ-E Project (Cosi 
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et al., 2015b). Sentences length ranges from 2/3 
seconds to 5/6 seconds. It is up to participants to 
split these data in train and development subsets. 
For each sentence, the following files are provid-
ed: 
• full sentences automatic performed tran-
scriptions; 
• audio files: PCM-encoded mono WAV 
files (16KHz). Each file is referenced to 
turns into the full transcription by means 
of its name; 
• phonetic labeling; 
• word labeling, 
2.3 Test data (children speech) 
About 20 sentences read by 5 unseen new female 
and 5 unseen new male children speakers from 
the same CHILDIT-2 training corpus cited 
above. Sentences length ranges from 2/3 seconds 
to 5/6 seconds. For each sentence, the following 
files are provided: 
• full sentences automatic performed tran-
scriptions; 
• audio files: PCM-encoded mono WAV 
files (16KHz). Each file is referenced to 
turns into the full transcription by means 
of its name. 
2.4 Reference data (children speech) 
Reference transcriptions were automatically cre-
ated by a recent KALDI ASR system trained on 
the FBK CHILDIT corpus. The performances of 
this system are up to now the best obtained so far 
on this type of material (Cosi et al., 2015b).  
3 Test and Results 
As previously stated, unaligned phonetic tran-
scription for each file was provided together with 
the corresponding wav waveform. The reference 
phonetic transcription we used for the final eval-
uation did not contain phones that were not actu-
ally pronounced. For the evaluation, we used the 
SCLite   tool from the NIST SCTK toolset 
(NIST, 2015). Participants were requested to 
send back to the organizers the results of the 
alignment process in the same format that was 
used in the training set. Transcriptions were then 
converted in the CTM format used to perform 
evaluation by the SCLITE   tool. This was to en-
sure that the conversion from samples to time 
instants for the boundary markers would have 
been performed on the same machine for all the 
participants and for the reference transcription. 
The BNF of the CTM format is defined as fol-
lows: 
CTM :==< F >< C >< BT >< DUR > phoneme 
where : 
< F >: the waveform filename; 
< C >: the waveform channel; 
< BT >: the begin time (seconds) of the phoneme, 
 measured from the start of the file; 
< DUR >: the duration (seconds) of the phoneme. 
Among the transcription rules, it is relevant to 
note that the same symbol was used for gemi-
nates and short consonants. Only 5 vowels were 
considered, thus eliminating the difference of 
open and closed feature. A single allophone was 
considered bot for nasal phoneme m and n. 
The SCLite   tool was used to perform the time-
mediated alignment (TMA) between the refer-
ence and hypothesis files and the phoneme-to-
phoneme distance was replaced by the following 
formulas: 
D(correct) = |T1(ref)-T1(hyp)| + |T2(ref)-T2(hyp)| 
D(insertion) = T2(hyp)-T1(hyp) 
D(deletion) = T2(ref)-T1(ref) 
D(substit.) = |T1(ref)-T1(hyp)| + |T2(ref)-T2(hyp)| 
+ 0.001 
In this mode, the weights of the phoneme-to-
phoneme distances are calculated during the 
alignment based on the markers distance instead 
of being preset. Results obtained by the only sys-
tem participating to FACS on the phone align-
ment task are presented in Table 1 for three dif-
ferent conditions. The ”Closed A” model was 
trained using CHILDIT-2 and CLIPS corpora, 
the ”Closed B” model using only CHILDIT-2 
and the ”Open” model using both CHILDIT-2 
and CLIPS corpora plus a free corpus available 
on the web named ”read-Torino”, available at 
http://sldr.org/ortolang-000894.  
 Corr Sub Del Ins Err S Err 
open 96.7 1.2 2.1 1.1 4.4 48.6 
closedA 96.8 1.1 2.1 1.1 4.3 49.8 
closedB 96.9 1.2 2.0 1.0 4.1 48.6 
Table 1. SCLite   Time Mediated Alignment results for the 
open, closedA, amd closedB case. 
Results in Table 2 refer instead to the % of 
markers correctly assigned within 5, 10, 15, 20, 
25 ms. 
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 5ms 10ms 15ms 20ms 25ms 
open 43.5 58.7 75.7 85.5 90.3 
closedA 45.2 60.6 77.1 86.7 91.1 
closedB 43.7 59.2 76.3 85.9 90.6 
Table 2. Percentage of markers correctly assigned within 
5,10,15,20,25 ms for the open, closedA, amd closedB case. 
4 Conclusion 
The main aim of this task was to investigate 
force alignment techniques on read children 
speech. We explicitly avoid using spontaneous 
speech in order to evaluate the force alignment of 
only children speech quality, without considering 
the difficulties of having to tackle the problem of 
elisions, insertions, non-verbal sounds, uncertain 
category assignments, false starts, repetitions, 
filled and empty pauses and all similar phenom-
ena typically encountered in spontaneous speech. 
The SPPAAS systems obtained reasonable high 
performances in all three presented conditions, 
and results are quite comparable to the state of 
the art in other languages. Due to the read speech 
material, reducing the phone inventory to the 
target one resulted in no difficulties in the align-
ment task and, even if it is not statistically signif-
icant, a dedicated system (closedB case) resulted 
the best in term of TMA SCLITE alignment er-
rors. 
Unfortunately, the SPPAAS system was the only 
one participating to the FACS task, thus an in-
complete analysis of FACS on children speech 
had been possible because of the lack of compar-
ison of different systems and techniques. 
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Abstract
English. SPPAS is a tool to automatically
produce annotations which includes utter-
ance, word, syllabic and phonemic seg-
mentation from a recorded speech sound
and its transcription. This paper describes
the participation of SPPAS in evaluations
related to the “Forced Alignment on Chil-
dren Speech” task of Evalita 2014. SPPAS
is a ”user-friendly” software mainly dedi-
cated to Linguists and open source.
Italiano. SPPAS e` uno strumento in
grado di produrre automaticamente an-
notazioni a livello di parola, sillaba e
fonema a partire da una forma d’onda
e dalla sua corrispondente trascrizione
ortografica. Questo articolo descrive la
partecipazione di SPPAS nelle valutazioni
relative al task Forced Alignment on Chil-
dren Speech (allineamento forzato su par-
lato infantile) di Evalita 2014. SPPAS e` un
software ”open source”, e` molto semplice
da utilizzare ed e` particolarmente indicato
all’uso da parte di linguisti.
1 Introduction
EVALITA is an initiative devoted to the evaluation
of Natural Language Processing and Speech tools
for Italian1. In Evalita 2011 the “Forced Align-
ment on Spontaneous Speech” task was added.
Then, in 2014, this task is evolving to “Forced
Alignment on Children Speech” (FACS). Never-
theless, as in 2011, systems were required to align
a set of audio sequences to the provided rela-
tive transcriptions. Forced-aligment (also called
phonetic segmentation) is the process of align-
ing speech with its corresponding transcription at
1http://www.evalita.it/
the phone level. The alignment problem con-
sists in a time-matching between a given speech
unit along with a phonetic representation of the
unit. The goal is to generate an alignment be-
tween the speech signal and its phonetic repre-
sentation. Speech alignment requires an acoustic
model in order to align speech. An acoustic model
is a file that contains statistical representations of
each of the distinct sounds of one language. Each
phoneme is represented by one of these statistical
representations.
After Evalita 2011 (Bigi, 2012), this paper
presents the SPPAS participation to the FACS task.
The training procedure and the corpus we used
during the development phase to provide a new
acoustic model are described.
2 Acoustic models: Training procedure
Phoneme alignment is the task of proper position-
ing of a sequence of phonemes in relation to a
corresponding continuous speech signal. In the
alignment problem, we are given a speech utter-
ance along with a given phonetic representation of
the utterance. Our goal is to generate an alignment
between the speech signal and the phonetic repre-
sentation.
SPPAS (Bigi, 2011) is based on the Julius
Speech Recognition Engine (Nagoya Institute of
Technology, 2010). Julius was designed for dicta-
tion applications, and the Julius distribution only
includes Japanese acoustic models. However since
it can use acoustic models trained using the Hid-
den Markov Toolkik (HTK) (Young and Young,
1994), it can also be used in any other language.
Acoustic models were then trained with HTK
using the training corpus of speech, previously
segmented in utterances, phonetized and automati-
cally time-aligned. The trained models are Hidden
Markov models (HMMs). Typically, the HMM
states are modeled by Gaussian mixture densities
whose parameters are estimated using an expecta-
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tion maximization procedure. The outcome of this
training procedure is dependent on the availabil-
ity of accurately annotated data and on good ini-
tialization. Acoustic models were trained from 16
bits, 16000 hz wav files. The Mel-frequency cep-
strum coefficients (MFCC) along with their first
and second derivatives were extracted from the
speech in the standard way (MFCC D N Z 0).
The training procedure is based on the Vox-
Forge tutorial2, except that which from VoxForge
uses word transcription as input. Instead, we took
as input the proposed phonetized transcription,
with or without using the phonetic time-alignment.
This procedure is based on 3 main steps: 1/ data
preparation, 2/ monophones generation then 3/ tri-
phones generation.
Step 1 is the data preparation. It establishes
the list of phonemes, plus fillers, silence and short
pauses. It converts the input data into the HTK-
specific data format (MLF files). It codes the
audio data, also called ”parameterizing the raw
speech waveforms into sequences of feature vec-
tors” (i.e. convert from wav to MFCC format), us-
ing “HCopy” command.
Step 2 is the monophones generation. In order
to create a HMM definition, it is first necessary
to produce a prototype definition. The function of
a prototype definition is to describe the form and
topology of the HMM, the actual numbers used in
the definition are not important. Having set up an
appropriate prototype, a HMM can be initialized
by both methods:
• create a flat start monophones model, a pro-
totype trained from phonetized data, and
copied for each phoneme (using “HCompV”
command). It reads in a prototype HMM def-
inition and some training data and outputs a
new definition in which every mean and co-
variance is equal to the global speech mean
and covariance.
• create a prototype for each phoneme using
time-aligned data (using “Hinit” command).
Firstly, the Viterbi algorithm is used to find
the most likely state sequence corresponding
to each training example, then the HMM pa-
rameters are estimated. As a side-effect of
finding the Viterbi state alignment, the log
likelihood of the training data can be com-
puted. Hence, the whole estimation process
2http://www.voxforge.org
can be repeated until no further increase in
likelihood is obtained.
In our script, we train the flat start model and we
fall back on this model for each phoneme that fails
to be trained with Hinit (if there are not enough
occurrences). This first model is re-estimated us-
ing the MFCC files to create a new model, using
“HERest”. Then, it fixes the “sp” model from the
“sil” model by extracting only 3 states of the initial
5-states model. Finally, this monophone model is
re-estimated using the MFCC files and the phone-
tized data.
Step 3 creates tied-state triphones from mono-
phones and from some language specificities de-
fined by means of a configuration file. This file
summarizes Italian phonemic information as for
example the list of vowels, liquids, fricatives,
nasals or stop. We created manually this resource,
and distribute it on-demand.
3 Corpus description
The training set is made of children recorded
while reading some text and is available in the
form of time-aligned sentences (one file per sen-
tence). The result of an automatic word segmen-
tation and phoneme segmentation is also avail-
able. In addition to the Child corpus, the data of
Evalita 2011 were also distributed. Some other
data were also collected in the scope of this study:
a/ 5300 isolated pluri-syllabic tokens of Italian
children, with various recording conditions (of-
ten with a poor audio quality); b/ read speech
of 41 speakers, recorded at Torino (all speak-
ers are reading the same text), the total duration
is 31275.8 seconds. This corpus is available at:
http://sldr.org/ortolang-000894
In order to create a development set, some files
were randomly picked up of the Child set and
manually time-aligned by the author (not phoneti-
cian), using Praat with the help of the spectrogram.
Then 134 files were annotated, with a duration of
888.77 seconds. It is to be noticed that the phoneti-
zation was not changed, only the time-alignments
were modified. The time spent to correct the auto-
matic alignments was about 9-10 hours. This de-
velopment corpus contains 196 silences, 60 fillers,
326 /a/, 218 /e/, 218 /o/ and 192 /i/. For this cor-
pus, 2529 boundaries have to be fixed by the sys-
tem.
In the evaluations, we propose detailed align-
ment performances depending on the delta range
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between the automatic and the reference align-
ments, using the time-localization of the end-
bound of each phoneme.
4 Experiment 1: time-aligned data is
good data?
In this experiment, we try to fix which amount
of data is required for the initial model of step 2.
Only the Child corpus is used: the phonetization of
the whole corpus is used in all other stages of the
training procedure, and time-aligned data are used
only to train the initial model. Results are reported
in Figure 1. We can observe that, for this stage
of the training procedure, 30 seconds of automatic
time-aligned speech are the strict minimum that
must be used. It seems that 5 minutes are a good
compromise. Then, the data used for this initial
model are now fixed (they will not be changed in
further experiments): the speech duration for the
initial model is 302.72 seconds.
Figure 1: Experiment 1. Results depending of the
amount of speech data to train the initial model.
5 Experiment 2: more data is good data?
By fixing the initial model as mentioned in the
previous section, we will now evaluate the results
while changing the amount of phonetized data
(still in step 2, to train the monophones). In this
experiment, only the Child corpus is used too. Re-
sults are reported in Figure 2. We can observe
that from 3 to 10 minutes of data, the differences
are very slights, withal we can conclude that more
data is good data. However, the differences are
not significant for experiments with more than 10
minutes of phonetized speech.
Figure 2: Experiment 2. Results depending of the
amount of phonetized speech data.
6 Experiment 3: other data is good data?
We added the data from the CLIPS, distributed by
the organizers and then our own data.
Results are reported in Table 1.
Our conclusion is that more data is not good
data, and we decided the following: a/ to remove
our children corpus of the training data set; b/ to
use triphones; c/ to add 5 minutes of time-aligned
data of the CLIPS corpus to train the initial model.
7 Final models
We finally trained 3 models by choosing data
sets on the basis of the experiments described in
the previous sections. The ”Closed A” model
was trained using Child and CLIPS corpora, the
”Closed B” model using only Child and the
”Open” model using both Child and CLIPS cor-
pora plus a free corpus available on the web (pre-
viously named ”read-Torino”). Results on the de-
velopment corpus, within a delta of 40 ms, are:
• ”Closed A” 2400 (94.90%)
• ”Closed B” 2406 (95.14%)
• ”Open” 2389 (94.46%)
Figure 3 show detailed results on vowels of the
”Open” model, distributed in SPPAS-1.6.1.
8 Conclusion
During this evaluation campaign, we asked 3 ques-
tions and answered within the FACS context. We
asked if ”time-aligned data is good data?” and
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Model Monophones Triphones
Phonetized Corpus # Corr %Corr # Corr %Corr
Only Child 2396 94.74 2404 95.06
Child + dialog-CLIPS 2390 94.50 2395 94.70
Child + read-Torino 2394 94.66
Child + read-children 2381 94.15
Child + dialog-CLIPS + read-Torino 2390 94.50 2389 94.46
Child + dialog-CLIPS + read-Torino + read-children 2380 94.11 2362 93.40
Table 1: Results of experiment 3, in a delta less than 40ms.
Figure 3: Results on vowels of the ”Open” model.
found that 5 minutes are a good amount of time-
aligned data to train the initial model. We asked if
”more data is good data?” and found that at least
10 minutes of phonetized data are required (with
more data, the benefits are very slights). We fi-
nally asked if ”other data is good data?” and found
that the answer is no, a dedicated system is better
than a general one (which is not surprisingly).
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        Abstract 
English. After a short review of the state of 
the art, this paper illustrates a selection of the 
most important Automatic Language Identifi-
cation and Accent Identification approaches. 
A series of tasks is presented, providing some 
evaluation measures about the overall human 
performance on the basis of language/dialect 
identification by Italian listeners. Results 
confirm that humans are able to easily detect 
linguistic features of languages they have 
been directly exposed to, thus being able to 
perform a swift identification when listening 
even to short samples. Identification rates rise 
in familiar dialect id. tasks, and a sharp sepa-
ration is usually established between un-
known foreign languages, guessed languages 
and local varieties of one’s own country. 
Italian. Dopo una breve introduzione sullo 
stato dell’arte, quest’articolo riassume una 
selezione dei più diffusi approcci all’Identi-
ficazione Automatica delle Lingue e degli Ac-
centi (LID/AID). Alcune misure sono offerte 
riguardo a una serie di test che sono stati 
svolti per valutare le modalità con cui è av-
venuta l’identificazione di una selezione di 
lingue e dialetti da parte di alcuni uditori ita-
liani. I risultati confermano che gli esseri 
umani hanno una certa abilità 
nell’individuare i principali tratti linguistici 
ai quali sono esposti più spesso e sono, anche 
per questo, in grado d’identificare agevol-
mente le lingue conosciute sulla base di cam-
pioni di parlato anche piuttosto brevi. Le 
prestazioni migliorano, infatti, 
nell’identifica-zione di dialetti con i quali si 
abbia una certa familiarità. Una separazione 
netta si può infine stabilire  tra  lingue  stra-
niere sconosciute, lingue indovinate in 
base a supposizioni e varietà del proprio 
Paese. 
1 Introduction 
Since its origins, the challenge of Automatic 
Language  Identification  (LID)  encountered  the  
 
 
problems raised by the presence of dialectal 
variation and the difficult task of accent identifi-
cation (AID): “the absolute acoustic differences 
of the native accents is very subtle and sensitive 
so that they might be an order magnitude smaller 
than the differences between speech sounds, and 
be secondary to the individual speaker differ-
ences” (Wu et alii 2004).  
These problems have been tackled by different 
research teams with a wide set of phone- or 
acoustic-based techniques (n-grams, phone-
lattice and so on). The state of the art provided 
by Muthusamy et alii (1994) and Geoffrois 
(2004) during the MIDL event of 2004 “Identifi-
cation des langues et des variétés dialectales par 
les humains et par les machines” (Paris, France, 
29-30 nov. 2004, see Adda Decker et alii 2004) 
needs an update since relevant milestones have 
been achieved after the NIST LID contest of 2003 
and the following NIST LRE 2005 and 2009. 
Discriminative LID based on Support Vector 
Machines or on Multi-corpus and out-of-set LID 
received positive attention since then, and train-
ing datasets have been purposefully created and 
expanded in various LRE tasks (following the 
model of the Callfriend corpus, based on labelled 
speech stuff, and other LDC corpora).  
Even though the most successful LID systems 
implement more than one component modeling 
different information types at various levels, sev-
eral LID systems are still nowadays mostly 
phone-based (cp. Kirchhoff et alii 2002, Singer 
et alii 2003, Timoshenko & Bauer 2006; for a 
review, see, Schultz & Kirchhoff 2006, Wang 
2008). Nevertheless, ‘acoustic’ LID systems tend 
to rely on spectral features in order to extract 
language-discriminating information encoded 
within speech productions, whereas language-
specific sequences of speech units are traced by 
‘phonotactic’ LID systems.  
The linguistic information is then usually ex-
tracted from the test speech sample with phone 
recognition modules that rely on either language-
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dependent or cross-linguistic acoustic phone 
models (cp. Yan & Bernard 1995).  
According to the scientific literature on human 
language/dialect identification (Ohala & Gilbert 
1981, Romano 1997, Ramus & Mehler 1999), we 
expect that prosodic level of organisation, such 
as intonation and rhythm, provides a reliable cue 
for this purpose (Vaissière & Boula de Mareüil 
2004). However, prosodic cues are still less ex-
plored in LID systems (Navrátil 2006, Leena & 
Yegnanarayana 2008, Timoshenko 2012) and 
results of listening tasks aiming to assess the role 
of the related variables have not yet been 
achieved for the present study.  
After a short review of LID/AID models, this 
paper proposes a discussion about the results of 
two listening tasks performed by Italian listeners; 
54 students were exposed to speech stimuli of 18 
foreign languages whereas a selection of 32 of 
them was asked to identify 20 dialectal varieties.  
2 Motivation 
Besides the perspective of shedding light on the 
reasons why automatic speech recognition sys-
tems succeed (or fail) when dealing with speech 
samples encoded in an unknown language, re-
search on human and machine performances in 
language identification are per se  interesting.  
The challenge for IT developers (and for insti-
tutions investing on it) is to implement automatic 
procedures aimed at achieving human perform-
ances in language and dialect identification.  
On the one hand, that means looking at the in-
herent language variation in the world (thanks to 
well documented DB and archives, see refer-
ences) and, on the other hand, trying to emulate 
human skills in this kind of task. 
By the way, also humans do face a challenge 
when they experience multi-lingual spoken or 
written communication and are intrigued by lan-
guage diversity. Whatever their success in deal-
ing with languages which are used in these situa-
tions, human beings are amazed by this surpris-
ing diversity and are usually challenged to guess 
the unknown languages they listen to. That ex-
plains the large public success of amateur web-
sites such as the “Great language game” 
(http://greatlanguagegame.com/).  
While language variation in specific areas 
have been captured by various speech/accent 
archives, significant knowledge about world’s 
languages comes from well-known projects such 
as Ethnologue (Lewis et alii 2014) or the Rosetta 
project (rosettaproject.org/). Academic research 
recently yielded a relevant progress thanks to 
authoritative sources such as WALS, but has also 
benefited by recent contributions such as Lang-
scape or Phoible. These projects gathered ques-
tionable but useful speech samples as well as 
phonetic/phonological and bibliographic data on 
sound structure (this aspect founds a consoli-
dated reference in the UCLA Phonetic Segment 
Inventory Database and the more recent Lyon-
Albuquerque Phonological Systems Database). 
As the individual sensitivity is generally very 
poor when facing dialectal variation outside the 
area of origin or residence, so is the knowledge 
gathered about such variation in large repository 
sites. Furthermore, dialectal variation is hetero-
geneous within the different countries. In some 
areas, a monolingual situation is attested, with 
potential accent variation throughout the whole 
territory, but some other regions may be charac-
terised by a jumble of different languages and 
each of them strongly affected by dialectal varia-
tion (cp. Tsai & Chang 2002). This is the situa-
tion of Italy and its surrounding countries. 
Languages and dialects spoken in Italy are 
surveyed and discussed in several dialectological 
studies (among others, Maiden & Parry 1997, 
Loporcaro 2009) and a remarkable quantity of 
lexical and phonetic data is provided by linguis-
tic atlases such as the ALI (Massobrio et alii 
1996) who helped in the definition of the dataset 
(§3.2). Nevertheless, the available information is 
hardly exploitable for testing since no speech 
samples are included and data is not intended for 
IT purposes or language identification tasks. Ex-
periments on the perception of foreign accent in 
Italian are carried out by some research teams 
(De Meo et alii 2011), but native accented 
speech is less studied and the general knowledge 
of Italian speakers about regional varie-
ties/dialects is almost completely ignored. 
2.1 Automatic LID/AID methods  
Within the last twenty years, universities from all 
over the world jointly worked with IT companies 
to produce effective automated speech recogni-
tion systems. Thanks to this striking cooperative 
effort, the research community witnessed a wide 
range of different techniques, which can be 
roughly classified as: 
• techniques based on parallel phone recogni-
tion for phone lattice classification (PPLRM; 
cp. Gauvain et alii 2004). These approaches 
relied mostly on language-dependent n-gram 
models and context-independent phone mod-
els to classify the salient features of phonotac-
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tic traits. Both context-dependent Hidden 
Markov Models (CD-HMM) and null-
grammar HMM have been exploited by this 
particular approach (Damashek 2005, Suo et 
alii 2008); 
• techniques focused on spectral change repre-
sentation (SCR) and extraction of prosodic 
features. These approaches usually look at ut-
terances as collections of independent spectral 
vectors. For accent identification (AID) pur-
poses, such vectors are combined in a su-
pervector that is assigned to each speaker; to 
achieve LID, the vector collection is usually 
modeled by Gaussian Mixture Models 
(GMMs) or similar (Kirchhoff et alii 2002). 
Within these approaches, an unusual solution 
has been explored with the Bag-of-sounds 
(BOS) technique, which exploits a universal 
sound recogniser to create a sound sequence 
that is converted into a count vector at a sec-
ond stage. The classifier being trained, the 
BOS technique does not need any acoustic 
modelling to add new language capabilities; 
• hybrid techniques have been refined thanks to 
different technologies (such as Deep Neural 
Networks, DNNs, used as state probability es-
timators; Lopez Moreno et alii 2014). Re-
cently, further attempts towards GMM-free 
approaches have been made, aiming at im-
proving segmentations through online interac-
tion with a parameter server and graph-based 
semi-supervised algorithms for speech proc-
essing (Liu & Kirchhoff 2013). 
3 Tasks for human listeners 
Since human perception of identification cues are 
unconscious, listening experiments are needed in 
order to empirically assess in which way human 
language identification occurs. 
In this research, three listening tasks have 
been proposed to test human abilities in language 
and dialect identification.  
Testing scripts and soundwave files were 
freely distributed at the following website: 
http://www.lfsag.unito.it/evalita2014/index.html.
The execution of the listening tasks required the 
installation of the PRAAT software and the crea-
tion of a HMDI folder on the PC. Instructions on 
how to carry out each experiment were illus-
trated by a .pps slideshow.  
HMDI (see §3.1 and 3.4) was a task aiming at 
testing human abilities to identify languages 
from short speech samples.  
The two following tasks HMDI_DIA and 
HMDI_TON were intended to test dialect identi-
fication by natural and synthetic speech samples. 
HMDI_DIA (see §3.2 and 3.5) was a task mainly 
intended for listeners living in Italy and it aimed 
at testing their abilities to identify dialectal varie-
ties whereas HMDI_TON was conceived to test 
the possibility to identify dialect just relying on 
prosodic values extracted from real sentences. 
Results of the latter are not reported here.  
3.1 First Dataset (HMDI) 
The HMDI task was based on a sample of 18 
languages represented by natural stimuli re-
corded in a soundproof booth. Two samples 
based on passages from a local version of the 
IPA narrative “The North Wind and the Sun” 
were submitted to the listeners’ judgment. All the 
recordings are original and belong to a larger 
ongoing speech archive available at the LFSAG. 
All the speakers were women aged between 20 
and 28. Stimuli are coded with a number corre-
sponding to each language as it follows: 
 
1. Albanian (Durrësi-Duras accent) 
2. Arabic (Tunisian accented SMA) 
3. Baoulé (from Bouaké, Ivory Coast) 
4. Chinese (from the Jiangsu region) 
5. Farsi (from Tehran) 
6. Bavarian German (Südtyrolian dialect) 
7. Hebrew (from Jerusalem) 
8. Hungarian (from Eger) 
9. I.-Veneto (from Vodnjan-Dignano, Istria) 
10. Latvian (from Riga) 
11. Macedonian (from Bitola) 
12. Polish (from Krakow) 
13. Portuguese (Capeverdean accent) 
14. Romanian (from Braşov) 
15. Serbian (from Beograd) 
16. Spanish (from Buenos Aires, Argentina) 
17. Sardinian (from Orosei) 
18. Vietnamese (Hanoi accent). 
 
Speech samples have a variable length (be-
tween 7.2 and 13.3 s) and more or less the same 
number of syllables belonging to a text which 
corresponds to the narrative’s last passages: 
“And so the North Wind was obliged to confess 
that the Sun was the stronger of the two. Did you 
like the story? Do you want to hear it again?”.  
Listeners sat before a PC monitor wearing a 
headset and decided when to run the PRAAT 
script. Speech stimuli for this experiment were 
played twice in random order and listeners were 
asked to select the corresponding language label 
in an interactive window as quickly as possible. 
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The overall duration of the each test session was 
about 6-10 min. 
3.2 Second Dataset (HMDI_DIA) 
The HMDI_DIA task relied on a sample of 20 
dialects. Even in this case, stimuli were extracted 
from a local version of “The North Wind and the 
Sun”.  
All the speakers were female aged between 20 
and 28 except for one who was in her 40s. 
The task was intended for Italian listeners and 
is mainly based on samples selected from dia-
lects which are spoken in Italy or nearby but in-
cludes several dialects of foreign languages as 
distractors/control languages.  
The test was administered by means of a 
PRAAT script (see above) and through an inter-
active window allowing the listener to choose a 
language label on the screen after listening to 
each of the 20 stimuli (randomly played once). 
Since the task was intended for Italian listeners, 
languages were labelled in Italian. 
The stimuli were taken from recordings col-
lected for the following languages: Arabo M. 
(Moroccan Arabic), Arabo T. (Tunisian accented 
S.M. Arabic), Napoletano (Neapolitan), Occi-
tano P. (Piedmont Occitan), Pugliese (Apulian), 
Polacco K. (Polish from Krakow), Polacco W. 
(Polish from Wrocław), Piemontese (Piedmon-
tese from Saluzzo), Portoghese C.V. (Capever-
dean Portuguese), Portoghese T.E (Portuguese 
from East Timor), Romeno V. (Romanian from 
Braşov), Romeno M. (Moldavian from Chişinau), 
Siciliano Or. (East Sicilian from Catania), Sicil-
iano Occ. (West Sicilian from Erice), Siciliano 
Mer. (Southern Sicilian from Pachino), Salentino 
(Sallentinian from Mesagne), Spagnolo A. (Ar-
gentinian Spanish), Spagnolo V. (Venezuelan 
Spanish), Sardo (Sardinian), I.-Veneto (Veneto-
Istrian dialect from Vodnjan-Dignano). 
Even in this dataset, the length of the stimuli 
was well below the usual LID values and it was 
variable between 5.5 and 13.2 s. 
3.3 Listeners’ samples 
Listeners were 54 students, or visiting students at 
the Uni.TO, aged between 18 and 35 (34 women 
and 20 men; 93% were students of foreign lan-
guages). 37% were first-degree students and the 
remaining 63% was almost equally represented 
by MA and PhD students. 17% of the sample 
was constituted by students of foreign origins (2 
Spanish, 2 Romanian, 2 Macedonian, 1 Moroc-
can, 1 Iranian and 1 Albanian). 
For the HMDI_DIA task the sample was re-
duced to 34 listeners (mainly of Italian origins or 
living since various years in Italy and very profi-
cient in Italian). Many of them had Piedmontese 
origins (24, that is 71%) and declared a passive 
knowledge of a local dialect (6 of them of an-
other dialect spoken in Italy: 2 Sicilian, 2 
Apulian and 2 Sardinian). Furthermore, 14 lis-
teners (41%) reported an active competence of a 
foreign language (1 Spanish, 1 Romanian) or an-
other dialect spoken in Italy (3 Calabrian, 3 Si-
cilian, 3 Apulian, 2 Sallentinian and 1 Sardinian). 
3.4 Evaluation measures for HMDI 
Generally speaking, for the first task (HMDI) 
listeners answered correctly 713 times, which 
means that 36.7% languages of the tested sample 
have been correctly identified. 
A negligible learning effect has been observed 
from the first to the second passage of the same 
stimulus: 350 correct responses were collected 
for the first repetition vs. 363 for the second one. 
Individual responses were displayed in confu-
sion plots such the one showed in Fig. 1, whereas 
overall results are summarised in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 1 – Individual plot of responses given to each 
pair of language stimuli. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 – Final diagram showing scores and mean reac-
tion times for each test language. 
 
All the responses were statistically analysed 
by using R functions and scripts. Of course, re-
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sults have not been assessed in DET curves dia-
grams, as for automatic systems, since only one 
sample per language was tested. Even though 
Miss probabilities and False Alarm rates could 
be extensively discussed for human listener too 
(cp. Swets 1964), the sample was reduced (and 
responses were highly non-linear). Therefore, 
general results (plotted in Fig. 3 and summarized 
in table I) are discussed in a more adapted way. 
As shown in Fig. 3, the listeners responded 
variously. The top-four, most-identified lan-
guages were Spanish (row 16), Portuguese (r. 
13), Chinese (r. 4) and Veneto-Istrian (r. 9). 
 
Fig. 3 – Confusion plot for the 18 stimuli (S axis) and 
responses (R axis) for the first task. See the text for 
language codes (§3.1). 
 
The four least-identified languages were Lat-
vian (r. 10), Macedonian (r. 11), Romanian (r. 
14) and Farsi (r. 5). The error rate (ER) for Span-
ish, Portuguese, Chinese and Veneto-Istrian is 
6%, 26%, 29% and 29% respectively, whereas it 
rises to 87-89% for the less identified languages. 
It is worth noticing how Latvian has been uni-
formly confused among Arabic, Hungarian, Por-
tuguese and Serbian. Macedonian has been con-
fused mostly with Polish, Serbian and Romanian 
and the latter with Latvian, Polish and Hungar-
ian. Finally, it is interesting to notice how the 
listeners identified Vietnamese (r. 18) despite 
their lack of any kind of knowledge about it. A 
similar score was achieved for Baoulé (r. 3). 
When guessing the right answer, the listeners 
expressed their preference for some languages in 
particular: Polish, Portuguese and Chinese above 
others. Conversely, Sardinian, Arabic and Südty-
rolian German scored preference values below 
their actual presence in the task. This may signal 
a sort of prototypical reference role of the former 
languages for listeners of this almost homogene-
ous sample. 
Finally, the dispersion plot in Fig. 4 allows es-
tablishing an inverse proportionality between the 
number of correct answers and the reaction times 
(RT) as a general trend for all the listeners. RT 
were significantly lower for the declared known 
languages (5,4 s) than for unknown or guessed 
languages (10,7 s; a two-sample Welch t-test 
gave t = -9.36, df = 65.98, p-value = 1.009e-13). 
 
Table I. Confusion matrix (Task HMDI, see §3.1) 
 Responses 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
01al_dr 29 1 1 2 3 1 3 8 1 8 12 10 2 8 8 0 5 2 
02ar_tu 4 40 11 0 11 3 8 2 0 7 3 2 1 4 2 0 1 5 
03bl_ci 2 2 49 3 14 1 1 3 1 3 2 0 5 2 1 2 1 12 
04cn_js 0 2 1 74 5 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 17 
05fs_th 8 4 4 6 13 4 14 14 0 6 10 2 1 2 1 0 0 15 
06gm_rn 1 3 9 3 9 32 16 4 0 2 2 8 2 2 5 0 0 6 
07hb_js 2 22 3 1 9 18 21 7 0 4 8 2 1 1 4 0 0 1 
08hu_eg 8 3 4 0 7 3 12 16 0 10 8 11 1 2 12 0 1 6 
09iv_dg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 73 0 2 0 1 1 0 8 19 0 
10lt_rg 14 1 3 0 1 3 1 13 0 12 13 10 7 8 15 1 1 1 
11mk_bt 6 1 3 0 1 2 0 12 2 8 12 24 1 15 16 0 0 1 
12pl_kr 7 0 1 0 2 4 0 7 2 9 14 24 3 12 13 0 2 4 
13pt_cv 2 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 4 1 2 0 76 5 3 1 5 0 
14ro_br 5 0 1 1 2 2 6 11 1 17 8 16 7 13 8 1 1 4 
15sb_bg 9 0 0 0 1 0 2 14 1 13 8 19 5 11 21 0 0 0 
16sp_ag 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 1 97 1 0 
17sr_or 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 23 1 0 0 21 8 1 9 37 1 
18vn_hc 1 0 7 35 5 2 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 48 
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Fig. 4 – Dispersion plot of the number of correct an-
swers vs. Reaction time for all the listeners.  
3.5 Evaluation measures for HMDI_DIA 
As for the second task (HMDI_DIA), listeners 
answered correctly 289 times out of 680 stimuli, 
which means a 42.5% score of language/dialect 
identification. Dialects within the Italo-Romance 
space were correctly identified at 57.3% (184 
judgments out of 321). 
We did not expect the Italian listeners to iden-
tify the dialects of those foreign languages which 
had not been identified in the first task (see 
§3.4); these stimuli were intended for foreign 
listeners and acted as distractors/reference noise 
for native Italian listeners. Conversely, the possi-
bility of discrimination among Eastern, Western 
and Southern Sicilian was too ambitious for the 
current composition of the listener sample and 
served for comparisons. Partial scores are then 
collapsed into a total score (01-05 for the foreign 
languages and 10 for Sicilian, see Table II).  
Fig. 5 shows the overall sample’s responses in 
the second task. The plot clearly highlights that 
local dialects are perceived as such, in contrast 
with foreign languages. Appropriate responses to 
stimuli in languages other than Italian dialects 
are classified in the small, top-left square of Ta-
ble II: while it is true that some listeners failed to 
positively identify some foreign languages (i.e. 
Polish and Romanian), they straightforwardly 
perceived such languages as unrelated to Italian 
dialects. The bigger, bottom-right square summa-
rises the responses to dialect stimuli: again, the 
listeners generally identified the language they 
had listen to, Sardinian being the only exception. 
Sardinian has been correctly identified 8 times 
and confused 5 times with Veneto-Istrian, Sicil-
ian and Portuguese, and 4 times with Spanish 
(minor confusion with other languages and dia-
lects aside), with an extraordinary ER of 76%.  
It is worth noticing that Sardinian has been 
perceived as a foreign language in 32% of cases 
whereas Veneto-Istrian has been confused with a 
foreign language in only one case (with Spanish). 
Foreign languages have been identified as 
such with a 96% accuracy (325 correct answers), 
but listeners’ also scored a 94% accuracy ratio in 
recognising dialect data as such. Of course, spe-
cific dialects scored 100% from listeners who 
previously declared a competence of them. Gen-
erally speaking, we may say instead that Sicilian 
(and Neapolitan), as well as Veneto-Istrian, pro-
vided good references for southern and northern 
broad dialectal areas for listeners who were not 
trained to detect subtler differences. 
 
 
Fig. 5 – Confusion plot for the 13 stimuli (S axis) and 
responses (R axis) for the second task. See table II for 
language codes. 
 
Table II. Confusion matrix (HMDI_DIA, §3.2) 
 Responses 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
01AR 61 1 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
02PL 2 49 0 15 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
03PT 0 2 56 1 5 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 
04RO 3 33 1 24 0 0 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 
05SP 0 0 4 0 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
06NA 0 0 0 0 0 24 0 1 0 5 3 1 0 
07OC 0 0 2 0 1 0 17 1 5 2 1 4 1 
08PG 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 19 0 3 4 3 1 
09PM 0 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 15 2 1 4 6 
10SC 0 0 0 0 1 7 1 5 3 67 12 6 0 
11SL 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 0 13 12 1 0 
12SR 0 0 5 2 4 0 2 1 1 5 1 8 5 
13IV 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 4 2 0 3 22 
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4 Task for LID/AID systems 
The speech samples presented in §2 were also 
designed for testing machine performances after 
a training of the LID/AID systems of each par-
ticipant on longer and multispeaker samples 
downloadable in a HMDI_TRAINING folder. 
Candidates in testing their LID/AID systems 
were also invited to run it on telephonic or noisy 
samples available in the HMDI_NOISY folder. 
4.1 Participation-results 
Unfortunately, no participant chose to fully com-
plete the proposed task procedure. Only three 
research teams previously showed their interest 
in it, but no documentation has been produced. 
As a first attempt to compare human perform-
ances and the possibilities for automatic proce-
dure to approximate them, we tested a few vari-
ables in our data that may prompt a more exten-
sive pilot study on Italian dialects identification. 
We particularly took into account listeners’ 
comments pointing out the relevance for them of 
intonation cues. By the way, some listeners eas-
ily distinguished Polish and Portuguese, as well 
as Sardinian and Apulian, from the other lan-
guages or dialects, and reported that they relied 
on the overwhelming presence of fricative 
sounds in the stimuli for these varieties.  
In facts, the stimuli used for Polish and Portu-
guese are characterised by the presence of 26 and 
16 sharp fricative segments, respectively, vs. e.g. 
the number of fricatives affecting the passages in 
other languages (e.g. in the stimuli for Vietnam-
ese, Baoulé or even Spanish and Veneto-Istrian, 
fricatives were limited to a selection of 6-9 frica-
tives with generally flat spectrum). 
Overall variables accounting for general spec-
tral properties, such as CoG, standard deviation 
(st.dev) or spectral tilt, are well taken into ac-
count for speech recognition and LID purposes 
(Wu et alii 2004). In our case, CoG and st.dev 
alone account for the discrimination of the two 
language groups (st.dev ranged over 1000 Hz for 
the former, whereas it was particularly low, < 
700 Hz, for the latter). Even the zero-crossing 
scores discriminated the two groups, with higher 
values for ‘sharp fricative languages’ (> 2000 
zc/s) vs. ‘flat fricative languages’ (< 1300 zc/s). 
Nevertheless, familiarity as well as areal, lexical 
or phonotactic features must have played a dis-
criminating role within the same group, so allow-
ing these listeners to distinguish e.g. Portuguese 
from Polish or Sallentinian from Occitan (all 
mostly ignored by the listeners). In particular, 
local prosodic signals and phonotactic regulari-
ties (whose importance is highlighted since Arai 
1995; cp. Tong et alii 2006, 2009) are supposed 
to provide cues for human dialect identification. 
5 Conclusion 
Since no report about automatic LID on the pro-
posed language/dialect datasets was delivered, 
this paper aimed at provisionally surveying only 
the main results of a series of experiments on 
language/dialect identification carried out with 
the help of a sample of 54 Italian listeners.  
In particular, after a short review of the most 
widespread techniques in automatic LID, a pilot 
study has been proposed, which explores re-
sponses and reaction times and try to match indi-
vidual scores with linguistic biographies.  
An areal sensitivity has been confirmed and a 
clear-cut separation emerged between known, 
guessed and unknown dialects in terms of scores 
and reaction times.  
The next step will consist in testing how a 
training may improve listeners’ performances. 
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Abstract
English. This paper describes the de-
sign, data and evaluation results of the
speech activity detection and speaker lo-
calization task in domestic environments
(SASLODOM) in the framework of the
EVALITA 2014 evaluation campaign. Do-
mestic environments are particularly chal-
lenging for distant speech recognition and
audio processing in general due to re-
verberation, the variety of background
noises, the presence of interfering sources
as well as the propagation of acoustic
events across rooms. In this context, a
crucial goal of the front-end processing is
the detection and localization of speech
events generated by users within the var-
ious rooms. The SASLODOM task aims
at evaluating solutions for both activity de-
tection and source localization on corpora
of multi-channel data representing realis-
tic domestic scenes.
Italiano. In questo articolo viene pre-
sentato il database, le metriche e i risul-
tati della valutazione del task SASLDOM
all’interno della campagna di valutazione
EVALITA 2014. Gli ambienti domes-
tici sono particolarmente sfidanti per le
tecnologie di riconoscimento vocale ed
elaborazione audio in genere, a causa
del riverbero, della varieta´ di rumore di
fondo, della presenza di interferenti e
infine a causa della propagazione degli
eventi acustico attraverso le stanze. In
questo contesto un aspetto cruciale del
front-end acustico e` la capacita` di rilevare
e localizzare gli eventi acustici generati
dall’utente nelle varie stanze. Il task
SASLODOM mira a valutare soluzioni di
rilevamento del parlato e localizzazione
della sorgente su due database multi-
canale che rappresentano tipiche scene
domestiche.
1 Introduction
The SASLODOM challenge, within the frame-
work of EVALITA 2014, addresses the problem
of the detection in time and localization in space
of speech events in domestic contexts. A con-
siderable number of applications could benefit
from natural speech interaction with distant mi-
crophones (Wo¨lfel and McDonough, 2009). In
particular, the possibility to control by voice the
devices and appliances of an automated home has
recently received a significantly growing interest.
This scenario is being targeted by the EU project
DIRHA1 (Distant-speech Interaction for Robust
Home Applications) focusing on motor-impaired
users, whose life quality can considerably improve
thanks to speech-driven automated home.
A desirable property of a distant-speech inter-
action system in domestic contexts is the capabil-
ity to be “always-listening” and to always accept
commands or requests from the users. This feature
represents a noteworthy challenge, as the system
must be able to keep as low as possible the rate of
false alarms, generated by acoustic events that are
not intended to convey any message addressed to
the recognition system, while at the same time it
must be able to detect any speech command, in-
dependently of the current environmental condi-
tions and without introducing constraints on the
user position and orientation. Hence, fundamen-
tal features of the front-end processing component
are a robust Speech Activity Detection (SAD) and
Source LOCalization (SLOC). A correct identifi-
cation of time boundaries, room and spatial coor-
dinates of each speech event is essential for the tar-
geted interactive scenario. In fact, the efficiency of
1http://dirha.fbk.eu
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a dialogue manager or of a command-and-control
system, strongly depends on the performance of
the ASR system in the right room: in several cases
the system must be able to serve the user also on
the basis of the location where the speech com-
mand has been given (i.e., the command “open
the window” implies that the window to open is
located in the same room.). The critical role of
the SAD component both in distant-talking ASR
and in acoustic event classification has been stud-
ied in (Macho et al., 2005).
There is a wide literature addressing SAD tech-
niques. Early works on specific speech/non-
speech segmentation focused on close talking in-
teraction and were based on the use of energy
thresholding and zero-crossing features (Junqua
et al., 1994), in some cases exploring the use
of noise reduction (Bouquin-Jeannes and Fau-
con, 1995). Also, well-known features among
the speech recognition community, like MFCCs
and PLP, have been used for audio event detec-
tion (Portelo et al., 2008; Trancoso et al., 2009).
Additionally, techniques based on Spectral Vari-
ation Functions (SVF) (DeMori, 1998) or other
spectro-temporal features (Pham et al., 2008) can
be exploited to discriminate speech from station-
ary background noise, even under unfavorable
SNR conditions. Various machine learning meth-
ods (Shin et al., 2010), are used to provide a final
classification of the audio events such as Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMMs) (Chu et al., 2004), Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVMs) (Guo and Li, 2003),
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and Bayesian
Networks (Cai et al., 2006). Recently, solutions
relying on Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have
been employed (Zhang and Wu, 2013). Finally,
the availability of multiple acquisition channels
permits the implementation of multi-channel pro-
cessing (Wrigley et al., 2005; Dines et al., 2006),
or the adoption of different feature sets, eventually
based on the spatial coherence at two or more mi-
crophones (Armani et al., 2003). In general the re-
liability of the resulting system can be highly cor-
related to the SNR of the input, depending on the
environmental noise and the distance from speaker
to microphones. In (Ramirez et al., 2005), more
details are given on the problem, together with a
good introductory survey of the audio event detec-
tion techniques explored more recently.
Also SLOC technologies have been deeply in-
vestigated and several different approaches are
available in the literature (Wo¨lfel and Mc-
Donough, 2009; Brandstein and Ward, 2001;
Huang and Benesty, 2004). In general, SLOC al-
gorithms are based on the estimation of the Time
Differences Of Arrivals (TDOA) at two or more
microphones, from which the source location is
inferred by applying geometrical considerations.
The Generalized Cross-Correlation Phase Trans-
form (GCC-PHAT) (Knapp and Carter, 1976), is
the most common technique for estimating the
TDOA at two microphones. In multi-microphone
configurations SLOC techniques based on acous-
tic maps, like the Global Coherence Field
(GCF) (DeMori, 1998) also known as SRP-
PHAT (Brandstein and Ward, 2001), are particu-
larly effective in representing the spatial distribu-
tion of sources. Under the assumption that sources
are sparse in time and space short-term spatio-
temporal clustering has been successfully applied
to the localization of multiple sources (Di Claudio
et al., 2000; Lathoud and Odobez, 2007). Sequen-
tial bayesian methods and particle filtering (Aru-
lampalam and Maskell, 2002; Vermaak and Blake,
2001; Lehman and Johansson, 2007) have also
been experimented successfully on tracking of sin-
gle as well as multiple sources (Fallon, 2008; Lee
et al., 2010). Beside the above-mentioned meth-
ods, more recently approaches for Blind Source
Separation (BSS), relying on Independent Com-
ponent Analysis (ICA) (H. Sawada et al., 2003;
Loesch et al., 2009) or on sparsity-aware pro-
cessing of the cross-spectrum (Araki et al., 2009;
Nesta and Omologo, 2011), have been applied to
the estimation of the TDOA in presence of multi-
ple sources (Brutti and Nesta, 2013).
1.1 Motivation
One of the main issues of the multi-room sce-
nario typical of the domestic context, is that acous-
tic waves propagate from one room to another
(e.g. through open doors), which represents an
intrinsic cause of ambiguity on the location of
each sound source, especially when concurring
events can occur in different rooms. Furthermore,
the environmental conditions of a domestic scene
(e.g., background noise, interferes, noise sources,
number of users, etc...) significantly vary over
time, from very quiet conditions to very noisy
and challenging situations, requiring algorithmic
solutions capable of coping with such variability
while preserving good performance. In DIRHA,
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these challenges are tackled by distributing mul-
tiple microphones in the rooms of an apartment.
This approach permits the implementation of ef-
fective SLOC solutions to identify the actual lo-
cation of event generation as well as the develop-
ment of robust strategies for event detection and
speech recognition, for instance based on chan-
nel or model selection (Wolf and Nadeu, 2013;
Sehr et al., 2010). The joint use of SLOC and
SAD technologies is hence required in the ad-
dressed scenario in order to realize a multi-room
SLOC and SAD. Although SAD and SLOC tech-
nologies have been widely investigated over the
decades and several effective solutions are avail-
able in the literature, the peculiarities of the do-
mestic scenarios pose significant challenges for
these technologies. This fact motivated the cre-
ation of the DIRHA corpora and the definition of
the SASLODOM evaluation tasks.
2 The DIRHA corpora
Figure 1: Layout of the apartment used for the col-
lection of the DIRHA corpora. Circles indicate
the microphone positions. Squares and arrows in-
dicate the possible positions and orientations of
acoustic events in the simulated corpus.
The general scenario addressed in the DIRHA
project refers to a real automated apartment con-
sisting of 5 rooms. In each room a set of micro-
phones is deployed on the walls and the ceiling,
as shown in Figure 1. 15 microphones are located
in the Livingroom (bottom-left), 13 in the Kitchen
(top-left), 7 in the Bedroom (bottom-right), 3 in
the Bathroom (bottom-middle) and 2 in the Cor-
ridor (central). A star-shaped 6-microphone ar-
ray is mounted on the ceiling of the Livingroom
and of the Kitchen, where the majority of the
speech events is expected to occur in every-day
interactions. Overall 40 microphones monitor the
house. For this target scenario, both simulated and
real corpora of multi-channel multi-lingual acous-
tic data were created, in order to reproduce a va-
riety of typical domestic scenes for experimental
purposes (Cristoforetti et al., 2014). For each of
the 40 microphones a 48 kHz/16 bit WAV audio
file is available, fully synchronized and aligned at
sample level with the other channels. Detailed an-
notations in terms of acoustic events, source posi-
tions and other information are also available. The
corpora are publicly available upon request to the
DIRHA consortium. The next sections provide a
brief description of the two corpora. Table 1 sum-
marizes the main differences between the simu-
lated and real data collections.
Real Simulations
source human loudspeaker
movement moving static
system feedback yes no
background quiet various
noise source rate low high
overlapping events no yes
Table 1: Main differences between the real and
simulated scenes.
2.1 The DIRHA SimCorpus
First of all, for a set of predefined positions and
orientations (represented by squares and arrows in
Figure 1) Room Impulse Responses (RIR) were
measured for the 40 microphones by exciting the
environment with long Exponential Sine Sweep
(ESS) signals (Farina, 2000) reproduced by a
loudspeaker. This procedure ensures high SNR
and remarkable robustness against harmonic dis-
tortions (Ravanelli et al., 2012).
Speech events including sentences uttered by
120 speakers in 4 languages (Greek, German, Ital-
ian and Portuguese) were recorded using high-
quality close-talking microphones and ensuring
very high SNR and absence of artifacts. These
sentences are typical commands for the domestic
system, phonetically rich sentences and conversa-
tional speech. For what concerns “non-speech”
events, they were selected from Logic Pro and
from the Freesound2 high-quality database, con-
2http://www.freesound.org/
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sidering those sounds typical of domestic environ-
ments. Moreover, a selection of copyright-free ra-
dio shows, music and movies were used to sim-
ulate radio and television sounds. To increase
the realism of the acoustic sequences, 21 com-
mon home-noise sources (shower, washing ma-
chine, oven, vacuum cleaner, etc.) were directly
recorded by the distributed microphone network
of the apartment.
Given the ingredients described above, the
DIRHA SimCorpus (Cristoforetti et al., 2014) was
created as a collection of acoustic scenes with a
duration of 60 seconds. Each scene consists of
real background noise, with random dynamics, to
which a variety of localized acoustic and speech
events are superimposed. Events occur randomly
in time and in space, constrained on the grid of
the predefined positions and orientations for which
RIR measurements are available. The acoustic
wave propagation from the sound source to each
single microphone is simulated by convolving dry
signals with the respective RIR.
Data set Development Test
Simul
40 scenes 40 scenes
40 min. 40 min.
23.4% speech 23.7% speech
Real
12 scenes 10 scenes
11 min. 10 min. 30 sec.
9% speech 17% speech
Table 2: Development and test material used in the
SASLODOM task.
2.2 Real corpus
Besides the simulated scenes, a real data set was
derived from excerpts of a Wizard-of-Oz data col-
lection, resulting in 22 scenes, each one approxi-
mately 60 second long. Each real scene includes
a human speaker uttering typical commands while
moving within the Livingroom and the Kitchen.
The background is rather quiet (in particular if
compared to the simulated scenes), and the main
noise of interference is the system output repro-
duced by the Wizard through a loudspeaker in-
stalled on the ceiling of the Livingroom or of the
Kitchen (e.g., the replies of the system to the user
commands). The reference signal of the system
output is also made available.
2.3 Data used in the SASLODOM task
For the SASLODOM task a subset of the simu-
lated data, consisting in 80 scenes in Italian, was
considered. The scenes are selected in such a way
that different degrees of complexity are covered.
Notice that the language is probably not relevant
for the addressed technologies.For what regards
the real data, the full data set is used since it is
relatively small and in Italian.
The data are evenly split in two sets for devel-
opment and tests. Table 2 summarizes the amount
of data used in the evaluation and the ratio be-
tween the total length of speech events over the
full datasets duration.
3 The Task
Given the multi-room domestic scenario ad-
dressed in the DIRHA project, the goal of the
SASLODOM task is, for each speech event, to:
• provide the corresponding time boundaries,
• determine the room where it was generated,
• derive the spatial coordinates of the speaker.
When considering a specific room, speech events
occurring in other rooms must be discarded. Sim-
ilarly, any other noise event must be neglected.
In case a speech event occurring in a given room
is associated by the system to another room, this
will result in a false alarm and a deletion. Al-
though speech and noise events may occur any-
where in the apartment, the evaluation considers
only speech events generated in the Livingroom
and Kitchen (i.e., speech events in other rooms
must be discarded). This choice is motivated by
the fact that a small number of microphones is
available in the other rooms.
To allow the participation of laboratories with-
out effective solution for SLOC, a subtask is de-
fined where the localization stage does not require
the estimation of the speaker coordinates but just
the identification of the room where the event oc-
curred (localization is implicit in the SAD compo-
nent). This subtask is referred to as SAD.
4 System Evaluation
Reference speaker positions and speech activities
are reported every 50 ms in a reference file, to-
gether with the annotation of other acoustic events
occurring in the 5 rooms. The system under eval-
uation delivers, for each room and each scene, a
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similar hypothesis file with a time resolution of at
least 50 ms. If the time resolution of the hypothe-
ses is higher, the evaluation tool averages the esti-
mated coordinates.
In the evaluation step, the hypothesis sequence
and the reference file are compared one each other.
For each reference line, the closest (in time) hy-
pothesis line is selected and one of the four events
below is generated:
• Deletion: no hypothesis available for a given
reference line (SAD);
• False Alarm: an hypothesis is produced when
there is no speech activity in the targeted
room (SAD);
• Fine error: the distance between the esti-
mated source position and the reference is
smaller than 50 cm;
• Gross error: the distance between the esti-
mated source position and the reference is
larger than 50 cm.
4.1 Metrics
Given the classifications listed above, a series of
metrics is computed to characterize the perfor-
mance of the system under evaluation:
• Time boundaries accuracy:
– Deletion Rate: number of missing hy-
potheses over all speech frames.
– False Alarm Rate: number of false
alarms over all non-speech frames.
• Event-based Detection performance:
– Precision of the SAD component.
– Recall of the SAD component.
– F score.
Systems are ranked according to the Overall SAD
Detection error, defined as:
SAD =
Nfa + βNdel
Nnsp + βNsp
,
where Ndel, Nfa are the total numbers of dele-
tion and false alarms respectively, Nsp is the to-
tal number of speech frames, Nnsp is the total
number of non-speech frames while β =
Nnsp
Nsp
weights the contributions of false alarm and dele-
tions. This weighting is necessary to avoid that
results are biased due to the unbalanced distribu-
tion of speech and non-speech frames in the data
(see Table 2). The SAD metric is equivalent to
the Equal Error Rate in most of the cases. For
a deeper understanding of the evaluation results,
wherever possible the scores are reported in a dis-
aggregated fashion, differentiating among cases in
which there are noises in the targeted room, in-
terferes (noise or speech) in another room, back-
ground noises.
The evaluation protocol includes also a set of
metrics for the source localization tasks. Since
none of the participants provided results on this
problem they are not fully described here. They
comprises: the average (bias) and RMS errors for
fine and gross errors respectively as well as the ra-
tio between the two categories (percentage of cor-
rect localization estimates).
It is worth mentioning that in an ASR perspec-
tive false alarms are less problematic than deletion
as the rejection model offers an effective and prac-
tical way to deal with them. Therefore, it could
make sense to give Deletions a higher weight in
the overall SAD error rate computation. However,
in the addressed context false alarms include also
correct event associated to wrong rooms: this case
would be detrimental for ASR and dialogue en-
gines. This is the reason why the two rates are
equally weighted.
4.2 Participants
As reported in Table 3, two laboratories partic-
ipated in the evaluation, focusing on event de-
tection and room selection only, and both par-
ticipants submitted more than one system. The
Spoken Language Systems Laboratory of the
Instituto de Engenharia de Sistemas e Com-
putadores Investigao e Desenvolvimento in Lis-
bon (INESC-ID L2F) submitted three systems
based on Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and Ma-
jor Voting Fusion (MVF) of the multiple chan-
nels. The three systems differ in the way
the room selection is performed: MVF-MLP-
NRS does not select the room while MVF-MLP-
MRS and MVF-MLP-RRS adopt two slightly
different procedures. The Multimedia Assis-
tive Technology Laboratory - Dipartimento di In-
gegneria dell’Informazione of the Universita´ Po-
litecnica delle Marche (MATeLab-DII) presented
two approaches based on Deep Belief Networks
(DBN) and Bidirection Long Short-Term Mem-
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ory Recurrent Neural Networks (BLSTM) respec-
tively. It must be mentioned that, although no
SASLODOM specific data were used for system
tuning, neither simulated nor real, the MLP mod-
els used by INESC-ID L2F have been adapted on
a rather large set of in-domain DIRHA data, not
available to the other participant, which could give
a significant improvement in the performance.
4.3 Results
Table 4 reports the evaluation results on the sim-
ulated corpus. Besides the official metrics the ta-
ble reports the results also in terms of event-based
metrics. The best performing system is “MVF-
MLP-NRS” from INESC-ID L2F which achieves
a 7.7% error rate at frame level. However, this
is obtained allowing events to occur in more than
one room, which results in a considerable increase
of false alarms and a significant reduction in the
event-based metrics. In particular, the false alarm
rate doubles in presence of events outside the tar-
get room. The reason why “MVF-MLP-NRS”
performs better than the other two systems could
be that the room selection scheme fails in several
cases, in particular when noises outside the room
occur. This fact confirms that the room selection
problem is not a trivial task at all. In general all
system submitted by INESC-ID L2F handles prop-
erly the background noise, while a performance
degradation is observed when events occurs out-
side the room. Note that the second best ap-
proach, which achieves a 9.5% overall error rate,
has a very low precision despite acceptable false
alarm and deletion rates: the reason could be in
the generation of several short events. For both
MATeLab-DII solutions background noise deter-
mines an increase of deletions (features are not
observable) while noise events outside the rooms
results in a higher false alarm rate (events are de-
tected in the wrong room). It must be kept in mind
that DNN solutions are penalized by the limited
amount of training material.
4.4 Real Data
Table 5 reports the results on the real data. As
expected the performance of the best systems is
much higher than on the simulated data, thanks
to the reduced amount of background noise and
the absence of interfering sources. Furthermore,
in the real data set events never overlap in time.
In this case the best approaches are “MVF-MLP-
MRS” and “MVF-MLP-RRS” of INESC-ID L2F
which outperform the solution without room se-
lection. Given the easier conditions the room se-
lection behaves properly and this provides a signif-
icant improvement to the performance. The meth-
ods proposed by MATeLab-DII performs consid-
erably worse than on the simulated data, proba-
bly due to the limited amount of training material
available.
5 Conclusions
The SASLODOM task at EVALITA 2014 ad-
dressed the problem of detecting and localiz-
ing speech event in a multi-room domestic sce-
nario. The evaluation, based on real and sim-
ulated acoustic corpora collected within the EU
DIRHA project, attracted two participants who fo-
cused on the SAD subtask. The submitted sys-
tems implement state of the art MLP and DNN
solutions for the speech/non-speech classification
task. The results confirm that the domestic sce-
nario is extremely challenging and specific solu-
tions based on multi-channel processing and room
selection/localization are crucial to obtain satisfac-
tory performance. In terms of absolute numbers, a
very good accuracy is achieved on the real data.
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Site ID Full Name Task Runs
INESC-
ID L2F
Spoken Language Systems Laboratory
Instituto de Engenharia de Sistemas e Computa-
dores Investigao e Desenvolvimento
Lisboa, Portugal
SAD 3
MATeLab-
DII
Multimedia Assistive Technology Laboratory
Dipartimento di Ingegneria dell’Informazione
Universita´ Politecnica delle Marche
Ancona, Italy
SAD 2
Table 3: The participants of the SASLODOM task.
Lab System SAD FA Del P R Fscore
INESC-ID L2F
MVF-MLP-MRS 14.4 3.6 25.2 82.3 75.1 78.5
MVF-MLP-RRS Sys2 11.8 5.4 18.2 73.4 79.2 76.2
MVF-MLP-NRS Sys3 7.7 12.0 3.4 53.5 95.9 68.7
MATeLab-DII BLSTM 12.1 11.9 12.3 30.6 98.6 46.5DBN 9.5 8.7 10.3 25.3 99.5 40.4
Table 4: Evaluation results on the simulated data.
Lab System SAD FA Del P R Fscore
INESC-ID L2F
MVF-MLP-MRS1 2.0 2.7 1.3 100 96.2 98.1
MVF-MLP-RRS 2.0 2.7 1.3 100 96.2 98.1
MVF-MLP-NRS 13.7 26.1 1.3 49.2 96.2 65.1
MATeLab-DII BLSTM 19.7 33.7 5.6 22.5 98.7 36.7DBN 12.2 9.7 14.7 28.5 98.7 44.2
Table 5: Evaluation results on the real data.
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Abstract
English. The INESC-ID’s Spoken Lan-
guage Systems Laboratory (L2F) submis-
sion to EVALITA-2014 targets the prob-
lem of room-localized speech activity de-
tection in multi-room domestic environ-
ments. The three proposed systems, which
have been developed within the activities
of the DIRHA project, combine multi-
channel model-based speech classification
with automatic room localization, based
on spectral envelope distortion measures.
The processing chain of the investigated
approaches is composed of three basic
stages: 1) multi-channel speech segmenta-
tion is carried out for each room, 2) speech
segments detected at each room are time-
aligned, and 3) a room assignment strategy
is applied to each candidate speech event
to determine in which room it was gen-
erated. The three submitted systems ex-
ploit the same speech/non-speech adapted
model and the same channel combination
strategy, while differing in the room local-
ization strategy. Results obtained in the of-
ficial EVALITA-2014 task confirm the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed methods. Par-
ticularly, in the case of real test data, F-
scores of 98.1% are attained.
Italiano. Il sistema sottomesso da INESC-
ID Spoken Language Systems Laboratory
(L2F) affronta il probelma del rilevamento
del parlato con relativa assegnazione ad
una stanza in un tipico ambiente domes-
tico caratterizzato da numerose stanze. I
tre sistemi proposti, sviluppati nell’ambito
del progetto DIRHA, combinano una
prima classificazione del parlato, ottenuta
attraverso un’elaborazione multi canale,
con una selezione della stanza basata
sulla distorsione dell’inviluppo spettrale.
Il sistema e’ costituito da tre componenti:
1) una segmentazione multi canale effet-
tuata su ogni stanza; 2) i segmenti iden-
tificati sono allineati temporalemente; 3)
una stanza viene assegnata ad ogni can-
didato. I tre sistemi adottano lo stesso
modello di speech/non-speech e la stessa
strategia nel combinare i canali, mentre
si differenziano nel modo in cui viene se-
lezionata la stanza da associare a ciascun
evento. I risultati ottenuti sul task ufficiale
di EVALITA-2014 confermano la conve-
nienza dei metodi presentati. In partico-
lare, sui dati reali i sistemi proposti rag-
giungo una F-score pari al 98.1%.
1 Introduction
Speech activity detection of the acoustic input
constitutes a crucial component in any voice-
enabled application, providing important informa-
tion to other system components, such as speaker
localization, keyword spotting, automatic speech
recognition, and speaker recognition, among oth-
ers. In general, the quality of the segmentation
information has a huge impact on the following
speech processing components and its relevance is
exacerbated for services that are required to work
in an “always-listening” mode. This is the case of
home automation applications. In fact, for such
domestic scenarios, additional challenges affect-
ing the performance of speech activity detection
usually arise. First, microphones are normally lo-
cated far from the source speaker in an environ-
ment that can be highly dynamic, noisy and re-
verberant. Second, in addition to detect “when” a
speech activity has taken place, in multi-room en-
vironments it is important to decide “where” in the
house such activity occurred.
The Speech Activity detection and Speaker
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the speech/non-speech segmentation module.
LOcalization in DOMestic environments
(SASLODOM) challenge, that is part of the
EVALITA’2014 evaluation campaign, focuses on
the detection and localization of speech events
generated by users within the various rooms
of a household. The scenario addressed in the
task is the one of the DIRHA project (DIRHA,
2012), that is, an apartment monitored by 40
microphones, distributed on the walls and the
ceiling of its five rooms. It encompasses typical
situations observable in domestic contexts, in
terms of speech input as well as of other acoustic
events and background noise. For each speech
event, the goal of the task is to: a) provide the
corresponding time boundaries, b) determine the
room where it was generated, and c) derive the
spatial coordinates of the speaker. The task is
evaluated in both simulated and real data sets in
Italian, created by the DIRHA consortium. Addi-
tional details about the task, including guidelines,
data, evaluation tools, details about the rooms
and about the microphones are available in the
SASLODOM task report (A. Brutti et al, 2014).
This report describes the L2F speech activ-
ity detection (SAD) systems submitted to the
SASLODOM challenge. The proposed systems
have been developed within the activities of
the DIRHA project.The complete room-localized
SAD system is based on a three stage process.
First, multi-channel speech segmentation is car-
ried out for each room. Second, speech segments
detected at each room are time-aligned in order
to identify speech events that are likely to be the
same. Third, a room assignment strategy is ap-
plied to each candidate speech event to determine
in which room it was generated.
2 The L2F multi-room SAD systems for
domestic environments
The L2F multi-room SAD systems have been de-
veloped in the context of the DIRHA project. This
section provides details on different approaches
investigated and evaluated using DIRHA data.
2.1 The DIRHA SimCorpus
The DIRHA SimCorpus (L. Cristoforetti et al,
2014) is a multi-microphone and multi-language
database containing simulated acoustic sequences
derived from the microphone-equipped apartment
located in Trento (Italy) (M. Ravanelli et al, 2014).
In this work, the development set of the DIRHA
SimCorpus has been used to adapt the speech/non-
speech model that is part of the SAD module
(more details in section 2.2). On the other hand,
the test set of the European Portuguese DIRHA
SimCorpus is used to assess the different methods
under study.
2.2 Baseline MLP-based SAD detector
The core module of the L2F systems is a model-
based speech/non-speech classifier. This module
is composed by several blocks, as depicted in Fig-
ure 1. The first one, designated as feature extrac-
tion, performs acoustic parametrization of the au-
dio signal, extracting 12th order perceptual linear
prediction (PLP) coefficients plus signal frame en-
ergy, all appended by their first temporal deriva-
tives, thus yielding 26-dimensional acoustic fea-
tures. These are subsequently passed to the clas-
sification block, which is implemented using an
artificial neural network of the multi-layer percep-
tron (MLP) type (Meinedo, 2008). The baseline
neural classifier was trained using 50 hours of TV
Broadcast News and 41 hours of varied music and
sound effects (in order to improve the representa-
tion of non- speech audio signals). The output of
the trained neural classifier represents the proba-
bility of the audio signal containing speech. The
following block smooths this probability using a
median filter over a small window. The smoothed
signal is then thresholded and analysed using a
time window (tmin). The final block is a finite
state machine that consists of four possible states
(“probable non-speech” “non-speech”, “probable
speech”, and “speech”). More details can be found
in (A. Abad et al, 2013).
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3 Baseline for distant speech recognition
in Portuguese
3.1 Improvements to the baseline SAD
The aim of this section is to improve the base-
line SAD module. For that purpose, we de-
fine a new task that consists of detecting speech
events occurring in a specific room and ignoring
the speech events that occur in the other rooms.
We refer to this task as the “isolated-room” SAD
task. Notice that this is not the targeted task in
the SASLODOM challenge. Nevertheless, this
“isolated-room” SAD task permits the assessment
of the proposed systems ignoring the errors due to
cross-room speech insertions, which is a particu-
larity of multi-room environments. In this section,
the DIRHA SimCorpus for European Portuguese
(PT) was used for testing.
3.1.1 MLP adaptation
The MLP model described previously is not at all
adjusted to the acoustic environments targeted at
DIRHA. A reasonable solution for this problem is
to retrain or adapt the MLP based classifier using
appropriate data, that is, data more similar to the
test conditions. To evaluate the feasibility of this
approach, the baseline MLP classifier was adapted
using three development sets from the DIRHA
SimCorpus, namely the ones in Italian (IT), Eu-
ropean Portuguese (PT), and Greek (GR). As de-
scribed in (M. Ravanelli et al, 2014), the simu-
lated data correspond to microphones located in
five rooms of the apartment. For each room, a spe-
cific microphone was chosen. A total of 1125 au-
dio files from the 3 languages, 5 rooms, and 75
recorded simulations were used in the adaptation,
of which 750 for training and the remaining 375
to validate the model. The MLP was fully adapted
using a single epoch of back-propagation, with a
much smaller learning step than the one used for
the initial model training.
3.1.2 Multi-channel combination
In addition to the adaptation of the speech/non-
speech model, improved segmentation for each
room is obtained by exploiting all the microphones
available in the apartment. We explore two meth-
ods of multi-channel combination: Majority Vot-
ing Decision Fusion (MVF) and Posterior Proba-
bility Fusion (PF).
Majority Voting Decision Fusion (MVF) In
the MVF method, the baseline speech/non-speech
segmentation module is first run individually for
each channel of the house. Then, the result-
ing segmentations from all the channels of a spe-
cific room are aligned to detect candidate speech
events. Due to the possible different propagation
delays from the speech source to the several mi-
crophones, a tolerance of 1 second is given to this
alignment process. Then, if more than half of the
microphones of a specific room detect a speech
event candidate, the system considers that there
was speech in that room in that time interval.
Posterior Probability Fusion (PF) In the PF
method, the posterior probabilities obtained by the
MLP classifier for each channel of a specific room
are combined before applying the median filter.
The combination rule is simply the mean of the
probabilities provided by the MLP. Then, the same
finite state machine adopted in the single-channel
case is used to obtain the room segmentation based
on these averaged probabilities.
3.1.3 “Isolated-room” SAD task results
The results of the distinct approaches are pre-
sented in Table 1. In the mono-channel system,
a representative microphone was chosen for each
room. Observing the speech recall values of Table
1, it can be seen that the MLP unadapted system
(MLP-Baseline) rejects a very high percentage of
speech. After adaptation of the network classifier
with in-domain data (MLP-DIRHA), speech recall
increases to around 80%, while maintaining a high
non-speech detection precision. Regarding multi-
channel combination approaches, generalized im-
provements (F-score) are attained with respect to
the mono-channel approach. There are no signif-
icant differences between the two multi-channel
methods.
3.2 Room-Localized SAD
In this section, we focus on the SASLODOM task,
that we refer to as “room-localized” SAD task.
Notice that in contrast to the previous section,
the detected speech segments which originated in
other rooms are considered as insertion errors and
affect the performance of the evaluated systems.
Table 2 presents the results achieved by the SAD
systems previously described when evaluated in
the “room-localized” task. As it can be observed,
performances greatly decrease compared to the
ones reported in Table 1. This is due to the high
rate of detected speech segments actually occur-
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System speech non-speech total
[channel + MLP model] Prec. Recall F-score Prec. Recall F-score Acc.
1c + MLP-Baseline 99.7 54.7 70.6 95.2 100 97,5 95.4
1c + MLP-DIRHA 70.8 81.0 75.5 97.8 96.3 97.0 94.7
MVF + MLP-DIRHA 74.2 80.7 77.3 97.8 96.9 97.3 95.2
PF + MLP-DIRHA 76.1 79.9 77.9 97.7 97.2 97.5 95.5
Table 1: Performance (%) of the “isolated-room” speech activity detection task with the European
Portuguese DIRHA SimCorpus test set using different MLP classifiers with single-channel and multi-
channel combination approaches.
System speech non-speech total
[channel + MLP model] Prec. Recall F-score Prec. Recall F-score Acc.
1c + MLP-DIRHA 26.1 81.6 39,5 98.2 81.1 88.8 81.1
MVF + MLP-DIRHA 26.5 81.4 40.0 98.2 81.5 89.1 82.5
PF + MLP-DIRHA 27.5 80.4 41.0 98.1 82.7 89.7 81.5
Table 2: Performance (%) of the “room-localized” speech activity detection task with the European
Portuguese DIRHA SimCorpus test set using different MLP classifiers with single-channel and multi-
channel combination approaches.
ring in a different room. These results show the
inadequacy of the proposed approaches for the tar-
geted task.
3.2.1 Strategies for room detection
In order to address the cross-room detection prob-
lem, we propose to combine conventional SAD
approaches with automatic room detection meth-
ods. The proposed method consists of a three-step
process as follows:
1. Obtain automatic segmentation for each
room using any of the previously described
methods. With this operation, we obtain a set
of speech candidate segments for each room.
2. Align speech candidate segments of all
rooms with a tolerance of 1 second. This is
done to match events that are likely to be the
same ones, but that are simultaneously de-
tected at different rooms.
3. Decide to which room every speech candi-
date segment belongs using the information
provided by an automatic room detector.
From the various room-detection methods stud-
ied, the ones based on envelope variance (EV) dis-
tortion measures (M. Wolf and C. Nadeu, 2010)
were chosen, because they present the best trade-
off between computational load and performance
for an environment with noise and reverberation.
In this work, the detected room corresponds to the
room of the microphone with the highest EV mea-
sure in the time interval of the candidate speech
segments. In practice, we have explored two meth-
ods of integrating the segmentation information
and the room localization information:
• Restricted room selection (Restricted-RS)
The rooms in which the speech event may
happen are restricted to those rooms that ac-
tually detected that hypothesised segment.
• Matched room selection (Matched-RS) Auto-
matic room detection is not restricted and any
room may be selected for each hypothesised
speech segment. However, if the automati-
cally selected room does not match any of the
rooms that actually detected the hypothesized
segment, then that candidate segment is dis-
regarded.
In practice, the difference between the two
methods is that in the first case, all aligned candi-
date segments are assigned to one room (and re-
moved from any other room in which the same
candidate is detected), while in the second case,
there may be candidate segments that are disre-
garded and not assigned to any room. Conse-
quently, for the second approach, one may expect
an increase of the precision in exchange for a drop
in the recall performance.
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Room selec. System speech non-speech total
approaches [channel + MLP model] Prec. Recall F-score Prec. Recall F-score Acc.
Restricted-RS
1c + MLP-DIRHA 43.2 65.9 52.2 97.1 92.9 95.0 90.9
MVF + MLP-DIRHA 46.4 65.3 54.3 97.1 93.8 95.4 91.7
PF + MLP-DIRHA 46.9 65.6 54.7 97.1 93.9 95.5 91.8
Matched-RS
1c + MLP-DIRHA 73.2 59.5 65.7 96.7 98.2 97.5 95.3
MVF + MLP-DIRHA 75.2 59.6 66.5 96.7 98.4 97.6 95.5
PF + MLP-DIRHA 74.9 59.8 66.5 96.8 98.4 97.6 95.4
Table 3: Performance (%) of the “room-localized” speech activity detection task with the European Por-
tuguese DIRHA SimCorpus test set using applying single-channel and multi-channel fusion approaches
combined with two different room-localization approaches based in EV.
Test data System [channel + MLP model + RS] O-SAD FA DR Prec. Recall F-score
Simulated
MVF + MLP-DIRHA + Non-RS 7.7 12.0 3.4 53.5 95.9 68.7
MVF + MLP-DIRHA + Restricted-RS 11.8 5.4 18.3 73.4 79.2 76.2
MVF + MLP-DIRHA + Matched-RS 14.4 3.6 25.2 82.3 75.1 78.5
Real
MVF + MLP-DIRHA + Non-RS 13.7 26.1 1.3 49.2 96.2 65.1
MVF + MLP-DIRHA + Restricted-RS 2.0 2.7 1.3 100 96.2 98.1
MVF + MLP-DIRHA + Matched-RS 2.0 2.7 1.3 100 96.2 98.1
Table 4: Performance results (%) of the L2F speech activity detection systems submitted to the
SASLODOM challenge in the simulated and real data test sets in terms of the official task evaluation
metrics: Overall SAD performance (O-SAD), false alarm rate (FA), deletion rate (DR), Precision (Prec),
Recall and F-score.
3.2.2 “Room-Localized” SAD task results
Table 3 presents the results obtained for the two in-
tegrated approaches that combine speech activity
detection and room localization. Comparing these
results with the ones obtained with the systems
that do not incorporate any room assignment strat-
egy (Table 2), we can observe a great improve-
ment in the precision performance of speech. On
the other hand, there is also a considerable drop in
the recall performance. However, we can see that
the incorporation of room localization increases
the system performance about 25% for the best
method in terms of F-score. These results seem to
demonstrate the convenience of the methods pro-
posed that combine segmentation with room local-
ization.
Regarding the room-assignment strategies, the
recall is higher for the Restricted-RS approach, as
expected, because all candidate segments are al-
ways assigned to one room. On the other hand,
also as expected, the precision is very low when
compared to the Matched-RS approach. In gen-
eral, the second approach achieves a better gener-
alised performance (F-score).
4 The L2F SASLODOM 2014 submission
Three different systems have been submitted to
the EVALITA-SASLODOM 2014 challenge. The
three systems differ in the room selection strategy
integrated: no room selection (Non-RS), restricted
room selection (Restricted-RS) and matched room
selection (Matched-RS). The three systems share
the same MLP classifier adapted with in-domain
data (MLP-DIRHA), since it showed remarkable
improvements with respect to the baseline classi-
fier in the experiments with the DIRHA SimCor-
pus. Moreover, given that no significant perfor-
mance differences were observed regarding multi-
channel combination methods, majority voting fu-
sion (MVF) approach was applied in all cases. It is
worth noting that system tuning has not been con-
ducted to adapt to the particular characteristics of
the SASLODOM data.
Table 4 shows the official performance results
obtained by the submitted systems in the simu-
lated and real data test sets. According to these
results, the trends of the different systems are as
expected: the highest recall/lowest precision is
achieved by the system that does not incorporate
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room detection strategies, while the Matched-RS is
the room assignment strategy that provides high-
est precision in exchange for a moderate recall
drop. Regarding F-score metrics, the Matched-RS
approach is the best performing one. Comparing
the Simulated results to the ones reported in the
previous section, two relevant differences can be
noticed. First, the general performance is con-
siderably better: F-scores increase from 40.0%,
54.3% and 66.5% to 68.7%, 76.2% and 78.5%, for
each of the three submitted systems respectively.
Second, the performance differences between the
three systems are considerably reduced. A possi-
ble explanation for these two observations may be
the reduced amount of cross-room detected speech
events in the SASLODOM data when compared
to the DIRHA data. However, this is only an
hypothesis that needs to be further investigated
and there may be other explanations for the ob-
served phenomena. Finally, it is worth highlight-
ing the extremely good performances with real
data (F-score 98.1%) achieved by the proposed ap-
proaches incorporating automatic room detection
information. Note that these methods allowed for
a drastic precision increase, from 49.2% to 100%,
while keeping the recall constant at 96.2%. These
figures show that each candidate speech segment is
in fact simultaneously detected at the two rooms.
However, the room assignment strategy based on
EV is able to perfectly determine the correct room
where each speech event is generated. This re-
sult confirms the effectiveness of the EV distor-
tion metric for channel and room selection with
real data.
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Abstract
English. Several Voice or Speaker Activ-
ity Detection (VAD) systems exist in liter-
ature. They are indeed a fundamental part
of complex systems that deals with speech
processing. In this work the authors ex-
ploit neural network based VAD to address
the speaker activity detection in a multi-
room domestic scenario. The goal is to
detect the voice activity in each of the two
target rooms in presence of other sounds
and speeches occurring in other rooms and
outside. A large dataset recorded in a
smart-home is provided and interesting re-
sults are obtained.
Italiano. Un rilevatore di attivita` voca-
le (Voice Activity Detector, VAD) costitui-
sce una delle parti fondamentali di siste-
mi piu` complessi che operano con segnali
vocali. Il presente lavoro applica VAD ba-
sati su reti neurali per il rilevamento del
parlato in uno scenario domestico multi-
microfono. Lo scopo e` quello di rilevare
l’attivita` vocale presente nelle due stan-
ze di riferimento in presenza di altri suo-
ni e parlatori in altre stanze o all’esterno.
Le prestazioni sono state valutate su un
ampio dataset ed i risultati ottenuti sono
interessanti.
1 Introduction
Voice Activity Detection (VAD) is a non-trivial
task representing one of the fundamental steps
of many complex systems like Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) (Rabiner and Juang, 1993).
This work concerns the development and the eval-
uation of advanced VADs applied in domestic en-
vironments1 (Principi et al., 2013). A large dataset
is provided by the DIRHA EU project and it is
1The proposed systems are currently under development.
composed of several scenes recorded using 40 mi-
crophones installed in five rooms of a smart-home
(Cristoforetti et al., 2014). The approaches pre-
sented hereby are based on machine learning tech-
niques, in particular, the first approach exploits
the Deep Belief Network (DBN), a neural network
obtained by stacking several Restricted Bolzmann
Machines (RBMs) whilst the second approach is
based on a bidirectional Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) recurrent neural network. The pro-
posed VADs at their current development stage
have been submitted and their performance have
been assessed at the Speech Activity detection and
Speaker LOcalization in DOMestic environments
(SASLODOM) task, part of EVALITA 20142.
The reminder of this technical report is struc-
tured as follows. A brief overview of the task
dataset and an overall description of the proposed
systems is given in the next two Sections. Section
4 describes the experimental setup while Section
5 shows the obtained results and Section 6 con-
cludes the article.
2 SASLODOM 2014 dataset
The dataset provided by the DIRHA project refers
to an apartment monitored by 40 microphones in-
stalled on the walls and the ceiling of its five rooms
(cf. Figure 1). The target rooms in which the
speech activity has to be detected is the kitchen
(top-left) and the livingroom (bottom-left). The
dataset is composed of two kind of sets named
Simulated and Real. The first one is composed of
80 scenes 60 seconds long and they consist of a set
of utterances and other acoustic events, including
a variety of background noises, produced in differ-
ent rooms and positions. The Real dataset is com-
posed of 22 total scenes having different durations.
They are composed of moving speaker utterances
and system audio messages played through a ceil-
ing loudspeaker. In these scenes the background
2http://www.evalita.it/2014
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noise is low and the speakers are located only in
the kitchen and livingroom.
Figure 1: Layout of the experimental set-up for
simulated data.
3 Overall description
The overall block scheme of the proposed ap-
proaches is depicted in Figure 2. The acquired
input audio signals, coming from one or more mi-
crophones, is fed to the feature extraction block
which aims to transform the raw audio data into
a well-defined feature space (cf. Section 3.1).
The feature matrix is then used as input for
the speech/non-speech classifier. Finally a post-
processing stage leads to the final decision.
3.1 Feature Extraction
Different types of features are extracted from raw
audio data after down-sampling it to 16 kHz. The
feature sets are normalised following the min-max
method:
x¯l =
xl−xmin
xmax−xmin , (1)
where
xmin = min
1≤l≤L
(xl), xmax = max
1≤l≤L
(xl), (2)
xl is an element of the feature vector at the frame
index l and L is the total number of frame in
the dataset. The complete list is shown in Table
1 whilst, the next sections provide a detailed de-
scription.
3.1.1 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient
The MFCC (Davis and Mermelstein, 1980) is a
well-known set of features widely employed in au-
dio applications (e.g., speech, music, etc.). Ac-
cordingly with HTK target kind (Young et al.,
1997), two set of MFCC-based feature have been
extracted: MFCC12 0 D A and MFCC12 0 D Z.
Feature
Extraction
stage
mic1
micn
mic2
DBN
or
BLSTM
Neural
Network
Post-
processing
stage
out 1
out 2
Figure 2: General block scheme of the proposed
VADs.
Name # features
MFCC12 0 D Z * 26
MFCC12 0 D A * 39
EVM wH 1
PITCH * 1
WCLPE 24
RASTAPLP 0 D A * 54
Table 1: List of features and their dimensionality.
The * indicates that the features are extracted us-
ing openSMILE toolkit (Eyben et al., 2013).
The former is composed of 13 cepstral coeffi-
cients, 0-12, plus their first and second derivatives,
∆ and ∆∆ whilst the latter differs in the features
mean normalisation and in the absence of the sec-
ond order derivative. Both are extracted using a
frame size of 25 ms at a frame rate of 100 fps.
3.1.2 Envelope-Variance measure
This feature relies on the signal intensity envelope
smoothing introduced by the reverberation, thus,
the dynamic range of a reverberated signal may be
reduced (Houtgast and Steeneken, 1985). The ex-
traction process have been slightly modified in or-
der to achieve a temporal evolution. The original
version (Wolf and Nadeu, 2014) defines a set of
sub-band envelopes as the time sequences of non-
linearly compressed filter-bank energies (FBE).
Similarly to MFCC computation, the speech sig-
nal frame energies is computed and the mean value
is subtracted in the log domain from each sub-
band:
xˆ(k, l) = exp[log(x(k, l))− µx(k)], (3)
where x(k, l) is the sub-band time sequence, k is
the band index, l is the frame index and µx(k)
is the k-th band mean value estimated along the
entire speech sub-band signal. The variance of a
compressed version of Eq. (3) is obtained as fol-
low:
V (k) = var[xˆ(k, l)1/3]. (4)
To obtain a time-varying version of Eq. (4), we
compute the variance using a window W shifted
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along each sub-band time sequence:
EVM(k, l) = var[xˆ(k,m)1/3], (5)
where the variance is calculated considering a por-
tion of xˆ(k,m) identified by −W2 + l ≤ m ≤
W
2 + l. Finally, a hard weighting function is ap-
plied to emphasise the voiceband frequencies and
to discard the others contents. We use p = 40 mel
sub-bands and a windows size of 400 ms leading
to the EVM wH set.
3.1.3 Pitch
The pitch feature is extracted accordingly to the
Sub-Harmonic-Summation (SHS) method (Her-
mes, 1988). It computes Nf shifts of the input
spectrum along the log-frequency axis, each of
them is scaled due to a compression factor and
summed up leading to a sub-harmonic summation
spectrum. Standard peak picking and a quadratic
curve fitting interpolation are applied to identify
the F0 value. They are extracted using a frame
size of 50 ms sampled every 10 ms.
3.1.4 RASTA-PLP
This feature set is the standard RASTA-PLP set
(Hermansky, 1990) composed of 18 cepstral coef-
ficients including the 0-th one plus their first and
second derivatives. They are extracted using a
frame size of 25 ms sampled every 10 ms.
3.1.5 WC-LPE Feature
The Wavelet Coefficient (WC) and Linear Predic-
tion Errore (LPE) feature set is based on a sub-
band multi-resolution representation due to the ex-
ploitation of the Discrete Wavelet Transformation
of the input. A set of Linear Prediction Error
Filters (LPEFs) is then applied to each sub-band
in order to extract the Forward Prediction Errors
(FPE). The latter, the WCs and their first average
derivatives constitute the feature set presented in
(Marchi et al., 2014). To guarantee a frame align-
ment with respect to other feature sets, the refer-
ence frequency has been set to 100 Hz.
3.2 Deep Belief Network
The DBN is well-defined in (Deng, 2012) as a
probabilistic generative models composed of mul-
tiple layers of stochastic, hidden variables. The
top two layers have undirected, symmetric con-
nections between them. The lower layers receive
top-down, directed connections from the layer
above. A DBN is built by a stack of Restricted
Hidden
Visible
h1 h2 hI
v1 vJ
b
a
wij
Figure 3: Restricted Boltzmann Machine.
Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) and the interest in
this generative model began to increase since the
introduction of an efficient layer-by-layer unsuper-
vised training algorithm, also called pre-training
(Hinton et al., 2006). DBNs are typically used
to initialise the weights of a Multi-Layer Percep-
tron (MLP) neural network, especially when the
MLP is composed of many layers (i.e., deep neu-
ral network, DNN). Following this initialisation, a
standard back-propagation fine-tunes the network
leading to much better results than that achieved
by randomly initialise the MLP. When DBN in ex-
ploited for initialisation of a DNN, the obtained
network is called DBN-DNN.
RBMs are composed of one layer of Bernoulli
stochastic hidden units h and one layer of
Bernoulli or Gaussian stochastic visible units v,
where h and v are the vector of hidden and visible
unit values. With respect to Boltzmann Machines,
RBMs have not hidden-to-hidden and visible-to-
visible connections. Figure 3 shows a RBM with
I visible units and J hidden units, wij indicates
the weights between i-th visible unit vi and j-th
hidden unit hj , and bi and aj are respectively the
bias terms for visible and hidden layers. Follow-
ing (Hinton, 2010), a RBM can be easily trained
by means of Contrastive Divergence (CD-1) algo-
rithm which allows to compute the approximation
of the gradient of the log likelihood log p(v; θ),
where θ is the model parameters, by exploiting a
full step of the Gibbs sampling method. A full step
consists in sampling h0 from v0, then sampling v1
from h0 and, finally sampling h1 from v1. Hence,
the weights update rule for the RBM is:
∆wij = [〈v1h1〉 − 〈v0h0〉], (6)
where  is the learning rate and the vector of visi-
ble units v0 are initialised using the input data.
In the stacking procedure, the RBMs are trained
using the CD-1 algorithm layer by layer leading to
a DBN as shown in Figure 4. Firstly RBM1 is pre-
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Figure 4: Deep Belief Network obtained by stack-
ing three RBMs.
trained, then the hidden unit activation probabil-
ities of RBM1 became the visible units of RBM2
and the pre-training algorithm is applied to RBM2.
Finally the hidden unit activation probabilities of
RBM2 became the visible units of RBM3 which
is pre-trained. This process proceeds iteratively
for each layer in the network. It is important to
note that this training procedure is unsupervised,
thus, it does not require the targets or labels knowl-
edge. For classification tasks, the pre-training is
followed by a supervised training algorithm (e.g.,
back-propagation) which, on the contrary, exploits
the targets to fine-tune the network weights.
3.3 Bidirectional LSTM-RNN
A BLSTM-RNN is a recurrent neural network
in which the usual non-linear neurons (i.e., sig-
moid function) are replaced by the long short-term
memory blocks.
Forget
Gate
Output
Gate
Input
Input
Gate
•
•
•
1.0
Output
Memory
Cell
Figure 5: Long Short-Term Memory block.
The LSTM block is composed of one or more
self connected linear memory cells and three mul-
tiplicative gates, as shown in Figure 5. The mem-
ory cell maintains the internal state for a long time
through a constant weighted connection (i.e., 1.0).
The content of the memory cell is controlled by
the multiplicative input, output and forget gates
which act respectively as the memory write, read
and reset operations. More details can be found
in (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Graves,
2012).
The recurrent nature of the network allows a
kind of memory in the network internal state which
is exploited to compute the output of the network.
To deal with the future context, an elegant solution
is to duplicate the hidden layers and connect them
to the same input and output. The input values
and corresponding output targets are thus given
in a forward and backward direction. This net-
work architecture is called Bidirectional LSTM-
RNN (BLSTM-RNN).
4 Experimental Setup
The given dataset has been divided as provided by
the SASLODOM 2014 organisers:
• Development Set: 40 scenes from the Simu-
lated set and 12 scenes from the Real set.
• Test Set: 40 scenes form the Simulated set
and 10 scenes from the Real set.
The Test Set has been provided to the participants
at the end of the development phase in order to
evaluate the performance, hence the feature selec-
tion, the network parameters identification and the
post-processing variables tuning have been com-
puted by means of a 10-fold cross validation over
the Development Set.
4.1 DBN-VAD
The proposed DBN-VAD (cf. Figure 2) has two
different configurations. In particular, the feature
set and the network topology are different due
to the diverse nature of the Simulated and Real
sets. The feature set employed with the simulated
dataset is composed of 106 coefficients/frame for
each microphone: MFCC12 0 D Z, EVM wH,
PITCH, WC-LPE and RASTAPLP 0 D A. The
network has 212 input units, two hidden layers of,
respectively, 20 and 10 units and an output layer
of two units, one for each target rooms. We refer
to this configuration as DBN-VADS . On the other
hand, both the feature set and the network size for
the real dataset are smaller: 27 coefficients/frame
MFCC12 0 D Z and PITCH, and 57 inputs units,
two hidden layers of 10 and 5 units and two out-
put units. We refer to this configuration as DBN-
VADR.
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Both the configurations exploits two micro-
phones installed on the kitchen wall (i.e., K2L)
and on the livingroom wall (i.e., L1C). The choice
of these two microphones relies on their position
(cf. Figure 1) and also as a result of intensive tests
conducted on several microphone pairs.
The DBN-VADS|R pre-training consists in
1000 iterations using a mini-batch size of 100
frames and a step-ratio of 0.1. The learning rate is
obtained dividing the step-ratio by the size of the
training set leading to a value close to 4 × 10−7.
The fine-tuning training has the same parameters.
4.2 BLSTM-VAD
The second proposed VAD is BLSTM-based (cf.
Figure 2) and exploits the two microphones used
with the DBN-VAD (i.e., K2L and L1C). This
VAD employs a different feature set composed of
MFCC12 0 D A, PITCH and WC-LPE leading to
a total feature space of 64 coefficients per frame
per microphone. The final network topology is
composed of four hidden layers (i.e., two for each
direction due to bi-directionality) with 40 and 20
LSTM units for each direction. The input layer
has 128 units while the output layer has only one
unit. Indeed, for this VAD approach, better perfor-
mance has been achieved using one network for
each room.
For BLSTM-VAD training, the CURRENNT
toolkit (Weninger et al., 2014) is used. In par-
ticular, supervised learning with early stopping is
used. Standard gradient descend with back prop-
agation of the output errors is used to iteratively
update the network weights. The latter are initial-
ized by a random Gaussian distribution with mean
0 and standard deviation 0.1.
4.3 Post-processing
A post-processing of the network output is needed
in order to handle slow transition from speech to
non-speech. This technique is commonly named
hangover and a number of different implementa-
tion have been developed. The simplest imple-
mentation, used in this work, exploits a counter.
In particular, a threshold value is fixed and if at
least two consecutive network outputs are above
the threshold, the counter is reset to a predefined
value (equal to 8). On the contrary, when the net-
work output is below the threshold, the counter is
decreased by 1 and the actual frame is classified as
non-speech only if the counter value is zero.
5 Results
The result published by SASLODOM 2014 organ-
isers are shown in this section.
5.1 Performance metrics
The metrics used to assess the VAD performance
are:
• Deletion Error Rate (DER): number of miss-
ing detection over all speech frames.
• False Alarm Rate (FAR): number of false de-
tection over all non-speech frames.
• Overall Speaker Activity Detection error
(SAD): global metric defined as:
SAD =
Nfa + βNdel
Nnsp + βNsp
, (7)
whereNdel,Nfa are the total number of dele-
tions and false alarms respectively, Nsp and
Nnsp are the total number of speech and non-
speech frames. The term β = NnspNsp acts as
regulator term for the unbalance of the class
non-speech with respect to the speech one.
Table 2 shows the performance achieved by the
proposed VADs with respect to the Test Set. The
proposed VADs at their current development stage
are characterised by moderate performance with
respect to the Real dataset. This fact is due to the
raw approach that authors decided to undertake as
first step. In particular, the data-driven nature of
our VADs does not exploit higher level informa-
tion to finalise the decision. For instance it could
be possible to exploit the envelope-variance mea-
sure (cf. Eq. (4)) to perform a channel selection
and hence further post-processing the network de-
cisions. This solution would reasonably improve
the performance on Real dataset. Indeed, the ab-
sence of noise in its scenes leads to a high ac-
curacy of the channel selection measure. Perfor-
mance against the Simulated data are significantly
better due to the grater dimension with respect to
the Real data.
6 Conclusion
The proposed VADs exploit DBN-DNN and
BLSTM-RNN neural networks in order to detect
the speaker activity in a multi-room scenario. In-
deed, the task goal is the detection of when and
where a human is talking with respect to target
rooms. Hence, the system is required to be robust
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VAD
Simulated data Real data
DER (%) FAR (%) SAD (%) DER (%) FAR (%) SAD (%)
DBN-VADS|R 10.3 8.7 9.5 14.7 9.7 12.2
BLSTM-VAD 12.3 11.9 12.1 5.6 33.7 19.7
Table 2: Result assessed against the Test Set.
and reliable in a noise environment and a multiple
speaker scenario. Furthermore, the VAD is also
required to identify in which room, kitchen or liv-
ingroom, the speaker is actually talking discard-
ing other speaker(s) in other room(s). The perfor-
mance of the proposed approaches have been as-
sessed on the SASLODOM-EVALITA 2014 task.
Further intensive test sessions focused to pre-
process the multiple microphone signals available
and to the evaluation of deeper networks represent
future efforts. Moreover, due to the so-called curse
of dimensionality, better performance are expected
by the exploitation of the whole DIRHA dataset.
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